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Preface 

The relevance of commutator methods in spectral and scattering theory has 
been known for a long time, and numerous interesting results have been ob
tained by such methods. The reader may find a description and references in the 
books by Putnam [Pu], Reed-Simon [RS] and Baumgartel-Wollenberg [BW] for 
example. A new point of view emerged around 1979 with the work of E. Mourre 
in which the method of locally conjugate operators was introduced. His idea 
proved to be remarkably fruitful in establishing detailed spectral properties of 
N-body Hamiltonians. A problem that was considered extremely difficult be
fore that time, the proof of the absence of a singularly continuous spectrum 
for such operators, was then solved in a rather straightforward manner (by 
E. Mourre himself for N = 3 and by P. Perry, 1. Sigal and B. Simon for general 
N). The Mourre estimate, which is the main input of the method, also has 
consequences concerning the behaviour of N-body systems at large times. A 
deeper study of such propagation properties allowed 1. Sigal and A. Soffer in 
1985 to prove existence and completeness of wave operators for N-body systems 
with short range interactions without implicit conditions on the potentials (for 
N = 3, similar results were obtained before by means of purely time-dependent 
methods by V. Enss and by K. Sinha, M. Krishna and P. Muthuramalingam). 

Our interest in commutator methods was raised by the major achievements 
mentioned above. In studying these papers we arrived at the conviction that 
the field of applications of the method of locally conjugate operators was by no 
means exhausted and also that the theory itself could be improved on an ab
stract level such as to cover most of the known results in spectral and scattering 
theory and to obtain these results under sharper and more natural conditions. 
The present monograph is a presentation of the principal outcomes of our efforts 
in this direction. 

It turned out that, in order to arrive at the refined version of the locally con
jugate operator method we were looking for, we had to have recourse to certain 
non-Hilbertian techniques which are rarely used in spectral and scattering the
ory, such as real interpolation theory and Co-groups of automorphisms of C*-
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algebras. This explains to some extent the structure of our text. As suggested 
by its title, it has been divided into three parts: 

(a) a first part (Chapters 1-4) comprising essentially a self-contained pre
sentation of certain aspects of real interpolation theory and a rather advanced 
study of multi-parameter Co-groups, their functional calculi and the scales of 
Besov spaces associated with them, 

(b) a second part devoted to a study of commutator expansions with precise 
estimates on the remainders (Chapters 5 and 6) and to a general version of the 
conjugate operator method (Chapter 7), and 

(c) a third part (Chapters 8-10) containing a new algebraic framework for the 
N-body problem and a study of the spectral properties of N-body Hamiltonians 
based on the results of Chapter 7. 

As regards part (b), we mention that the deepest estimates on the remain
ders in the commutator expansions are not used further on in this text. These 
estimates are important in scattering theory, and the proof of their most re
fined form involves in an essential way the tools and results of the preceding 
chapters; this is our second motivation for the quite elaborate presentation of 
these tools in the first part. 

We move now to a more detailed description of the contents of our text. 
Chapter 1 contains rather standard material from distribution theory. Its first 
purpose is to introduce some notations and to fix the terminology. However, 
we also prove several estimates, the usefulness of which will appear only much 
later. Chapter 2, devoted to real interpolation theory of Banach spaces, has 
been included because, from our experience, the main audience for which this 
text is intended is unfamiliar with this material. This chapter may be used as 
a short introduction to the basic ideas of real interpolation theory. We were 
obliged to omit many important subjects (for example we say nothing about the 
interpolation of LP-spaces), but our proofs are complete and relatively simple. 

In Chapter 3 we consider a strongly continuous representation W of JRn in 
a Banach space F and make a detailed study of the Besov scale {F S,p I s E 

JR, p E [1, +oo]} and the functional calculus associated to W. As regards the 
Besov scale, we go beyond the situation studied by H. Triebel who considered 
the case s > O. If n = 1 or if F is a Hilbert space and W is unitary, the 
extension to s :S 0 is straightforward. The remaining cases are considerably 
more complicated, and one relevant question remains open (see the introduction 
to Chapter 3). An important tool that we use is an abstract version of the 
Littlewood-Paley dyadic decomposition method. This tool is also essential in 
order to obtain good bounds on the norm of functions of the n-component 
generator A == (A 1, ... , An) of W. From the technical point of view this chapter, 
together with Chapter 7, forms the core of the book. 

Some special situations of the general framework of Chapter 3 are considered 
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In Chapter 4 we treat the classical case of weighted 
Besov and Sobolev spaces on JRn and also the case when W is induced by a flow 
on JRn. In Chapter 5 we consider the group of automorphisms !J)f induced by 
W in the Banach algebra ,o/cl == B(F) of bounded linear operators on F. If one 
applies the theory of Chapter 3 to the group !J)f in ,o/cl, one gets a Besov scale 
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{.%'s,p}; for s > 0, the property T E .%'s,p may be interpreted as a regularity 
property of the operator T relative to the group W (for integer s this can be 
reexpressed in terms of boundedness of multiple commutators of T with the 
generator A of W). By using the functional calculus associated to W, one then 
gets so-called (left) commutator expansions of the form 

T1j;(A) = 

here m is a positive integer, a = (001, ... ,an) with ak E {O, 1,2, ... } is a multi
index, 1j;(C»(x) = (8/8xdC>1 ..... (8/8x n )'CY n 1j;(x) and adA(T) is a multiple 
commutator defined by the rules adAj (T) = [Aj, T], adA = adA~ o ... 0 adA:' 
A particular case of our results (Theorem 5.5.3) states that the remainder ,O/tm 

is a bounded operator from FB,p to F s+f1 ,p if 1j; is a symbol of class sm-f1(l~n) 
with J1 > ° (provided that T is sufficiently regular with respect to W); this is 
one of the deepest results of the book. 

The framework of Chapter 6 is a special case of that discussed in Chap
ter 5, namely, F is a Hilbert space and W is a unitary representation of ]R.n. 

If H is a self-adjoint (unbounded) operator in F, its regularity with respect 
to W is defined in terms of that of its resolvent. The purpose of this chapter 
is to specify regularity properties of functions <p( H) of H given the regular
ity class of H and to study boundedness properties of operators of the form 
1j;1 (A) [<p(H) - <p(H') ]1j;2 (A), where H' is a second self-adjoint operator. Results 
on boundedness of operators of this form are especially important in scattering 
theory. 

Chapter 7 is devoted to the conjugate operator method. This is a way of 
controlling the behaviour of the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator in the neigh
bourhood of its spectrum. A preliminary discussion of the usefulness of such an 
investigation may be found in Section 7.1. In the next two sections we present 
the essence of the conjugate operator method. Consequences and extensions 
are treated in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, while the final section contains the first im
portant examples (pseudo-differential operators). The material of Chapter 7 is 
based on our own research; a rather detailed comparison with other approaches, 
as well as historical remarks and a description of the main ideas of the method 
in simple situations, may be found in the introduction to Chapter 7. 

The last part of the book (Chapters 8-10) is devoted to some aspects of the 
spectral analysis of classes of Hamiltonians having a many-channel structure. 
Such operators describe composite physical systems, and physicists are inter
ested in characterizing spectral and scattering properties of the Hamiltonian 
of the total system in terms of the properties of subsystems. This is somewhat 
vague, and the purpose of Chapter 8 is to discuss a framework in which such 
Hamiltonians can be defined and studied in a natural way. The formalism is 
purely algebraic; to describe the Hamiltonian, we introduce the concept of an 
observable affiliated to a graded C* -algebra. A more detailed motivation of this 
point of view is given in the introduction to Chapter 8. In this chapter we also 
give a meaning at an algebraic level to the so-called Mourre estimate, and one 
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of the main steps of the verification of this estimate for N -body Hamiltonians 
(namely the reduction to subsystems) is achieved at this level of generality. 
The graded C*-algebras that are specific to the standard N-body situation are 
studied in Chapter 9 where we also present our results on the spectral analysis 
of non-relativistic N-body Hamiltonians. The connection with the quantum
mechanical formulation of the N-body problem is made in the final Chapter 10. 

This monograph is not meant to be a review of the research on commutator 
methods in general and not even on the method of locally conjugate operators. 
Following the work of E. Mourre, there appeared a small number of papers 
concerned with the abstract side of the theory and a somewhat larger number 
devoted to applications. Many of these papers are cited in the bibliography, 
and some of them are discussed in the text. We feel that the theory is still in 
a state of evolution; various theoretical questions are still open, and certainly 
numerous interesting applications will still be found. 

We hardly touch upon questions related to scattering, except that in Chap
ter 7 we give criteria for existence and completeness of local relative wave op
erators in two-body type situations which, when applied to pseudo-differential 
operators, give sharp results. We plan to consider the many-body scattering 
theory in a companion volume. 

We are much indebted to our colleague and friend Jean-Jacques Sansuc for 
his involvement in this project. His encouragement through numerous stimu
lating discussions, and his criticism and suggestions had a considerable impact 
on the final form of our text, and his familiarity with all intricacies of lEX was 
of invaluable help to us. It is a great pleasure for us to express here our deep 
gratitude to him. We wish to extend our thanks to Louis Boutct de Monvel 
who, during long years, has patiently listened to and answered many of our 
questions and helped us with pertinent advice. 

Finally we acknowledge financial support from the Centre National pour la 
Recherche Scientifique (C.N.R.S. France), the Swiss National Science Founda
tion and the University of Paris 7. 

Paris and Geneva 
June 1995 



Comments on notations 

A detailed index of symbols may be found at the end of the text. However, we 
point out some special conventions that we use. 

(1) The Laplace operator ~ on ~n is defined with a minus sign, i.e. 

n 

~ = - 2)8j8xk)2. 
k=l 

(2) The usual Lebesgue measure on ~n is denoted by dx, but we find it more 
convenient to use as basic measure what we call Fourier measure dx defined as 
dx = (27r)-n/2dx. 

(3) An absolutely continuous measure rp on ~n will be identified with its den
sity rp(x) with respect to Fourier measure: JJRn f(x)rp(dx) == JJRn f(x)rp(x)d(x). 
Furthermore, we shall use the notation on the r.h.s. also if the measure rp is 
not absolutely continuous and even if cp is a distribution. 

(4) We say "integrable measure" instead of "bounded measure". 
(5) If F is a topological vector space, then F* is the space of anti-linear 

continuous forms on F. In particular a distribution (hence also a measure) on 
~n is an anti-linear form on test functions. 

(6) The generator A of a one-parameter Co-group W(s) is defined such that, 
formally, W(s) = exp(iAs). 

(7) We set N = {O, 1,2, ... } and (x) = (1 + IxI 2)1/2 if x E ~n. 

The reader might be bothered by the abundance of indices in symbols denot
ing abstract Banach spaces or function spaces. In general we adopt the following 
rule: if F is a Banach space equipped with a representation of ~n, then F s or 
F S,p denotes a space of the associated Sobolev or Besov scale respectively. 

However, function spaces on ~n are naturally equipped with two represen
tations of ~n, the group of multiplication operators {eia.X}aElRn and the trans
lation group. In order to avoid an accumulation of lower indices, we use them 
only for the first one of these representations and write indices referring to the 
translation group as upper indices. Thus upper indices describe the local reg
ularity of functions, whereas the lower indices characterize their rate of decay 
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at infinity (see the beginning of Section 4.1 for a more detailed explanation in 
a special situation, and also Section 5.4). 

In one case our notation is not consistent with these rules. In order to avoid 
confusions, we have writtenAtw (page 78) for the space which should be denoted 
by . .i'tw according to the above conventions. However, for special choices of Atw 
(see page 85), we use the notations Jttr and At(w) which are in agreement with 
our rules. 



CHAPTER 1 

Some Spaces of Functions and Distributions 

This chapter is devoted to some aspects of distribution theory. In Section 1.1 we 
define various spaces of smooth functions as well as some differential operators; 
we insist on an invariant definition of these objects, since this will be impor
tant in the study of N-body Hamiltonians. Various definitions and facts from 
distribution theory are reviewed in Section 1.2. The reader should be familiar 
with the contents of these two sections because we fix notations and terminology 
which are in some cases not quite standard. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 are more tech
nical and may be skipped temporarily. \Ve prove results relating local regularity 
properties of a distribution with the behaviour at infinity of its Fourier trans
form. We also establish an identity due to A.P. Calderon giving a representation 
of a distribution in terms of its derivatives of a fixed order plus a regular term. 
Finally, we usc this representation in order to prove several facts that will be 
needed in later chapters. 

1.1. Calculus on Euclidean Spaces 

By a euclidean space we mean a finite-dimensional real vector space X pro
vided with a scalar product (., .). We shall write 1·1 for the norm in X. Sometimes, 
in order to avoid confusions, we shall add a subscript specifying the space, e.g. 
(., .)x or I . I x· The dimension of X will often be denoted by the letter n. If 
x E X, we set (x; = (1 + IxI 2)1/2. Clearly (x + y; s:: J2 \'.1;;. (y; Vx,y E X. 

Each subspace Y of a euclidean space X is itself a euclidean space if one con
siders on it the scalar product induced by that defined on X. We denote by Y ~ 
the orthogonal complement of a subspace Y in X and by 1Ty the orthogonal pro
jection operator of X onto Y. We usc the symbol 0 for the space (or subspace) 
{O} consisting only of the zero vector. The standard example of a euclidean space 
of dimension n is the space IRTt consisting of n-tuples x = (Xl, ... , xn ) of real 
numbers with scalar product (x, Y)Rn = L~=l XkYk. Of course, each euclidean 
space of dimension n can be identified with IRn by choosing in X an orthonormal 
basis {VI, ... , vn }, and we shall occasionally usc such an identification. However, 
our emphasis here is on objects which are invariantly defined: this is not only 
important in the applications we have in mind but also gives a formal simplicity 
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which is often of great help. 
Let us recall the invariant definition of the derivative of a real function f 

defined in a neighbourhood of a point x E X: one says that f is differentiable 
at x if there exists a vector 1'(x) E X such that for hEX with Ihl sufficiently 
small: f(x + h) = f(x) + (h, l' (x)) + o(lhl). Then l' (x) is uniquely defined and is 
called the derivative of f at x. If v E X is a fixed vector in X, then the derivative 
of f at X in the direction v is given by the formula: 

(l.l.1) 8v f ( x) = (v, l' ( x )) = lim c -1 (j (x + cv) ~ f ( x) ) . 
E--->O 

Higher order derivatives f" (x), fill (x), etc. are obtained by requiring that a 
higher order development in h of the difference f (x + h) ~ f (x) exists; we refer to 
Section l.1 of [H] for details. Notice that, since there is a bijective correspondence 
between quadratic (or symmetric bilinear) forms on X and symmetric linear 
operators in X, one can define the second-order derivative (if it exists) of the 
real function f as the unique symmetric operator f" (x) : X ---+ X such that for 
sufficiently small hEX : 

1 
f(x + h) = f(x) + (h, 1'(x)) + 2(h, j"(x)h) + 0(lhI 2 ). 

This invariant presentation of f" (x) allows a neat definition of the Laplace
Beltrami operator.6. associated to X: 

(l.l.2) (.6.f)(x) = ~ Tr j"(x), 

where Tr A is the trace of a linear operator A : X ---+ X. 
Let {VI, ... , vn } be any (algebraic) basis of X and set 8 j = 8vj . The dual 

basis {v 1 , ... ,vn } in X is defined by the conditions (Vj,Vk) = 8j k, and one 
sets gjk = (vj,v k ). It is possible to give an explicit expression for.6.f in the 
coordinate system associated to {VI, ... , vn }, namely: 

n 

(l.l.3) .6.f = ~ L li8i 8j f. 
i,j=l 

If f is a complex-valued function on X which is k times differentiable at a 
point x, we denote by V(k) f(x) its k-th order derivative at x (we avoid the 
notation f( k) (x) used in Section l.1 of [H] in order not to be in conflict with 
the notation f(a) that will be introduced below). Then V(k) f(x) is a (complex
valued) symmetric k-linear form on X, and we define its norm IV(k) f(x)1 by the 
formula: 

IV(k) f(x)1 = [ 
l<:::il , ... ,i" <:::n 
l<:::j""',]k<:::n 

i,j, id" 8 8 f( ')8 8 ~f( )]1/2 9 ... 9 i, . .. i k X .il··· j" x . 

The advantage of this definition is that the right-hand side is independent of the 
chosen basis, so IV(k) f(x)1 is invariantly defined. 
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Assume that the basis VI, ... ,Vn is orthonormal (so that V j = vj and gj k = 
Djk). Recall that a multi-index a is a n-tuple (al, ... , an) of integers aj 2 o. 
The following conventions will be used: 

and 

x'" = Xf' .. . x~n if x = XlVI + ... +xnvn EX (Xj E JR). 

Observe that the operator [)'" and the number x'" depend on the chosen basis. 
If a, (3 are multi-indices, we write ,6 :<:: a if ,61 :<:: a1, ... ,(3n :<:: an, and then we 
define a - (3 = (al - (31,··· ,an - (3n) and 

We can now express the norm IV(k) f(x)1 in a more compact form, namely 

(1.1.4) IV(k) f(x)1 = [L k; I[)'" f(x)1 2r/2 . 
a. 

1001=k 

From now on, if an orthonormal basis in X is given, we shall set [)O! f = f(a). 
Let k be an integer 2 0 or k = 00. vVe shall use the following standard 

notations: 

Ck(X) = {f : X -+ IC I f has continuous derivatives up to order k}, 

cg(X) = {f E Ck(X) I f has compact support}, 

BCk(X) = {f E Ck(X) I f and its derivatives of order :<:: k are bounded}, 

C!o(X) = {f E Ck(X) I f and its derivatives of order :<:: k tend to 0 at infinity}. 

We also set: C(X) = CO(X), Co(X) = C8(X), BC(X) = BCO(X), Coo(X) = 

C!(X). Observe that, if k < 00, then BCk(X) is a Banach algebra for the 
norm: 

(1.1.5) 
k 1 

IlfllBCk = sup L ~IV(j) f(x)l, 
xEX j=O J. 

and C!o(X) is a Banach sub algebra. 
We shall use the notation C;ol(X) for the subalgebra of Ck(X) consisting of 

functions whose derivatives have at most polynomial growth at infinity (i.e. for 
each j :<:: k there are constants c = c(j, f), m = m(j, f) such that IV(j) f(x)1 :<:: 
C\x)m). Observe that C~l(X) is an algebra containing the polynomials and 
invariant under differentiation. 

We shall need a very restricted class of symbols for the construction of the 
functional calculus of generators of Co-groups. We shall say that f : X -+ IC is a 
symbol of degree m (m any real number) if f E Coo (X) and for any kEN there is 
a constant Ck such that IV(k) f(x)1 :<:: Ck\X)m-k, \:Ix E X. If an orthonormal basis 
is given in X, this is equivalent with the requirement that If(a)(x)1 :<:: Ca\x)m-1a l 
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for all a E Nn and all x E X. We denote by sm(x) the vector space of all symbols 
of degree m and observe that: 

mI :::; m2 ===} sml (X) C sm2 (X), 

sml(X)· sm2(X) C sml+m2(X). 

In particular, if m :::; 0 then sm(x) is an algebra (for the usual multiplication 
of functions). Observe also that f E sm(x) ===} fCa) E sm-1al(x) for each 
a E Nn . The function (x;m clearly belongs to sm(x) (for any m E JR). We 
denote by SOO(X) the union of all the spaces sm(x). Then SOO(X) is an algebra 
which contains all polynomials and is invariant under differentiation. One could 
also introduce the space S-DO(X) := nmElR sm(x) which is however nothing 
else than the space 9'(X) of tempered test functions: 

(l.l.6) 

k 1 
.~(X) = {J E CDO(X) Ilflk := sup(X;k L ~1\7Cj) f(x)1 < 00 for each kEN}. 

xEX j=O J. 

9'(X) is a Frechet space for the topology defined by the family of norms that 
appear in the definition (l.l.6). 

We shall now recall Taylor's formula and then derive a consequence that will 
be useful in the study of Co-groups. Choose an orthonormal basis {VI, ... , vn } 

in X. If m is an integer:::: 1 and f : X --+ F is a Banach space-valued function 
of class C m , then for each multi-index a with 1001 = m we denote by fa the 
continuous function on X x X given by: 

(l.l.7) 

Clearly fa(x,O) = fCa)(x) and, if f E Cm+k(X), then fa E Ck(X X X). Now 
Taylor's formula reads as follows: 

(1.1.8) f(x + y) = L Y~ fCal(x) + L Y~ fa (x, y). 
a. a. 

Inl<m lal=m 

There is a converse to Taylor's theorem which is useful for proving that a function 
is of class C m . We quote a special case of a result proved in §2 of [AR] : 

PROPOSITIOf'< l.l.l. Let U C X be a convex open set, F a Banach space and 
f and {gn}lal<::m continuous F-valued functions on U such that: 

lim -I 11 Ilf(x + y) - L ya, gn(X)11 = 0, 
lyl~O Y m a. F 

lal<::m 

uniformly in x on each compact subset of U. Then f is of class Cm on U and 
f(a) = gao 

Next we show how derivatives of order a with 0 < 1001 < m can be expressed 
in terms of translates of f and of derivatives of order exactly m. In particular, 
this allows one to estimate f(a) in terms of f and of the family U C,6)}I,6I=m. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1.2. Let Xbe identified with JR." by means of an orthonormal 
basis and let £ 2: 2 be an integer. Let HI,." ,Hn be finite real sets, each of them 
containing exactly £ distinct points, and set G = HI X ... x H" eX. Then there 
is a family {Qy }YEG of real polynomials on X such that: 

(a) If P(z) = ~1"'I<f a",z'" is a polynomial of degree::; £ - 1 on X with 

coefficients a", in an arbitrary vector space, then P(z) = ~YEG P(y)Qy(z), 'Vz E 

X; in particular alaa = ~YEG C; P(y) where C; = Q~a) (0) are real constants. 

(b) If F is a Banach space and f : X ----> F is of class C f , then for each x E X 
and each multi-index a with 0 < lal < £ one has (with the same constants C; 
as above): 

(1.1.9) 

f(a)(x) = L C: f(x + y) - L c: 11 £(1 - T)£-1 L f(f3) (x ,+ TY) y f3 dT. 

yEG yEG 0 If1I=£ (3. 

PROOF. Part (b) of the proposition follows immediately from Part (a) by 

taking P(z) = L: 1f31 <£ ~ f(f3) (x) and then by using Taylor's formula (1.1.8). 

In order to prove Part (a) it is obviously sufficient to construct polynomials Qy 
such that z" = L:yEG yaQy(z) for all z E X and all a such that lal < £. If Qy has 

the property Qy(z) = L~, (zd· ... · L~jz,,) then the preceding identity is fulfilled 

if L~ (1 ::;'i::; n, s E Hi) are polynomials on JR. such that t k = L:sEHi skL~(t) 
for all t E JR. and k = 0, 1, ... ,£ - 1. We take 

L~(t) = II (t - u)(s - U)-I. 

Then L~ is a polynomial of degree £ -1, L~(s) = 1 and L~ (t) = 0 if t I- s, t E Hi. 
The polynomials t f-+ t k and t f-+ ~sEHi sk L~(t) have degree::; £ -1 and coincide 
on Hi (which has £ points), so they are identical. 0 

1.2. Distributions, Fourier Transforms 

On each euclidean space X there is a canonical riemannian (euclidean) mea
sure dx. However, we shall not usc this measure dx in the abstract setting but 
only for the case where X = JR.". It will be more convenient to work with the 
measure (27r)-(dimX)/2dx == rjx which we shall call the Fourier measure associ
ated to X. It is the unique translation invariant Borel measure on X such that 
the volume of any unit cube is equal to (27r)-(dimX)/2. We choose this normali
sation in order to avoid having to write powers of 27r in various expressions (e.g. 
in the Fourier transformations and in the Hausdorff-Young inequality). 

The above definition associates canonically a measure to each euclidean space. 
This association has the following fundamental property: if X is the direct sum 
of two euclidean spaces Y and Z, with Fourier measures rjy and rjz respectively, 
then the Fourier measure on X is just the product measure: 

(1.2.1) rjx = rjy @ rjz. 
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One can associate to an euclidean space other measures having the factor
ization property (1.2.1). In fact, if K > 0 and c 2: 0 are constants, then 
Kdim X exp( -clxI2 )gx defines such a measure. If c is taken to be strictly positive, 
then much of the theory below can be extended to the case of infinite-dimensional 
euclidean spaces. For example, if one takes c = 1/2 and K such that the above 
measure is a probability measure, then the space dt'(X) that we shall introduce 
below will become the usual Fock space associated to X. 

Having introduced the Fourier measure on an euclidean space X, one can 
define various function spaces over X, for example LP(X), Lfoc(X) for 1 ~ p ~ 
00. For p < 00 the norm in LP(X) is given by 

(1.2.2) IlfIILP(X) = [L If(X)IPgx] lip 

Since the Hilbert space L2(X) will playa special role in our considerations, we 
shall denote it from now on by dt'(X) , and we shall write II ·11 = 11·11£2(x) and 

(j,g) = Ix f(x)g(x)gx for its norm and scalar product respectively. We shall 
always identify dt'(X) with its adjoint dt'(X)* through the Riesz isomorphism 
(see Section 2.8). We shall write JB(X) for the Banach space B(dt'(X)) of all 
bounded linear operators in dt'(X) and JK(X) for the set K(.7t(X)) of all compact 
operators in dt'(X). 

We denote by 9'* (X) the space of tempered distributions on X, i.e. the space 
of all continuous, anti-linear mappings 9'(X) --+ C equipped with the strong 
topology, i.e. the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of .<l'(X) 
(see §4, Chapter VII in [Sch]). Since 9"(X) C ,yt'(X) continuously and densely, 
and since we have identified .7t(X) and dt'(X) * , we obtain a scale: 

(1.2.3) .Y?(X) C ,7t(X) C ,Y?*(X) 

such that, if (-,.) : .Y?(X) x ,Y?*(X) --+ C is the antiduality between 9'(X) and 
,Y?*(X) (antilinear in the first and linear in the second argument), then for f E 
9'(X) and g E dt'(X) , if g is considered as an element of 9'* (X), the number 
(j, g) is just the scalar product in dt'(X) introduced above. For this reason we 
do not distinguish between the scalar product in dt'(X) and the antiduality of 
9'(X) and 9'* (X); also we shall occasionally use the following formal notation 
for the action of a distribution g E 9'* (X) on a test function f E 9'(X): 

(j,g) = L f(x)g(x)gx. 

If g is a locally integrable function on X with Ix(x)mlg(x)ldx < 00 for some 
m E ffi., then the r.h.s. above (the integral being interpreted in the Lebesgue 
sense) defines a tempered distribution. The distributions defined in such a way 
will be called functions. The second inclusion in (1.2.3) is also continuous and 
dense, because 9'(X) is a reflexive locally convex space. The reflexivity of ,Y?(X) 
also allows us to identify [9'*(X)]* with ,Y?(X) by setting (1, g) == (g,1) for 
f E ,Y?*(X), g E ,Y?(X). 
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If F is a Banach space such that 9'(X) C F c 9'*(X), with dense and 
continuous embeddings, then its adjoint F* can be realized as a subspace of 
9'*(X), more precisely ,9"(X) c F* c ,9"*(X), and the dual norm is 

(l.2.4) IlglIF* = sup 1(I,g)l· 
fE/l'(X) 
IIfllF9 

This applies in particular to F = P(X) for 1 ~ p < 00 and gives P(X)* = 
P' (X) with lip' = 1 - lip. 

By a measure on a euclidean space X we mean a complex Radon measure 
on X. If fL is a measure on X, we denote by IfLl its variation, i.e. the smallest 
positive measure on X such that IfL(K)1 ~ IfLl(K) for each compact subset K of 
X. A measure fL is said to be integrable if IfLl(X) < 00 (we prefer to use the term 
"integrable measure" rather than "bounded measure" in order to avoid confu
sion with the notion of boundedness in the distributional sense as introduced 
in Section 1.4). The space of all integrable measures can and will be identified 
with a vector subspace of 9'* (X) through the formula (I,fL) = Ix f(X)fL(dx); 
this subspace of 9'* (X) is just [Coo(X)]*, and one has 

f IfLl(dx) = sup If f(X)fL(dx)I = sup I[ f(X)fL(dX)I· 
x fE/l'(X) X f:X--><C 

Ifl9 f Borel, Ifl::::1 

In agreement with a convention made before in the context of arbitrary distri
butions, we shall often write Ix f(X)fL(dx) = Ix f(X)fL(X)r;1x even if the measure 
fL is not (Lebesgue) absolutely continuous; then we write IfL(X)Ir;1x for IfLl(dx). 

If f E L1(X) w~ define its Fourier transform '3'f == 1 and its adjoint Fourier 

transform '3'* f == f by: 

('3'f)(X) = f(x) = i e-i(x,y) f(y)r;1y, 

('3'* f)(x) = j(x) = [ ei(x,y) f(y)r;1y. 

'3' and '3'* are topological isomorphims of 9'(X) onto itself such that '3'*'3'f = 

'3''3'* f = f (see Theorem 7.l.5 in [H]). Hence we can extend '3' to 9'*(X) by 
defining '3' in ,9"* (X) as the adjoint mapping of the restriction of '3'* to .9"( X); 
similarly '3'* can be extended to 9'* (X) by defining it as the adjoint of the 
mapping '3': 9'(X) ---> 9'(X). Then '3' and '3'* are isomorphisms of 9'* (X) onto 
itself and such that '3'* = '3'-1. 

The restriction of '3' to X(X) is a unitary operator in X(X). If p E [1,2] and 
p' is defined by p-1 + p,-l = 1, then '3' is a contraction from P(X) to P' (X); 
this is just the Hausdorff- Young inequality (Theorem 7.l.13 in [H]) : 

(l.2.5) 

In the case p = 1 we may use the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to obtain the 
stronger statement '3' : Ll(X) ---> CCX)(X), We also recall the Young inequality 
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(Corollary 4.5.2 in [RD. If one defines convolution by: 

(1.2.6) (J * g)(x) = f f(x - x')g(x')gx', 

then if p, q, r ~ 1 and r- I = p-I + q-I - 1: 

(1.2.7) 

The fact that both inequalities (1.2.5) and (1.2.7) do not contain factors 27f is 
due to our choice of the Fourier measure (which appears also in the definition of 
the convolution product). 

Let cp be any tempered distribution. Then for any f E 9'(X) the product 
cpf is a well defined element of 9'* (X) (set (g, cpi) == (gJ, cp)), and the mapping 
from 9'( X) into 9'* (X) given by f f--7 cp f is obviously linear and continuous. 
We shall denote this operator from ,9'(X) into 9'*(X) by cp(Q). Then we set 
cp(P) = 3"*cp(Q)3", so that cp(P) : ,9'(X) ---> 9'* (X) is a second linear continuous 
operator associated to cpo When we wish to specify the underlying vector space, 
we write cp(QX) and cp(pX) for these operators. If a E lR, a i=- 0, we set 
cpa(x) = cp(ax) and use the notations cp(aQ) and cp(aP) for the operators cpa(Q) 
and cp<1(P) respectively. We remark that 3"*cp(P)3" = cp( -Q). 

Observe that C;::l(X) C 9'*(X), so that for each cp E C;::l(X), we may 
consider the operators cp( Q) and cp(P). It is easy to see that these operators have 
much stronger continuity properties, namely they leave ,9'(X) invariant, they 
induce continuous operators in 9'(X) and they extend to continuous operators 
in 9'*(X). 

Now let Y be a subspace of X and cp : Y ---> IC a COO-function with polynomi
ally bounded derivatives. Then we define 

(1.2.8) cp(Qy) = (cp0 7fy)(Q) 

and 

(1.2.9) cp(Py) = (cp0 7fy)(P). 

Certain operators of the above form will be occuring repeatedly and we use some 
special notation for them. We collect these special notations in Table 1.1. In 
some cases the function cp in the table depends on a parameter, so we have 
added a column to explain the meaning of the parameter. In the last two lines 
we assume that an orthonormal basis {VI, ... , vn } of X has been fixed. 

If f E 9'(X), then the notations Pjf = -iojf, pa f = (-iO)a f and -iovf 
are consistent with the definitions made in Section 1.1. The operators (Q)S 
and (P)S are isomorphisms of 9'* (X) onto itself, with inverses (Q)-S and (P)-S 
respectively. Moreover they leave 9'(X) invariant and are isomorphisms of 9'(X) 
onto itself. 

To explain the notation D. y, let us choose in X an algebraic basis {VI, ... , vn } 

such that VI, ... ,Vm E Y and vrn+ 1, ... ,Vn E Y J.; then for f E ,g;'( X) (compare 
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x"2 

l1fy(x)l:2 
(X)8 

[1 + l1fy (x) 1
2]8/2 

exp[-i( v, x)] 
(v,x) 

(Vj,x) == Xj 
x a 

with (1.1.3)) : 

(1.2.10) 

We observe that 

(1.2.11) 

'P(Q) 
Q"2 ~ 

Q~ ~y 

(Q)S (P)S 
(Qy)S (Py)S 

exp[-i(v, Q)] T(v) 
(v, Q) -i8v 

Qj Pj == -i8j 
Qa pa == (_i)laI8a 

TABLE 1.1. Notations 

m 

~y f = - L g jk8j 8k f. 
j,k=l 

Parameter 

Y is a subspace of X 
s E lR 

Y is a subspace of X 
v EX 
v EX 

j = 1, ... , n == dim X 
a is a multi-index 

9 

The symbol Q stands for a vector operator (multiplication by the vector
valued function 'P(x) = x E X) and will be referred to as the position opera
tor; in an orthonormal basis it is given by the n operators Ql,'" ,Qn' Simi
larly P stands for a vector operator called the momentum operator. The family 
{T(V)}vEX gives the unitary representation in ,7C(X) of the additive group X 
by translations. In fact, from the relation T(v) = exp[-i(v, P)] we get that 

(1.2.12) (T(v)j)(x) = f(x - v). 

If 'P is a function in CCX)(X) such that ip E Ll(X), then we clearly have: 

(1.2.13) 'P(P) = Ix ei(v,P)ip(v)dv = Ix T(v)ip(v)dv. 

In particular 'P(P) E lE(X), but much more is obviously true: 'P(P) E lE(X) if 
'P E LOO(X) and 11'P(P)lllB(X) = 11'Pllvxo. Various generalizations of (1.2.13) will 
be of importance later on. The family {T( v )}VEX also defines a representation 
of the additive group X by topological automorphisms of 9'* (X) which leave 
9'(X) invariant. If f E 9'*(X) then we have 

(1.2.14) 

for any v E X (the limit is in the strong topology of ,97* (X) and I denotes the 
identity operator). The convolution product can also be expressed in terms of 
functions of the momentum operator P. Let 'P E ,9"*(X) and f E 9'(X). Then 
the formal integral 

('P * j)(x) = i f(x - x')'P(x')dx' 
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has a rigorous meaning when interpreted as the action of the distribution cp 
on the test function x' f-+ l(x - x'). In the following lemma we collect some 
properties of the function cp * f obtained in this way: 

LEMMA 1.2.1. If f E .9'(X) and cp E .9'* (X), then cp * f E C~l(X), Further
more the following identities hold: 

(1.2.15) cp * f = ij5(P)f = f(P)cp. 

In particular, one has 'ljJ(P)f E C~l(X) if'ljJ E 9'*(X) and f E ,9'(X) aT if 
'ljJ E 9'(X) and f E 9'*(X). 

PROOF. We observe that 

(1.2.16) (cp* f)(;r;) = If(x-y)cp(y)gy= (T(x)f+,cp) 

with f+(y) f(-y). Since T(·) : 9'(X) --+ 9'(X) is of class Coo, with 
a;:T(x)g = (-i)lo:IT(x)PO:g for 9 E 9'(X), (1.2.16) implies that (cp * f)(-) 
is of class CDC. Similarly, by the continuity of cp, there is kEN such that 
I(g, cp)1 -::: clglk for all 9 E 9'(X), where I· Ik is as in (1.1.6). The polynomial 
bound on I(cp * f)(x)1 then follows from the inequality IT(x)glk -::: Ck(x)klglk. 
The verification of (1.2.15) is straightforward. 0 

It is instructive to consider the usual mollifying technique for approximating 
a distribution by a smooth function in the context of the preceding lemma. Let 
TJ E 9'(X) with Ix TJ(x)dx = 1; for e > 0, define TJE:(x) = CdimXTJ(e-lX). Then 
( § TJE:) (x) = ij( eX) and the function TJE: * f is of class Coo for each f E .9'* (X) 
and converges to f (in suitable spaces) as e --+ O. Lemma 1.2.1 shows that 
TJE:*f = ij(eP)f. Thus we can express this approximation method in the following 
terms: choose some cp E 9'(X) with cp(O) = 1 (above cp = ij) and consider 
the approximating function cp(eP)f. This point of view may be generalized 
to an abstract setting (where P is replaced by the generator of a Co-group of 
polynomial growth) and will be quite useful in Chapter 3. 

We introduce also a representation of the dilation group (acting on X), which 
will be of considerable importance in the study of N-body hamiltonians. More 
preciscly, for each T E lR. we consider the linear continuous operator W ( T) in 
9'* (X) defined by 

(1.2.17) 

Of course, the composition has to be interpreted in the sense of distributions 
(see Example 6.1.4 in [II]). The factor exp(TdimX/2) has been chosen such 
that W(T) is unitary as an operator in dt'(X). Clearly W(T) maps .9'(X) into 
itself and its restriction to .9'(X) is a topological automorphism of .9'(X). Also, 
if f E 9'(X) , then T f-+ W(T)f E 9'(X) is a CDC function. Since W(T) (in 
9'*(X)) is just the adjoint of W( -T)I.9'(x), it follows that {W(T)}TER is a group 
of topological automorphisms of 9'* (X) such that T f-+ W(T)f E 9'*(X) is a 
Coo function for each f E 9'* (X). One may easily calculate the derivative: 

(1.2.18) 
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where D is a differential operator which, in an orthonormal basis of X, is given 
by the following expression: 

(l.2.19) 
1 n 

D = 4: I)PjQj + QjPj ) (n = dim X). 
j=1 

If f is a real function of class CIon X, one may write D f in an invariant form: 

(Df)(x) = ~i(x,f'(x)) + :i dim X. 

Let us observe that: 

(l.2.20) 

(l.2.21 ) 

J'*W(T)J' = W( -T), 

W(T)D.W(-T) = e-2r D., 

J'* DJ' = -D, 

i[D., D] = D.. 

If we consider the group {W(T)}rElR as acting in ,7C(X) , then it is a strongly 
continuous unitary one-parameter group. By Stone's theorem, it has a self
adjoint infinitesimal generator. To relate its infinitesimal generator to D, we 
observe that Co (X \ {O}) is left invariant by {W (T)} and is included in the 
domain of its infinitesimal generator. Hence, by Nelson's lemma (Theorem 3.3.4 
below), Co(X\ {O}) is a core for its infinitesimal generator. By virtue of (l.2.18) 
this means that D is essentially self-adjoint on Co(X \ {O}) and that, if we 
denote the closure in .7C(X) of Dlc.r'(x\{O}) by the same symbol D, then W(T) = 
exp(2iT D) (in the sense of the usual functional calculus in Hilbert space). 

If Y is a subspace of X, one can define a continuous operator D y from ,~(X) 
into itself by choosing the orthonormal basis {VI, ... , vn } of X in such a way 
that VI, ... ,Vm E Y and V m +l, ... , Vn E Y 1- and by setting 

(l.2.22) 
1 m 

Dy = 4: "2JPj Qj + QjPj ). 

j=1 

This definition is independent of the chosen basis, because for real fECI (X): 

) 1 I) 1 
(D y f (x) = 2i (x, 1l'y f (x ) + 4i dim Y. 

Obviously one has 

(l.2.23) D=Dy+Dy -,-. 

We make a final convention. Later on we shall have to work with a family of 
subspaces of X, and to each of these subspaces we shall have to associate the 
analogue of the objects introduced above for X. One of these subspaces will be 
0= {O}. By convention, if X = 0, we take: 

,7C(X) = C, lBS(X) = JK(X) = C, ,~(X) = .J?*(X) = C, 

J' = J'* = 1, D. = D = P = Q = O. 
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1.3. Estimates of Functions and their Fourier Transforms 

1.3.1. It is rather difficult, although often quite useful, to estimate the LP
norm (p i- 2) of a function in terms of its Fourier transform. We shall collect 
in this section some results of this nature that will be helpful in our further 
investigations. 

Let us first point out that the Young inequality (1.2.7) can be restated as 
follows in a form that is sometimes more convenient (use (1.2.15)): 

PROPOSITION 1.3.1 (YOUNG INEQUALITY). Let 1 :s; p :s; q :s; 00 and define s 
by 1 - S-l = p-1 - q-1. Then for each cp E ,9"*(X) such that ij5 E U(X), the 
operator cp(P) extends to a bounded operator from LP(X) to Lq(X) with norm : 

(1.3.1) 

If p < 00 and q = 00, then cp(P)U(X) c Coo(X). 

In rough terms the preceding proposition shows that the application of an 
operator cp( P) has a local smoothing effect which is unfortunately accompanied 
by a loss of decay at infinity. 

If a function f has slow decay at infinity, its Fourier transform may be very 
bad locally (see Theorem 7.6.6 in [l!1). If, however, the derivativ(~s of f have 

better decay, the local behaviour of f improves. On the other hand, the jecay 
at infinity of f is controlled by the local behaviour of the derivatives of f. For 
the case X = lR'. one may find numerous results supporting this picture in [Til 
and [Z]. The next theorem, the proof of which can be found in Chapter VI, §6.12 
of [Til, shows that there is a precise relation between the behaviour of f at zero 
(or at infinity) and that of f at infinity (or at zero respectively). Observe that 
an assumption on the derivative l' is needed. 

THEOREM 1.3.2. Let f : (0,00) ---> C be an absolutely continuous function, 
convergent to zero at infinity, and such that 11'(x)1 :s; Mx- 1-1-' for some 0 < 
f-l < 1, M E lR'. and all x > o. For y > 0 let J(y) = Jooo e- ixy f(x)dx (improper 
integral at infinity). Then 

if the limit on the right-hand side exists, and 

if the limit on the right-hand side exists. 

The next result is a less precise, but more general, n-dimensional version of 
this theorem. The decomposition that we use in its proof is a natural extension 
of the decomposition used by Titchmarsh. We denote by [r] the integer part of 
a real number r, i.e. the largest integer :s; r. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3.3. Let kEN and let tL be a real number such that tL < n = 
dimX. Assume that f E Lfoc(X), that the distributional derivatives fCa) with 
lal ::; [n - ILl + k + 1 are locally bounded functions on X \ {O}, and that there 
is a constant M < 00 such that IfCa)(x)1 ::; Mlxl-p - 1al on this domain. Then 

the distribution 1 is a function of class C k on X \ {O} and there is a constant 

C (depending only on n, tL, k) such that IJCa)(x)1 ::; CMlxl-Cn-lL)-ia l for x#-O 

and lal ::; k. If tL > 0 and lal < tL, then JCa) is a function. 

PROOF. (i) Let us assume that the proposition has been proved for k = O. 
Let k ;::: 1 and let (3 be a multi-index with 1(31 ::; k. We observe that p(31 = 
(-1) 1(31 :JQ(3 f. Now, if r E Nn is such that ITI ::; [n - ILl + 1(31 + 1 and if x #- 0, 
we get from the hypotheses of the theorem that 

18'Y [x(3 fl (x) I = I L (;) ~; x(3-8 f h - 8) (x) I ::; cMlxl- CIL-1(3I)-hl. 
8<Sc(3 
8<Sc'Y 

So we may apply the proposition for k = 0 (hence lal = 0), with tL replaced by 
tL - 1,61, to the function Q(3 f to obtain that 

and that l C(3) is a function if tL -1(31 > O. This shows that the proposition is true 
provided that it holds for k = o. 

(ii) Let k = O. We first show that 1 is continuous and satisfies 11(y)1 ::; 
CMlyl,t-n on X\ {O}. For this we fix a number a> 0 and we estimate separately 
the contribution to 1(y) coming from the regions Ixl < a- 1 and Ixl > a- 1 . At 
the end we shall see that we get the best estimate by choosing a of the order Iyl. 
Let rp E COO(X) with 0 ::; rp ::; 1, rp(x) = 0 if Ixl ::; 1 and rp(x) = 1 if Ixl ;::: 2. 
We write f = fa + foo with fa = [1 - rp(aQ)lf and foo = rp(aQ)f and thus have 
1 = :Jfo + :Jfoc == 10 + 100. Clearly fa E Ll(X), so that 10 is continuous on X 
and satisfies 

(1.3.2) 

11o(y)l::; r [1- rp(ax)l If(x) Igx ::; 1 Mlxl-lLgx = C 2 Map - n , 
Jx Ixl9/a 

where C2 depends on n ~nd tL. 

One cannot estimate f 00 so simply because f DC need not decay rapidly enough 
at infinity (it could even grow) in order to ensure the absolute ~convergence of the 

Fourier integral. To handle this term we use the relation Qa f DC = :J pa f 00. In a 
neighbourhood of infinity pafoc behaves like Ixl-IL- 1al for any lal ::; [n-tLl+1. If 
one choos;:.s a such that lal = [n-tLl+1, then tL+lal > n, hence pa foe E Ll(X). 

Then Qa foo is continuous on X. Now, for any Yo #- 0 in X, there is a multi-index 
a with lal = [n - ILl + 1 such that yCi #- 0 for all y in some neighbourhood of Yo. 

This gives the continuity of loo and hence that of 1, on X \ {O}. 
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In order to get a useful estimate on fcc, we observe that 

(1.3.3) I(pa fcc)(x) I = I( -i)la1aa(<p(ax)f(x))1 

= 1(-i)lal L (et) alal-li3I<p(a-i3) (ax)f(i3) (x)1 
i3<::Ci j3 

:::; <p(ax)Mlxl- fJ - 1CiI + L (et) alal-li3I 1<p(Ci-iJ) (ax)IMlxl-M- 1i3I . 
i3<a j3 

We again let letl = [n - ILl + 1. Then the contribution of the first term on the 
r.h.s. of (1.3.3) to the Fourier integral for y i3 100(Y) is bounded by C3M aIL-n+lal 
(since IL + letl > n); the same bound is obtained for the contribution of each 
term in the last sum in (1.3.3), because for these terms the Fourier integral is 
restricted to the domain {x E X I a-I < I x I < 2a -I}. In each case the constant 
C3 depends only on n, IL and <po In conclusion we get 

(1.3.4) 

Now if e ?: 1 is an integer, we have lylC :::; Cc Llal=C lyCYI for some constant Cc and 
all y E X. Thus (1.3.4) implies that 

(l.3.5) 1i:x,(y)1 / C'c,MaM-nHlyl-C, 
Q 

where e = [n - ILl + 1. 
From (l.3.2) and (l.3.5) one obtains that 

l!(y)1 :::; C6MaM- n(1 + aflyl-f) Ic/y E X \ {O}, 

with C6 independent of a and y. Thus we may take a = Iyl and conclude that 

l!(y)1 :::; CMlylfJ- n for all y "10. 
(iii) Now we assume k = 0 and IL > 0, and we prove that lis a function. Take 

a = 1 above and observe that fa is an integrable function with compact support, 
so that 10 E Coo (X). Hence 1 is a function if and only if 100 is a function. Since 
fcc verifies the same estimate as f, the results obtained in (ii) show that there 

is a function h E Lfoc (X) such that i:x, (y) = h(y) on X \ {O}. Thus 100 - h is 

a distribution with support in {O}; hence 100 = h + g, where 9 is a finite linear 
combination of derivatives of the Dirac measure 8, and it is enough to show that 
9 = O. 

Let ?jJ be a function in Co(X) such that ?jJ(y) = 1 in some neighbourhood of 

zero. Then ?jJlcc = ?jJh+g. This equation is equivalent to ?jJ(P)foo = ':f*(?jJh) + g. 
Now ':f*(?jJh) E Coo(X) because ?jJh E U(X), and 9 is a polynomial. Thus, to 
conclude that 9 = 0, it suffices to show that ?jJ(P)f 00 E LP(X) for some p < 00. 

For this we observe that fcc E LP(X) for p > nIL-l, because fcc is equal to zero 
near x = 0 and satisfies If cc (x) I :::; Mlxl-M. By applying the Young inequality 
(l.3.1) one obtains that ?jJ(P)fcc E LP(X) for p > nIL-I. D 

COROLLARY l.3.4. Let 9 E L1 (X) be rapidly decreasing at infinity (i.e. Q(1 9 E 

L1 (X) for each multi-index (3). Assume that there is a real number m > 0 
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such that Ig(;3) (x)1 ::; c;3lxl-(n-rn)-I;31 for all x # 0 and each f3 E Nn . Then 
9 E s-rn(x). 

PROOF. 9 is a function of class Coo because p;3g = (-1) 1;31 . 3'"( Q;3 g) belongs 
to C=(X) for each f3 E Nn. The estimates Ig(;3) (x)1 ::; c~(x)-rn-lfJI for Ixl -?::: 1 
are obtained by applying Proposition 1.3.3 with f = 9 and f.L = n - m < n. 0 

The Fourier transforms of symbols behave very nicely outside the origin. Let 
us say that a distribution on X is of class ,,/, outside zero if it is of class Coo 
on X \ {O} and decays at infinity, together with all its derivatives, more rapidly 
than any power of (x) -1. 

LEMMA 1.3.5. If f E S=(X), then 3'"f is of class .'7' outside zero. 

PROOF. (i) Let h E srn(x) for some mER Then h(a) E srn-1al(x), and 
since Sk(X) C L1(X) if k < -dimX, we have h(a) E L1(X) if lal > m+dimX. 
Thus, for each multi-index a such that lal > m + dimX, 3'"JL<a) is a continuous 
function converging to zero at infinity. Because 3'"h(a) = (iQ)ah, this clearly 

implies the following: h is continuous on X \ {O} and for each N < 00 and each 

c > 0 there is a constant c such that Ih(x)1 ::; clxl- N if Ixl > c. 
(ii) Now let f E S=(X). Since Qa f E S=(X) for each multi-index a and 

pal is the Fourier transform of (_iQ)a f, the result of (i) [applied to h = Qa fl 
implies that pal is continuous on X \ {O} and of rapid decay at infinity. 0 

If 0 < m < n, one can completely characterize symbols of class s-rn(x) in 
terms of their Fourier transforms (n == dim X): 

PROPOSITION 1.3.6. Let m be a real number such that 0 < m < n, and let 
f E ,,/,*(X). Then f E s-rn(x) if and only if j E L1(X), j is of class ,rJJ outside 
zero and for each a E Nn there is a constant Ca such that 

(1.3.6) \Ix # O. 

PROOF. Proposition 1.3.3 (in which we take f.L = m and let k --+ 00) and 
Lemma 1.3.5 imply that jhas the stated properties if f E s-rn(x). The converse 

follows from Corollary 1.3.4 with g(x) = j(x) = j( -x). 0 

If f E SO(X) then i is not a fun~tion in general. In fact the singularity of i 
at the origin may be so strong that f is not a measure. This happens in the very 
simple case where f E C=(lPI.), f(x) = 0 for x::; -1 and f(x) = 1 for x -?::: 1; then 

j( x) - PV (c / x) is a function of class Coo for some constant colO and PV (1/ x) is 

a distribution of strictly positive order. However, the order of i for f E SO (X) is 
arbitrarily small if the concept of order of a distribution is suitably generalized. 
We recall that the order of a distribution is the smallest integer k such that the 
distribution defines a bounded linear functional on Co(X) provided with the 
norm II . II BCk; a natural generalization of this property is that used in the next 

proposition. We shall show that, if f E STn(X) for some m -?::: 0, then i is a 
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distribution of order fJ (in a generalized sense) for any real fJ > Tn. If fJ > ° is 
non-integer, we denote by [fJ] its integer part and introduce the norm 

with IlgllBCk for k integer given by (1.1.5). In (1.3.7) the derivatives are taken 
with respect to an orthonormal basis of X, but the expression is independent of 
the choice of this basis. 

PROPOSITION 1.3.7. Let Tn E [0, CXJ) and f E sm (X). Then for each fJ > Tn 

there is a constant c" such that 

(1.3.8) \/g E ,q'(X). 

PROOF. (i) We first prove the following: if B E Co (X \ {o}) and fJ > 0, there 
is a constant c = c(B, fJ) such that for all c > ° and all 9 E 9'(X) 

(1.3.9) 

For this we use first (1.2.15), then the relation B(a) (0) = ° for each multi-index 
a and finally Taylor's formula (1.1.8) to obtain that 

[B(cP)g](x) = c-n L 8(c- 1y)g(x - y)d.y 

=c-n r 8(c- 1y)[g(x-y)- L (-~)C<g(a)(x)]d.Y 
.Ix lex I::: [,,] a. 

= c- n L r 8(c- 1y) (-yr [g,,(x, -y) - g(a) (x)]d.y, 
lal=[,,] .Ix a. 

with ga defined as in (1.1.7) if 10'1 i= ° and go(x, -y) = g(x - y). If fJ E (0,1), 
we have 10'1 = 0, hence Igo(x, -y) - g(x)1 == Ig(x - y) - g(x)1 ::; IlgllBCJJ IYI". If 
fJ 2': 1, we have 10'1 i= ° and 

So 

Iga(x, -y) - g(a)(x)1 = 10'1111 [g(a)(x - TY) - g(")(x)](l - T)I"I-1dTI 

::; IlgllBCJJ Iyl"-["]· 

I [B(cP)g](x) I ::; CnllgllBCI' L L Iyl"-["] ·ly"8(c-1y)Id.Y 
1"1=[,,1 

= c"llgllBCJJ L L Izl"-[,,llz"8(z)ld.z, 
1"1=[,,] 

which gives (1.3.9). 
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(ii) Now let f-L > Tn and fix two real numbers r;, and v satisfying Tn < r;, < v < f-L. 
Then, since (P)K == J"*(Q)KJ" = J"(Q)KJ"*, we get for 9 E ,Y?(X): 

(1.3.10) l(g,[)1 = 1((P)Kg , J"(Q)-Kf) I 

:::; II(P)KgIIL=(x) IIJ"(Q)-K III£1(X)' 

Since (Q)-K I E S-(K-rn)(x), we have J"(Q)-K I E L1(X) by Proposition 1.3.6. 
To estimate the Loo-norm of (P)Kg, we apply the standard Littlewood-Paley 
method. We choose two functions 1jJ and cp in CO' (X) such that 1jJ(x) = 0 if 
Ixl 21, cp(x) = 0 if Ixl t/:. (1/2,2) and 1 = 1jJ(x) + L~o cp(2- j x) for each x E X 
(one may take cp(x) = u(lxl/2) - u(lxl), where the function u E CO'(JR) is such 
that u(t) = 1 if It I :::; 1/2 and u(t) = 0 if It I 2 1). Furthermore we let 77 E COO (X) 
be such that 77( x) = 1 for Ix I 2 1/2 and 77( x) = 0 in some neighbourhood of x = O. 
We have 77(X) = 77(X)cp(2- j x) for each j EN and 

00 

(P)Kg = (P)K1jJ(P)g + ~)P)KIPI-V77(P) . 2vj ITj Plvcp(2- i P)g. 
j=O 

Now it follows from Proposition 1.3.1 that (P)K1jJ(P) is bounded as an operator 
from L'''O(X) to LCXJ(X). Similarly, if we set ~(x) = (x)Klxl-V77(X), then ~(P) is 
bounded as an operator in L=(X) because ~ E S-(V-K)(X), so that [E U(X) 
by Proposition 1.3.6. Thus, if we define ¢ by ¢(x) = Ixlvcp(x), we get that for 
some constant c' and all 9 E 9'(X): 

CXJ 

(1.3.11) II(P)KgIILOC(x):::; c'llgIILOC(X) + c' I)Vj 11¢(Tj P)gIILOC(X). 
]=0 

The estimate (1.3.8) now follows from (1.3.10) and (l.3.11) by applying (l.3.9), 
with E = 2- j , to the function () = ¢. 0 

We make a final remark concerning the Fourier transforms of symbols I of 
class Sim(JRn ). We recall that this means IE C= and II(a)(x)1 :::; ca (x)-m-6 Ia l 
for all ct. Assume that Tn, 15 are real numbers such that 0 < 15 < 1 and 0 < 
Tn < n(l - 15)/2 and let the function I be of class Coo and such that I(x) = 
(x)-m exp(ilxI 1-li) for Ixl > l. Then I E SiTn(JRn) and [is not an integrable 
measure. Indeed, if it were, then I(P) would be a bounded operator in LP(JRn) 
for all p E [1,00]; but this does not hold if 12- 1 - p-1

1 > Tn[n(l-I5)]-l according 
to §7.4, Ch. 4 of [Stl]. 

1.3.2. In this subsection we first state and prove a formula due to A.P. Calde
ron which gives a representation of a distribution in terms of its derivatives of 
a fixed order plus an easily controllable term (see the proof of Theorem 12 in 
[C1]). This is quite similar to the Sobolev integral representations and is a natu
ral extension of the fundamental formula I (x) = I (y) + J: I' (x )dx of differential 
calculus. Then we shall indicate some applications of this formula. 

We denote by Sx the unit sphere of the euclidean space X (i.e. the set of all 
points x E X such that Ixl = 1) and by gw the rotation invariant measure on 
S x induced by the Fourier measure gx on X. 
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THEOREM 1.3.8. Let ~ E COC(X \ {O}) have the following properties: 
(i) there is b < (Xl such that ~(x) = 0 if Ixl > b; 

(ii) there is a > 0 and there is a function [ on Sx with fs x [(w)gw = 1 such 

that ~(x) = Ixl-dimx[C~I) if 0 < Ixl < a. 

Choose an orthonormal basis of X and define, for each multi-index a cI 0, 
~a(x) = ':i (ix)"'~(x). Then ~a belongs to Ll(X) and has compact support, and 

its Fourier transform fa is a symbol of class S-I"'I (X). Furthermore, if m ~ 1 
is an integer, let '1m be the function given by 

17m(X) = ~ L ~8"'(xa~(x)) if xci 0, 17m (0) = o. 
a. 

lal=m 

Then 17m E crr (X \ {O}), and one has for each f E 9'* (X) and each integer 
rn~l: 

(1.3.12) 

lal=m lal=m 

= L paf", (P)f + iim(P)f. 
la!=m 

PROOF. (i) The properties of ~a are easy to verify. The fact that ~a E 
s-Ial(x) follows from Corollary 1.3.4 (with g = ~'" and rn = lal ~ 1), since 
~'" is homogeneous of degree ~(n ~ lal) in a neighbourhood of zero. 

(ii) We shall prove the following identity in part (iii): 

L ~ 8a(x"'~(x)) = 8(x) 
a. 

(1.3.13) for Ixl < a, 
lal=m 

where the derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions and 8(x) is the Dirac 
measure concentrated at the origin. (1.3.13) implies that 17m is equal to zero in 
a neighbourhood of the origin and that for any f E 9'(X): 

L pa(~",*f)+17m*f= (L P"'~a+17m) *f=8*f=f. 
lal=m lal=m 

Since 9'( X) is dense in 9'* (X), this equality can be extended by continuity to 
all f E ,9"* (X). Finally the last identity in (1.3.12) holds by virtue of (1.2.15). 

(iii) It remains to prove (1.3.13), namely that for each f E C=(X) satisfying 
f(x) = 0 for Ixl ~ a: 

/ ~~m)1 r ~(x) L rnt' x a8a f(x)gx = f(O). 
rn 1. Jx a. 

lal=m 

(1.3.14) 

This is quite easy in polar coordinates r = lxi, w = xr- 1 . Notice first the identity 

'""' rn! x"'8'" = rm (~)m 
L-t a! 8r 

lal=m 
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valid on CCXl(X \ {O}). Now we may rewrite the 1.h.s. of (1.3.14) as follows: 

(_l)m 1- ~ fa (8)m 
( )' lim g,w~(w) r m - 1 -;:) j(rw). 
m - 1 . E-->+O Sx E ur 

By integrating m times by parts one sees that this expression is equal to j(O), 
which proves (1.3.14). 0 

We mention that there is another important identity due to A.P. Calderon 
which allows one to write a distribution as a superposition of smooth functions: 
it is easy to construct <p E ,'l'(X) such that j = fooo<p(uP)2ju- 1du for all 
j E .'l'*(X). This identity is called Calderon's formula (homogeneous form) and 
should be considered as a continuous version of the Littlewood-Paley decomposi
tion (see part (ii) of the proof of Proposition 1.3.7). One may consult [FJW] and 
[JT] for a detailed presentation of the preceding formula and its applications. 
One may write Calderon's formula in the so-called inhomogeneous form, namely 
j = fo1 <p(uP)2ju-1du+1;(P)j, where 1; E .'l'(X) (see [JT]). An abstract version 
of this identity will (implicitly) playa fundamental role in our Section 3.5. 

The first equality in (1.3.12) is useful for obtaining local and global esti
mates on a function in terms of its derivatives. In fact Tim. * j belongs to 
COC(X) for any j E .'l'*(X), so that the local singularities of j are the same as 
those of I:lnl=m ~n * pc> j. Here ~c> has compact support and satisfies l~n(x)1 :::; 
calx:I-(n-1n l) (where n = dim X). So, if 1 :::; lal :::; n - 1, we have ~a E Lq(X) 
for any q < n(n - 1(1)-1, if lal = n, we have ~(X E LCXl(X), and if lal = n + k 
with k ~ 1 integer, then ~n is of class C~-l (X) with 8f3 ~a Lipschitz for 1!11 = 
k - 1. This can be used together with the Young inequality or with the Hardy
Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (see Theorem V.1 of [StlD to estimate j in terms 
of u(n)h.l=m' 

The remainder of this section contains several elementary estimates and reg
ularity results that can be obtained by this technique. Let ~ be a function 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.3.8 with a = 1/2 and b = 1. Then the 
function ~E(X) = c-n~(xc-l) satisfies them too (with a = c/2 and b = c, but 
with the same ~). By writing the first identity from (1.3.12) with ~ replaced by 
~E and then by taking the derivatives of some order :::; m - 1 of both sides, one 
obtains 

(1.3.15) j(a)(x) = I: ;;~cm-Inl f j(f3) (x - cYW~[yf3~(y)]g,y 
Ifjl=m' . x 

+c- 1nl [j(x - cY)TI~)(Y)r1Y. 

Here j E ,'l'*(X), m ~ 1 is an integer, c > 0 is real and a is a multi-index 
with lal :::; m - 1; the integrals are understood in the sense of distributions (the 
convolution of a distribution of compact support with an arbitrary distribution 
is well defined; the situation is especially simple in (1.3.15) because lal < 1,61, 
hence 8a[yr3~(y)] is an integrable function with compact support and we may 
use (1.2.13)). We see that (1.3.15) expresses j(a)(x) for lal :::; m - 1 in terms of 
j({'l(x-cy) with 1131 = m and y E supp~, and of j(x-cy) with y E SUPPT)m. In 
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particular, by taking into account that the support of ~ is contained in the unit 
ball of X, it is clear that if f is an arbitrary distribution on an arbitrary open 
subset D of X, then (1.3.15) still holds on DE = {x E D I dist(x, an) > E}. This 
gives the following local regularity results which will be useful later 

PROPOSITION 1.3.9. Iff is a distribution on an open set D eX, and if its first 
order derivatives are measures, then f is a function on D (indeed, f E Ljoc(D) 
fOT all p < n/(n - 1)). If f(a) is a measure on D fOT each a E f:::fn of order 
lal = n, then f E L~c(D). Finally, if f(a) E LYoc(D) fOT all a with lal = n, then 
f is a continuous function on D. 

PROOF. Let n', nil be bounded open sets such that D' c D" and nil c n. 
Consider (1.3.15) for x E n' and E < dist(n', aD"). Since the last term in 
(1.3.15) is a function of class Coo on n', we see that f(a) is a function on n' if 
f(3) is an integrable measure on nil for 181 = m. Moreover, there is a constant 
C independent of f, such that 

If(a)(x)1 ::; C L 1 Ix - yl-n-lal+181If(!3)(y)IQY 

If3I=m 11" 

+ E- 1a
! 11 f(x - Ey)r)~r~) (Y)Qyl 

for almost every x En'. This implies the first two assertions of the proposition 
(take a = 0 and m = 1 or m = n). For the third one, note that there is C < 00 

such that 

(1.3.16) 

if f(3 ) are measures on nil for 181 = n. Now assume that f is a distribution 
on D such that fun E LL(D) if 181 = n. Let (! E Co(X) with {! 2" 0 and 
J (!Qx = 1, set (!v(J:) = v-"y(xv- 1 ) for v > 0, and define gv = (!v * flo" for v 
small enough. Then gv E C=(D") and for v --> 0 we have gl/ --> f in Ll(n") (we 

have seen before that f E Lt)c(n)) and gun = (!I/ * f(3 ) --> f(3) in Ll(D") for 
181 = n (because f(3) E LLc(n) by hypothesis). From (1.3.16) we get gl/ --> f 
in Loo(D'), so f is continuous on n'. This finishes the proof, because D' is an 
arbitrary open set with compact closure in n. 0 

'vVe mention that the first result of Proposition 1.3.9 can be easily improved 
to f E Lfc)J n) with p = n / (n - 1); but for this, one has to use the Gagliardo
Nirenberg estimate (see (23) in Ch. 5, §2, [Stl]). 

The identity (1.3.15) allows one to estimate certain norms of f on a domain 
D in terms of its derivatives on the same domain (i.e. without having to consider 
derivatives on a larger domain, as in (1.:3.16); this is not quite trivial even in very 
simple cases, e.g. if n is the unit ball). This will be possible for domains having 
the cone property, because we can choose ~ with support in a narrow truncated 
cone with vertex at the origin. 'vVe usc the following notations: if e E X, lei = 1 
and 0 < e::; 7[", we set f(e,e) = {x E X Ilxl::; 1,(x,e) 2" Ixlcose}. He = 7[", 

then f(e, e) is just the closed unit balL while for e < 7[" it is the intersection of 
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the closed unit ball with a closed circular cone with vertex at the origin, axis 
JR+e and angle e. We also set f(e, e) = {:r E f(e, e) I Ixl 2:: 1/2}. An open 
subset n of X is said to have the cone property if there are two numbers 8 > 0 
and 0 < e <::: 7r such that for each .1: E X one can find a vector ex E X with 
lex I = 1 and x + 8f( e r , e) c n. If this condition is satisfied, then it is easily seen 
that for each :1:0 E n there are a number /1 > 0 and a vector e E S x such that 
x + bT(e, e) c n for all :r E X with 1:1: - xol < fJ. This property allows one to 
construct a Borel function n '3 :1: f-> ex E S x such that x + 8f (ex, e) c n for all 
x E n 1. We set f x = f (ex, e) and we denote by X~ the characteristic function 
of the set ET x for 0 < e <::: 8. 

vVe shall now prove the following preliminary estimate: there is a constant 
I < ClO, depending only on e, Tn and n, such that if f is a function of class 
ern on a neighbourhood of the truncated cone x + 8f( e, e), then for each integer 
k E [0, Tn - 1] and mch e E (0,8): 

L If(a)(x)1 <::: ILl, If((J) (y)lly _xlm-k-ndy 
1(>I=k 1f3I=m :r+d (e,e) 

(1.3.17) 

+Ie-n - k 1 ~ If(y)ldy. 
X+Er(e,e) 

We obtain this by taking in (1.3.15) a function ~ of the form ~(x) = u(r)v( (w, e)), 
where T = 1:1:1 and w = xl:rl- 1 are the polar coordinates of x, and the functions 
7L E eOC((o, ClO)), v E eOO(JR) have the following properties: (1) u(r) = r-n 

if ° < T < 1/2; (2) u(r) = 0 if r 2:: 1; (3) v(t) = ° if t 2:: - cos e. Then 
supp ~ C f( -e, e) and supp T)rn C f( -e, e). Since we clearly have estimates on 
~ and its derivatives which are independent of e, the preceding inequality is an 
easy consequence of (1.3.15). 

Let us choose e = e:£ in (1.3.17) and assume f E em(n). In terms of the 
notation 1\7 (k) f (:1:) I introd ueed in (1.1.4) we see that there is a constant 11 < 00, 

depending only on e, Tn and n, such that for each x E n, 0 <::: k <::: Tn - 1 integer 
and c E (0, b): 

(1.3.18) 1\7(A) f(:r)1 <::: 11 I x~(y - x)ly - ;r:lm-k-n l\7(m) f(y)ldy 

+Ile- n - k I (y - x)lf(y)ldy. 

By using the HOlder inequality we obtain that: 

(1.3.19) 

ek l\7(k) f(x)1 <::: Ipe rn -"#; 11\7(rn) flb(x+sr,) + IIC-nllfll£l(x+Er T ) 

where Ip is a constant depending only on e, Tn, nand p. (1.3.19) holds for 
1 <::: p <::: 00, with k <::: Tn - n if p = 1 and k < Tn - ~ if p > 1. In particular, 

1 Let {x j} be a sequence of points in n which is dense in n. For each j, choose a numbler 
ILj > 0 and a vector ej E Sx such that Iy - I < IlJ '* Y + 8r(ej, 0) c n. Then define ex as 
follows: (1) if I < Ill, set ea; = e), (2) if I::;. It; for 1 <:: i <:: j and IX-Xj+ll < 1lj+1, 

set ex = ej+1· 
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under the same conditions we get the inequality 

(1.3.20) EkIIV(k) fIILOO(rl) ::::; IpEm-f; Ilv(rn) flb(rl) + ;:YIE-nlqllflb(n) 

where 1 ::::; q ::::; 00 and 11 < 00 depends only on e, m and n. This is a Sobolev 
type estimate. Other such inequalities can be obtained without difficulty starting 
from (1.3.18). Let us mention that C=(fI) n Wm,P(fI) is dense in Wrn,P(D) == 
{f E LP(fI) I f(CI) E LP(fI) if lal ::::; m} (see Theorem 2.3.2 in [Zi]), so it is enough 
to prove such estimates for functions f of class Coo (fI). 

We shall deduce from (1.3.18) other inequalities, which allow one to estimate 
the norm of differential operators from Wm,P(fI) to LP(fI). We shall denote by 
the same symbol C various constants which depend only on e, m, n, p and A. 
Here e, m, nand p have the same meaning as before, but we assume 1 < p < 00; 

and A > 0 is a new parameter. By using the Holder inequality in order to 
estimate the first term in the r.h.s. of (1.3.18), we obtain: 

1 {Iv(rn) f(y)1 . Iy - Xl m- k- A} . Iy - xl A dy n ::::; 

X+Erx Iy-xl 

< CEA [ r X~(y - x) Iv(m) f(Y)IPdy] lip. - J x Iy - xln-p(rn-k-A) 

Inserting this into (1.3.18) we get 

(1.3.21) IV(k) f(x)IP ::::; CE AP r X~(y - x) Iv(m) f(y)IPdy J x Iy - xln-p(m-k-A) 

+CE-n- kp 1 x~(y - x)lf(y)IPdy 

for each x E fI, 0 ::::; k ::::; m - 1, E E (0,6) and f E ern (fI); the constant C 
depends only on e, m, n, p and A, and we recall the conditions 1 < p < 00, 

A > O. We set, for an arbitrary Borel function u : X ---> C, f.1 E ~, 1 < p < 00 

and E > 0: 

[j' d ] lip 
lVIp,I"(U; fI,E) = sup lu(x)IP I. xln_pl" . 

xoErl xErl,!X-XO!<E X - Xo 

If It = nip, we set Mp,1" == Np. By multiplying (1.3.21) by lu(x)IP and then 
integrating over n, we obtain 

(1.3.22) Ilulv(k) fllb(n) ::::; CEA Mp,m-k-A(U; fI, E)llv(m) fliLp(rl) 
+CE-f;-k Np(u; n, E)llfl ben). 

Here fI c X is an open set with the cone property (characterized by two con
stants e E (0, 'iT] and 6 > 0), n = dim X, k and m are integers such that 
o ::::; k < m, and p, A are real numbers such that 1 < p < 00, A > O. C is a 
constant which depends only on e, m, n, p and A and (1.3.22) holds for each 
E E (0,6) and f E Wrn,P(fI) (recall that c=(n)nWm,p(fI) is dense in wm,p(fI)). 

An assumption of the form !vIp,1" (u; n, E) < 00 is referred to as a condition of 
Sturnrnel type. Such conditions are very convenient in the study of linear differ
ential operators; see [JW], especially for the case of Schrodinger operators with 
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many-body potentials, and [Sche1] for the case of arbitrary elliptic operators. 
We mention the following easily proven facts: 

(i) If the condition Mp,/t(u;D,E) < 00 is satisfied for some c > 0, then it is 
satisfied for all c > O. 

(ii) If /-L::; 0, then Mp,/t(u; D,c) < 00 if and only if v. = O. 

(iii) If /-L 2: nip, then Mp,/t(u;D,c) < 00 if and only if Np(u;D,E) < 00. 

(iv) If Mp,/t (u; D, c) < 00 holds for /-L = /-La, then it holds for all /-L 2: /-Lo. 

Let us fix now two integers 0 ::; k < m and considE~r a differential oper
ator of the form Lk = Llal=k uapa, where U a : D --+ C has the property 
Mp,m-k-),(Ua ; D, 1) < 00 for some A > O. Note that, according to the properties 
(i)-(iv), only the values A E [m- k -~, m- k) are of interest and a small A allows 

Uo< to have stronger singularities. We set lM),(c) = sUPlal=k Mp,m-k-),(Ua ; D, c) 
and N),(E) = sUPlal=k Np(ua ; D,E). Then (1.3.22) shows that Lk is a continuous 
operator from Wm,P(D) to LP(D) and gives the following estimate for its norm: 

(1.3.23) 

IILkfIILP(D) ::; CE),M),(c)llv(m) flb(D) + Cc-k-f'; N),(c)llflb(n). 

Here C is a constant depending only on 8, m, n, p and A, and E is arbitrary 
in (0,6). Notice that M),(E) --+ 0 and N),(E) --+ 0 as E --+ O. It is convenient 
to introduce a new parameter s := m(k + :r!:.)(A + k + :r!:.)-l. Then k < s < m, 

p p 

A = m-s (k + :r!:.) and for T = E),+k+-;; we shall have 
8 p 

Let us set Ilgllm.p,n = Llal:<;m Ilg(a)lbcn) and Ilgllp,n = Ilgllo,p,n. As a 
particular case of the preceding estimate we obtain the following: there is a 
finite constant K such that for each T E (0,1] and each f E Wm,P(D) 

(1.3.24) 

The meaning of estimates of this form, more precisely of estimates involving the 
powers T U and T u - 1 of a parameter T E (0,1] where (J = (m - s)/m E (0,1) is a 
fixed number, will become clear after the study of the real interpolation spaces 
in Chapter 2. Namely, according to a result which may be found in Section 2.5, 
(1.3.24) is equivalent to the fact that Lk is a continuous operator from the space 
(Wm,P(D), LP(D))u,l (defined by real interpolation) to the .space LP(D). In the 
special case when D = X and p = 2, this means that Lk : dt8 ,1(X) --> dt(X) 
is continuous, where ,.#8,1 (X) = B~,1 (X) is a Besov space described in more 
details in Section 4.1. 

Finally, let us explain why the Stumrnel type conditions are so convenient in 
the case of the Schrodinger hamiltonians with many-body potentials. Let D = X, 
Y a subspace of X, V y : Y --> C a Borel function and Vy : V y 07ry : X --+ C 
(where try is the orthogonal projection of X onto Y). It is quite easy to prove that 
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if M i- di;Y then Mp,M(Vy;X, 1) < 00 if and only if Mp.11(VY;Y, 1) < 00 2. Let 
us use this remark in the context of the usual N-body Schrodinger hamiltonians. 
These are operators in ,7C(X) of the form H = ~ + LYEX Vy == ~ + V, where 
!J3 is a finite family of subspaces of X and Vy = V Y 0 1Ty for some function 
V Y : Y ----> R Let us assume that A12.2 -.\ (V Y ; Y, 1) < 00 for some ,\ > 0 such 
that 4 - 2,\ i- dim Y, for each Y Eg}. Then, by taking Lo == V = LYEX Vy 
and n = X, p = 2, k = 0 in (L3.23), we obtain 

(L3.25) 

for some constant ~ < 00 and all c E (0,1) and f E ,yt'2(X) == W2,2(X). Since ~ 
is self-adjoint in ,yt'( X) with domain ,yt'2 (X), the Rellich-Kato criterion implies 
the self-adjointness of the operator H = ~ + Von the domain d'C2 (X) in ,YC(X). 

The condition A12,2-.\ (V Y ; Y, 1) < 00 for some ,\ > 0, ,\ i- 4-d~m Y, is a 

consequence of the following one: there is p 2': 2 such that p > dil~ Y and 

sup J IVy (y)IPdy < 00. 
zEY yEY,ly-zl<l 

This is easily checked by using the Holder inequality. 

1.4. Rapidly Decreasing Distributions 

Both the translation group {T(V)}vEX and the dilation group {W(T)}TER can 
be used to control the behaviour at infinity of a distribution or of an operator, 
In later chapters we shall use the dilation group. Here we follow L. Schwartz 
and use the translation group (see the end of §8, Chapter VI and Theorem IX 
of Chapter VII in [Sch]). 

DEFINITION l,4,L Let f E 9'*(X). We say that f is 
(a) weakly bounded at infinity if for each 9 E ,9'(X) there is a constant c < 00 

such that 

(L4.1) 

(b) weakly vanishing at infinity if 

(L4.2) lim (g, ei(v,P) 1) = 0 
Ivl->ClO 

(c) rapidly weakly vanishing at infinity if 

(L4.3) lim Ivlm(g, ei(v,P) 1) = 0 
Ivl-+ClO 

\Iv E X, 

\lg E .9'(X) , 

\lg E .9'(X), \1m E R 

2Write X = Y Ell Y~ and observe that in the definition of M p .1' (Vy; X, 1) one may replace 
the unit ball Ix - xol < 1 in X by the product of the unit ball IY - yol < 1 in Y with the unit 
ball Iz - zo I < 1 in Y ~. Here Xo = Yo + Zo is the orthogonal decomposition of ;TO determined 
by Y. 
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The usual terminology for rapidly weakly vanishing distributions is "rapidly 
decreasing". We have added the adjective "weakly" because a CDO function could 
be unbounded but rapidly decaying at infinity as a distribution. This is the case 
for example for f(x) = (x)k exp(ix2 ) (where kEN and X = lR; see formula 
(VII,5;2) in [Sch]). In order to shorten the notation, we shall write w-bounded 
and w-vanishing for "weakly bounded" and "weakly vanishing" respectively. 

It is obvious that if a distribution is w-bounded (or w-vanishing or rapidly 
w-vanishing) at infinity, then all its derivatives have the same property. 

There is a more convenient way of expressing the above properties. We recall 
from Lemma 1.2.1 that, if cp E 9'(X) and f E ,9"* (X), then cp(P)f E CI~l(X) 
and 

(1.4.4) [cp(P)f](:z;) = Up * f)(x) = (rp, ei(e,p) 1). 

Hence, by taking into account that pCicp(P)f = 1/J(P)f, where 1/J(x) == J;Cicp(X) 
defines a function in ,9"(X), we get: 

PROPOSITION 1.4.2. (a) f is w-bounded at infinity if and only if cp(P)f E 

BCDO(X) for all cp E ,9"(X); 
(b) f is w-vanishing at infinity if and only if cp(P)f E C~ (X) for all cp E 

,.9"(X); 
(c) f is rapidly w-vanishing at infinity if and only if cp(P)f E ,.9"(X) for all 

cp E ,9"(X). 

A different characterization of the classes of distributions introduced in Def
inition 1.4.1 can be obtained by making use of the Calderon formula (1.3.12). 
By Lemma 1.2.1 each f E 9'*(X) defines a continuous linear operator f(P) : 
9'(X) ---> ,9"*(X) and one has j(P)cp = rp(P)f for cp E ,9"(X). It frequently 
happens that there is a Banach space E continuously embedded in 9'* (X) such 

that the range of the operator j(P) is contained in E. If we look at j(P) as an 
operator from . .9"(X) to E, its graph is obviously closed. But ,9"(X) is a Ftechet 
space and the closed graph theorem is valid for linear mappings between Frcchet 
spaces (sec e.g. [Y]). So j(P) is a continuous linear operator from . .9"(X) to E. 
Thus IIj(P)cpIIE is a continuous semi-norm on ,.9"(X), hence there are an integer 
k :.::: 0 and a constant c < 00 such that: 

(1.4.5) 

for all cp E 9'(X) (sec (1.1.6)). Consequently j(P) extends to a continuous 
operator from the completion of 9'(X) under the norm defined by the r.h.s. of 
(1.4.5) into E. This completion contains all functions cp of class C k that are 
of class ,.9" outside zero. By taking into account Lemma 1.3.5, one sees that cp 
belongs to this set of functions if rp E s-n-k-E(X) for some c > o. Finally, by 

using the relation j(P)cp = rp(P)f and (1.3.12), one gets the following result: 

THEOREM 1.4.3. Let E be a Banach space continuously embedded in ,.9"* (X), 
and let f E ,.9"* (X). Assume that cp( P) fEE for all cp E ,9"( X). Then there is 
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an integer m 2: 0 such that 'IjJ(P)f E E for all 'IjJ E s-m(x). Moreover there are 
distributions fa E E ~al = m} and fm E E such that 

(1.4.6) f = L pa fa + f m' 

lal=rn 

COROLLARY 1.4.4. Let f E .'r (X). Then 
(a) f is w-bounded at infinity if and only if f is a finite sum of derivatives of 

bounded continuous functions on X, 
(b) f is w-vanishing at infinity if and only if f is a finite sum of derivatives 

of continuous functions that converge to zero at infinity, 
(c) f is rapidly w-vanishing at infinity if and only if for each r E lR theTe are 

a finite number of continuons functions fa : X --+ C satisfying IfoJx) 1 :::: c(x)-r 
and f = L(X aO! fa· 

PROOF. We use Proposition 1.4.2 to characterize w-bounded, w-vanishing 
and rapidly w-vanishing distributions at infinity. The "only if" parts are easily 
obtained from Theorem 1.4.3 by taking E = BC(X) in (a), E = Coo(X) in (b) 
and E = {g E C(X) Ilg(x)1 :::: c(:r)-r} (with the natural norm) in (c). The "if" 
part is obvious by Definition 1.4.1. D 

We can now characterize rapidly decreasing distributions in terms of their 
Fourier transforms. 

THEOREM 1.4.5. A distTibntion f E ,9'* (X) is rapidly w-vanishing at infinity 

if and only if its Fonrier transform J belongs to C~l (X). 

PROOF. (i) Assume that f is a rapidly w-vanishing distribution. By choosing 
T > n in Corollary 1.4.4 (c), we get the existence of a finite number of continuous 

integrable functions fa such that f = La pO! fa· Then J = Lex Q'" To" hence J is 
a continuous function of at most polynomial growth. The same conclusion can be 
obtained for the derivatives pfJ J of J by observing that pf3 J = (-1) 1(31 :JQf3 f and 
that Q{J f is also rapidly decreasing (this last fact follows easily from Corollary 
1.4.4 (c) or from (1.4.3) and the identity ei(v,P)Q{J = (Q + vjf3 ei(v,P)). 

(ii) Assume that 9 E C~l (X). Fix r = 2j, with j E N. By Leibniz' rule we 
have for any kEN: 

(p)2 j (Q)-2kg = L <Pf3(Q)gU3), 
1(3I9j 

with 1<P(3(X) I :::: c(x)-2k for each ,8. We choose k so large that <P(3(Q)g((3) E 
Ll(X) for each 1,81 :::: 2j, which is possible because 9 E C~l(X), Now set 

h = (Q)-2k g. Then g = (p) 2kh = Llal9k cuaah for some constants Ca. Fur

thermore (Q?jh = '¥(P?j h belongs to L=(X), because (P)2 j hE Ll(X). Thus 

Ihl :::: c(x)-2 j == c(x)-r. So g is rapidly w-vanishing by Corollary 1.4.4 (c). D 

It is a remarkable fact that the C= functions which are rapidly oscillating at 
infinity are rapidly w-vanishing distributions. An example which is very useful 
in applications is described in the next proposition. 
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PROPOSITION l.4.6. Let S : X --+ X be a symmetric, invertible linear oper
ator. Denote by sgn S the number of positive eigenvalues minus the number of 
negative eigenvalues of S. Then 

(l.4.7) L e~i(x'Y)ei(y,Sy)/2c1y = e7ri (sgnS)/41 det SI~1/2e~i(x,S-lx)/2 

(where the integral means a distributional Fourier transform). In particular, the 
COO-function f(x) = ei(x,Sx)/2 is a rapidly w-vanishing distribution. 

PROOF. Let {VI, ... , vn } be an orthonormal basis of X consisting of eigenvec
tors of S: SVk = AkVk. We represent the vectors x of X as x = Xl VI + ... +xnvn . 
The 1.h.s. of (l.4.7) is equal to the (distributional) limit as c --+ +0 of the function 

r e~i(x'Y)e~(y,(E~iS)y)/2c1y = IT (27r)~1/2 r e~ixde~(E~i)..k)t2 /2dt. 

Jx k=l JR 

(l.4.7) now follows by using the well-known formula 

for ~a > 0, where the principal branch of the square root has been chosen (i.e. 
zl/2 > 0 if z > 0; then lim(c - iA)~1/2 = IAI~1/2 . exp(i7r sgn A/4) as c --+ +0 if 
A ElR'.\{O}). 0 

\Ve end this section by pointing out some continuity properties of the operators 
tp(P) with tp E C~I(X) which may look unexpected at first sight. We know from 
Section l.2 that such an operator is a linear continuous mapping of .9"* (X) into 
itself which leaves g(X) invariant and induces a continuous operator in this 
latter space. Since ~ is unitary in ,YC(X) , it is clear that tp(P) leaves ,yt'(X) 
invariant if and only if tp is a bounded function. The next result is very useful, 
although its proof is quite simple; the main point in this proof is that (j5 is a 
rapidly w-vanishing distribution, but in fact much less in needed for the assertion 
to be true. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. 7. If tp E Cl~l (X), then there is an integer N 2: 0 such 

that tp(p)BCk+N (X) c BCk(X) for each integer k 2: O. Moreover, for each k 
ther-e is a constant Ck such that the norm of the operator tp( T P) : BCk+ N (X) --+ 

BCk(X) is less than Ck(T)N for each real T. 

PROOF. (i) (j5 is a rapidly decreasing distribution (sec Theorem l.4.5). By 
applying Corollary 1.4.4 (c), with T' > 71, to (j5 one sees that there is an integer 
N 2: 0 such that tp(x) = Llal-<;N x"tpo,(x) , with tp" E Coo(X) and ~ E U(X). 

Then we have (sec (l.2.13)): 

tp(P) = L patpa(P) 

lal-<;N 

and tpa(P) = r ei(y,P)~(y)c1y. 
Jx 

By using the invariance of the norm (l.l.5) of BCk under translations one sees 
that tpa(P)BCk(X) C BCk(X) for each kEN and that the norm of tp(,(P) 
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as an operator in BCk(X) is majorized by Ix 1~(y)14y. The first assertion 
of the proposition follows by noticing that pet maps BCk+I"1 (X) into BCA: (X) 
continuously for each kENo 

(ii) In order to get the dependence 011 T of the norm of cp(TP), we assume that 
T > 0 and set T = ct. The definition (1.2.17) of the dilation group W implies 
that W( -t)PW(t) = et P, hence W( -t)cp(P)W(t) = cp(TP). Then we have 

IIP"cp(TP)fIIBC(X) = IIW( -t)cp(P)W(t)pa fIIBC(X) 

= e-nt / 2 I1cp(P)W(t)pa fIIBC(X) 

:S e-nt / 2c(cp)IIW(t)pet fIIBCN(X) 

:s c- nt / 2c( cp)ent / 2 max(l, etN ) Ilpa fllBCN (X)· 

If we sum over Inl :S k, we get the claimed result. 0 

The following situation is especially interesting. Let 5 be as in Proposition 
1.4.6 and set 5(x) = ~(x, 5x). Clearly eiTS(P) is unitary in .7t'(X) , and by 
Proposition 1.4.7 there is an integer N :::: 0 such that eiTS(P) BCk+N (X) C 
BCk(X) for each kEN and each T E lFt; moreover: 

(1.4.8) 

for some constant C (5, k) depending on 5 and k. These facts are not at all 
obvious (see Theorem 7.6.5 and the ensuing discussion in [H]) and have important 
applications in the theory of pseudo-differential operators. Let us mention that 
one may take N = [n/2] + 1 in (1.4.8) (see [H], loco cit.), but this is not relevant 
for our purpose. 



CHAPTER 2 

Real Interpolation of Banach Spaces 

In this chapter we present some results of the theory of interpolation in Banach 
spaces. We limit our considerations to those parts of the theory that will be 
useful further on in this text. In particular we develop the interpolation theory 
for a pair of Banach spaces E, F only under the assumption that E is continuously 
embedded into F. The case of an arbitrary compatible couple does not demand 
any new idea; for a detailed treatment of the general theory, sec [BB], [BK], [BLl, 
[BS], [KPS], [Tr]. The results described below are essentially due to N. Aronszjan, 
E. Gagliardo, J.-L. Lions and J. Peetre. 

We find it convenient to formulate the interpolation theory in the category 
of B-spaces rather than in that of Banach spaces. The notion of B-space and 
some other terminology will be introduced in Section 2.1. The first three pages 
of this section contain only very elementary remarks and are sufficient for the 
reading of most parts of this monograph. The remainder of Section 2.1 (starting 
with Proposition 2.1.1) is rather technical and may be skipped by those who 
are not interested in more subtle notions (like that of Gagliardo completion). In 
Section 2.2 we define the real interpolation spaces in terms of the K-functional. 
The subsequent sections contain various properties of these interpolation spaces. 
In Section 2.8 we consider the real interpolation of Hilbert spaces and several 
related topics. 

2.1. Banach Spaces and Linear Operators 

Throughout this text we use the term Banach space for a complex Banach 
space. If F is a Banach space, we denote by II . II F the norm on F; in certain 
special cases or if there is no risk of confusion the index will be omitted. vVe define 
the adjoint space F* as the vector space of all anti-linear continuous mappings 
cp : F ~ C, provided with the dual norm 

(2.1.1) IlcpIIF* := sup{lcp(f) I I f E F, IlfilF :S I}. 

The (anti)-duality map (-,.) : F x F* ~ C is given by 

(2.1.2) (1, cp) := cp(f) for f E F, cp E F* . 
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There exists a canonical isometric embedding j : F ---> F** given by j (f) (if!) = 
if!(j) (here f E F, if! E F*). F is always identified with a subspace of F** through 
j; then the quantity (if!, f) is defined for if! E F* and f E F C F** and satisfies 
(if!,f) = (j,if!). The Banach space F is said to be reflexive if F = F**. If F 
is reflexive, then so is its adjoint F*. Furthermore, if E is any dosed subspace 
of F, then E and the quotient space FIE are reflexive. Finally, each bounded 
dosed ball in a reflexive Banach space is weakly compact. We refer to Theorem 
II.A.14 of [Wo] for a proof of these facts. 

If E and F are Banach spaces, we denote by B(E, F) the Banach space of 
all continuous linear operators from E to F and by K(E, F) the subspace of all 
compact operators from E to F. We set B(E) == B(E, E) and K(E) == K(E, E), 
and we shall use the symbol I for the identity operator in a Banach space. The 
norm in B(E, F) will sometimes be denoted by II·IIE-+F. 

If T E B(E,F), then its adjoint T* belongs to B(F*,E*) and is defined, as 
usual, by 

(2.l.3) (e, T* f) = (Te, f) for e E E, f E F*. 

Due to the fact that E is identified with a subspace of E**, the Banach space 
B(E, E*) has a rather rich structure: it is provided with an involution and with 
a notion of positivity. Indeed, if T E B(E,E*), then the operator Tt = T*IE 
belongs to the same space (if E is reflexive, then Tt = T*). We say that an 
operator T in B(E, E*) is symmetric if T = Tt, in other words if (e, T f) = 
(Te, f) \fe, fEE; by the polarization identity (see (2.8.13)) this is equivalent to 
(e, Te) E ~ \fe E E. We shall say that T is positive if (e, Te) 2: 0 for all e E E; 
note that positivity implies symmetry. We shall write S 2: T if S - T is positive. 
Observe that there is a canonical identification of B(E, E*) with the Banach 
space of all continuous sesquilinear forms on E (for us, a sesquilinear form is anti
linear in the first variable). More precisely, one identifies the operator T : E ---> 

E* with the sesquilinear form Q( e, f) = (e, T f). Then the symmetry or positivity 
of an operator are expressed in terms of the sesquilinear form associated to it. 
Since a separately continuous sesquilinear form on a Banach space is continuous, 
a symmetric linear operator E ---> E* is automatically continuous. 

We recall some of the terminology related to the notion of unbounded oper
ators. Let T be a linear map defined on a vector subspace D(T) of the Banach 
space E and with values in the Banach space F. We say that D(T) is the domain 
of T and we equip it with the so-called graph norm (and the corresponding graph 
topology) associated to T, namely 

(2.l.4) e E D(T). 

T is a closed operator if D(T) is a Banach space (for the graph norm). If T is 
densely defined (i.e. D(T) is a dense subspace of E), then the adjoint operator 
T* : D(T*) C F* ---> E* is defined as follows: an element 7jJ E F* belongs 
to D(T*) if and only if there is if! E E* such that (Te,7jJ) = (e, if!) for each 
e E lJ(T); such a vector if! is uniquely determined and T*7jJ = if!. The operator 
T* is always dosed, but it is not densely defined in general (even if T is dosed). 
However, if F is reflexive, and if T is densely defined and dosed, then T* is also 
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densely defined and closed, and T** : D(T**) C E** -+ F is an extension of T; 
if E is reflexive too, then T** = T. 

One of the aims of interpolation theory is to construct new Banach spaces 
starting from a given pair E, F. It often happens that two quite different methods 
of construction give Banach spaces that in fact arc identical as topological vector 
spaces, i.e. the two methods furnish the same vector space and two different but 
equivalent norms; moreover, the topological vector space obtained in this way 
depends only on the topological vector space structure of E and F. This should 
not be considered as a defect of the theory, but on the contrary, a very efficient 
tool. On the other hand this suggests the developing of interpolation theory in 
the category of B-spaces that we are going to introduce further on. 

We first recall that a topological vector space (TVS) is a vector space F 
equipped with a topology such that the addition F x F '3 (e, 1) f--+ e + ! E F 
and the multiplication with scalars C x F '3 (A,1) f--+ A! E F are continuous 
functions. A sequence {fn}nEN in a TVS is Cauchy if for any neighbourhood U 
of zero in F there is N E N such that !n - !m E U if n, Tn ~ N. F is sequentially 
complete if each Cauchy sequence is convergent. A TVS F is normable if there is 
a norm on F such that the topology associated to it coincides with the topology 
of F; such a norm will be called admissible. Finally we recall that two norms 11·11', 
II . II" on a vector space F define the same topology on F if and only if they are 
equivalent, i.e. there is a constant e E (0,1) such that ell!II' <:::: II!II" <:::: elll!II' 
for! E F; then we write II!II' rv II!II". 

By a B-spaee, or a banaehisable TVS, we mean a normable, (sequentially) 
complete TVS. Alternatively, a B-space is a vector space F equipped with an 
equivalence class of norms such that F is a Banach space for one (and hence for 
all) of these norms. If there is an admissible norm on a B-space F that derives 
from a scalar product, then we say that F is a H-spaee or a hilbe·rtisable TVS. 
Any Banach (resp. Hilbert) space F has a canonical B-space (resp. H-space) 
structure: the admissible norms are the norms on F that are equivalent to the 
norm that is originally given on F. vVe stress the fact that two B-spaces E, Fare 
equal if and only if they are equal as topological vector spaces (i.e. they have the 
same underlying vector space topology). Quite often below two distinct Banach 
spaces are equal as B-spaces. 

Numerous equations in this chapter will contain admissible norms on the B
spaces that are involved. It is understood that these equations are true for any 
choice of these norms; clearly, the constants that may appear will in general 
depend on this choice. 

If E, F are topological vector spaces (e.g. B-spaces), then E = F means that 
E and F are equal as TVS. We write E c F, and say that E is continuously 
embedded in F, if E is a vector subspace of F and the topology induced by F on 
E is weaker than the topology of E (equivalently, if the inclusion map E -+ F 
is continuous). If E c F and the subset E of F is dense in F, we write "E c F 
densely". Observe that E c F and FeE is equivalent to E = F (as TVS). If 
E is a B-space, F is a TVS and E C F, we say that E is a B-subspace ofF; the 
notion of H-subspace is defined similarly. Note that if F is a Hausdorff TVS and 
E is a vector subspace of F, then there is at most one B-space structure on E 
such that E C F. More generally, if El and E2 are B-subspaces of a Hausdorff 
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TVS F and ii El is incl1Lded in E2 as a 8et, then El C E2 (indeed, the identity 
map El --+ E2 will be closed and we may apply the closed graph theorem). 

If F is a B-space, then each closed subspace E of F is a B-space (the unique 
B-space structure on E such that E C F being that induced by F). But the 
class of B-subspaees of F is much richer if F is infinite dimensional: indeed, the 
domain of a closed operator from F to another B-space is always a B-subspace 
of F (the B-structure being defined by the graph topology). If F is a Hilbert 
space, then E is a H-subspace of F such that E C F densely if and only if E is 
the domain of a self-adjoint operator in F (d. Friedrichs' theorem, see Section 
2.8). Examples of subspaces which cannot be B-subspaces are the subspaces 
of countable but not finite algebraic dimension (use Baire's theorem). If E is 
a B-subspace of a B-space F then the real and complex interpolation methods 
allow one to construct many other B-subspaces of F. 

The adjoint F* of an arbitrary TVS is the set of all antilinear continuous 
functionals lP : F --+ <C. If F is a B-space, then F* has an obvious B-space 
structure. If E, Fare B-spaces and E C F densely, then we naturally have 
F* C E* (densely if E is reflexive). 

If E and Fare B-spaces, then the set of linear continuous operators from E 
to F (which we denote by B(E,F)) is also a B-space. IfT E B(E,F), then the 
notation IITIIE~F means the norm of the operator T with respect to some fixed 
admissible norms on E and F. As in the case of Banach spaces, the B-space 
B(E, E*) is equipped with an involution and a notion of positivity; hence it 
makes sense to speak of a symmetric or positive operator T : E --+ E*. If E c F 
and G C K are B-spaces and E C F densely, then one can define a canonical 
embedding B(F, G) C B(E, KL a" follows: if T E B(F, G), we let T : E --+ K be 
tEe operator given by "etting Te = Te, considered as an clement of K. Clearly 
T is linear and continuous, so it belongs to B(E, K). Since E is dense in F, it 
is clear that the ~corrcspondence T f---> T is linear and injective. From now on 
we shall denote T simply by T, which gives the above-mentioned embedding of 
B(F, G) into B(E, K). In the preceding situation, if T is an element of B(E, K), 
the expression "T E B(F, G)" has an unambiguous meaning. It is equivalent to 
"T(E) C G and T : E --+ G is continuous when E is provided with the topology 
induced by F". If this is the case, the operator T : E --+ G has a unique 
extension to a continuous mapping from F to G which we shall also denote by 
the letter T. Note that if El c Fl and E2 C F2 are B-spaces, T E B(F 1 ,F2 ) 

and T(Ed C E 2 , then T E B(Ell E 2 ) by the closed graph theorem. 

In some situations it will be useful to admit the value +00 for the norm of an 
element of a vector space. In order to avoid confusion with the usual definition 
of a norm, we shall call ga1Lge on a vector space F a mapping 11·11 : F --+ [0, +00] 
such that (i) 11111 = 0 =} I = 0; (ii) III + gil:::; 11111 + Ilgll, '\jI,g E F; (iii) 
IlzI11 = Izl . 11111, '\jz E C, I E F (with the convention O· 00 = 0). The 
equivalence of two gauges II . II', II . II" on F is defined exactly as in the case 
of norms and the same notation lilli' ~ IIIII" is used in order to express it. 
To each gauge one may associate a normed space E by the following rule: E 
is the vector subspace of F consisting of the vectors I with IIIII < 00 and the 
norm of E is the restriction of the gauge to E. If E is a Banach space, we say 
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that the gaugE) i" closed. If F is a TVS and we have E C F (as TVS, i.e. if 
{In}nEN is a sequence in E such that Ilfnll -+ 0, then fn -+ 0 in F), we shall 
say that II . II is a coercive gauge. A gauge is coercive if and only if the convex 
set B = {f E F I II f II :::; I} is a bounded set in F. A coercive gauge i" called 
closable if for each Cauchy sequence {fn}nEN in E with fn -+ 0 in F we have 
Ilfn II -+ O. Let EC be the completion of the norrned space E. If F is a Hausdorff, 
sequentially complete TVS and II . II is a coercive gauge, then there is a natural 
map EC -+ F; and the gauge is clo"able if and only if thi" map i" injective, DO one 
may realize EC as B-subspace of F. Finally, we say that the gauge is reflexive 
if E C is a reflexive Banach space. The next proposition describes some relations 
between these notions. 

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Let II . II be a coercive gauge on a Hausdorff, sequ.entially 
complete TVS F and let E be the normed space associated to it. 

(a) Ass'ume that the function II . II : F -+ [0,00] is lower sernicont'inuous 
(l.s.c.) or equivalently that the bounded convex set B = {f E F I Ilfll :::; I} 
is closed in F. Then II . II is a closed gauge and the following Fatou property 
holds: if {In}nEN is a sequence in F which converges in F to some vector f, then 
Ilfll :::; lim infn~oc Ilfn II· In paTticular, if Un} is a bounded sequence in E and 
fn -+ f in F, then fEE. If F is a locally convex space, then in the preceding 
asser-t'ions it is sufficient to assume that In -+ f weakly in F. 

(b) Assume that F is locally conve:z; and II . II is closed and refle.Tive. Then 
II . II : F -+ [0,00] is a lower semicontin7LOus function. 

PROOF. (a) The Fatou property is an immediate consequence of the 1.s.c. of 
II . II· If F i" locally convex, then the convex set B is closed if and only if it 
is weakly closed; hence II . II will remain 1.s.c. if F is equipped with the weak 
topology. To see that E is complete, let {fn} be a Cauchy "equence in E. Then 
Un} is Cauchy in F, hence there is f E F such that In -+ f in F. For each c > 0 
there is N <00 such that Ilfn - Irnll :::; c if n, Tn ::,. N. Since fn - Irn -+ fn - f 
in F as Tn -+ 00, from the Fatou property we get fEE and II fn - f II :::; c if 
n::,.N. 

(b) The inclusion map E -+ F is continuous and remains continuous when we 
equip E, F with their weak topologies. The set B is weakly compact in E (by 
the reflexivity of E), hence its image in F is weakly compact too. So B is weakly 
closed, in particular closed, in F. D 

A coercive closed gauge on a B-space need not be 1.s.c. (we shall give below a 
simple example which clarifies this phenomenon; a more interesting situation of 
this type will be met in Chapter 5). But if 11·11 is a coercive gauge on a Hausdorff 
TVS F, one may canon-ically associate to it a coercive lower semicontinuou8 
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ga1Lge II . II * with II . II * s; II . II by the following procedure 1 

(2.1.5) Ilfll* = liminf Ilgll = lim inf Ilgll· 
g~j VOU) gEV 

Here 1/ (f) is the filter of neighbourhoods of f in F. The function II . II * : F --+ 

[0,00] is just the lower semicontinuous regularization of the convex function 
11·11: F --+ [0,00] (see Ch. IV, §6.2 in [B04]). In other terms, 11·11* is the upper 
bound of all1.s.c. functions cp : F --+ [-00,00] which are S; II· II, or the largest 
1.s.c. function which is S; 11·11. If E c F is the normed space associated to 11·11, we 
denote by E the normed space associ,~ted to II . II * and we call it the Gagliardo 

completion of E with respect to F. E is always a B-subspace of F such that 
E c E. One may describe the closed unit ball B = {f E F I II! II * S; 1} of E as 
follows: B = B == closure in F of the closed unit ball B = {f E F I Ilfll S; 1} of 
E (Proof: Assume Ilfll* = r < 00. For each V E 1/(f) let gv E V such that the 
net {llgvll} converges to r. Then the net fv := 7'llgvll~lgv has the properties 
Ilfvll = rand limfv = f in F). In particular, one has Ilfll* = Ilfll for all fEE 
if and only if B is closed in E for th~ topology induced by F. If f E F and F is 
metrizable, then it is clear that fEE if and only if there is a bounded sequence 
{fn} in E such that fn --+ f in F (this is the usual definition of E, see §5.1 in 
[BS]; see Chapter I in [KPS] for a more geometric approach). 

A rather typical example of a Gagliardo completion is the following. Let 
J = [0,1]' E = C 1 (J) and F one of th~ spaces LP( J), 1 S; p S; 00, or C( J). Then 
E, F are Banach spaces, E c F and E is the space of Lipschitz functions on J. 
The proof is an easy exercise. 

If F is a Hausdorff locally convex space, then any convex 1.s.c. function 'P on 
F is the upper bound of all continuous affine functions smaller than 'P (Ch. 2, 
§5, no. 2 [B02]). For gauges this description can be made more precise. First, to 
each coercive gauge II· lion F one may associate a strongly continuous seminorm 
on F* by the formula II'PII* = sUPfEB 1(f,'P)I, where B = {f E F I Ilfll S; 1} 
(recall that B is a bounded set in F). II· II * is a norm if and only if E is dense 
in F; in this case F* C E* and II . 11* coincides with the restriction to F* of the 
norm on E* dual to that of E. The set {'P E F* I II'PII* S; 1} is just the polar BO 
of Bin F* and BOO = {f E F IIU, cp)1 S; 1 \/cp E BO} is the closure of B in F (B 
being c~nvex; d. Proposition 2, Ch. 4, §1 and Theorem 1, Ch. 2, §6 in [B02]). 
Hence B = BOO or, equivalently: 

(2.1.6) Ilfll* = sup{IU,cp)11 cp E F*, Ilcpll* S; 1}. 

If E is B-subspace of a Hausdorff TVS F and II . liE is an admissible norm 
on E, we shall always extend it to a gauge on F by setting IlfilE = +00 if 

lIt is easy to show that 11ft + hll*:S 11ft II. + 111211. and Ilzfll. = Izl·llfll •. If Ilfll. = 0, 
then for each V E ~'tI(f) there is fv E V such that limv Ilfvll = O. Since E is continuously 
embedded in F, we have limv Ilfvll = 0 in F too. But fv ---> f in F and F is Hausdorff, hence 
f = O. This proves that Ilfil* is a l.s.c. gauge on F. It remains to be shown that Ilfll* is a 
coercive gauge. If it is not then we can find a sequence {fn}nEN and a closed neighbourhood 
U of zero in F such that Ilfnll* ---> ° and fn 1:. U. Since F \ U is a neighbourhood of fn, we 
may find gn E F \ U with Ilgn II :S Ilfn! I * + n ~ 1. Hence Ilgn II ---> 0, which implies gn --> 0 in F, 
but this contradicts the fact that gn 1:. U. 
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f E F \ E. It is clear that the 1.s.c. regularizations of two admissible norms on 
E are equivalent gauges on F, hence the nor!?ed spaces associated to them are 
identical as TVS. This TVS is a B-subspace E of F and will be~ called Gagliardo 
completion of the B-space E with respect to F; so we have E c E C F with strict 
inclusions in general (if F is a B-space and E i= F, then E is of the first category 

in F, cf. Lemma 1.2, eh. I in [KPS]). If E = E, we shall say that E is relatively 
complete with re8pe,::.t to F. For example, if F is a B-space and E is a reflexive 
B-space, then E = E. So a reflexive B-space is relatively complete with respect 
to any B-space in which it is embedded. 

Let H, F be Hausdorff locally convex TVS such that H c F and let E be a 
B-subspace ofH (hence ofF). IfH is reflexive, then the Gagliardo completion of 
E with respect to H is equal to the Gagliardo completion of E with respect to F. 
To prove this, let II . II be an admissible norm on E, set B = {J EEl II f II 'S I} 
and let B' (resp. B") be the closure of B in H (resp. F). We have to show that 
B' = B". Since we always have B' C B", it is sufficient to prove that B' is 
closed in F. Since B is bounded in K it is bounded in H too. Hence B' is a 
bounded closed convex set in H. But then B' will be also weakly closed in H 
(eh. 4, §l, no. 2 in [B02]) and, by the reflexivity of H, weakly compact (eh. 4, 
§2, no. 3 in [B02]). The canonical inclusion H C F is weakly continuous (eh. 4, 
§l, no. 3 in [B02]) , hence B' is weakly compact in F, so it is weakly closed, in 
particular closed, in F. This finishes the proof. 

Let E be a B-subspace of a reflexive Hausdorff locally convex space Hand 
assume that E is dense in H. Then we have a canonical embedding H* C E* and 
we may consider the closure G of H* in E*, equipped with the topology induced 
by E*. Since H* C G densely and H** = H, we have G* C H. Using (2.1.6) 
one may prove without any difficulty that G * is just the Gagliardo completion 
of E with respect H. 

In the next lemma we give a more convenient expression for the 1.s.c. regular
ization of a gauge on a Banach space. 

LEMMA 2.1.2. Let 11·11 be a gauge on the Banach space F. Then 11·11 is coercive 
if and only if there is a constant c < 00 such that IlfilF 'S cllfll, \If E F. In this 
case one has 

(2.1.7) II f II * :==: lim inf II e II = lim inf ( lie II + nil f - ell F ) . 
r--+O Ilc-fIIF<l' n--+oc eEF 

PROOF. The first assertion of the lemma is obvious and the first equality in 
(2.1.7) is just the definition of 11·11*. Denote by If I the last member of (2.1.7). If 
If I < M < 00, then for each n E N there is en E E with Ilenll +nllf - enllF 'S M. 
So Ilenll 'S M andllf - enllF -.> 0, which clearly implies Ilfll* 'S M. This shows 
that Ilfll* 'S If I· Reciprocally, assume Ilfll* < M < 00 and let c > O. Then, 
for each n E N there is en with lien - filF < c/n and Ilenll 'S M. In particular 
Ilenll + nllen - filF 'S M + c, so If I 'S lvJ + c. This proves that If I 'S Ilfll*· 0 

Interpolation spaces are constructed starting from a pair of compatible B
spaces. Two B-spaces Eo, El are compatible if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: (i) Eo and El induce the same linear structure on the set EonEl (which 
contains at least 0); (ii) if {en }"EN is a sequence in Eo n El such that en -.> U in 
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Eo and en -> V in E l , then u = v. Assume that condition (i) is satisfied and let 
11·llk be an admissible norm on Ek for k = 0, l. Then we equip Eo n El with the 
intersection topology defined by the norm max(llello, Ilelid and get a normable 
TVS. Clearly (Eo, Ed -is a compatible couple if and only if Eo n El is a B -space. 
Another useful criterion is: (Eo, E l ) is a compatible couple if and only if there 
is a Hausdorff TVS F such that Ek C F for k = 0,1; in this case, there is a 
least B-space G, denoted Eo + Ell such that Ek C G for k = 0,1 (Proof: Take 
G = (Eo EB El)/K where Eo EB El means direct sum of Banach spaces and K is 
the closed subspace consisting of elements of the form (e, -e) with e E Eo n El)' 
The B-space Eo + El is equipped with the sum topology defined by the norm 
Ilell = inf{lleollo + Ilellll I ek E Ek and e = eo + ed. Finally, we mention that 
quite often compatible couples are constructed in the following way. On a vector 
space E two norms II . 110 and II . I II are given and Ek is the completion of E for 
the norm II . II k· Then the B -spaces Eo and El are compatible if and only if the 
norms are compatible in the following sense: if {en}nEN is a sequence in E which 
is Cauchy for both norms and if en -> ° for one of the norms, then en -> ° for 
the other norm too. 

Let (Eo, E l ) be a compatible pair of B-spaces. Then two other B-spaces 
Eo n El and Eo + El have been constructed above and we have Eo n El C 

Ek C Eo + E 1 . A B-space E such that Eo n El C E C Eo + El is called an 
intermediate space for the pair (Eo, Ed. Let (Fo, Fd be another compatible pair 
of B-spaces and F an intermediate space for it. One says that the pair (E, F) 
has the interpolation property (with respect to the couples (Eo, Ed, (F 0, F d) if 
for each continuous linear map T : Eo + El -> Fo + Fl such that TEk C Fk 
for k = 0,1 we have also TE C F. From the closed graph theorem it follows 
then easily that IITIIE---+F :.:; c max(IITIIEo---+Fo' IITllEl ---+F l ), where c is a constant 
depending only on the choice of the admissible norms on the six B-spaces which 
appear in the preceding relation. If (E, E) has the interpolation property with 
respect to the couples (Eo, Ed, (Eo, Ed one says that E is an interpolation 
space for the pair (Eo, Ed (or between Eo and Ed. Note that if E and Fare 
interpolation spaces for the pair (Eo, Ed, then (E, F) is a compatible pair (E 
and F being embedded in Eo + E 1 ) and each interpolation space for (E, F) is 
an interpolation space for (Eo, E 1 ) too. Being an interpolation space is a rather 
subtle property: for example C 1 (J) is clearly an intermediate space for the pair 
(C°(J), C 2 (J)) but is not an interpolation space (here J = [0,1]; see Exercise 
35, page 169 in [BL]; see also page 20 in [KPSj for a more elementary example). 

There are many methods for constructing interpolation spaces for an arbitrary 
compatible pair (Eo, Ed. For a detailed presentation of the deeper aspects of 
the theory one may consult [KPS], [BS], [BKj. In the remainder of this chapter 
we shall consider only the case Eo C EI and we shall describe a rather particular 
class of interpolation spaces constructed with the help of the real interpolation 
method. 

2.2. The K-Functional 

Let E and F be B-spaces such that E C F, and let II· liE and II· IIF be 
admissible norms on E and F respectively. We recall that II· II E is extended to a 
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gauge on F. For each T > 0 we introduce the so-called K -functional K (T, .) on 
F by the formula 

(2.2.1) K(T,f) = inEf [TllellE + Ilf - ellFl 
eE 

(f E F). 

This definition is due to J. Peetre and a more precise notation is K(T, f) 
K(T,f;F,E). K depends on the chosen norms II· liE and II·IIF, and, due to the 
fact that E c F, only its behaviour ncar T = 0 will be important. The following 
relation follows immediately from the definition (2.2.1): 

(2.2.2) K(T, f) s: K(a, f) s: ~K(T, f) 
T 

if 0 < T < a. 

Some further simple properties of the K-functional arc given in the following 
proposition: 

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. (a) For each T > 0, K(T,·) is an admissible norm on F. 
Furthermore, there is a constant c > 0 such that 

(2.2.3) \:IfEF. 

The first inequality holds for 0 < T s: 1 while the second one holds for all T > o. 
(b) A vector f E F belongs to the closure E ofE in F if and only if K(T, f) ---+ 

o as T ---+ o. 
(c) Denote by II·II E the lower semicontinu011S regularization of the gauge 11·11 E 

on F and let E be the Gagliardo completion of E with respect to F (so II . liE 

restricted to E is an admissible norm on E). Then 

lilliE = SUpK(T,f)T-1 = lim K(T,f)T- 1 and K(T,f) = K(T,I;F,E) 
T T-------+O 

for each IE F. If lEE then one also has K(T, f) = K(T, I; E, E). 

PROOF. (a) It is easy to check that K(T,·) is a semi-norm on F. The second 
inequality in (2.2.3) is obvious. In view of (2.2.2), the equivalence of K(T,·) and 
II . IIF and the first inequality in (2.2.3) hold provided that we can prove the 
existence of a constant CT such that IIIIIF s: cTK( T, f) for all I E F, which we 
do by reductio ad absurdum. If one assumes that no such constant CT exists, 
then one can find a sequence Un} ill F such that IIInllF = 1 and K(T, In) ---+ 0 
as n ---+ 00. Then there exists for each n = 1, 2, ... a vector en E E such that 
TilenilE + IIIn - enllF ---+ 0 asn ---+ 00. Thus en ---+ 0 in E and In - en ---+ 0 in F, 
hence In ---+ 0 in F. This contradicts the assumption that IIIn IIF = 1. 

(b) Let I E F and 8 > o. If K(T, f) ---+ 0 as T ---+ 0, there is a number T > 0 
such that K(T, f) < 8; hence there is a vector etJ E E such that TlleollE + III -
eollF < 8. Thus eo ---+ f on F as 15 ---+ 0, so that lEE. Reciprocally, let lEE. 
Then, for each 8 > 0, there is a vector e E E such that III - eilF < 8/2. Hence, 
if 0 < T < 8(21IeIIE)-1, then K( T, f) s: TllellE + III - eilF < 15. 

(c) The equalities lilliE = sUPT K(T, f)T- 1 = limT-4o K(T, f)T- 1 follow from 

(2.2.2) and Lemma 2.1.2. Set K(T,f) = K(T,I;F,E). We have to prove that 
K (T, f) = K (T, f) for f E F (the last assertion of part (c) will then be an 

easy consequence). Since IleilE s: 11e11E, the inequality K s: K is obvious. 
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Reciprocally, it is sufficient to show that K(T,J):S K(T,J) +t: for each t: > 0. 
For each e E E we may find a sequence {en} with en -+ e in F and II en liE :S 
IleilEi + t:/(2T). Then lien - eilF < t:/2 for large n, hence: 

t: 
K(T, J) :S TilenilE + Ilf - enllF :S TllellEi +:2 + Ilf - eilF + lie - enllF 

:S TllellEi + Ilf - eilF + t:. 

Taking the lower bound over e we obtain K(T, J) :S K(T, J) + t:. 0 

Now we can define for each e E (0,1) and p E [1, +00] a gauge II· Ile,p on F 
by setting 

(2.2.4) 

If p = +00, we shall always interpret this equation as 

(2.2.5) Ilfllo,DC = sup Te~l K(T, J). 
O<T<l 

We point out the following easy consequence of (2.2.2) and Proposition 2.2.1 
(a): 

LEMMA 2.2.2. Let e E (0,1) and p E [1, +00]. There is a constant c 
c(8,p) E (0, (0) such that 

(2.2.6) \If E F, 

(2.2.7) K(T, f) :S cllflle,pTl~e \IT E (0,1), \If E F. 

We now define, for e E (0,1) and p E [1, +oc] : 

(2.2.8) (E, F)o,p = {f E F Illflle,p < oo}. 

This set (E, F)o,p depends only on the B-spaces E and F (i.e. it is independent of 
the norms 11·11 E, 11·11 F used to define II f II e ,p' since a different choice of these norms 
entails a change of 11'lle,1' into an equivalent gauge on F). The restriction of the 
gauge 11'lle,p to the subspace (E, F)e,p of F defines a norm on this subspace, and 
(E, F)e,p is a Banach space for this norm. Indeed, if fn E (E, F)e,p is Cauchy, 
i.e. Ilfn - frnlle,p -+ ° as ffi,n -+ 00, then {In} is also Cauchy in F by (2.2.6). If 
we denote its limit in F by f, then Ilfn - flle,1' -+ ° by Fatou's lemma. 

DEFINITION 2.2.3. Let E, F be B-spaces with E c F, let 0 < e < 1 and 
1 :S p :S +00. Then (E, F)e,p, provided with the B-space structure associated to 
the norms of the form (2.2.4), is called the real interpolation space of order (e,p) 
associated to E and F. 
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Let E be the Gagliardo completion of E with respect to F and E the closure 
of E in F. Then E and E arc B-spaces such that E c E c (E, F)e,p C E c F. 
From Proposition 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.2 it follows easily that: 

(2.2.9) (E, F)e,p = (E, E)e,p. 

On the other hand, by using Proposition 2.2.1 (a) and Fatou's lemma in (2.2.4), 
it is easily shown that II . III! ,p is a lower semicontinuous gauge on F. Hence 
(E, F)I!,p is relatively complete with respect to F. 

In the following sections we shall give various properties and characterizations 
of the real interpolation spaces associated to a couple (E, F) of B-spaces. The 
following lemma will be useful to obtain these results. The relation (2.2.10) is 
especially important: it makes the connection between the K-functional and 
approximation theory. Indeed, (2.2.10) shows that the behaviour of K( T, j) as 
T --> 0 expresses the degree of approximability of f E F by elements of the 
B-subspace E (see Chapters 4 and 5 in [Sh1] and also [BuS] and [Be]). 

LEMMA 2.2.4. For each f E F there is a function u : (0,00) --> E of class 
COO, with u( (}) = 0 for () 2': 1 such that for all T > 0: 

(2.2.10) 

where c E (0, 00) is a constant that is independent of T and f. Furthermore, if 

v: (0,00) --> E is defined as v((}) = _(}d~~), then v is of class C=, v((}) = 0 if 
() 2': 1 and 

(2.2.11 ) 'lIT> O. 

PROOF. (i) If f = 0, one may take u == O. So let us assume that f E F \ {O}. 
Then 0 < K(T,j) < 2K(T,j) for each T > 0, because K(T,') is an admissible 
norm on F. Hence we may choose for each n = 1,2,3, .... a vector en E E such 
that 

(2.2.12) 

We define 

{ 
'f 2-n - 1 < < 2-n c, - 1 2 3 en 1 T _ lOr some n - , , , ... 

eT = o if T > 1/2. 

We notice that, if T E (2- n - 1 , 2-n ] for some n = 1,2,3, ... , then 

where the last inequality follows from the second inequality in (2.2.2) (observe 
that 2-n T- 1 -s: 2). A similar inequality holds also for T > 1/2; in this case one 
obtains from Proposition 2.2.1 (a) and the first inequality in (2.2.2) that: 

(2.2.13) 

for some constant b < 00 which is independent of f and T. If we assume b 2': 4, 
then (2.2.13) is valid for all T > O. 
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Now suppose that 'P : (0,00) ---+ lR. is an integrable function with support in the 
interval [1,2]. Then 'P(T/a) = 0 unless T/2 s: a s: T. Hence, by using (2.2.13) 
and the first inequality in (2.2.2), one finds that for any T > 0: 

(2.2.14) 1= I'P (~) I [TlleullE + Ilf - e"IIF] d: s: 

s: 2.10= I'P (~) I [alleullE + Ilf - eullF] d: 
s: 2b 1= I'P (~) I K(a, f) d: 

s: 2b· sup K(g, f). roc I'P (-~) I da 
T/2~[!~T Jo a a 

s: 2bK(T, f) 1= 1'P(s)1 ~9S. 

(ii) Now let T) E CO'((O,oo)) be such that 0 s: T) s: 2, supp T) C [1,2]' 
fooo T)(T) d; = 1, fooo 1T)'(T)ldT s: 4. We define, for 0 < T < 00: 

Clearly u : (0, (0) ---+ E is of class Coo and U(T) = 0 if T :;:.. 1. The first inequality 
in (2.2.10) is evident. For the second one we write: 

Then 

By (2.2.14) with 'P = rl, the r.h.s. of this inequality is majorized by CK(T, f) with 
c = 2b. 

(iii) Let T) and U be as in (ii) and define ~ E CO'((O, (0)) by ~(t) = -tr/(t). 
Then 

Since fooc ~(a)d: = 0, we also have 

1·= (T) da V(T) = ~ - [e u - f]-. 
() a a 
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Then, by using (2.2.14) with cp =~, one gets that 

Tllv(T)IIE + Ilv(T)IIF :S 

:S 1= I~ (~) I [Tlle"IIE + Ilf - ecrllFld: 

:SCK(T,f) (= 1~(T)ldT :S 4cK(T,j). 0 
Jo T 

COROLLARY 2.2.5. Let f E F and let u and v be as in Lemma 2.2.4. Then 
(a) fEE if and only if TU(T) ----> 0 in E and U(T) ----> f in F as T ----> O. 
(b) If fEE, then 

(2.2.15) JOC dT 
f = lim V(T)- in the norm ofF. 

,,--.,+0 " T 

(c) f E (E,F)e,p if and only if 

PROOF. (a) follows from Proposition 2.2.1(b) and (2.2.10). For (b) we observe 
that the integral on the r.h.s. of (2.2.]5) is equal to u(c) and then use the result of 
(a). (c) is an immediate consequence of the definition (2.2.4) and of (2.2.10). 0 

REMARK 2.2.6. The inequality (2.2.11) implies that 

Hence, if the last integral is finite (for example if f E (E, F)e,p for some e E (0,1) 
and some p E [1,00]), then J~= Ilv(T)IIF d; < 00, so that f = Jooc V(T) d; (as a 
Bochner integral in F) by Corollary 2.2.5 (b). Assume now that a B-subspace 
G c F is given and that some f E F is represented as a (Bochner) integral in F 
of the preceding form with a locally integrable function v : (0,00) ----> G. If we 
have Jo= Ilv(T)IIGT-1dT < 00 for some admissible norm on G, then f E G and 
IlfliG :S J~')O Ilv(T)IIGT-1dT. This easily proven observation will be often used in 
what follows. 

2.3. The Mean and the Trace Method 

In several theoretical and practical questions, the description of the spaces 
(E, F)e,p contained in Definition 2.2.3 is not convenient. For this reason, many 
other ways of constructing these interpolation spaces appear in the literature. 
We shall describe below the mean method (Proposition 2.3.2) and the trace 
method (Proposition 2.3.3). As before, we consider two B-spaces E and F with 
E c F and let II . liE, II . IIF be admissible norms on these spaces. We begin with 
some preliminary inequalities. If G is an arbitrary B-space and 1 :S p :S 00, we 
denote by L~(G) the B-space of G-valued (equivalence classes of) functions on 
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(0,00) that are p-integrable with respect to the measure dT /T. An admissible 
norm on L~ (G) is given by 

if 1 <::: p < 00, 

IlfIIL~(G) = esssup Ilf(T)IIG 
O<T<OO 

if p = 00. 

For 0<::: a < b <::: 00 the space L~((a,b);G) is defined by replacing (0,00) by 
(a, b) above. 

LEMMA 2.3.1. Let w : (0,00) ----> E be a locally integrable function such that 
w E L; (F), and set g = Jooo w( cr) d: E F. Then, for each T > 0: 

(2.3.1) Joo dcr 11 dcr 
K(T, g) <::: Ilmw(m)IIE2 + Ilw(m)IIF-' 

1 cr 0 cr 

Moreover one has for each e E (0, 1) and each p E [1,00]: 

(2.3.2) 

PROOF. (i) We first prove (2.3.1). For each T > ° we set U(T) = .f~oo w(s)s- l ds, 

so that g - U(T) = J; w(s)s-lds. Then, as gauges on F : 

1= T ds (T ds 
K(T,g) <::: Tllu(T)IIE + Ilg - u(T)IIF <::: T ~llsw(s)IIE-;- + Jo Ilw(s)IIF-;-. 

The last expression is identical with the r.h.s. of (2.3.1). 
(ii) The inequality (2.3.2) is easily obtained by using (2.3.1): 

Ilgl18,p <::: 1108- 1 K(·,g)IIL~ 

Joo 8 dcr t 8 1 dcr 
<::: 1 II(cr·) w(cr')IIL~(E) crH8 + Jo II(cr·) - w(cr')IIL~(F) cr8 

1 fJ 1 fJ-l 
= 8110 wIIL~(E) + 1- e 110 wIIL~(F)' 0 

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Let e E (0,1) and p E [1, +00]. 
(a) Let v : (0, (0) ----> E be such that Tf)V E L~(E) and Te- 1V E L~(F). Then 

v E L;(F), the vector f := Ir': V(T)T-1dT belongs to (E, F)e,p and satisfies 

(2.3.3) 

(b) Conversely, if f E (E, F)e,p, then there is a function v : (0,00) ----> E of 
class C= with V(T) = ° for T 2: I, vO E L;(F), f = Jooo V(T)T-1dT and such 
that (2.3.3) and the following inequality are satisfied: 

(2.3.4) 

where c < 00 is some constant independent of f. 
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PROOF. (a) In view of Lemma 2.3.1 it suffices to show that v E L!(F). This 
can be done by using the Holder inequality, with pi = (1 - l/p)-l: 

and similarly 

J II II' T 
/

00 d [/00 d ] lip' 
1 Ilv(T)IIE~:S liT VIIL~(E)' 1 T- P ~ < 00. 

(b) We let v be the function given by Lemma 2.2.4. In view of (a), it is 
sufficient to prove the inequality (2.3.4). This is easily done by using (2.2.11) : 

II e-1 K T, dT 
[ 

1 [ ( f) J P J lip liT vIIL~(E) + liT vIIL~(F):S 2· 4c 1 T 1- 11 ~ = 8cllfllll,p' D 

Proposition 2.3.2 may be restated in the following terms: (E, F)e,p is the 
space of vectors f E F that can be represented as a "mean" f = J~'XJ V (T )T-1 dT 

(with respect to the Haar measure T- 1dT on (0,00)) of a (Bochner) integrable 
function v : (0,00) --7 F satisfying Illvlll := IITllvIIL~(E) + IITe-1vIIL~(F) < 00. 
Moreover, the infimum of Illvlll over all such functions v is an admissible norm 
on (E, F)e,p' 

There is a second version of the mean method (called "method of constants" 
in [KPS]) which is often useful in applications. Consider an arbitrary Borel 
function u: (0,00) --7 E; then K(T,f) :S Tllu(T)IIE + Ilf - u(T)IIF for all T > O. 
By using (2.2.4) we get 

Lemma 2.2.4 shows that (E, F)e,p is exactly the set of f E F such that there is a 
functionu for which the r.h.s. of the preceding relation is finite. Moreover, the 
infimum of the r.h.s. over all U is a gauge on F equivalent to II . lie ,Ji' 

PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let e E (0,1), p E [I, +00] and pi = (1 - l/p)-l. 
( a) Letu : (0, (0) --7 E be such that TO U E L~ (E) and TO ddT U E L~ (F) (where 

the derivative is interpreted in the sense of distributions). Then limT-+o U(T) == f 
exists in F and belongs to (E, F)e,p' Moreover one has: 

(2.3.5) 

and, for each {j > 0: 

(2.3.6) 
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(b) ConveTsely, let f E (E, F)e,p' Then theTe exists a function u : (0,00) -+ E 
of class COC! satisfying (2.2.10), with U(T) = 0 if T 2:': 1 and such that faT some 
constant c <00 independent of f: 

(2.3.7) 

(2.3.8) \j(J > O. 

PROOF. (a) By writing 11'(T) = [Te~l/p11'(T)l . [Tl~e~l/pfl and by using the 
Holder inequality, one gets that for t > 0: 

fat 1111'(T)IIFdT:::: IITe11'IIL~(F) . [(1 - e)p'l~l/pf tl~e. 

This implies that {n( (J)} 0">0 is Cauchy in F as (J -+ 0, so that f == limO"-->o n( (J) 
exists. Then (2.3.6) follows from the preceding estimate and 

Next we observe that 

Hence 

e 1 e t e, d(J Ilflle,p:::: 11(-) ~ K(-, f)1 :::: 11(-) nIIL~(E) + Jo II((J') 11 ((J')IIL~(F) (Je' 

and the last expression is identical with the r.h.s. of (2.3.5). 
(b) Letu and v be as in Lemma 2.2.4. The second inequality in (2.2.10) 

implies that IITenIIL~(E) = IITenIIL~((O,l);E) :::: cllflle,p. Also, by (2.3.4): 

Il
e dn II e 1 T - = liT ~ vIIL~(F) :::: cllflle,p. 

dT L~(F) 

Thus (2.3.7) is proven. 
To prove (2.3.8) we remark that 11((J) -+ f as (J -+ 0 by Corollary 2.2.5 (a), 

because fEE by (2.2.7) and Proposition 2.2.1 (b). Now (2.3.8) follows from 
(2.3.6) and (2.3.7). 0 

We end the section with the description of a discrete version of the mean 
method which is sometimes easier to use. Let us first point out a discrete version 
of the gauge (2.2.4). 

LEMMA 2.3.4. Let 0 < e < 1 and 1 :::: p :::: +00. FaT each f E F one has 

(2.3.9) 
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PROOF. We consider the case where p < 00. The argument for p = +00 is 
similar. If T E [2- n - l , 2-n ] for some n = 0,1,2, ... , then by (2.2.2): 

2IJ-IK(;~{) <:::: 2n(I-IJ)K(TII,f) <:::: 2K(;~{). 
T T 

The first inequality implies that: 

2P(Ii-l) IlfW' = 2P(II-l) ~ (Tn [K( T~ f)] T' dT 
(J,p ~ J2- n - 1 Tl Ii T 

n=O' 
CX) 2 n 

<:::: ~ [2n(I-II)K(Tn,f)f .1-n-l d; 

and the first inequality in (2.3.9) follows because the last integral is equal to In 2 
for each n. The proof of the second inequality in (2.3.9) is similar. D 

If p E [1, +00]' F is a B-space and II·IIF an admissible norm on F, we denote 
by £,P(F) the Banach space of sequences {fn};;C=o of vectors of F, with 

[

(Xl ]1/T' 
II{fn}IIPP(F) = .~ Ilfnll~ if p < 00, 

II{fn}II£00(F) = sup IlfnllF. 
nEN 

PROPOSITION 2.3.5. Let 0 < e < 1 and 1 <:::: P <:::: 00. A vector f E F belongs 
to (E, F)II,p if and only if there is a sequence {fn}~=o in E with 

(2.3.10) 
1 2 

111{fn}IIIII,T':= ell{Tnll fn}IICP(E) + 1- ell{2n(1-1i) f,,}liep(F) < 00 

and such that f = 2.::=0 fn· We have Ilflle,p <:::: 111{fn}llllI,p and the infimum of 
III {f,J 1111I,p over all such representations of f is an admissible norm on (E, F)II,p' 

PROOF. To prove that Ilflle,p <:::: 111{fn}llllI,p we define v : (0,00) --+ E by 
V(T) = [ln2]-lfn if 2-n 1 <:::: T < 2-n (n = 0,1,2, ... ) and V(T) = 0 if T 2> L 
Then f = JoDO V(T)T- l dT and, by (2.3.2): 

1 1 
Ilflle,p <:::: eIITevIIL~(E) + 1- e IITII'-lvIIL~(F)' 

But clearly we have 

and 

IITe-lVIIL~(F) <:::: 211{2n(1-1I) fn}liep(F)' 

Reciprocally, let f E (E, F)o,p and define v as in Proposition 2.:3.2 (b). Set 
2- n 

fn = J2 1 V(T)T-ldT and observe that fn E E and f = 2.::=0 In in F. It 
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remains to be shown that IIIUn}llle.p <::: cllflle,p for a constant c independent of 
f. We prove that 11{2-ne fn}IICP(E) <::: c'IITevIIL~(E) and then we usc (2.3.4); the 
second term in (2.3.10) is treated similarly. By using the Holder inequality we 
get 

2- n 2- n 

IITne fnllE <::: 2e 1-n-l Tellv(T)IIE ~ <::: 2e [1-n-1 IITeV(T)II~ d;f/P . (ln2)1/pl 

which clearly implies the estimate we are looking for. 0 

2.4. Comparison and Duality of Interpolation Spaces 

We now present some relations between the B-spaces (E, F)e,p for different 
values of 8 and p, and then we shall prove the duality theorem. 

PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let E and F be B -spaces with E C F. Denote by E the 
Gagliardo completion of E with respect to F and let E be the closure of E in F. 
Then 

(a) E C E C (E, F)e,p C E c F ve E (0,1), \/p E [1, +00], and (E, F)e,p = 
(E, E)e,p; 

(b) if 1 <::: PI < P2 <::: +00, then (E, F)e,Pl C (E, F)e,P2 for each 8 E (0,1); 
(c) if 0 < 81 < 82 < 1 and PI, P2 E [1, +00], one has (E, F)e , ,PI C (E, F)e2 ,P2; 
(d) E is dense in each (E, F)e,p with 0 < 8 < 1 and 1 <::: P < 00. 

PROOF. (a) has been shown before (sec (2.2.9)). If P2 = +00, the result of 
(b) follows from (2.2.5) and from (2.2.7) with P = Pl. To prove (b) if P2 < +00, 
we use the definition (2.2.4) as well as (2.2.7) with P = PI to get that 

IIfll P2 = r1 [K(T,J)]P2-Pl [K(T,J)]Pl dT 
e,P2 Jo TI - 8 T1- e T 

<::: [C(8,P1)llflle,Pl1P2-P1 11 [~~~{)r' d; 

= [c(8,pdl P2 - P1 Ilfll~~pl' 

(c) By virtue of (b), it suffices to show that (E,F)e" CX') C (E,F)e2,1 if 0 < 
81 < 82 < 1. This is a straightforward consequence of (2.2.4) and (2.2.5): 

-11 K(T, J) e2-e, dT 1 
Ilf1182 ,1 - 1-8, T - <::: -8 8 1IJIIe" CX'). 

OTT 2- 1 

(d) Let f E (E, F)e,p with P < 00, and let v be as in Proposition 2.3.2 (b). 
So f = JaDe V(T)T- 1dT, and JcCX') V(T)T- l dT belongs to E for each c > O. Thus 

it is enough to prove that II J; v(T)T- 1dTlle,p --+ 0 as c --+ O. For this we apply 
Lemma 2.3.1 with W(T) = V(T) if 0 < T <::: c, W(T) = 0 if T > c, to get that: 

II r dT II 1 e 1 e 1 
Jo V(T)--; e,p <::: gilT vIIL~((o,c);E) + 1- 8 11T - vIIL~((O,E);F)' 

Since TeV E L~(E) and Te- 1V E L~(F) by (2.3.4) and because P < 00, the r.h.s. 
of the preceding inequality converges to zero as c --+ o. 0 
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To motivate the following theorem, consider the situation where one has three 
B-spaces E, F and G such that E c G c F with dense embeddings. Then F* c 
G* c E* (cf. Section 2.1). Now consider the particular case where G = (E, F)e,p 
for some () and p. If p < 00 and if E is dense in F, then we are in the above 
situation by virtue of Proposition 2.4.1 (d). Hence we shall have 

F* c [(E, F)e,p]* C E*. 

The duality theorem states that the space [(E, F)e,p]* is identical with an inter
polation space associated to the pair of B-spaces F*, E*. 

THEOREM 2.4.2. Let E and F be B -spaces such that E C F densely. Let 
() E (0,1), p E [1,(0) andp' = (l-l/p)-l. Then 

(2.4.1) [(E, F)e,p]* = (F*, E*h-e,p" 

lfp = 00, let (E,F)e,oo be the closure ofE in (E,F)e,oo' Then 

(2.4.2) 

PROOF. We consider only the case p < 00; the proof in the case p =00 is quite 
similar (at step (ii) below one has to use the fact that [co(F)j* = £l(F*), where 
Co (F) is the subspace of £00 (F) consisting of F -valued sequences converging to 
zero at infinity; see [Tr]). Let II· liE and II· IIF be admissible norms on E and 
F respectively. We denote by II· IIE* and II· IIF* the corresponding dual norms 
on E* and F* and by II· Ilt-e,p' the associated norm on the interpolation space 
(F*,E*h-e.p" 

(i) Fix 'P E (F*,E*h-e,p" By Proposition 2.3.2(b) there is a function?j; : 

(0,00) ----> E such that 'P = J01tjJ(T)T-1dT and 

(2.4.3) IITl-e?j;IIL~' (F*) + IIT-IJ?j;IIL~' (E*) :s; c*II'Pllr-e,p' 

with c* independent of 'P. 
Now let f E (E, F)e,p and let u be as in Lemma 2.2.4. Then (in the notations 

of Section 2.1): 

IU, 'P)I:S; r1 1([, 1.f;(T)) I dT :s; t [1('n(T), ?j;(T)) I + IU - U(T), ?j;(T))lj dT Jo T Jo T 

:s; t [lITeU(T)IIE + IITe-l(f - u(T))IIFj· [IIT-fl?j;(T)IIE* + IIT1-e?j;(T)IIF* jdT Jo T 

:s; c r1 K(;~t) [IIT-e?j;(T)IIE* + IIT1-e?j;(T)IIF* j dT, 
Jo T T 

where c is independent of f by Lemma 2.2.4. After applying the Holder inequal
ity to the last integral and by taking into account (2.4.3), one arrives at the 
inequality: 

IU,'P)I :s; cc*llflle,pll'Pllt-lI,p" 

This shows that 'P E [(E,F)e,pj* and that 

11'P11[(E,F)ep]* :s; cc*II'Pllt-e,p" 
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hence that (F*, E* h-l1,p' C [(E, F)Ii.pj*. 
(ii) To prove the converse inclusion, we shall usc the fact that [fP(F)j* 

f P' (F*) if P < 00. We define 

Gli = {(v, w) E fP(E) EB fP(F) 12nli vn + 2,,(1J-1)Wn = 2ml1 vrn + 2rn(Ii-1)wrn 

"1m, n EN}. 

Obviously GIJ is a closed subspace of fP(E) EB fP(F). Define:::: : GIJ -+ F by 

::::(v, w) = 2nli 'On + 2n(IJ-1)W" == .f. 

Then 

(2.4.4) K(Tn,f)::; T nl12nli v"IIE + 112n(li-l)wnIIF 

= 2n(II-1)[llvnIIE + IlwnllFj. 

Hence, by (2.3.9): 

(2.4.5) 

This shows that:::: is a continuous mapping from Gli into [E, Fjll,p- In fact:::: is 
surjective: if f E (E, F)Ii.p, let It : (0,00) -+ E be as in Lemma 2.2.4 and set 

Then ::::(v, w) = f and (v, w) E Ge, because 

IlvnllE + IlwnllF = 2n(1-1i)[T"lln(2-n)IIE + Ilf -u(Tn)IIFj 

:::; c2n (l-e)K(2- n ,f) 

by (2.2.10), so that Ilvllo'(E) + IlwlltP(F) :::; Scllfllo,p by (2.3.9). 
Now let tp E [(E, F)o,pj*. Then tp E E*, and tp 0:::: is a continuous antilinear 

functional on Go. By the Hahn-Banach theorem it can be extended to an anti
linear functional on fP(E) EDi'P(F) with the same norm. So there arc <P E fP' (E*) 
and W E f P' (F*) such that for all (v, w) E fP(E) 6J fP(F): 

oc 

(2.4.6) ((v, w), tp 0::::; = L {(v"' <Pn; + (wn , Wn ;}. 

n=O 

In particular, if (v, w) E Gli and ::::(v, w) = f, then 

DC 

(2.4.7) (j, tp; = L {(v"' <Pn; + (Wr" \[In;}. 
n=O 

If f = 0, i.c. if w" = - 2n vn for all n E N, then 0 = L~=o (vn , <Pn - 2n \[I n;. This 
clearly implies that <Pn = 2n \[ln for each n. Thus (2.4.7) becomes 

DC 

(j,tp; = L{(2nlJ v r" 2n(1-0) \[In; + (2n(e-l)v.'n,2n(1-e)wn;} 

n=O 
DC 

= L (j, 2,,(1-11)\[In;. 

n=O 
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Consequently we have cP = L::=oCPn, with CPn = 2n(l-e)W n E F*. 
Now, by using Proposition 2.3.5 in (F*, E*h-lI,p' and (2.4.5) and by setting 

c(8) = max{ (1 - 8)-1, 28-1}, one finds that 

II'Plli-II.I" ::; 1 ~ 811{Tn(l-e)'Pn}II£1"(F*) + ~11{2ne'Pn}II£P'(E*) 
1 . 2 

= 1- 8 11 {wn }[[£P'(F*) + ell{<I>n}IIRP'(E*) 

I((v, w), 'P 0 2)1 
::; c(8)llcp 0 211G;; = c(8) sup 11(. )11 

(v,w)EG e v, W Ge 

::; 2c(8) sup 11(lfr'IICP)I = 2c(8)II'PII[(E,F)]e.p]*' 
fE(E,F)e.p . e,p 

This proves [(E,F)je,pj* c (F*,E*h-e,p" 0 

2.5. The Reiteration Theorem 

Let E, F be two B-spaces with E c F. Let us consider a third B-space G 
such that E c G c F. We say that G is of class 8, with 0 < 8 < 1, if 

(2.5.1) (E,F)e,1 c G c (E,F)e,(XJ' 

In particular, if G = (E, F)e,p for tJome p E [1, +00], then G is of class 8 by 
Proposition 2.4.1 (b). In the following lemma we study tJeparatcly each of the 
two inclusions in (2.5.1). 

LEMMA 2.5.l. Let E, F, G be B-spaces with E c G c F, and let II . liE, 
II· IIF' II· lie be three admissible norms. Assume that 8 E (0,1) and denote by 
K( T, 1) the K -functional associated to the norms II . liE and II . IIF. Then 

(a) G C (E, F)o,(XJ if and only if there is a constant c < 00 such that 

(2.5.2) \IT E (0,1], \lg E G. 

(b) (E, F)O,1 c G if and only if there is a constant c < 00 such that 

(2.5.3) \IT E (0,1], \Ie E E. 

PROOF. (a) is immediate in view of (2.2.5). For (b) we first show that (2.5.3) 
holds if II '11e is replaced by 11·1111.1; this will imply (2.5.3) for any G such that 
(E, F)e,1 C G. The needed estimate is easily obtained from (2.3.3): 

Ilclle,1 = 111:21
2T e~lIe,l 

1 ( 1 1) 12T e () 1 ciT ::; - ·rnax -, -- [liT eilE + liT - ellFj-
In2 81-8 T T 

::; max (~, 1 ~ 8) [2eTli llellE + Te-llleIIFj. 

Reciprocally we must show that Ilflle ::; cllflle,1 for all f E (E,F)o,l under 
the hypothesis (2.5.3). Since E is dense in (E, F)e,l we may assume fEE. We 
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write f = J~oc V(T)T- l dT as in Proposition 2.3.2 (b) and then have by (2.5.3) 
and (2.3.4): 

So the integral 10= v(T)T- l dT exists in G and IlfliG S cllflle,l (use Remark 
2.2.6). 0 

We mention an estimate equivalent to (2.5.3) (modulo the constants). Since 
E c F, there is a constant K: 2' 1 such that IleilF S K:llellE for all e E E. If 
(2.5.3) holds for all ° < T S 1, then upon replacing c by CK: we get an estimate 
which holds for all T E (0, K:]. By taking T = IlellEl . IleilF we obtain 

(2.5.4) Ve E E, 

where C1 = 2cK:. Reciprocally, if (2.5.4) holds for some constant C1, then (2.5.3) 
holds for all T E (0,00) if the constant c is changed into C1. Indeed, we may use 
the following consequence of the concavity of the function log: 

We also notice the following consequence of Lemma 2.5.1 (b): 

COROLLARY 2.5.2. Let E, F, H be Banach spaces such that E c F and let 
T : E - H be a linear- operator- which is closable when consider-ed as an operator
fmm F to H. Assume that a number- ° < 8 < 1 is given. Then T extends to a 
continuous operator- (E, F)e,l - H if and only if ther-e is a constant c < 00 such 
that IITellH S c[TellellE + T(I- 1 1IeIIF] for- all T E (0,1) and all e E E. 

PROOF. One implication follows immediately from (2.5.3) written for G = 

(E, F)e,l. Reciprocally, observe that IITellH + IleilF is a norm on E and that the 
completion G of E under this norm is a Banach space such that E C G c F 
and (2.5.3) is satisfied. 0 

We prove now one of the most important results of real interpolation theory, 
the fact that the scale (E, F)e.p has the "reiteration property" (no new spaces 
appear after an iteration of the method). 

THEOREM 2.5.3. Let E and F be B-spaces with E c F. Let 8 E (0,1), P E 
[1, +00] and 0< 81 < 82 < 1. Assume that G 1 and G 2 ar-e B-spaces of class 81 

and 82 r-espectively. Then 

(2.5.5) 

(2.5.5) holds in par-ticular- if G 1 = (E, F)e l ,PI and G 2 = (E, F)e2 ,P2 with ar-bitrar-y 
Pl,P2 E [1, +00]. 
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PROOF. For each of the four B-spaces involved in the theorem we choose an 
admissible norm. We denote by K(-,·) the K-functional for the pair E, F and 
by k(·,·) that for the pair G l , G 2 , and we observe that E C G l C G 2 C F 
by virtue of Proposition 2.4.1 (c). We shall use the following identity which is 
obtained by the change of variables T f-* e = Tl/CII2~1I,): 

(2.5.6) 

(i) Let 9 E G 2 and h E G t . By Lemma 2.5.1(a) we then have for e E (0,1]: 

K(e, g) :'S K(e, h) + K(e, 9 - h) 

:'S Clel~OlllhllGl + C2el~1I211g - hllG2 

:'S C3el~1I2 [eIl2~lIlllhIIGl + Ilg - hII G2 ]· 

By taking the infimum over all h E G l , one obtains that 

(2.5.7) \Ie E (0,1]. 

It follows that: 

{ ( [K(e,g)]P de}l/1' 
Ilgll(E,F)al' = Jo el~CT -;-

{[ el~!l2k(eIl2-lIl,g)]P de}l/1' 
:'S C3 -

el~". e 

1 
= C3 (82 _ 81 )1/1' IlgllcG" G2 )e.p· 

This shows that (G I , G 2 )II,p c (E, F)".,p. 

(ii) To prove the converse inclusion, let f E (E, F)CT,p and set f = fol v( T)T~ldT 
as in Proposition 2.3.2, with V(T) E E. We set J(T) = Tllv(T)IIE + Ilv(T)IIF and 
have 

(2 .. 5.8) 11 dT 
k(e,j):'S k(e,V(T))-. 

o T 

By applying (2.2.3) for k(-,') and then (2.5.3), one obtains the following two 
inequalities: 

and 
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We set (! = I/h -(), in (2.5.8) and estimate the integrand by the first and second 
of these inequalities on the domain [0, c] and (c, 1] respectively: 

The first integral on the r.h.s. is finite because (h - a > 0 and (h - a < O. The 
second integral is bounded by cllflle,p by (2.3.4), with c independent of f. 0 

REMARK 2.5.4. The preceding proof shows that Theorem 2.5.3 remains valid 
even for 81 = 0 or 82 = 1 if we define the expression "G is of class 8" by 
the condition that (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.5.1 be satisfied. This clearly has a 
meaning for 8 = 0 or 1 and, for example, E is of class 0 while F is of class l. 

2.6. Interpolation of Operators 

Let us consider two pairs Go, G 1 and Ho, Hl of B-spaces such that Go C G 1 

and Ho C HI. Let T be a bounded operator from G 1 to HI such that TG o C Ho. 
By the closed graph theorem T belongs to B(Go, H o). We shall show that T 
maps (Go, Gde,p into (Ho, Hr)8,p for each 8 and p (continuously, again by the 
closed graph theorem). 

THEOREM 2.6.l. Let Go, G 1J Ho, HI be as above, and set Ge,p = (Go, G1)e,p 
and He,p = (Ho, Hr)e,p' Then one has for each 8 E (0,1) and each p E [1, +00] 

(2.6.1) 

Moreover, if one selects an admissible norm in each of the above four B-space8, 
then there is a con8tant c which is independent of T such that: 

(2.6.2) 
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PROOF. Let us fix four admissible norms 11·IIGo , II·IIG" 11·IIHo and II·IIH, 
and denote by KG(-,') and K H(·,·) the K-functional for the pair Go, G I and 
for the pair Ha, HI respectively. We write IITII(CJ) and IITIi(I) for the norm 
of T in B(Ga, Ho) and in B(G I , Hd respectively (with respect to the chosen 
admissible norms). Without loss of generality we may assume that T i= 0, so 

that A:= IITII(o)/IITII(I) belongs to (0,00). 
\Ve first observe that 

KH(E, T.f) = inf [Ellhll Ho + IITf - hII H, ] <::: inf [EIITgIIHo + IIT(f - g)IIH,] 
hEHo yEGo 

<::: IITII(1) inf [EAllgllGo + Ilf - glIG,] = IITII(l)KG(d, f). 
gEGo 

Hence (use KG(T,f) <::: IlfllG, <::: cllfllGBP for T 2' 1 in the last step): 

IITfl1e = { rl [KH(E,T.f)]P dE}I/P 
e,p Jo El-e E 

<::: IITIII { r= [KG(EA' .f)] P dE }l/P () Jo El-e E 

= IITIII AI-Ii { r= [KG(T' .f)] P dT }l/P ( ) Jo Tl-e T 

<::: c(B,p)IITII(ll)IiIITII(I)llfIIGe,p' D 

The following consequences of the preceding theorem are often used in appli
cations: 

COROLLARY 2.6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6.1, one has 

and 

B(Go, H o) n B(Go, Hd c B(Go, Ho,p) 

B(Go, Ho) n B(G I , Ho) C B(Ge,p, Ha) 

IITlleo->Hep <::: cIITIIi:;~~Ho IITII~o->H, 
IITIIGe,p->Hu <::: cIITIIi:;~~Ho IITII~,->Ho' 

COROLLARY 2.6.3. Let E and F be B-spaces with E C F. Let G, H be other 
B -spaces satisfying E C G c F and E C H c F. Then one has for each 
BE (0,1) and each p E [1,00]: 

(2.6.3) (E, G)e.p C (H, F)e,p' 

PROOF. The identity operator maps G into F and E into H continuously, 
hence it is bounded from (E, G)e,p into (H,F)e,p by (2.6.1). D 
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2.7. Quasi-Linearizable Couples of B-Spaces 

We now consider a concrete realization of the interpolation spaces (E, F)e,p 
for the case where E is the domain of a closed operator S in F having certain 
special properties. A particularly important case is that where S is of the form 
S = -iA with A the generator of a Co-semigroup. 

It is useful to introduce the following notion (due to J. Peetre): if E, Fare 
two B-spaces with E c F, the couple (E, F) is said to be quasi-linearizable if 
there exists a family {VT }o<T"Sl of linear operators in B(F, E) such that: 

(1) the family {VT } is bounded in B(E) and in B(F), 
(2) the family {TVT } is bounded in B(F, E), 
(3) the family {T- 1 (VT - I)} is bounded in B(E, F). 

The advantage of such a family is that one can give an explicit estimate for the 
K-functional: 

LEMMA 2.7.l. If the couple (E, F) is quasi-linearizable, then there is a con
stant M E (0,00) such that for each T E (0, 1] and each f E F: 

(2.7.1) 

In particular the expression 

(2.7.2) 

defines an admissible norm on (E, F)e.p. 

PROOF. The first inequality in (2.7.1) is evident since VT fEE. For the 
second inequality, let e E E and set 9 = f - e. Then: 

TllVTfllE + 11(1 - VT)fIIF :<::: 

:<::: TllVTgllE + TllVTellE + 11(1 - VT)gIIF + 11(1 - VT)eIIF 
:<::: TIIVTIID(F,E)llgIIF + IIVTIID(E) . TllellE + III - VTIIB(F)llgIIF + 

+T- 1 111 - VTIID(E.F)TlleIIE :<::: M[TlleiIE + IlgIIF]' 

By taking the infimum over all e E E, one obtains the second inequality in 
(2.7.1). D 

The next two propositions describe two methods of constructing families {VT } 

with the properties (1)-(3). First we consider the case where E is the domain 
of a "positive" operator S in the B-space F (this situation has been extensively 
studied by P. Grisvard and H. Komatsu, see [Tr] and references therein). 

PROPOSITION 2.7.2. Let F be a Banach space and let S be a linear operator 
in F such that for each A > 0, S + A : D(S) ---> F is bijective, with bounded 
inverse and 

(2.7.3) 
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for some constant c E (0,00). Let E = D(S) with norm IleilE = IleilF + IISeIIF. 
Then E is a B -subspace of F, the couple (E,F) is quasi-linearizable and there is 
a constant m > 0 such that for 0 < T ::; 1 and f E F 

In particular the following expression defines an admissible norm on (E, F)e,p: 

(2.7.4) 

PROOF. S is a closed operator (because (S + ,\)-1 is bounded, hence closed), 
so that D(S) provided with the graph topology is a B-space. To see that the 
pair (E, F) is quasi-linearizable, we take VT = (I + TS)-1 = T- 1(S + T- 1)-I. 
Then VT - I = -TS(1 + TS)-1 = -S(S + T-1 )-1, and it is straightforward to 
check that the conditions (1)-(3) are satisfied. 0 

A simpler estimate for the K-functional may be obtained if S is "strictly 
positive", i.e. S satisfies the hypotheses of the preceding proposition but also 
S itself is a bijective map of D(S) onto F with bounded inverse. In this case 
we may choose IleilE = IISellF as admissible norm on E, and then we get the 
estimate mK(T, f) ::; TIIS(I + TS)-1 filF ::; m-1 K(T, f). In particular, the term 
IlfilF in the expression (2.7.4) is no more needed in order to get an admissible 
norm on (E, F)(J,p. 

We consider now a one-parameter Co-semigroup, i.e. a strongly continu
ous family {W(s)}s;:..o of bounded linear operators in F with W(O) = I and 
W(SdW(S2) = W(SI + S2). Formally it is of the form W(s) = exp(iAs), where 
the generator A is a closed densely defined operator in F. vVe assume that the 
reader is familiar with the elementary aspects of the theory of Co-semigroups; we 
recommend [BB] for a det.ailed presentation of t.he subject. and also for deeper 
aspects of the interpolation theory aHsociated to such semigroups. Let E be 
the domain D(A) of A equipped with the norm IleilE = IleilF + IIAeIIF. Then 
E is a dense B-subspace of F. This situation is in fact a particular case of 
that considered in Proposition 2.7.2. Indeed, it is not difficult t.o show that 
IIW(s)IIB(F) ::; Mews for some constants M :::: 1, wEIR and for all 8 :::: 0 (see 
[BB] or Section 3.2 of this text). Hence for ,\ > 0 the operator ,\ + w - iA is 
a bijection of D(A) onto F with inverse (,\ + w - iA)-l = .f~= W(05)e-(w+'x)sdo5, 
so 11('\ + w - iA)-lIIB(F) ::; An-I. If we take S = w - iA in Proposition 2.7.2 
we obtain an explicit characterization of (E, F)(J,p in terms of the resolvent of A 
(note that S and A define the same graph topology on D(A)). However, new 
and interesting descriptions of the interpolation spaces (directly in terms of the 
group ~V for example) can be obtained by choosing the family {VT }O<T<:;! dif
ferently than in the proof of Proposition 2.7.2. We shall present now a general 
method of constructing such VT ; this will prove to be quite useful for the case of 
n-parameter groups treated in Chapter 3. 

Let rp be a function of the form rp(z) = .f~= eizs ij5(o5)rjs, where ij5 is a measure 

on [0,(0) such that .f~= eWS Iij5(s) Ids < 00; here we assume w:::: 0, which is not a 
loss of generality for our purposes. Note that rp is a continuous function on the 
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half-plane '}z 2': -W, and it is analytic in the domain '}Z > -w. For any number 
T E [0, 1] we may define a bounded operator in F through the formula 

(2.7.5) 

The functional calculus associated to the operator T A by this rule will be studied 
in detail in Chapter 3 for the case of rL-parameter Co-groups. Some obvious 
properties of this calculus make it natural to try to choose operators of the form 
VT = <p( T A) in the definition of quasi-linearizability. We shall explain this at a 
slightly formal leveL Notice first that, if w = 0, the choice ip(s) = J21Te- s gives 
VT = (1 - iTA)-l, so we obtain the operators used in the proof of Proposition 
2.7.2 with S = -iA. In any case, for 0 ::; T ::; 1 we have VTE c E and 

(2.7.6) 

Hence, by our hypothesis on ip, the condition (1) in the definition of quasi
linearizability is automatically satisfied. For condition (2) we must have VTF c 
D(A). Formally AVT = T-1<pl(TA) with <pdx) = x<p(:r:), hence for (2) it would 
be sufficient that <PI have the same properties as <po For a rigorous argument, 
let us assume that ip is a function of bounded variation on ~ such that ip( s) = 0 
if s < 0 and I eWS(lip(s)1 + lip'(s)lds < 00 (the distributional derivative ip' is a 
measure with support in [0,(0)). A straightforward computation gives for a> 0: 

(2.7.7) 

1 - W(m) <p(TA) =.£ r W(TS)ip(S)gs + (= W(T(S + a)) ip(s + a) - ip(s) 48. 
a a Jo Jo a 

Hence the limit as a -> +0 of the Lh.s. above exists strongly in F. So, for 
T > 0 we have <p(TA)F C D(A) and -iTA<p(TA) = IW(TS)ip'(S)gs) where 
the integral extends over [0,(0). This ensures that condition (2) is fulfilled. 
Finally, we study the third condition in the definition of quasi-linearizability. 
Since <p(TA) -> <p(0)1 strongly 011 F as T -> +0, we must clearly have <p(0) = 1. 
Then, formally, we get T- 1 (VT - 1) = T-l(<p(TA) - <p(0)) = 7jJ(TA)A, where 
7jJ(x) = x-1(<p(x) - <p(0)). It is not difficult to give a rigorous meaning to this 
formula if 7jJ has properties similar to those of <po This will be done in the context 
of Chapter 3 (see Section 3.4); in the next proposition we shall restrict ourselves 
to the case where ip is the characteristic function of the interval [0,1] multiplied 
by J21T, hence <p(x) = iX-l(l - eix ). 

PROPOSITION 2.7.3. Let F be a Banach space, {W(s)}s>o a one-parameter 
Co -semigroup in F, and E the domain of its generator A equipped with the norm 
1!eIIE = IleIIF+IIAeIIF' Then E is a dense B-subspace ofF and the couple (E,F) 
is quasi-linearizable. 

(a) For each f E F define the modulus of continuity of f with respect to W as 
the fv.nction W(T, 1) of T E [0, (0) given by W(T, 1) = sUPO:Scr:ST IIW(a)f - fiIF. 
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Then we, f) is a continuous, positive, increasing function such that w(O, f) = 0, 
and there is a constant m > 0 such that for all T E (0, 1] and f E F: 

(2.7.8) 

In partic71lar, the expression IlfilF + [f01 (TII- 1w( T, f) )PT- 1dT]1/ p is an admissible 
norm on (E, F)e,p for all 0 E (0, I), p E [1,00]. 

(b) If MT = sUPo:SO":ST(l + IIW(O")II), then for all T ::;:, 0 and f E F 

(2.7.9) 

The expression 

(2.7.10) 
1 l/p 

IlfilF + [111 w~:~; I fll: d;] 

defines an admissible norm on (E, F)II,p' 

PROOF. We first prove the second inequality in (2.7.8). If 0 <::: 0" <::: T <::: 1 and 
e E E, then by using W(O")e - e = J(~ W(s)iAeds we get 

IIW(O")j - filF <::: IIW(O")e - eilF + II(W(O") - I)(f - c)IIF 

<::: 10" IIW(s)IIB(F)dsIIAeIIF + IIW(O") - IIIB(F)llf - eilF 

<::: c(O"IIAeIIF + Ilf - elIF) 

for some constant c. Hence by taking the infimum over e E E of the last member 
of these inequalities we obtain IIW(O")f - filF <::: cK(O", f) <::: cK( T, f). Finally, the 
definition of w( T, f) and the first inequality in (2.2.3) prove the second estimate 
in (2.7.8). 

Now let VT = T- 1 J; W(s)ds. Then VTF C D(A) and iTAVT = W(T) -I (see 
(2.7.7)), so 

lr 
= TIJVTfllF + TllAVTfllF + II~ Jo (W(s) - I)fdsll F 

= TIJVTfllF + IIWTf - filF + 1111 (W(Tt) - I)fdtIIF· 

Since IJVTIIB(F) is bounded by a finite constant c if 0 < T <::: 1, we get K(T, f) <::: 
cTllfilF +2W(T,f), hence (2.7.8) is completely proved. 
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We prove (2.7.9) by a similar argument. If 0< a < T then 

II(W(a) - I)fllF :::; II(W(a) - I)VTfIiF + II(W(a) - I)(VT - I)fllF 

:::; 1110" W(S)iAVTfdsIIF + IIW(a) - IIIB(F) .1111 
(W(Tt) - I)fdtllF 

a 
:::; sup IIW(s)IIB(F) -II(W(T) - I)fllF + 

0<;8<;0" T 

+IIW(a) - IIIB(F) '1111 
(W(Tt) - I)fdtIIF· 

This estimate is better than (2.7.9). Finally, the faet that (2.7.10) is an admis
sible norm on (E, F)e,p follows from the integral Minkowski inequality: 

{11 d; [Te-111 dtIlW(Tt)f _ fliF r} lip :::; 

:::; .101 
dt{1

1 
d; II W~lt2e- I fll: } lip 

:::; 11 dt. t 1- e {11 
d: II W~~~; I fll: } liP. 0 

A natural question in the setting of Proposition 2.7.3 is to describe the in
terpolation spaces between the domain of an arbitrary power Ar of A (r ;:::: 1 
integer) and F. The K-functional in this case can be estimated in terms of 
the r-th order modulus of continuity Wr(T, j) = sUPO<O"<T II(W(a) - I)'fIlF' see 
Section 3.4 in [BB] and also Section 5.4 of [BS] where one may find a rather 
precise comparison of the moduli of continuity of different orders (l\Iarchaud's 
inequality). In §3.4.2 we shall treat these questions for the case of n-parameter 
Co-groups (see the remarks following Theorem 3.4.6). 

We end this section with one more example showing the utility of the notion of 
quasi-linearizability. Let E and G be B-subspaces of a B-space F. Then EnG is 
also a B-subspace of F (indeed, EnG is a B-space for the intersection topology, 
cf. Section 2.1). We obviously have (E n G, F)e,p C (E, F)e,p n (G, F)e,p and it 
is natural to ask whether we have equality. In general the inclusion is strict, but 
we have the following result of Grisvard and Peetre (see [Gr3] and §1.19.9 of [Tt] 
for further references). 

PROPOSITION 2.7.4. Let E, G be two B -subspaces of a B -space F. Assume 
that the couple (E, F) is quasi-linearizable and that the family of operators 
{VT }O<T9 which appears in the definition of quasi-linearizability may be chosen 
s'uch that VTG C G and IIVTIIG-tG :::; c for some constant c and all T E (0,1). 
Then (E n G, F)e,p = (E, F)e,p n (G, F)e,p for all e E (0,1) and p E [1,00]. 

PROOF. Let f E (G, F)e,p' By Lemma 2.2.4 there is a continuous function 
u: (0, (0) --+ G such that Te U (-) E L~(G) and TII - 1(j - uC)) E L~(F). We set 
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V(T) = VTU(T) for 0 < T S; 1. Then V(T) E EnG and one may choose the 
constant c < 00 such that for 0 < T S; 1 

Ilv(T)IIEnG S; Ilv(T)IIE + Ilv(T)IIG S; IIVTf - VT(f - u(T))IIE + cllu(T)IIG 

S; IIVTfllE + CT- 1 11f - u(T)IIF + cllu(T)IIG. 

The last two terms here belong to L~ (as functions of T) when multiplied by T(J. 

If f E (E,F)e,p, then the first term multiplied by T() belongs to L~((O,l)) by 
Lemma 2.7.1. Then 

As above we see that after multiplication by T(}-l the last expression gives a 
function in L~((O, 1)) if f E (E, F)(},p' Let K be the K-functional associated to 
the couple (E n G, F). Since for 0 < T < 1 

K(T,j) S; Tllv(T)IIEnG + Ilf - v(T)IIF 

we sec that T(!-lK(T,j) E L~((O, 1)) (i.e. f E (E n G,F)e,p) if f E (E,F)(},p n 
(G, F)(},p' 0 

The simplest non-trivial situation in which Proposition 2.7.4 may be applied 
is that considered in [Gr3]: take G = D(5) where 5 is as in Proposition 2.7.2 and 
has the supplementary property (5 + A)-IE C E and 11(5 + A)-lIIB(E) S; CA- 1 

for a constant c < 00 and all A > O. Then we may take VT = (I + T5)-1. For 
example, let F = Lq(lRn) for some q E [1,00] and E = w 1 ,q(lRn) the Sobolev 
space of functions f E Lq(lRn) with first order derivatives in Lq(lRn). For an 
arbitrary locally Lipschitz function r.p : lRn --> (0,00) such that IV r.pl S; cr.p for 
a constant c, one may take 5 = r.p( Q) and get the following result (0 < e < 1, 
lS;pS;oo): 

({.f E w 1 ,Q(lRn ) I r.pf E Lq(lR")},U(lRn))l_(J,P = {f E B~'P(lR") I r.p(Jf E U(lR")}. 

Here Bg'P are Besov spaces that will be precisely defined in Chapter 4. 

2.8. Friedrichs Couples 

2.8.1. By a Hilbert space we always mean a complex Hilbert space. If E 
is a Hilbert space, we denote by (-, ')E and II . liE the associated scalar product 
(antilinear in the first variable) and norm respectively; the index will be omitted 
in some special cases or if there is no risk of confusion. 

The adjoint E* of a Hilbert space E is also a Hilbert space, and there is a 
canonical isometric isomorphism jE : E --> E*, called the Riesz isomorphism, 
given by 

(2.8.1) 

where we have used the convention (2.1.2). In particular, if E is identified with 
E* through jE, we shall have (g,1) = (g,1)E. However, we shall make this 
identification only in some very special cases. Note that jE is always a positive 
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(hence symmetric) operator E -+ E*. On the other hand we shall always identify 
E with E** as explained at the beginning of §2.I (E being reflexive). 

A Friedrichs couple is a pair (E, F) of Hilbert spaces such that E c F contin
uously and densely. One frequently meets Friedrichs couples constructed in the 
following manner. Let F and G be two Hilbert spaces and T : D(T) c F -+ G a 
closed densely defined linear operator. Let E be the domain D(T) of T provided 
with the graph norm: 

(2.8.2) IlfilE = (1Ifll~ + IITfll~)1/2. 

Then E is a Hilbert space and (E, F) a Friedrichs couple. 
In fact any Friedrichs couple (E, F) can be obtained by this method, as follows 

from the following theorem due to K. Friedrichs: there is a unique positive self
adjoint operator A in F having E as domain and such that IleilE = IIAellF 
for all e E E; the operator A is strictly positive, i.e. we have A :2 a for some 
constant a > O. We shall say that A is the Friedrichs operator associated to 
the couple (E, F). Let us sketch a simple proof of this result (sec also Section 
V1.2.6 in [KIl). By identifying F* = F by means of the Riesz isomorphism, 
we get continuous and dense embeddings E C F c E*. Let jE be the Riesz 
isomorphism of E onto E*. Then D := jE 1 (F) is a dense subspace of E (hence 
of F) and J := jEID, considered as an operator in F, is symmetric and strictly 
positive (because (e, Je)F = (e,jEe) = Ilell~ :2 allell~ for a constant a > 0 and 
all e ED). Since J D = F, it follows that J is self-adjoint in F and we may take 
A=J]. 

The operator A which is canonically associated to the Friedrichs couple (E, F) 
allows us to define new Hilbert spaces [E, FJe for 8 E (0,1) in the following way: 
[E, FJe is the domain in F of the operator A 1-e, and 

(2.8.3) 

The following two relations can easily be deduced from the preceding definition: 
if 0 < 81 < 82 < 1, then 

(2.8.4) E c [E, Fje, C [E, F]e2 C F 

and 

(2.8.5) 

The equality (2.8.5) holds at the Hilbert space level (i.e. the norms are equal 
too). The preceding relations are quite similar to those obtained in Proposition 
2.4.1 (c) and Theorem 2.5.3 respectively. This fact is not surprising because, if 
[E, FJe is viewed as a H-space (see Section 2.1), then it is identical with the real 
interpolation space (E, F)e,2 of order (8,2) associated to E and F: 

PROPOSITIOK 2.8.1. Let (E, F) be a Friedrichs couple and 0 < 8 < 1. Then 
the H -space [E, F]e coincides with (E, F)IJ.2. 
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PROOF. The proof which follows contains more information than needed here; 
this will be useful later on. Clearly we may take S = A in Proposition 2.7.2. 
Taking into account the strict positivity of A and the remark which follows 
Proposition 2.7.2, we see that there is a constant rn. > 0 such that the K
functional of the couple (E, F) satisfies the estimate 

(2.8.6) 

for all 0 < T :s: 1 and f E F. The change of variables r = T- 1 will then give 

[ 
00 ] lip [ = j1 1P 

(2.8.7) J Ilr1- o ~ fliP dr and "'[271(1-0)II-A-fIIF]P 
A+r F r ~ A+2n 

1 71=0 

as admissible norms on (E, F)o,p (see (2.3.9)). Let E be the spectral measure 
of the self-adjoint operator A in F. Note that the support of E is included in 
[a,!Xl) for some a > O. Then for p = 2 we get: 

Joo Ilr1-0 ~ fll~ dr = JOO IIE(d,\)fW Joo r 2
-

20 ,\2 dr 
1 A+r r a 1 ('\+r)2 r-

and the last integral is of order ,\2-20 if,\ :::;, a. Hence Ilf110,2 ~ 1111.1- 8 fiIF. D 

If (E, F) is a Friedrichs couple, then one can construct a new Friedrichs couple 
(F*, E*) involving the adjoint spaces in the following way: the embedding F* c 
E* is just the adjoint of the inclusion map E c F. In this situation, we always 
identify F* with a subspace of E* (but provide it with the Hilbert structure 
adjoint to that of F). It is then clear that one has the following: if G is a third 
Hilbert space such that E c G c F, and if E is dense in G, then the adjoint 
G * is identified with a subspace of E* and one has F* c G * c E*, with dense 
embeddings. 

The preceding considerations apply in particular if G = [E, F] II. In this case 
the duality theorem (Theorem 2.4.2) can be improved, namely 

(2.8.8) ([E,F]e)* = [F*,E*JI-e, 

with identical Hilbert structures. In fact, a direct proof of (2.8.8), starting from 
the definition (2.8.3), is an easy exercise. 

The fact that Hilbert space structures have been fixed on the spaces of the 
Friedrichs couple (E, F) allows one to define the continuous Sobolev scale of 
Hilbert spaces {E"LEIR by the following procedure. If s :::;, 0 we take E' = D(AS) 
with norm IlflIE~ := IIAsfIIF. If s < 0, then ES is the completion of F with 
respect to the norm IlfllEs := liAS fiIF. Note that E1 = E, EO = F, E S = [E, F]o 
if () = 1 ~ sand 0 < s < 1. Clearly E S C Et continuously and densely if .5 > t. 
So we may introduce the vector spaces EDO := nsERE', E-= := UsERE". EDO is 
dense in each ES and is invariant under all the operators N, t E R For each s E JR. 
the operator A : E= ---+ Eoo extends to a bijective isometry A, : Es+1 ---+ E' and 
As) when considered as operator in E' with domain Es+ 1 , is self-adjoint and 
positive. Hence (Es+ 1 , ES) is a Friedrichs couple with As as Friedrichs operator. 
There is no possible confusion if we keep the notation A for all the operators As. 
l\lore generally, for each IJ > 0 and .5 E JR., the operator A (T has a unique extension 
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to a bijective isometry of ES+O' onto E S and this operator (again denoted just 
by AO') is self-adjoint and positive when considered as an operator in E" with 
domain g,+a, hence it is the Friedrichs operator associated to the Friedrichs 
couple (Es+O', E"). These assertions become particularly obvious in a spectral 
representation of the operator A (there is a positive measure space (M, M) and 
a strictly positive Borel function f on !v[ such that A is unitarily equivalent to 
the operator of multiplication by f in L2(M,p)). As a consequence, one may 
prove without any difficulty that [Eso, ESl JI! = ES as Hilbert spaces if So > S1, 

o < 8 < 1 and s = (1 - 8),s0 + 8,s1· 
If one identifies F* with F through the Riesz isomorphism, then for any s E IR. 

there is a canonical identification (Es)* = E- s, namely the anti-duality between 
E" and E-s is defined by the condition (j, g) = (j, g)F if fEEs n F and 
g E E-s n F. Then E- 1 = E* and for 0 < s < 1: E-s = [F, E*Js (see 
(2.8.8)). Moreover, (E, E*) will be a Friedrichs couple and E S = [E, E*J(1-s)/2 
if-1<,s<l. 

It is remarkable that the spaces ES with lsi> 1 are quite sensitive to a change 
in the operator A, while the spaces ES with lsi :S 1 are rather stable. Let us 
keep fixed the Hilbert structure of F and identify F* = F. If lsi < 1, then 
E S = [E, E*b-s)/2 = (E, E* )(1-8)/2.2 as topological vector space, hence the 
TVS structure of ES depends only on the TVS structure of E, not on its Hilbert 
space structure. On the other hand, if one replaces the given scalar product on E 
by a new but equivalent one and if one denotes by E1 the Hilbert space obtained 
in this way (so E = E1 as H-spaces), then it could happen that E" n Ef = {O} 
for all ,s > 1 (e.g. two positive self-adjoint operators A and A1 may have the 
same form domain although D(A) n D(AJ) = {O}). 

So it is natural to introduce the notion of topological Friedrichs couple as a 
pair (E, F) consisting of a Hilbert space F and a dense H-subspace E of F. The 
preceding discussion shows that the H -spaces ES are well defined for -1 :S ,s :S 1, 
but have no meaning if lsi> l. We shall keep the notation [E, FJe == (E, F)e,2 
even if E is only a H-space. 

2.8.2. In this subsection we fix a topological Friedrichs couple (E, F) and 
summarize some of the properties of the B-spaces which can be associated to it 
by real interpolation. We shall identify F* = F through the Riesz isomorphism 
(hence the Hilbert structure of F is important) and this gives us dense continuous 
embeddings E C F c E*, where E and E* are H-spaces. For -1 < ,s < 1 and 

o 

1 :S p :S (X) we define ES.P = (E, E* )(1-8)/2,p; for p = (X) we denote by ES,x 
the closure of E in ES,CXl. We shall abbreviate ES = Es,2. Since, according to 
the preceding subsection, we have EO = F, it is natural to put E1 = E and 
E- J = E*. The next properties follow immediately from the general theory of 
the preceding sections: 

(1) ES'P are B-spaces such that E C ES'P C E*; ES are H-spaces. 
(2) If p < 00, then E is dense in ES'P and (ES,p)* = E-s,p', where pi 

p / (p - 1); in particular E" ,1' are reflexive spaces if 1 < p < 00. If p = 00, then 
o 

(ES,OC)* = E-s,1. 
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(3) The scale {ES,P} is totally ordered, namely ES'P C Et,q if s > t and 
p, q E [1,00]' while ES'P c Es,q if 1 :::; p :::; q :::; 00. 

(4) The scale {ES,P} has the reiteration property, i.e. if 1 > s > t > -1, 
0< () < 1 and p, q, r E [1,00], then 

(E S,P Et,q) - Eu,r , 8,T- with u = (1 - ())s + ()t. 

This also holds if s = 1,p = 2 (i.e. ES'P = E) or t = -1, q = 2 (i.e. Et,q = E*), 
cf. Remark 2.5.4. In particular ES'P = (E, Fh-s,p if 0 < s < 1, 1 :::; P :::; 00. 

We shall present now a Littlewood-Paley type description of the spaces ES'P; 
this should be considered as a preparation and motivation for the general theory 
of Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Assume that a strictly positive self-adjoint operator A is 
given in F such that D(A) = E (so we assume A '2 const. > 0; this assumption, 
sometimes inconvenient in applications, is not really necessary, see [BGJVI2] for 
example). If we denote by IlfilF == Ilfll the norm of F, then IlfilE := IIAfl1 
and IlflIE* := IIA- 1 fll are admissible and dual norms on E, E*. So E and E* 
become Hilbert spaces and we may apply the theory developed at the end of 
§2.8.1 to the triplet E c F c E*. We see that A extends to a strictly positive 
self-adjoint operator in E* with domain F, its square A2 having domain E (in 
E*). In particular A, when considered as an operator in F or E*, is the Friedrichs 
operator associated to the Friedrichs couple (E, F) or (F, E*) respectively, while 
A 2 as operator in E* is the Friedrichs operator cUisociated to the Friedrichs couple 
(E, E*). A straightforward interpolation argument shows that for a E (-2,2) 
and max(-l,a -1) < s < min(l,a + 1) the operator NT is an isomorphism of 
ES'P onto ES-cr,p. 

PROPOSITION 2.8.2. Let (E, F) be a topological Friedrichs couple, A a self
adjo'tnt strictly positive operator in F with D(A) = E and E the spectral measure 
of A. Then faT each s E (-1,1), p E [1,00] aT s E [-1,1], p = 2, the following 
two expressions aTe admissible TWTms on ES'P: 

[ (= d ] 1/1' 
(2.8.9) Jo IITs E( (T, 2T])fll~;' ; 

Before giving the proof we make several remarks: 
( a) Only the behaviour at infinity of the integral and the sum matters. Indeed, 

since A '2 a > 0, we have E((T, 2T]) = 0 if T < a/2. If a> 1, it is easily seen that 
one may replace J~= by J~CX:; and LkEZ by L:=o' 

(b) The proof which follows gives other interesting admissible norms. For 
example, if s > 0 or s < 0, then one may replace E((T,2T]) by E((T, (0)) or 
E((O, T]) respectively (see [BGM2]). 

(c) If the spaces ES'P are defined for all s E lR by real interpolation using 
the spaces E S associated to the operator A in §2.8.1, then (2.8.9) are admissible 
norms for all s E lR; this is clear from the next proof (see also Section 3.5 below, 
or [BGM2] for the more elementary case considered here). 

PROOF. We first consider the case 0 < s < 1 and we set () = 1 - s. Then 
ES'P = (E, F)e,p for which (2.8.7) furnishes two admissible norms. Starting with 
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(2.8.6) we shall now give a new estimate for the K-functional. Let f E F and 
tt(d)") = IIE(d)..)fI12. Then: 

1= T2)..2 1=)..2 
K2(T,f)rvIITA(I+TA)~lfI12= 1 2)..2 M(d)") = 2 )..2 M(d)") 

o +T 0 r + 
where r = T~l and 0 < T < 1. On the interval (0, r] we have )..2/(2r2) -:; 
)..2/(r2 + )..2) -:; )..2/r2, while on (r,oo) we have 1/2 -:; )..2/(r2 + )..2) -:; 1. Hence 

(2.8.10) K(T,f) rv 7"~lIIAE((O,r])fll + IIE((7",oo))fll. 

This immediately gives K(T, f) 2: cIIE((r,2r])fll for some constant c > 0 and 
all T, f. On the other hand, for 0 < 8 < 1 we may estimate the L~-norms in the 
r-variable as follows: 

= 

k=l 
00 

= LTk+l+kSllrS E((r, 27"])fIIL~(F) = 28 (1- 28~1)~11IrS E((7", 2r])fIIL~(F); 
k=l 

= 
Il r8 1I E ((r, oo))flili u = Ilrs L E((7"2\ 2· r2k])fll 

* k=O L~(F) 

<Xl = 

k=O k=O 

By using (2.2.4) it is clear that the first expression in (2.8.9) is an admissible 
norm on (E, F)e,p' For the second one the argument is similar, cf. Lemma 2.3.4. 

Now assume that -1 < 8 -:; 0 (we do not consider the simple cases 8 = 
±1, p = 2). Then, according to a remark made before the statement of the 
proposition, A ~(T is an isomorphism of E8,p onto ES+O"'P if -8 < (J < 1. By 
using the result obtained before for ES+O"'P and by taking into account that 
IIA ~(T E((7", 27"])fll rv r~(TIIE((r, 2r])fll, the proof is finished. 0 

Let us state an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7.4 (which may be 
viewed as some kind of non-commutative interpolation result). Assume that S is 
a self-adjoint operator in F and that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 

(i) S 2: 0, (S+)..)~lE C E and II(S+)..)~lIIB(E) -:; C)..~l for all)" > 0 and 
some constant c; 

(ii) S 2: 0, etSE c E and Ile~tSIIB(E) -:; c for t > 0 and a constant c; 
(iii) eitSE C E and IleitSIIB(E) -:; c for t > 0 and a constant c. 

Then En D(S), equipped with the intersection topology, is a dense H-subspace 
of F and [E n D(S), Fh~e = E e n D(lSle) if 0 < e < 1. 
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We end this subsection with some considerations in connection with the B
space B(E, E*). We have seen in Section 2.1 that it makes sense to speak about 
symmetric or positive linear operators E --+ E* and that such an operator is 
necessarily continuous. If G, K are B-spaces such that E C G densely and 
K C E*, then we have defined a canonical continuous embedding B(G, K) c 
B(E,E*). In particular B(E8,P, Et,q) C B(E,E*) ifp < 00 and B(Es.=,Ei,q) C 

B(E, E*). Also B(E), B(F), B(E*) and B(E*, E) are B-subspaces of B(E, E*); 
moreover, they are algebras for the natural composition product, which is not the 
case for B(E, E*). Although the product ST of two clements of B(E, E*) makes 
no sense in general, it can often be defined as a limit s-limn--+oo SenT, where 
{en}nEN is a mollifying sequence, i.e. en E B(E*,E), IlenIIB(E) + lIenIlB(E*) s: 
const. and lIenf - filE --+ 0 as n --+ 00 for fEE. By the density of E in E*, we 
shall have enf --+ f in E* for all f E E* and also lIenIlB(G) s: const., enf --+ f 
in G for all f in the closure of E in G if G is an interpolation space between E 
and E*. One may take, for example, en = n(n + A2 )-1, where A is as above. 

Assume that G, K are B-spaces, K is reflexive, and that E C G, KeG * , 
both embeddings being dense. Then G* C E*, E c K* and the second embed
ding is dense. Hence B(G, K) and B(K*, G*) are B-subspaces of B(E, E*). If T 
belongs to B(E, E*) and T* denotes its adjoint in this space (note that E** = E), 
then we clearly have T E B(G, K) =} T* E B(K*, G*). This observation gives 
a way of proving that an operator T E B(E,E*) induces a continuous operator 
between some B-subspaces of E*. For example, if T : E --+ E* is symmetric 
and T E B(G, K), then T E B(K*, G*) too. Later on, we shall often use this 
technique without further comments. 

2.8.3. Let F be a Hilbert space identified with its adjoint space and let E 
be a dense B-subspace of F, so that we have canonically E C F C E*. We shall 
prove here a quadratic interpolation estimate for operator norms and then we 
shall show that F is an interpolation space between E and E*. 

We recall that the spectral radius of an operator S E B(E) is the number 
ISlE = sup{I>-1 1>- E C and S - >- is a homeomorphism E --+ E}, i.e. ISlE is the 
radius of the smallest disc in C with center at zero which contains the spectrum 
of the clement S of the algebra B(E). Note that ISlE does not depend on the 
choice of an admissible norm on E. However, if II . liE is such a norm, then one 

has ISlE = limk--+CXl IISkll~(~). 
We do not assume that E is reflexive, hence the embedding E C E* is not 

dense in general and the weak*-topology on E* (i.e. the weak topology on E* 
associated to the duality of E* with E) is strictly weaker than the weak topology 
(which is given by the duality of E* with E**). Note, however, that E is always 
weak*-dense in E*, hence if an operator T E B(E) has an extension to an 

operator T E B(E*) which is weak*-continuous, then this extension is unique (if 
E is reflexive, any operator in B(E*) is weak*-continuous). Let T E B(E) and let 
T* E B(E*) be its adjoint. Then T has a (1tnique) weak*-continuous extension 
to E* if and only T*E C E. (Proof: If T*E c E, let T' = T*IE considered 
as an operator with values in E. By the closed graph theorem T' E B(E), 
hence T'* E B(E*) and is weak*-continuous; it is clear that T'* is an extension 
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of T. Reciprocally, if T c T E B(E*) and T is weak*-continuous, then there 

is S E B(E) such that S* = T. For e, e' E E we have (Se, e') = (e, Te') = 

(e,Te') = (T*e,e'), so Se = T*e and hence T*E c E). 

PROPOSITION 2.8.3. Let T E B(E) such that T*E c E. Denote by the same 
symbol T the unique weak*-continuous extension of T to E*. Then TF c F and 

IITIIB(F) ~ IT*TI~2. If II·IIE is an admissible norm on E and II·IIE* is the dual 

norm on E*, then we also have IITIID(F) ~ IITII~(~)IITII~i~;*). In particular, if 

T E B(E) is symmetric as an operator E -+ E*, then IITIID(F) ~ IITIID(E)' 

PROOF. In this proof we abbreviate II· IIF = II· II. The operator S = T*T : 
E -+ E is bounded and for e E E: IITel1 2 = (Se, e) ~ IISel1 . Ileli. We assume 
Ilell = 1 and prove by induction IITel1 2k ~ IISkell for k = 2n , n = 0, 1,2, ... The 
case n = ° has been proved, and the induction hypothesis leads to: 

IITel1 4k ~ IISkel1 2 = (Ske,Ske) = (S2k e,e) ~ IIS2k ell, 

so the assertion is proved. Passing to the limit k -+ 00 in the inequality IITel1 ~ 
IISkeW/2k , we get IITel1 ~ lim infk---> 00 IISkeW/2k. Now IISkel1 ~ cllSkellE ~ 
cIISkIID(E)lleIIE for a constant c; since limk---> 00 A1/ k = 1 if A E (0,00) and E 
is dense in F, we obtain the first assertion of the proposition. Then ISlE ~ 

IISIIB(E) ~ IIT'IIB(E) 'IITIIB(E) with T' = T*IE' Finally IIT'IIB(E) = IIT'*IID(E*) 
and T'* is just the weak*-continuous extension of T to E* which we decided to 
denote by the same letter T. If T is symmetric, then T* is just this extension of 
T to E*. D 

COROLLARY 2.8.4. For all c E E one hasllellF <::: Ilell~2 ·llell~*2. 

PROOF. Let Tn = e(e, u), so T E B(E) is a symmetric operator with IITIIB(E) 

= IleilEllellE* and IITIIB(F) = Ilell~· D 

The next result is essentially due to J.-L.Lions and J.Peetre (see Theorem 4.1 
in [LP]). However, their argument for the case of non-reflexive spaces E seems 
to us rather incomplete, so we give all the details of the proof. 

THEOREM 2.8.5. Let F be a Hilbert space identified with its adjoint space and 
let E be a dense B -subspace of F. Consider the triplet E c F c E* associated 
to these objects. Then (E, E* h/2.2 = F as B -spaces. Let E be the Gagliardo 

completion of E in F (hence in E*) and E the closure of E (hence of F )in E*, 

so that E c E c FeE c E*. Then we also have (E, Eh/2.2 = F. 

PROOF. (i) We first prove that (E,E*h/2,2 C F (this is due to Lions and 
Peetre; note that Corollary 2.8.4, Lemma 2.5.1 (b) and (2.5.4) together imply 
that (E,E*h/2.1 C F). Let fEE and let 11,V be the functions constructed in 
Lemma 2.2.4 (where F has to be replaced by E*). Then by Proposition 2.3.2(b) 
we have f = face V(T)T-1dT and: 
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The last member here is <:::: cllflli/2,2) as a consequence of (2.2.10) and (2.3.4). 

Hence IlfilF <:::: c'llfll1/2,2 for fEE. Since E is dense in (E, E*h/2,2, the 
embedding (E,E*h/2,2 C F has been proved. 

(ii) If the space E is reflexive, the embedding F C (E, E*) 1 /2,2 follows immedi
ately by taking adjoints in the inclusion proved above, cf. (2.4.1). For the general 
case we argue as follows. The space F being reflexive, the Gagliardo completion 
of E with respect to F coincides with its Gagliardo completion with respect to 
E*. Then (2.2.9) gives (E,E*h/2,2 = (E,Eh/2,2 = (E,Eh/2,2 = (E,E*h/2,2' 
Since (E, Eh/2,2 c F densely and F* = F, we get by taking the adjoints and 

using (2.4.1): Fe (E,E)i/2,2 = (E*,E*h/2.2' Finally, we note that E* = E, as 
has been shown in a more general setting just before Lemma 2.1.2. D 

The following example clarifies the preceding proof. Let J = [0,1] C lR. and 
E = C(J), F = L2(J). Then E* = M(J) is the space of integrable Borel 
measures on J, E = LOQ(J) and E = Ll(J). We have C(J) C L=(J) c L2(J) c 
U(J) c M(J) with all embeddings strict, and Ll(J)* = L=(J). 

2.8.4. If (E, F) i" a Friedrich" couple, then the B-"paces (E, F)e,l have a ge
ometrical property which will play an important role in our proof of the existence 
and completeness of local wave operators in Chapter 7. We shall summarize here 
the necessary notion" and result". Details and proofs may be found in [MP] and 
[Pi]: see also [DF] for an up-to-date presentation. 

Let G be a Banach space and q > 0 a real number. One says that G is of 
cotype q if there are real numbers 0 > 0 and c > 0 such that for an arbitrary 
finite family of vectors gl," . ,gN in G the next inequality holds: 

(2.8.11) 

Here E = (El,'" ,EN) runs over all possible choices of signs En = ±1. Notice 
that this property depends only on the B-space structure of G. A rather deep 
estimate due to Kahane and Pisier (a vector version of Khintchin's inequality) 
shows that if the preceding property holds for some ct > 0, then it holds for 
all ct > O. It is easy to show that q 2': 2 if G i- {O}. The spaces of cotype 
2 are, geometrically speaking, very nice: they are not far from being Hilbert 
"paces (it is obvious that if G is a Hilbert space, then (2.8.11) is valid with 
q = 2, ct = 2, c = 1, the inequality being in fact an equality). Note that a closed 
subspace of a space of cotype q is also of cotype q. 

Spaces of cotype 2 are important to us because of the following factorization 

theorem established by G.Pisier in [Pi]: Let G 1 , G 2 be two Banach spaces, one of 

them having the bounded appTOximation pTOperty, and such that Gi and G 2 are of 
cotype 2; then each continuous operator T : G] -+ G 2 factor-izes thTOugh a Hilbert 

space (i.e. there are a Hilbert space H and bounded operators Tl : G 1 -+ H 
and T2 : H -+ G 2 such that T = T2T]). vVc recall that G has the bounded 

apPTOximation pTOperty if for each compact set KeG there is a net {F).,} of 
finite rank operators in G such that lIP)" II B( G) <:::: const. and lim F).,g = g Ij g E K. 
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In order to apply the factorization theorem in the setting that interests us, we 
first prove: 

LEMMA 2.8.6. If (E, F) is a Friedrichs couple and 0 < e < 1, 1 ::; p ::; 2, then 
(E, F)e,p is of cotype 2 and has the bounded approximation property. 

PROOF. Since F is a Hilbert space, (2.8.11) with G = F and c = 1 becomes 
an equality for q = a = 2. So, by the Kahane-Pisier estimate mentioned above, 
(2.8.11) holds for a = p, i.e. there is a constant c = c(p) < 00 such that for all 

91,·" ,9N E F (II·IIF == 11·11): 

For each n let {J1'1(k)hEf~ be a sequence in F. We take 91'1 = f1'1(k), multiply 
each of the obtained estimates by a number /-Lk > 0 and sum over all k. Since 
2/p 2 1 we can use the Minkowski inequality in order to get: 

N DO 2/P] 1/2 [ = ( N ) p/2 ] l/p 
(2.8.12) [L (2:)fn(k)II PtLk) ::; L L Ilfn(k)112 /-Lk 

n=l k=() k=O 1'1=1 

::; C[TN L flit Enf1'1(k)II P /-Lk] l/P. 
E k=() n=l 

Now let fn E (E, F)e,p' We shall use the framework of Proposition 2.8.2 assum
ing, without loss of generality, that A 2 2. Let Ilflle,p be the second norm from 
(2.8.9). In (2.8.12) we take /-Lk = 2k8P with s = l-eand fn(k) = E((2k,2k+1])fn' 
We get 

This proves that (E, F)e,p is of cotype 2. 
Now we prove that (E, F)e,p has the bounded approximation property. Let 

Hk = E((2k,2k+1])F equipped with the norm Ilfllk = 2ks llfll, so that H k; is 
a Hilbert space. By Proposition 2.8.2 (E, F)e,p is isomorphic with the space 
H = EBk=oHk equipped with the £P-norm given by [L~=o Ilf(k)II~F/p. If for 
each k we choose a finite rank orthogonal projection Pk in Hk such that Pk = 0 
except for a finite number of k, then P = ffik=oPk is a finite rank operator in H 
such that 1IPIIn(H) ::; 1. The family of such projections P in H is a net for the 
natural order relation (given by the inclusion of their ranges) and lim Ph = h 
for all h E H. D 

THEOREM 2.8.7. Let (EJ, Fd and (E2' F 2 ) be Friedrichs couples. Define 
G j = (Ej, F j h/2,l) so that Gj = (Fj,Ej)1/2,=, and let G;o be the closure 
of Fj in Gj. Then for each bounded operator V : Gio -+ G 2 there is a Hilbert 
space H (identified with its dual) and there are bounded operators U j : G;o -+ H 
such that V = U2U1 (recall that (G20)* = G 2). 
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PROOF. The spaces (GiO)* = G 1 and G 2 are of cotype 2 and G 2 has the 
bounded approximation property by Lemma 2.8.6. Hence by Pisier's theorem 
there are a Hilbert space H and bounded operators U1 : Gio ---> Hand T2 : 
H ---> G 2 such that V = T2 U1 . We identify H* = H, hence T; : G~ ---> H. Let 
U2 = T;IG~o, then U; = T2 . D 

2.8.5. We end this section with some considerations concerning quadratic 
forms. vVe recall that a sesquilinear form on a (complex) vector space E is a 
map 5 : E x E ---> C anti-linear in the first argument and linear in the second 
argument. The quadratic form associated to 5 is the map Q : E ---> C given by 
Q(e) = 5(e, e). Q determines 5 uniquely because of the polarization ident'ity: 

(2.8.13) 
1 3 

5(e, 1) = 4 L ikQ(ike + 1). 
k=O 

This shows in particular that 5 is symmetric (i.e. 5(e,1) = 5(J, e)) if and only 
if Q is real. The positive quadratic forms can be characterized intrinsically, as 
follows from the next result of Jordan and Von Neumann. 

LEMMA 2.8.8. Let E be a {comple.I} vector space. A function Q: E ---> [0,(0) 
is a quadratic form if and only if the following two conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) Q(e + 1) + Q(e - 1) :S 2Q(e) + 2Q(J), I;/e, fEE; 
(ii) Q()..e) = 1)..12Q(e), 1;/)" E C, e E E. 

PROOF. By changing e, f into (e + 1)/2, (e - 1)/2 in (i) we see that the 
inequality becomes an equality. Let 5 be defined by (2.8.13). By straightforward 
purely algebraic computations one sees that 5 is a symmetric sesquilinear form 
on E if we equip E with the structure of a vector space over the field of complex 
rational numbers (see §I.5 in [V]) and 5(e, e) = Q(e). Hence it remains to show 
that).. ---> S'(e,)..1) is continuous, ).. E C. For [ > 0 rational we get by using (i), (ii) 
and the positivity of Q that 15(e, 1)1 = 15(ce, c 1 1)1 :S ~ ~~:=o Q(ikce+c-1 1) :S 
c2 Q(e) + c- 2 Q(J). By taking the minimum of the last member over c > 0 we 
obtain 15(e, 1)1 :S 2[Q(e)Q(JW/2 . Hence 15(e, )..1)-5(e, /L1)1 = 15(e, ()..-/L)fl :S 
cl).. - p·1 ---> 0 if ).. ---> ~l. D 

vVe shall always identify a sesquilincar form with the quadratic form associated 
to it; so for us the words "sesquilinear" and "quadratic" are synonymous. If 
E is a B-space, there is a further identification of continuous sesquilinear (or 
quadratic) forms on E with continuous linear operators 5 : E ---> E* given by 
5(e,1) = (e,5f). This has already been noticed in Section 2.1 in connection 
with the i-lpace B(E, E*). 

It is often convenient to allow a positive quadratic form to take the value 
+00. So a positive quadratic form on a (complex) vector space F is a map 
Q : F ---> [0,00] such that (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.8.8 arc fulfilled (with the 
convention O· 00 = 0). Then the set E = {e E F I Q( e) < oo} is a vector subspace 
of F, called the domain of Q, and the restriction of Q to E is a quadratic form 
in the usual sense, in particular Q(e) = 5(e, e) for a (symmetric) sesquilinear 
form 5 on E. We say that a positive quadratic form is definite if Q(e) = 0 =? 

e = O. Then Q(1)1/2 defines a gauge on F; gauges of this form will be called 
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quadratic. Let F be a TVS and Q a positive definite quadratic form on F. We 
say that Q is closed, or coercive, or closable, if the gauge associated to it has 
the corresponding property. For example, a coercive form on a Banach space 
F is a positive quadratic form on F such that Q(j) ;::: allfll~ for a constant 
a> 0 and all f E F. Note that if F is locally convex, Hausdorff and sequentially 
complete, then Q is closed if and only if it is lower semicontinuous (Proposition 
2.1.1). It is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.8.8 that the lower semicontinuous 
regularization of a coercive quadratic gauge on a Hausdorff sequentially complete 
TVS F is also a (coercive) quadratic gauge. In other terms, if Q is a coercive 
quadratic form on F) then there is a largest lower semicontinuous (in particular 
closed) coercive quadratic fOTm Q* on F such that Q* ::; Q. When F is a Hilbert 
space this fact has been proved by B. Simon [SimI] by rather different methods. 

Let Q be a positive continuous quadratic form on a B-space E and S E 

B (E, E*) the symmetric (positive) linear continuous operator associated to it: 
Q( e) = (e, Se). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have I (e, Sf) 12 ::; Q( e)Q(j), 
in particular Sf = 0 if and only if Q(j) = O. So Q is definite if and only if S is 
injective. Now assume E reflexive; then Q is coercive if and only if S is bijective 
(this is the Lax-Milgram lemma; notice that there exists a continuous coercive 
form on E if and only if E is hilbertizable). For the proof, let II . II be an ad
missible norm on E such that lei == Q(e)1/2 ::; Ilell and denote also by II . II the 
adjoint norm on E*. We have Ilell = sup l\e,'P)I, where 'P runs over the unit 
ball of E*. If S is bijective, then S-1 : E* --+ E is continuous and each 'P E E* 
with II'PII ::; 1 is of the form 'P = Sf with If I ::; Ilfll = IIS-1Sfll ::; liS-III· 
Since l\e,'P)1 = l\e,Sf)1 ::; lel·lfl ::; lei. liS-III, we get Ilell ::; IIS-lll·lel, so Q 
is coercive. Reciprocally, if Q(e) ;::: allel12, then allel12 ::; (e, Se) ::; Ilell ·IISell, 
hence allell ::; IISel1 for all e E E. So S : E --+ E* is continuous and injective with 
closed range. Then S* : E** = E --+ E* has dense range. But S is symmetric, 
so S is bijective. 0 

Assume now that (E, F) is a topological Friedrichs couple and let Q be a 
positive continuous coercive quadratic form on E; denote by S E B(E, E*) the 
positive bijective operator associated to Q. After the identification F* = F we 
obtain continuous dense embeddings E C F c E*. Since S is a homeomorphism 
of E onto E* and F is dense in E*, the set D = {e EEl Se E F} is a dense 
subspace of E, hence of F. Let 5 be the~ restriction of S to D, considered 
as an operator in F with domain D. Then S is symmetric, denscly defined and 
5D = F. Hence 5 is a self-adjoint strictly positive operator in F (5;::: const. > 0 

because 5 is positive and surjective). We shall say that 5 is the se(f~adjoint 
operator associated to Q in F (the preceding construction is another version of 

Friedrichs' theorem). The domain of the square TOot 51/ 2 is equal to E and 

Q(e) = 1151/2ell~ Ve E E. Indeed, D is dense in both B-spaces E and D(51/ 2 ) 

and for e E D we have Q(e) = (e, Se) = (e,5e)F = 1151/2ell~; since Q is 

continuous on E and the last term above is continuous on D (51/ 2 ) ), the assertion 
follows. 

If Q is a positive quadratic form on a Hilbert space F and if Q is densely 
defined, closed and coercive, then one may apply the preceding result with E 
equal to the domain of Q: one gets a self-adjoint strictly positive operator H in F 
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such that the domain of Q is equal to the domain of H1/2 and Q(f) = IIH1/2 fll~ 
on their common domain. Reciprocally, if such an operator H is given and one 
defines Q by the preceding formula, then one gets a positive, closed, densely 
defined, coercive quadratic form on F. 

If H is an arbitrary self-adjoint operator in F, then one can still associate 
to it two dense B-subspaceH of F, namely its domain D(H) = D(IHI) and itH 
form domain, which is the domain D(IHII/2) of the square root of the modulus 
of H. It is easily seen that the sesquilinear form (e,Hf)F, (e,f E D(H)) has a 
(unique) extension to a continuous sesquilinear form on the form domain of H; 
thiH extension is denoted again by (e, Hf)F' so now e and f are allowed to be in 
D(IHI1/2). One has continuous embeddings 

D(H) C D(IHII/2) c F = F* C D(lHI1/2)* c D(H)*, 

the continuous symmetric operator H : D(H) ----) F extends by duality to a 
continuous symmetric map H : F ----) D(H)*, and by interpolation we get the 
continuous Hymmetric map H : D(IHI1/2) ----) D(IHI 1/2)* whose quadratic form 
iH jUHt the form (e, H f)F defined above. 

If the operator H is bounded from below, i.e. if there is a E lR such that 
H :;:, a, then the preceding situation is immediately reduced to the first one 
(the case of strictly positive H) by considering for example H - a + 1 in place 
of H. On the other hand, if H is not semibounded, then the consideration of 
the form domain of H does not seem very useful, since IHI could be a rather 
inaccessible operator. For this reason we shall prefer in later chapters to work 
with (topological) Friedrichs couples and with self-adjoint operators constructed 
by the following natural extension of the preceding techniques. In particular, 
quadratic forms rarely appear explicitly in our arguments. 

Let (E, F) be a topological Friedrichs couple with F* and F identified, so that 

E c F c E*. To each operator 8 E B(E, E*) we associate an operator Sin F by 
the following procedure: D(S) = {e EEl 8e E F} and S = SID(s) considered 

as an operator with values in F. Of course, one could have D(S) = {a}. If Sis 
symmetric, then S is symmetric (as an operator in F). 

LEMMA 2.8.9. Let S E B(E, E*) be symmetric. If 8 - z is a bzjective map 
E ----) E* for some complex number z, then this property holds for all z E rc \ R 
In this case S is a self-adjoint operator in F and its domain is a dense subspace 
ofE. 

PROOF. (i) Since (8 - z)* = 8 - z, it is sufficient to show that the bijectivity 
of 8 - Zo : E ----) E* for some Zo E rc with '}zo :;:, 0 implies the bijectivity of 8 - z : 
E ----) E* for all z with '}z > O. We have (8 -zo)-1(8 - z) = 1+ (z- zo)(8 -zO)-l 
as elements of B(E). If Iz - zol is small, then the r.h.s. is invertible in B(E), 
hence 8 - z is a homeomorphism of E onto E*. The proof of the first assertion 
of the lemma can be completed by a standard analytic continuation argument. 

(ii) Let z E rc \ lR and T = 8 - z. Then D(T) = D(S) and T = S - z. 
Since T is a homeomorphism of E onto E* and F is dense in E*, it follows that 
D(S) is a dense subspace of E, hence of F. So S is a symmetric densely defined 
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operator in F and ~5 ~ z)D(5) = F for all non-real z. This is equivalent to the 

self-adjointness of S. 0 

If the operator S ~ bounded from below, i.e. (e, Se) 2: allell~ for some a E IR 
and all e E E, then S 2: a, and from the results presented before it follows that 
the form domain of 5 is equal to E (we proved this for a> 0, and one may easily 
reduee the general case to this situation). But if S is not a semibounded operator, 
then this is not true in general. The next example clarifies this phenomenon. 

Let G be a Hilbert space and N an unbounded self-adjoint operator in G with 
N 2: 1. We identify G* = G and denote GS = D(NS ) with norm Ilglls = 11N-5 gll 
for s E IR (see §2.8.1). Let F = G EB G and for 0 :S s :S 1 let Es = GS EB 
G 1-s. Then E: = G-s EB Gs- 1 , so Es c FeE;. Define S : Es ---> E; by 

S(g EB h) = Nh EB N g. Then S is an isomorphism and D(5) = G 1 EB G 1 . Clearly 

151 = (52)1/2 is the operator 151(g EB h) = Ng EB Nh, so its form domain is 

D(151 1/ 2 ) = G 1/ 2 EB G 1 / 2 = E 1/ 2 # Es if s # 1/2. 
One may reformulate the preceding example in more hilbert ian terms. Let 

H be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space F such that zero belongs to its 
resolvent set. If E is the form domain of H, then (E, F) is a topological Friedrichs 
couple and H extends to a symmetric isomorphism of E onto E*. One may ask 
whether there are other dense H-subspaces E of F having this property. If H 
is semibounded, the answer is no. But if H is not semibounded, then there are 
many such E (take H = 5, whose spectrum is IJ(N) U IJ(~N), and E = E s , 

o :S s :S 1; IJ(T) denotes the spectrum of the operator T). 



CHAPTER 3 

Co-Groups and Functional Calculi 

This chapter deals with strongly continuous n-parameter groups W of bounded 
operators in a Banach space F. The principal topics are certain scales of Banach 
spaCf:S and the functional calculus that can be associated to such groups. 

The first two sections are of an introductory nature and contain mainly def
initions and straightforward consequences of them. The functional calculus as
sociated to a Co-group will appear frequently in later chapters. Furthermore, in 
contrast to other texts on Co-groups, it also plays an important technical role 
in the presentation of the theory of such groups given here. So we begin this 
chapter by introducing and studying some algebras of functions on JR.n that are 
suitable for defining the functional calculus of a Co-group having some definite 
growth behaviour at infinity (Section 3.1). Co-groups, their generators and the 
most elementary functional calculus associated to them are discussed in Section 
3.2. The analysis of the functional calculus will be taken up again in Sections 
3.6 and 3.7 where more refined too!:,; will allow us to obtain deeper results. 

The n-component generator A = (AI,'" ,An), formally defined by the con
dition that W(x) = exp[i(AIXl + ... + Anxn)], x E JR.n, allows one to define in a 
natural way a scale {FdkEZ of Banach spaces. In the case n = 1, for example, 
one has Fk = D(Ak) if /;; 2" 0 (equipped with the graph norm), while for /;; < 0 
the space F k is the completion of F with respect to the norm II (A ~ z) - k f II F (z 
is a fixed complex number with sufficiently large imaginary part). If n > 1, the 
definition of Fk is somewhat more involved; in any case the spaces Fk are the 
natural abstract analogue of the spaces introduced by S.1. Sobolev for the case 
of the translation group in LP (JRn ). For this reason the scale {F d kEZ will be 
called the Sobolev scale. In Section 3.3 we give simple properties of this scale; for 
example we show that, if F is reflexive, then (Fd* = (F*)_k: where the adjoint 
space F* is equipped with the Co-group adjoint to W. We also specify an alter
native definition of Fk for /;; 2" 0 in terms of rnoduli of contin~ity of the functions 
x f---+ W (x) f, f E F; this is interesting in view of the definition of the Besov scale 
given in Section :3.4. If 'P is a function on JR.n that is admissible for the functional 
calculus defined hy W, the operator associated to 'P is naturally interpretable as 
a function of the generator A of the group; so we shall denote this operator by 
'P( A). The action of 'P( A) in the scale {F d is studied in considerable detail in 
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Section 3.3. 
vVe point out an important problem on which we have only partial results. 

The group VV induces a Co-group in each of the spaces F k . So, as above, one 
may associate to each Fk a Sobolev scale {(Fk)m},nEZ. It is easy to see that 
(Fk)m = Fk+m if k and m have the same sign. \Ve prove in Section 3.3 that 
the preceding equality holds for all k, m E Z if n = 1. In Section :1.7 we show 
that this stays true for any n if F is a Hilbert space. In the remaining cases we 
do not know whether the above equality holds or not. If TV is the translation 
group in F = LP(JR.n), with 1 < p < 00, thell the answer is positive, as shown by 
G. Bourdaud in [Bd] (his proof involves the theorem of l\Iarcinkiewicz on Fourier 
multipliers which holds only for p E (1, +00 ), even if n = 1; however, if n = 1, 
our results show that the equality under discussion is true also in L 1 (JR.n) and in 
Loc(JR.n) ). 

Section 3.4 is devoted to the study of a second scale of "paces {Fs,p I .5 E JR., p E 

[1, +oo]} associated to W, called the Besov scale (indeed, if VV is the translation 
group in F = Lr(JR.n), these spaces coincide with those defined by O.V. Besov). 
We define the spaces Fs,p by real interpolation, starting from the Sobolev scale. 
The main technical point is that, although the Sobolev scale does not behave well 
under interpolation l, we are able to show that the following weaker property 
holds: if ml < m < m2 are integers and e = (m2 - m)(m2 - md~l, then 

(3.0.1) 

This shows that the Besov scale has the extremely useful reiteration property 
(Ft,q, Fs,p)e,r = F(1~e)t+8s,r for all .5 < t, e E (0,1) and p, q, r E [1, +00]. Also 
Fk,l C Fk C F k.= for any k E Z. If.5 > 0, then we give a more explicit descrip
tion of F s,p in terms of moduli of continuity (which is a Besov-type description). 

The results given for .5 > 0 arc due to H. Triebel (if n :2: 2; see [Tr] and 
references therein). However, the case .5 ~ () seems to be treated here for the 
first time, and the extension of the theory of Triebel to these values of .5 is not 
straightforward for the following reason. At first sight one could try to define 
Fs,p = (Fk)s~k,p if.5 ~ 0, where k is some integer less than .5 (taking the results 
of Triebel for granted). This definition should be independent of k (otherwise 
one would have a different scale for each k, which would complicate the picture 
very much). For example the space (F ~lh,p should be the same as F1,p. Now 
(F ~lh,p = ((F ~lh, F ~d2/3,p and Fl,p = (F2' F oh/2,p, so one should have 
((F ~lh, F ~d2/3,p = (F2' F oh/2,p. Because of (3.0.1), the preceding equality is 
true if (F ~lh = F 2 ; however, as said before, the equality of (F ~lh and F2 is not 
known in general. Of course a weaker relation would be sufficient, for example 
F 2 ,l C (F ~lh C F 2 ,(X); in Section 3.6 we shall prove this for polynomially 
bounded groups (i.e. IIW(x)lln(F) ~ c(x)r) in reflexive spaces; so in such a case 
the definition Fs,p = (Fk)s~k,p leads to the same spaces as our definition given 
in Section 3.4. At any rate, the reduction to the theory of Triebel requires a 
considerable amount of technique (except in the case n = 1 which is easy). 

IFor example, if W is the translation group in F = Coo(IR?), then Fk = C~(IR?) if kEN, 
and it is known that C~ (JR?) is not an interpolation space between Coo (JR?) and C~ (JR?) (see the 
end of Section 2.1 for a reference). 
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When compared with the Sobolev scale, the Besov scale is very convenient 
because it is stable under real interpolation. This is the main reason why one 
Illay get better bounds for the operators cp(A) when considered in F8 ,p rather 
than in F. In order to prove such bounds, we develop in Section 3.5 a version of 
the Littlewood-Paley dyadic decomposition method that holds in a framework 
covering the functional calculus for polynomially bounded multi-parameter Co-
groups in an arbitrary Banach space. The theory of Section 3.5 was especially 
suggested to us by the approach of H.S. Shapiro to some questions of approxima
tion theory [Shl], [Sh2], [Sh3]. An abstract version of CaldercSn's formula (which 
was mentioned after Theorem L).8; see also §34 in [C2]) plays an important 
role in our arguIIlents, although it does not appear explicitly (see, however, the 
proof of Lemma 3.5.8). As references for the classical Littlewood-Paley method 
we recommend [Bd], [FJW], [PI] and [Stl]. In Section 3.6 we show that cp(A) is 
a bounded operator in each F 8,p if cp is a symbol of class SO (I[{n) (see Theorem 
3.6.9 for a precise formulation). This result has several important consequences, 
for example it implies that F k +m ,1 C (FA;)m C F~+m.CXJ for any k, Tn E Z and 
any reflexive Banach space F. To illustrate the advantages of the Besov spaces 
Fs.p over the Sobolev spaces FA:, we mention the following simple example. Let 
~V be the translation group in one of the spaces Ll(Jl{), L=(Jl{) or CCXJ(Jl{); then 
cp( A) is a continuous operator in the respective space F if and only if cp is the 
Fourier transform of an integrable measure, while cp(A) is bounded in each F s,p 

for an arbitrary symbol of class SO(Jl{) (the Fourier transform of a symbol is not 
a measure in general). 

In the final Section ;3.7 we consider the case where F is a Hilbert space. Then 
one can improve several of the results obtained before; for example a theorem of 
N. Mandache states that cp(A) is a bounded operator in F if cp E BC:X)(Jl{) and 
~V is a polynomially bounded Co-group. 

3.1. Sub multiplicative Functions and Algebras Associated to them 

Let X be an euclidean space. In this section we shall consider algebras of 
bounded continuous functions on X that are suitable for the functional calculus 
for generators of representations in Banach spaces of the additive group associ
ated to X. We set n = dimX. 

3.1.1. We begin with the following classical result: 

PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let h : X --> [0, CXJ) be Borel and s71bTnultiplicative, i.e. 
h(x+y) :S h(x)h(y) for all x, y E X. Then there are constants M 2: 0 and w 2: 0 
such that 

(3.1.1) \Ix E X. 

PROOF. If n is a Borel subset of X, we denote by Inl its Fourier measure. 

(i) For kEN, let 

nk = {:r: E X Ilxl :S k and h(:r:) + h( -x) :S Jk}. 
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0", is a Borel set and X = U"'EN 0"" so we may choose an integer k such 
that 10", I > O. We denote by 0 this Borel set n", and by Xn its character
istic function. Xn is a bounded Borel function of compact support, so that 
1jJ(v) := (Xn, T(v)xnh2(x) is a continuous function of v E X, with 1jJ(0) > 0 
(T(v) is defined in Section 1.2). Hence there is a neighbourhood V of v = 0 in 
X on which 1jJ(v) > O. Now: 

1jJ(v) = 1 xn(x)xn(x - v)dx = 10 xn(x - v)dx = 10 n (v + 0)1· 

So, if v E V, there is x EOn (v + 0), i.e. x E 0 and x - v == yEO. Since 
o = -0, we also have -y E 0, so that v = x - yEO + O. This shows that 
o + 0 contains a neighbourhood of O. 

(ii) The hypothesis of submultiplicativity of h implies that 

h(x + y) ~ h(x)h(y) ~ k if X,y E O. 

Thus, since 0 + 0 contains a neighbourhood of 0, there is c > 0 such that 
h(v) ~ k for all v E X with Ivl ~ c. If x E X, write Xo = cxlxl- l (so that 
Ixo I = c) and let f! be the largest integer less than or equal to Ixlc-l. Then 
x = f!xo + y, with 0 < Iyl < c, hence h(x) ~ h(xo)£h(y) ~ kHI ~ kklxl/E. So 
(3.1.1) holds with M = k and w = clInk. D 

We recall from Section 1.2 that a measure IL on X is said to be integrable if 
IILI(X) < 00. The space of integrable measures is a vector subspace of 9'*(X) 
and is an algebra for the convolution product (one has IlL * vi :s IILI * Ivl). We 
shall say that 11 is a rapidly decreasing measure if J:X(xrilLl(dx) is finite for each 
r- E JR.. On various occasions we shall symbolically write f (x) dx for a measure 
11 (d:x;) , and then the measure I/ll(dJ:) will be denoted by If(x)ldJ:. For example 
the Dirac measure at a point Xo will be denoted t5xo or t5X () (x )dx. If IL is absolutely 
continuous (with respect to Fourier measure), then f is just the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of IL with respect to dx. 

The following result will be needed below: 

LEMMA 3.1.2. Let w : X --+ [0,(0) be a lower- semicontinuous function. 
(a) If v is a measur-e on X, then 

(3.1.2) 1 w(x)lvl(dx) = sup{IU, v)11 f E ,c)?(X) , If I ~ w}. 

Mor-eover-, if v is an ar-bitrar-y temper-ed distr-ibution on X and if the l.h.s. of 
(3.1.2) is defined by its r-.h.s., then Ix w(x)lvl(dx) < 00 only if v is a measure. 

(b) Let {'Pj LEN be a sequence of functions in L CYO (X) conver-ging pointwise to 
a function 'P: X --+ rc and such that SUPjEN II'PjIIL=(x) < 00. Then 

(3.1.3) r w(x)lifl(dx) ~ liminf r w(x)IiP7I(dx). Jx J~OO Jx 
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PROOF. (a) We fin,t prove (3.1.2) for functions W E Co(X). For this we usc 
the Riesz representation theorem (apply Theorem 6.19 of [Ru] to the measure 
11 = wv to obtain the first identity below; the second identity holds by the 
assumed continuity of w): 

(3.1.4) r w(x)lvl(dx) = sup 1(1, wv)1 = sup I(g, v)l. 
Jx fEcCo(X),lfl<l gECo(X),lgl<w 

Then (3.1.2) follows from (3.1.4) by observing that a function g in Co(X) may 
be expressed as a limit in LOO(X) of a sequence {gd belonging to Co(X). The 
case where w is lower semicontinuous can be reduced to the preceding situation 
because, by the lower semicontinuity of w, there is a sequence {WdkEcN of func
tions in Co(X) such that 0 ~ Wk ~ wand wdx) --+ w(x) for each :r E X as 
k --+ 'Xl (sec Theorem 12.7.8 in [D]). The proof of the last assertion of (a) is an 
easy exercise. 

(b) Let N = liminfj~oo Ix w(x)IiP;I(dx) and choose a subsequence {'Pjk} of 
{'Pj} such that limk~oo Ix w(x)I<P;;:"I(dx) = N. If f E 9'(X), If I ~ w, then one 
has by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and (3.1.2): 

~ lim r w(x)I<P;;:"I(dx) = N. 
k~oo Jx 

By using (3.1.2) again, one obtains the validity of (3.1.3). 0 

A function w : X --+ JR: will be, called submultiplicative if w(x + y) ~ w(x)w(y) 
for all x, y E X. Let w : X --+ JR: be submultiplicative, Borel and such that 
w(x) ;::.: 1 for all J; E X 2. We say that a measure J1 on X is w-integrable if 
I.x W(X)IILI(d.T) <'Xl. The space of w-integrable measures is an algebra for the 
convolution product because: 

(3.1.5) i W(X)I,LL * vl(dx) ~ i w(x)(1111 * Ivl)(dx) 

= J" r w(x + y)ll1l(dJ:)l v l(dy) 
Jxxx 

~ J" r w(x)W(y)1/11(dx)l v l(dy). 
Jxxx 

We can now introduce the algebras of functions that will be useful in our later 
developments: 

DEFINITION 3.1.3. Let w : X --+ JR: be a lower semicontinuous submultiplica
tive function such that w(x) ;::.: 1 for all x E X. Then ,iiw(X) is the set of all 

2The examples that will be of interest for us are w(:r) = exp(wlxl) and w(x) = 2T"/2(x)T, 
where w, 'f' are positive numbers; observe that in the second example the submultiplicativc 
property is satisfied as a consequence of the inequality (x + y) <:: j2(x) (y). 
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'P E ,9"* (X) such that the Fourier transform rp is a w-integrable measure. For 
'P E uflw(X) we set 

(3.1.6) = Ix w(x)lrpl(dx). 

Some simple properties of the spaces ,j/tw are described in the next proposition. 
Before stating it, let us mention that we call Banach algebm a complex algebra 
which is also a Banach space for a norm satisfying I I 'P?!) I I ::; II'PII . II~II. If the 
algehra has a unit clement 1, then we call it a unital Banach algebm, although 
11111 I 1 in general (however it is easy to see that there is an equivalent norm 
111·111 on the algebra which satisfies both 111'P1/)111 ::; III'PIII' 1111/)111 and 1111111 = 1, 
for example III'PIII = sup{II'P~11 I II~II ::; I}, sec page 173 of [KR]). A unital 
homomorphism between two unital Banach algebras is a linear, multiplicative 
mapping that sends 1 onto 1. A Banach *-algebm is a Banach algebra equipped 
with an involution 'P f--+ 'P* such that II'P* II = II'PII for each clement 'P. 

We recall from Section 1.1 that BC(X) is a commutative unital Banach *
algebra for the usual operations of addition, multiplication and conjugation of 
functions and with norm II'PIIBG = SUPxEX 1'P(:r)l. If kEN, then BCk(X) is 
a subalgebra of BC(X) which is invariant under conjugation and contains the 
constants; when equipped with the norm II· IIEGk introduced in (1.1.5), it is a 
unital Banach *-algebra. 

The algebra ,/ftw has similar properties: 

PROPOSITION 3.1.4. Let wand ,.4'tw(X) be as in Definition 3.1.3. Then: 
(a) ,/ftw(X) is a subalgebm of BC(X) that contains the constant functions. 

Equipped with the norm (3.1.6), it is a unital Banach algebm continuously em
bedded in BC(X); in fact 

(3.1.7) 

(b) The norm II . 11"/1,,, on ,jttw may be expressed as follows: 

(3.1.8) 11'PII.JIw = snp{I(J, 'P)II f E ,(j?(X), 111::; w}. 

(c) ..4411(X) is invariant under conjugation if and only if w( -x) ::; cw(x) for 
some constant c and all x EX. It is a Banach *-algebm if and only if w( -x) = 

w(x) for all x E X. 
(d) If WI, W2 are two functions satisfying the assumptions of Definition 3.1.3 

and if w = sup( WI, W2), then w is submultiplicative and 

PROOF. (a) Each w-integrable measure is integrable (because we assumed 
w(x) :;:> 1), hence ,~f411(X) C BC(X) and II'PIIBG ::; Ix Irpl(dx) ::; 11'P11.llw' The 
Fourier transform of a convolution is the product of the Fourier transforms of the 
factors; thus the inequality 11'P1/)II .. I/w ::; 11'P11 .. II,ull~II . ./tw follows from (3.1.5). We 
have 11111 .. 11" = w(O) < 00 (but different from 1 in general) because the Fourier 
transform of 'P( x) == 1 is the Dirac measure at the origin. For a proof of the 
completeness of ,jfl.iu(X) for the norm (3.1.6), we refer to [HPJ, p. 142. 

(b) This follows from Lemma 3.1.2 (a) by observing that (J, 'P) = (1, rp). 
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( C) Let J be the operator of conj ugation of functions on X: J'P = zp. If 
,/fiu,(X) is invariant under conjugation, then J is closed as an operator in ,//tw(X) 
(if {'Pn} E ufiw(X) is such that {'Pn} and {'Pn} are Cauchy in dfiw(X), then each 
of these sequences has a limit in./ftw(X), say 'Pn ---+ 'P and 'Pn ---+</J; hut 'Pn ---+ 'P in 
nC(X) by (3.1.7), hence 'Pn ---+ zp in BC(X), so that 'if; = zp). Thus, by the closed 
graph theorem, J is a bounded operator in "flw (X), i.e. there is a constant c < 00 

such that Ilzpll.ltw ::; cll'Pl for all 'P E ./llw(X). Since (J'zp)(x) = (J''P)( -x), we 
get that 

(3.1.9) L w(-x)IL(dx) ::; c L W(X)fL(dx) 

for all w-integrable positive measures fl. If we take for IL the Dirac measure 15xn 

at :ro, we find that w( -xo) ::; cw(xo) for all Xo E X. 
Reciprocally, if w(-x) ::; cw(x) for all x E X, then Ilzpl ::; c:11'P11.ltw for all 

'P E ,/Itw , so that J maps ,",lw (X) into itself. 
The last statement in (c) is simple to check, and so are the results of (d). 0 

REMARK 3.1.5. The simplest situation which occurs in applications and in 
which ,//lw is not stable under conjugation is 11J(x) = sup(l, eX), X = R 

The algebra Jliw(X) should be thought of as the algebra of multipliers for all 
continuous representations W of the additive group X in Banach spaces such 
that IIW(x)11 ::; w(x). More precisely, if A is the generator of VV (see Sections 
3.2 and 3.3 for the precise definition), then 'P(A) = Ix W(:r)if?(d.T) is a bounded 
operator for all 'P E vflw , and in general ,/ltw(X) is the optimal class of functions 
for which this happens (e.g. ,~lw(X) with 11J(:1:) == 1 is exactly the set of functions 
'P such that 'P(P) is a continuous operator in Ll(X); here W is the translation 
group). Of course, under special assumptions, the algebra of functions 'P for 
which 'P(A) is bounded is much larger (if ~V is a unitary representation in a 
Hilbert space one may take any 'P E BC(X); see Section 3.7 for more general 
results) . 

3.1.2. For some questions that appear in the preceding context, the norm 
topology on ,/liw (X) is too strong. For example, if we denote hy ey the function 
inJliw(X) given as ey(x) = ei(x,y), then i:y = 15y (the Dirac measure with support 
{y}), hence for Yl i' Y2: 

(3.1.10) IIeY1 - ey2 11.1/" = L w(x) I 15Y1 (x) - 15Y2 (x) 14x 

= L w(x) [15 Y1 (x) + DY2 (x)]4x 

= w(yd + WCY2) 2: 2. 

So, if Yj ---+Y in X, then eYJ does not converge to ey in ,JI/u;(X) (if the sequence 
is not eventually constant). However, 'P(eyJ = W(Yj) ---+ W(y) strongly on 
the Banach space F on which VV acts (if the representation is strongly contin
uous). It will be convenient for later investigations to have a notion of "feebly 
convergent sequence" in ,jtw(X) such that eYJ ---+ ey feebly if Yj ---+ Y in X and 
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such that <pj(A) -+ <p(A) strongly in F if <pj -+ <P feebly. There is a natu
ral topology on ./ltw (X) whose convergent sequences have these properties (it 
is given by the seminorms <P f---+ Ix B(x)ij5(dx) with B continuous and such that 
limi;rl-->oo w(x)-lIB(x)1 = 0); however this topology is not as easy to handle as 
the notion introduced in the following definition: 

DEFINITION 3.1.6. Let {<pk}kEN and <P be elements of ./ltw(X). Then the se
quence {<pk} is said to be feebly convergent in ./ttw (X) to <P if the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 

(a) limk-->oo <pK:(x) = <p(x) for each x E X, 
(b) sUPkFN II<pkll.lt", < 00, 

(c) limR~CXl sUPkEN ~xl>R W(x) lif?kl (dx) = o. 

The third condition is the natural concept of tightness in our context (see 
Chapter 1.6 in [Bi]) and is in g~meral easy to verify. For example, each of the 
following two conditions implies (c): 

(c') there is a'lj; E . .4tw (X) such that lif?kl <::: I~I (as measures) for each kEN, 
(c") there is a positive locally bounded Borel function e : X -+ lR such that 

limlxl-->CXl e(:x:) = (X) and Ix e(x)w(x)Iif?kI(dx) <::: c < (X) for each kEN. 
(In fact it is easily shown that (c) and (c") are equivalent provided that (b) is 
satisfied). 

Obviously II<pk - <p11.itw -+ 0 implies that <Pk --> <P feebly in ./ttw(X). Also if 
<Pk --> <P feebly in Jltw(X), then 11<pII.J1w <::: liminfk~= II<pkll.Jt", by Lemma 3.1.2 
(b ). 

EXAMPLE 3.1.7. If <P E Jtlw(X) and T} E ,9"(X) with 7](0) = 1, then for each 
c > 0 the function <Pc defined as <Pc(x) = T}(cX)<p(x) is continuous and rapidly 
decreasing at infinity, and <Pc converges pointwise to <P as c ---> O. If <P t/:. Cx;(X), 
then clearly <Pc cannot converge to <P in the norm of Jlw(X) as c ---> O. However, 
under convenient additional assumptions on 7/, <Pc converges feebly in . .44v(X), 
To see this, we assume in addition to Ix ijrlx == 7](0) = 1 that ij E Co(X), ij 2> 0 
and ij( -x') = ij(x) for all x E X. For c > 0, we define ijE by ijE(X) = c-nij(c1x) 
and observe that iji; = ijE * ij5 is a C=-function with ICP;:I <::: ijE * 1ij51. Let N > 0 
be such that suppij <;;:; {:r E X Ilx:1 <::: N}. Then we have 

(ijE * w)(x) = j ij(y)w(x - cY)rlY <::: w(x)· sup w(z). 
X Izl-<::EN 

Hence, since ij( -z) = ij(z), we get that 

(3.1.11) II<pEI!.lt", = j w(Y)I;;J;(Y)lrlY <::: j' w(Y)rlyj 7k(y - x) 1ij51 (dx) 
x .x x 

= j (ijE * w) (:x:) 1ij51 (dx) <::: sup w(z)II<pII .. /tw • 

X Izl-<::EN 

In particular we have <Pc E .Jltw (X) and II<pE II.ltw <::: c <(X) for 0 < c <::: 1. To 
see that <PE ---> <P feebly in Jtw(X) it remains to check that the condition (c) in 
Definition 3.1.6 is satisfied. The validity of (c) is a consequence of the following 
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inequality which is easily obtained by an argument similar to the preceding one: 
if 0 < c s: 1, then 

(3.1.12) r w(y) 1iiJ;(y) Idy s: sup w(z) r w(x)lifl(dx). 
J1yl?R Izl:SN J1xl?R-N 

Some less trivial factt; on feeble convergence are described in the next propo-
sition. 

PROPOSITION 3.1.8. Let wand ,Jiw(X) be as in Definition 3.1.3. 
(a) Let F be a Banach space and W : X --+ F a continuo'us function satisfying 

Ilw(x)IIF s: cw(x) for all x E X. Then, ifcpk --+ cP feebly in,1tw (X), the sequence 
{Ix w(x)0k(dx)}kEN conver!Jes to Ix w(x)if(dx) in F. 

(b) The vector space generated by the exponentials (i. e. by the set of junctions 
of the form cp(x) = 2::kckei(x,Yk), with Yk E X) is feebly sequentially dense in 
Aiw(X). 

PROOF. (a) vVe may ast;ume without loss of generality that cP = O. Moreover, 
by a t;imple approximation argument, we may at;t;ume that W it; of class Co. 
Then IIW(-)IIF belongs to Ll(X). Since ICPk(X)1 s: IlcpkllBC s: Ilcpkll .. liw s: M < CX) 

for all kEN and all x E X, we get the claimed result by m;ing the hypothesis 
(a) of Definition 3.1.6 and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem: 

(b) For k = 1,2,3, ... , consider a partition of X ~ ]]{n into disjoint cubes of 
length k-1 and centers at the pointt; of the lattice k-1Zn : 

X = U 6.""m., 6.k,rn n 6. k,m' = 0 if rn Ie Tn', 
rnEZ rl 

where 6. k ,m is a (half-open) cube with edget; of length k- 1 and center ak.m 

k-1rn (rn E zn). Let cP E ,/f4v(X) and 

cpdx) = L if(6.k,m) exp[i(ak,m, x)]. 
lak.ml:S k 

It it; rather straightforward to check that the sequence {CPk} it; feebly convergent 
in ,J'4v(X) to cpo D 

Let D be an open subset of]]{m and F : D --+ ,/ftw(X). We say that F is feebly 
continuous at x E n if for each sequence of points Xk E n converging to x one 
has F(Xh,) --+ F(x) feebly in .. 1tw(X). Then one may define in the usual way the 
feeble derivatives (OJ F) (.1:) (j = 1, ... , rn) as limits of quotients (if they exist), 
the notion of feebly Cl-functions, then higher order feeble derivatives oeY F and 
the notion of feebly Ck-functions for kEN. The following facts are useful: 

LEMMA 3.1.9. Let F : D --+ ,/ftw(X). 
(a) If F is feebly continuous, then it is locally rwrm bounded. 
(b) If F is feebly of class C k (k 2: 1), then it is of cluss C k - l m norm. 
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PROOF. (a) Let x E n and let {XdkEN be any sequence in n converging to x. 
Then sUPkEN IIF(xk)li.fiw < oc since F is feebly continuous (d. (b) of Definition 
3.1.6). Now assume that F is not norm bounded near x. Then one can find a 
sequence {xkhEN in n with :1;k ---> x and IIF(xk)1 > k. a contradiction. 

(b) If F is feebly of class e 1 and f E ,9'(X), then the function :r ---> U, F(x)) 
is of class e l , with djU,F(:r)) = U,dj F(:1:)) (this can be checked by means of 
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. by using the norm boundedness 
of a feebly convergent sequence and (3.1.7) to obtain a bound on the integrand). 
In particular we have: 

U, F(y) - F(x)) = f)Yi - Xl) [I U, OjF((l - c)x + Cy))dc. 
j=l . lJ 

If f E /J'(X) is such that 111 :S w, we get by using (3.1.8) that 

Tn 

IU, F(y) - F(x))1 :S L IYj - :1:jl sup IldjF((l - C):1: + cy)1 
i=l O:Se9 

:S ely - xl, 

where (by the result of (a)) e is some finite constant. By taking the supremum 

over all f E ,9'(X) with Iii :S 111, we obtain that IIF(Y) - F(:r)II,/iw :S ely - ·1:1· 
This shows that a feebly e 1-function is Lipschitz in norm. As in Lemma 5.A.2 
one can then show by recursion that a feebly ek-function is of class e k - 1 in 
norm. D 

As an example, consider the function F : X ---> JIi,j)(X) defined by F(y) = ey 
(y E X). It is feebly continuous but not norm continuous. Formally its derivative 
with respect to Yj (in some orthonormal basis of X) is the function x --->ixjey(x), 
which is unbounded and hence does not belong to ,//41' (X). However the following 
situation will be interesting: 

PROPOSITION 3,1.10. Let f! E N and let ip E ,;ltw(X) be such that ip(Q) (x) == 
XQip(x) belongs to ,/It,lJ(X) for each multi-index ex with 101 :S f! (i.e. the distri
butional derivatives rp(o.) of rp for 101 :S £ are w-integrable measures). Then the 
function F : X ---> ,/liw(X) defined as F(y) = eyip (y E X) is feebly of class e i , 

and dOF(y) = i1n1eyip(a). In particular, if rp E e(j(X), then F is of class CDC 
In norm. 

PROOF. We give the proof for f! = 1. The result for £ > 1 follows recursively 
from that for £ = 1. We denote by {vdk=l an orthonormal basis of X. By 
taking into account the identity ey+z = eye z , it is easily shown that it suffices to 
prove that F is feebly differentiable at zero. 
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(i) We first make the additional assumption that ip E e1(X). By using the 
inequality w(y + z) s: w(y)W(Z), one obtains that for 0 < ITI s: 1: 

(3.l.l3) II(CTVk - l)ipll . ./Lw = r w(x)lip(x - TVk) - ip(x)ldx Jx 
= Ix w(x)d;Z: Ifo

T 
okip(X - AVdciAI s: l.foT ciA.1x w(y + AVk)lokip(Y)ldyl 

s: sup w(u) 'ITI . Ilxkipll,/llw 1 

11119 

where Xkip denotes the function x f--+ ;Z:kip(X) which belongs to .;fiw(X) by hy
pothesis. It follows that the functions T- 1 (CTVk -l)ip are in . .4iw (X), with norms 
uniformly bounded in 0 < ITI s: 1, and obviously they converge pointwise as 
T --; 0 to iXkip(X). To obtain their feeble convergence, it remains to show that: 

lim sup ~1111 w(x)lip(x - TVk) - ip(:z:)ldx = O. 
R~oc O<ITI:":l T Ixl>R 

This is obtained by noticing that one has as above 

(3.l.l4) 1 w(x)lip(:r - TVk) - ip(x)ldx 
l:rl>R 

s: sup w(u) . ITI' r W(y)IOkip(y)ldY. 
1111:":1 Jlyl>R-l 

(ii) If ip is not of class e 1 , the proof is similar. We let rl and ipc be as in 
Example 3.1.7 and observe that (cTV , -l)ipE --; (CTVk -l)ip feebly in ./ltw(X) by 
the result of Example 3.1.7. A bound for the norm in ./ltw(X) of the function 
T-1(CTVk - l)ip, uniformly in 0 < ITI s: 1, can be obtained by using successively 
Lemma :3.1.2 (b), the inequality (3.1.13) with ip replaced by 'Pc, and the inequality 
(:3.1.11) : 

II(CTVk - 1)ipll.11w s: liminf II(CTVk - l)ipEII,'{iw 
E~O 

s: CITI . lim ionf IlxkipE 11,1/", s: c11TI . Ilxkipll,;lLw ' 
E~ 

Finally, for R > 1, let ER E eOC(X) be such that 0 s: ER s: 1, ER(X) = 1 if Ixl ::::: R 
and ~R(X) = 0 if Ix:1 s: R - 1. We observe that ERW is a lower semicontinuous 
function. So we get by using Lemma 3.1.2 (b) and (3.1.14) that 

1 w(x)lip(x - TVk) - ip(x)ldx 
Ixl>R 

s: r ER(X)W(x)lip(x - TVk) - ip(x)ldx 
Jx 

s: liminf! ER(X)W(X) I if?; (x - TVk) - if?;(x)ldx 
c~O . x 

s: sup W(I1) . ITI·liminf j' w(y) IOkif?;(y) Idy· 
lul:":l c->O IYI>R-2 
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Now, by (3.l.12): 

r W(y) 18kif;(y) 14y = r w(Y)I[:J(xkip)s](Y)14y J1yl >R--2 J1yl >R-2 

:::; sup w(z)· r w(y)I(8k if;)(y)14y. 
Izl<::N J1yl >R-N-2 

Hence 

sup -1111 w(:r)Iif?(x - TVk) - cp(x)14x --> 0 as R --> 00. D 
0<1719 T Ixl>R 

3.1.3. In the Littlewood-Paley type estimates which will be presented in 
Section 3.5 a certain action of the dilation group of X in v1tw(X) will play an 
important role. Let 

(3.1.15) 

If ip is a continuous function, th~ makes sense for all real (j 2: 0; then ip°(x) == 
ip(O) is a constant function and ip0 = ip(0)8 (8 denotes the Dirac measure with 
support at the point x = 0). If (j > 0, one may take for ip in (3.l.15) an arbitrary 
distribution, and then 

(3.1.16) (n = dim X). 

If if? is a measure f..L, then the r.h.s. of (3.l.16) is just the measure S1 f--+ f..L((j-lS1) 
(defined on the Borel subsets S1 of X). 

If one replaces in the proof of Proposition 3.1.4 (c) the operator of conjugation 
J by the operator J(7 : ip f--+ ip" (with (j 2: 0 fixed), one finds that the Banach 
space ,lllu! (X) is invariant under the operation ip f--+ ip" if and only if there is a 
constant a = a((j) such that: 

(3.l.17) W((jx) :::; a((j)w(x) vx E X. 

If (3.l.17) is satisfied, we have 

(3.l.18) Ilip"II .. fl", = Ix w((jx)lcpl(dx) :::; a((j)llipllj£w' 

Let us define aw((j) = sUP:rEX W((jX)W(X)" 1. We obviously have 1 :::; aw((j) :::; 
+00 and w((jx) :::; aw((j)w(x) for all x in X. In particular aw((jT) :::; aw((j)aw(T), 
so the set {(j E [0,(0) I aw ((j) < oo} is stable under multiplication and contains 
o and l. 

We shall be interested only in the following two consequences of these general 
arguments. Firstly, if w(x) = ew1xl with w > 0, then a((j) < 00 if and only 
if 0 :::; (j :::; 1, so these are the only numbers for which ,,ftw(X) is stable under 
the operation ip f--+ ip". Secondly, assume that (3.l.17) holds for all (j 2: 0 with 
a((j) :::; a((j)T, where a and r are some finite constants. Then, by writing x = Ixlx 
with Ixl = 1, one obtains from (3.l.17) that w(x) :::; a(x;rw(x) for each x EX; 
hence w(x) :::; b(X)T with b = asuPlyl=l w(y) < 00, so that W is polynomially 
bounded. 
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The algebras that correspond to the above two extreme cases arc the most 
important ones in our applications, so we denote them by special symbols: 

DEFINITION 3.l.11. Let W > 0 and r ?: 0 be real numbers. Then we set 
,//i(W) (X) =,;tiw(X) with w(x) = ew1xl , 
,/W(X) = Jiw(X) with w(x) = 21'/2 (:r)" , 
,/ll(X) == uttO(X) = ,J;4.v(X) with w(x) = l. 

To summarize, ,;ti/W) (X) and utiT(X) arc sub algebras of BC(X) which con
tain the constant functions and are stable under conjugation. When equipped 
with their natural norms (3.l.6), they arc abelian, unital Banach *-algebras con
tinuously embedded in BC(X). There arc two important differences between 
them: 

a) Jli(W) (X) consists of real analytic functions on X, in particular it docs not 
contain any function (not identically zero) equal to zero on some open, non
empty subset of X; on the other hand: 

(3.1.19) ,9'(X) c uti'(X) c Bc1rj(x) 

continuously, where [r] is the integer part of r. 
(b) ,/It(w) (X) is stable under the operation of dilation cp f--+ cpa if and only if 

o <:: CJ <:: 1; in this case one has 

(3.l.20) 

On the other hand, ,/W'(X) is stable under all dilations and 

(3.l.21) IlcpO"ll.ltT <:: max(l, CJT)llcpll . .fp for 0 <:: CJ < 00, cp E ,/tfT(X). 

Observe that the mappings CJ f--+ cpa E ,J;tw(X) are not norm continuous in general. 
However, if cp E utt(w)(X), then [0,1] :') CJ f--+ cpO" E ,;$l(w) (X) is feebly continuous, 
and so is [0,00) :') CJ f--+ cpa E ,/ttT(X) if cp E ,/Itr(x). 

Finally let us mention the obvious inclusion relations 

(3.l.22) 

,/It(W2) (X) c ,J;t(Wl) (X) c ,/ltT2 (X) c uti" (X) if 0 < WI < W2, 0 <:: rl < r2, 

where each inclusion is strict. We have ,/ttw(X) C Jt(X) for each w satisfying 
the hypotheses of Definition 3.l.3. 

3.2. Co-Groups: Continuity Properties and Elementary Functional 
Calculus 

3.2.1. We begin with the definition of multiparameter Co-groups and then 
give some of their basic properties. Throughout this section F is a fixed Banach 
space. 

DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let W = {W(x) I x E lRn} be a family of bounded opera
tors in F. We say that W is a Co-repre8entation of lR" in F if 

(i) W(O) = I and W(x + y) = W(x)W(y) for all x, y E lRn , 
(ii) the mapping W : lR" ---> B(F) is strongly continuous. 
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A Co-representation of IRn in F will also be called a n-pammeter Co-group in 
F. If F is a Hilbert space and if TV(x) is a unitary operator in F for each x E IRn, 
then we say that TV is a unitary representation of IRn in F. 

The preceding definition makes sense if IRn is replaced by any (finite dimen
sional) euclidean space X and we shall later on use such a generalization without 
further comments. In fact our treatment will be explicitly invariant and we shall 
avoid the arguments based on reduction to the case n = 1 (a procedure which is 
used in various other texts on this subject, e.g. in [Tr]). The only place where 
the canonical basis of IR" is used is in the definition of the generators A J , ••• , An 
of Wand their powers Aa = A~" ... A~n (see Section 3.3). The definition of 
the operators <p(A) given later on in this section depends only on the euclidean 
structure of X. 

The continuity assumption (ii) in Definition 3.2.1 is not always satisfied in 
our applications; as examples, consider the translation group in F = L= (IR) or 
the group W defined by W(x)T = U(x)TU(x)-l in B(H), where H is a Hilbert 
space and U(-) a Co-representation in H. In Definition 3.2.6 we shall introduce 
a weaker notion of continuity and specify a class of representations that covers 
these situations. However, in most cases (ii) is easy to verify and a consequence 
of apparently much weaker assumptions, as the following results will show. But 
let us first point out the essential estimate: 

PROPOSITION 3.2.2. (a) Let {W(X)}xElRn be a family of bounded opemtors 
in F such that (i) of Definition 3.2.1 is satisfied. Assume that the function 
x f--7 IIW(x) IIB(F) is Borel. Then there are constants !vI 2: 1 and w 2: 0 such that 

(::~.2.1) IIW(x)IIB(F) -s: AIewlxl \Ix E IRn. 

(b) If W is a Co-representation of IR" in F, then x f--7 IIW(x)IIB(F) is lower 
semicontirmou8, hence Borel, 80 the estimate (3.2.1) is satisfied. 

PROOF. (a) This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1.1 with h(x) = 
IIW(;r:)IIB(F). 

(b) The lower semicontinuity follows from the relation 

IIW(x)IIB(F) = sup{IIW(x)fIIF IllfllF -s: I} 

and the fact that the least upper bound of a family of continuous functions is 
lower semicontinuous. 

A more elementary proof of (3.2.1) under the hypotheses of (b) is as follows: 
By the principle of uniform boundedness we have sUPI"I::;l IIW(x)IIB(F) < 00, 

and it suffices to repeat the argument at the end of part (ii) of the proof of 
Proposition 3.1.1. D 

We shall need one more notion related to the growth of the norm IIW(x )IIB(F) 
as Ixl --> 00. We recall the notation (x) = (1 + IxI 2 )1/2. 

DEFINITION 3.2.3. A Co-representation W of IRn in a Banach space F is said 
to be of polynomial growth (or polynomially bounded) if there are constants Al 2: 
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1 and r :;:, 0 such that 

(3.2.2) IIW(x)IIB(F) S M(xr 

The next result shows that in some cases measurability implies continuity. 

PROPOSITION 3.2.4. Let F be a Banach space. Assume that F* is separable 
and that W : jR" ---> B(F) is weakly Borel and satisfies W(O) = I and W(x+y) = 
W(x)W(y) for all X,y E jR". Then W is a Co-representation ofjRrl in F. 

PROOF. The separability of F* implies the separability of F (Theorem III. 7 
in [RS]). We denote by {eJ } j EN a countable dense sequence in the unit ball of F 
and by {ek} kEN a countable dense sequence in the unit ball of F* . 

(i) We first show that W satisfies (3.2.1). Since 

IIW(x)IIB(F) = sup I(W(x)ej,ekJI, 
j,kEN 

the function x f--7 IIW(x)IIB(F) is Borel, and we may apply Proposition 3.2.2 (a). 
(ii) For tp E Co (jRn) set (as a weak integral in B(F)): 

(3.2.3) W[tp] = in tp( -y)W(Y)rlY· 

Then, for any x E jRn: 

W(x)W[tp] = in tp( -y)W(x + Y)rlY = .~n tp(x - y)W(y)rly == (tp * W)(J:). 

By using the third expression and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
one sees that x f--7 W(x)W[tp] E B(F) is norm continuous. Thus, to obtain the 
strong continuity of W, it suffices to show that the sct@ = {W[tplf I f E F, tp E 

Cgo (jRn )} is dense in F. 
(iii) To obtain the density of q; in F, it suffices to exhibit a sequence {tpP}€EN 

in Cgo (jR") such that W[tp£ 1 ---> I weakly as £ ---> 00. For this, choose (! E Co (jRn) 

such that (! :;:, 0, (!( -J:) = (!(x) and IlF,n (!(J:)rlx = 1, and set (!E(X) = c"Q(x/c), 
with c > O. Then 

((!s * W)(x) - ~V(x) = r (!(y) [H/(:r + cy) - H/(x)]rlY. 
J~n 

We set 'ljJjk(y) = (W(y)ej, en. By (3.2.1) we have 

(3.2.4) 'Vj, kEN, 'Vlyl S 2. 

Now 

(3.2.,')) 

1 dJ; f Tj-kl([(!E * W(x) - W(x)]ej,ekJI 
Ixl:Sl j.k=O 

S f Tj-k 1 (!(y)rly I I~jd:l; + cy) - ~jk(x)ldx. 
j,k=O IF,n . Ixl:Sl 
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Since 'lj;jk is a locally integrable function, we have 

for each j, kEN and y E JRn. By using (3.2.4) and the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, one obtains that the r.h.s. of (3.2.5) converges to zero as 
C ---+ O. Thus there is a sequence {cf} tEN such that Cf ---+ 0 and 

(3.2.6) 

00 

L Tj-kl([(eEf * W)(x) - W(x)]Cj, c~)1 ---+ 0 
j,k=O 

as e ---+ 00 for almost all Ixl :::; 1. If we fix one of these vectors x, then we get by 
using again the local houndedness of W that ([JEe * W)(x) ---+ W(x) weakly as 
e ---+ 00. Hence W[eEC] == W(-x)· [eER * W](x) ---+ I weakly as e ---+00. 0 

REMARK. The following example shows that the separability of F* is es
sential. Let F be the space of all functions f : JR ---+ C such that II f II F : = 
CLxER If(xW)1/2 < 00. Then F is a Hilbert space and the family {Cz}zER with 
cz(x) = 1 if x = z and cz(x) = 0 if x i= z is an orthonormal basis in F. Let W he 
the natural representation of the translation group: (W(:r)f)(y) = f(y - :r:). 
Then ~V(x)ca = ca+x if a,x E JR, so (W(x)ea,cb) = 1 if x = b - a and 
(W(x)ea,eb) = 0 otherwise. This implies that :1: f--+ (W(:r:)f,g) is Borel for 
all f,g E F. But IIW(x)ca - CaliF = J2 if x i= 0, so W is not continuous. 

We shall need only the following consequence of Proposition 3.2.4: 

PROPOSITION 3.2.5. Let E and F bc Tcfie:rive Banach spaces such that E c F. 
Lct ~V bc a Co-TcpTcsentat'ion of JR" in F. Thcn 

(a) the family {W(x)* I x E JRn} is a Co-TcpTcscntation ofJRTI in F*, 
(b) ifW(x)E c E fOT each x E JRn, thcn the TcstTiction Wd.T) ofW(:z:) to E 

belongs to B(E) and WE is a Co-TepTesentation ofJR" in E. 

PROOF. (a) The strong continuity of {~V(x)} in F implies the weak* -continuity 
of {W(x)*} in F*. Thus, since F is reflexive, {W(x)*} is weakly continuous in 
F*. So, for fixed f E F*, the closed subspace of F* generated by the family of 
vectors {W(X)*.f}xERn is separahle, so that W(x)* f is strongly continuous by 
Proposition 3.2.4. 

(b) We first observe that WE(x) belongs to B(E) by the closed graph theorem. 
It is clear that Wdx + y) = WE(X)WE(y). To prove the strong continuity of 
WE, fix a vector c E E and denote by Eo and Fo the closed subspace of E and 
F respectively generated by the family of vectors {W(x)c }xERn. Then Eo C Fo 
continuously and densely. Consequently Fa c Eo continuously and densely. Also 
it is clear that both Eo and Fo are invariant under each vV(x). 

Since x f--+ VV(.T)C is strongly continuous in F, the Banach space Fo is separa
ble. As a closed suhspace of F, it is also reflexive (see Section 2.1), so its adjoint 
Fa is separable (again by Theorem III.7 of [RS]). So, since Fa c Eo continuously 
and densely, Eo is separable. Thus the strong continuity of x f--+ ~V(x)c in E (or 
equivalently in Eo) follows from Proposition 3.2.4 provided that we show that 
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(W(x)f, g; is Borel for each f E Eo and each g E Eo. Since Fa is dense in Eo, 
it suffices to consider g E Fa. But then (W(x)f,g; is even continuous in x. D 

In the situation considered in Proposition 3.2.5 it often happens that 1V is 
a unitary representation of IRn in a Hilbert space F but WE has polynomial or 
even exponential growth. Several examples will be given in Chapter 4. 

Assume that a Co-representation W of IRn in F is given. It is convenient to 
define the dual representation W* of IRn in F* by 

(3.2.7) W*(x) = W( ~x)*. 

The advantage of inserting the minus sign on the r.h.s. is that, if F is a Hilbert 
space, W is unitary and F* is identified with F through the Riesz isomorphism, 
then W = W*. Proposition 3.2.5 (a) shows that, if F is T'eflexive, then W* 
is a Co -representation. This is not true in general in the non-reflexive case 
(e.g. consider the situation where F = Ll (IRn) and W is the translation group). 
However, it is always true that W*(O) = I, W*(x + y) = W*(x)W*(y) and 
TV* : IR" ----t B(F*) is weak*-continuous (i.e. x f-+ (1, 1V*(x)g; is continuous for 
all f E F, g E F*). Also, if (3.2.1) is fulfilled, then: 

(3.2.8) IIW*(x)IIB(F*) = IIW(~x)IIB(F) ~ Mew1xl . 

The examples cited before Proposition 3.2.2 and the preceding discussion of 
dual representations exhibit important situations in which the continuity as
sumption (ii) in Definition 3.2.1 is not satisfied. In order to isolate a manageable 
class of representations that covers these situations, suppose that we have a fam
ily W = {W(:r) I x E IRn} of bounded operators in a Banach space satisfying (i) 
of Definition 3.2.1. Then we introduce a linear subspace [Hi of F* as follows: 

(3.2.9) [w = {cp E F* I x f-+ cp(W(:r)f) is continuous Iff E F}. 

If (3.2.1) is satisfied, then [w is a closed subspace of F*. In many cases (for 
example in the situations cited above) it is strictly smaller than F*. However, 
many of the results valid for Co-groups have natural analogues for the class of 
representations introduced in the next definition: 

DEFINITION 3.2.6. A family W = {W(x) I x E IR"} of bounded operators in 
F satisfying (i) of Definition 3.2.1 is said to be a Cw-representation of IRn in F 
(or an-parameter Cw-group) if [w is a determining subspace for F (see [HP]) , 
in other terms if for all f E F: 

(3.2.10) 

Let us point out that (3.2.1) is satisfied for a Cw-representation, because 
Proposition 3.2.2 (a) applies; indeed one has 

IIW(x)IIB(F) = sup{lcp(W(x))fll cp E [w, IlcpllF* ~ 1, f E F, IlfilF ~ I}, 

so X f-+ 111V (:1:) II B (F) is lower semi continuous and hence Borel. Moreover, the set 
of semi norms f f-+ Icp(f) I on F with cp E [w defines a topology on F which is 
locally convex and Hausdorff and which we shall call the W-topology on F. 
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As an example, consider a Banach space G and let F = G * . Then F* = 
G** and G is a determining subspace for F. More generally, let G, H be two 
Banach spaces and F = B(G, H*). Then the linear subspace of F* generated by 
functionals of the form cp(T) = (h, Tg), h E H, 9 E G, T E F, is a determining 
subspace for F. Hence, if We and WH arc Co~representations of lRn in G and 
H respectively, then CW(x)T := ~VH(x)*TWe(:r) defines a Cw~representation of 
lRn in B(G, H*). 

Finally, if W is a Co~representation in an arbitrary Banach space F, then its 
dual representation W* is a Cw~representation of lRn in F*, and the W* ~topology 
on F* is finer than the weak* topology. 

3.2.2. We now turn to the second topic of this section, the construction of 
a functional calculus which is naturally associated to a representation of lRn in 
F. Generally speaking, by functional calculus we mean a homomorphism from 
an algebra of complex functions on lR (in which multiplication is defined as the 
usual pointwise multiplication of functions) into the algebra B(F). The precise 
definition in our case is as follows: 

DEFINITION 3.2.7. Let W be a Co~representation of lRn in the Banach space 
F. Let w(x) = max(l, IIW(x)IIB(F)) and let cp E ""1iw(lR") (see Definition 3.1.3). 
Then cp(A) is the continuous operator in F defined by 

(3.2.11) cp(A) = r W(;r)~(x).dx. 
JIRH 

Here ~(x ).dx is the measure whose Fourier transform is cp, sometimes de~ 
noted by ~(d:r:). We prefer the first notation in order to stress our conven
tion concerning the factor (21T) -n/2 in the Fourier transformation, viz. cp(:z;) = 

fIR" ei(;q) ~(x ).dx. The integral in (3.2.11) should be understood in the weak 
sense: for all f E F and 9 E F* we have: 

(3.2.12) (g, cp(A)f) = r (g, W(x)f)~(x).dx. 
JTRn 

Remember that we identify F C F** by defining (g, f) == (I, g) if 9 E F* and 
f E F and that the anti-duality is linear in the second argument. The integral in 
(3.2.12) is absolutely convergent because of the continuity of the integrand and 
because ~ is a w-integrable measure. Clearly we get: 

(3.2.13) 

from which the existence and the continuity of the operator cp(A) follow. 
Let us add a comment concerning the notation cp(A). Let us choose cp such 

that ~(:r:).dl; is the Dirac measure at the point Z E lRn, i.e. let cp(x) = ei(x,z). 

Then cp( A) = ~V (z). On the other hand, in the next section we shall define 
a collection of n commuting (in general unbounded) operators AI, ... ,An in F 
such that W(z) = exp[i(AIZI + ... + A"zn)] in a natural sense. In the notation 
A· Z == AIz l + ... + Anz", the equation (3.2.11) can be written as 

(3.2.14) 
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so that ip(A) has an obvious interpretation in terms of functions of A. If n = 1 
and W is a unitary group in a Hilbert space F, then by Stone's theorem there 
is a unique self-adjoint operator A in F such that ~V(x) = eiA-x (x E JR); then 
ip(A) can be defined by the usual functional calculus for self-adjoint operators, 
and it is easy to see that it coincides with the operator defined by (3.2.14) if 
ip E ,Itt: (JRn ). 

The next proposition summarizes the main properties of the functional cal
culus introduced in Definition 3.2.7. 

PROPOSITION 3.2.8. The correspondence ip f--+ ip(A) defines a unital homo
morphism from ,;ttw (JRn) into B (F). Its range is commutative, and one has 

(3.2.15) Ilip(A) IIB(F) 2= Ilipll./L". 

and 

(3.2.16) Ilip(A)fIIF 2= In IIW(x)fIIF lif(x)1 Qx. 

PROOF. (i) We first check the multiplicativity of the correspondence ip f--+ 

ip(A). Let ip,7f; E • .4tw(JRn). Then ip1j; is the inverse Fourier transform of the 

convolution if * ,($ (in the sense of measures). So, for f E F and 9 E F*: 

(g, (ip1j;)(A)f) = ~n (g, W(z)f) (J'ip1jJ)(z)Qz 

= J" r (g, W(:r + y)f)if(x)Qx, ,($(Y)QY 
l"Ii!i.nx.J'Rn 

= r [r (W(:r)*g, W(Y)f),($(Y)QY] . if(x)Qx 
J~n J~n 

= 1" (g, W(x)1j;(A)f)if(x)Qx = (g, ip(A)7f;(A)f). 

(ii) The remaining assertions are obvious consequences of the definition (3.2.12) 
and of the estimate (3.2.13); for the estimate (3.2.16) also observe that the 
function x f--+ ~V(x)f is continuous and bounded by w(x)llfIIF' so that the 
integral J!p!.n VV(x)fif(x)Qx exists strongly in F. 0 

In the next proposition we relate the functional calculus to the notion of feeble 
convergence introduced in Definition 3.l.6. 

PROPOSITION 3.2.9. Let w be as in Definition 3.2.7. 
(a) If {ipd kEN is a sequence in .ltw (JRn ) which is feebly convergent to ip E 

,/tiw(JRn), then ipdA) ---> ip(A) as k ---> C)() strongly on F. 
(b) The homomorphism ip ---> ip( A) is uniquely characterized by the preced

ing property: there is a unique linear mapping <I> : ,;It'w(JRn) ---> B(F) such that 
<I>(ipk) ---> <I>(ip) strongly on F if ipk ---> ip feebly in ,/Itw and <I>(ez) = W(z) for all 
z E JRn (where ez denotes the function ez(x) = ei(J:,z)). 

PROOF. By virtue of the properties of the fUIlction x f--+ lV(x)f pointed out 
in part (ii) of the preceding proof, all results are immediate consequences of 
Proposition 3.l.8. 0 
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The algebra Jf41! (JR.") is somewhat too precise for our purposes; it will be 
sufficient to consider functions cp belonging to one of the algebras ,.,ft(w) (JR.") 
(w > 0) or ,//tT(JR.n) (r :2 0) introduced in Definition 3.1.11. More specifically, 
only the following two situations will occur: 

(1) W is an arbitrary Co-group: then there are constants !vI :2 1 and w > 0 
such that IIW(x)IID(F) <::: Mew1xl . Clearly we shall have ,~t(w)(JR.n) C ,J'tw(JR.n) 

and IIcp(A)IID(F) <::: Mllcpll.(I(w) if cp E u'l't(w) (JR."). 
(2) lV is a polynornially bounded Co-group: then there are constants lYI :2 1 

and r :2 0 such that IIW(x)IIB(F) <::: M(x)T". So we shall have vltT" (JR.n) c ,"1iw(JR.n) 
and Ilcp(A)IID(F) <::: 2-T"/2 Mllcpll.At' for cp E ,lftT" (JR.n ). 

In §3.1.3 we associated to a function cp defined on JR.n a family {cpO"}0"2:0 of 
scaled functions by setting cpO" (x) = cp( O"x). If both cp and cpO" belong to ,;/tw (JR.n) , 
then cp( A) and cpO" (A) are continuous operators in F, and we have (as a conse
quence of (3.2.11) and (3.1.16)): 

(3.2.17) cpO"(A) = ~n W(O"x)ifJ(x)dx. 

In view of (3.2.14) it is natural to use the notation cp(O"A) for this operator: 

(3.2.18) 

We mention that a f--+ cp( a A) E B (F) is not norm-continuous in general; if 
cp(O) = 0, the norms IIcp(aA)IIB(F) need not converge to zero as a --+ 0 (as an 
example, consider the situation where A is an unbounded self-adjoint operator 
with spectrum a(A) = JR. or a(A) = [0,(0); then, for a i= 0, one has IIcp(aA) I I = 

SUPAEO"(A) Icp(O"..\) I = snp,LEO"(A) Icp({L)I)· 
The following facts will playa role further on: 
(I') If W is as in (1) above and cp E uft(W) (JR.n), then for each 0 <::: 0" <::: 1 we 

have cpO" Euft(w)(JR.") and 

(3.2.19) {
"CP(O-A)IID(F) <::: Mllcpll.lt(w) 
(0,1] 3 a f--+ cp(aA)f E F is continuous (Vf E F) 

limO"-+o cp (0" A) = cp (0) J strongly on F. 

(2') If W is as in (2) above and cp E ,1ft' (JR." ), then for each 0 <::: 0" < 00 we 
have cpO" E ,//tT" (JR.n) and 

(3.2.20) {
"CP(O"A)IID(F) <::: 2-,/211:1· max(l,O"T) ·llcpll.f{' 

(0,00) 30" f--+ cp(O" A)f E F is continuous (V f E F) 

limu-+o cp(O"A) = cp(O)J strongly on F. 

These assertions are immediate consequences of (3.1.20), (3.1.21), (3.2.16) and 
(3.2.17) . 

One of the advantages of the functional calculus constructed above is that it 
makes sense for any Cw-representation of JR.". In fact, if TV is a Cw-group, then 
the associated function IV is lower semicontinuous, so that ,.itw (JR.n ) is well defined. 
Hence (3.2.12) allows us to define cp(A) for all cp E ,//tw (JR.") , and Proposition 
3.2.8 remains valid. The statements (:3.2.19) and (3.2.20) remain valid if the 
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continuity of cr f--+ cp(crA)f and the limit limcr-+o cp(crA)f are understood in the 
W-topology on F. Moreover, Proposition 3.2.9 (a) remains true on condition 
that the convergence CPk(A) ---> cp(A) is understood as convergence of CPk(A)f to 
cp(A)f in the W-topology, for each f E F. 

As a special case, let us consider the dual representation ~V* in F* associated 
to a Co-group W in F (see (3.2.7)). We recall that the W*-topology on F* is 
finer than the weak* topology. If one writes cp(A*) == ~Rn W*(x)~(x)Qx for the 
functional calculus associated to ~V* by the method described above, one easily 
sees that 

(3.2.21) cp(A)* = cp(A*). 

It should he remarked here that cp E ,/ft71,(JRn) if cp E A'tw(JRn), where 1L'(J:) = 

w(-x). Finally, if F is not reflexive, then under conditions similar to those in 
(3.2.19) or (3.2.20) the correspondence cr f--+ cp(crA*) E B(F*) is continuous in 
general only for the ~V* -topology (and weaker topologies) on F*. 

It is interesting to observe that if w is a fixed function satisfying the conditions 
of Definition 3.1.3, then any unital homomorphism <I> from A'tw(JRn) into B(F) is 
essentially of the form described in this subsE)ction. Indeed, let ey(x) = ei(x,y); 
then ey E Jltw (JR") for each Y E JRn, eo = 1 and ey+z = eye z. Hence, if we define 
~V(:r:) = <I>(ex ), we get a representation of JRT1 in F. It will turn out to bE) more 
fertile to adopt the point of view of the functional calculus rather than that of a 
representation of JR.". 

A question which will be extensively treated in Sections 3.6 and 3.7 concerns 
the possibility of extending the functional calculus cp f--+ cp(A) to a larger class of 
functions cp. Strongly related to this problem is that of obtaining estimates on 
Ilcp(A)IIR(F) directly in terms of cp, rather than in terms of~. In studying these 
problems, one is confronted with difficulties due either to the geometry of F or 
to the properties of the group VV. If F is geometrically nice, then the behaviour 
of TV i" relatively unimportant. For example, assume F is a Hilbert space. Then: 

(1) ifW is a unitary group, then we have Ilcp(A)IIB(F) -::; sUPxEX Icp(x)1 hecause 
of the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators; 

(2) if W is a hounded Co-group, we have Ilcp(A)IIB(F) -::; csuPxEX Icp(x)1 he
cause W will be similar to a unitary group (Vidav theorem, see [Da]); 

(3) if ~V is polynomially hounded, one has a rich functional calculus due to a 
result of N. Mandache which will be described in Section 3.7. 

If F is a Hilbert space and ~V is not polynomially bounded, then the functional 
calculus may be quite restricted, as is shown by the following example. 

Let H = L2(JR) and W(x) = exp(iQx) (x E JR). Let P be the self-adjoint 
realization of -i ddx in H and let F be the domain of eP . F is a Hilbert space with 

the norm IlfilF = (1lflliI + IleP flliI)1/2. Since W( -J:)PW(x) = P+xI, we have 
W( -x)ePW(x) = eEeP. Thus W(x) E B(F) and IIW(x)IIB(F) = max{l, eX}, so 
that VV is an exponentially growing group in F. If f E F, then the function f 
has a holomorphic extension into the strip -1 < 'Sx < 0; in fact 

f(x) = I: eixy f(Y)QY (.7: E JR), 
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and Y f-t exp (ixy)](y) defines a function in L 1 (lR) if 'Sx E (-1, 0) and f E F == 
D(eP ), i.e. if J~ leY ](y)i2r;1y < 00. This implies that the functional calculus is 
very restricted in this case. If for example 7/J E Co(lR) and f E F, then 7/J(Q)f 
has a holomorphic extension into the strip -1 < 'Sx < 0 if and only if f = 0 
or 7/J = 0; so for 7/J E Co(lR), we have 'lj)(Q)F C F if and only if 'lj) = O. The 
same phenomenon occurs for the dilation group in the Sobolev space dt'l (lR) (cf. 
Chapter 4), which can be seen explicitly by using the Mellin transformation. 

In order to see the kind of difficulties which occur when F is not a Hilbert 
space, let us consider the translation group in one dimension. Let P = -i d~; 
be its generator. In Section 1.2 we have defined ip(P) : ,9'(lR) ---+ ,9'*(lR) for 
any ip E 9'* (lR). If (j5 is an integrable measure on lR, then (1.2.13) shows that 
this operator coincides with that defined by the rules of the present section. 
In the case of F = Ll'(lR), 1 ~ r ~ 00, the problem of obtaining a bound for 
Ilip(P)IIB(F) directly in terms of ip is quite deep and has been much studied 
(see [Stl], [St2]). For example, a remarkable result of Marcinkiewicz states that 
for each r E (1, (0) there is a constant c(r) < 00 such that Ilip(P)IIB(U(R)) ~ 
c(r) [sup lip(x)1 + sup I.Tip'(.T)ll. On the negative side, it is known that ip(P) is 
bounded in Ll(lR) or LOO(lR) if and only if ip is the Fourier transform of an 
integrable measure (see Theorems 1.3.19 and 1.3.20 in [SW]). So the estimate 
Ilip(P)IIB(£1(R)) ~ Ilipll..ltO(R) is the best possible. The preceding assertions also 
hold when F = Coo(lR), in which case they are very easy to prove: let us show 
that, if 5: Coo(lR) ---+ Coo(lR) is a bounded, linear operator which commutes with 
translations, then there is ip E ,/~tO(lR) such that 5 = ip(P) and 11511 = Ilipll .. ((O(R)' 
Indeed, note that f f-t (5f)(0) is a continuous linear form on Coo (IFt), i.e. is a 
Radon measure on lR which we denote by f.L. Then: 

(5f)(:1:) = (e iPx 5f)(0) = (5e iPX f)(0) 

= 1 (e iPX f)(Y)f.L(dy) = 1 f(·T + y)f.L(dy) = (ip(P)f)(.T) 

with ip(P) =.f~ eiPYJL(dy). 

3.3. The Discrete Sobolev Scale Associated to a Co-Group 

3.3.1. In this section we fix a Co-representation H' of lRn in a Banach space 
F and begin by defining spaces of vectors in F which are smooth in a certain sense 
with respect to the action of this group. l\lore precisely, for each rn E N U {oo} 
we introduce the space 

(3.3.1) F m = {f E F IlRn :3 x f-t W(:1;)f E F is strongly of class cm}. 

Observe that this definition may be applied to an arbitrary representation W 
of lRn in F (without any continuity assumption). Occasionally we shall use the 
spaces F 1'n in such a general context. Then the continuity of Win F is equivalent 
with the statement F = Fa. If rn is finite, we introduce in Fm the norm: 

(3.3.2) IlfllFm = ( L 118aW(0)fll~)1/2, 
Inl'Sm 
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where the derivatives are meant with respect to the canonical orthonormal basis 
of ]Rn. We choose this specific form of the norm because we are mostly interested 
in the situation where F is a Hilbert space, in which case Fm is also a Hilbert 
space. We first show that it suffices to require weak differentiability in the 
definition (3.3.1) of F",. 

LEMMA 3.3.1. Let m :::: 1 be an integer and f E F. Then f belongs to F m if 
and only if the function x f--+ W(x)f E F is weakly of class C rn - 1 and faT each 
multi-index a with lal = m - 1 the function :r f--+ fCt(x) == o"W(x)f has weak 
partial derivatives OJ fe, (y) (j = 1, ... , n) at some point y E ]Rn. In this case one 
has for allial :s; m and all x, y E ]R": 

(3.3.3) o~W(x)f = W(x - y)o~W(y)f. 

PROOF. For x, y, c E ]R" we have: 

(3.3.4) W(x + c) - W(x) = W(x - y)[W(y + c) - W(y)]. 

Thus, if the first order derivatives of vV(-)f exist weakly at some point y E ]R'", 

they exist weakly at each x E ]R", and they are strongly continuous functions 
of x. Then W(·)f is strongly of class C 1 (this follows from Newton's formula; 
see Corollary 5.A.3 for details). If m > 1, it suffices to repeat this argument 
iteratively for the higher derivatives, by observing that (3.3.4) implies (3.3.3). D 

If a is a multi-index and f E F lul , we set 

(3.3.5) 

This defines ACt as a linear operator from FICtI to F. In terms of these operators 
one may rewrite the expression (3.3.2) for the norm in Frn and the relation (3.3.3) 
as follows: 

(3.3.6) [ ] 
1/2 

IlflIF", = L IIA"fll~ , 
lal::;m 

(3.3.7) 

Clearly (3.3.6) implies that, if ,6 is a multi-index, then Af3 E B(F m+1/31' Fm) for 
each mEN, with 

(3.3.8) IIA(31IFm + 1fJI -->Fm :s; 1. 

Similarly (3.3.6) implies that IlfllFm - 1 :s; IlfllFm if m > 1 and f E Fm: in 
particular the following embeddings are continuous : 

(3.3.9) ... C Fm C F m.- 1 C ... C F2 C Fl C Fa = F. 

Since the multiple derivatives in 00: may be calculated successively in any order, 
it is clear that, if a = P + I and f E Flnl' then f E Fhl' AI f E FI/JI and 

(3.3.10) 

If I a I = 1, we necessarily have o~ = ax} for some j E {I, ... , n}. In this case 
we write AJ for the operator A 0:. The collection A = (AI, . .. , An) is called the 
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generator of the Co-group W. The relation (3.3.10) implies that AjAkf = AkAjf 
if f E F2 and that A'" f = A?' ..... A~nf if f E F!n!. 

Next, let T be a bounded operator in F commuting with TV. Then obviously 
T maps F rn into itself, and one has 

(3.3.11) 

Two special cases (T = W (:1;) and T = cp (A)) occur in the following two propo
sitions. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.2. Let mEN. Then 
(a) F rnlS a Banach space (it is a Hilbert space if F is a Hilbert space). 
(b) W (x) leaves F rn invariant and induces in F Tn a bounded operator satisfying 

(3.3.] 2) IIW(x)IID(Fm) ::; IIW(x)IIB(F). 

Moreover, {W(x)IFuJxEIRn is a Co-gT"OUP in F rn. 

PROOF. The proof of (b) is easy, and we omit it. For (a), assume that {fd 
is a Cauchy sequence in Fm. Then for each lal ::; m there is fO E F such that 
anW(O)h --+ fa as k --+ 00. So (3.3.3) implies that ao.W(x)h --+ W(x)f'" 
uniformly in x on any compact subset of JRn . Clearly one gets that TV(x )fO is of 
class crn, so fO E F rn , and aQW(O)fO = fQ. So fk converges to f O in F rr" i.e. 
F rn is a Banach space. 0 

In the next proposition we describe the behaviour of the functional calculus 
of Section 3.2 in relation with the scale of Banach spaces {Frn}rnEN. We shall 
also express in mathematical terms the intuition that the operators A" should 
be equal to cp(A) with cp(x) = xn if such functions were allowed by the func
tional calculus (later on a more general functional calculus will be developed; in 
particular cp(A) will be defined for functions cp that are Fourier transforms of 
distributions with compact support). 

PROPOSITION 3.3.3. Let k,m E Nand w(x) = max(l, IIW(x)IIB(F»). 
(a) If cp E ,Jiw(JRn), then the operator cp(A) defined by (3.2.11) leaves Fm 

invariant and defines a bounded operator in F rn with 

This operator cp(A)IFm coincides with the operator associated by Definition 3.2.7 
to the Co-gT"OUP WFm == WIFm in F m. 

(b) Assume that cp is such that, for each multi-index a with lal ::; k, the 
function CP(a) (x) == xncp(x) belongs to ,lftw(JRn). Then the operator cp(A) belongs 
to B(Fm' Frn+k), and one has AQcp(A) = CP(n) (A) on F and cp(A)Aa = CP(a) (A) 
on F!n! for lal ::; k. 

PROOF. (a) This is simple to check by taking into account Definition 3.2.7, 
Proposition 3.2.8 and the inequality (3.3.12). 

(b) We have W(x)cp(A) = cp(A)W(x) = (excp)(A), where cy(y) = ei(x,y). 
Under the assumptions made on cp, the function x --+ excp is feebly of class Ck 
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with a~(ex<p) = ilalex<P(a) (see Proposition 3.1.10). Thus Proposition 3.2.9 (a) 
implies that W(x)<p(A) is strongly of class C k in F, with 

(3.3.13) ACYcp(A)f == (-i)lalaaW(O)cp(A)f = <P(a)(A)f Vf E F. 

Furthermore 

(3.3.14) 11<p(A)fll~m+k = L IIA/J<p(A)fll~ 
161 <; m+,: 

:s; L L IIA'f Aa<p(A)fll~ 
hi<;m icyl<;k 

= L IICP(n)(A)fIIL 
lol<;k 

:s; L IICP(n) 11.~tJ IfilL· D 
lal<;k 

The result of Proposition 3.3.3 (b) will be frequently used in the following 
way. Observe that 

DC 

(3.3.15) F= = n Fm. 
m=O 

Let <P : JRn ---> CC be such that rj5 E Co(JRn) and cp(O) = 1. Then cp(crA) E 
B(Fm,Fm ,) for all m,m' E Nand cr > 0, by Proposition 3.3.3 (b). Thus, if 
f E Fm for some mEN, then <p(crA)f E FIX) for each cr > 0, and cp(crA)f ---> f 
strongly in F m as cr ---> 0 (by virtue of (3.2.19) applied in Fm). In particular we 
have obtained the denseness of F (Xl in each F m, mEN. 

The preceding argument can also be applied to get the following important 
density result which is a generalization of Nelson's sclf-adjointness criterion (The
orem VIII.l1 in [RS]). 

THEOREM 3.3.4. Let mEN and let E be a vector subspace of Fm which is 
invar-iant under W, i.e. such that ~fT(:r)E C E for- each x E JR". If E is dense 
in F, then it is also dense in F m' 

In particular F ex: is a dense subspace of each of the Banach spaces F m' 

PROOF. We denote by E the closure of E in F m.' Let 7jJ : JRn ---> JR be such 
that ;j; E Cgo(JRn). If e E E, then x ---> W(x)e E E is continuous in the norm of 
F m , hence 

7jJ(A)e = r ;j;(x)W(x)egx E E. 
JlRn 

This shows that 7jJ(A)E C E. Since E is dense in F and 7jJ(A) E B(F, F m) by 
Proposition 3.3.3 (b), we then have 7jJ(A)F C E. 

Now let f E F m' Choose cp : JRn ---> JR such that <p(0) = 1 and rj5 E qj(JRn). 
Then <p(crA)f E E for each cr > 0 by the preceding considerations, and <p(crA)f 
converges to f strongly in F m by virtue of (3.2.19) (applied in Fm). This shows 
that E = Fm. D 
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It follows from Proposition 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.4 that, in the case n = 1, 
the operator A = A1 is closed and densely defined in F on the domain D(A) = Fl 
(and so are its powers Am with domain D(Arn) = F rn , m ::: 2). If n > 1, the 
operators Aj are not closed on FI in the most interesting cases. This fact is the 
origin of many difficulties in the case of a multi-parameter group. 

We now mention a TaylaT' expansion formula which expresses the fact that, 
formally, we have W(x) = exp(iA·x) with A-x = AIXl + ... +Anxn. Let m::: 1 
be an integer and f E F m' Then the function x f--+ ~V (x) f E F is of class em 
and 

(3.3.16) 

W(x)f = L (ix.,)Q Anf + t m(l ~ T)rn~IW(TX)dT L (i:r:)c> Actf 
a! Jo a! 

lal<rn lal=m 

_ (ix)Q n (ix)'" T n 
= L ~I A f + L ~I Hm(x)A f. 

a. a. 
Inl<m lal=rn 

This follows from the equations (l.l.8) and (3.3.7). vVm (x) is the operator defined 

by Wrn(x) = foI W(Tx)m(l ~ T)m~ldT. Then Wrn : ffi.n ---t B(F) is strongly 
continuous, ~Vm(O) = I and 

(3.3.17) IIWm(x)IIB(F):S: sup IIW(TX)IIB(F)' 
O<T<l 

On several occasions we shall have to estimate expressions of the form [~V (x) ~ 
IY f as x ---t O. At a formal level we proceed as follows. For integers £ ::: m ::: 1 
and () E ffi. we write 

. (e iu ~ 1)£ r . 
(eW ~ 1)£ = (i(})m (i(})m = (i(})m JR eWTX£,rn(T)dT. 

One can easily show (cf. below) that this holds with X£,m a function of compact 

support and that Xe,m = (~l)£~mx~t~m), where X£ == Xl,t. If we (formally) 
replace here () by A·x = AI.I I + .. ·+An.In and use the formula (aI + .. ·+anfn = 
'\" m! an we get 
L...lal=m a! ' 

The functions Xc : ffi. ---t ffi. are explicitly given by the expression 

f . ~ J T £ .. (~) ( . ~ )£~I 
X£(T) = ~(~1) ~J j X[O,j](T) (£~ I)! 

Here X[O,.ij is the characteristic function of the interval [0, j]. Below we set Xl == 
X[O,lj, so X[O,jj(T) = XI(T/j). It is natural to denote by Xo the Dirac measure at 
O. 

In the next proposition we give a rigorous derivation of the preceding repre
sentation of [W (x) ~ IV and then we describe some properties of the functions Xi 
(£ ::: 1 integer). We shall, exceptionally, define the convolution of two functions 
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on IR in terms of Lebesgue (not Fourier) measure: (cp*1,b) (T) = J~ cp( T-U )1,b( U )du. 
Dirac measure on IR with support U} is denoted by OJ and we set 00 == 0 == Xo. 
The one-dimensional translation group will be denoted by {eilT P}, more precisely 
(eilTPcp)(T) = cp(T + o} In particular, e-ijPo = OJ. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.5. If f :2: m :2: 1 are integers, then one has the following 
identity in B(Fm,F): 

(3.3.18) 

[W(x) - I]€ = 2: (iX)~ A'" t( -1)£-j (f) jmy,T/rn (j;.c) 
a.. J 

Inl=m J=O 

( f- '" m! (.) l T( ) (f-m) ( = -1) m L-t ~ 1,X (VA(' W TX XC . T)dT. 
O. lit Inl=m . 

The functions Xc (f:2: 1) have the following properties: 
(a) Xl = X[O,I] and if f :2: 2 then Xc = Xl * .,. * Xl (f factors). 
(b) ° :S Xc :S 1, sUPP Xc = [0, f] and J~ XC(T)dT = 1. 
(c) On each interval [j, j + 1] (j = 0, 1, ... , f - 1) Xc is a polynornial of degree 

f -1; we have X£(T) = TC- I j(f -I)! if 0 :S T :S 1 and Xe(T) = (f - TjP-I j(f -I)! 
if f - 1 :S T :S C. 

(d) If 0 :S k :S £ is an integer, then X~k) = (I - e-iP)kXe_k with Xo = O. 

In partic1dar X~e) = L~=o( -1)j (~)Oj is a rneaSl1.re (binomial distribution) with 

support {O, 1, ... ,f.} and X~e-l) is a function of bounded variation. If f :2: 2 then 

C f - 2 d (£-2). L' h't f t' x£ E 0 an XC 1,S a zpsc z z unc wn. 

PROOF. (i) We have by (3.3.16): 

[W(X) -1]£ = ~(_I)f-j C)W(jX) 

= t 2: (-I)£-j C)jln l (i:t An + 
]=0 lui <m. 

+ t 2: (-I)£-j (f) (ix;njmA"wmCix). 
. J a. 
]=Olal=m 

To obtain the first equality in (3.3.18), it sufficeD to Dhow that for each integer 
m E [0, £] one has 

( 

"'(-I)£-j(£)J· m -0 ·fl L-t . - m£ . 

j=O J 

For this observe that 
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But 

(ii) In the expression that we have obtained so far for [W(x) - IV we insert 
now the definition of W Tn (j x). After a change of variables we get 

with 

_ £_j ~ J T £ (0) ( . _ )m-l 
Xt.m(T) - t;(-1) j X[O,j](T) (rn -I)! 

Now let llS consider the preceding representation in the particular case F = <C, 
n = 1, A = 1. We get 

1· iXT () (e tX -1)£ = (lx)R-rn[_.-lJ€ 
R 

e' XC.m T dT = 
(v:)rn IX 

The last equality implies Xl,Tn = (-l)€-rn xkt - m ) with XR,P == Xi. Hence (3.3.18) 
is completely proved. 

(iii) It remains to show that the functions Xc have the properties (a)-(d). 
Property (c) is obvious by the definition of Xi. Property (a) follows from 
J eixTXe(T)dT = [(eix - l)/(ixW, and (a) clearly implies (b). For jI = 1,2 the 
assertion (d) is proved by a simple calculation; in particular X~ = 150 - 151 . If 
jI 2: 3 then Xi -1 is a continuous function and Xi = Xe -1 * XI; hence 

/. / " "(I -iF) Xe = X£--l * Xl = X£-l * va - X£-l * (}1 = - e Xi-I· 

This implies (d) for any k by induction. 0 

In connection with the second equality in (3.3.18) note that ;y f--7 W(;y) E 
B(F m, F) is strongly of class em and 

where x·A = x 1 A l + .. ,+xnAn. Hence the second equality in (3.3.18) is obvious 
if rn = 0 and one obtains it for all rn :::; e by integration by parts. 
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vVe can generalize (3.3.18) as follows. Let e be a function on JRu such that its 

Fourier transform e is a measure of compact support. By integrating the first 
and the last member of (3.3.18) with respect to this measure we get 

(3.3.19) 

r [W(::r)~Il£e(x)gx=(~I)£-m L rn/ Aa re(a.)(TA)x~e-m)(T)dT. kn Q. k 
lol=m 

If e is the Dirac measure at x then (3.3.19) reduces to (3.3.18). As above we have 
~Inl=m :i Aae(a) (TA) = (ddT)me(TA), hence for rn = 0 the preceding identity is 
obvious; one then obtains (3.3.19) for any rn by integrating by parts. 

3.3.2. We shall now extend the scale {Fm}mEN to negative integer values of 
the index rn. The procedure closely follows one of the standard ways of defining 
Sobolev spaces with negative index in distribution theory. More specifically, we 
shall introduce for each integer rn 2: 1 a norm II . II F _ m on F that is weaker than 
II·IIF, and then we shall define F -m as the completion of F with respect to this 
new norm. If 'm 2: 1 is an integer and f E F, we set 

(:3.3.20) 

IlfllLm = inf{ [L Ilfcvll~ f/21 fa E Flal, f = L A"fa} 
lal-<:=m lul<:;m 

=inf{[ L Ilfnll~+llf~ L AaI'II~f/2If"EFlal}' 
O#lal-<:=m O#lal-<:=m 

By taking fo = f and fev = 0 for ioI > 0, we get the inequality IlfllF-m <:-:: IlflIF' 
so IlfilF -m is finite for each f E F. It is also obvious that II·IIF -m is a semi norm 
on F, and we shall spp in the next proposition that it is a norm. The special 
form (~Iol-<:=m Ilf(YII~)1/2 used to define IlfilF m is convenient because it ensures 
that II . IIF _ m is a Hilbertian norm if F is a Hilbert space. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.6. For each integer rn 2: 1, II . IIF m is a nann on F; if F 
is a Hilbert space, then II·IIF _ m is a Hilbertian norTn. If 1 <:-:: k <:-:: rn are integers, 
then 

(:3.3.21 ) vf E F. 

PROOF. (i) (3.3.21) is evident. In order to check that the seminorm 11·IIF_m 

is a norm, we must show that IlfilF m = 0 implies that f = O. If f is such that 
IlfIIF_m. = 0, then there are sequences {Ju,j}jEN, 10'1 <:-:: rn satisfying 

If ip E .:P(JRII) is such that ij5 E CD (JRn), then Proposition 3.3.3 (b) implies 

that ip(A)f = ~I"I-<:=m ip(a) (A)f",j for each j E N. Since ip(n)(A) E B(F) by 
Proposition 3.:3.3, we get that ip(A)f = O. Now choose 'IjJ E .9'(JRn) such that 
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7,iJ(0) = 1 and';;; E Co (JR?n). Then 7,iJ(eA)f = 0 for each e > 0, and 7,iJ(eA)f ---+ 

7/)(O)f = f as e ---+ 0 by (3.2.19). This shows that f = O. 
(ii) Now assume that F is a Hilbert space. To see that II·IIF- m is the norm 

associated to a scalar product, we use the Jordan-von Neumann theorem: it is 
enough to show that the condition (i) in Lemma 2.8.8 is satisfied. For this, we 
let f and 9 be represented as f = Llal<:":771 Aa fn and 9 = Llnl<:":771 Aaga with 
fa,gn E Flnl and apply the parallelogram identity for II·IIF to obtain that 

Ilf + gilL", + Ilf - gIIL",:S: L (lifo. + gall~ + Ilfa - gall~) 
lal<:":7n 

= 2 L (1Ifnll~ + Ilgall~)· 
lal<:":771 

By taking the infimum over all such representations of f and g, we see that 

REMARK 3.3.7. It suffices to consider in (3.3.20) decompositions of f such 
that each fn'. with 101 i- 0 belongs to F (Xl' More generally, let kEN U 00. Then 
one has for f E F",: 

(3.3.22) 

IlfilF -m = inf{[ L Ilf"II~W/2 I f = L A a fa, fo E F"" fn E F 00 if 101 i- o}. 

To see this, it suffices to show that, if f E F k , f = Llal<:":m An fa. with fa E Flal 
and e > 0, one may write f = LI"I<:":m A"ga with go E F"" go. E F (Xl if 101 i- 0 
and IlgallF:S: IlfnllF +e. Now by Theorem 3.3.4 we may choose for each 0 with 
1 :s: lexl :s: m a vector ga E F(Xl such that Ilfa - gallF1nl :s: eM-I, where M 
denotes the total number of multi-indices (3 satisfying 1,61 :s: m. If we set 

go=fo+ L AO'.(ja-ga)=f- L Aag,» 
1 <:": la I <:":771 l<:":lal<:":m 

IlgollF :s: IlfollF + L Ilfa - gaIIFI"1 :s: IlfollF + e. 0 
l<:":lal<:":m 

We may now define the spaces with negative index. Let m ~ 1 be an integer; 
then 

(3.3.23) F -m = completion of F under the norm II . IIF --m' 

Thus we have constructed a family {F"J771EZ of Banach spaces with Fa = F and 
with the following continuous and dense embeddings (m ~ 1): 

(3.3.24) 
... c F m+1 C F771 C ... C F1 C Fe F -1 C ... C F -771 C F -771-1 C ... 
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The family {F rn }rnEZ will be called the (discrete) Sobolev scale associated to the 
Co-group ~V in F. We set 

(3.3.25) F-oo = U Fm· 
mEZ 

F -00 is a vector space, and it has a natural topology (the inductive limit topology, 
i.e. the finest locally convex topology such that each of the embeddings jm : 
Frn --+ F _(X) is continuous). Similarly we may consider on F 00 the natural 
Frcchet space structure defined by the family of norms {II' IIFen }rnEZ, Then F 00 

and F -CJO are locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces with F 00 c F -00 

continuously and densely. We shall, however, avoid the use of these topologies. 
We observe that F oc is dense in each F Tn, m E Z, and it is invariant under 
~V (x) and A j . In the following propositions we specify the behaviour of the 
scale {F n,}mEZ under these operators. We mtmtion that the norms II . IIF mare 
extended to gauges on F -C'O by the rule IlfllFm = CXJ if f rf. Fm· 

PROPOSITION 3.3.8. (a) For each x E ~n there is a unique linear operator 
W (x): F -00 --+ F -00 with the following properties: 

(i) the restriction of W(x) to FOG coincides with the restriction to F 00 of the 
original operatoT W(x) in B(F), 

(ii) W(x) leaves each Frn invariant (m E Z) and induces in each Frn a con
tinuous operator. 

(b) The family of operators {W(x) }xERn forms a representation in F -00 of the 
additive group ~n, and for each m E Z and f E F m, the function x f-+ W(x)f E 

Fm is strongly continuous. In particular, the restriction {W(X)IF",}xERn ofW 
to F m is a Co-group in F m' Moreover one has: 

(3.3.26) IIW(x)IIB(Fm ) s: IIW(x)IIB(F) \:Ix E ~n, \:1m E Z. 

PROOF. In view of Proposition 3.3.2 (b), it suffices to consider the case where 
m < O. So let m = -k with k ?: 1. If f E F and E > 0, we can find for each 
lal s: k a vector fn E Flnl such that f = 2: lal9 Aa fa and [2: lal<::k Ilfall~p/2 s: 
IlfllF_k + E. Now W(x)f = 2:1<>19 W(x)Auf<> = 2:lal<::kAaW(x)fa, hence 
IIW(x)fIIF_k s: IIW(x)IIB(F)(llfIIF_ k +E). This proves (3.3.26) for m = -k. 

The denseness of FOG in F -k implies that W(x) has a unique continuous 
extension from F 00 to F -k' Finally we have for f E F: 

IIW(x)f - W(y)fIIF_k s: IIW(x)f - W(y)fIIF' 

Together with (3.3.26) and the denseness of F in F -k, this gives the strong 
continuity of Win F -k· 0 

PROPOSITION 3.3.9. (a) For each j = 1, ... ,n there is a unique linear opera
tor Aj : F -00 --+ F -00 with the following properties: 

(i) the restriction of Aj to F 00 coincides with the restriction to F 00 of the 
original operator Aj E B(FI,F), 

(ii) fOT each Tn E Z, Aj maps F minto F Tn-I continuously. 
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One has AjAk = AkAj on F _oo. If a is a multi-index and An : F -= ---+ F-oo 
is defined a8 Aa = A~>l ..... A~n, then A'> E B(Fm,Fm-lnl) for each mE Z, 

and IIAaIIFm-->Fm_I,,1 :s; l. 
(b) Let m E Z, fI ;:::: 1 an integer and f E F €+m. Then the function x f-+ 

W(x)f i8 of cla88 C f when con8idered with value8 in FrrL! and iJaW(x)f = 
ilaIW(x)k' f = ilaIAaW(x)f for 10'1 :s; fl. In particular, the Taylor expan8ion 
(3.3.16) and the identity (3.3.18) hold in Fm. 3 

PROOF. (a) Since F = is dense in each F rn , it suffices to show that 

for all f E F 00 and each m E Z. For m ;:::: 1 this follows from (3.3.8). For m :s; 0, 
let f E F 00 and consider a representation f = Llal'Slml An fa with fa E F oc· 

Then Ajf = Llal'Slml An+rj fn' where Ij = (0,0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0) is the multi
index such that bj I = 1 and its only non-zero entry is at the j-th place. Then 
one has 

[ """"' 2 ] 1/2 IIAjfIIF_lml_l:S; ~ IlfallF . 
lal'Slml 

By taking the infimum over all families {faJ in F = with f = Llal'Slml Anfal 

one obtains that IIAjfIIF_lml_l :s; IlfilF Iml (see Remark 3.3.7). 
(b) In view of Proposition 3.3.5 and the considerations that led to (3.3.16) 

it is enough to show that the function J: f-+ 117 (x) f E F m is of class C f with 
iJaW(x)f = ilnIW(x)AC> f if m :s; 0. For this, choose a sequence {fk} in F = 
with fk ---+ f in F mH . Then iJC>W(:r)fk = ilnllV(J:)A" fk: consequently for 
each 10;1 :s; fI the derivative of order ex of the function :r f-+ W(X)fk E F m 

converges uniformly on each compact subset of lRn to the continuous function 
x f-+ ilnIW(x)AQ f E Fm. This implies the required result. 0 

PROPOSITION 3.3.lO. Let w(x) = max(l, IIW(x)IIB(F)). 
(a) If'P E '~7J)(lRn), there is a 7mique linear operator 'P(A) : F -oc ---+ F- oo 

whose restriction to F oc coincides with the restriction to F CXJ of the original oper
ator 'P(A) in B(F). 'P(A) leave8 each Fm invariant and satisfiesll'P(A)IIB(Fm) :s; 
II'PI for each m E Z, and the restriction of 'P(A) to F m coincides with the 
operator in Fm associated by (3.2.11) to the Co-group {W(x)IFm }xEIRn. The cor
respondence ,/ti'lJ(lRn ) '3 'P f-+ 'P(A) with values in the algebra of linear mappings 
in F -CXJ is a unital homomorphism. 

(b) Let kEN and assume that, for each multi-index ex with lexl :s; k, the 
function 'P(n) (x) = J:Q'P(x) belongs to ,Jlw(lRn). Then 'P(A) E B(F m, F mH) for 
each m E Z, and AU'P(A) = 'P(A)Aa on F -CXJ if 10'1 :s; k. Moreover, there are 
constants Cm E (0,00) (rn E Z) such that for each 'P satisfying the preceding 
assumptions 

(3.3.27) 

11'P(A)IIFm-->Fm+k :s; Cm L 11'P(a)(A)IIB(F) :s; Cm L 11'P(n)II . .tiw • 

30bserve that the mea.ning of m here is different from that in (3.3.16) and (3.3.18). 
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PROOF. (a) For mEtE, define <p(A) : Fm ----+ F m by (3.2.11). Then all 
assertions are easy to check by taking into account the results of Proposition 
3.3.8 and of Proposition 3.2.8 in B(Fm). 

(b) If m 2> 0, then by Proposition 3.3.3 (b) we have <p(A) E B(F m, F mH) and 
A"<p(A) = <p(A)A" = <p(»(A) as operator identities on F 00, hence also on F-oo 

by a continuity argument. (3.3.14) implies the validity of (3.3.27) with Crn = l. 

It remains to show that 11<p(A)fIIF_m+k:S KllfllF_m for f E F cxo , m 2> 1 and 
K given by the middle expression in (3.3.27). Equivalently we must show that, 
if f E F 00 and f = Llal:::;m Aa fa with f" E F 00, then (see Remark 3.3.7) 

(3.3.28) 

We distinguish two cases: 
(1) If m :S k, then (for some constant Cm depending on m): 

:SCm L L 11<P(a+i3)(A)fall~ 
lal:::;m 1i319:-rn 

:S Crn L (L 11<p(r)(A)111(F))llfall~, 
lal:::;rn hl:::;k 

and (3.3.27) (with C-m = em) follows by taking into account Proposition 3.3.3 
(a). 

(2) If m > k, consider for each multi-index a with k < lal :S m a decompo
sition a = P + I with iii = k and IPI :S m - k, so that A"<p(A) = Ai3<p(r) (A). 
Then we have 

1!3IScm-k 

with gi3 = LlalScm Lhl:::;k bar<p(r) (A)fa for some constants bur (bar = 0 or 1). 
So, for some constant Ckm.: 

11<p(A)fIILm+, < L Ilgi3ll~ 
li3I:::;rn-k 

:S Ckrn L (L 11<p(r)(A)111(F))llfall~. 
lal:::;rn hl:::;k 

So we have (3.3.27) with C-m = sUPO:::;k:::;rn Ckm· 0 

REMARK 3.3.11. The following formalism will be useful in proving properties 
of the spaces Fk for negative k. If m > 0 is an integer, consider the Banach 
space lFrn = EEllal:::;mF (a finite direct sum of copies of F) with norm 

[ ] 
1/2 

IlfllIFm = L Ilfall~ 
lal=rn 
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Let Am : lFrn ---> F ~rn be the linear operator defined by Amf = Llnl:s;rn ACtf" 
if f = {fn}lnl:S;Tw The range R(Am) of Am i::> the set of f E F ~rn that may be 
written as f = Llal:s;m An fa with fa E F. Clearly F C R(Arn). By Proposition 
3.3.9 (a), Am is continuous. Hence it::> kernel N(Am) is a closed subspace of 
lFm' and the quotient Banach space lFm / N (Am) is well defined. Am induces a 
natural mapping from IF Tn / N (Am) onto R( ATn ), and this mapping is an isometric 
isomorphism if R(Am) is equipped with the norm 

IlfIIR(Am ) = inf{ [L Ilfnll~] 1/21 f = L An fn' fn E F}. 
Inl:S;m lal:S;m 

In the next proposition we show that the range of Am is in fact equal to 
F~rn and that IlfIIR(Am ) = IlfIIF_m . This proposition is the analogue in our 
context of the fact that each tempered distrihution is a finite sum of derivatives 
of continuous functions. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.12. If m :.::: 1 is an integer, then: 

(3.3.29) F ~m = {f E F ~= I f = L AUfn for some fn E F}, 
lal:S;m 

(3.3.30) IlfllLm = inf{[ L Ilfall~)r/21 f = L AU fn, fa E F}. 
Inl:S;m ICtI:S;m 

PROOF. Since F ~m is the completion of F in the norm II . IIF -m given by 
(3.3.20) and since F C R(Am), it suffices to show that IlfIIR(Am ) = IlfllF-m for 
each f in F. So let f E F. It is clear that IlfllR(Aml :<:: IlfilF -Tn. To obtain the 
opposite inequality, con::>ider a representation f = LICtI:S;m A"fa with fa E F. 
We must show that 

(3.3.31 ) IlfllF-m <C:: [L Ilfall~r/2. 
ICtI:S;m 

For this, let us choose a function cP : m;n ---> C such that cp(O) = 1 and rp E 
cO'(m;n), and define fa(E) = CP(EA)fa if ex #- 0 and fo(E) = cp(EA)fo + [I -
cp(EA)].t, with E > O. Then fO(E) E F, fa(E) E F = if ex #- 0 (by Proposition 3.3.3 
(b)) and f = Llul:s;mAafu(E). So IlfllF-m <C:: [Llctl:S;mllfu(E)II~W/2, which 
implies (3.3.31) because Ilfa(E) - fallF ---> 0 as E ---> 0 for each o. D 

PROPOSITION 3.3.13. IfF is a reflexive Banach space, then so is F m faT each 
mEZ. 

PROOF. We ::>hall usc some properties of reflexive spaces given in Section 2.l. 
For m > 0, let lFm and Am be as in Remark 3.3.1l. lFrn is a finite direct sum 
of reflexive Banach spaces, hence lFm itself is reflexive. So the quotient space 
lFm/N(Am) is reflexive. Since Am is an isometric isomorphism of this quotient 
space onto F ~rr" the Banach space F ~m is refiexive if m > O. 

To obtain the reflexivity of Fm for m > 0, we define an operator A : Fm ---> lFm 
hy Af = {Auf} Inl :S;rw A is an isometric operator from Fm onto a closed (hence 
reflexive) subspace of lFm. So Fm is reflexive. D 
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In applications it often happens that a topological vector space .§ is already 
constructed such that F C ;17 and the operators Aj have continuous extensions 
to ,Jji (in many situations .§ could be the space of tempered distributions). One 
can t.hen give the following characterization of t.he spaces {F)nhnEZ: 

PROPOSITION 3.3.14. Let ,;;; be a Hau8dorff qua8i-complete locally convex vec
tor space. Assume that a family {VV(:r)}xEIRn of continuous linear opemtors in 
§ is given such that 

(1) HT(O) = J and W(x + y) = W(x)W(y) for all :r, y E IRn, 
(2) for each f E § the function;r f-+ TV(;r)f E ,Jji is weakly contimw1L8, 
(3) for each f E ,Jji and j = 1, ... , n, the limit limHo(ic)~l[W(cej) - IlJ == 

Aj f exists weakly and defines a continuous opemtor Aj in !7, where ej (j = 

1, ... ,n) denotes the j -th vector of the canonical basis of IR". 
If 0 is a nmlti-inde.1:, define An : ,Jji ---> !7 by An = A~" ..... A~n. Let F 

be a Banach space continuou8ly embedded in !7, invariant under each TV(:r:) and 
.mch that the mapping .1: H HT (x) f E F i8 continuous for each f E F. Then: 

(a) The restrictions W(X)IF define a Co-group in F. 
(b) For Tn 2': I, the Banach space F m associated to the Co-group WIF in F 

coincides (isometr-ically) with the space defined as follows: 

(3.3.32) {
F,n = {f E ,1ji I An f EF for each 101 :::; rn} 

IlfllFm = [I:lol:Sm IIAo fll~ ]1/2. 

1'vloreover, the restr-iction of the opemtor An : :Jji ---> ,J}" to F lnl coincides with the 
opemtor defined by (3.3.5). 

(c) For rn :::; -1, let 

(3.3.33) 

{
F m = U E !71 ::J{fnhYI:::~n" fa E F, f = L An foJ 

IlflIF~ = inf{[ L Ilfall~ll/2 I fa E F, t~:S~t A" fe,}. 
Inl:S~m lal:::~m 

Then Fm is a Banach space continuously embedded in ,1ji. F is a dense subspace 
of F m, and the re8triction of the norm (3.3.33) to F coincides with the nOT7n 
defined by (3.3.20). In particular- the space Fm defined by (3.3.33) is canonically 
identified with that defined by (3.3.23). 

PROOF. For the purpose of the proof we denote by F m the spaces defined 
by (3.3.1) or (~i.3.23) and by Ft, those defined by (3.3.32) or (3.3.:33). We let 
AF : Fiol ---> F be the operators given by (:3.3.5) and denote by A§ : ,J}" ---> !7 
those introduced in the statement of the present proposition. 

(a) We just have to show that, for fixed x E IRn, HT(:D)IF is a continuous 
operator in F, or (by the closed graph theorem) that W(X)IF is a closed operator 
ill F. Now if Ud E F is such that fk ---> f and W(x)h: ---> gin F, then fk ---> f 
and W(x).h ---> g in ';7, hence 9 = W(x)f because W(x) is continuous in ,1ji and 
the topology of ,Jji is Hausdorff. 

(b) We first observe that x ---> W (:r;) f E § is weakly C= for each f E § and 
(-i8x )OW(::r)f = W(:r:)A§f. Also Taylor's formula (3.:U6) holds weakly in !7. 
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Now assume that f E F is such that x f---+ W(x)f E F is of class C m for some 
Tn 2> l. Then (by arguments as in (a)), we get from (3.3.5) that AFf = A~H if 
lal ~ Tn. Hence we have FmC F;;-' isometrically. 

For the opposite inclusion, let f EFt,. Then fa == A';;-J E F for each lal ~ Tn, 

and Taylor's formula (3.3.16) gives 

(iy)a (iy)CX 
W(x + y)f = L -, W(x)fa + L -, [Wm(y) - 1]W(x)fa. 

a. a. 
lal:<=m lal=m 

Then the converse to Taylor's theorem (Proposition l.l.1) implies that x f---+ 

W(x)f is of class ern in F. 
(c) We here need a functional calculus for the group W in :¥. If r.p : JR.n f---+ CC is 

such that [j3 E Co (JR.n) , we define 4 r.p(A.~)f = flR n W(x)f[j3(x)gx for each f E /17, 
and we use the following simple properties of the linear operator r.p(A.'1'") : ,17 -+ 

/17: 
(1) r.p(A.~)A3: = A3:r.p(A.~) = r.p(cx) (A.J7), where r.p(a)(x) = xcxr.p(x) (this fol

lows from the continuity of A.~, the formula A:}W(x)f = (-ia~)CXW(x)f and 
an integration by parts), 

(2) if f E F, then r.p(a)(A.~)f = r.p(a) (AF)f E F=, and r.p(cA,'1'")f -+ f in F as 
c -+ 0 provided that r.p(0) = l. 

Now let Tn ~ -1 and f E Ftc For lal ~ -Tn choose fa E F such that 
f = Llal:<=-mA:}fa and consider r.p(cA.~)f = Llal:<=-m A:}r.p(cA.'1'")fa E F =, 
with r.p(0) = l. Then 11r.p(cA.~)f - fll~+ ~ Llal<-m 11r.p(cAF)fa - fall~ -+ 0 

as c -+ O. So F = is dense in Ft,. FinalI~ assume that f E F C F;;-'; obviously 
IlfllFt, ~ IlfllFm (the I.h.s. is defined in (3.3.33) and the r.h.s. in (3.3.20)). 
The opposite inequality is obtained by observing that, if f E F is written as 
f = Llal:<=-m A:;-JO' with fO' E F, then f = Llnl:<=-m AFf:y(c) with fMc) = 

[1 - r.p(cAF)lf + r.p(cAF )fo E F, f~(c) = r.p(cAF )fn E F 00 C FI(YI if a -I- 0, and 
f:,(c) -+ fn in F for each 0: as c -+ O. D 

REMARK 3.3.15. The definitions (3.3.32) and (3.3.33) involve only a Haus
dorff topological linear vector space .ff and a family {A l , ... ,An} of commuting 
continuous linear operators in :¥ (i.e. the group W is not used in these defini
tions). It is quite easy to show that, in this situation, each F m is a Banach space 
continuously embedded in ,:gi, with··· C F2 C FJ C F C F -1 C F -2 C ... ; 
the embeddings in this scale are contractions (and not dense in general), and 
one has AO'Fm C F m- Ial , IIAO' fIIFm - ,o, ~ IlfllFm for all Tn E Z, a E Nn (we set 

4Let us explain the meaning of the integral. Consider a weakly continuous function ¢ : 
IFtn ---+ ;17 of compact support ("weak" refers to the topology a( ,'¥, /17*». Then f (¢(x), g)dx 
is well defined for each 9 E /17*. Let us show that there is a unique f E ,,¥ such that 
(j, g) = f (¢(x), g)dx \/g E ,gj'* (then we shall identify f ¢(x)dx with f). Fix a cube 6 in IFtn 
such that supp ¢ C 6; for each kEN consider a partition {6j} of 6 into sub-cubes with edges 
of order k- 1, and let Xj E 6j. If fk = Lj ¢(xj)16jl then (h,g) is a Riemann sum which 

converges to f (¢(x), g)d;r; as k ---+ 00. In particular, {fd is a weak Cauchy sequence. Observe 

that 161-1 h belongs to the convex hull of the range !vI of ¢. Since AI is weakly compact, 
the weak closure of its convex hull is a weakly compact subset of :¥ (by Krein's theorem, d. 
Theorem 3 in §IV.5 of [B02]). So fk will converge weakly to some f in ,,#7 The uniqueness is 
obvious. 
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Fo = F). The fact that F m is complete can be checked by the arguments used 
in the proof of Proposition 3.3.12. 

REMARK 3.3.16. Any Co-group W in a Banach space F can be obtained as 
the restriction to F of a family {W(x )}XERn of operators in a topological vector 
space ,Cfj" as described in Proposition 3.3.14. In fact there is a choice for §" which 
is in some sense minimal, namely §" = F -00 (given by (3.3.25); cf. Propositions 
3.3.8, 3.3.9, 3.3.12 and 3.3.18). 

3.3.3. In this subsection we first establish two new descriptions of the spaces 
F m for m ~ 1 and then we derive convex type inequalities involving the norms 
of the spaces F m (m E Z) or some new semi norms naturally associated to the 
family of operators {AQ}. 

We shall need the following simple results, which will be also helpful in other 
circumstances. 

LEMMA 3.3.17. Let rp E .9"(]R") s7J.ch that ij5 is of compact sILpport and denote 
by r( rp) the set of x E ]Rn of the form x = Ty with 0 :s; T :s; 1 and y E supp ij5. 
Then 

(a) One has rp(A)F -00 c F +00 and limE-+o rp(cA) = rp(O)J strongly in B(F m) 
for each m E Z. Moreover, the map T f--+ rp( T A) E B(F m) is strongly continlLous 
(0 :s; T < CXJ). 

(b) For each integer k ~ 1 the following identity holds on F -(Xl: 

(c) For each mILlti-index a define J't, = -~ 101 rpCn)(TA)k(l - T)k-1dT; the 
integral exists strongly in each B(Fm) (m E 7l) and the following estimates holds: 

(d) Let r be a non-empty open cone with vertex at the origin in ]Rn and R 
a strictly positive nILmber; set r R = {x E r I I:rl < R}. Then for each integer
k ~ 1 and each mILlti-index a with lal < k, one may find a function rp E .9'(]Rn) 
with rpCa) (0) = a!, rpCfJ)(O) = 0 if IjJl < k, jJ #- a, and suppij5 erR. For- such a 
function we have on F -(Xl: 

(3.3.34) Aa = rp(A) + L Jt AI' = rp(A) + L Ali J;. 
IfJl=k 1f:!I=k 

rp(A) is a r-egular-izing operator- (i.e. rp(A)F_oo C F +(Xl) and each Jt is r-egular-ity 

pr-eser-ving (i.e. JtFm C Fm \1m E Z). 

PROOF. (a) is an immediate conseqUEmce of Proposition 3.3.10. For (b), we 
start with the Taylor expansion (:3.3.16) (sec Proposition 3.3.9 (b)), multiply it 
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by (j5 and integrate over x. To prove (c) we first use (3.2.19) and then estimate 
J(~ as follows (by using (3.3.26»: 

n! IIJ~IIB(Fm):::; t 11<p(a)(TA)IIB(Fm)k(l - T)k-1dT 
./0 

:::; O~~~lll<p(Q)(TA)IIB(Fm) :::; o~~~lln IIW(Ty)IIB(F)lyC>(j5(y)14y. 

It remains to check the existence of a function <p with the properties stated in (d). 
It is sufficient to show that for any non-empty ball B c jR" there is 1j;(~ E C(j (B) 
such that .J xrj~!a(x)dx = 0 if 1.61 < k, (3 1= nand.J xD'Ij!a(x)dx = 1 (then we take 
(j5 equal to a multiple ofljJCt, the ball B being chosen such that the convex hull 
of B and the origin is contained in r R)' Let V be the finite-dimensional vector 
space of polynomials of degree less than k, V' its dual and W the subspace 
of V' consisting of the linear forms of the form L,p(f) = .J f(x)1j;(x)d.1: with 
1j; E C[j(B). If W 1= V', thcn there is f E V, f 1= 0, such that L,p(f) = 0 for all 
1j; E Co(B) (because V" = V). But this implies fiB = 0, hence f = 0 (f being 
a polynomial); so tv = V'. Since the monomials {x i3 }Ii3I<k form a basis of V, 
we may choose a family {~!nh:YI<k in Co(B) such that {L,p,,} is the dual basis 

of V', i.c . .J (.1:)dx = Dai3' 0 

As a first application of Lemma 3.3.17 we obtain a regularity result in the 
scale {F mh"EZ which implies a new characterization of F m for m 2' l. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.18. (a) Let m E Z and kEN. If f E F -00 and ACt f E F m 

fOT each multi-index a with lal = k, then we have Aaf E Fm fOT all a such that 
tal :::; k. MOTeoveT, faT each integeT P :::; m theTe is a constant C > 0 such that 
fOT all f E F -00 

(3.3.35) 

C L IIA"fIIFm :::; IlflIF£ + L IIAa fllFm :::; C- 1 L IIAa fllFm • 

lal'Sk lexl=k 

(b) If m 2' 1 is an integeT, then F m coincides with the set of f E F -00 such 
that AU f E F faT lal = m. The gauge II . IIFm given by (3.3.6) on F -00 is 
equivalent to the gauge 

(3.3.36) Ilfll~m = IlfilF + L IIAafIIF. 
lal=m 

PROOF. (a) Let f E F -00 such that A 3 f E F m if 1(31 = k and let a be a 
multi-index with lal < k. Choose <p as in Lemma 3.3.17 (d), with r = jR". Then 
by using (3.3.34) and the properties ip(A)F -00 c F +00 and J; E B(F m), we 
obtain Act f E F m and 

IIACY fllFm :::; 11<p(A)fIIFm + C1 L IIA3 fllFm · 

1(31=k 

Then (3.3.35) is a consequence of the fact that ip(A) E B(Fc, Fm) for arbitrary 
P,m. 
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(b) The equivalence of the gauges II . IIFm and II . II~ IT< is a particular case of 
(3.3.35) (one may replace IlfilF in (3.3.36) by IlflIF£ with f <::; 0 arbitrary). Now 
let f E F -00 such that An f E F for 10'1 = m. By part (a) of the proposition, this 
will hold for all 10'1 <::; m. We may finish the proof by applying Proposition 3.3.14 
(b) in the context of the Remark 3.3.16, but we prefer to give a more direct 
argument. We choose a function cp E ,cl'(rn;.TI) with cp(O) = 1 and (j5 of compact 
support, and we set fj = cp(j-J A)f. By Lemma 3.3.17 (a) we have fj E F DO 

and, if 10'1 <::; m, Act /j = cp(j-l A)Act f -+ A'" fin F as j -+ 0Cl, because AO! f E F 
for such a. Hence Ilfj - filF -+ 0 and {fj} is Cauchy in Fm. Since Fm is a 
B-subspace of F, we obtain f E F m' D 

Notice that the proof of part (b) of the proposition gives slightly more: if 
m ~ 1, k ~ 0 and we have ACt f E Fk for some f E F -co and all a with 10'1 =rn, 
then f E Fk+m' We do not know whether this holds for k < 0 too (we shall 
prove it later on in some particular situations, cf. §3.3.4). 

We shall now deduce from Proposition 3.3.18 a characterization of F m for 
m ~ 1 in terms of the group ~V itself. It is interesting to point out !irst a 
consequence of the identity (3.3.18). Let e : rn;.n -+ CC be such that e is a 

sufficiently rapidly decreasing measure (e.g. (j is a measure of compact support). 
Using (3.3.18) and Proposition 3.3.9 (b), we get as an identity on F -oc for each 
integer m ~ 1 and E > 0: 

. 1 [W(EY) - I] m ~. _ """"' rn! a 1 (a) (3.3.37) e(y)c1y - ~ ,A e (TEA)xm(T)dT. 
Rn E a. R 

lal=m 

Now let f E F -DO be such that Anf E Fk for all 10'1 = m and some fixed k E Z. 
Then, by using (b) of Proposition 3.3.5, we obtain (strongly in Fk): 

(3.3.38) 

The special case of (3.3.38) when (j is the Dirac measure with support {:r} will 
allow us to prove the following result (for the case n = lone may find several 
versions of the results of our Propositions 3.3.19 and 3.3.25 (b) in Sections 2.2 
and 3.4 of [BB]): 

PROPOSITION 3.3.19. Let f E F and let m ~ 1 be an integer. Then f E F", if 
and only iflimE .... +oE-m[W(Ex) - Ijmf eX'ists in F for each x E rn;.n. Moreover, 
the norm (3.3.2) of F rn is equivalent to that defined by 

(3.3.39) 
" vv! 1~ -

II [U"() I] rn II 
IlfllFm = IlfilF + I~~~l 'Ixi f F' 

PROOF. (i) By using (3.3.18) and Proposition 3.3.9 (b) we get for an arbitrary 
f E F_ DO : 

(3.3.40) [ W(EX) - I] m rn' 1 . f = L -i XCi W(TEX)Xrn(T)dT' k'f. 
ZE a. R 

lal=m 
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If f E F m, then AQ f E F for each 10:1 = m, hence the r.h.s. of (3.3.40) is strongly 
convergent in F as E. -> O. 

(ii) If f E F and the expression (3.3.40) is strongly convergent in F as E. -> 0, 

then the limit (given by (3.3.38) with (j equal to the Dirac measure at .r) belongs 
to F, i.e. Llal=m(o:!)-lxa AO! f E F for each x E ]Rn. We now apply Proposition 

1.1.2 (with f! > m) to the polynomials P(x) == Llal=m(Ct!)-lxa Anf. This shows 

that ArYf = LYEG C~ P(y), so AIY f E F for 10:1 = m. Hence f E Fm by 
Proposition 3.3.18 (b). 

(iii) Now we prove the equivalence of the norm II . II~m with II· Ilk, (given 

by (3.3.36)). The inequality II· II~m ::; Clil . II~m for some finite constant Cl is 
a straightforward consequence of (3.3.40). For the converse inequality it suffices 
to observe that, for 10:1 = m: 

If (J > 0 is a real number, one may apply Lemma 3.3.17 to the group 
{~V ((Jx) L;ElRn with generator (J A. Then we get: 

(3.3.41 ) 

ip(n) (0) (Jk 11 
ip((JA) =" . (JlniAQ + ,,- y(Q)(mA)k(l - T)k-ldT' A a . 

6 o:! 6 o:! () 
laid: Inl=k 

Let Ja,cy = -~ fOl ip(a) (T(JA)k(l - T)k-1dT. If we assume that supp~ erR, 
where r R is as in Lemma 3.3.17 (d), then part (c) of the lemma gives the following 
estimate for the norm of In,cy in Fm (m E Z): 

(3.3.42) IIJ""cyIIB(Fm ) ::; ~ sup IIW((Jx)IIB(F)IIQ"~llu 
o. xEq'P) 

::; ~ sup IIW(x)IIB(F) IIQO!~IILI. 
O. :rEI uR 

If ip has all the properties required in part (d) of Lemma 3.3.17, we obtain a 
representation of the operator An (on F -00) of the form: 

(3.3.43) A'" = (J-lalip((JA) + (Jk-Iexl L J{;,cr A1J . 

1!3I=k 

Before giving some consequences of these formulas we prove two technical 
estimates that will be useful later on again. 

LEMMA 3.3.20. Let ip E .9'(]R") such that ~ has compact support and let k, m 

be integers with k 2- O. Then there is a constant C < 00 such that 

(3.3.44) O<(J::;1. 

If y(O) = 1 and ipun (0) = 0 for 1 ::; If31 < k, then we also have 

(3.3.45) 0<(J::;1. 
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PROOF. In the following estimates we shall be more careful than needed for 
the proof of the lemma. Observe the [ipal(a) = a- Ial [ip(a)la. Then, by using 
(3.3.27), we get for all cr > 0: 

Ilip(crA)IIFm->Fm+k :::; Cm 2:: II[ipal(n)(A)IIB(F) = Cm 2:: cr-lnillip(a)(aA)IIB(F) 
Inl:::;k 1019 

:::; Crn 2:: a-lalllif(a)IIU(H.n) sup IIW(x)IIB(F) 
lal:::;k :£Eal'('P) 

where f( ip) has the same meaning as in Lemma 3.3.17. This clearly proves 
(3.3.44). For the second part of the lemma we use (3.3.43) which holds with 
Ct = 0: 

k "'" [1 1- ip(crA) = cr ~ A .l(1.a' 

16I=k 

By using Proposition 3.3.9 (a) and (3.3.42) we get 

Now we point out a (logarithmic) convexity property of the family of gauges 

{11·IIFm}mEZ, 

PROPOSITION 3.3.21. Let Tnl < m < Tn2 be integers. Then ther-e is a constant 
C < CX) such that lor all real 0' > 0 and all 1 E F -ou 

(3.3.46) 11111 < Ca-(m-m,Jllj'll + Cam2 - mlllll FIn - Fnq Fm2 

and, with e == (m - md(m2 - md- 1 ,' 

(3.3.4 7) 

PROOF. Let ip be as in the second part of Lemma 3.3.20 with k: = Tn2 - TILl. 

Then there is a constant C I such that for all f E F _= and 0 < cr :::; 1: 

IlfllFm :::; Ilip(crA)fIIFm + 11[1 - ip(crA)lfIIFm 

:::; Ilip(crA)IIFmJ->FmllfIIFml + III - ip(crA) I IFm2->F,nI IfllFm2 

< C cr-(rn-mrlllfil + C cr m2 - mllj'll . - 1 F"q 1 Fm2 

This proves (3.:3.46). By taking cr = [llfllFm1 IlfIIF~,//(m2-m,) (we assume 

o < IIfllFm2 < CX), otherwise the estimates (3.3.46) and (3.3.47) are obvious; 
then 0 < 0' :::; 1) we get (3.3.47) with C = 2CI · 0 
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We mention that (3.3.47) implies (:3.3.46). To see this, it suffices to set T = 
!T1i(m- Tn 2) in the following inequality which holds for all rL, b 2': 0, T > 0 and 
(J E (0, 1) by the concavity of the function log: 

al-liblJ = [Tl/(l-lJlajl-fl[T-I/tlbjl! ::; (1 _ (J)TI/(I-fl l a + (JT-1/lib. 

Finally, we are going to prove more precise estimates of the form (3.3.46), 
(3.3.47) involving the family of semi-gauges (i.e. seminorms that are allowed to 
take the value +(0) on F _= defined by 

(3.3.48) Ifl~~l = ~ IIAo fllFm, 
Inl=k 

with the convention Ifl~,~) = 00 if AU f 1. F Tn for some a with lal = k. Note that 

I· I;~) is just the gauge II· IIFm on F -ex;' 

PROPOSITION 3.3.22. Let f be a non-empty open cone in ]Rn with vertex at 
the origin and set faT !T > 0: 

(3.3.49) M" = sup 11~v(x)IIB(F)' 
xEr 
Ixl<u 

FOT each integer £ 2': 1 theTe is a constant G£, depending only on nand £, such 
that for all f E F-x )) mE Z, k E {O, 1, ... ,£} and (J" > 0: 

(3.3.50) 

If IIW(x)llu(F) ::; M < 00 fOT some constant Iv! and all x E f, then: 

(3.3.51 ) 

PROOF. Note first that Mu 2': 1, hence (3.3.50) is satisfied for k = 0, £ if 
G£ 2': l. Now fix a multi-index Ct with lexl < £ and choose 'P E ,Cf'(]Rn) with 
suppif? c fl and 'P(nl(o) = n!, 'PUJ)(O) = 0 if 1,61 < £, ,6 cJ Ct (see Lemma 3.3.17 
(d)). Then, if we take into account (3.3.43) (with k replaced by £) and (3.3.42), 
we get for all f E F _00 and (J" > 0: 

(3.3.52) 

IIAn fllFm ::; !T-1nlll'P((J" A)flIFm + (J"f-1nll\{, ~~, IIQj; if? I ILl IIAf:! fllF m • 

1f:!1=£ I . 

Clearly 1I'P(!TA)IIB(Fml ::; M"IIif?IILl· Since supp if? is included in the unit ball, 

we also have II Qf:! if? I I u ::; II if? I I L1. Hence 

(3.3.53)IIAn fllFm ::; 11if?lluMa{ !T-Ic,jllfIIF m + (J"f-Inj ~ ~! IIA!; flIFnJ. 
1/'1=£ . 

So we have (3.:3.50). Then (3.3.51) follows by minimizing the r.h.s. of (3.3.50) 
over (J" E (0,00) (under the assumption Mu ::; !vI). 0 
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3.3.4. We shall now discuss a question that appears naturally in the present 
context. Let {F m}mEZ be the scale of Banach spaces associated to a Co-group 
vV in a Banach space F == Fa. Since VV induces in each Frn a Co-group, one 
may apply the definitions of §3.3.1 and §3.3.2 to the Co-group W induced in 
one of these spaces Fk to obtain a scale {(Fk)m}mEZ. Does this lead to new 
spaces, or can each (Fk)m be identified with one of the spaces of the original 
scale {Fp}CEZ? It turns out that in non-pathological cases (in fact in all cases 
that are known to us) no new spaces appear. For example we shall prove in 
Section 3.7 that (Fdm = Fk+m for all k, rn E Z if F is a Hilbert space. The 
same result will be established below for the case where F is a Banach space and 
W is a one-parameter Co-group. 

Let us consider more closely the spaces (Fk)m' If rn 2 1, then (Fk)m is a 
Banach space continuously and densely embedded in F k , namely the subspace 
of vectors f E F k such that ;r f--+ W (x) f is of class cm in F k. In particular, by 
taking into account Lemma 3.3.1, one gets that 

(3.3.54) 

with equivalent norms. For a general k E Z we have as a consequence of Propo
sition 3.3.9: 

(3.3.55) 

where both embeddings are continuous and dense (the denseness of the first 
embedding follows from Theorem 3.3.4 applied to the Co-group VV in Fk by 
observing that Fk+m is dense in Fk and invariant under W). One can also usc 
Proposition 3.3.14 (b) (with ;¥ = F -00 and with F replaced by F k ) to find that 
for any k E Z and rn 2 0: 

(3.3.56) 

with 

[ ]
1/2 

Ilfll(Fhlm = L IIAU fll~k . 
lalS::Tn 

This again leads to (3.3.55) and to the continuity of the first embedding. 
The preceding considerations show that the question of whether one has equal

ity in the relation (Fk)m C (Fk)m is a regularity problem: the equality will be 
true if the conditions f E Fk and A" f E Fk for alllni ::; rn imply that f E Fk+m. 
We shall prove the validity of this implication in several cases; in general, the 
best we can do is to show that (Fk)rn is contained in some slightly larger space 
than Fk+m (see Section 3.4). 

If rn is negative, the space (Fdm is defined in terms of an operation of comple
tion, hence it is a rather abstract object which a priori might not be comparable 
with the spaces of the scale {FC}tEZ. However, Proposition 3.3.14 (c) (with 
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§ = F ~OO and with F replaced by FkJ lead::; to a relatively concrete realization 
of (Fk)rn as a subspace of F ~DO: if k E Z and m < 0, then 

(3.3.57) 

{

(Fk)rn = {f E F~oo If = L ACtfa for some fa E Fk} 
lal:::~rn 

Ilfll(Fklm = inf{ [Ia~m Ilfall~J1/21 f = la~rn A a fa, fa E Fk}' 

This implies together with Proposition 3.3.9 (a) that one has the following con
tinuous and dense embeddings: 

(3.3.58) 

(the continuity of the second embedding can be checked by arguments similar to 
those used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.10 (b)). 

As before, we have equality in the relation (Fk)m C Fk+m in all non-pathologi
cal cases, and we shall see in Section 3.4 that in all cases (Fk)m contains spaces 
that are slightly smaller than Fk+rn. In the present situation (m negative) the 
question of equality in the relation (Fk)m C Fk+rn is equivalent to an existence 
problem (essentially dual to the regularity problem that we met for positive m): 
one has to show that each f E F k +m can be written as f = Llal:::~rn Aa fa 

for some fa E F k . In particular, it is clear that (3.3.57) and Proposition 3.3.12 
imply that 

(3.3.59) 

with equivalent norms. 
Since (Fk)m = Fk+rn if k and m have equal signs, one may construct the 

scale {Fe}£EZ by a recursion procedure: F2 = (Fdl' F3 = (F2h, etc. and 
F ~2 = (F ~d~l' F ~3 = (F ~2)~1' etc. 

We shall now prove that (Fk,)rn = Fk+ rn for all k, m E Z if W is a one
parameter Co-group. We remark that (for all aspects of the theory presented 
until now or developed further on) the case n = 1 is considerably more elementary 
than the case n > 1 because, if n = 1, then the generator A of the Co-group has a 
non-empty resolvent set, so we have at our disposal the resolvent R = (A + z)~l 
(for some z E C) which satisfies AR + zR = I. Thus, if n = 1, we can work with 
the function ip('\) = ,\(,\ + z)~l which is a symbol of degree 0 with very simple 
properties (namely its Fourier transform is a measure). The advantages of this 
will be apparent in the proof of the next result. 

THEOREM 3.3.23. Let F be a Banach space and {W(X)}xER a one-parameter 
Co-group in F. Let w 2: 0 be such that (3.2.1) is satisfied. Then 

(a) The generator A of W (defined by the convention W(x) = eiAx ) lS a 
closed, densely defined operator in F with domain Fl. 

(b) For each z E C with lS'zl > w, the mapping A + z : F1 --+ F is a 
homeomorphism. 
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(c) Let Tn 21 andz E ([ with I8'zl > w. ThenD(Am) = F rr" the norm 11·IIFm 

on F m is eq'uivalent to that defined by II(A + z)m flIF' and the norm II . IIF -m on 
F is equivalent to that defined by II (A + z) -m f II F. 

(d) For any k, Tn E Z, one has (Fk)m = Fk+m, with equivalent norms. In 
particular, the domain of the generator of the Co-group W in Fk is equal to Fk+1 
for each k E Z. Moreover, if the canonical e:rtension of A to F -(X) is denoted by 
the same symbol A, then for I~zl > w the map A + z : F -(X) ---+ F -(X) is bijective 
and (A + z) -m induces an isomorphism of F k onto F k+m. 

PROOF. The result of (a) has already been pointed out after the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.4. For (b), assume that z E ([ with ~z > w or ~z < -wand set 

(3.3.60) R = -i l±oo eiZXW(x)dx (for ±~z > w respectively). 

Then R E B(F), and a short calculation shows that RF c F[ and (A+z)R = I. 
In particular A + z maps F J == D(A) onto F. Since R commutes with the Co-
group W, the identity (A + z)R = I leads to R(A + z)f = f if f E Fl. This 
implies that RF = F 1, that A + z : F 1 ---+ F is invertible and that R = (A + z) -1. 

(c) The identity D(Am) = Fm follows by recursion from (a) and the relation 
Fk = (Fk-lh (see (3.3.54)). To compare the indicated norms, we observe that 
for each k E {I, ... , Tn} there are constants dj (depending on k and z) such that 
one has on F m: 

(3.3.61 ) 
k 

Ak = ~ djRm-j (A + z)m 

j=O 

(0 :::; k :::; Tn). 

This identity implies that IlfllFm :::; cll(A + z)7nfIIF, whereas the inequality 
II(A + z)m fll~ :::; c L~~o IIAkfll~ = cllfllL is evident. 

Next, if f E F has the form f = ~Z'=o Akf with fk E FA;, then by (:3.:3.61) 
there are constants Ijk such that 

m 

RTf< f = ~ IjkRm-j fk' 
j,k=O 

Thus IIRmfll~ :::; cL~~oll.hII~, so that IIRTnfllF :::; cl / 2 1IfIIF. m . For the 
opposite inequality we write f = (A + z)TnRmf = L~~ol5kAkRmf, so that 
IlfilF -m :::; cllRm filF because R m f E Fk for each k = 0, ... ,Tn. 

(d) We set S = A + z. By Proposition :3.3.9 (a) we have S E B(Fk+l1 F k ) 
for each k E Z. By using the equivalent norms given in (c) ,one sees that 
R E B(Fb Fk+d for each k E Z. Clearly RS f = SRf = f for f E F 00, hence 
RS = SR = I as maps from F -00 into F -00, because F 00 is dense in F k. 

We now prove that (Fk)J = Fk+l for each k E Z. By virtue of (3.3.55) it 
suffices to show that (Fkh C Fk+l continuously. If f E (Fkh, then f E Fk 
and Af E Fk by (3.3.56). So Sf E F k; hence f = RSf E F k+l and IlfllFk-ll :::; 
IIRIIFk-->Fk+lll(A + z)fllFk :::; cllfll(Fkh' 

We now show by induction on Tn that (Fk)m = F k+m if Tn 2 2. Suppose we 
know that (Fk)rn-l = Fk+m-l. Then, by using also the result of the preceding 
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paragraph, we have Fk+m = (Fk+m-lh = [(Fk)m-lh- On the other hand, by 
applying the result of the preceding paragraph (i.e. F HI = (F eh for all e E Z) to 
the Co-group induced by W in F k , we get that (F k )Hl = [(Fk)eh; in particular 
(take e = rn -1): (Fk)m = [(Fk)m-lh- This completes the induction argument. 

Next we show that (F k )-1 = F k - 1 for each k E Z. In view of (3.3.58), we 
must show that Fk- 1 C (F k)-1 continuously. If f E Fk- 1, then Rf E F k. So 
f = SRf = A(Rf) + zRf E (F k )-1 by (3.3.57), and Ilfll(Fk)-1 :S IIRfllFk + Izl· 
IIRfllFk :S cIIRIIFk_l->FkllfIIFk_l· 

Now one obtains the relation (Fk)-m = Fk- m for rn 2: 2 by an induction 
argument similar to that used above. 0 

REMARK 3.3.24. If the space F in the preceding theorem is a Hilbert space 
(identified with its dual F*), then one has the following expression for the norms 
II·IIF, and 11·IIF_1: 

(3.3.62) IIfllF1 = 11(1 + A* A)I/2 flIF' IlfilF -1 = 11(1 + AA*)-1/2 fiIF. 

The first equality is obvious on D(A* A); it holds on Fl because D(A* A) is a 
core for A and for (1 + A* A)I/2. To verify the second equality, we start from 

(3.3.63) Ilf11F_ 1 = inf [Ilf - Agll~ + Ilgll~]1/2. 
gED(A) 

We fix f E F and show that there is a vector go E D(A) for which the minimum 
in (3.3.63) is attained. If such a vector go exists, one must have 

Ilf - Ago - Ahll~ + Ilgo + hll~ 2: Ilf - Agoll~ + Ilgoll~ Ifh E D(A) 

or equivalently 

2!R[(Ago - f,Ah) + (go, h)] + IIAhl1 2 + IIhl1 2 2: 0 Ifh E D(A). 

This last condition is satisfied for go = A * (I + AA *) -1 fED (A), because with 
this choice the square bracket is zero for each h E D(A). By taking g = go in 
(3.3.63), one obtains the second expression in (3.3.62). 

3.3.5. If the Banach space F is refiexive, then several aspects of the theory 
that we have developed so far can be improved. An example is the following 
improvement of Proposition 3.3.19: 

PROPOSITION 3.3.25. (a) Assume that there is Hausdorff topology/Yon F 
which is weaker than the initial topology and such that 

(1) ip(A) : F --> F is continuous for the :Y-topology if (j5 E Co(~n), 

(2) any norrn-bounded sequence in F contains a subsequence which is conver
gent in the ':Y -topology. 

Let rn 2: 1 and f E F. Then f E F m if and only if 

(3.3.64) liminfc:-mll[W(c:x) -1]mfIIF < 00 
E~+O 

(b) Let F be a reflexive Banach space, rn 2: 1 and f E F. Then f E F m if 
and only if (3.3.64) is satisfied. 
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PROOF. (b) This follows from (a) by taking for iY the weak topology of F. 
(a) The "only if" part is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.19. To 

prove the "if" part, let f E F and assume that (3.3.64) holds. It follows easily 
from (2) that, for fixed x E lRn , one may find a sequence {cd of positive numbers 
such that 10k ---+ 0 and a vector g E F such that gk == 10 kTn [W (10 kX) - I] Tn f defines 
a bounded sequence of vectors in F and gk ---+ g in the ,'1-topology. 

N ow choose r.p : lRn ---+ lR such that r.p( 0) = 1 and ij3 E C8c (lRn), and let 
0" > O. Then, by (1), we have r.p(O"A)gk ---+ r.p(O"A)g in the .'1-topology as 
k ---+ 00. Also, by (3.3.40) and Proposition 3.3.5, gk converges in F -m to 
h == Llal=Tn iTn(rn!/a!)x'" Aa f. Hence r.p(O"A)gk converges in F to r.p(O"A)h (be
cause r.p(O"A) : F -m ---+ F is continuous). As the ,'1-topology is weaker than the 
norm topology on F, we get that 

(3.3.65) 

By letting 0" ---+ 0 in (3.3.65), one obtains that g = h in F -m. Hence h E F, 
i.e. "'I 1_ (a!)-lxa Aa f E F for each J:; E lRn. Proposition 1.1.2 allows one to L (Y ~Tn 

conclude that f E Fm· D 

The preceding proposition leads to a strengthening of Lemma 3.3.1: 

COROLLARY 3.3.26. Assume that F is a reflexive Banach space. Let rn :::: 1 
and let f E F be such that the function x ---+ W(x)f E F is of class cm-l and 
its derivatives of order rn - 1 are locally Lipschitz. Then f E F m. 

PROOF. We use (3.3.18) to obtain that 

II[
W(X)-I]mfll :;C(:r) ""' (rn-1)!~xaIIIW(X)-I A"'fll 

Ixl L a!lxl m 1 Ixl F lal=m-l F 

where C(x) = sUPlzl:S(m-l)lxIIIW(z)IIB(F). The hypotheses made on f imply 
that the r.h.8. is a locally bounded function of x. D 

Let us illustrate Proposition 3.3.25 by some examples. We shall consider the 
translation group T (given by (1.2.12)) successively in the spaces LP(lR) with 
1 < p < 00, Ll(lR), Coc(lR) and LCC(lR). 

(1) Let F = U(lR), 1 < p < 00. Then part (b) of Proposition 3.3.25 applies; 
so if f E LP(lR), then its distributional derivative l' belongs to U(lR) if and only 
if Ilf(- + y) - fllu'(R) :; clyl for some constant c. 

(2) Let F = Ll(lR). A priori it is not clear whether part (a) of Proposition 
3.3.25 can be used or not. In fact it can not, because its conclusion is not true: by 
rather standard distributional arguments one can show that II f (- + y) - f II L' (R) :; 
elyl (with f E Ll(lR)) if and only if the distributional derivative l' of f is an 
integrable measure on R 

(3) Let F = Coo(lR). Here the situation is similar to that in (2): it is simple to 
check that the estimate Ilf(+y) -fllc=(iR) :; elyl holds if and only if l' E L=(lR), 
i.e. if and only if f is Lipschitz. 
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(4) Let F = L 00 (JR). This case is of a different nature than the preceding 
ones because the translation group is not of class Co in L=(JR). It is clear that 
x f--+ T(x)f E LCXJ(JR) is continuous if and only if f is a uniformly continuous 
function. However, LOO(JR) is the adjoint space of L1 (JR) and the translation 
group in L oo (JR) is the dual of the translation group in L1 (JR) (cf. (3.2.7)). Thus, 
if we take for ,'!f in Proposition 3.3.25 (a) the weak* topology on L=(lR), then 
the assumptions (1) and (2) of that proposition are clearly satisfied. As in case 
(3) above, the condition II f (- + y) - f II LOO (lR) -<:: elYI is equivalent to the condition 
that l' E L=(JR). Moreover, if l' E LCXJ(JR), then y-l[fC + y) - fl converges to 
l' in the weak* topology of L"'C (JR) as y --+ 0, but the convergence takes place 
in the norm of LOO(JR) if and only if l' is a uniformly continuous function. This 
example shows in particular that, for a dual group in a non-reflexive Banach 
space, the weak* and the strong domain of the generator may be quite different 
(none of them is norm dense in the present example). 

If W is a Co-group in a reflexive Banach space F, then by Proposition 3.2.5 the 
adjoint F* is equipped with the dual Co-group W* defined by W* (x) = W( -x)*. 
We denote the generator of W* by A * = (Ai, ... ,A;,). This notation is jUi:itified 
because cp(A)* = cp(A*) if cp E ,Aiw(JRn), by (3.2.21). Furthermore we have 
A*a c (Aa)* in the sense of unbounded operators, for each multi-index a E Nn. 
More precisely, let {(F*)rn}, m E Z U { -00, +oo}, be the scale of Banach spaces 
associated to the Co-group W* in F*. Then one has for each mEN, letl -<:: m, 
f E Fm and 9 E (F*)m: 

(3.3.66) (ACYf,g) = (j,A*D:g). 

To see this, it suffices to calculate the derivative (i8x )'" at x = 0 of the equation 
(W(x)f,g) = (j, W(x)*g) = (j, W*(-:r:)g). 

As a last result in this section we shall show that there is a canonical identifica
tion of the adjoint space (F m)' of F m with (F*)-m' We mention that, even if F is 
a Hilbert space and F* is identified with F through the Riesz isomorphism, then 
(Frn)* is not the same as F -rn if W is not unitary (for n = 1 this is easy to see 
by using Remark 3.3.24: F -1 is the closure of F in the norm II (1 + AA *)-1/2fIIF, 
whereas (Fd* is the closure of F in the norm 11(1 + A* A)-1/2 fIIF)' 

We first consider the case m > O. Then F rn C F continuously and densely, 
hence F* C (Fm)* continuously. If F is reflexive, then so is F rn by Proposition 
3.3.13, hence the embedding F* C (F rn)' is also dense (sec Section 2.1). So the 
norm on (F rn)* is uniquely determined by its restriction to F*, and we must 
prove that Ilgll(Fm)* = Ilgll(F*)-m if 9 E F*. 

LEMMA 3.3.27. Assume that F is reflexive. Let m 2 0 and 9 E F*. Then 
Ilgll(F*)_= = Ilgll(Fm )*' Moreover there is a family {ha}lal-o:::m of vectors in F* 

s'ueh that 9 = Llal-o:::rnA*"ha and Ilgll(F*)_= = (Llal-o:::rn Ilhall~*)1/2. 

PROOF. (i) We use the Banach space lFm associated to F by Remark 3.3.11 
and the Banach space lF~, associated to F* by the same construction. Both IF rn 
and IF;n are reflexive, and IF rn is the dual of IF;;''. We denote by ((-, .)) the duality 
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( ) 1/2 
IlflllFm = L Ilfall~ , 

lal:Sm 

To each vector f E Fm one can associate a vector Af == {Aafhyl:Sm in IFm. 
We observe that IIAfillFm = 11f11Fm. Also, if 9 == {goJlal:Sm E IF;" is such that 
g", E (F*)lal' then by (3.3.66): 

In particular we have 

(ii) Now let g E F* and consider a decomposition g = Llcxl:Sm A*age> with 

go E F* and ga E (F*)oo if a i=- o. Denote by 9 == {gn}lal:Sm the associated 
element of IF;". Then, by the results of (i): 

(3.3.67) ( L Ilgall~*)1/2 = sup 1((e,g))1 
luI:Sm 11<llfm 9 

> sup 1((Af,g))1 = IlgIICFm)*
IIfllFm 9 

In particular, by using (3.3.22) in F*, we see that IlgIICF*)-m ;::: Ilgll(Fm)*. 
(iii) To obtain the opposite inequality, let g and 9 be as in (ii). By the 

Hahn-Banach theorem, the restriction giG of the functional 9 to the subspace 
CG == {Af I f E F m} has an extension from CG to IFm with the same norm. In 
other terms there is an clement ~ = {hn}lal:sm of F~, (i.e. ha E F*) such that 

(3.3.68) 

and 

(3.3.69) ((Af, g)) = ((Af, ~)) 

We shall see below that (3.3.69) implies that g = Llal:SmA*CY.ha. By virtue of 

Proposition 3.3.12, the relation (3.3.68) then shows that IlgIICF*)-m :s: IlgIICFm)*. 
It remains to check that Llal:sm A*"'ha = g (for instance as elements of 

(F*)-m). For this we choose a function ip : ~n ---+ C such that ip(O) = 1 and 
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rp E Cgo(JR.n ). If E > 0, ip(EA) maps Fm into F CXl and (j)(EA*) maps F* into 
(F*)CXl. Hence we have for all f E F m: 

0= ((Aip(EA)f,g - ~)) = L (ip(EA)Aa f,ga - ha) 

lal:'Om 

= L (Aa f, (j)(EA*)(ga - ha )) 

1<>I:'Om 

= (I, L A*a(j)(EA*)(g" - h",)) 

lal:'Om 

= (I, (j)(EA*)g - L A*"'(j)(EA*)h,,). 

l"I:'Om 

Since (j)(EA*)g - 2.: IO'I:'Om A*"'(j)(EA*)ha E F* and Fm is dense in F, we get 

(j)(EA*)g = L A*G(j)(EA)h". 

l"'I:'Om 

As E ......., 0, ip(EA*)g converges to g in F* (hence in (F*)-rn) and 

L A*Q(j)(EA*)ha converges to L A*aha in (F*)-m. 0 

lal:'Orn l"'I:'Om 

Lemma 3.3.27 shows (together with the remarks preceding it) that (Frn)* 
(F*)-rn for each m > 0 if F is reflexive. If m < 0, we have Fe F m continuously 
and densely, hence (F m)* C F* continuously and densely (if F is reflexive). On 
the other hand, we also have (F*)-rn c F* continuously and densely. TIlt! next 
theorem shows that the two subspaces (Fm)* and (F*)-m of F* are identical, 
with equal norms. 

THEOREM 3.3.28. IfF is a reflexive Banach space equipped with a Co-represen
tation ofJR.n, then (Fm)* = (F*)-m (as Banach spaces) for each m E Z. 

PROOF. For m > 0 the result has been established above. In particular we 
have [(F*)m]* = (F**)-m == F -m if Tn> o. Thus (F -m)* = [(F*)"J** = (F*)m 
if m > O. 0 

3.4. Besov Spaces Associated to a Co-Group 

We continue to work with a fixed Co-representation ~V of JR.n in a Banach 
space F. In the preceding section we associated to the couple (lV, F) a scale 

(3.4.1) ... C F2 C F1 C F = Fo c F -1 C F -2 C ... 

consisting of Banach spaces; each embedding in (3.4.1) is continuous and dense. 
For various practical purposes it is natural to try to extend this discrete scale 
to a continuous one by using the complex or real interpolation method: for 
each couple of successive integers m, m + lone may define the complex or real 
interpolating spaces [Fm+1' Fmle or (Fm+1,Fm)e.p respectively, where 0 < e < 1 
and 1 <::: p <::: 00. Since each non-integer real number 8 is situated between two 

uniquely defined successive integersm, m + L one can define spaces F~c) , F~r~ by 
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complex or real interpolation for all 5 E m;,\Z and 1 s:: p s:: (X) (use the parameter e 
defined by 5 = ern+(1-e)(rn+1)). It turns out that the scales defined in this way 

have the very useful reiteration property, for example [F~c), F~c)Ll = Fi~~ll)S+llt 
if 0 < f.L < I, t < 5 and the numbers 5, t, (1 - II)S + III are not integers. Then 
the question arises whether the spaces F m, rn E Z, fit naturally into one of the 

preceding scales or not. For example, one would be tempted to define F~c) = F m 
if 5 = rn E Z and hope to get the reiteration property for all 0 < II < I, t < 8; 

it turns out that the full reiteration property for the scale defined in this way is 
satisfied only in very few cases, for example if F is a Hilbert space (cf. Section 
3.7). In most other cases the scale {Fm}mEZ does not have good interpolation 
properties (for example [Fm+l,Fm~lh/2 "I=- Fm and (F m+l, Frn~dl/2,p "I=- F m 
for any p E [1,00]), and consequently one gets a rather heavy formalism which, 
moreover, does not allow one to obtain natural results in various estimates (see 
part II of [ABC 1]). 

It is possible to complete the scales {F~c)} and {F~~2} (defined for non-integer 
values of 8) such as to be defined for all real numbers s and such that the 
reiteration property is satisfied. The spaces introduced in this way for integer 
values of s are different from the original spaces F Tn but in fact considerably more 
useful in many applications; this explains the abundance of spaces that appear in 
the harmonic analysis of the translation group (Sobolev spaces, potential spaces, 
Besov spaces, Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, etc.; see [PI]' [Stl], [F.JW]). 

For the kind of applications we have in mind it appears that the scale con
structed by real interpolation is appropriate. From now on we shall denote these 
spaces by F s,p and view them as B-spaces (see Section 2.1). We shall first define 
the scale {F e,f!} and establish its basic properties. Then we shall study admissi
ble norms on Fs,p that can be introduced directly in terms of the Co-group. 

3.4.1. In order to apply interpolation theory in the scale {F Tn }mEZ, we lleed 
to know the K-functionall(m2 m , for each couple (Fm2 ,Fm, ) with Tnl,rn2 E Z, 
Tnl < m2. We claim that 

(3.4.2) 

Km2Tnl (T, 1) ~ Tllip(Tl/(m2~m,) A)f11Fm2 + II[ip(Tl/(m2~m,) A) - IlfllF m1 , 

where ip is any function in ,9"(m;,n) satisfying ip(O) = 1, ip(IJ) (0) = 0 if 1 s:: 
IPI < rn2 - rnl and (if the Co-group TV is not polynomially bounded) cp E 

Co (m;,n). The validity of (3.4.2) follows from Lemma 2.7.1 by observing that the 
couple (Fm2 ,Fm1 ) is quasi-linearizable: if we set VT = ip(Tl/(m2~mtlA), then the 
conditions (1 )-(3) in the definition of a quasi-linearizable couple (Section 2.7) are 
satisfied as a consequence of Lemma 3.3.20. \Ve can now prove the basic result: 

THEOREM 3.4.1. Let Tn 1 < Tn < Tn2 be integers and denote by e = (rn2 - rn) . 
(rn2 - Tnd~l the unique number in (0,1) such that rn = ernl + (1- e)rn2. Then 

(3.4.3) 
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PROOF. We apply the criteria given in Lemma 2.5.1. For the first inclusion 
in (3.4.3) we must show that: 

This follows from (3.3.46) with (J = T l /(m2-m1). 

For the second inclusion in (3.4.3), we must verify that 

(3.4.5) "iT E (0,1], Vf E F (Xl. 

This inequality is easily obtained from (3.4.2) after noticing that, by Lemma 
3.3.20 (for 0 < T :S 1): 

Ilcp(T l /(m 2 -m,) A)II F m-->Fm2 :S C[T- 1/(m2 - Tn d]m2-m = CT-I) 

and 

In the terminology of Section 2.5, the preceding theorem states that, if rn1 < 
rn < rn2 are integers, then Frn is of class 0 == (rn2 -rn)(rn2 -rnd-1 for the couple 
(Frn2' FrnJ. So, if £k, rnk (k = 1,2) are integers with £1 < rn1 < rn2 < £2, then 
Fm1 and F Tn2 are of class 01 and O2 respectively for the couple (F £2' F £1) with 

Note that O2 < 01 . Then Theorem 2.5.3 implies that, for any 0 E (0,1) and any 
p E [1,00]: 

(3.4.6) 

Now observe that 

So, if 5 E IR, one may define for each p E [1,00] a unique B-space Fs,p by choosing 
any integers rn1, rn2 with rnl < s < rn2 and setting F S,p = (F Tn2' F mJI),p with 
o such that 8 = Ornl + (1- 0)rn2' i.e. 0 = (rn2 - s)(rn2 - rn1)-l. This justifies 
the following definition: 

DEFINITION 3.4.2. (a) Let F be a Banach space equipped with a Co-representa
tion W of IRn. Then the Besov scale associated to (~V, F) is the collection of 
B-spaces {F s,pLEIR, pErl ,(Xl] defined by 

(3.4.7) 

The closure of F (Xl in F s ,= is denoted by F~,=. 
(b) If W is an arbitrary representation of IRn in F, we define Fs,p for s > 0, 

p E [1,00] by the same rule but with rnl 2:: 0 (cf. the remark following (3.3.1)). 

The properties of the Besov scale follow from general facts concerning real 
interpolation. In particular we have: 
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THEOREM 3.4.3. Let {Fs,pLEiR,PE[I,CXJ] be the Besov scale associated to a cou
ple (W, F). 

(a) Ifs < t, then F t ,'1 C Fs,y) continuouslyforallp,q. Ifp < 00, the embedding 
is dense; if p = 00, then F t,q C F~,CXJ continuously and densely. If s = t but 
1 <::: P <::: q < 00, then Ft,p C Ft,q C F~,<Xl contimumsly and densely. 

(b) Let s < t and 1 <::: p, q, l' <::: 00. Then for 0 < e < 1: 

(Ft,q, Fs,p)e,r = F(1-e)t+f!s,r' 

(c) One has the following relation between the Sobolev and Besov scales: 

(3.4.8) 

continuously and densely for all k E Z. In particular, if £, m E Z and £ < m, 
then for 0 < e < 1, 1 <::: p <::: 00: 

(:3.4.9) 

(d) Assume that F '1.5 reflexive and denote by F;,p == (F*kp the Besov spaces 
associated to the couple (W*, F*), where TV* is the dual representation of W 
defined by (3.2.7). Then (Fs,p)* = F~s,p' if 1 <::: p < 00 and (p,)-l = 1 _ p-l, 
and (F~ cxY = F."., l' 

" " 

PROOF. (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.5.3 respec
tively. (c) holds by (3.4.3) and because F <Xl is contained (in fact densely) in 
each of the spaces appearing in (3.4.8). (d) is obtained from Theorem 2.4.2 by 
remembering that (FIn)* = (F*)-rn if mE Z (cf. Theorem 3.3.28). D 

Except for some special cases (see Theorem 3.7.8), the spaces F m with m E Z 
do not belong to the family {Fs,p} of Besov spaces, although they are very close to 
the spaces Frn,p (see Theorem 3.4.1). Also they generate the same interpolation 
spaces as the spaces Fm,p; more precisely one has 

(3.4.10) (F m, F."p)e,q = Fe8+(I-e)m,q = (Fm,Pl' Fs,p)e,q if s < m 

(3.4.11) (Fs,p, Fm)e,q = F em+(l-e)s,q = (F s,p' Fm,p,je,q if s > m, 

where 0 < e < 1 and p, q, P1 E [1,00]. These identities follow from Theorem 
2.5.3 (for example if s < m, choose m1, m2 E Z with m1 < s < m < m2; then 
Theorem 3.4.1 states that Fm is of class em == (m2 - m)(m2 - m1)-1 for the 
couple (F m2' F m,), and the first identity in (3.4.10) is identical with (2.5.5) for 
G 1 = F n " G 2 = FB,p, E = Fm2 and F = Fm,). 

The following examples may help to arrive at a better understanding of the 
relation between the spaces Fm and F m,p for integer m. Let F = ex (lR;.) be 
the space of functions f : lR;. ----t C that are continuous and converge to zero 
at infinity, equipped with the translation group T. Clearly F I = C~JlR;.) is 
the space of f E CCX)(lR;.) which are of class C1 and whose derivative tends to 
zero at infinity. Weiss and Zygmund [WZ] have constructed a function f such 
that f E FI,p for all p > 2 but the set of points where f is differentiable is of 
Lebesgue measure zero. In particular F 1,p rt. F1 for any p > 2. On the other 
hand, one may show that if 9 E F 1,2, then 9 is absolutely continuous (hence 
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differentiable almost everywhere) and g' E Lroc(lR!.) 5. In fact, the result of [WZ] 
is more precise, since their function satisfies II(T(c) - 1)2f11F = O(cllogcl- 1/ 2) 
as c -+ +0 (compare with Proposition 3.4.6 below). They also show that from 
II(T(c) - 1)2gll = O(cllogcl-a ) with ex > 1/2, it follows that g is absolutely 
continuous and g' E L[oc(lR!.) for all q < 00. We mention that Shapiro [Sh4] has 
an example of a function f E F such that II(T(c) - Ij2 fll = O(cllogcl- 1/ 2) and 
f is increasing and singular on an interval. Finally, we remark that the relation 
between the spaces Frn and Fm,p for the case of F = Lr(IE.n), 1 < r < 00, 
equipped with the translation group, is rather well understood (see [PI] for a 
resume of the main results). For example, let rn 2" 1 be an arbitrary integer; 
then Fm,T C FmC F m,2 if 1 < r :::; 2 and F m,2 C Fm C F m,r if 2 :::; r :::; 00, all 
embeddings being optimal on the Besov scale. 

To end this subsection, we consider the properties of certain operators in the 
scale {Fs,p}. 

PROPOSITION 3.4.4. Let s E IE. and p E [1,00]. Then W(x)Fs,p C Fs,p for 
each x E IE.rL , and the restriction of W(x) : F -ex; -+ F -00 to F S,p forrns a group 
of bo'unded opemtors in F s,p' If p < 00 this group is a Co -group; if p = 00 
its restriction to F~,oo is a Co-group. Moreover, F~,oe coincides with the set of 
vectors f E F 8 "oe such that the function x f---7 W(:r)f E F s,CXJ is continuous. 

PROOF. By interpolation (Theorem 2.6.1) and by taking into account Propo
sition 3.3.8 (b), one sees that W(x)Fs,p C F 8 ,p and that 

(3.4.12) sup IIW(x)IIB(Fs,p) < 00. 
Ixl <;1 

Next we observe that, if f E F 00' then W(x)f -+ f as x -+ 0 in each F Tn (rn E Z) 
by Proposition 3.3.8 (b), hence also in F s,p' By the denseness of FOG in F s,p (if 
p < (0) as well as in F~,oo and by (3.4.12), one obtains the strong continuity 
of TV in Fs,p (p < (0) and in F~,ex;. Now assume that f E Fs,oo is such that 
the map TV (·)f : IE. -+ F S,oc is continuous. Let rp E ,9'(IE.rL) be such that !j3 is of 
compact support and rp(O) = l. Then for each c > 0 we have rp(cA)f E F = (cf. 
Lemma 3.3.17 (a)) and rp(cA)f = JRn W(cx)f, !j3(x)d.x converges in the norm 
of Fs,ex; to J~n W(O)f . !j3(:r)d.x = f as E -+ 0 (by the dominated convergence 
theorem). So f E F~.ex;. 0 

Let us point out that the group induced by TV in F s,CXJ is not strongly con
tinuous in general. As an example, let F = Ccx,(IE.) and let A be the operator 
of multiplication by the variable in Gx; (IE.) , Then for s > 0, F S,oo is the set of 
all f E F such that Ilflls,CXJ == sup\x)Slf(x)1 < 00 (this follows from the results 
of Section 3.6). Then f belongs to the domain D(A) of A in F S,oo if and only if 
IlfI18,= and Ilxf(-)lls,oo are finite, and the set of these functions f is not dense in 
Fs,oG (for example the function g(x) = \x) -s cannot be approximated in Fs,ex; 
by a sequence belonging to D(A)). 

5This is a consequence of the inclusion C(JR) C L~oc(JR) and of the fact that [L2(JR)h,2 is 

the Sobolev space del (JR) (the last assertion is a trivial special case of Proposition :3,7,7), 
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PROPOSITION 3.4.5. (a) Let 8 E JR and p E [1,00]. Then, for any multi-index 

0, the operator An belongs to B(F8 •T" Fs-Inl.p)' 
(b) Let 8, t E JR with s < t and p, q E [1, 00]. Assume that cp E ,!}'(JRn ) with 

rp E Go (JRTt). Then there is a constant c such that 

(3.4.13) yO" E (0,1]. 

If cp also satisfies cp(O) = 1 and cp(3) (0) = 0 for each multi-index (3 with 1 < 
1(31 < t - 8 + 1, then one may choose c such that 

(3.4.14) yO" E (0,1]. 

PROOF. (a) Let ml, m2 be integers with mi < 8 < m2. By Proposition 3.3.9 
we have Aa E B(F ml' F ml-Ial) n B(F m2' F m2-lal)' So the assertion (a) follows 
by interpolation (Theorem 2.6.1). 

(b) These results follow from those of Lemma 3.3.20 by interpolation. We 
indicate the proof of (3.4.14); that of (3.4.13) is similar but easier. Let ko be 
the least integer;::: t - s and set k = ko + l. Then, for any multi-index (3, we 
have 1(31 < t - s + 1 if and only if 1,61 < k. So our hypotheses allow us to use 
Lemma 3.3.20. It follows that, if we set <fla = 1- cp(O"A), then for each integer 
m there is a constant G such that II<flaIIFm-+Fm :.::: G andll<fl<7IIFm-+F m _k :.::: GO"k 
for 0 < 0" :.::: l. By interpolation (cf. (3.4.7) and Theorem 2.6.1) we see that for 
each real t and each q E [1, 00] there is a constant G such that the norm of <fl <7 
as an operator Ft,q --+ Ft,q is :.::: G, while its norm as an operator Ft,q --+ F t- k.q 
is :.::: GO"k, for 0 < 0" :.::: l. Now, since t - k < s < t we may interpolate again 
(see Corollary 2.6.2 and Theorem 3.4.3 (b)) and obtain that the norm of <fla as 
an operator Ft,q --+ Fs,p is :.::: cO"t-s for some constant c and all 0" E (0,1]. 0 

3.4.2. It is convenient to have a description of the spaces F S,l" S > 0, in 
terms of smoothness properties of the functions x 1--+ W (x) f E F, like those 
which appeared in the definition of the spaces Fm for mEN. For this we 
introduce some new gauges on F and show that they give admissible norms on 
the spaces Fs,p' The following proposition should be compared with Proposition 
3.3.19 which it generalizes in a certain sense. 

THEOREM 3.4.6. Let 8 > 0 be a real number, m > 8 an integer and p E [1,00]. 
Then the expression 

(3.4.15) [ J
Ill' 

Ilfll(m) = IlfilF + 1 II [W(x) - I]m fill' gx 
s.p Ixls Ixl n Ixl9 F 

defines a gauge on F, and the associated normed space coincides as a B -space 

with Fs,p' In particular II . II ~~;) is an admissible norm on Fs,p' The domain of 
integration Ixl :.::: 1 in (3.4.15) may be replaced by Ixl :.::: b with an arbitrary b > O. 
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PROOF. Let us denote by K(-,') the K-functional for the couple (Full F). We 
set e = rn-I(rn - s), so that Fs,p = (Fm,F)e,p, with 

1 P I/p 

IlfllFsp = {l [~(;~t)] d;} (3.4.16) 

== rnl/p {ll [K(~:, f) r d:} I/p 

(i) By using (3.3.18) and (3.2.1), one sees that there is a constant c such that 
for all f E F, all e E Fm and all x E ~n with Ixl :::; 1: 

II[W(x) - 1r'fllF :::; II[W(x) - 1]mellF + II[W(x) - 1]m(f - e)IIF 
:::; clxlmllellFm + cllf - eiIF' 

By taking into account the definition (2.2.1) of K(T,f), we obtain that 

(3.4.17) II [W (:z:) - I] m f II F :::; cK (I x 1m , f) if I x I :::; 1. 

We insert (3.4.17) into (3.4.15). By setting e = Ixl and by using also (2.2.6), one 
gets that for some constant Cl and all f E F: 

(ii) To prove the opposite inequality, we shall construct in (iii) below a function 
cp E .'l'(~n) such that cp(O) = 1, cp(p)(O) = 0 if 1 :::; 1(31 < rn, ij5 E Co(~n) and 
such that for some constant C2, all f E F and all e E (0, 1]: 

(3.4.18) 

II [cp(eA) - 1lfilF + L emIIA"cp(eA)fIIF:::; C2 Ix <1 II[W(ex) - 1]m fllF4x. 
1'>I=m . I 1-

By applying the Holder inequality, one deduces from (:~.4.18) that, for some 
constant C3, all f E F and all e E (0,1]: 

Inl=m 

Now, by using first (3.4.2), then Proposition 3.3.18 (b) and finally (3.2.19) and 
(3.4.19), one gets that 

K(ln,f) :::; c4emllcp(eA)fIIF", + c411[cp(eA) - 1lfilF 
:::; c5em llcp(eA)fIIF + csem L IIAacp(eA)fIIF + c411[cp(eA) - 1lfilF 

lal=m 

:::; c6ern llfilF + c6{j II[W(ex) - 1]m fll~4x r/p
. 

Ixl::;1 
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Together with (3.4.16) this leads to 

IlfllFsp :SC7 {l l r/m - 8 )pdee} lip IlfilF 

+C7{ (ldei g)l[w(eX)~I]mfll~}lIP 
Jo e 1:,,19 e p 

Since m > s, the first integral on the r.h.s. is finite. After a change of variables 

x f-7 y = ex in the last integral, one finds that IlfllFs,p :S c81Iflli~) for all f E F. 
(iii) We now exhibit a function cp with the properties stated at the beginning 

of (ii). We start with a function ~ E 9'(JRn ) and associate to it and to each 
multi-index a with lal = m the functions 'l/J,l/Jo: E ,9'(JRn) defined as follows: 

(3.4.20) 

(3.4.21 ) 

Now we set 

(3.4.22) cp(x) = 'l/J(O) - ( (1- eixy)m;j(y)gy = f)-l)i- l (m)'l/J(jX). 
~R j=1 J 

It is clear from the first expression for cp(x) that cp(O) = 'l/J(O) = (_l)m-lm!~(O) 
(cf. the proof of Proposition 3.3.5) and cpUJ)(O) = 0 if 1 :s Ii'll < m. We shall 
prove below that for lal = m we have 

(3.4.23) 

By choosing ~ such that ~(O) = (_l)m- l /m! and supp[ C {x Ilxl :s 11m} we 
see that rp E C(j(JRn), cp(O) = 1, cp(P)(O) = 0 if 1 :S Ii'll < m and 

1 - cp(eA) = ( [1 - W(ey)]m;j(y)gy, 
JW&R 

emAD:cp(eA) = -In [1 - W(ey)]m'l/Jo:(y)gy if lal = m, 

where;j, 'l/Jo: are of class Co with support in Iyl :S l. This clearly implies (3.4.18). 
One may prove (3.4.23) by a straightforward computation but the following 

formalism makes things more natural (in particular it explains the choice ofl/J 
and 'l/Ja). Let 15j be the Dirac measure on JR with support {j} and set tL = 
2::7'=1 (-l)j -1 (7) 15j . Then fL is a measure on JR with compact (finite) support in-

cluded in (0, (Xl) and we have jj( T) := Jooo eiTCT fL( du) = 1- (1- eiT)m for all T E R 
For u > 0 let J(u) be the linear operator in C(JRn) given by (:J(u)f)(x) = f(ux). 
For an arbitrary real r we set 3T = Jooo J(u)uT fL(du), i.e. 3T : C(JRn) ---+ C(JRn) is 
the linear operator given by (3Tf)(X) = Jo= f(UX)UTfL(du); we abbreviate 30 = 3. 
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If f, 9 are continuous functions on lE." and 9 is the inverse Fourier transform of 
a measure g, then f = Og is clearly equivalent to 

(3.4.24) 

f(x) = (YO g(cJ:I;)p,(d(J) = r jj(x. y)g(y)gy = g(O) _ r (1 _ eix·Y)Tng(y)gy. 
10 JJR'n JJRH 

Now observe that for an arbitrary multi-index 0; and all (J > 0 we have QO:J((J) = 
(J-lal:J((J)Qo (as operators on C(lE.n)), hence Qoc Or = Or-lolQo for all T E lE.. 
Since the operators Or for different values of T commute, we get: 

In particular, if m 2': 1 is an integer and we define rp = OOTn~' then for 10;1 = m we 
shall have QOrp = oO_mQa~. Clearly (3.4.20), (3.4.21), (3.4.22) are equivalent to 
'ljJ = Om~' 'ifJa = o_mQa~ and rp = 01{) respectively. Then the relation QOrp = o'ifJa 
and the fact that 'ifJn(O) = 0 imply (3.4.23) (cf. (3.4.24)). D 

We mention that the preceding proof gives more than stated in Theorem 
3.4.6: we have in fact a natural extension of Proposition 2.7.3 to the context of n

parameter Co-groups. To state these results, let us define the moth oTdeT modulus 
of continuity of f E F with Tespect to W by wm({J, f) = sUPlxl<:::Q II(W(x) -
I)mfIIF' where 0 < {J:S; 1. From (3.4.17) and (2.2.2) we then get wm({J,f) < 
cK({Jm, f). In part (ii) of the proof we obtained 

K({Jm, f) :s; c{Jmllrp({JA)fIIF + c1 II(W({Jx) - I)mfIIFdx, 
Ixl::;1 

and Ilrp({JA)fIIF :s; cllfllF. In particular, we have the following extension of 
(2.7.8): there is a constant c > 0 such that for 0 < {J :s; 1 and f E F: 

The next result is the so-called Teduction theoTem. 

THEOREl'vI3.4.7. Let s E (0,00), p E [1,+00] and f! an integeT such that 
o :s; f! < s. Then one has, in the sense of equivalence of gauges on F: 

(3.4.25) IlfllFs,p r-v IlfilF + L IIAo fIIFs-€,p' 
lal=£ 

PROOF. The inequality 

IlfilF + L IIAo fIIF~ .. €p :s; clllfllFs,p Vf E F 
lal=£ 

follows from Proposition 3.4.5 (a). It remains to prove for example that for any 
integer m > s: 

Ilfll~~) :s; c2[llfllF + L IIAa fIIFs_£,p] Vf E F. 
lal=£ 
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To estimate the second term on the r.h.s. of (3.4.15), we write [TV(x) _1]m = 

[W(x) - 1]f[W(x) - 1]'n-£ and use the expansion (3.3.18) for [W(:r) -1]£. We 
obtain that for all Ixi S; 1 and all f E F 

so that 

{I ["[W(:r;)-1]rnf"F1P. QX }l/P <c. "".IIA"fll(m~e). D 
. Ixl-<;l Ixl" Ixln _.3 I~e ,-t,p 

COROLLARY 3.4.8. (a) Let 5> t > 0 be such that t == s-t is an integer. Then 
f E Fs,p if and only if f E Ft,p and AUf E Ft,p \fa with 101 = t. Moreover: 

(3.4.26) IlfllFsl' '" IlfilFtI' + L IIA"fIIFtp • 

lal=f 

(b) Let 8 = k+T with kEN and 0 < T S; 1. Then f E Fs,p if and only if f E Fk 

and Aa f E F T,p fOT each multi-inde.T a with 10:1 = k. 

One may reformulate part (a) of Corollary 3.4.8 in the following terms. Let 
t > 0 a real number, t ~ 1 an integer and 05 = t+t. The B-space Ft,p it> equipped 
with the representation of ~n induced by W. Then we have (Ft,p)p = Fs,p. 

vVe next point out an anisotropic variant of the gauge (3.4.15); this rather 
deep result and the proof we give are due to Triebel (sec §1.1:3.4 in [Tr]). 

THEOREM 3.4.9. Let {VI, ... ,vn } be a basis of ~n, 0 < s < 00 and 1 S; p S; 
00. If Tn > 05 'is an integer, then the following expression defines an admissible 
nonn on Fs,p: 

(3.4.27) 

PROOF. (i) \Ve denote by Xl, ... ,:r:n the coordinates of the vector :r; E ~n in 
the basis {VI, ... , Vn}, i.e. x = ~7=1 XjVj, and let Wj(T) = W(TVj). Then (with 
an obvious definition of T j (x)): 

(3.4.28) 
W(x) -1 = WI (xd ... Wn(xn) - I 

n 

= WI (:r:d - I + L ~'Vl (Xl) ... Wj - 1 (Xj-d [Wj(Xj) - 1] 
j=2 

n 

= LTj(x)[Wj(Xj) -1]. 
j=l 
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We set k = mn and then have 

[W(x) - I]k = 

11. 

== LUj(x)[Wj(Xj) _I]m 
j=l 

for some operators Uj (x), because in each term of the first sum there is at least 
one k j with k j 2: m. Hence there is a locally bounded function q : JR(Tl ---> JR( such 
that: 

Tl 

(3.4.29) II[W(x) - I]k filF <::: q(x) L II[Wj(xj) - Ir" fiIF. 
j=1 

(ii) The preceding inequality implies that 

(3.4.30) 

1 II [W(:z:) ~ I]k fliP dX
n <::: C1 t 1 II [Wj(X.J) s- I]m fliP d~t . 

1~;19 Ixi F Ixl j=l Ixl9 Ixl F Ixl 

The n terms on the r.h.s. are all of the same form. We estimate for example the 
one with j = l. For this we set g = Xl and x' = (.1:2"'" Xn) E JR(n-1. Then 
there are constants a > 0 and C2 < 00 so that the term with j = 1 in (3.4.30) is 
less than 

(3.4.31 ) j.a d II [WI (g) - 1]m fliP { dx' 
C2 -a g IglS F JIRn-1 (g2 + Ix'12)n/2' 

The last integral is equal to c3g- 1 for some C3 > O. Since ~V1 (- g) - I 
-Wd -g)[W1 (g) - I], it follows that the expression (3.4.31) is majorized by 

C4111 dg
g II [WI (g)g~ I]m f II:. 

Thus we have Ilfll~;) <::: c.5llfll~~~ <::: c611Iflll~:;) for all f E F (use Theorem 3.4.6). 
(iii) \Ve shall now show that for each v i=- 0 in JR(n there arc constants C and b 

such that 

(3.4.32) 

[til [W(TV) s- I]k fliP dTJ lip <::: c [1 II [W(x) ~ I]m fliP dXn ]l /P 

Jo T F T Ixl<::b Ixl F Ixl 

Then, by applying Theorem 3.4.6 to each of the one-parameter groups {W (TVj)} 

(j = 1, ... , n) and by using (3.4.32), one gets that Illflll~:;) <::: c711Iflll~~~ <::: 

c81Ifllt;) . 
To prove (3.4.32), choose n disjoint open subsets !l1, ... ,!In of the unit sphere 

sn-1 in JR(n such that, for each choice of vectors e1 E !l1, ... ,en E !In, the family 
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{el' ... ,en} is a basis of JRn and v = 2.:,~'=1 zjej with 0 < Zj :S b. By using 
(3.4.29) with x = TV and {Vj} replaced by the basis {ej}, one obtains that 

We divide this inequality by TI7=1 10k I (10 k I denotes the spherical LebeHgue 
measure of ~2d and then integrate over 0 1 x ... X On with respect to the spherical 
product measure del ... den. This leads to 

til [W(TV)s-I]kfIIP(iT :SClot_l 1 dw rbdQII[W(QW);-I]TnfIIP, 
.fo T F T j=l 10J I nj .fo Q Q F 

where dw means spherical Lebesgue measure. Since Q-ldQdw = Ixl-ndx, the 
preceding inequality implies (3.4.32). 0 

Let us add some comments on the significance of the preceding theorem. Let 
{ el, ... , en} be the canonical orthonormal basis of JRn and Wj (T) = W (Tej) = 

exp(iTAj). For each j = 1, ... ,n, denote by {F}~)}mEZ the Sobolev scale and 

by {Fi~J)LEIR, 1 <::p<::oc the Besov scale associated to the Co-group Wj in F. Then 
Theorem 3.4.9 states that 

n 

(3.4.33) F,.p = n Fi~~ if 8 > 0, 1 :S p :S !Xl, 

j=l 

as an identity between B-spaces (we recall that, if E l , ... ,En are B-spaces con
tinuously embedded in a Hausdorff topological vector space 0', then the vector 
subspace El n ... n En of /l,' has a canonical B-space Htructure defined by the 
norm II· liE, + ... + II· liE", where II· liE, is an admissible norm on Ej). 

The identity (3.4.33) iH a quite remarkable fact, and its analogue for the 
discrete Sobolev Hcale is not valid in a general Banach space. For example, 
if F = eX) (JR2 ) or F = L 1 (JR2 ) and H/ is the translation group, then F 2 C 

F~l) n F~2) strictly (see Remark 2 in §1.13.4 of [Tr]). On the other hand, if W is 

the translation group in F = LP(JR") with 1 < p < !Xl, then F m = nj'=l F~~) for 
each m E 1\1; this is a quite deep result of Marcinkiewicz and Mihlin (see Remark 
2 in §2.3.3 and Remark 4 in §2.2.4 of [Tr]). In Section 3.7 we shall prove Huch a 
result for the discrete Sobolev scale of a Hilbert space. 

Our purpose now is to understand the difference between the spaces Fm and 
Fm,l for m 2: 1; they should be quite near to each other in a certain sense. The 
next proposition shows that this is indeed true, the distinction between f E Fm 
and f E F m . l being rather subtle. For the case n = 1 the following result is due 
to H. Komatsu (sec Theorem 4.4 in II of [Km]). 

PROPOSITION 3.4.10. Let €, m E 1\1 with € > m 2: 1, and let f E F. Then 
f E Frn.,l if and only if IolIIT-m[W(Tx) - IV fiIFT-ldT < !Xl faT each:1: E JRn, 

and f E F rn if and only if limO---7+O lEI T-m[W(T:1:) - IV fT-ldT exists in F for 
each x E JRn . 
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Thus the difference between Fm and F m,l lies in the fact that, for f E F m,l, 
the function T-m[W(TX) - IV f is absolutely integrable in F at T = 0 if £ > rn, 
whereas if f E F m but f t/:. F m, 1, then the integral of this function at T = 0 
exists only as an improper integral in F. 

PROOF. The characterization of F m •1 follows from Theorem 3.4.9. For that 
of Fm. we use the identity (3.3.18) with m replaced by m + l. If we write 
X· A = Xl Al + ... + xnAn and observe that Llal=k ;';t(ix)a k' = (ix . A)k for 
any kEN, we obtain (on F -(0): 

We replace x by TX, divide both sides by Tm+1 and then integrate over T E [E,l]. 
Since t(ix. A)W(cJ'Tx)dT = 0'-1 [W(O':r:) - W(wx)] we get 

From (c) of Proposition 3.3.5 we get x~t-m-l)(O') = O'rn/m! if 0 :S 0' :S 1, 
hence there an~ no problems of convergence for the last integral. Moreover, 
the derivative of order rn of the function Xkt,:m -1) (0')/0' is a measure of compact 
support. Since (-ix·A)mw(O'x) = (_l)rn d: m W(O'x), we obtain after integrating 
by parts rn times: 

The last term here is an operator B (x) E B (Fj ) for all j E Z. If we set a = 
JRX~R-rn-l)(O')O'-ldO', then a is a finite number; let us prove that a is not zero. 
By using (d) of Proposition 3.3.5 and the fact that XC(O') is zero for 0' :S 0, we 
obtain 

where u is the function defined on (0,00) by u( 0') = 0'-1. We have (eiP - I)ku = 

J!FI. eiTP(ip)kuxdT)dT; this is formally a particular case of (3.3.18) (take A = P) 
and is an easy consequence of the Taylor formula. Since [(ip)ku](O') = V.(k) (0') = 
(_l)k k!O'-k-l, by taking k = £ - m -1 we get 

_ _ _ , 100 100 
. dO'dT a - (£ m 1). X'm+1(0')xC-m-l(T) ( )C- > O. 

o 0 O'+T m 
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We clearly have limE~o fIR W(C(}x)x~£-rn-l)((})(}-ld(} = a strongly in B(Fj ) 

for each j E Z. So, if f E F and (x· A)m f belongs to F too, then the next limit 
exists in F and the following equality holds: 

(3.4.35) 11 dT 
lim [I - W(TXW f~ = a(-ix· A)rnf + B(x)f. 
E-+O E T 1n 

Reciprocally, let f E F such that the 1.h.s. limit above exists in F (note that the 

integral ];)1[1 - W(TX)V fT- 1- rr'dT is always absolutely convergent in F -rn-l; 
indeed II[W(y) - IV filF -m-1 :S clylm+l by (3.3.18)). Then (x· A)m f E F for all 
x E ]Rn, so ACt f E F for lal = m (apply Proposition 1.1.2 as in (ii) of the proof 
of Proposition 3.3.19), hence f E F m (cf. Proposition 3.3.18 (b)). D 

REMARK 3.4.11. It is clear from the preceding proof that f E F m if and only 
if f E F and, for each x in ]Rn, folk T-m[W(TX) - I]RfT- 1dT has a weak limit 
in F for some sequence {ck} converging to zero (in fact it is sufficient that this 
property be satisfied for a finite number of points x in ]Rn). In particular, if F 
is a reflexive Banach space, f E F and if there are integers f! > m 2: 1 such that 
Ilj~l [W(TX) - IV fT-m-ldTIIF :S c(x) < 00 for each C E (0,1] and each x E ]Rn, 

then f E Fm· 

We mention the following consequence of (3.4.34) (this is also a direct con
sequence of (3.3.19)). Let ~(dx) == ~(x)dx be a measure on ]Rn \ {O} which is 
homogeneous of degree zero. If ~ is a function this means ~(x) = ~(x/lxl) for 
x ¥ 0, while in general we have ~(x)dx = rn - 1dr· ~(w)dw (in polar coordinates 
:1: = rw, r = Ixl) where ~(w)dw is a measure on the unit sphere sn-l of ]Rn. We 
take x = w E sn-l in (3.4.34), then we integrate with respect to ~(w)dw over 
sn-l and finally we let c -+ O. We get: 

lim [ [I - W(xW f~(x) dx = a( _i)m L m! r . wD!~(w)dw· Aa f 
E~O. c<lxl<1 Ixl m Ixl n a! J sn-1 lul=rn 

+ 1,,-, B(w)f~(w)dw. 
Here f is an arbitrary element of F -00 and the limit exists in F j (j E Z) if 
f and AD! f belong to F j for all lal = m. The formula (3.4.35) with x = w E 
sn-l is a particular case of this one (~ is the Dirac measure with support at 
w). Now let {~oJlal=rn be a family of measures on sn-l such that the integral 
j~n-1 wa~r3(w)dw equals 1 if a = (3 and equals 0 otherwise (Ial = 1,61 = m). If 
f E F and if for each ~ = ~(J the limit in the 1.h.s. of the preceding formula exists 
in F (weakly and along a subsequence Ck -+ 0 is sufficient in fact), then AiJ f E F 
for all 1(31 = m, hence f E F m (Proposition 3.3.18 (b)). This is an improved 
form of the second part of Proposition 3.4.10. 

If VV is a one-parameter group, the results that we have proven in this sub
section in F S,p with s > 0 have analogues for negative values of s, essentially as 
a consequence of Theorem 3.3.23 (d). We collect a few typical facts in the next 
proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 3.4.12. Let W be a Co-representation of ffi. in a Banach space 
F, and let 1 :s; P :s; 00. Then 

(a) For any k, Tn E Z one has Fk+m,l C (Fk)m = Fk+m C Fg+rn,CXJ' 
(b) Let s E ffi. and let k E Z. Then 

(3.4.36) 

If k < s, then for each integer € > s - k the following expresswn defines an 
admissible norm on F s,p: 

(:3.4.37) 

(c) Let s, t E ffi. be such that € == s - t is an integer. Then Fs,p = (Ft,p)e and, 
if € > 0: 

(3.4.38) Fs,p = {f E Ft,p I Actf E Ft,p \flnl = €}. 

PROOF. (a) is immediate by (3.4.8) and Theorem 3.3.23 (d). The second 
part of (b) and (c) follow from Theorem 3.4.6 and Corollary 3.4.8 respectively 
by using the relation (3.4.36) and the fact that (A + z)R is an isomorphism of 
F t,p onto F s,p if 8'z is large enough (Theorem 3.3.23). 

To prove (3.4.36), let Tnl, Tn2 be integers satisfying Tnl < s - k < Tn2. Then, 
by Definition 3.4.2 (applied in the scale {(Fk)m}rnEZ), we have (Fds-k,p = 

((F k )m2' (Fk)m, )e,p with e = [Tn2 - (s - k )](Tn2 - Tnl)-l. Since (Fk)m = Fk+m, 
this means that (Fk)s-k,TJ = (Fk+m2 , F k+ml )I!,p' But (F k +m2 , F k+m1 )I!,p = Fs,p 
if e is as given above, again by (:~.4. 7). 0 

3.5. Littlewood-Paley Estimates 

In the preceding section we have considered a Banach space F equipped with 
a Co-representation of ffi.n and defined the associated Besov spaces FS,fJ (s E ffi., 
p E [1, +00]) by interpolation. Then for ,<; > 0 we obtained a characterization 
of these spaces in terms of smoothness properties of the functions x f-+ ~V (x) f 
(Theorem 3.4.6). For polynomially bounded Co-groups one can define other 
admissible norms on F S,p in terms of the functional calculus associated to these 
Co-groups. These norms appear rather naturally because our original expression 
(3.4.2) for the K-functionals leading to the interpolation spaces F s,p involved 
directly certain operators from the functional calculus for the given Co-group. 

It turns out that for many developments the use of the functional calculus 
rather than the Co-group itself allows more flexibility, in addition to a certain the
oretical simplicity. For instance there are situations where a representation of ffi.n 
has restricted continuity properties (we think in particular of a Cw-representation 
as introduced in Definition 3.2.6) but the associated functional calculus is just 
as easy to handle as that associated to a Co-group. The fact that a functional 
calculus is a morphism of algebras contributes to the facility of its use. 

In the present section we shall introduce an abstract notion of functional 
calculus. It covers the functional calculus associated to polynomially bounded 
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Cw-groups and is very well adapted to a certain type of estimates that are gen
erally called Littlewood-Paley estimates. The principal result is Theorem 3.5.11 
which contains estimates of this type and which will be the basis, in the next 
section, for new admissible norms on the Besov spaces F S,p of Section 3.4. 

Let X be an euclidean space and set XO = X\ {O}. We shall consider algebras 
A' of bounded complex functions on X that are continuous except possibly at 
the origin of X. The advantage of not requiring continuity at the origin is that 
these algebras may contain functions that are homogeneous of degree zero and 
non-constant on XO (e.g. the functions xalxl- iai for any multi-index a). 

It is convenient to consider the functions in such algebras to be defined on XO 
rather than on X. We define BC(XO) to be the set of all bounded continuous 
functions from XO to C, equipped with the norm 

(3.5.1) II'PIIBC(XO) = sup 1'P(x)l· 
xEXO 

Each bounded function 'P that is defined and continuous on all of X ('P E BC(X)) 
naturally defines an element of BC(XO) by taking its restriction to XO, Keep
ing this convention in mind, we shall occasionally view BC(X) as a subset of 
BC(XO). 

We recall that a sequence {'Pk}kEN of functions in Co (X) is cgc (X)-convergent 
to a function 'P E Co(X) (written 'Pk ---t 'P in cgO(X)) if there is a compact 
subset n of X such that supp 'Pk C n for each kEN and such that for each 
multi-index a, 'P~a\:1;) ---t 'P(a) (x) as k ---t 00, uniformly in :1; E X. 

DEFINITION 3.5.l. Let r 2: 0 be a real number. A LP-algebra of order r on 
X it> a Banach algebra ,/j,', with norm II ' 11 .• 1, consisting of bounded continuous 
functions from XO to C, and satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) There is a constant c < 00 such that 

(3.5.2) sup 1'P(x)1 :::; cll'PII.1 
xEXO 

(;3) ,it' contains Co(X) and all constant functions. Moreover, if 'Pk ---t 'P in 
C()(X), then II'Pk - 'P11.;f ---t 0 as k ---t 00. 

(J) If 'P E ,iV and u > 0, then 'P" E ,A', and there is a constant N < 00 such 
that 

(3.5.3) \I'P E ,iV, \lu > O. 

Examples of LP-algebras of order r are the algebra Atr (X) introduced in 
Definition 3.l.11 and, if r is an integer, the algebra BCT(XO). For another 
example, consider for some kEN the set '/lk of functions 'P : XO ---t C that are 
of class C k on XO and satisfy 11'P11.lh < 00, where 

Then ,Ak is a LP-algebra of order r = 0 on X. 
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REMARK 3.5.2. There is an important class of algebras that arc not LP
algebras, namely the algebras vl{(w)(X) with w > 0 introduced in Definition 
3.l.11. In fact, we know that vift(w)(X) is not invariant under the operation 
of dilation cp f---+ cpu if 0" > l. Moreover, since ,/ll(W) (X) contains only analytic 
functions, the only function in it that vanishes on a set of non-zero Lebesgue 
measure is the function identically equal to zero. Analogously, if X = lR, the 
algebra ,.J'tw(lR) with w(1.:) = max(l, eWX ) has similar properties. In applications, 
this excludes for example the consideration of t.he dilation group exp(i1.:D) in 
.7fl(lR); in fact it can be shown that, if cp(D) - which exists as a bounded oper
ator in ,'#(X) for each cp E L')C(lR) by the functional calculus for the self-adjoint 
operator D --- leaves ,YC1 (lR) invariant, then cp cannot vanish on a set of non-zero 
Lebesgue measure unless cp == 0 (see the end of Section 3.2). 

REMARK 3.5.3. Let,A' be a LP-algebra on X. It is easy to see from sim
ple examples that. for most cp E ,It- the mapping 0" f---+ cpu E ,;V is not norm
continuous. However, the norm-continuity of the preceding mapping is satisfied 
if cp E Cc"j(X), because 0" f---+ cpu E CO'(X) is continuous on (0,00) and the 
embedding CO'(X) C ,/V is continuous by the condition (6) in Definition 3.5.l. 
Since ,/V is a unital algebra, it follows that, if cp E C=(X) and cp(x) is constant 
in a neighbourhood of infinity, then cp E ,It- and 0" f---+ cpu E ,It· is norm continuOU8 
on 0 < 0" < 00; however, norm continuity at 0" = 0 holds only if cp is a constant: 
cpa (x) = cp (0) is a constant, hence 

which is different from zero unless cp is a constant function. 

In the following definition we introduce the notion of a zero of order g (€ > 0) 
at the origin for functions in aLP-algebra. 

DEFINITION 3.5.4. (a) A function 8 : XO ---+ C is said to be a tauberian func
tion if 8 E Co (XO) and if for each x E XO there is a number A > 0 such that 
8(AX);fO. 

(b) Let,A' be a LP-algebra and g > 0 a real number. A function cp E,A- is said 
to have a zero of order € at the origin in the ,;V-8en8e (written cp(x) = OI(lxj€) 
as x ---+ 0) if there exists a tauberian function 8 such that II cpu 8 II. I :::; cae for 
some constant c and all 0" E (0,1). 

As a typical example of a tauberian function one may take a function 8 E 
CO'(X) such that 8(x) > 0 if 11.;1 E (a, b) for some 0 < a < b < 00 and 8(1.:) = 0 
if Ixl t/:. (a, b). If 8 is any tauberian function, we define for .1: E Xo: 

(3.5.4) g(x) = r= 18(O"x)12 dO". 
10 0" 

Then g is homogeneous of degree zero and of class C= on XO, and it satisfies 
g(x) > 0 for each x E XO Furthermore 8/ g and 7J / g belong to Co (X), hence to 
,/~-. 
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LEMMA 3.5.5. Let ,I' be a LP-algebm, 'P E ,l with 'P(x) = a. 1(lxl f ) a8 x --t 0 
for 80me ji > O. Then 

(a) if eo i8 any element of, t: with compact 8Upport in Xo, the1'e i8 a constant 

Co < 00 .ouch that II'PT eo 11.1 :S; COTt for all T E (0, 1), 
(b) given any real numbers (l, b with 0 < a < b < 00, there is a constant 

Cl < 00 S71Ch that sup{I'P(x)11 aT < 1:r;1 < bT} :S; C1Tf for all T E (0,1). 

PROOF. (i) By hypothesis there is a tauberian function e such that 11'P0'811.1 :S; 
co(J€ if 0 < (J < l. We define (} by (3.5.4) and let r) = 181 2 / (}. Then T) E Co(XO), 

and 

(3.5.5) r((x)- = - le((J:1:)1 2 - = 1 100 d(J 1 100 d(J 

o (J (}(x) 0 (J 

Also, for some constant (;2: 

\j(J E (0,1). 

(ii) Let 80 E ,I' with compact support in XO. Choose ° < l' < 8 < 00 such that 
supp eo U supp T) C {:r: E X I l' < Ixl < s}. If:1: E X is such that eo(x)T)((Jx) fc 0, 
then Ixi E (1',8) and (Jlxl E (1',8), hence also (J E (R- 1 , R) with R = 81'-1. By 
using this fact, we get from (3.5.5) that 

j R d(J 
80 = eort-, 

R-l (J 

where the integral exists in the norm of ,Ai as a Riemann integral of a continuous 
,A'-valued function (see Remark 3.5.3). Hence, for 0 < T < 1: 

(3.5.6) II'PTBOII.I :S; l~, II'PTT)O'Boll. 1d: 

:S; 2ln RileD 11.1 sup II'PT T)O' 11.1 
R-l <cr<R 

11({,0T/crT)) cr ll. I' = C3 sup y 

R-l <cr<R 

:S; C3N(R)T sup I I'PT/crr)1 I. 1 
R-l<cr<R 

:S; C4 sup (~)e == COTe. 
R-l<cr<R (J 

This proves (a). To obtain (b) we choose l' and 8 such that they also satisfy 
l' < a and 8> b. Then one may take eo such that eO(:1:) = 1 for Ixi E (a,b). So 
(3.5.2) and (3.5.6) imply that 

sup 1'P(:r)I = sup I'P(TY)I:S; cll'PT8oll. 1 :S; CIT f if T E (0, 1). D 
Ta<IJ,I<Tb a<IYI<b 

vVe shall now give two examples of functions that have a zero of order ji at 
the origin in the ,/i'-sense. 
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EXAMPLE 3.5.6. Let ,A' be a LP-algebra on X. Assume that cp E ,A' is of the 
form cp(x) = Q(x)'Ij!(x) with 'Ij} E ,k and Q E C=(XO) homogeneous of degree £ 
(i.e. Q(>.x) = >.£Q(.T) for x cf. 0 and>' > 0). Then cp(x) = OI(lxn as x -} O. 

PROOF. Let () be any function in Cc'j(XO). Then Q() E C()(XO) C ,A', hence 
for a E (0,1): 

II cpO" () 11.1 = II QO" 1jJ0" () II. I = at II1jJu Q() II. I ::; ITt 111jJ0" 11"111 Q() 11.1 
::; 27"/2 NII1jJII.IIIQ()II.IITf . 0 

EXAMPLE 3.5.7. Let r 2: 0 be a real number and let £ 2: 1 be an integer. Let 
cp E BC£(X) be such that cp(a) E ,.J!V(X) for each multi-index a with lal ::; £ 
and such that cp(x) = O(lxn as x --> 0 in the usual sense (hence cp(a) (0) = 0 if 
lal ::; £ - 1). Then cp(x) = Ott'(x)(lxl£) as x -} O. 

PROOF. By using Taylor's formula (1.1.8) we get for all x E X and a > 0: 

a€J.:C< j.l 
cp(ax) = L ~- cp(a) (Tax)£(l - T)€-ldT. 

a! ° lal=1' 

Let () E ,;ft7" (X) be such that ()(a) E ,jt7" (X) for lal = £, where ()(a) (x) = XCX()(J.:). 
Upon multiplying the preceding identity by ()(x) we get: 

IlcpO"()II . .tp ::; L a~ t Ilcp(cx)O"TII . .t,TII()(u)II.,t,£(l- T)I'-ldT. 
lal=€ a. Jo 

By taking into account (3.1.21) we obtain for 0 < a ::; 1: 

(3.5.7) I I cpO" ()11.tt, ::; a f L ~ Ilcp(a) II..tt, . IIQ"()II.lt'. 0 
a. 

lal=£ 

In the context of the preceding example it is seen that the factor () in I I cpO' ()11.lIT 
is essential, because 

IlcpO'II..t1' = 2,/2 Ix (axn~l(dx) 2: 27"/2 Ix 1~I(dx) > 0 unless cp == O. 

For the remainder of this section we consider a fixed LP-algebra ,k of order r 
on X, a Banach space E and a norm-continuous unital homomorphism of ,At into 
B(E) (i.e. a representation of the algebra ,k in E). If cp E ,k, we denote by the 
symbol cp(A) the operator in B(E) associated to cp by the above homomorphism 
(the reason for this notation is, as already explained in relation with (3.2.11), 
that in applications cp(A) can be naturally interpreted in terms of the functional 
calculus associated to a finite set A of unbounded operators in E). If IT > 
0, we shall write cp(aA) for the operator in B(E) associated to cpO' E ,A' (so 
cp(aA) == cpO'(A)). Notice that the mapping a -} cp(aA) E B(E) is not norm
continuous in general; however, in many of our applications it will be strongly 
continuous (even at a = 0 when this makes sense, i.e. when cp is continuous 
at x = 0). Also, if cp E COC(X) and cp(x) is constant in a neighbourhood of 
infinity, then a f--+ cp(aA) E B(E) is norm-continuous on 0 < IT < (Xl by Remark 
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3.5.3. Finally let us mention that in all non-trivial ca"es Ilip(crA)IIB(E) is either 
a constant independent of cr E (0,1) or bounded below by a "trictly positive 
constant (con"ider the case where ,;It = BC(JR;.) and A is a "elf-adjoint operator 
in a Hilbert space E). 

The next lemma contain" the principal technical estimate". 

LEMMA 3.5.8. Let ~ and ~ be functions of class C= on X s7Lch that ~(x) = 0 
in a neighbourhood of the origin, ~(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of infinity and 

[ E Co(X) with [(J;) = 1 inside a ball containing the support of \7~. Define 
TJ E Co(XO) by r/(x) = x· \7~(x) = 'L.;'=1 Xjaj~(x). 

Let ip E ,It' be such that ip(J.:) = OI(lxn as x --> 0 for some real number e > r. 
Then there is a constant c > 0 such that for all fEE and all E E (0, 1): 

(3.5.8) 

Cllip(EA)fIIE:::; 11~(EA)fIIE + /1 (~)PIIr7(TA)fIIE d; +EPII[(A)fIIE' 

If 11~(TA)fIIE --> 0 as T --> 0, then one also has 

(3.5.9) cllip(EA)fIIE :::; 11 min( 1, (~r) 'lirl(TA)fIIE d; + EPII[(A)fIIE. 

REMARK. The main point of these results lies in the fact that ~ and TJ have 
zeroes of infinite order at the origin, whereas ip has a zero of finite order e. 

PROOF. (i) If 0 < a < b < 00, we have for any x E Xo: 

(3.5.10) ~(bx) - ~(ax) = -~(crx)dcr = r/(crx).!!.. l ·b d Ib d 

a dcr a cr 

We take a = 1, b --> 00 and .7: = Ey (0 < E < 1, y E XO) to obtain that 

1 = ~(EY) + r/(wy).!!. = ~(EY) + r/(TY).2. 100 d JOG d 

1 cr E T 

Upon multiplying this identity by ip(EY), we get that 

(3.5.11) 

Since TJ E Co(XO), the function T --> ipEr( EA' is norm-continuous. Also, by 
(3.5.3) and Lemma 3.5.5 (a): 

(3.5.12) Ilipcr(II.1 = 1 1 (ipE/TTJrI I. I :::; N(T)"llipE/TTJII.I:::; CN(T)T(~)t. 
Hence, because e > r, J;'XJ ipETJTT- l dT is a norm-convergent integral in,/!:. Denote 
by Ox the linear form '4) f---+</J (J;) on ,/I'. Then {Ox I x E XO} is a family of linear 
continuous forms on ,t, which separates the points of ,k. Hence we get as an 
identity in ,;t': 
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Since ,+ :3 7/.; f--+ 7/.J(A) E B(E) is a norm-continuous homomorphism, this implies 
that 

<p(sA) = <p(sA)~(sA) + <p(SA)T}(TA)---=, 1= d 

E T 

where the integral exists (as a Riemann integral) in the norm of B(E). By taking 
into accollllt that 11<p(sA)IIB(E) <::: clll<pEII.1 <::: clN(s/"lI<pII.I, one sees that there 
is a constant C2 such that for all fEE and all s E (0, 1): 

(3.5.13) 

We consider separately the contributions to the integral in (3.5.13) for T E 
(s, 1) and for T ::> 1. Let eo E cO' (XO) be such that T} = T}eo. Then 

11<p(sA)T}(TA)fIIE <::: 11<p(sA)eO(TA)IIB(E)IIT}(TA)fIIE <::: clll<pEeoll.1IiTJ(TA)fIIE. 

Now for s < T < 1 we have as in (3.5.12): II<pEeoll. 1 <::: C3(S/T)£. SO the contri
bution for T E (s,l) to the integral in (3.5.13) is majorized by the second term 
on the r.h.s. of (3.5.8). 

The argument for T ::> 1 is similar. If T ::> 1 we have T}(TX) = T}(TX)~(X) for all 
x E X O, hence: 

(3.5.12) implies that II<pET}TII.1 <::: C4S[Tr-£ for T ::> 1. So, since £ > r, the 
contribution for T ::> 1 to the integral in (3.5.13) can be majorized by the last 
term on the r.h.s. of (3.5.8). 

(ii) To prove (3.5.9) we observe that (3.5.10) implies that 

(3.5.14) 

Consequently 

By inserting this inequality into (3.5.8) and letting T f--+ 0, one arrives at 
(3.5.9). 0 

In relation with (3.5.9) the following observations are interesting. Let 6, 6 
be two functions having the same properties as the function ~ in the preceding 
lemma. Then there is a number A > 0 such that 6 (Ax) = 1 for all x E supp 6. 
Hence ~l = 6~~, so that for some constant Cl, all s E (0,1) and all fEE: 

116(sA)fIIE = 11~1(sA)6(dA)fIIE <::: clI16(dA)fIIE' 
Similarly there are a number IL > 0 and a constant C2 such that 116(sA)fIIE <::: 
c2116 (qLA)fIIE for all s E (0,1) and all fEE. In particular the two quantities 
116(sA)fIIE and 116(sA)fIIE have the same behaviour as s f--+ +0; for example 
116(sA)fIIE f--+ 0 as s f--+ 0 if and only if 116(sA)fll--> 0 as s --> O. 

These considerations justify the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 3.5.9. Let E be a Banach space. Given a norm-continuous unital 
homomorphism of aLP-algebra ,/1' into B(E), let E.I be the set of vectors fEE 
such that IIE(EA)fIIE ---7 0 as E ---7 0 for some (and hence each) function E E 
Coo (X) vanishing in a neighbourhood of .1: = 0 and satisfying E(x) = 1 in a 
neighbourhood of infinity. 

It is clear that E.I is a closed subspace of E. If the functional calculus is 
associated to a Co-group W in E, then E. I = E by (3.2.19). In general E..I is 
strictly smaller than E. \\le illustrate this with the following two examples: 

(A) Let E = BC(JR) and A = Q the operator of multiplication by the variable 
x E lR. Then <p(Q) is multiplication by <p, where <p E BC(JR) =,1'. If E E Coo(JR) 
is such that E(x) = 1 for Ixl 2: R, then IIE(EQ)fllnc 2: sUPlxl>Rc1 If(x)l, which 
tends to zero as c ---7 0 if and only if f E CCX)(JR). So E.I = Coo(JR). 

(B) We take again E = BC(JR) but A = P, and ,/I = ,///1 (JR) = ,/14" (JR) for 
w(x) = 1. Then E.I is the subspace of uniformly continuous functions. In fact 
it is easily shown that <p(P)f is in BC)C(JR) if <p E Co(JR) and f E BC(JR) 
(because pk<p(P)f = <Pk(P)f where <Pk(X) = xk<p(x)). If <p E Co(JR) is such 
that <p(x) = 1 near x = 0, we may take E = 1-<p and write f = <p(cP)f+E(cP)f; 
then IIE(cP)fllnc ---70 as c ---7 0 implies that f is a (uniform) limit of uniformly 
continuous functions, so it is uniformly continuous . 

Before giving the abstract Littlewood-Paley estimates, we prove a version of 
an inequality due to Hardy (sec Theorem 319 in [HLP]): 

LEMMA 3.5.10. Let X, h be two positive Borel functions on (0,00) and s E JR. 
For (J" > 0, set 

roo ((J") dT . hO((J") = Jo x --;. h(T)~, g((J") = (J"-Sh((J") and gO((J") = (J"-sho(a). 

Then nne has for each p E [1,001: 

(3.5.15) 

PROOF. We write L~ for P((O,oo);(J"-ld(J"). Then 

roo (T)S (a) dT roo. (a) d)" go(a) = Jo -;; X --;. T-8h(T)~ = Jo )..-SX()..)g:\ -:\. 

So, by the integral Minkowski inequality: 

THEOREM 3.5.11. Let E and[ be functions of class Coo on X such that E(x) = 

o in a neighbourhood of the origin, E(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of infinity and 
[ E Co(X) with [(x) = 1 inside a ball containing the support of \lE. Let e 
be a tauberian function and let 8 E Co (X) be such that 8( x) = 1 inside a ball 
containing the support of e. 
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Let,A' be a LP-algebm of order r on X and let 'P E ,;If be such that 'P(x) = 

O,(I.r[f) as x -+ 0 for some real number {J > r. Then 
(a) There is a constant c > 0 such that for all fEE and all E E (0,1): 

(3.5.16) 

11(E)£ dT. ~ 
cllcp(EA)fIIE:S 11~(EA)fIIE + - 11~(TA)fIIE--'- +E{II~(A)fIIE' 

E T T 

Furthermore, for all f E E .. v and all E E (0, 1): 

t ((E)f) dT ~ (3.5.17) cll'P(EA)fIIE :S.fo min 1, -;: IIB(TA)fIIE-;:- + Ef I18(A)fIIE' 

(b) For each real s < {J there is a constant Cs < 00 such that for all fEE and 
all P E [1, +00]: 

(3.5.18) 

[[ II'-'~('Alfll~ ~' 1 'I, < ""I[(Al!II" + c" [{ II,-'((EAlfll:, ~ 1 'I, 
If 0 < s < {J, there is a constant cis such that for all fEE., and all P E [1, +00]: 

PROOF. (a) Let El E C=(X) be such that 6(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of 
J: = 0, 6(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of infinity, SUPP~l C {x EX 1 E(J:) = I} 
and supp\76 E {J; E X 1 [(:r) = I}. We set T/l(X) = X· \76 (J:). Then (3.5.8) 
implies that 

(3.5.20) 

11 (E)£ dT ~ 
cllcp(EA)fIIE :S II~l(EA)fIIE + E -;: 11711 (TA)fl IE-;:- + E£II~(A)fIIE' 

Now 6 = 6~ and T/1 = T]1~' Hence we have for all E E (0,1]: 

116(cA)fIIE:S 116(EA)IIB(E)II~(EA)fIIE:S c'II~(cA)fIIE' 

By estimating similarly IIT]l(cA)fIIE, one obtains (3.5.16) from (3.5.20). 
(:{.5.17) follows similarly from (3.5.9). We define 6 : X -+ lR by 

1 (1 2 d(J 1 j'1X11 (X)1 2 dT 
6(·r) = Q(x).fo 18((Jx)1 -;; = Q(x) 0 8 Tr;:( -;:-' 

with Q(x) given by (3.5.4), and we set T/2(X) = x . \76(x). Then r/2 = 181 2 / Q == 
8(e/Q). So (3.5.9) holds with T] and [replaced by T]2 and (j respectively, and it 
suffices to observe that (j / Q E Co (X) c,JV, so that 

Ilr/2(TA)fIIE :S c"118(TA)fIIE for T E (0,1]. 
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(b) The estimate (3.5.18) is a consequence of (3.5.16). This is easily seen by 
applying Lemma 3.5.10 with h(T) = 11~(TA)fIIE if T s:: 1, h(T) = 0 if T > 1 and 
X(T) = TPX[O,IJ(T) (where X[O,I] denotes the characteristic function of the interval 
[0,1]) and by observing that 

100 R dA 11 R~s~1 1. 
AX[Ol](A)~+.= A dA=~- Ifs<£. 

o ' A S 0 £-s 

Similarly (3.5.19) can be obtained from (3.5.17) by using Lemma 3.5.10 with 
h(T) = Ile(TA)fIIE if T s:: 1, h(T) = 0 if T > 1 and X(T) = min(l, Tf), since 

1=. € dA 1 1 
mm(1.A )-- = ~- + ~ 

o . A1+8 £ - s s 
ifO<s<£.D 

The techniques developed in this section will be used in the next one in the 
framework of Co-representations. We now present an application of a slightly 
different nature which will be important in Chapter 7. 

Let A be a closed (not necessarily densely defined) operator in the Banach 
space E and let I 2: 0 be a real number. We say that A has a (LP)-functional 
calculus of older I if there are aLP-algebra.ll' of order I on IR, a norm-continuous 
unital homomorphism <P : ,Jir ---'t B(E) and a real number A > 0 such that: (i) 
A -iA : D(A) ---'t E is bijective; (ii) if £l,\(x) = (x - Ai)~I, then £l,\ E A' and 
<p(£l,\) = (A - Ai)~l, Observe that (A - Ai)~1 E B(E) by the closed graph 
theorem. We shall use the notation <p(ip) = ip(A) for any ip E ,Jir, if there is no 
danger of confusion. If A is the generator of a Co-group such that Ile iAx IIB(E) s:: 
NI(x)T, then it clearly has these properties (take ,/1' = ,/ttT(IR)); but often it is 
easier to associate to A a (LP)-functional calculus than to show that it generates 
a group. 

We keep the assumptions of the definition and derive some consequences. 
First we show that (!,\ E ,;1' for all A > 0 and I I(!,\ II. I s:: CA~I-r if 0 < A s:: 1, 
1I£l,\II.1 s:: c).,-1 if A 2: 1, where c is a finite constant. For this we use the 
fact that £l~ E A' if 0 < (J" < 00 and the obvious identity £l~ = (J"-1 £l'\a-1, in 

particular £l,\ = A -1 £l~ -1. Now we prove that A - Ai : D (A) ---'t E is bijective 
for all A > 0 and that II(A - Ai)~11IB(E) s:: cmax(A-1- r ,A- 1) for (another) 
constant c, We know that this holds for some A > O. For any f.L > 0, let 
RjJ. = <p(£ljJ.), in particular R,\ = (A - Ai)~1. from £l,\ - £ljJ. = (A - f.L)i(!,\£lI' we 
get R/f = R,\[1 +i(f.L - A)RjJ.], hence the range of Rlf is included in R,\E = D(A) 
and (A - f.Li)RjJ. = (A - Ai)R,\[1 + i(IL - A)RjJ.] + (Ai - ILi)R/l = I. Similarly 
RjJ. = [I + i(IL - A)RjJ.]R,\ implies R1,(A - Ili)f = f if f E D(A). Hence RjJ. = 
(A - fLi)-1 and the norm-continuity of <P gives the desired estimate. 

Observe that x(x - Ai)~1 = 1 + iA(X - Ai)-1 is a function in A'; since A(A
Ai)~1 = 1+ iA(A - A'i)~l, the image through <P of the preceding function is 
just A(A - Ai)~I. But ,k is an algebra, hence x f---+ xf(:r - Ai)-R is a function 
in ,/V for any £ E N, and its image through <P is [A(A - Ai)-l]f. According to 
Example 3.5.6, the function xf(x - Ai)-f has a zero of order £ at the origin in 
the ,A'-sense. Hence, if £ > I, we can apply Theorem 3.5.11 (a), in which we 
set E = A-I (notice then [EA(EA - i)-lj£ = [A(A - Ai)-ljR). So, if ~ E COO(IR), 

~(x) = 0 (resp. 1) near zero (resp. 00) and if"[ E Cil(IR) with "[(x) = 1 on an 
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interval containing supp e, then there is a constant 0 < e < 00 such that for all 
fEE and A 2: 1: 

(3.5.21 ) 

cll[A(A - Ai)-ljC filE ::; II~( 1 )flIE + 1A (~) ell~( ~ )flIE d: + ;e Ilf(A)fIIE. 

If II~( i )flIE ----> 0 as A ----> 00, then we have the better estimate: 

(3.5.22) 

ell [A(A - Ai)-lj£ filE::; 1= IIlin( 1, (~) f) Ile( ~) filE d: + ;C 118(A)fIIE' 

Here e E Co (IR) is an arbitrary function equal to zero ill a neighbourhood of 

zero, but such that e(x±) ;f. 0 for some ;1:+ > 0 and some x_ < 0; and 8 E Co(IR) 
has to be equal to 1 on an interval containing supp e. 

Assume that the function x f--7 ~(:r)x-l belongs to,;l" (this is a rather trivial 
assumption); then II~( i )flIE ----> 0 as A ----> 00, for all f E D(A) = closure of the 
domain of A. In fact, we may write ~(x) = T)(x)x(x -i)-l with 71 E ,;I', hence 
11~(cA)fIIE = IIri(cA)cA(cA-i)-lfIIE::; cllcA(cA-i)-lfIIE if 0 < c::; L Then, 
if f E D(A), we have A(A - Ai)-l f = (A - Ai)-l Af ----> 0 as A ----> 00. 

We shall now deduce from (3.5.21) and (3.5.22) two estimates which will be 
needed in Chapter 7. Let F be a second Banach space and T E B(F, E). vVe 
write 11"11 for the norm in B(F,E) and clearly have: 

(3.5.23) 

cll[A(A - Ai)-l]fTII ::; 11(( ~ )TII + 1\~) £11(( ~ )TII d; + ;C II[(A)TII 

(3.5.24) 

cll[A(A-Ai)-l]fTII::; 1= min(l,(~)f)lle(~)Tlld: + ;eI18(A)TII. 

All the terms involved in these formulas are continuous functions of A and T. For 
each .5 E [0, £) we clearly get: 

(3.5.25) 

(3.5.26) 

If.5 = 0, the term (AS - 1)8-1 in (3.5.26) has to be replaced by Ins. Moreover, 
the estimates (3.5.24) and (3.5.26) hold only if the range of T is included in the 
set of fEE such that ~(i)f ----> 0 as A --t 00. 

The choice of the integer f. in the last two estimates i" dictated not only by 
the condition 8 < f. but abo by our initial assumption f. > T". Since T could be 
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quite large, this is often inconvenient in concrete calculationH. Fortunately, the 
Hecond condition can be eliminated by using the next result, due to Komatsu 
(cf. Proposition 1.2 in II of [Km]): 

LEl\IMA 3.5.12. Let A be a closed densely defined operatoT in the Banach space 
E such that fOT each A > 0 the numbeTiA belongs to the Tesolvent set of A and 
such that II(A - iA)~lIIB(E) :::; c,\~1 fOT all A > 0 and some finite constant c. 

Let T E B(F,E) and s -2' 0 Teal. If J~ao ASII[A(A - iA)~ll£Tlld,\'\ < 00 fOT some 
integeT f! > s) then this holds fOT each integeT f! > s. 

Before giving the proof, we make some comments. Since 

IIA(A - iA)~lIIB(E) = 111+ iA(A - iA)~lIIB(E) :::; const., 

the finiteness of the integral for f! = m implies its finiteness for all f! -2' m. Hence 
the non-trivial fact is that from a large f! we can go to a smaller ji, namely to the 
smalleHt integer> 8. The non-triviality of the assertion can be clarified if one 
uses c = A~l as variable: then A(A-iA)~l = cA(cA-i)~l, and the point is 
that the function [x(:r:_i)~ll£ vanisheH at zero more rapidly than [:z:(x-i)~ll£~l 
(here f! -2' 2), so it is not a priori obvious that the finiteness of the integral for 
some f! implies its finiteness for f! - 1. So, like Theorem 3.5.11, this lemma has a 
tauberian character. 

ObHerve that we assumed II(A - iA)~lIIB(E) :::; c,\~1 even if 0 < A < 1. Now, 
if A has a (LP)-functional calculus of order 1', then as A ---+ 0 only an estimate 
O(A ~l~r) is a priori available. However, this assumption is easily satisfied and 
we give now a typical example. Let E be the Sobolev space .7Cr (lR) and A 
the operator of multiplication by (:z:) = VI + x 2 . It is trivial to check that 
II(A - iA)~lIIH(E) :::; c(1 + A)~l for all A > O. However IleiAtIIB(E) :::; c(t)r and 
this is optimal. One may also consider directly the functional calculus associated 
to A: for any r.p E BC'(lR) (here we aHtiUmC l' E 1'1 for simplicity), cp(A) can be 
defined as multiplication by r.p( (:1:)). The estimate 11r.p(O"A)IIB(E) :::; c(O")r cannot 
be improved (as 0" ---+(0) ill the class BC'(lR), but we have 11r.p(O"A)IIB(E) :::; c 
('c/O" > 0) if r.p E SO(lR). This shows the advantage of choosing a smaller (LP)
algebra for the functional calculus. Now let A be multiplication by x (in the 
same space). Then II (A - iA)~lll B(E) :::; c max(A ~ l~r, A ~1) and this can not be 
improved; moreover, 11r.p(O"A)llv(E) can be made of order O"r as 0" ---+ 00 even if 
r.p E SO(lR). 

PROOF OF LE1\\ivIA 3.5.12. ByusingtheidentitYAA(A-iA)~l =A+iA2 (A
iA)~l, it is easy to prove that for any A > 0 and f! E N: 

ddA[AA(A-iA)~ll£ = :2[AA(A-iA)~llHl. 

The hypothesis All (A - iA)~ 111 :::; c if A > 0 implies that IIAA(A -iA)~lll ---+ 0 as 
A ---+ O. Hence for f! -2' 1: 
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with a norm-convergent integral. This implies for 0 ::s: s < fl.: 

1= )'SII[A(A_i),)-I]fTlld)' ::s:_fl._ t t f ll[A(A_it)-I]C+ITll dt 
1 ), fI. - s io t 

+ -fl.-l= tSII[A(A_it)-I]HITlldt, 
fI.-s 1 t 

which easily gives the assertion of the lemma. D 

3.6. Polynomially Bounded Co-Groups 

In this section we consider a fixed Co-representation W- of JR" in a Banach 
space F and we assume that it is of polynomial growth, more precisely that there 
are constants /vI ::" 1 and r ::" 0 such that 

(3.6.1) IIW(x)IIB(F) ::s: M(l;)' vx E JRn. 

We saw in Section 3.2 that a rather rich functional calculus can be associated 
to such a representation: <p(A) is well defined for any <p E olt'(JR"), and the 
LP-algebra .Af == . .4't'(JRn) is quite large, e.g. it contains .9"(JR"), in particular all 
functions of class Co (JRTI). The operators <p(A), for <p E .//tr(JR"), are bounded 
in F. One of the purposes here is to show that one may naturally define <p(A) as 
a densely defined unbounded operator in F for any <p E C~l (JRn ). The properties 
of these operators will be determined in §3.6.2. 

In the first part of this section we use the general Littlewood-Paley estimates 
of Section 3.5 to obtain new admissible norms on the Besov spaces F S,P' S > 0, 
associated to polynomially bounded Co-groups. In the last part of this section 
(§3.6.3) we consider the interpolation spaces F 8 ,p for negative values of sand 
show that various results obtained for s > 0 remain valid for s < 0 if F is a 
reflexive Banach space or if ~V is a one-parameter Co-group. 

3.6.1. We first indicate how the Littlewood-Paley estimates of Theorem 
3.5.11 lead to new expressions for the K-functional for the couple (F m, F) with 
rn > r. We use the LP-algebra ,;1' = ,.4'tr(JRrL). 

LEMMA 3.6.l. Let rn > r be an integer and denote by K(·,·) the K-functional 
for the couple (F m, F). Let 0 E Co (JR rL ) be a tauber-ian function, in particular 
o tt suppO. Then there is a constant c > 1 such that for all r:; E (0,1) and all 
f E F: 

(3.6.2) c- 1 [r:;TnllfIIF + 110(r:;A)fIIF] ::s: K(r:;m,J) 

::s: cr:;rrLllfllF +c 11 min(l, (~)rn)IIO(TA)fIIF d;. 

PROOF. Let 'IjJ : JR" ---> JR be the function 1jJ(x) = exp(-x2rn ). We have 
1jJ E ,9'(JRrL ), 1jJ(0) = 1 and 1jJ(;3) (0) = 0 if 1 ::s: 1(31 < 2rn. Hence, by (3.4.2): 

(3.6.3) K(r:;m,J) rv r:; m ll1jJ(r:;A)fIIFm + 11[1jJ(r:;A) - IlJIIF' 

(i) From (2.2.3) we see that r:;mllfllF ::s: cIK(r:;rrL, J). Since 0 tt supp 0, we 
have 1-1jJ(x) > 0 on suppO. Thus, if we set 12 = 0/(1 -1jJ), then 12 E Co (JRrL). 
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Hence Ile(cA)IID(F) s.: C2 < 00 for all c E (0,1] by (3.2.19). So we obtain the first 
inequality in (3.6.2) after observing that for c E (0, 1]: 

(ii) We have 4;(x)-1 = o.JtT(lRn) (Ixlm ) as x ---> 0 by Example 3.5.7. So (3.5.17) 
applied to the function cp = 1{! - 1 shows that 11[1J';(cA) - IlfllF is majorized by 
the r.h.s. of (3.6.2). 

By using Proposition 3.3.18 (b) and (3.2.19) we have for c E (0,1]: 

cmll?jJ(cA)fIIFm s.: c4cm ll1J';(cA)fIIF + C4Cm L IIACX 1p(cA)fIIF 
lal=m 

s.: c5cTn llfilF + C4 L 111J';(n)(cA)fIIF' 
lal=rn 

Again Example 3.5.7 shows that l,i\a) (x) = o.4'iT(Rn)(lxlm) as x ---> 0; by using 
(3.5.17) for the functions cp = 1J';(a) (x), one finds that cm ll1J';(cA)fIIFm is bounded 
by the r.h.s. of (3.6.2). 0 

THEOREM 3.6.2. Let F be a Banach space equipped with a polynomially boun
ded Co -representation of lR". Let 8 E Co (lRrL) be a tauberian function (hence 

o rt. supp8) and let BE CO(lR71) be such that B(x) = 1 inside a ball containing 
the support of8. Let s > 0 andp E [1,+00]. Then 

(a) The following expression defines an admissible norm on Fs.p: 

(3.6.4) 

(b) Let a > 1 and assume that 8(:1:) > 0 ~f a- 1 < Ixl < a and 8(x) = 0 
otherwise. Then the following e.7:pres8ion is an admiss'ible rWTm on F S,p : 

(3.6.5) 

PROOF. (a) We fix an integer Tn > max(r, s) and denote by K(-,') the K
functional for the couple (Fm,F). By using the first inequality in (3.6.2) we get 
that 

vf E F. 
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To obtain the opposite inequality, we use the second inequality in (3.6.2) to get 
that 

The second term on the r.h.s. can be majorized by applying Lemma 3.5.10 exactly 
as we did in the passage from (3.5.17) to (3.5.19) (see the last paragraph in the 
proof of Theorem 3.5.11). One gets that 

The r.h.s. of this last inequality is of the form (3.6.4) except for the additional 

term e311[I - 8(A)lfIIF; to see that this term can be majorized by a multiple of 
(3.6.4) we first apply (3.5.17) with r.p = 1 - 8 and c = 1, and then we use the 
Holder inequality (p' == (1 _ p-l )-1): 

(b) For j E Z, define Bj by Bj(x) = B(aix). We have supp 8j = {x E 

JR;.n I a-j - 1 :::; Ixl :::; a-HI}, B](.1:) > 0 if x is in the interior of suppBj, 
supp8] nsupp8k = 0 if Ij - kl 2 2 and suppB} nsupp8H1 = {x E JR;.n I 
0.-]-1 :::; IJ;I :::; o.- j }. So, if 7) is defined as 7)(X) = 8(x) [LjEZ 8j (J;)] -1 for x =f 0 

and 7)(0) = 0, then 7) E Co (JR;.n) , SUPP7) = supp8 and LkEZ T)(akx) = 1 for all 
x =f O. Moreover there are functions 6, 6 E co(JR;.n) such that 7) = 68 and 
B = 67). By (3.2.19) there are constants el, e2 such that for all j 20: 

and IIB(o.-jA)fIIF :::; e211TJ(o.-i A)fIIF' Thus it suffices to show that that the 
expression (3.6.5) with 8 replaced by 71 or, equivalently, under the assumption 
that L kEZ 8(o.k x) = 1 for all x =f 0, defines an admissible norm on Fs,p' 

Now let kEN and T E (a- k - 1 ,o.- k ). Then supp8r C suppB- k nsuppB- k - 1, 
hence 

Br(x) == 8(T.1;) = L 8(T:1:)8j (x) = B(TX)B-dx) + B(TX)B-k-I(X). 
JEZ 
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So we have (we consider the case p < (Xl) 

00 

00 

:S c3(1 + aSP) L Ilakse(a-k A)fll~· 
k=() 

This implies that the norm (3.6.4) is weaker than that given by (3.6.5). To arrive 
at the opposite conclusion, we observe that supp eO" c [a- 2 , aJ for each (J" E [1, a] 
and that the function i.p == ea2 + ea + e + ella is strictly positive on [a- 2 , a]. Let 
'ljJ E 9'(JR) be such that V,(x) = 1ji.p(x) for all x E [a- 2 ,a]. Then by (3.2.20) 
there is a constant C4 such that for all (J" E [1, aJ, all T E (0,1] and all f E F: 

(3.6.6) IW'(TA)fIIF:S IleO"(TA)IIB(F) ·111/J(TA)IIB(F) ·11i.p(TA)fIIF 
:S c411i.p( T A)fIIF. 

Now let again kEN and T E (a- k- I , a- k ). Set (J" = T-la- k ; then (J" E [1, a] 
and eO"(TX) = e(a-k;r). Hence, by (3.6.6): 

(:3.6.7) 
2 

Ile(a- k A)fIIF = IleO"(TA)fIIF :S C4 L Ile(ajTA)fIIF. 
j=-1 

So (we agaiIl consider the case l' < (Xl): 

= oo-k 

L aA:sPlle(a-kA)fll~ = _1_ L aksp 10 Ile(a-kA)fll~ (iT 
k=O Ina k=O a- k - 1 T 

00 2 a- k . d 
:S C5 L L 1-1.-1 T-SPlle(ahA)fll~ : 

k=Oj=-l· a 

'" c,a'" ~ jt, t:' e -" 118(eA) fll~ d: 

:S Cfj r1 IIQ-Se(QA)fll~ dQ + C6 j{J2 Ile(QA)fll~dQ. 
in Q. 1 

The fact that the norm (3.6.5) is weaker than that given by (:~.6.4) now follows 
after observing that there is a constant C7 such that 

2 VQE[l,a].D 
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3.6.2. We now develop a functional calculus for the class C;;;l (JR.n). We 

assume that W satisfies (3.6.1). If s E JR. and kEN, we denote by ct,) (JR.n) the 

Banach space of all functions l(J in C k (JR.n) for which the following expression is 
finite: 

(3.6.8) 

We denote by C~s)(JR.n) the completion of .9'(JR.rl ) in C(s) (JR.n). One may check 

without difficulty that a function l(J of class C k on JR.rl belongs to C~8) (JR.n ) if and 

only if (x;sl(J(n)(x) --+ 0 as Ixl --+ CXJ for each multi-index a with lal <::: k. In 
particular 

Ct9) (JR.n ) c C(:SI) (JR.n) if s' < sand C;ol(JR.n) = U C~s)(JR.n). 
sEIR 

The definition of l(J( A) for l(J E C;;;l (JR.n) will be based on the following fact 
(we use the notation !l = [n/2] + 1): 

LEMMA 3.6.3. Let k, € ::" 0 be even integers. Then there is a constant c s'Uch 
that for all~, 7] E .<J'(JR.n): 

(3.6.9) 

PROOF. We have 

I(~,TI;I <::: II(Q;-£(P;k~IIL2(lRn)II(Q;e(p;-kTIII£2(lRn) 

= II (Q; -f (p;k ~11£2(IRn) II (P;' (Q; -k i711£2(IRn) 
<::: cll (Q; -£ (p;k ~11£2(IRn) II (Q; -k (p;R i7IIL2(IRn), 

where the last inequality is ohvious hecause (p;e is a differential operator if € is 
even. Now (3.6.9) is obtained by observing that, for s E JR. and even Tn E N: 

II (Q; -8 (P; m1,6ll£2 (IR") <::: 110 -!lc IIL2 (IRn) II (Q;!lc- S (p;m1,611 L= (IRn) 
<::: c(Tn)IIO-!lcIIL2(IRn)II1,6llq;_8)' D 

COROLLARY 3.6.4. Let k be the smallest even integer in (!l + r, CXJ). Then for 
each even € E N there is a constant c€ s'Uch that for all Tn E Z, f E F 00 and 
l(J E 9'(JR.rl ): 

(3.6.10) 

PROOF. Let Tn E Z, f E F 00, j* E (FrrJ* and l(J E .<J'(JR."). Then 

(3.6.11) (j*,l(J(A)J) = ((WUJ,j*;,i{5;, 

where the outer bracket on the r.h.s. means antiduality in the sense of distribu
tions. We take TI = i{5 in (3.6.9) and remark that the inequality (3.6.9) will remain 
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true for all C E OR (JR."'). Sinee IW(·)f f*' E C f (JR.n) C OR (JR.n) for 
<, (!.!.-k) \' I (-1') (!.!.-k) 

each ji ?: 0, we may take ~ = (W(·)f, f*;. Then 

So 

IU*,~(A)nl s: cllfIIFmHIIf*II(Fm)*II~llct~_£) 
which implies (3.6.10). D 

Let f E F = and ~ E C~](JR.rL); choose k be as in Corollary 3.6.4. Then 
o 0 

~ E CZs) (JR.n) for some s E R By the definition of CZs) (JRn), there is a sequence 

{~i}jEN in ,9"(JR.n) such that II~ - ~jllcts) ---+ 0 as j ---+ 00. By Corollary 3.6.4, 

the sequence {~j (A)f} is Cauchy in each Fm (m E Z), and if its limit is denoted 
by ~(A)f, then for even ji?:!.l- s: 

(3.6.12) 

So ~(A) defines an operator in B(F mH, F m) for each m E Z and some integer 
ji depending on ~. 

One may rephrase this definition in a more intrinsic way as follows: for each 
fixed f E F = and m E Z, the linear mapping ,9"(JR.n) :3 ~ ---+ ~(A)f E F m is 
continuous when 9'(JR.") is equipped with the norm 11·llck ; hence it has a unique 

(5) 

continuous extension to OZs) which we again denote by ~(A)f. In particular this 

proves the independence of ~(A)f of the approximating sequence {~j} in ,9"(JR.n) 
chosen above (clearly ~(A) f does not depend on seither). Finally, if f E F = 
and f* E F*, then 

(:3.6.13) U*,~(A)n = ((W(·)f,f*;,ij5;, 

where the r.h.s. means antiduality of distributions (for ~ E 9'(JR.n) , this is just 
(3.6.11); since both sides in (3.6.13) are continuous functions of ~ for the norm 

of ct,) , (3.6.13) will hold for any ~ E OZs)). 
The preceding results may be rewritten by introducing the following space: 

(3.6.14) B(F -=) = n U B(F m, Fk). 
mEZ kEZ 

It is the set of linear operators T : F _= ---+ F _= such that for each m E Z there 
is k E Z with T E B(F m, Fx,), and it has the structure of an algebra. We have 
shown above that ~(A) E B(F_exJ if ~ E C~] (JR."), and the correspondence 
~ f--+ ~(A) defines a unital homomorphism from C1C;:-;](JR.rL ) into B(F _=). 

By interpolation (see Theorem 2.6.1) one obtains from the inequality (3.6.12) 
that ~(A) E B(FtH,p, Ft,p) for each t E JR., each p E [1,00] and some ji E N 
depending on ~. One may also derive a somewhat more explicit expression for 
~(A) by observing that, if ~ E C~](JR.n), then the distribution ij5 is rapidly 111-

vanishing at infinity (see Theorem 1.4.5); hence, if N > 0 is fixed, there are 
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an integer kEN and a family of continuous funct.ions {'Pa }lai:S;k such that 
1~(x)1 :::; c(x)-N and 'P(x) = L:1al:S;k :cC'i'Pa(x) (see Corollary 1.4.4 (c)). If 
one assumes that N > n + r, then 'Pa E ,Jt7'(JI{n) for each Inl < k, so that 
'PoJA) E B(F m) for each m E Z; then one has 

(3.6.15) 'P(A) = L A(X'Pa(A) E B(Fm+k' F m) 
lal:S;k 

\1m E Z. 

We next prove a Taylor expansion formula for 'P(A). The result is particularly 
useful when the derivatives of higher order of 'P produce bounded operators. 

PROPOSITION 3.6.5. Let'P E CI~l(JI{n) and j EN \ {O}. 
(a) The following identity holds on F -00,' 

(3.6.16) 
((3) (0) . 11 

'P(A) = L 'P 3' Ali + L ~ 'P( 3)(TA)(l - T)i- 1dT' Ai', 
1;31 <j I· Ir,l=j (3. 0 

where the integral exists strongly in B(F mH, F m) for some g E N and each 
mEZ. 

(b) If 'P CG ) E ,~ft" (JI{fl) for each mlLlti-inde:r (3 with 1m = j, e.g. if'P E Si -0 (JI{n) 
for some c > 0, then the integral in (3.6.16) e.rists strongly in B(Fm) for each 
m E Z. In particlLlar 'P(A) E B(Frr" F m-j) for each m E Z and 'P(A) E 
B(Ft,p, Ft-j,p) for each t E JI{ and each p E [1, (Xl]. 

PROOF. (a) For 'P E .'l'(JI{n), the identity (3.6.16) follows from the Taylor 
expansion (3.3.16). By a limiting argument one can then extend (:1.6.16) to all 
'P E CI~l(JI{n). More precisely, let 'P E Cg;:;l(JI{n). Choose an integer k ::" z:z.+r+ j, 

an even g E N and a sequence {'Ps LEN in ,9'(JI{n) such that 'P E CZn - fl ORr» 
and 'Ps -+ 'P in ct!!-£) (JI{n). Let f E F Xl (clearly it is sufficient to sl~ow that 

(3.6.16) holds on F Xl). Then 'Ps(A)f -+ 'P(A)f strongly in each Fm by (3.6.10), 

and 'P~Q) (0) -+ 'P(a) (0) for each 101 :::; k. Furthermore, for 1m = j, we have 

(/leG) E ck - j (JI{n) and (()~!J) -+ In(6) in C k - j . (JI{n). Since 1I,,f}TII '0 < Ilwll '0 
't' (!!:-f) 't'. 't' (!!-t) , C(b) - • C(b) 

if 0 < T :::; 1, one easily obtains by using (3.6.10) and the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem that 

(b) It suffices to observe that one has 11'P(B)(O'A)IIB(Fm ) :::; cll'P((1)I 
mE Z and each 0' E (0,1]. 0 

for each 

We shall now consider the case where r.p E Sk (JI{n) for some kEN. It is known 
that 'P(A) need not be bounded in F if'P E S0 (JI{11). For example, ifF = L1(JI{n) 
and TV is the translation group, then 'P(P) is continuous as an operator from 
the real Hardy space JH[1 (JI{n) into L 1 (JI{n) but not continuous as an operator in 
L1(JI{n) for arbitrary r.p E sO(JI{n) (see the end of our Section 3.2 and Chapter 7 
in [Me]). So in general one cannot expect 'P(A) to be bounded from Fm to F m - k 
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if cp E Sk (R"). We shall see below that the Besov scale has better properties 
in this respect. We shall need the preliminary facts given in the following three 
lemma". 

LEMMA 3.6.6. Let cp E Sk(JR.") for some real k 2: O. Then, for each 1/ > 0, 
cp(A) E B(Fk+v,oo, F). 

PROOF. We may assume without loss of generality that 0 < 1/ < 1. Let 
7/ E Co (JR.") be such that 7/(X) = 1 in some neighbourhood of the origin. Let 
f E F = and .f* E F*. By using first (3.6.13) and then Proposition 1.3.7 and the 
fact that (1 - TJ);P E .'P(JR.") (see Lemma 1.3.5), one gets that 

I (f * , cp ( A ) f! I :S I (( TJ (-) W (- ) j, .t* I, ;PI I + I (( W (- ) .f, .t* I, (1 - TJ);PI I 

:Sclll(TJUW(·)f,.t*/IIBCk+ v + 

+ IlfIIFII.t*IIF* l" IIW(x)IIB(F) 11- TJ(x)I·I;P(x)ldx. 

\Ve observe that the last integral is finite and that 

(this can be checked by using the definition (1.3.7) of II . IIBGI', Corollary 3.4.8 
(b) and Theorem 3.4.6). So 1(f*,cp(A)f!1 :S c:311.f*IIF*llfllk+v,Dc, which implies 
the re"ult of the lemma. D 

LEI\IMA 3.6.7. Let (), cp E Cj(JR." \ {O}) for some j EN. Assume that theTe is 
a number k E JR. such that 

(3.6.17) 

and [meh that Icp(a)(x)1 :S clxl k - 1ol for some constant c, all:7: E JR." \ {O} and 
each multi-index a with 101 :S j. Set (}E(.T) = (}(EX). Then there is a constant C 
such that 

(3.6.18) \Ix E JR.", \IE> O. 
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= nR L 1(-i)lal:J(aaBEcp)(x)1 ~ n R L IlaaBEcpIIU(X) 
lal=R lal=R 

~ n€ L L E 1a- f1i l' IB(a-{1)(EX)llcpUJ)(x)lgx 
IQI=R p""a IRn 

~ nR L L E 'Q l-l i31 1 IB(a-;3) (Ex)1 c!-Tl k- 1i3l gx 
10.1=€ j3~Q JRn 

= cnR L L ER- k- n 1IB(a-i3)(y)llylk-'i3lgy 
lal=€p""n Rn 

~ CpER- k-" L 1IBb)(y)llylk-HIr'gy. 
1r19 Rn 

We apply this inequality for £ = 0 and £ = j and obtain that 

and 

These two inequalities imply (3.6.18). 0 

LEMMA 3.6.8. Let j > n + r be an integer and cp, B E C~ol (JR") satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 3.6.7 for some k E lR. Then BE cp E ,~V (JR") if E > 0, and 
there is a constant c such that for E E (0,1) and mE 12: 

(3.6.19) 

PROOF. We have BEcp E ,jtT(JR") by (3.6.18) because j - r > n. Then 

IIB(EA)cp(A)IIB(Fm) = II(BEcp)(A)IIB(Fm) 

~ c'IIBEcpll.ii' = c'2r/2 r (x)rl(:JBEcp)(x)lgx 
J~n 

~ c"2r / 2 r (:r)r E-k-"(E- 1X)-jgx 
jlR n 

= c"2T / 2E- k r (Ey)r dy < CE- k if 0 < E < 1. 0 
jEn (y)7 - - -

THEOREM 3.6.9. Let F be a Banach space equipped with a polynomially bounded 
Co -representation of JRn . Let cp E Sk (JR") for some k E JR. 

Then cp(A) E B(F S,P' F s-k,p) whenever s > 0, s - k > 0 and 1 ~ p ~ 00. If 
n = 1 or if F is reflexive, then cp(A) E B(F S,P' Fs-k,p) for each s E lR. 
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PROOF. (i) Let 7] E Co (lR:n) be such that 7]( x) = 1 in some neighbourhood of 
the origin. Then 7]rp E Co(JRn), hence 7](A)rp(A) E B(Fs.p,Ft,p) for all 5, t E R 

Hence it suffices to prove that [I - 7](A)]rp(A) E B(Fs,p,Fs-k,p), in other words 
it suffices to prove the theorem under the additional assumption that rp( x) = 0 
in some neighbourhood of the origin. For this we fix a function B E Co(JRn) 
such that B(x) > 0 if 1/2 < Ixl < 2 and B(x) = 0 otherwise and observe that, 
if f E F and 0 < T < 1, then IIB(TA)2rp(A)fIIF <:::: cT-kIIB(TA)fIIF by Lemma 
3.6.8. 

We first assume that k 2: 0 and fix a number v satisfying 0 < v < 5 - k. By 
using first Theorem 3.6.2 (a) and then Lemma 3.6.6, one sees that 

Each term on the r.h.s. is bounded by c311fliFsp (use 8 > k+n and (3.6.4)). So 
we have rp(A) E B(F S,p, F s-k,p) if k 2: 0 and 8 - k > O. 

The proof in the case k < 0, 8 > 0 is almost identical; it suffices to replace 
c21IfIIF,+v.oo on the r.h.s. of (3.6.20) by c211f11F, which is justified since rp belongs 
to ,,liT (JRn) if rp E 8-6 (JRn) for some 6 > O. 

Note that, Hince rp(A) mapH F = into F 00 and F~ 00 is the closure of F DO in 
Ft,ou, we also have rp(A) E B(F~,=, F~-k,exJ. ' 

(ii) If n = 1, choose an integer £ such that 8-£ > 0 and o5-£-k > O. Then, by 
the preceding result, we have rp(A) E B((Fe)s-e,p, (Fp)s-P-k,p). It now suffices 
to observe that (Fp)s-f,p = Fs,p and (FR)s-£-k,p = Fs-k,p by (3.4.36). 

(iii) Now assume F to he reflexive. By applying the results of (i) to the 
Co-group W* in F*, we see that 

if 1 <:::: q <:::: 00 and k - 5 > 0, -5 > O. This implies together with Theorem 3.4.3 
(d) that rp(A) E B(Fs,p,Fs-k,p) foreachp E [1,00] if 5 < 0 and s-k < O. SothiH 
incluHion holds if 8 and 8 - k have the same sign. If 8 and 8 - k are of opposite 
signs (or equal to zero), one obtains the same inclusion by choosing a number 
t > Ikl and by interpolating between the relations rp(A) E B(Ft,p, Ft-k,p) and 
rp(A) E B(F -t,p, F -t-k,p) (use Theorems 2.6.1 and 3.4.3 (b)). D 

COROLLARY 3.6.10. For k E JR denote by (A)k the operator rp(A) associated 
to the function rp(x) = (1 + IxI 2 )k/2. Then (A)k is an isomorphism of F 00 onto 
itself, and (A)k(A)R = (A)kH if k, £ E JR. If 8 > 0, s - k > 0 and 1 <:::: P <:::: 00, 
then (A)k is an isomorphism of F s,p onto F.s-k,p with inverse (A) -k. If n = 1 
or if F is reflexive, then (A)k is an isomorphism of F -00 onto itself, one has 
(A)k (A)£ = (A)kH on F -ex)) and (A)k : F s,p ----+ Fs-k,p is an isomorphism with 
inverse (A)-k for all k, s E JR and 1 <:::: P <:::: 00. 
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3.6.3. One remarks from Theorem 3.6.9 and Corollary 3.6.10 that stronger 
results can be obtained if the Banach space F is reflexive or if W is a one
parameter Co-group (the statements hold in F S,p for all s E JR'. and not only for 
s > 0). In the last part of this section we shall show similarly that the expressions 
(3.6.4) and (3.6.5) determine admissible norms on Fs,p for all s E JR'. if one of 
the above additional conditions iH satisfied. We begin with some preliminary 
results which are the analogue for a reflexive Banach space of those obtained in 
Proposition 3.4.12 for a one-parameter group. 

LEMMA 3.6.11. Assume that F is reflexive, and let k, mE Z. Then 

(3.6.21 ) 

(3.6.22) 

Fk+m C (Fk)m C Fk+m,= 

Fk+m,l C (Fk)m C Fk+m 

ifm;::: 0 

if m ::; O. 

PROOF. (i) We firHt prove (3.6.22). If k ::; 0 or m = 0, this is obviouH because 
(Fk)m = F k+m· So assume that k ;::: 1 and m < O. We set e = -m > 0 and 
have on F -00 (see Corollary 3.6.10) 

(3.6.23) 

with an obvious definition of fa. If f E F k -£,l, then fa E FkH-lal,l by Theorem 
3.6.9 (observe that the function ip(x) -= x Ct (x)-2£ belongs to sla l-2€(JR'.rl)). Hence 
fo: E F, for each lal :s: e. By using (3.3.29) in thc Banach space Fk, one sees 
that f E (F k)-£ -= (Fk)m' ThiH proves the first inclusion in (3.6.22). The second 
one was already pointed out in (3.3.58). 

(ii) Now let k E Z and m ;::: O. By writing Fi for (F*)£ and by using (3.6.22) 
in the Banach space F*, we have dense embeddings 

Hence 

(3.6.24) 

Theorems 3.3.28 and 3.4.3 (d) show that (3.6.24) is identical with 

Since F 00 is a dense subspace of (Fk)m, we obtain (3.6.21). 0 

REMARK 3.6.12. An alternative proof of (3.6.22) may be obtained by using 
instead of (3.6.23) the relation 

(3.6.25) f = ip()(A)f + L Actipo:(A)f 

1"1=£ 
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where CPo E 9'(Jl{n) and CPo: E S~e (Jl{n). (3.6.25) follows from Theorem 1.3.8 
which implies (together with Corollary 1.3.4) the existence of functions CPo, CPa 
(101 = £) such that <PO E Co (Jl{n), ~ E Ll(Jl{n) and of compact support, and 

(3.6.26) 1 = cpo(;r;) + L ;r;acpa(:r) 
lal=€ 

VXEJl{TI. 

THEOREM 3.6.13. Let TV be a polynomially bounded Co-representation of Jl{n 

in a reflexive Banach space F. 
(a) For any k, mE Z one has F k+rn •l C (Fk)m C Fk+m,ex;' 
(b) Let $ E Jl{, k E Z and p E [l,Xl]. Then 

(3.6.27) 

If k < $, then for each integer £ > $ - k the following expression defines an 
admissible norm on F s,p: 

(3.6.28) [j' II [W(x) - I]€ fliP r;lx] l/p 
IlfllFk + I 'Is~k -I 'In Ixl<:::l x F, X 

PROOF. If m 2' 0, the result of (a) is obtained from the first inclusion in 
(3.4.8) and (3.6.21). If m < 0 we use (3.6.22) and the second inclusion in (3.4.8). 

The second part of (b) follows from (3.6.27) and Theorem 3.4.6. To prove 
(3.6.27), we choose integers ml, m2, £1 and £2 such that ml < $ - k < rn2 
and £1 < m1 + k < rn2 + k < £2. By (3.4.7) we then have (Fk)s~k,p = 

((F k ) rn2,(F k ) rn l)o,p with B = [m2 - ($ - k)](m2 - md~l. By the result of 
(a), (Fk)mi is of class Bi for the pair of B-spaces (F e2 , Fe,), with Bi = (£2 - k
mi)(£2 - £d~l (see (2.5.1)). By applying th(~ reiteration theorem (Eq. (2.5.5)) 
one findti that ((Fk)m2' (Fk)rnJe.p = (F f2 ,Ff, )a,p with (j = (1 - (J)(J2 + (J(J1 

(£2 - 8)(£2 - £l)~l, so that the last interpolation space iti identical with Fs,p' D 

THEOREM 3.6.14. Let W be a polynomially bounded Co-representation of Jl{" 

in a Banach space F. If n = 1 or if F is refle:r;ive, then the conclusions of 
Theorem 3.6.2 are valid for each s E Jl{ and 1 ~ p ~ Xl. 

REMARK. We obtierve that 8(A)f and (J(T~l A)f are well defined for any 
f E F ~OC and belong to F DO • Hence the expretitiionti (3.6.4) and (3.6.5) make 
sense for all f E F ~oc, although they could be equal to +Xl because the integral 
in (3.6.4) or the series in (3.6.5) could be divergent at infinity. 

PROOF. We prove the validity of the statement of part (a) of Theorem 3.6.2 
for $ ~ O. The proof of part (b) is very similar. 

Let $ ~ 0 and choOtie an even integer k > 0 such that s + k > O. By (3.4.36) or 
(3.6.27) we have Fs)p = (F ~k)8+k,p. So Theorem 3.6.2 (applied for the Banach 
space F ~k) implies that 
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To obtain the equivalence with the norm (3.6.4), it is enough to prove the exis
tence of a constant c > 0 such that for all .I E F -oc: 

(3.6.30) 

and 

(3.6.31 ) 

c-11IT-kB(TA)fIIF_k s: IIB(TA)fIIF s: cIIT-kB(TA)fIIF_ k "iT E (0,1]. 

The first inequality in (:3.6.30) holds because k > O. Next let TJ E Co (lRn) 

be such that Tie = e (hence also'lB = B). Then Lemma 3.3.20 implies that 
li"I(TA)IIF_k--->F s: C1T- k for all T E (0,1], so that 

This proves the second inequality in (3.6.31). The second inequality in (3.6.30) is 
obtained by the same argument. Finally, to obtain the first inequality in (3.6.31), 
let X be a function in Co(lRn \ {O}) such that XB = B and set ~(x) = Ixl-kx(x). 
Observe that ~ E Co (lRn) and X = I:ICtI=k: CCtXa~(x) for some constants Ca ~ 0 
(remember that k is even). Then 

Ilx(TA)IIF--->F_k s: L CnTkIIAaIIF--->F_kll~(TA)IIB(F) s: C2Th: 
Inl=k 

for all T E (0,1]' by Proposition 3.3.9 (a) and (3.2.19). Hence 

3.7. Co-Groups in Hilbert Spaces 

If F is a Hilbert space, then several of the results obtained in the preceding 
sections can be improved. More precisely, olle can associate a bounded operator 
'P(A) in F to a much larger class of functions 'P and one can show that Fk = F k.2 

for all k E Z (i.e. the Sobolev scale is part of the Besov scale). The estimate 
(3.7.23) and Proposition 3.7.7 are due to N. Mandache [Ma]; in the proof of the 
next proposition we use the representation (3.7.5) which is also due to him. 

We recall (see Definition 3.1.11) that 'P E .1/i(Wt)(lRn ) means that 'P is the 
inverse Fourier transform of a measure ip on lRn which satisfies fIR n eWllxllipl (dx) < 
00. If 'P E Jt(W,) (lRrl) , it has an analytic extension to the strip I:wl = {x + 'iy I 
x, Y E lR n, I y I < Wl} of en and a bounded continuous extension to the closure of 
this strip, namely: 

'P(x + iy) = r ei(x+iy)kip(k)d.k . 
.J~n 

PROPOSITION 3.7.1. Let F be a Hilbert space and WaCo-representation of 
lRn in F such that IIW(x)IIB(F) s: 1VJew1xl for some M ~ 1 and W ~ O. Let 
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Wl > w. Then there is a constant C < CXl such that for each cp E ,.It (wI) (JRn) and 
each m E Z : 

(3.7.1) Ilcp(A)IIB(Fm) :S C sup Icp(:.c + iy)l· 
x,yElR'" 
Ivl<Wl 

PROOF. (i) If 7jJ : JRn --+ CC is the Fourier transform of an integrable measure 

;j;, then the operator 7jJ(P) : 9'(JRn) --+ ,9'* (JRn), introduced in Section 1.2, is 
explicitly given by the integral formula: 

(3.7.2) [7jJ(P)g](x) = r g(x + y);j;(y)c1y, 
J~n 

By using also Plancherel's theorem, one sees that 

(3.7.3) 

Now assume that 9 is a bounded continuous Fm-valued function. Then (:3.7.2) 
makes sense and defines a new Fm-valued function with the same properties. 
Moreover, (3.7.3) still holds if the norms are taken in L2(JRn; FrrJ (with the con
vention that the norm of a non-square integrable function is infinite). In fact, by 

a standard approximation argument, we may assume that g(;r;) = 2::;=1 gj(;r;)fj, 
where gj : JRn --+ CC arc in ,9'(JRn ) and {/J, ... ,fN} is an orthonormal set in Fm. 
Then the vector-valued version of (3.7.3) follows immediately from the scalar 
version. 

(ii) Now let cp : JRn --+ CC be as in the statement of the theorem. Then (3.7.2) 
allows us to define cp(P)g for a much larger class of functions 9 : JRn --+ F m , 

e.g. it is enough to assume 9 continuous and Ilg(x)IIFm :S Cexp(wll:.cI), for 
some constant C depending on g. Notice the following fact: if v E JRn and 
Ivl :S Wl, then cp(P)e(v,Q)g = e(v,Q)cp(P - iv)g for 9 : JRn --+ Fm bounded and 
continuous (to prove this, just observe that the Fourier transform of the function 
:r f--+ cp(x - iv) is the measure e(v,k)ij5(k)). 

To each vector f E F Tn one can associate a function 8 f : JRn --+ F Tn by setting 
8 f (x) = W(x)f. We clearly have: 

(3.7.4) cp(P)8 f = 8<p(A)f. 

(iii) \lVe fix a COO-functionry with support in the unit ball of R" and satisfying 
.fIR" TJ(x )c1x = 1. Then, by (3.7.4) we obtain the obvious but fundamental identity 
due to N. Mandache: 

(3.7.5) cp(A)f = r. ry(x)W( -x)[cp(P)8r ] (x)c1x. 
JrJII.n 

By using (3.3.12) one then gets that 

(3.7.6) Ilcp(A)fIIFm :S sup IIW(y)IID(F)' r Iry(x)I'II[cp(P)8rj(x)IIF",c1x 
Ivl9 JiIi.n 
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Let Xo, Xl, ... ,XN be a partition of unity on m;.n consisting of smooth functions 
such that 0 <::: Xk(J:) <::: 1 for each k and such that XO has a compact support, 
whereas the support of Xk (k of. 0) ii:l contained in a cone fk = {x E m;.n I 
(x, ek) ~ wll(w + E)lxl}, where ek is a unit vector in m;.rL and E a fixed number 
with 0 < E < WI - w. Then 

(3.7.7) 

N 

+ L T/( Q)cp(P)eW1 Q·Ck Xk (Q)e- W1 Q·ek 8 j 
k=1 

N 

= L T/x(Q)cp(P - iVk)Xk(Q)8j, 
k=O 

where '/0 = T/, T/x(x) = rl(x)exp[wl(x,ek)], Vo = 0, Vk = Wlek for 1 <::: k <::: N, 
Xo = Xo and Xx(x) = Xk(X) exp[-wl(J:, ek)] for 1 <::: k <::: N. Since rl has compact 
support, each rlk(Q) is a bounded operator in L2(m;.Tt; Fm). So, by using the 
vector-valued version of (3.7.3), with 1{,(:r) = cp(x -iVk), and by taking into 
account (3.3.12) and the fact that IXk(X)1 <::: e-(W+S)IEI for k ~ 1, one finds that 

(3.7.8) 

for a finite constant C. (3.7.1) now follows from (3.7.6)-(3.7.8). 0 

The preceding theorem will be used to associate a bounded operator cp(A) 
in F to each function cp : m;.n -+ IC having a bounded, holomorphic extension 
to a strip ~w('P) for some w(cp) > w. We denote by BHW(m;.") the space of all 
these functions (we stress the fact that w(cp) depends on cp) and begin with some 
preparatory remarks concerning this space. Obviously BHW (m;.n) ii:l an algebra 
with unit for the usual operations. We shall say that a subset ulV C B HW (m;.n) 
is bounded if there are constants Wo > wand m < 00 such that each function 
cp E ,k has a holomorphic extension to ~W() and I cp( z) I <:::m for all z E ~WIl. A 
sequence {cpdkEN of elements of BHw(m;.n) is said to be strongly convergent to 
cp E BHw(m;.n) if it is bounded and limk-->:xl cpx(x) = cp(x) for each :r E m;.". We 
shall prove in a moment that BHW(R") n,//t;(W) (m;.n) is dense in BHW(m;.") with 
respect to this notion of convergence. 

It is clear that the Fourier transform ip of a function cp E B HW (m;.n) should be 
exponentially decaying in some sense. Since ip is not a measure in general (e.g. 
if n = 1 and cp(x) = :[(:r:)-1 with w(cp) = 1/2, then ip is not a measure in any 
neighbourhood of zero), we shall have to interpret thii:l decay in a generalized 
sensc. The following construction will be convenicnt. Let ,;t. be a bounded 
subset of B HW (m;.") and let Wo, Tn be as in the definition of boundedness. We 
fix a number CT E (0, W01 ) and associate to each cp E ,/I. a function ¢ by setting 
¢(x) = cp(X)(CTX)-2!!:., where 1J. = [n/2] + 1. As cp varies over ,k, the associated 
functions ¢ vary over another bounded subi:let of BHw(m;.n) (with the same Wo 
but with m replaced by m[1 - CT2w6]-2!!:.). The function ¢ has better decay 
propertiei:l than cp, namely I¢(x + iy)1 <::: bolcp(x + iy)l(x)-2!!:. if Iyl < wo, where 
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~ is a constant depending only on 0", Wo and n. Since 27J. > n, we see that 
¢ : JR'.n ----+ C is a continuous function, and we can use Cauchy's theorem to get 
that for Iyl < Wo and all 10 E JR'.n: 

(3.7.9) ¢(x)gx = r e-i(w,x+iy)¢(x + iy)gx. 
Jf{n 

In particular, there is a constant b, depending only on 0", Wo and n, such that 
1¢(1O)1 S rnbe(w,y). By taking y = -wl1Ol1Ol- l with Wi < Wo and then letting 
Wl ----+ WO, one obtains that 

(3.7.10) \/10 E JR'.n. 

In particular, ¢ is a continuous exponentially decaying function on JR'.n, and 

n! "":' 
$(10) = """"' - (iO")2Inla2n¢(1O). 

~ Q!(7J. - lol)! 
lal <::I!: 

(3.7.11) 

\Ve notice a useful consequence of the preceding remarks: if {ipk hEN is a 
sequence of elements of ,I" which converges strongly to some ip E ,+, then 
l¢k(lL')1 S const. e-wolwl and limk~oc ¢dw) = ¢(w) uniformly in 10 E JR'.n. 

Let us now prove the density of BHw(JR'.n) n,Jt(w)(JR'.n) in BHw(JR'.n). If ip E 

BHW(JR'.") and 0 < c < 1, we define ipE(X) = ip(:r)e-clxI2. Clearly,/[· = {Vi I 
V) = ip or 7./J = ipc for some c E (0, I)} is a bounded subset of BHw(JR'.n) and 
limo~o ipc = ip strongly in BHw(JR'.n). So it suffices to check that ipc E ,/ft(W) (JR'.n). 
This a consequence of the following inequality which can be obtained by using 
Cauchy's theorem as in (3.7.9) and an argument as in the derivation of (3.7.10): 

(3.7.12) 1cP;(w) I S (2c)-n/2eu.!~-wolwl sup lip(z)l. 
zE~wo 

This inequality implies that ipc E ,1f{(W,) (lKn) for each Wl < Wo. 

PROPOSITION 3.7.2. Let F be a Hilbert space equipped with a Co-representation 
W ofJR'.n such that IITV(x)IIR(F) S Mewl"l faT some W ~ o. Then 

(a) There is a unique linear mapping BHw(JR'.n) "3 ip ----+ ip(A) E B(F) having 
the following pmperties: 

(1) ip(A) = JR." W(x)$(:r)g:z: if ip E JIt(W) (JR'.") , 
(2) if ipk ----+ ip stmnglyin BHw(JR'.n), then ipk(A) ----+ ip(A) stmngly in B(F). 

The correspondence ip f---+ ip(A) is a homomorphism of algebras, and ip(A)* = 
:p(A*), where A* is the genemtor of the adjoint representation W*(:z:) = W(-x)* 
in F*. 

(b) The ineq1wlity (3.7.1) is satisfied for each ip E BHw(JR'.n), and if lip(z)1 S 
c(1 + Izl)-r for some r E N and all z E I:w('P)) (with w(ip) > w), then ip(A) E 

B(Fm' F rn+r ) fOT allm E Z. 

PROOF. (i) Let ip be a fixed function in BHw(JR'.n). Define ipc by ipE(X) = 

ip(x)e-EIJ:12 (0 < c < 1) and let ¢, ¢E be the functions associated to ip and ipE 
by the rule given before (3.7.9). From (3.7.9) one gets as in the derivation of 

(3.7.10) that la"¢E(:J:) I S c(Q, c)ewolrl for any multi-index (I". For f, g E F:)Q 
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set 8(x) = (g, W(x)f). Then one obtains by using (3.7.11) with cp replaced by 
CPc and an integration by parts that 

We let E --+ 0 in this identity; by the remarks made after (3.7.11), one may apply 
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to get that 

On the other hand we have Ilcpc(A)IIB(Fm) ::; c for some constant c independent 
of E E (0,1) and m E Z (see (3.7.1)). Since F 00 is dense in each F m and 
F;n = F-rn' it follows that {CPc(A)} is weakly convergent in B(Fm) as E --+ 0 
for each m E Z. We denote the limit by cp(A); it satisfies (3.7.1) and has the 
following representation for f E F 00: 

(3.7.13) 

(observe that 1¢(x)1 ::; ce-wnl-z: 1 by (3.7.10)). 
(ii) We have obtained a linear mapping BHW(JR") 3 cP --+ cp(A) E B(F) 

such that (3.7.1) and the property (1) in the statement of the proposition are 
tmtisfied. We now prove (2). If CPk --+ cP strongly in BHw(JRn), then IlcpdA)f -
cp(A)fIIF --+ 0 as k --+ ClC for each f E F (Xl by (3.7.13) and the remark made 
after (:~.7.11). By (3.7.1) and the definition of strong convergence in BHw(Rn) 
we have Ilcpk(A)IIB(F) ::; c < 00 for each k. Hence CPk(A) --+ cp(A) strongly in 
B(F). 

(iii) The uniqueness and the algebraic properties of the mapping cP --+ cp(A) 
follow from the density of BHW (JRn) n./fl(w) (JRn) in BHw(JRn). Finally, if Icp(z)1 ::; 
c(l + Izl)-r· for z E ~w('P), then CP(n)(A) = Ancp(A) belongs to B(F) for each 
multi-index a with lal ::; T. SO cp(A) E B(F", , F m+r) by (3.3.27) (the proof of 
(3.3.27) given in Section 3.3 applies also in the situation considered here). 0 

Some particular elements of BHw(JRn) are the functions cp(:r) = ((yx)-).. = 
(1 + (J2x2)-)"/2, with A ::.:: 0 and 0 ::; (J < w- I . Indeed, since 1 + (J2(x + iy)2 = 

(J2((J-2 - y2) + (J2(x 2 + 2ixy), cp has a holomorphic extension to the strip ~Wl 
with WI > w if (J ::; w11 (in fact the Fourier transform of cp can be explicitly 
calculated, see Chapter V.3 of [Stl]). If we denote the corresponding operator 
cp(A) by ((JA)-\ then we have: 

COROLLARY 3.7.3. Let F and W be as in Proposition 3.7.2, and let A ::.:: o. 
Then fOT each rrmlti-index a with 0 ::; lal ::; A and fOT 0 < (J < w- I , the operatoT 
AD: ((J A) -).. belongs to B(F rn, Fm+r ) fOT each m E Z and each integeT T ::; A -Ial. 

REMARK ;1.7.4. If 0 ::; lal < A, then the function cp(x) = xCi((Jx)-).. is the 
Fourier transform of a rather explicit function that is exponentially decreasing 
at infinity and belongs to LI(JRn). So ACi((JA)-).. E B(F) if 0 ::; lal < A and F 
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is an arbitrary Banach space. This is not true if lal = A; for example if W is 
the translation group in F = V) (JR.iI), then A C> (o-A) -,\ E B (F) for I a I = A if and 
only if 1 < p < CXJ. 

THEOREI\\ :1.7.5. Let Hl be a Co-representation of JR." in a Hilbert space F. 
Then (Fk)m = Fk+m for all k, m E Z. 

PROOF. By virtue of the results of §3.3.4, it is enough to show that (Fk)m C 

Fk+m and Fk- m C (Fk)-m if k E Z and m > O. For this we use the following 
identity which is obtained from the binomial expansion for (1 + u 2 x 2 )m: 

(3.7.14) (J E F -oc). 

First let f E (Fk)m' Then Anf E Fk for each lal :::; Tn by (3.3.56). Since 
A"(uA)-2m E B(Fk,Fk+m) for lal :::; Tn and u < w- l (see Corollary 3.7.3), 
we have f E Fk+m' Next let f E FA-tn. Then, again by Corollary 3.7.3, 
(uA)-2mACt f E Fk if lal :::; Tn, and consequently f E (Fk)-m by (3.3.57). 0 

As a preparation for the proof of the next theorem we establish some proper
ties of the interpolation spaces associatwl to one-parameter Co-groups. 

LEl\HvIA 3.7.6. Let F be a Hilbert space equipped wdh a one-parameter Co-
group W. Assume that for each f E F the function:r f-+ IIHT(X)fll~ is of class 
C 2 . Then (F2 ,F)1/2,2 = Fl. 

PROOF. (i) We shall exhibit in (ii) a pair of self-adjoint operators (S, T) such 
that D(8) = D(A), the operators T, [A, T] and [8, T] belong to B(F), T maps 
D(A) into D(A) and A = S - iT. It follows that D(S2) = D(A2) and 

By setting A = 1+ 8 2 , one obtains from Proposition 2.8.1 that (F2,Fh/2,2 = 
D(lI. l / 2 ) = D(S) with 

Ilfll(F2 ,Fh/22 ~ 11(1 + S2)1/2 filF ~ IlfilF + IISfllF ~ IlfIIF" 
which proves the assertion of the lemma. 

(ii) The function x f-+ W(x)*W(x) E B(F) is weakly of elass C 2 byassump
tion. We set 

T = -~ d~r[W(x)*W(x)]lx=o, 
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Both T and T2 belong to B(F), and T is self-adjoint. If f E D(A), we have 

(3.7.15) 

(t, TnF = -~ d~; (W(x)f, W(X)nF Ix=o 

1 
= -2[(iAf,nF + (t,iAnF] = CS(t,AnF' 

Let S = A - iT. (3.7.15) implies that (t, Sn = (Sf, n for f E D(A). Hence, 
by the polarization principle, S is a symmetric operator on the domain D(S) == 
D(A). To see that it is self-adjoint, we show that S ± i).. arc surjective if).. E lR 
is large enough. So let).. > MIITIIB(F) +w. Then A±i).. map D(A) onto F and 
II(A ± i)..)-lIIB(F) :::; M()" - W)-l < l/IITIIB(F) (see the beginning of the proof 
of Theorem 3.3.23). The identity S ± i).. = [I - iT(A ± i)..)-l](A ± i)..) implies 
that S ± i).. map D(A) onto F (observe that 1- iT(A ± i)..)-l have inverses in 
B(F), so they map F onto F). 

Finally we observe that, for f,g E D(A): 

1 d 
(t, T2g)F = -i d:r (W(x)f, TW(:r)g)F Ix=o = (Af, Tg)F - (t, T Ag)F. 

So [A, T], defined as a sesquilinear form on D(A), has a bounded extension in 
B(F). Consequently the sesquilinear form [S, T], defined on D(A) == D(S), has 
an extension belonging to B(F), and 

(S f, Tg)F = (t, (T A + T2 + iT2)g)F if 1, g E D(A) == D(S). 

Thus Tg E D(S*) = D(S) if g E D(S), which proves that T maps D(A) == D(S) 
into itself. 0 

PROPOSITION 3.7.7. If F is a Hilbert space equipped with a one-parameter 
Co-group fV, then (F2,Fh/2,2 = Fl' 

PROOF. Let 'P E Co(lR) be such that 'P 2' D and 'P '" D. Let G be the Hilbert 
space obtained by introducing on the set F the following scalar product: 

(3.7.16) (t, g)G = l 'P(y)(VV(Y)f, W(y)g)Fdy. 

Then Ilflle rv IlflIF' so that G = F as B-spaces. W defines a Co-group in G 
the generator of which is identical with A; consequently G l = F] and G 2 = F2 
as B-spaces. Now observe that 

IIW(x)fll2: = { 'P(y)IIW(x + Y)fll~dy = { 'P(y - x)IIW(Y)fll~dy. JR JR 
Thus the function x f--+ IIW(:r)fll2: is of class Coco By using Lemma 3.7.6, we 
get as an identity between B-spaces : 

(F2' Fh/2,2 = (G2, Gh/2,2 = G l = Fl· 0 

To understand the significance of the next theorem, the reader should return 
to the discussion following the proof of Theorem 3.4.9. We also use some of the 
notations introduced there. 
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THEOREM 3.7.8. Let F be a HilbeTt space equipped with a Co-representation 

VV of lRTI. For.f = 1, ... ,11, let {F~~)} be the Sobolev scale associated to the 
one-parameter Co-group {exp(iTAj)}TEIR' Then F k,2 = FA for each k E Z, and 

n 

(3.7.17) Fk = n F~) if kEN 
.1=1 

(as identities between B -spaces). 

REMARK. If Ftj) is identified with D(AJ) as in Theorem 3.3.23 (c), then the 
last identity in the preceding theorem may be written as 

n 

(3.7.18) FA = n D(A7) (as B-spaces) . 
.1=1 

PROOF. (i) We first treat the case k = l. In this case the identity (3.7.17) 
is evident from the definitions given at the beginning of §3.3.l. Then, by using 
successively (3.7.17), Proposition 3.7.7, (3.4.9) and (3.4.33), one gets that 

n n n 

(3.7.19) F n F U) n (F(j) F) n F(j) F 
1 = 1 = 2' 1/2,2 = 1.2 = 1,2· 

j=l .1=1 j=1 

(ii) Now let k E Z. We use the identity F 1 ,2 = (F2' Fh/2,2 and apply 
(3.7.19) to the Co-group W in F k - 1 (instead of F) to obtain that (Fk-dl = 

((Fk-d2' F k-d1/2,2' By Theorem 3.7.5, this is equivalent to 

(3.7.20) 

(3.7.20) implies that F~) = F~~ for j = 1, ... ,n, hence (by using also (3.4.33)): 

n n 

F - F - n F(j) - n F(j) k - k,2 - k,2 - k if k 2': l. 0 
j=1 .1=1 

The preceding theorem justifies the notation Fs = F 8,2 for all 09 E lR if F is 
a Hilbert space equipped with a Co-representation of lRn. Then {F s} sEIR is the 
continuous Sobolev scale associated to (F, vV). 

We now consider polynomially bounded Co-groups in a Hilbert space. Ac
cording to Section 3.6 we then have a rich functional calculus in F _oo: to each 
i.p E C~I(lRn) one can associate a linear operator i.p(A) : F -oc ----+ F -oc which 
leaves F = invariant. Since a Hilbert space is reflexive, we also have the following 
boundedness criterion in the Besov scale (see Theorem 3.6.9): if i.p E SO(lRn), 
then i.p(A) E B(Fs,p) for each s E lR and each p E [1,00]. Together with the 
preceding theorem, this shows that i.p(A) E B(Fk ) for all k E Z, in particular 
i.p(A) E B(F). We shall now improve this criterion. We use the norms II· IIBe" 
defined in (l.3.7) and the following fact: 
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LEMMA 3.7.9. Let 0' :::: 0 and b > 0 be real nmnbers. There is a constant 
c = c( 0', b) such that 

PROOF. We denote the norm in L2 (JR;,n) by II . II and that in ,#0' (JR;,n) by 
II . 11 . .1('0'· By taking the adjoint and applying a Fourier transformation, we get 

So it suffices to show that 

(:3.7.22) \/¢ E ,9"(JR;,n). 

If 0' is an integer, then 

Ilgll.;,('O' "" L Ilpagil = L Ilg(alll, 
lal::;O' Inl::;" 

and (3.7.22) is immediate (it holds even for f5 = 0). If 0' = k + c with kEN and 
o < c < 1, the norm in XO' (JR;,n) is equivalent to the following expression (use 
(:3.4.25) and (3.4.15) with A = P and p = 2) : 

We replace g by ¢(Q)f and assume that 6 < I-c. The first sum is then bounded 
by cll¢IIBckllfll.;,('O'. The second SUIll is bounded by 

L [1 I cl·Y IV)(P)(X+Y)fhl(x+y)-¢U1)(Y)fhl(Y)12]1/2 
c dy - < 

Ixl" IYI2c -Ir'l+bl=k 1R" . 1£1::;1 .. 

This implies (3.7.22). 0 

THEOREM 3.7.10. Let F be a Hilbert space equipped with a Co-representation 
W ofJR;,n such that IIW(x)IIB(Fl <::: M(x)' for some real r:::: O. 

(a) If cp E Bcoo(JR;,n), then cp(A) E B(F".p) for all 8 E JR;, and p E [1, CXlj. In 
particular cp(A) E B(F). 

(b) Let 0' be a real number such that 0' > r + 71/2. Then for each s E JR;, and 
p E [1, CXlj there is a constant C such that for all cp E B CDC (JR;,fI ): 

(:3.7.23) 
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PROOF. (i) The result of (a) is a direct consequence of (3.7.23). To prove (b), 
let 0" > l' + n/2 be fixed. We first show that there is a constant Co such that for 
all Tn E Z and all zP E ,9"(lR;n): 

(3.7.24) 

For this we use the representation (3.7.5) for zp(A); by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, we obtain that for f E F DC and any 0"' E R 

(3.7.25) 

Ilzp(A)fIIFm :::; 2r/2 MII(Y' rlIIV(Rn) ·II(Q)-a' zp(P)8 f II L 2(Rn;Fm ) 

= clll(Q)-O"' zp(p)(Q)a' . (Q)-a' 8 f II L2(R";Fm) 

:::; clll(Q)-O"' zp(P)(Q)0"'IIB(L2(Rn)) ·II(Q)-a' 8 f ll£2(Rn;Fm)· 

We assume 0"' E (r + n/2, 0"). Then there is a constant C2 such that 

II(Q)-a' 8 f ll£2(Rn;Fm ) :::; c211fllFm 

for each Tn E Z and each f E F =. Now (3.7.24) follows from (3.7.25) upon using 
the result of Lemma 3.7.9. 

(ii) Next Jet zp E BCOO(JR.7l). For 0 < E :::; I, define ZPE by ZPE(X) = e-Elxl2 zp(x). 
We have zP E C(v) (JR.n) for each kEN and v < 0, whereas ZPE E ,1J'(JR.n) C 

C(v) (JR.rl ). By using the fact that 18ae-Elx121 :::; c( a) for all r:; E (0,1) and all 

x E JR.", it is easy to check that Ilzp - ZPE I Ic.'tv) --> 0 as r:; --> O. Hence, by the 

definition of zp(A) given in relation with (3.6.12), and by (:3.7.24), we have for 
fEF=: 

By using the property 18CY e-C12 I :::; c(a) one finds that IlzpEllBCa :::; c311zpllBca 
for some constant C3 depending on 0", all r:; E ((), 1] and all zP E B CDC (JR.7l ). So 
Ilzp(A)IIB(Fm) :::; c411zpllBCu for some constant C4 depending on 0" and for each 
zP E BC=(JR.n). This inequality implies (3.7.23) by interpolation. 0 

By virtue of (3.7.23) and Theorem 3.6.9, we have 

COROLLARY 3.7.11. Let.5 E JR., p E [1,00]' 0" > l' + n/2 and k E JR.. Then 
theTe is a constant c such that faT all zP E BC= (JR."): 

(3.7.27) 

REMARK 3.7.12. (a) We mention the following result which can be checked by 
using the preceding theorem and the methods of the proof of Proposition 3.7.2. 
Let {ZPkhEN be a sequence in BC=(JR.") such that limk-->oo ZPk(X) = zp(x) for 
some zP E BCOO(JR.") and each x E JR.", and assume that sUPkEN,rERn 18azpk(X)1 < 
00 for each multi-index Ct. Then limk-->oo ZPk(A) = zp(A) strongly in each B(Fs,p), 
.5 E JR., 1 :::; p < 00. 

(b) It is now easy to associate a bounded operator 7,b (A) in each F -' ,p to any 
7,b E Bca(JR.n) with 0" > l' + n/2. By virtue of (3.7.23) it is enough to construct 
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a sequence {"¢dkEN in BC=(JR:l1 ) such that IlzPk - lj;llncu' ----> 0 as k ----> 00 

for each (J' < (J. For this let e E Co(JR:n) be such that ~Fl.n e(y)d.y = 1 and 

set 'zPdx) = fiR" e(y)"¢(x - k-1y)d.y. So lh = 8(1.;-1 P)zP, and one obtains the 
preceding convergence property by applying the general theory of Section 3.4 
to the Co-group {e iP .x } in the Banach space of bounded uniformly continuous 
functions on JR:" (for example one may usc (:3.4.14) with p = q = 00, t = (J, 

S = (J' and (J = k - 1 ). 

REMARK 3.7.13. Let F be a Hilbert space equipped with a polynomially 
bounded Co-representation W of JR:11 and let k E IR.:. Then (A)k is an isomor
phism of F s onto F s - k for each .5 E JR: (d. Corollary 3.6.10 and Theorem 3.7.8). 
In particular, (A)k is an isomorphism of FA onto F for each k E Z. If k = 2 
we get that f E F2 if and only if f E F and A2f = (Ai + ... + A;,)f E F 
(compare with Proposition 3.3.18 (b)). Such an assertion is not true if F is a 
Banach space; for example, it is false if F = C=(JR:n) and ~V is the translation 
group (n 2: 2). Indeed, there is a function f E crl (JRTI) such that 6f E c8 (JRn) 
but ao: f ~ CO(JRH ) for each multi-index (} with lal = 2 (sec page 248 in Volume 
I of [H]). 



CHAPTER 4 

Some Examples of Co-Groups 

In this chapter we present several examples of Co-groups which are frequently 
used. We shall con"ider Banach "pace" F embedded in /;:'* (JR"). We know 
(see Section l.2) two n-parameter groups acting in ,cF*, namely {ei(x,P)} and 
{ei(.T,Q)}. If the Banach "pace F is invariant under one of these groups, one 
may define the associated Sobolev and Besov scales according to the theory of 
Chapter 3. This situation is described in Section 4.l. In Section l.2 we also 
introduced the dilation group e iDT , where D = (p. Q + Q. P) /4. It is interesting 
to con"ider the more general one-parameter group induced by a generator of the 
form A = [p. F(Q) + F(Q) . Pl/2, where F is a vector field on JRn . This is the 
topic of Section 4.2. 

4.1. Weighted Sobolev and Besov Spaces 

Let X = JRn and let F be a Banach space embedded in ,9"* (X) such that 
eiQxF C F for each x E X, where Q. x = (x,Q). If the group {eiQx } in 
F is of class Co, the discrete Sobolev scale {Fk IkE Z} and the Besov scale 
{F S,p I s E JR, 1 :s: p :s: oo} are defined according to the rules of Sections 3.3 and 
3.4. An explicit description of Fk is contained in Proposition 3.3.14, while Fs,p is 
obtained from the scale {F k} by real interpolation according to Definition 3.4.2 
(a). We remark that, in order for {eiQ 'T } to be a Co-group in F, it is enough 
that 

(i) ,9"(X) c F densely and 
(ii) there is a constant c < 00 such that IleiQrllv(F) :s: c for Ixl :s: l. 

For example one may take F = L"(X) with 1 :s: r < 00. On the other hand, 
the group induced by {e iQ .X } in F could be only of class Cw (this is the case if 
F = L CXJ (X) ); however, according to our conventions at the beginning of Section 
3.1 and in Definition 3.4.2 (b), the spaces Fk and Fs,p are well defined for k 2: 0 
and s > 0 (of course F 0 will be different from F in such a case). 

In the situations described above, it is usual to say that Fk and Fs,p are 
'Weighted F -spaces. For example, if F = LT(X), 1 :s: r <00, the space L~,p(X) == 
[U(X)]s.p is called a 'Weighted V·-space. We note that LUX) is identical (as a 
B-space) with U(X; (x)kcLc). 
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One may consider in the same manner the case where F is invariant under 
the translation group {eiP .x }. We shall denote the associated Sobolcv and Besov 
scales with upper indices, i.e. by {Fk} and {Fs.P}. If F = U(X), the spaces Fk 
are often denoted in the literature by W;:(X) (e.g. in [PI]); these are the spaces 
originally introduced by Sobolev. The spaces [U(X)j"P, often denoted B;:'P(X), 
are the standard Besov spaces ([PI]). 

Now let us assume that the Banach space F is invariant under both groups 
{e iQ .x} and {e iP .x }. In this situation we shall systematically denote by Fk and 
Fs,p the Sobolev and Besov spaces defined in terms of {eiQx } and (as already 
said above) by Fk and FS'P those associated to the group {e iP .x}. We claim that 
Fk and FS'P are invariant under eiQ.~; and that Fk and Fs,p are invariant under 
eiP .x . This follows from the commutation relation: 

(4.1.1) 

and the general fact that the group with generator A defines the same scales as 
the group with generator A + 0., for any 0. E ~n. So, if /-L and v stand either for 
an integer k or for a couple (s, p), as above, then one obtains four types of spaces 
(Fit) v and four types of spaces (F v)'1.. The study of the relations between these 
spaces i" outside the "cope of this text; however a special case will be treated 
below. 

The most important case is that where F = L2(X) = dt(X) == dt. This case 
is particularly nice becau"e dt is a Hilbert space, the representations {eiQ .x } and 
{eiP .x } in ,# are unitary and the Fourier transformation is a unitary operator 
in dt which intertwines these two representations. Let {.Ytj;,p(X)} be the Besov 
scale associated to {eiQ' x } and set ,~(X) = dts,2(X), Here s is an arbitrary real 
number, and there is no ambiguity of notation if s = k is an integer, because 
of Theorem ;).7.8 (see the remark after the proof of that theorem). Similarly 
let dts,P(X) and ,#S(X) == dts ,2(X) be the spaces associated to the translation 
group in ,yt. According to the discussion above, one may consider weighted 
Sobolev or Besov spaces of the type (,#S,P)t,q or (,7tt,q)S,p. Further on (e.g. in 
Sections 7.4, 7.6 and 9.4) the spaces 

( 4.1.2) 

will play an important role. For this reason we shall describe them in more 
detail. 

We denote by II . II the L2-norm on ,#, given by (1.2.2), and we identify ,# 
with its adjoint ,#*. So far the space ,#s (X) has been treated as an H-space, 
but from now on we specify on it the following admissible norm: 

( 4.1.3) IIIII.Jt',(x) = 11(PI'III· 

Then [,#S (X)]* = ,#-8 (X) as Hilbert "paces. The spaces dif~'q are B-spaces; 
they are reflexive if 1 < q < 00 but non-reflexive if q = 1 or q = 00. ,9'(X) i" 

o 

dense in dt{'~q if q < 00 but not dense in ,Yt{~=; we denote by ,#f.= the closure of 
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.9"(X) in .Yi?oo' Then we have (see Theorem 3.4.3): 

(4.l.4) 

( 4.l.5) 

if 1 'S: q < 00, q,-l = 1 _ q-1 
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For fixed s, the family {dtj;~q} is well behaved with respect to interpolation (see 
Theorem 3.4.3). Finally one has the following Paley-Littlewood description of 
these spaces: let e E CiJ(X) be such that e(x) > 0 if 0 < a < Ixl < b < 00 and 
e(x) = 0 otherwise, and let 8 E CiJ(X) be such that 8(x) = 1 if Ixl < b. Then 

( 4.l.6) 

is an admissible norm on dtj;~q (see Theorems 3.6.2 and 3.6.14). If a = 1/2 and 
b = 2 then another admissible norm is given by the dyadic analogue of (4.l.6): 

(4.l.7) 

The only H-spaces in the scale {.Yt);~'q} are the spaces .Yif~2' We denote by,Yt);' 
the Hilbert space obtained by fixing the following admissible norm on ,Yt);~2: 

(4.l.8) 

We first show that 

(4.l.9) isometrically. 

For this we use the convention that, if E is a Banach space such that 9'(X) C 
E c .9"* (X) continuously and densely, then we identify its adjoint E* with the 
space of all 9 E .9"* (X) that have a finite dual norm 

IlglIE* = sup{IU,g)11 f E .'I'(X) , IlfilE 'S: I}. 

Now, for E = d't?(X), we get that 

sup{IU,g)11 f E .9'(X),llfll.Yl?(x) 'S: I} = 
= sup{I((P)8(Q)t f, (P)-S(Q)-tg)11 f E .'I'(X), II(P)S(Q)tfll 'S: I} = 

= sup{l(h, (P)-S(Q)-tg)11 hE ,9'(X) , Ilhll 'S: I} = II(P)-S(Q)-tgll, 

which proves (4.l.9). 
It is an easy consequence of the inequality (l.3.16) that the family of norms 

{II . II b;s defines the topology of .9' (X). In fact, we have 

(4.l.1O) .'I'(X) = n ,Yt);S(X), .'I'*(X) = U .7t;S(X), 
s.tER s,tER 
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where the second equality follows by taking into account (4.l. 9). By using Propo
sition l.3.9 and the inequality (l.3.16) again one can easily verify that 

(4.l.11) C;;I(X) = n u .Y{fS(X) 
sElFI: tElFI: 

and that ntElFI: UsElFI: ,Y4S(X) is the set of rapidly decreasing distributions (use 
Corollary l.4.4 (c)). 

Our next purpose is to show that (,YCS)t = (,7t{Y. 

PROPOSITION 4.l.l. For any ii, t E~, the norms f f-+ II(P;S(Q;t fll and f f-+ 

II(Q;t(P;s fll are equivalent on ,9'(X). In particular (dtS)t = (,7tt)S as B-spaces. 
In other terms the Fourier transformation is a topological isomorphism of ,Y4s (X) 
onto ,yt;/ (X) . 

PROOF. The first assertion will follow once we have shown that the operator 
\P;S(Q;t(P;-S(Q;-t is bounded on ,YC(X). One can prove this by elementary 
means, but in order to save space we deduce it as a special case of Corollary 
5.5.5. Let F' = ."7t{, F" = dt, A' = P acting in ,7t{ and A" = P acting in 
dt. Then the operator S = (Q;t belongs to B(F',F") == B(,7t{"yt) and is of 
class C= with respect to the groups generated by A' and A". Let ip(x) = (x;S 
and ~(x) = (x;-s. It clearly follows from Corollary 5.5.5 that ip(A")S~(A') 
belongs to B(F', F"), which is equivalent with the boundedness in ,YC(X) of 
(P;S (Q;t (P;S (Q; -t. 

The remaining two assertions of the proposition are interpretations of the first 
one. 0 

In the remainder of this section we consider some properties of operators of 
the form ip( Q)~(P), namely a commutator expansion and several compactness 
criteria. 

PROPOSITION 4.l.2. Let ip and ~ be symbols of class sa and Sb respectively, 
with a, b E~. Let m 2> 1 be an integer such that m = a + {I = b + v with 11, 
v> O. Then 

(4.l.12) 

where Rrn is a bounded operator from 'Y4S(X) to 'Y4~i:(X) for all 8, t E R 

PROOF. (i) We again use results and some notations from Section 5.5. We 
first apply Theorem 5.5.3 with F' = ,ycs, F" = ,ycs-b , A' = Q acting in ,yts and 
A" = Q acting in ,ycs-b . Then S ==l/J(P) E B(F', F"). So (5.5.20) gives (4.1.12) 
with 

(ii) To obtain the indicated boudedness of R m , we apply Theorem 5.5.2 with 
F' = ,ycs, F" = ,Yt's-b+rn == ,Yt'8+1/, A' = Q acting in F' and A" = Q acting 
in F". We take S = ~(cr.)(P) (Ial = m), so S belongs to B(F',F") and is of 
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class C= with respect to the groups generated hy A' and A". Then (cf. (5.5.24) 
and (5.5.14)) ~aR['l/iQ)(p)] = '~'P(ndS]. Now cp(a) E S-J.l(X) c ~-J.l(X) (because 
f.1 > 0). So Theorem 5.5.2 (a) shows that JI'P(u) [S] E B(F~, F~'+,J. 0 

We now describe some compactness criteria for operators of the form cp( Q)'I/)(P) 
or [cp(Q),1/'(P)] in X(X). The first result is elementary and very useful. 

PROPOSITION 4.l.3. If cp, 1/' E L2(X), then the opemtor cp(Q)1/'(P)is of 
Hilbert-Schmidt class in X(X) and its Hilbert-Schmidt norm is equal to 

Ilcpll£2(X) '11'I/)II£2(X)' 
If cp, '1/) E CXJ(X), then cp(Q)1/'(P) is a compact opemtor in ,YC(X). 

PROOF. (i) We have cp(Q)'I/)(P)f = cp(Q)(;j; * I), so cp(Q)'I/!(P) is an integral 

operator with kernel k(x, y) = cp(x);j;(:r: - y). Its Hilbert-Schmidt norm as an 
operator in ,YC(X) is given by the expression 

[fLxx Ik(X,y)12QXQyf/2 = IlcpIIL2(X) ·lliPll£2(X)' 

(ii) For kEN, define 7]k ; X ---+ lR by 17dx) = 1 if Ixl ::; k and Tldx) = 0 
if Ixl > k. If cp, 1/' E C=(X), set CPk = 7]kCP and 1/'k = Tlk1/'. We have CPk, 
'I/)k E L2(X) and CPk ---+ cp, 1/', ---+ 1/' in LOC(X) as k ---+ 00. Then Ilcpk(Q)'l/Jk(P) -
cp(Q)1/'(P)IIB(.J'i') ---+ 0 as k ---+ 00, so that cp(Q)'I/;(P) is compact as the norm limit 
of the sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators {cpd Q)1/'dP)}. 0 

COROLLARY 4.l.4. Ifcp, '1/) E ,ytt(X) for some t > ~dimX, then cp(Q)1/'(P) 
is a tmce class opemtor in X(X) with tmce norm bounded by Cllcpll.Xt '111,0II,Y{f, 
where C is a constant depending only on t and dim X. 

PROOF. We write 

The first and the third factor on the r.h.s. are Hilbert-Schmidt operators by the 
preceding proposition and the second factor is a bounded operator (see the proof 
of Proposition 4.l.1). 0 

PROPOSITION 4.l.5. If Sl .:::: 82 and t1 .:::: t2 , then .7tf~' (X) c ,7tf~2 (X) contin
uously. If 81 > 82 and h > t2, then the preceding embedding is compact. 

PROOF. Let us write 

(4.l.l3) (P)82 (Q)t2 =[(P)82 (Q)t2-t1 (P)-S2 (Q)t 1-t2 ] • 

, [(Q)t2-t1 (P)"2-S1]. [(P)Sl (Q)t , ]. 

The first factor on the r.h.s. is a bounded operator in X(X). The second factor 
is bounded if Sl .:::: 82, h .:::: t2, and it is compact if 81 > 82 and t1 > t2 by Propo
sition 4.l.3. In particular, (4.l.13) implies that IlfILJ'{;~2(x)::; cllfll,yf,;'(X)' 0 
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Let us now consider the commutator [ip(Q),1/J(P)]. It can be a compact op
erator even if ip or 'I/J do not converge to zero at infinity (then neither ip(Q)1/J(P) 
nor 1/;(P)ip(Q) arc compact in general). However, this happens only if ip and 1/J 
behave in a rather regular way at infinity. For example, if ip,1/) E 51 (X) and 
ip(a),1/J(a) converge to zero at infinity for 10'1 = 1, then [ip(Q),1/J(P)] is compact 
in ,7C'(X) (this is a straightforward consequence of Propositions 4.1.1 and 4.1.:3). 
But a much deeper fact is true: 

THEOREM 4.1.6 (CORDES). If ip, 1/J E Coo(X) and all their derivatives of or
der :::: 1 tend to zero atinjinity, then [ip( Q), 1/J(P)] is a compact operator in 
df(X). 

In this theorem the functions ip and 1/J could be unbounded. The result of the 
theorem is suggested by the expansion (4.1.12), but the rigorous proof, due to H. 
Cordes [Cr], is far from trivial. For the moment we shall deduce an important 
consequence (also due to Cordes) and give an elementary proof of a special case 
that often appears in applications. 

DEFIKITIO:'-/ 4.1.7. A continuous function f : X ----+ C is of vanishing oscilla
tion at infinity if 

(4.1.14) lim sup If(x + y) - f(x)1 = O. 
Ixl~= Ivl-S:1 

EXAMPLES 4.1.8. (a) If f E C1(X) and all its partial derivatives of the first 
order vanish at infinity, then f is of vanishing oscillation at infinity. 

(b) If f is continuous on X and homogeneous of degree zero outside the unit 
ball of X (i.e. f(x) = f(I~I) if Ixl :::: 1), then f is of vanishing oscillation at 
infinity. In fact a simple geometric consideration shows that 

where 11 is the modulus of continuity of f on the unit sphere: 

In connection with the next theorem, it is interesting to observe that the 
space of functions which arc bounded, continuous and of vanishing oscillation at 
infinity is a C* -subalgebra of BC(X) which contains Coo (X) and the constants; 
moreover, it is just the closure in BC(X) of the set of f E BCoo (X) such that 
f(a)(x) ----+ 0 if Ixl ----+ 00 for each multi-index a Ie 0: 

LEMMA 4.1.9. If f E BC(X)is of vanishing oscillation at infinity, then there 
is a sequence Ud in BC=(X) such that 

Ga fk E Coo(X) if a Ie 0 and Ilfk - fIILoc(x) ----+ 0 as k ----+ 00. 
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PROOF. Since f is continuous and of vanishing oscillation at infinity, we have 

(4.1.15) lim sup If(x + EZ) - f(x)1 = o. 
E~O xEX 

I z 1:::1 

Choose r) E Co(X) such that T)(x) = 0 if Ixl ;::: 1 and Ix 1)(X)r;1X = 1, and for 
E E (0,1) define fE =fi(EP)f. Then (see e.g. (1.2.15)): 

fE(X) = .Ix f(x - cz)r)(z)r;1z = E- n j~ f(Y)T)C ~ Y)r;1y. 

This implies that fE is of class C= and bounded (because f E L=(X)). Fur
thermore we have 

fE(X) - f(:r) = [U(:r - cz) - f(:r)]T)(z)r;1z, 

so that lifE - fIIL=(x) --+ 0 as E --+ 0 by virtue of (4.1.15). 
Next let a be a multi-index with lal ;::: 1. Then Ix (anT)) (z)r;1z = 0, so that 

an f,,(x) = E- 1al [f(X - EZ)(aO:T))(z)r;1z 

= E- 1al [[f(X - EZ) - f(x)] (8"TI)(Z)r;1Z. 

By taking into account (4.1.14), one sees that aafE E C;x:;(X). 0 

THEOREM 4.1.10 (CORDES). If cp,ljJ : X --+ C aTe bOl1nded, continl1Ol1S and 
of vanishing oscillation at infinity, then [cp(Q),1f;(P)] is a compact opemtoT in 
'yc(X). 

PROOF. Choose CPk,'ljJk E BC=(X) such that ancpk, a"'ljJk E Coc(X) if lal ;:: 
1 and CPk --+ cP, 1f;k --+ 1f; in LOC(X) as k --+ 00 (see Lemma 4.1.9). Then 
[CPdQ),1f;k(P)] is compact for each kEN by Theorem 4.1.6. The result of 
the present theorem follows because [cpdQ), 'ljJk(P)] converges to [cp(Q), W(P)] in 
the norm of B(.YC) as k --+00. 0 

Theorem 4.1.10 is especially important in the case where one of the two func
tions cp and 1f; belongs to C=(X). We now give a direct elementary proof of this 
result: 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.l.10 IN THE CASE 1f; E C=(X). Since.9'(X) is dense 
in C=(X), we may assume that 1f; E ,<J'(X). 

(i) We have (see (1.2.13)): 

[cp(Q),1f;(P)] = [[cp(Q), ei(y,P)];j;(y)r;1y 

= [{ cp( Q) - ei(y,P) cp( Q)e-i(y,P) }ei(y,P);j;(y )r;1y 

= [{cp(Q) - cp(Q + y)};j;(y)ei (y,P)r;1y == [ w(y)ei(y,P)r;1y. 
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Here IJ! : X ----) B(.Yt:) is defined by IJ!(:y) = :J;(:Y)(yJ(Q) - yJ(Q + :y)). We notice 
the following properties of IJ!: 

(0) For fixed :y E X, IJ!(:y) is multiplication by a function By E Coo(X), viz. 

By(x) = :J;(:y)(yJ(x) - yJ(x + :y)); 

(/3) IIIJ!(:y)IIB(.YI') :S 21:J;(:y)I'llyJIILOC(X), which is rapidly decreasing at infinity; 
(,) IJ! is norm-continuous (because yJ is bounded and uniformly continuous on 

X, cf. (4.1.15)). 
(ii) We show now that for any IJ! with properties (o)-b) the operator S == 

Ix IJ!(:y)ei(y,F)g:y is compact in .Yt:. We fix a function ') E /J'(X) with Ix TI(x)gx = 

1 and set, for c > 0: Tlc(X) = c-nTI(c-1;r). Then 

(4.1.16) SE == 1 (riE * IJ!)(x)ei(T,P)gx = j~ gx 1 g:Y1IE(X - :y)IJ!(:y)ei(x,F) 

= 1 IJ!(:y)r'Tc(P)ei(y,F)c1y = 1 By (Q)rlc(P)ei(y.F)g:y. 

By Proposition 4.1.:1, By(Q)rl(P) is a compact operator for each:y E X and each 

c > 0, and it is norm-continuous as a function of:y, by b). Since:y f---+ ei(y,F) 
is strongly continuous, an easy argument shows that the integrand of the last 
integral in (4.1.16) is a rapidly decreasing norm-continuous function of :y with 
values in the Banach space of compact operators on .7t. Hence So is a compact 
operator. Finally we have: 

liSE - SIIB(.tt) = II r g.T r g:y['l1(:y - x) - IJ!(:y)]rIE(x)ei(y,F) II 
.Jx .J x B (.Yt') 

:S 1 gz 11)(z)ll g:yIIIJ!(:y - cz) - IJ!(:y) I IB(.Yt') , 

which converges to zero as c ----) 0 by the Lebesgue dominated convergence the
orem (for each fixed z E X the norm of IIIJ! (- - cz) - IJ!(.) II B(.Yf) in Ll (X) is 
bounded by 2 Ix IIIJ!(:y)IIB(.J'f)gX and converges to zero as c ----) 0, by (,6) and 
b))· D 

4.2. Co-Groups Associated to Vector Fields 

In Section 1.2 we introduced the one-parameter group W(T) = exp(2iDT) in 
/f'*(X) induced by the dilations of the euclidean space X, see (1.2.17). Since 
W( -T)FW(T) = eT P, it is easily seen (by using a Fourier transformation) that 
W induces a Co-group in each Sobolev space dt'S(X) and that IlrV(T)IIB(.YI'8) = 

max{l, eTS }. For s i: 0, the group is of exponential growth in ,yt'8(X), which is 
rather inconvenient because it allows only a very restricted functional calculus 
for D. We now discuss a considerably more general situation. 

DEFINITION 4.2.1. Let yJ : JR x X ----) X and, for T E JR, define yJT : X ----) X 
by yJT (x) = yJ( T, :r). We say that yJ is a Coo flow on X if yJ is a function of class 
Coo and 

(1) yJ(O,x) = x for all x E X, 
(2) yJT 0 yJv = yJT+V for all T, v E JR. 
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If 'P is a Coo flow on X, then it is clear that 'PT : X ---+ X is a CCXJ diffeomor
phism with 'P-T as its inverse. For T E ~ we set 

(4.2.1) 

Clearly JT : X ---+ ~ is of class Coo, Jo(x) = 1 and JT(x) > 0 for eaeh x E X. 
Now we may define W(T) by 

(4.2.2) 

for any distribution f on X. We shall say that the family {W(T)}TER, thus 
defined, is the Co-group associated to the flow 'P. One can easily prove the 
following statements 1: 

(a) W(O) = I, W(T)W(V) = W(T + v) on all @*(X), 
(b) W(T) leaves @(X) and ,yt'(X) invariant, 
(c) {W(T)}TER is a (strongly continuous) unitary group in ,yt'(X). 

In general ,9'(X) and ,yt'k(X) are not invariant under W(T) (because 'PT could 
grow too rapidly at infinity). 

In order to calculate the generator of the Co-group W introduced in (4.2.2) 
we recall some facts concerning systems of ordinary differential equations. Let 
us define the generator of the flow 'P as the C= vector field F : X ---+ X given by 

(4.2.3) 

Since 

we see that, for each x E X, the function ~ =:1 T f-7 'PT(X) E X is a solution of 
the following system 

( 4.2.4) { 
IT'PT(J.;) = F('PT(X)) 

'PT(x)IT=O = x. 

The uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential equations shows that F deter
mines 'P uniquely. Moreover, there is a bijective correspondence between Coo 
flows 'P on X and completely integrable C= vector fields F : X ---+ X, i.e. C= 
mappings F : X ---+ X such that, for each x EX, the unique solution of the 
system dX(T)/dT = F(X(T)), x(O) = x exists for all T E R We refer to Theorem 
1.8.8 and §2.1O of [N] for more details. 

Now observe that 

l@*(X) denotes the set of continuous anti-linear functionals (distributions) on the space 
of test functions @(X) (sec e.g. Section V.4 of [RSJ). 
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where the dot on the r.h.s. means multiplication in L(X) (algebra of linear 
operators on X). Thus the function ~ =oJ T f-7 V'Pr(x) E L(X) is the solution of 
the linear system 

(4.2.5) { d~ V'Pr(x) = VF('Pr(x)), V'Pr(x) 

V'Po(x) = Ix 

where Ix denotes the identity mapping on X. With respect to some orthonormal 
basis (VI, . .. , vn ), the above system reads 

( 4.2.6) { d~8k'Pr,j(~ = L~1=1[8£Fj('Pr(x))] . [8k'Pr.e(x)] 
8k'Po,j(x) - Djk. 

One can express Jr == det V'Pr in terms of the generator F of the flow 'P. If 
we define 

(4.2.7) 

then 

(4.2.8) 

n 

div F(x) = TrVF(x) = 2:8jFj(x), 
j=l 

The following technical lemma will be useful. 

LEMMA 4.2.2. Let 'P be a Coo flow on X, F its generator and assume that all 
derivatives 8Ct F of order 1001 2' 1 are bounded. Then: 

(a) If a is a multi-index with lal 2' 1, then there is a constant c = c(a) E 

(0, (Xl) such that: 

(4.2.9) 18a'Pr(x)1 :s; cecirl \Ix E X, \IT E R 

(b) Let c = sup{IIVF(x)IIL(x) I x E X}; then 

(4.2.10) 

e-c1r1lx - yl :s; l'Pr(x) - 'Pr(y)1 :s; ec1r1lx - yl \Ix, y E X, tIT E R 

PROOF. (i) For (a) we proceed by induction on the order lal of a. We prove 
(4.2.9) for T 2' 0; the proof for T < 0 is essentially the same after a change of 
variables T f-7 -T. First assume that lal = 1 and remark that, by (4.2.5): 

(4.2.11) 

Hence, for c = sUPxEX IIVF(x)IIL(x): 

IIV'Pr(x)IIL(x) :s; 1 + c 1r 
IIV'Pv(x)IIL(X)dz;. 

By Gronwall's lemma (see Appendix 7.A) we then have 

( 4.2.12) \IT 2' 0, 
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which implies (4.2.9) for lal = 1 and T ;::: o. 
Now let lal > l. By (4.2.6) we have 

aoccpo,j(x) = 0 

and 

ddvaoccpv,j(x) = t[a£Fj(cpv(x))][aoccpv,£(x)] + R j , 

£=1 

where R j is a finite sum of terms each of which is the product of a factor 
a' Fj (CPv (x)) and of a finite number of factors of the form aD CPv,k (x), where the 
multi-indices rand 8 satisfy iii ;::: 2 and 181 :::; lal - l. By using the hypothesis 
made on F (boundedness of all its derivatives) and the induction hypothesis, one 
obtains that 

~ lacxcpT,J(x)1 = ~11T [ddv ac>cpv,j(x)] dvl 

:::; c11T [~laacpv,j(x)l] dv + T ~ IRjl 

and 

IRj I :::; C2 eC2T < CXl 

By Gronwall's lemma, this leads to 

\Ix E X, \IT;::: O. 

n 

L laC>cpT,j(x)1 :::; C3 eC3T 

j=l 

\Ix E X, \IT;::: 0, 

which completes the inductive proof of (4.2.9). 
(ii) The second inequality in (4.2.10) is obtained by using the mean value 

theorem and (4.2.12). By setting x = CP-T(X'), Y = CP-T(Y') in the second 
inequality in (4.2.10) one gets that 

\I:r', Y' E X, 

which implies the first inequality in (4.2.10). 0 

We now determine the generator of the Co-group lV. 

PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Let cP be a C= flow on the euclidean space X, F : X ---+ 

X its generator and {W(T)}TER the Co-group associated to cP by (4.2.2). Then 
the operator 

( 4.2.13) 
lIn 
"2[p. F(Q) + F(Q)· P] = "2 L[PjFj(Q) + Fj(Q)Pj ] 

j=l 

is essentially self-adjoint on Co(X) in dC(XJ, and its closure A is the generator 
of W, i.e. W(T) = exp(iAT). 
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PROOF. Let A denote the generator of W. Then A is a self-adjoint operator 
in X(X) and, by Nelson's lemma (see e.g. Theorem 3.3.4) and the fact that 
W(T) leaves Co(X) invariant, it is essentially self-adjoint on Co(X). But one 
can explicitly calculate the action of A on functions f in Co (X): 

which is identical with the action of the operator (4.2.13) on f. 0 

In most cases the flow r.p cannot be calculated explicitly (an exception is the 
dilation group where r.p(T,X) = eTx and F(x) = x). Therefore it is useful to have 
conditions directly on its generator F in order to ensure its complete integrability. 
This is the purpose of the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 4.2.4. If F : X ---> X is of class Coo and all its derivatives an F 
of order lal :2: 1 are bounded (so that F may grow at most linearly), then F is a 
completely integrable vector field on X. Furthermore the Co-group W associated 
to its flow r.p leaves ,9'(X) and dtfS(X) invariant, for all s, t E R 

PROOF. (i) For the complete integrability of F, it would suffice to require 
that IF(x) ~F(Y)I:::; clx~yl for some constant c E (0,00) and all x, Y E X. For 
details we refer to Theorem l.8.4 and Remark l.8.7 of [N]. 

(ii) To prove the last statement of the proposition, we shall use the properties 
(4.2.9) and (4.2.10) of the flow r.p. We first show that there is a constant C E 
(0,00) such that for all x E X and all T E R 

(4.2.14) 

Indeed, since div F is bounded on X by hypothesis, there is a constant C E (0,00) 
such that I J; div F(r.pv(x))dvl :::; CIT I for all x E X, so that (4.2.14) follows from 
(4.2.8). 

By the definition of JT and by (4.2.14) and (4.2.9), we see that, for each fixed 
T E JR, the function [JT P /2 : X ---> X is bounded, of class Coo and with bounded 
derivatives. In particular, in order to prove that W(T) leaves ,7t)'S(X) invariant, 
it suffices to show that 

(4.2.15) 

which will be done in (iii) below. (4.2.15) also implies that W(T) leaves .9'(X) 
invariant, because .9'(X) = ns,t:;o.odtfS(X). 

(iii) To prove (4.2.15) we first observe that, if a is a multi-index with lal cf. 0, 
then an (f 0 r.pT) is a finite sum of terms each of which is the product of a factor 
f({3) 0 r.p (with Ipl :::; lal) and of a finite number of factors of the form a'r.pv,k(X) 
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with ° < III :; lal. By taking into account (4.2.9), one sees that for each multi
index a there is a constant Cn = C" (T) such that for all I E 9'( X) and all 
x EX: 

(4.2.16) IcPU 0 ¥?r)(x) I :; c" L IU(l3) 0 ¥?r)(x)l· 
1;31::; lal 

Now let s 2 0 be an integer and IE ,'7'(X). Then, by (4.2.16) and Proposition 
4.1.1: 

III 0 ¥?rll~s(x) :; C L II(Q)taa(f 0 ¥?r)ll.;I'(X) 
1"1::;8 

:; C1 L II(Q)t l(3) 0 ¥?rll.~(x) 
1131 ::;8 

= C1 L J (x) 2t ll(3)(¥?r(x))12g:z: 
Im::;8 x 

= C1 L J (¥?_r(y)) 2t II(13l(y)1 2L r (y)gy. 
1131::;8 x 

Since Lr is bounded on X and (¥?-r (y)) :; C2 (y), we see that 

(4.2.17) VI E ,'7'(X), 

where C3 = C3(T). This proves (4.2.15) if s is a non-negative integer and t E R 
Let us denote by Tr the linear operator defined as Tr I = I 0 ¥?r' We have 

shown that Tr E B(,yt/(X)) or equivalently that (Q)tTr(Q)-t E B(,yCS(X)) if s 
is a non-negative integer. By interpolating one then obtains that (Q)tTr(Q)-t E 

B(,$S(X)) for each real s 2 0, which establishes (4.2.15) for s 2 ° and t E R 
Finally we consider the case 8 < O. Since ,Yt'{"(X)* = ,yt_tS(X) and T-r E 

B(,$_tS(X)) if s < 0, we know that T" ... r E B(,Yt'{8(X)) if 8 < O. But, for I, 
g E ,9"(X): 

so that T"..r = Jr(Q)Tr. Hence, as an operator on .~8(X) with 8 < 0, Tr is equal 
to [Jr(Q)]-lT.":.r' which belongs to B(,~S(X)) because [Jr]-l E BCOO(X). 0 

We have seen in Section 3.6 that it is possible to develop a sufficiently gen
eral functional calculus for the generator of a Co-group of polynomial growth. 
We shall now determine a class of vector fields F on X for which the Co-group 
with generator (4.2.13) is of polynomial growth in ,$2(X) (in fact in all Sobolev 
spaces, but .$2 is especially interesting in the applications to Schrodinger op
erators). The dilation group corresponds to F(.T) = x, and we have seen that 
the associated Co-group is not of polynomial growth. At the end of this sec
tion we shall cite a result showing that the operator ! which corresponds to 
F(x) = X(x)-l has the same drawback: the group {exp(i!T)}rER is not of poly
nomial growth in £1 (X) (hence neither in ,yt2(X); we mention that the operator 
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I played an important role in the proof of asymptotic completeness for N-body 
hamiltonians given by Sigal and Soffer). 

First let us consider an arbitrary C= diffeomorphism 1jJ : X ---+ X such that 
det \l1jJ(x) > 0 for all x E X, and define 

(4.2.18) (Tf)(x) = [J(X)]1/2 f(1jJ(x)), J(x) = det \l1jJ(x). 

Then T is unitary in ,76'(X), and a straightforward calculation implies the exis
tence of a constant C (depending only on n) such that 

(4.2.19) IITIIB(.ytl(X)) :S 1 + C[sup 1 gradlnJ(x)1 + sup 11\l1jJ(x)IIL(X)], 
xEX xEX 

(4.2.20) IITIIB(.J{'2(X)):S C[l + sup IgradlnJ(x)1 + sup 11\l1jJ(x)IIL(X)]2 
xEX xEX 

n 

In what follows, we shall study in more detail the case where 1jJ is a radial 
diffeomorphism, i.e. where there is a function (2 : [0,(0) ---+ [0,(0) such that 
1jJ(rw) = (2(r)w for all r ;:::: 0 and all w E Sx (the unit sphere of X). We first 
express the estimate (4.2.20) for the norm of T in B(,76'2(X)) in terms of the 
function (2: 

LEMMA 4.2.5. Let 1jJ be a radial C= diffeomorphism of X : 1jJ(x) = (2(r)w, 
and let T be the operator associated to 1jJ by (4.2.18). Define 8 by 8(r) = r- 1(2(r) 
for r > O. Then 8 is a function of class coo on [0, 00 ), and one has 

(4.2.21) 

(4.2.22) 

(2'(0) = 8(0) 7'= 0 

(2(0) = 8'(0) = (2"(0) = 0 

and, for some constant c depending only on n: 

( 4.2.23) [ I (2" ( r) I I 8' ( r) I] 2 
IITIIB(.yt2(X)) :S c 1 + sup 1(2'(r)1 + sup ----,-() + sup -(-) 

r>O r>O (2 r r>O 8 r 

[ " I d (2"(r) I I 8"(r) I] +c sup 1(2 (r)1 + sup -d ----,-() + sup -8() . 
r>O 1'>0 r (2 r 1'>0 r 

PROOF. (i) We shall use several times the following fact. Let h: [0,(0) ---+ JR;. 

be continuously differentiable with h(O) = O. If r > 0, then by the mean value 
theorem there is a number ~(r) E [0, r] such that 

h(r) == h(r) - h(O) = h'(~(r)). 
r r 

Hence 

(4.2.24) sup Ih(r)1 :S sup Ih'(r)l. 
1'>0 r r;:,O 

(ii) Clearly the conditions of the lemma imply that (2 E C= ([0,00)) and 
that (2(0) = 0 (because 1jJ(0) = 1jJ(Ow) = e(O)w has to be independent of w). 
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Consequently 8 will also be of class C= on [0,(0). If we consider 7' and Wk as 
functions on X given by 7'(x) = lxi, Wk = xklxl-1, then 

(4.2.25) Oj7' = Wj, OjWk = 7'-1 (8jk - WjWk). 

If h is a function defined on [0, (0), then ojh(7') = h'(7')wj. By using also the 
identity 

(4.2.26) 12'(7') - 8(7') = 7'8'(7'), 

one then finds that 

( 4.2.27) 

( 4.2.28) 

(Oj1/Jk)(7'W) = 8(7')8jk + [12'(7') - 8(7')]WjWk 

(OjOk1/Jm)(7'W) = 8'(7') [8jkwm + 8kmwj + 8jmWk] 

+[12"(7') - 38' (7')]WjWkWm. 

(iii) The relation (4.2.26) implies that 12'(0) = 8(0). Thus, by (4.2.27), we 
have (oj1/Jd(O) = 8(0)8jk . Since 1/J is a diffeomorphism, (oj1/Jd(x) has an inverse 
for each x E X, in particular we must have 8(0) i= O. This proves (4.2.21). 

(iv) (4.2.26) implies that 12"(0) = 28'(0). On the other hand, (OjOk1/Jm)(O) 
must be independent of w; if we take for example j = 1, k = 2, Tn = 3 in 
(4.2.28), we see that one must have 12"(0) = 38'(0). Consequently 8'(0) = 0, and 
we have verified (4.2.22). Note that the preceding argument works if n 20> 3; the 
cases n = 1 and n = 2 are easier and are left as an exercise. 

(v) To prove (4.2.23) we use (4.2.20). We first estimate the two terms involving 
the derivatives of 1/J in (4.2.20). By using first (4.2.27) and then (4.2.24) with 
h = 12, one obtains that 

sup l(oj1/Jk)(x)1 «:: sup[218(7')1 + 112'(7')1] «:: 3 sup 112'(7')1. 
xEX r::::O r::::O 

Next we observe that (since 12(0) = 0): 

7'12'(7') - 12(7') = 10r 
sl2"(s)ds. 

Hence 

(4.2.29) 18'(7')1 = 17'12'(7')7'; 12(7')1 «:: 7'121o r 
ISI2"(s) Ids «:: ~ o~~~, 112"(s)l. 

Then (4.2.28) implies that 

sup 10jok1/Jm(x)1 «:: 3sup 18'(7')1 + sup 112"(7')1 «:: 3sup 112"(7')1. 
xEX r::::O ,::::0 r::::O 

(vi) It remains to estimate the terms in (4.2.20) involving InJ(x). For this 
we first show that (n = dim X): 

( 4.2.30) 

Indeed (4.2.27) shows that, for fixed x, the matrix {(Oj1/Jk)(X)} (viewed as a 
mapping from ]Rn to ]Rn) may be written in the form 

(\l1/J)(x) = 8(7')1 + [12'(7') - 8(7')]Pw, 
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where 1 is the identity on lRn and Pw the orthogonal projection of lRn onto the 
one-dimensional subspace spanned by the vector W = I~I' Thus 

(\7~)(x) = 8(r)[1 - Pw ] + (/(r)Pw , 

which implies (4.2.30) since the range of 1 - Pw is of dimension n - 1. 
From (4.2.30) we deduce that 

(4.2.31) [ 
(/' ( r ) 8' ( r ) ] 

OJ InJ(x) = (/(r) + (n -1) 8(r) Wj, 

(4.2.32) 

[ (/'(r) 8'(r)] 
OjOk In J(x) = r(;/(r) + (n - 1) r8(r) bjk + 

[ 
d (/'(r) (!//(r) d 8'(r) 8'(r)] 

+ dr (!'(r) - r{!'(r) + (n - 1) dr 8(r) - (n - 1) r8(r) WjWk· 

Hence 

1Q"(r)1 18'(r)1 
10j In J(x)l::; (!'(r) + (n - 1) 8(r) 

and 

look InJ(x)1 ::; 2 -- + 2(n -1) -- + --- + (n -1) --1 (!// (r) 1 1 8' ( r) lid {!// ( r) lid 8' ( r) 1 
J r{!'(r) r8(r) dr (!'(r) dr 8(r) 

I d {!// ( r) I I d 8' ( r) I 
::::3suP -d --,--() +3(n-1)sup -:-8(), 

r::;'O r (! r r::;'O dr r 

where we have used (4.2.24) with h = {!// / Q' and with h = 8'/8. By inserting 
these estimates into (4.2.20) one obtains (4.2.23) after noticing that (8' /8Y = 

8" /8 - (8' /8)2. D 

PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let F : X -+ X be of class C= and assume that all its 
de7'ivatives of order 2' 1 are bounded. Assume that F(rw) = f(r)w for r 2' 0, 
W E S x, where f : [0, CXJ) -+ lR has the following properties : 

(a) f(O) = 1'(0) = 0, f(r) > 0 Vr > 0, 
(b) there are constants c, b, R > 0 such that for all r > R: 

(4.2.33) 

Then, for each s E [-2,2], the Co-group {W(T)}TER associated to the flow of 
F leaves the Sobolev space ,76's (X) invariant and is of polynomial growth in this 
space. 

PROOF. For each r 2' 0 we denote by {!T (7') the solution of the equation 

(4.2.34) (!o(r) = r (T E lR). 

Since f(O) = 0, we have (!T(O) = 0 for all T. (4.2.4) shows that the flow lPT 
associated to the radial vector field F is also radial and given by lPT (rw) = {!T (7')w. 
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If we define BT(r) = r-1eT(r) and set e~(r) = deT(r)/dr, then (4.2.2) and (4.2.30) 
lead to the following expression for W ( T): 

( 4.2.35) 

The proof of the proposition will consist of two parts. In part (i) we show that 
the conclusions of the proposition are true provided that 

(4.2.36) 

for some constants c, k and all T E JR., where (T) = (1 + T2) 1 /2. In part (ii) we 
deduce the validity of (4.2.36) from the hypotheses on the function f. 

(i) By interpolation it suffices to show that {W(T)} is of polynomial growth 
in ,yt'2(X). Now the norm of W(T) in B(,yt2(X)) is bounded by the r.h.s. of 
(4.2.23) with e and B replaced by eT and BT respectively. We show that the 
assumption (4.2.36) leads to a polynomial bound in (T) for each of these terms. 

The relation (4.2.34) implies that 

(4.2.37) e~(r) = 1. 

This leadD to 

(4.2.38) 

In particular we have e~ > O. Furthermore 

(4.2.39) 

and 

(4.2.40) 

By uDing the positivity of e~, the boundedness of f" and f"', the assumption 
(4.2.36) and the identities (4.2.39) and (4.2.40), one sees that there are constants 
c', k' such that for all T E lR.: 

(4.2.41) sup le~(T)1 + sup le~(T)1 + supl e~((~)) 1 + supl ~ e~((T)) 1-<:= c' (T)k'. 
r>() r>O r>O eT 7 r>O dT eT T 

This gives the polynomial bound of all terms involving the function eT on the 
r.h.s. of (4.2.23). It remains to consider the two terms involving the function BT ; 

clearly it suffices to show that there are constants Ci and ki (i = 1,2,3) such 
that the following three inequalities hold for each T > 0 and T E lR.: 
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To prove these inequalities, we first observe that, by differentiating the identity 
e-T(eT(/)) = I, one has e'-T(eT(/)) . e~(/) = 1, so that 

'( ) 1 > 1 > -1( )-k 
eT I = e'-T(eT(/)) - sUPs>o e'-T(S) - C T , 

by (4.2.36). Since eT(O) = 0, this implies the first inequality in (4.2.42): 

eT(/) = r- 1eT(1') = 1-1 for e~(s)ds ?: C-1(T)-k. 

The second inequality in (4.2.42) follows from (4.2.29) and (4.2.41): 

le~(1')1 :::; ~ sup le~(s)l:::; ~C'(T)k'. 
2 O::;s::;r 2 

For the last inequality we use the following identity which is easily checked by 
integrating by parts and using the fact that eT (0) = 0: 

We then have 

To see that le~'(1')1 is polynomially bounded in (T), uniformly in I> 0, it suffices 
to differentiate (4.2.39) with respect to I and then to use the boundedness of f" 
and 1'" and the polynomial bounds on e~(1') and e~(r) contained in (4.2.41). 

(ii) Let us define <]) : (0, (0) -+ lR. by 

( 4.2.43) 1 r 1 
<])(/) = f(l) + Jl f(s) ds. 

Then <])' (I) = Ar)' The hypothesis that l' be bounded implies together with 

the assumption (a) that ° < f(/) :::; C1' for some constant C and all l' > 0. Hence 
we have 

lim <])(1') = +00, 
'('----++00 

lim <])(1) = -00. 
r->O 

Thus <]) is a strictly increasing Coo diffeomorphism of (0,00) onto R We denote 
by <])-1 its inverse and observe (since <])(<])-1(1')) = 1') that 

(4.2.44) 
1 

(<])-l)'(t) = <])'(<])-l(t)) = f(<])-l(t)). 

It follows that 
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and comparison with (4.2.34) shows that 

( 4.2.45) 

Therefore 

( 4.2.46) 

Upon setting t = <P(r), one sees that (4.2.36) is equivalent to 

We have to show that the validity of (4.2.47) follows from the hypotheses of 
the proposition. For this we first prove that 

(4.2.48) 1<P(r)f'(r)1 'S I 

for some constant I and all r ::0: o. Clearly <PI' is locally bounded on (0, 00 ), so 
it suffices to analyze its behaviour at r = 0 and at r = 00. By the condition (a) 
of the proposition we have f(r) = arm(l + O(r)) for small r, for some constants 
a > 0 and Tn ::0: 2. Hence <p(r) 'S C1 + C2r-m+1 for small r (C1 and C2 are 
constants). Also 1'(r) = a1rm-1(1 + O(r)) 'S C3rm-1 for sufficiently small r, so 
that (4.2.48) also holds in a neighbourhood of r = O. Similarly the validity of 
(4.2.48) for large r follows from the condition (b). 

By setting r = <p-1(t) in (4.2.48) and using also the boundedness of l' (i.e. 
11'(r)1 'S 11 for all r ::0: 0) one finds that 

(4.2.49) vt E JR:., 

with 12 = ,+,1. Now (4.2.44) implies that 

or equivalently (observe that (<p-1)'(t) > 0 for all t by (4.2.44) and the st.rict 
positivity of f on (0,00)): 

Thus, by (4.2.49): 

(4.2.50) 

(the factor 2 in the last step is necessary to handle the case where t and T + t 
have opposite signs). The inequality (4.2.50) implies (4.2.47) (if (<p-1 )'(T + t) 'S 
(<p- 1),( t), then (4.2.47) evidently holds with k = 0, in all other cases (4.2.47) 
holds with k = 2V2'2 by (4.2.50) and the fact that 1 + ITI 'S V2(T;). 0 
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We wish to point out here that the condition f'(0) = 0 in Proposition 4.2.6 
is essential in order for the corresponding Co-group {W (T)} to be of polynomial 
growth in dt'l (X) (and hence in each dt's (X) with I s I 2': 1). More precisely, we 
have the following result: 

PROPOSITION 4.2.7. Let F : X --> X be of class Coo and assume that all its 
derivatives of order 2': 1 are bounded. Assume that F(rw) = f(r)w, where the 
c= function f: [0,(0) --> lR satisfies f'(0) f 0 and f(r) > 0 ifr > O. Then the 
Co-group {W(T)}TER associated to the flow of F leaves dt'1(X) invariant but is 
not of polynomial growth in dt'l (X). 

We omit the proof of this result (it was given in Lemma 3.10.8 of [ABG 1]). As 
examples we may consider the operator D (but then the result is obvious) or the 
I operator of Sigal and Soffer [55] which corresponds to f(r) = r(l + r2)~1/2. 
So exp(i{T) is a Co-group in each dt'S(X), but it is not polynomially bounded 
at least if I s I 2': 1. 



CHAPTER 5 

Groups of Automorphisms Associated to 
Co- Representations of IR.n 

A representation 6)f of]Rn with values in the group of automorphisms (i.e. linear 
multiplicative bijections) of a Banach algebra .oIl has many interesting features 
due to the richness of the algebraic structure which comes into play. We have 
no intention to present the general theory of such representations (elements of 
this theory may be found in [Br], [BR], [Cm], [Pd]) but rather to develop a very 
special aspect in view of later applications in spectral and scattering theory. 
More precisely, the algebras which will appear in this and in the next chap
ter are of the form iJfJ = B(F), where F is a Banach space equipped with a 
Co-representation W of ]Rn, while the automorphism OJI(x) of .oj] is given by 
OJI (x) [5] = W ( - x ) 5W (x). Unless the generator of W is bounded in F, the fam
ily {OJI(X)}xEIRn does not form a Co-representation of ]Rn in the Banach space 
21J but only a Cw-representation (cf. Definition 3.2.6). Nevertheless, by using its 
continuity in the strong operator topology, one can develop for ~, the theory 
obtained in Chapter 3 for Co-groups; the only difference lies in the fact that the 
domain of the generator of OJI is not norm dense in 21J but only strongly dense. 
Of course, OJI induces a Co-group in the subspace ,'iJu of 21J consisting of all 
S E ,q] such that x f-+ 0JI(x)[5] is norm-continuous, and this observation will be 
frequently used. 

For technical reasons that will become clear in the next chapter, we shall con
sider a slightly more general framework than indieated above. Let F', F" be two 
Banach spaces and W', W" two Co-representations of]Rn in F', F" respectively. 
We denote their generators by A' = (A~, ... ,A~,) and A" = (A~, ... ,A~;). For 
each of these representations one may develop the formalism of Chapter 3; in 
particular, the spaces F~" F~" F~,p and F~.p are well defined for each integer 
Tn, each real s and each p E [1,00]. 

In this context one gets a natural representation ~, of]Rn in the Banach space 
21J = B(F', F") by setting for 5 E B(F', F"): 

(5.0.1 ) 0JI(x)5 == 6)f(x) [5] == 5(x) := W" (-x )5W' (x), x E ]Rn. 

Then 6)f is a Cw-revresentation of]Rn in ,'iJ. In fact, for each x E ]R", OJI(x) 
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is bounded as an operator acting in B(F', F"): if M and ware such that 
max{IIW'(x)IIB(F')' IIW"(x)IIB(F")} ~ M exp(wlxl), then 

(5.0.2) 11~(x)51IF'~F" ~ M2e2wlxII151IF'~F'" 

Moreover, ~(O) is the identity operator on lXi, ~(x + y) = ~(x)!J)f(y), and 
for each 5 E gj the mapping]Rn :3 x f--'t ~(x)S E B(F',F") is continuous for 
the strong operator topology. In particular, r 5)1 will contain all the functionals 
of the form cp(5) = (5f,g) with f E F', g E (F")*, hence the conditions of 
Definition 3.2.6 are fulfilled. 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and study some notions and ob
jects naturally associated to the group ~. In Section 5.1 we introduce the 
analogue for the group ~ of the spaces Fk of Chapter 3 (for k 2: 0). Since 
~. is only a Cw-group, several versions of such spaces can be defined by using 
different topologies on B(F', F"). We shall denote by Ck(A', A"; F', F") and 
C\~(A',A";F',F") the spaces obtained from the strong and the uniform (norm) 
topology on B(F', F") respectively; these notations stress the fact that we are 
thinking in terms of regularity (smoothness) properties of operators 5 : F' -> F" 
with respect the action of the groups u,n, VV". Of course one could introduce 
also spaces C!(A', A"; F', F") by using the weak opc"rator topology on B(F', F"), 
but it turns out that C!(A',A";F',F") = Ck(A',A";F',F"). Notice that the 
exact analogues of the spaces Fk are the spaces C~(A',A";F',F") (more pre
cisely: if in (3.3.1) one takes F = B(F', F"), m = k, W = ~, then one gets 
Fk = C~(A', A"; F', F")). 

In Section 5.2 we study the analogue of the interpolation spaces F S,P for 
~ (with s > 0). This time we consider only the norm-topology on B (F' , F") 
and denote by !(?S,P(A',A";F',F") the space which, according to the rule,s of 
Chapter 4, should be called B(F', F")s,p (we remark that similar spaces could 
be defined by using the strong or the weak operator topology; however, we did 
not develop their theory, although they could be useful in some applications). 'iVe 
also introduce spaces !(?o,P(A',A";F',F") and !(?k+O(A',A";F',F") which have 
no analogues in the scale F S,p' but which are quite natural in the framework of 
the present chapter. 

The main point of Sections 5.1 and 5.2 is to study the behaviour of the reg
ularity classes C k , C~, !(?S ,p with respect to various algebraic operations (prod
uct, inverse, adjoint). In the special case where F' = F" and W' = W", these 
properties generalize easily to the context of Banach algebras equipped with rep
resentations of ]Rn by automorphisms. Sections 5.3 to 5.5 are devoted a different 
question, namely the behaviour of an operator S : F' -> F", having a certain type 
of regularity with respect to !J)~, in relation with the Besov scales {F~,q}, {F~~q}. 
For example, we show that, if 5 E ips,p and 0 < t < s, then 5F~,q C F~',q. 

This means that, if 5 is regular with respect to ~, then it preserves regularity 
of vectors in the Besov scales associated to W' and W" (a similar but more 
elementary assertion obviously holds in the discrete Sobolev scale). vVe shall 
also give conditions for an operator 5 to improve regularity in the Besov scales 
(i.e. such that 5F~,q C F~'+T,r for some T > 0). This will allow us in Section 
5.5 to present commutator expansion formulas with precise estimates on the re-
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mainder. We shall not explain here the terminology ("commutator expansions" , 
"remainder"), because it requires some new formalism which will be introduced 
only in Sections 5.3 and 5.5. 

5.1. Regularity and Commutators 

5.1.1. We use the framework explained above and begin with some com
ments on the generator of the Cw-group O)t and the associated functional calcu
lus. The generator ,Y'i of !J)t is an n-tuple ,Y'i = (J11, ... '~n) of operators in the 
Banach space gj = B(F',F") formally given by the rule ~(x) = exp(i..4· x); 
in general, the operators J11c are unbounded and not densely defined. Stated 
differently, we shall have: 

(5.1.1) 
a 

OXj ~(x)[Sl = i.~~(x)[Sl = i!J)t(x),~[Sl 

for those operators S for which the derivative exists strongly (some basic facts 
about derivatives of operator-valued functions are collected in an appendix to 
this chapter and will be freely used in our arguments). We shall describe a more 
general and more precise version of (5.1.1) below, while the domains of powers 
of ,.4 will be studied in §5.1.2. 

We explained at the end of Section 3.2 how to define a bounded functional 
calculus for arbitrary Cw-groups. So, for certain easily specified classes of func
tions i.p : lH.n ---> C, a bounded linear operator i.p(,.4) : ,0/3 ---> ,0/3 is well defined, 
more precisely: 

(5.1.2) i.p(~)[Sl = r W"(-x)SW'(x)S3(x)dx, 
J~n 

w here the integral exists in the strong operator topology of $ = B (F' , F") if rp 
is a measure such that flR n 11!J)t(x)IIB(dl)IS3(x)ldx < 00 (see (5.0.2)). 

In order to treat unbounded functions i.p (e.g. polynomials in ,.4), we shall now 
introduce a vector space ,0/3_= that has the same role, in the present context, as 
the space F -00 in the context of Chapter 3. Observe first that, if k, mEN and 
k < m, then we have a natural embedding B(F~, F~k) C B(F~l' F~m); hence 
we may define 

oc 

(5.1.3) gj-oc == B(F:x" F~=) = U B(F~, F~m)' 
m=O 

We shall consider this set as a vector subspace of the space of all linear operators 
F~ ---> F~=. By using Proposition 3.3.8 we get a natural extension of the 
representation !J)t to a n-parameter group of linear operators acting in ,0/3- 00 

(we keep the notation !Jjf(x) : 'o/c]-CXJ ---> 'o/c]-oc for this extension). Observe that 
each space B(F~, F~) and B(F~,p, F~~q) is contained in ,0/3_= and is left invariant 
by ~. (here k, m E Z; s, t E lH.; p E [1,(0) and q E [1,00]). 

We are now in a position to give explicit expressions for the generators ,~. 
They have canonical extensions to linear operators ,1ftj : ,0/3- 00 ---> gj_= which 
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act as follows: 

(5.1.4) 

A simple purely algebraic calculation shows that d1, ... "ytn are pairwise com
muting operators in fiL=, so that one may define without ambiguity,;:ta = 

,;:tlal .. . ,;:t:;" : $_= --+ .UJJ- oo for each multi-index Q (with the usual convention 
,;:to = identity map). Hence for each polynomial function VJ : IRn --+ C, the map 
VJ( • .:4) : $-00 --+ $-00 is also well defined and, if the degree of VJ is €, then for 
any k, m E Z; s, t E IR; 1 :::; p < 00, 1 :::; q :::; 00: 

(5.1.5) 

(5.1.6) 

S E B(F~, F~) =? VJ(.yt)[S] E B(F~+Cl F:n _£), 

S E B(F~,p, F~',q) =? VJ(.'Ii)[S] E B(F~H,p, F~'_t,q). 

By taking into account (3.3.7) it is now easy to give a general version of (5.1.1): 
if k, mE Z and S E B(F~, F~), then 

(5.1. 7) 

The derivatives on the left hand side exist in the strong operator topology 
of B(F~:+lal,F~_lal). Moreover, for each integer € 20> 1, the function x f-+ 

q)f(x)[S] E B(F~H' F~,_£) is of class C£ in the strong operator topology and 
one has the Taylor expansion (use (1.1.8) and (5.1.7)): 

(5.1.8) 

07f(:r)[S] = L (ixt' ,;:tarS] + L (iX;n 11 O)((n;),yt"[S]€(l - T)£-ldT. 
lal<£ Q. lal=£ Q. () 

A useful consequence of this is the following identity (see the proof of Proposition 
3.3.5): 

(5.1.9) 

[O)((x) - J(S' = L :~ t(-l l - k €G) (ik)£ 11 07f(Tkx).yta[S](l- T)£-ldT. 
Inl=£ k=1 

In numerous situations we shall use the following alternative notation for the 
operators ,;:tJ: 

(5.1.10) 

hence .YlZ"a = (_l)lnl adA = (_l)la l ad~' ... ada An. The reason for this is that in 
1 n 

many applications F' and F" will both be embedded in the same Banach space 
F and W', W" will be restrictions of a Co-representation W(x) = eiAx of IRn 
in F. Then Aj, A'j will be restrictions of some operator Aj acting in F and so: 
adA] (S) = AjS - SAj = [Aj, S]. 
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5.1.2. We may now introduce and study the discrete Sobolev scales associ
ated to the Cw-group (])f" in the Banach space B(F', F") (see the discussion in 
the introduction to this chapter). We shall restrict ourselves to positive indices 
k, since the case k < 0 will not be needed further on. 

DEFINITION 5.1.l. Let kEN. 
(a) We denote by C k (A', A"; F', F") the Banach space formed by all operators 

S E B(F',F") such that the function S(-) given by (5.0.1) is strongly of class 
C k , equipped with the norm 

IISllck = [ L IlaUS(o)II~I---+Ff!] 1/2 

lulS:k 
(5.1.11) 

(b) We denote by C,~(A',A";F',F") the Banach space of all operators S E 
B(F',F") such that the function S(-) is of class C k in the norm of B(F',F"), 
equipped with the norm (5.l.11). 

If S E Ck(A',AI;F',F"), then S E C,~(A',A";F',F") means that the deriva
tives anS(-) for lal ~ k are norm-continuous functions (cf. (5.1.8)). The argu
ment of the proof of Proposition 3.3.2 can be used to see that C k (A', A"; F', F") 
and C~ (A', A"; F', F") are complete for the norm II . lick. The Banach space 
C,~ (A', A"; F', F") coincides with the space Fk associated by Eqs. (3.3.1) and 
(3.3.2) to the Co-group uif in F == C~(A', A"; F', F"). 

In situations where the Co-groups are fixed (and especially in the course of 
proofs) we shall write Ck(F', F") instead of Ck(A', A"; F', F"). In many cases F' 
and F" will be embedded in a Banach space F and T-V', T-V" will be restrictions 
of a fixed Co-representation W(x) = eiA-x of IR71 in F; in such a case we write 
Ck(A; F', F") rather than Ck(A', A"; F', F"). If we also have F' = F" = F, we 
denote this space by Ck(A; F) or just by Ck(F). 

Some simple features of the preceding definition are described in the next 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 5.1.2. Let S E B(F', F") and kEN \ {O}. 
(a) If there is a point y E IR" such that the derivatives an S (y) exist weakly 

in B(F', F") for each multi-index a with lal ~ k, then S E Ck(F', F") n 
C~-l(F',F"), and one has 

(5.1.12) aexS(x) = W"(y - x)[aas(y)]w,(x - y), x E IR71. 

(b) S belongs to Ck(F',F")if and only ifadA(S) belongs to B(F',F") for all 
multi-indices a with 101 ~ k. 

(c) If SECk (F', F"), then for each lal ~ k, the function :r f---> adA (S(x)) E 

B(F', F") is strongly of class C k - 1ul and one has the identity 

(5.l.l3) aas(x) = (-i)laIW"(-x)adA(S)W'(x) == (-i)ln1adA(S(x)). 

PROOF. (a) By using the fact that W' and T-V" are groups and the hypothesis 
that anS(y) exists, one sees that ac<S(x) exists at each x E IRn (weakly in 
B(F', F")), for all a with 101 ~ k, and that aas(x) is given by (5.l.l2). Part (b) 
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of Lemma 5.A.2 now implies that SO is strongly Ck, whereas part (a) of that 
lemma shows that SO is C k - 1 in norm. 

(b) If S(-) is strongly C k as a function from ~n to B(F',F"), then (5.1.7) 
implies that adA(S) E B(F',F") for each multi-index a with lal ::; k. For the 
converse we observe that, by (5.1.8): 

~ (_iy)a a 
S(x + y) - L --I - adA(S(x)) = 

a. 
lal-c:k 

= k L (-i~)a t rk-1dQ{adA[S(x + (1- r)y)]- adA(S(x))}. 
lal=k a. Jo 

Now, by assumption, adA(SO) is strongly continuous in B(F',F") for each 
lal ::; k, hence uniformly continuous on each compact subset of ~n. By applying 
Proposition 1.1.1, one obtains that SO is strongly of class C k in B (F', F"). 

(c) The identity (5.1.13) is an immediate consequence of (5.1.12), with y = 0, 
and of (5.1.7). The first assertion of (c) follows from (5.1.13). D 

The next result is much deeper. 

THEOREM 5.1.3. Let S E B(F', F") and let k ;::: 1 be an integer. 
(a) S belongs to Ck(A', A"; F', F") or to C~(A', A"; F', F") if and only if, for 

each x E ~n, limc->+o S-k [CW(sx) - I]k S exists in the strong operator topology 
OT in the norm topology of B(F', F") respectively. 

(b) If F" is reflexive and liminfe->+ockll[CW(sx) - I]kSIIF'->FfI < CXJ for 
each x E ~n, then S E Ck(A',A";F',F"). 

PROOF. (a) The assertion concerning Cl~ follows from that concerning C k and 
from Proposition 3.3.19 applied to F = C~(A',A";F',F") (note that C k c C~ 
if k ;::: 1). The case of C k will be treated by an adaptation of the proof of 
Proposition 3.3.19. Instead of (3.3.40) we use (see (5.1.9)): 

(5.1.14) 

[CW(S~)-IrS= 

a k (k) t = ik L :! L(-l)k-C e ek . In k(l- T)k-lCW(TEeX)dT.5~a[s]. 
lal=k £=0 0 

If S E Ck(F',F"), then~a[S] E B(F',F") for lal::; k by Proposition 5.1.2 (b), 
so the r.h.s. of (5.1.14) is strongly convergent in B(F',F") as s ---> O. 

If for each x E ~n the l.h.s. of (5.1.14) is strongly convergent in B(F', F"), 
them the formula (5.1.14) implies that Z=lal=k(a!)-lxa~,,[s] E B(F', F") for 

each x E ~n. Then (5.1.8) leads to Z=lal-c:k(a!)-l(ix),,~a[s] E B(F',F") for 
each x E ~n. By using Proposition 1.1.2 as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.19, 
one finds that ,yt'''[S] = (_l)la l adA(S) E B(F',F") for each lal ::; k. Hence 
SECk (F', F") by Proposition 5.1.2 (b). 

(b) For the proof of the second part of the theorem we could use Proposition 
3.:1.25, but we prefer to give a direct, independent proof. Let x E ~n be fixed 
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and set UJI (er) = UJI( erx) for er E R The hypothesis of (b) implies the existence 
of a sequence {Cj} of positive numbers such that Ej --+ 0 and cjk[UJI(Cj) ~ IlkS 
is weakly convergent in B(F', F") as j --+ 00 (because, by the reflexivity of F", 
the unit ball in B(F', F") is weakly compact). We denote the preceding weak 
limit by So. 

By using the group property of UJI, one sees that for any T > 0: 

As j --+ 00, the l.h.s. converges weakly to Ie; derl'" Ie; derkUJI(erd··· UJf(erk)SO 
(apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem). By the strong continuity 
of UJI, the r.h.s. of (5.1.15) converges strongly to [UJI(T) ~IlkS as j --+ 00. Hence 

So T-k[UJI(T) ~ IlkS is strongly convergent in B(F',F") as T --+ 0, and the 
conclusion S E Ck(F',F") follows from (a). 0 

COROLLARY 5.1.4. Assume that F" is reflexive. Let k E {I, 2, 3, .... } and 
T E B(F',F"). Then T belongs to Ck(A',AI;F',F") if and only if x --+ T(x) E 

B(F',F") is of class C k- 1 in norm and x --+ 8"T(x) E B(F',F") is locally 
Lipschitz for each multi-index 0: with 10:1 = k ~ 1. 

PROOF. The "only if" part follows from Lemma 5.A.2. To obtain the "if" 
part, one may apply Proposition 5.1.3 (b) with k = 1 to the operator S = adA (T), 
10:1 = k ~ 1, to conclude that adA(S) E B(F',F") for 10:1 = k. 0 

We shall now study the regularity classes of products, inverses and adjoints 
of operators. The first result involves a third Banach space F"' equipped with a 
Co-representation W"' of Jl{n. 

PROPOSITION 5.1.5. Let kEN. Then: 

S E Ck(F',F") and T E Ck(F",F///) =? TS E Ck(F',F"'). 

The corresponding assertion holds with C k replaced by Cl~' Moreover one has 
for each multi-index 0: with 10:1 :S k: 

(5.1.16) 
, 

adA (TS) = . L j)7~! ad~ (T) ad1 (S). 
(3+,=" 

PROOF. We observe that 

(TS)(x) == W"'(~x)TSW'(x) = WI'(~x)TWI(X)W"(~X)SW'(x) == T(x)S(x). 
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Thus Leibniz' rule implies that (T5)(-) is strongly e k on ]Rn, with 

(5.1.17) fJD'(T5)(x) = L (;)8PT(X). 8'5(x). 
(3+,=a 

In view of (5.1.7), this implies the validity of (5.1.16). The case of e~ is simi
lar. D 

PROPOSITION 5.1.6. Let 5 E B(F',F") be a bijection ofF' onto F", and let 
kEN. Define 5-1 (-):]Rn --> B(F",F') by 5- 1 (x) = W'(-X)5- 1W"(X). Then 

(a) 5-1 E ek(A" A'· F" F') {===;> 5 E ek(A' A"· F' F") , , , , , , . 
(b) 5-1 E e k (A" A'· F" F') {===;> 5 E e k (A' A"· F' F") u , , , 11 , , , • 

(c) For each non-zero multi-index (3 and each decomposition (3 = (3(1) + ... + 
(3(r) of (3 into a sum of multi-indices (3(j), with 1(3(j)1 2: 1 for each j, there is a 
real number c({3(1), ... ,(3(r)) such that the following is true: 

If 5(·) is strongly of class e k in B(F', F") and 1 ~ 10'1 ~ k, then 

(5.1.18) 8 a 5- 1 (:J.:) = L c(a(l), ... ,a(r)) . 5- 1 (x)8a (1) 5(x) . 

·5- 1 (x)8o (2)5(:J.:) .... · 5- 1 (x)8a.(r)5(x)· 5- 1 (x) 

and 

(5.1.19) ad:4J5- 1 ) = L c(a(l), ... , a(r))· 5-1 ad~(1)(5) . 

. 5-1 ad~(2)(5) ..... 5-1 ad~(r)(5). 5-1, 

where the smns are over all possible decompositions a = 0'(1) + ... + a(r) with 
la(j) I 2: 1. 

PROOF. We first observe that 5-1 belongs to B(F", F') by the closed graph 
theorem. 

(a) Since the statement is completely symmetric in 5 and 5-1 , it suffices to 
show that, if 5 is strongly of class ek , then so is 5-1. We proceed by induction 
on the order of the derivatives of 5-1 (-). Assume that (for some k 2: 1) 5 (-) is 
strongly ek as a function from]Rn to B(F',F") and that we know that 5-1(-) 
is strongly ern as a function from ]Rn to B(F", F'), for some Tn < k (which is 
certainly the case for Tn = 0). We show that this implies that 5-1 (.) is strongly 
ern+! in B(F",F'). We shall use the following fact: if T : ]Rn --> B(F",F') is 
strongly continuous, then 

(5.1.20) 8 j {T(x)[5(x) - 5]5- 1 }Ix=o = T(O) . 8 j 5(0) .5-1 

(strong derivative in B(F", F') on the 1.h.s.). 
We observe that 5- 1 (x) = [5(x)]-1, hence: 

(5.1.21) 
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Now let a be a multi-index with 10'1 = m. By applying Leibniz' rule in (5.l.21), 
we get 

(5.l.22) 

0"5- 1(x) = Dmo5-1 - L (~)0i35-1(x). oa-r'[5(x) - 5j· 5- 1 . 

13<:;" 

Since 5-1 (-) is assumed to be of class C m and 5(-) of class C k (k > m), each 
term with (3 # a on the r.h.s. is strongly C 1 (because (3 ::; a, (3 # a imply that 
1(31 < 10'1 = m). The term with (3 = a is differentiable at x = 0, because its 
partial derivatives are of the form (5.l.20), hence it is strongly C 1 by Proposition 
5.l.2 (a). Thus 5-1 (-) is strongly cm+1. 

(b) The proof is identical with that of (a) except for the replacement of strong 
continuity and strong differentiability by norm continuity and norm differentia
bility respectively. 

(c) By virtue of (5.l.12) (applied to 5(-) and to 5- 1 (.)), it suffices to prove 
(5.l.18) for x = o. We proceed by induction on the order 10'1 of the derivative. 
The argument is based on the identity (5.l.22). The term with (3 = a in the 
sum (5.l.22) vanishes if x = 0 (5(x) - 5 = 0 at x = 0), so if x = 0 this sum only 
involves those (3 such that (3 < a (instead of (3 ::; a). Hence, for 10'1 2': 1: 

(5.l.23) oa5-1(0) = - L (a)orJ5 - 1(0). oa-i35(0)· 5- 1. 
i3<a (3 

This represents a recursion relation for the operators 0135- 1(0). For 10'1 = 1, 
there is only one multi-index (3 with (3 < a, namely 1(31 = 0, and (5.l.23) then 
reads 

oj5-1(0) = _5- 1 . Oj5(0). 5- 1, 

which is (5.l.18) for 10'1 = 1 (at x = 0). It is now not difficult to see that the 
solution of the recursion relation (5.l.23) is of the form (5.l.18). D 

PROPOSITION 5.l.7. Assume that F' and F" are reflexive. Then 

5 E Ck(A', A"; F', F") if and only if 5* E Ck(AI*,A'*;F"*,F'*). 

PROOF. Let 5*(x) = 5(x)* = W'(X)*5*W"(_X)*. Then 5*(-) is weakly C k 

in B(F"*, F'*) if and only if S(-) is weakly C k in B(F', F"). By Proposition 5.l.2 
(a) one may replace "weakly" by "strongly", which completes the proof. D 

5.2. Regularity of Fractional Order 

5.2.1. In Section 3.4 we saw that a Co-representation of lR" in a Banach 
space F leads naturally to a scale of Banach spaces {F s,p}, with s E lR and 
p E [1,00]. In this section we consider the Co-group UJI" in the Banach space 
F = C~ (A', A"; F' ,F") and study properties of the associated scale. 

We are interested here only in the situation where the clements of these spaces 
have a certain degree of regularity (e.g. for which S (.) is Holder continuous or 
differentiable). Since we insist on regularity of the operators with respect to 
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the group, the norms (3.4.15) are especially convenient here. More precisely, 
let s > 0, p E [1,00] and let € be an integer with € > s. Then we set for 
S E B(F', F"): 

(5.2.1) IISII~:b = IISIIF'-.FII + [1 Illxl-S[q)f(x) - I]fSII~'.-->FII IdXln] lip 
Ixl9 x 

An equivalent but somewhat more explicit form of this expression is obtained by 
using the definition (5.0.1) of S(x), viz. S(x) = W"( -x)SW'(x): 

Observe that the integrand is a lower semicontinuous function of x, hence mea
surable. 

If one applies Theorem 3.4.6 in the Banach space F = C~(A',A";F',F") 

equipped with the Co-group q)f, one sees that 11'11~:k and 11'lli:~ are equivalent 
gauges on F for any integers Ji., Ji.' > s, and the associated B-space is just the 
space F s ,I' defined by interpolation between F and C;; (A' , A"; F' , F"). However 
it is convenient to consider the gauge (5.2.1) also for s = 0; the space that one 
gets in this case (which will be shown to be independent of Ji. too) is different 
from the interpolation space Fo,p' For this reason we use a special notation for 
the spaces F S,p in the present context: if s 2> 0 and p E [J, 00]' we denote by 

«gs,p(A',A";F',F") the set of all operators S in B(F',F") for which Ilsll~~k is 
finite for some (and hence for each) integer € > s. Clearly ~O,OO(A',A";F',F") 
is identical with B(F',F"); q)f is not a Co-group in this space in general, since it 
is only strongly continuous. On the other hand, if s > 0 or if s = 0 and p Ie 00, 
the following lemma shows that the set «gs,p (A', A"; F', F") is identical with the 

set of operators S E C,~(A', A"; F', F") for which IISII~:k is finite for some Ji. > s; 
since the restriction of 6)f to C~(A',A";F',F") defines a Co-representation of 
jRn, the set ~S,p(A',A";F',F") is a B-space for the family of admissible norms 

{II '1Ii:k}c>Sl and for s > 0 one may use the theory developed in Section 3.4. 
Let us mention some abbreviations that will often be used later on. We 

set «gs,P(A', A"; F', F") = ~S,P(F', F") when we are working with a fixed pair of 
representations W', W". If F', F" are B-subspaces of a Banach space F equipped 
with a Co-representation lV(:c) = eiA-x which leaves F' and F" invariant, then we 
may equip F', F" with the Co-representations W' (x) = W (.<:) I F' and WI! (x) = 
W(X)IFII. In such a situation we set .ps,P(A', A"; F', F") = «gs,P(A; F', F") (if 
the specification of A is important). Finally, we write «gs,P(A; F) or «6s,P(F) for 
«gs,p(A, A; F, F). 

In the next lemma we strengthen and prove some of the assertions made above. 
Note that the assertion (a) in the most important case s > 0 follows immediately 
from the assertion (b) together with Theorem 3.4.6. We preferred, however, to 
give a new proof which is of independent interest and which covers the case s = 0 
too (the proof of part (a) of Lemma 5.2.1 is based on the identity (5.2.3) which is 
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due, as far as we know, to Triebel; see §1.13.4 in [Trl for references and historical 
comments and also Lemma 3.4.8 in [BBl). 

LEMMA 5.2.1. Let 8;:::: 0 andp E [l,ool. 

(a) If j!l, j!2 are integers such that s < j!l < j!2, then II . II~:~) and II . II~:~) are 
equivalent gauges on B(F',F"). 

(b) Let S E B(F', F") be such that limE-> 0 en ~XI::';E 11['W(x)-IjRsIIFI~F"dx = 

o for some integer j! ;:::: 1. Then S belongs to C~ (F', F"), i.e. the function 
x f---+ 'W(x)S E B(F',F") is norm continuous. In particular, S belongs to 

C~(F', F") if Ilsll~:k < 00 for some 0 ~ s < j! and 1 ~ p ~ 00, with p < 00 if 
s = 0, or iflimx~o 11['W(x) - Il£SIIF'-->F" = o. 

PROOF. (a) It suffices to consider the case where j!2 -j!l = 1, so we set j!l = j! 

and take j!2 = j! + 1. 

(i) By (5.0.2) there is a constant Cl such that 

Thus we have IISII~::l) ~ clIISII~:k· 
(ii) We have the following algebraic identity: 

(t 2 - 1)£ = (t - 1)£[2 + (t - lW 

= 2f(t - 1)1' + (t - 1)£+1 tl 2€-m (!) (t - l)rn-l. 

It implies that (take t = 'W(x)): 

(5.2.3) 

['W(x) - Il£ = Tf['W(2x) - Il£ - ['W(x) - Il£+l fl T m (!) ['W(x) - Ilm - l . 

So by (5.0.2) there is a constant C2 such that for 0 < Ixl ~ 1: 

11['W(x) - IjRsllF'-->F" <2 8 -£ 11['W(2x) - Il£SIIF'-->F" 
Ix Is - 12xl s 

11['W(x) - Il£+lSIIF'-->F" 
+ C2 I I . x 8 

We set !.pk(X) = Ixl-SII['W(x) - IlkSIIF'-->F" and obtain from the preceding in-
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equality that, for any c E (0, 1j: 

[J 'PC(x)P dx jl/P < 25 -£[ r 'Pc(2x)P dx Jl/P + 
E<lxl<l Ixln - .fE<lxl<l Ix In 

+ C2 [J 'P£+l(X)P IdXlnjl/P 
E<lxl<l X 

< 28 -£ [J 'P£(y)P dy jl/P + 28 -£ [J 'P£(y)P dy jl/P + 
- E<IYI<l Iyln 1<IYI<2 Iyln 

+ C2 [J 'P£+l(X)P IdXlnjl/P. 
E<lxl<l X 

We observe that 2s -£ < 1 and that the second term on the r.h.s. is majorized 
by c31ISIIF'-->F" (again by (5.0.2)). Hence the preceding inequality implies that 

IISII~~b s c41ISI11:;;1) for some constant C4 and all S E B(F', F"). 
(b) Let e E CO'(lRn ) be such that e(x) = 0 if Ixi ~ 1 and fIR n e(x)dx = 1. For 

c > 0, set 

SE=S- r [I-UJf(cx)j£Se(x)dx= I)_l)m+l(P.) r CW(crnx)Se(x)dx . 
.fIRn m=l rn .fIR n 

Then: 

£ 

UJf(y)SE= ,"",(_l)m+l(P.)_l_. r. ~t(z)8.e(Z-Y)dz. 
L-., rn Enm n JrRn Em 
m=l IR 

Each integral in the last expression is weakly of class Coo as a function of y. 
Hence, by Lemma 5.A.2 (a), UJf(,)Sc is Coo in the norm of B(F', F"). Since C~ 
is a closed subspace of B(F', F"), it now suffices to show that SE --+ S in norm 
as c --+ O. But, by the assumptions made on S, this follows immediately from 
the estimate: 

liSE - SIIFI-->FII S ~ r I/[UJf(y) - Ij£SIIFI-->FII 'Iee~) Idy. 0 
c .fIYI~c c 

The identity (5.2.3) provides us with a more elementary proof of the implica
tion limx-->o II[CW~(x) - Ij£SIIFI-->FII = 0 =} S E C~. Indeed, for each P. ~ 2 there 
is a constant c such that for Ixl S 1: 

2£-111[UJf(x) - IjP-1SIIFI-->FII S 11[~t(2x) - Ijf-1SI/F1-->FII 

+ cll[q)t(x) - Ij£SIIF'-->FII. 

Together with the hypothesis made on S, this implies 

2€-llimsup II[CW(x) - IjP-1SIIFI-->FII S lim sup II[CW(2x) - Ij£-lSIIFI-->FII. 
X-)-O ;1'-)-0 

The two superior limits in this inequality are finite and equal, so they must be 
zero, i.e. limx-->o II[CW(x) - Ijf-1SIIF1-->FII = O. By iterating this argument we 
get SEC;;. 
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Let us mention some particular cases of the spaces '6's,P(F', F") that will be 
important. If 0 ::; s < 1, one may take g = 1 in (5.2.1), in which case the 
condition that 5 E «(,'s,P(F', F") may be written as 

(5.2.4) [1 II 5(x) - 5 liP dx ] lip 
1151IF'~F" + I I· -I -I < 00. 

1~;IS1 X s F'~F" X n 

If 0::; s < 2, one may take g = 2, so that we have 5 E '6's,P(F', F") if and only if 

(5.2.5) 1151IF'-->F"+ I r 115(X)+5(~X)-251IP dXn ] lip <00. 

lJ1 xlS1 Ixl F'-+F" Ixl 

If s = 1, we are forced to use the form (5.2.5), i.e. the condition that 5 E 
'6'1 ,p (F' , F") cannot be expressed in terms of the first order difference 5 (x) - 5. 

5.2.2. We now establish some properties of the B-spaces '6's,P(F', F"). By 
applying Theorem 3.4.6 to the present situation, we get that for s > 0 and any 
integer g > 8 

(5.2.6) '6'S,P(F' F")=(Cf(F' F") CO(F' F")) ", u" u , 8,p, 

As a consequence we obtain some other useful relations between the B-spaces 
'6's,P(F', F"), namely: 

(5.2.7) «(,'s,p (F', F") c '6't,q (F', F") if s > t 2 0, p,q E [1,00] 

and 

(5.2.8) if q 2 p. 

For t > 0 these relations follow from Theorem 3.4.3 (a). The extension to t 2 0 
is easy. The inclusion (5.2.8) implies in particular that for 8 2 0 

(5.2.9) 

If 8 == k is an integer, we have in addition to the spaces '6'k,P(F', F") the two 
spaces Ck(F', F") and C~(F', F") introduced in Definition 5.1.1. One has the 
following relations between these spaces: 

(5.2.10) 

if kEN. In general all embeddings in (5.2.10) are strict and the spaces C~, C k 

and '6'k,p are distinct for all p E [1,00]. 

PROOF OF (5.2.lO). The case k = 0 is evident. If k 2 1, then Theorem 3.4.3 
(c) applied to the Co-group -'-W- in C~(F',F") gives the inclusions 05k ,l C C~ C 

'6'k,oo. The relation C~ C C k is evident. The inclusion C k C '6'k,oc is obtained 
by observing that, if 5 E C k (F', F"), then 

II['-W(x) - I]k51IF'-+Fu ::; clxl k L II adA(5)IIF'-->F" ::; cllxl k 

Icxl=k 

for all Ixl ::; 1 by (5.1.9). 0 
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N ow let s > 0 and let e be a real number satisfying 0 < e < 1 and e :::; s. 
Then, if S E !P",P(F', F"), the function S(·) is locally Holder continuous of order 
e. Indeed, by (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) we then have S E «g'e,OO(F', F"); hence for each 
compact subset n of]R.n there is a constant Cn such that for all .T, yEn: 

PROPOSITION 5.2.2. Let s E (0,00) and p E [1,00]. Write s = k + (J with 
kEN and 0 < (J :::; 1. 

(a) If S E «g's,P(F',F") and lal:::; k, then adA(S) E !(gs-lal,p(F',F"). 
(b) If 11·llwa.p is an admissible norm on «g'lT,P(F',F"), then 

IISllck + L Ilad:4.(S)llwa.p 

lal=k 

defines an admissible norm on !(gs,P(F',F"). In particular: S E !(gs,P(F',F") if 
and only if S E Ck(F',F") and adA(S) E «g'a,p(F',F") for each multi-index a 
with lal = k. 

PROOF. We consider the Co-group cJ)f in F = C~(F', F"). If A denotes 
the generator of !.i)f, we have ,;:tas = (_l)la l adA(S). Thus (a) follows im
mediately from Proposition 3.4.5 (a). Theorem 3.4.7 implies that IISllck + 
Llal=klladA(S)llwa.p is an admissible norm on «g's,P(F',F"). Thus it remains 
to show that 

(5.2.11) SEC", adA(S) E «g'a,p for lal = k ===? S E C~. 

For this we observe that [)OS(·) == (-i)la l adA(S(·)) is locally Holder continuous 
of order (J /2 by the observation made before the proposition, so that the validity 
of (5.2.11) follows from Lemma 5.A.2 (c) in the Appendix. 0 

For some applications it is useful to consider, for p = 1, the limiting case in 
Proposition 5.2.2 where formally (J = o. We set C+O(F', F") == !(go,l(F', F") 
and observe that the condition that S E C+o (F', F") amounts to a Dini type 
continuity condition on the function SO, namely 

(5.2.12) 1 IIW"(_X)SW'(x) - SIIF, ..... FflldXI~ < 00. 
Ixl <::l x 

If k 2: 1 is an integer, we define Ck+O(F', F") as the space of all Sin Ck(F', F") 
such that adA (S) E C+O(F', F") for each multi-index a with lal = k. We observe 
that S E Ck+O(F',F") if and only if S(-) :]R.n ---> B(F',F") is strongly of class 
C k and its derivatives of order k are Dini continuous in norm (i.e. (5.2.12) is 
satisfied with S replaced by adA(S), lal = k). Ck+O(F', F") is a Banach space 
for the norm 

(5.2.13) 

IISllcHO = IISllck + L 1 11[O)f(x) - I] adA(S)IIF, ..... FfI IdXln. 
Ixl<l x lul=k -
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One has the following inclusions: 

(5.2.14) Ck+O(F',F") c «gk,l(F',F") c Cl~(F',F") if kEN. 

PROOF OF (5.2.14). The second inclusion has already been established in 
(5.2.10). To obtain the first inclusion if k 2 1, we usc (5.l.9) which allows 
us to write, for some constants Cam: 

Hence we have 

5.2.3. We next give some results on the behaviour of the classes «gs,p (F', F") 
under algebraic operations. 

PROPOSITION 5.2.3. Let F', F" and F"' be Banach spaces, W', W" and W"' 
Co -representations of lRn in F', F" and Fill respectively. 

(a) Let s 2 0, P E [1,00] and assume that S E «gs,P(F', F") and T E 
~S'P(F",F"'). Then TS E ~S'P(F',F"'). 

(b) If kEN, S E Ck+O (F', F") and T E Ck+O (F", F"'), then T S belongs to 
Ck+O(F', F"'). 

PROOF. We prove (a) and leave the simple proof of (b) as an exercise. With 
some abuse of notation, we write ~(x) for each of the three operators ~(x) 
defined in B(F', F"), B(F', F"') and B(F", F"') respectively. We set ~_(x) = 
~(x) - I and ~+(x) = [CW(x) + 1]/2 and claim that for each £. E N: 

(5.2.15) 

[CW(x) -I]£(TS) = t (£.)[c?J/+(;z;),,-rn01f_(X)rnT]' [c?Jf+(x)rn~_(x)e-rns]. 
rn 

m=O 

(5.2.15) is evident for £. = 0 and easy to check for £. = l. For general £., (5.2.15) is 
obtained by induction; one may write [~(x) - 1]£+1 = [CW(x) - I][c?Jf(x) - IV, 
usc the induction hypothesis (5.2.15) as well as (5.2.15) with £. = 1, and take 
into account the identity 

if m = 1, ... 1 £.. 

Now choose an integer £. > 28. By (5.0.2) there is a constant C E [1,(0) such 
that for all Ixl :S 1: 
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Thus one gets (see (5.2.1) and denote by B the unit ball in ]Rn): 

Illxl~S[CW(x) - 1nT5)t~(B;B(F"F"'» -S 

-S £'!c2£{IITIIFII---.F'" L Illxl~S[CW(x) - 1]£~m51IL~(D;D(F"FII» 
o <:':m<:':£/2 

+ 1151IF'~FII L Illxl~S[CW(x) - 1lmTIIL~(D;B(FII,F"'»}' 
£/2<rn<:':£ 

which is finite since £' - Tn > s for each term in the first sum and Tn > s for each 
term in the second sum. D 

PROPOSITION 5.2.4. Let s 2: 0 andp E [1,00]. Let 5 E B(F',F") be a bijec
tion of F' onto F". Then 5 E 0?s,P(F',F") if and only if 5~1 E 0?s,P(F",F'). 

PROOF. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1.6, it suffices to show that 5 E 
tps,P(F', F") ==} 5~1 E 0?s,P(F", F'). 

(i) Let 0 -S s < 1. By (5.1.21) we have 

[CW(x) - 1]5~1 = -5~1(x)· {[CW(x) - 1]5}. 5~1. 

Since 115~1(X)IIFII---'F' -S cI15~11IFII~F' for all I:rl -S 1, we get that 

115~111~~~ S cI15~111~I1---'F,11511~~~· 

(ii) Let 1 -S s < 2, so that s /2 < l. In this case we use the identity 

(5.2.16) 
[q)t(x) - 1]25~1 = -5~1(2x)· {[CW(x) - 1]25 

- 2CW(x)[~/(x) - 1]5· 5~1(x)· [CW(x) - 1]5} . 5~1. 

One then finds as above that 

which is finite since 5 E 0?s/2,2p (F',F") by (5.2.7). 

(iii) Now let s 2: 2. We write s = k + (J' with kEN and 0 < (J' -S l. By 
Proposition 5.2.2 (b) we must show that 5~1 E Ck(F",F') and that adA(5~1) E 

0?IJ',P(F", F') for letj = k. The first condition is satisfied by Proposition 5.1.6 (a). 
For the second condition we observe that, by (5.l.19), the operator adA(5~1) is 
a finite linear combination of terms of the form 

[tl 5~1 ad~(j)(5)J . 5~1, 

with 1 -S Tn -S k and 1 -S let(j)1 -S k if letl = k. By Proposition 5.2.2 and by 

(5.2.7), each ad~(j)(5) belongs to 0?O',P(F',F") by (i) or (ii) above (since 0 < 
(J' -S 1). By Proposition 5.2.3, we conclude that adA(5~1) E tpO',P(F",F'). D 
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The following obvious property should also be mentioned: if F' and F" are 
reflexive, then 

(5.2.17) S E 'PS,P(F',F") <¢=} S* E 'PS,P(F"*,F'*). 

REMARK 5.2.5. The notion of 'P8 ,P-regularity is stable under other opera
tions, in particular under integration. More precisely, let n be a measurable 
space, f-L a measure on nand W : n ----> B(F', F") a (strongly) integrable function 
such that for some s :.:., 0, some integer £ > s and some p E [1,ooJ: 

(5.2.18) lIIW(w)II~~~f-L(dW) < 00. 

Then S = In W(w)f-L(dw) belongs to 'PS,P(F', F"). 

5.2.4. For each integer k :.:., 0 we have introduced in this chapter four distinct 
classes of regularity for bounded operators S : F' ----> F", namely: C k, C~', C k+O 

and 'Pk,p (where 1 :s: p :s: (0). We shall end this section with some further 
comments concerning these classes and the relations between them. As the 
Banach spaces F', F" and the representations W', vV" are fixed, we shall not 
specify them in the notations. 

We recall the following inclusions, which have been established before: 

(5.2.19) ck+O C !(?k,l C C~ C C k C 'Pk,CXJ c B(F', F"). 

All the spaces here are B-spaces and the embeddings are continuous; the first two 
are also dense, but the remaining ones are not dense in general. The B-spaces 
!(?k,p, for 1 < p < 00, lie somewhere between 'Pk,l and 'Pk,CXJ, but they are (in 
general) distinct from Cl~ and C k . 

For k = 0 we have CO = 'P0 '= = B(F', F"), but C~ is a closed (non trivial 
in general) subspace of B(F', F"). Also e+o = ,«,0,1 (this is just the definition 
of C+O), but for k > 0 the space ek+O is significantly different from rek,l. For 
example, it follows from (5.2.19) that by real interpolation of order (e, q), with 
o < e < 1, 1 :s: q :s: 00, between two spaces e k and ern one obtains one of the 
spaces res,p; but by interpolating between C k+O and om+O one gets new spaces. 

In the next theorem we sum up several characterizations of the preceding 
spaces for k :.:., 1; most of them have been established before, but collecting them 
in one statement allows a better understanding of the relations between the four 
classes of regularity !(?k,l, c,~, Ck and 'Pk,CXJ. 

THEOREM 5.2.6. Let S : F' ----> F" be a continuous operatoT and k, £ two 
integeTs such that 1 :s: k < £. 

(a) One has S E rek,CXJ if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a1 ) fOT each x E ]Rn theTe is a constant c(x) < 00 such that II[~(,:-x) -

IJcSIIF'->FfI :s: c(x),:-k 'V,:- E (0,1); 
(a2 ) theTe is c < 00 such that 11[~(x) - IVSllF/---+FfI :s: clxl k fOT Ixl :s: 1. 

(b) The condition SECk is equivalent to each of the following two conditions: 
(b I ) fOT each x E ]Rn the limit limE---++ock[~(,:-x) - IlkS exists in the 

stmng opera tOT topology of B(F', F"); 
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(b2) for each x E ~n the limit limo~+O Jo1 T-k[q)f(TX) - I]£ST- 1dT exists 
in the strong operator topology of B(F', F"). 

If F" is reflexive, then these conditions are also equivalent to each of the next 
ones: 

(b3 ) for each x E ~n, lim infE-->+O c k II [q)f(cx) - I]k SIIF' -->F" < 00; 

(b4 ) for each x E ~n there is a finite constant c(x) such that 11[q)f(cx) -
I]kSIIFI-->F" <::: c(:r)ck 'v'c(O, 1); 

(b5 ) one has II [q)f(:z:) - I]kSIIFI-->F" <::: clxl k for a finite constant c and all 
x E ~n with Ixl <::: 1; 

(b6 ) for each x E ~n, lim info--> +0 lit T- k[q)f(TX)-IYST- 1dTII < 00. 
£ F/----+F" 

(c) The condition S E C~ is equivalent to each of the following two conditions: 
(c1 ) for each x E ~n, the limit limE~+oCk[q)f(cx) - I]kS exists in the 

norm topology of B(F', F"); 
(c2) for each x E ~n the limit limo-->+O JEl T- k [q)f( TX) - 1]£ ST- 1dT exists 

in the nonn topology of B(F',F"). 
(d) One has S E r&k,l if and only if one of the following two conditions is 

satisfied: 

(d1) J; IIT-k[q)f(TX) - I]£SIIF' -->F"T-1dT < 00 for each x E ~n; 
(d2 ) ~xl<::111Ixl-k[9f(x) - I]£SIIF'~F"lxl-ndx < 00. 

PROOF. (a) The condition (a2) is just the definition of the class r&k,oo, and it 
clearly implies (ad. If (ad is satisfied, then so is the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2.1 
(b) (use the dominated convergence theorem). So S E Cl~' and we may apply 
Theorem 3.4.9 in the Banach space F = C2, with s = k and p = 00, to conclude 
that S E r&k,oo. 

(b) The equivalence of the condition SECk with (bd (and with (b3 ) if F" is 
reflexive) has been established in Theorem 5.1.3. Then, assuming F" reflexive, 
we have (b5 ) =} (b3 ) =} SECk =} (bs ) (for the last step, see the proof of 
(5.2.10)). 

It remains to prove the equivalence with the integral conditions. By following 
the proof of Proposition 3.4.10 we see that for arbitrary S E B(F', F") and 
f E F~: 

(5.2.20) 

11 [q)f(TX) - IYS fdT = b '" XU,;tCY[S]J + [Pf 
o Tk T L a! 

lal=k 

XU 1 + b L ~ {( 9f(wX)x((J) - I).~U[S]} fd(J. 
a. lll. 

lal=k 

Here b is a non-zero constant, ,'7 is a continuous operator F' ---+ F" depending on 
S and X is a bounded function with compact support such that Jlll. X((J)d(J = 1. 

Now assume SECk. Then all the operators that appear in (5.2.20) belong 
to B(F', F"), hence the identity will hold for all f E F', by the density of F~ in 
F'. If we fix such an f, then each of the integrals on the r.h.s. of (5.2.20) tends 
to zero in F" as c ---+ +0; hence (b2 ) is satisfied. Reciprocally, assume that (b2 ) 
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holds. For f E F~, (5.2.20) implies that the next limit exists strongly in F~k 
and that 

(5.2.21 ) lim 11 [cW(TX) - 1]R5 fdT = b "" x n ,pta[5]f + /J'j. 
E~+O E Tk T G a! 

lal=k 

But, by hypothesis, the limit in the 1.h.s. exists in F" and gives an operator in 
B(F' F") Hence '\" xc. pta [5] belongs to B(F' F") for each x E rn;," By ,. L...-Ial=k a!' , . 

applying Proposition 1.1.2 (see the proof of Proposition 3.3.19) we get ,::tn[5] E 
B(F',F") for lal ::; k. Finally, Proposition 5.1.2 (b) implies that 5 E C k. 

We now prove the implication (b6 ) =} 5 E C k assuming F" reflexive (5 E 

C k =} (b2 ) =} (b6 ) is obvious). 
Since the unit ball in B(F', F") is weakly compact, we may find a sequence 

Cj --+ 0 such that the sequence of operators J~11 T- k [cW( TX) - 1]R 5T- 1dT is weakly 

convergent in B(F',F"); let U(x) E B(F',F") be its limit. Then (5.2.21) implies 
for f E Fk : U(x)f = b Llnl=k ~,~,.4a[5lf + ,'}Jf, and we may argue as before. 

(c) We have seen in Theorem 5.1.3 that 5 E C~ {c} (cd. The implication 
5 E C~ =} (C2) follows from Proposition 3.4.10 applied to the Co-group cW in 
the Banach space C~. Reciprocally, if 5 E B (F', F") and (C2) holds, then 5 E C k 

by part (b) of the theorem. Since C k C C~ (recall that k 2' 1), we get 5 E C~, 
hence we may usc again Proposition 3.4.10. 

(d) Condition (d2 ) is the definition of the relation 5 E rpk,l. To prove that 
5 E rp,k,l {c} (dd one proceeds as in the proof of (c) (observe that (dd =} 

(b2 )). D 

The scale {rps,P}s>O,l<:::p<:::oo is obtained by real interpolation starting from the 
scale {Ct~hEN' cf. (5.2.6). However, from (5.2.19) and the fact that the closure of 
C£ (€ 2' 1) in CO == B(F',F") is Ct~' one obtains after an application of Theorem 
2.5.3 and Proposition 2.4.1 (a): 

(5.2.22) 

Finally, we mention that, ifF" is a Tefiexive space, then the GagliaTdo completion 
of the B-space C~ (k 2' 1 integeT) with Tespect to B(F',F") is the B-space C k. 
The proof of this assertion is left as an exercice (compute, by using (5.1.8), the 
closure in B(F', F") of the closed unit ball of C~). 

5.3. Regularity Preserving and Regularity Improving Operators 

The purpose of this section is to show the following: if 5 : F' --+ FI! has a 
certain degree of regularity with respect to the action of a pair of Co-groups 
W' and WI!, then 5 is TegulaTity pTeseTving in the Besov scales associated to 
these Co-groups in the sense that 5F~,q c F~',q for certain values of t and q. 
We shall also see that 5, when considered as an operator F~,q --+ F~~q, has a 
well defined degree of regularity with respect to W' and WI!; for example, if 
5 E rps,P(F', FI!), then 5 E rps-t'P(F~,q, F~~q) for each 0 < t < s. Finally, we 
shall give conditions under which 5 is Tegularity impTOving in the Besov scales, 
i.e. such that 5F~,q C F~'+T,r for some T > O. 
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The considerations of this and later sections are clarified by the observation 
that, besides o)f, there are two other Cw-representations 0)(/' and 0)(" of lR.n in 
the Banach space ElJ = B(F', F") which appear naturally in our context, namely 

(5.3.1) O)f'(x)[S] = SW'(x), O)(I/(x)[S] = W"(X)S. 

Notice that, even if F' = F" and ~V' = W", the representation O)f', O)f" are 
distinct. Clearly O)f' commutes with 0)(1/: 

(5.3.2) O)f'(X)o/~II(y) = O)(II(y)o/~'(x) 'ix,yElR.n , 

and one can express O)f in terms of 0)(' and all": 

(5.3.3) 

The relations (5.3.3) and (5.3.2) imply that for £ E N: 

(5.3.4) 

(o//"(X) - 1)£ = [(0/1 (-x) - 1)O)('(x) + (O)f'(x) - IW 

Since [O)f'(x)]k = o)(~'(kx), this identity may be written in a more explicit form 
as follows: 

(5.3.5) 
(W"(X)_I)£S - S(W'(:r;) - I)£ = 

= t G) (O)f( -xl - I)k [S]W'(kx)(W'(x) - Il-- k 
k=l 

for all S E B(F', F"). 
As in §5.1.1 one may consider all' and o/f" as n-parameter groups of linear 

operators in the vector space ,'ii-CX)) and their generators ,yt' = (..9't{, ... ,..9't~) 
and ,yt" = (..9't{', ... , ,yt~') extend to n-component linear operators ,yt in $-oc 
satisfying 

(5.3.6) ..9't;[S] = SAj, ,ytll[S] = A" S . J J 

and 

For large classes of functions rp (we shall specify them more precisely when 
needed) rp(..9't') and rp(..9't") are well defined linear operators in ,0J3- oo , in fact 
rp(,yt')[S] = Srp(A'), rp(,ytll)[S] = rp(A")S for S E $-oc. For example, if a E Nn 

and rp(x) = xe>, we get the operators ,5"i'e> and ,yt"e>, etc. 
The equation (5.1.4) may now rewritten as 

(5.3.8) (j = l, ... ,n). 
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By the binomial theorem and (5.3.7) we then have 

, 
,dQ = L (37:, (-l)hl,d'!3~~II"Y. 

!3+"Y=a . y. 
(5.3.9) 

Similar formulas can be obtained by starting from ,4' = ,~ +,d" or ,d" 
,.~' - ,4. We write these identities explicitly by using the more usual notation 
adA = -,d: for S E EiJ~oo == B(F~, F'-'-:xJ and each a E Nn one has 

, 
adQ(S) = '" ~(-l)hIA"rjSA'~f 

A ~ (3!,! ' 
(3+"Y=a 

(5.3.10) 

(5.3.11) SA'Q = '" ~(-l)hIA"!3 ad"Y (S) 
~ (3!,! A , 

!3+"Y=a 

(5.3.12) 

The last identity readily implies the simplest form of the assertion "S regular 
==} S preserves regularity". In fact, by using (5.3.12) and Proposition 3.3.18, 
we obtain: if adA (S) E B(F1Q1 , F") fOT all lal ::; k, then SF~ C F~ fOT all 
integeTs ° ::; m ::; k. In the next proposition we prove a stronger version of this 
result. It involves the elasses Ck(F~,F~) for kEN and m E Z which are well 

.defined because ~V' and TV" induce Co-groups in each of the spaces F~ and F~. 
respectively (m E Z). 

PROPOSITION 5.3.1. Let kEN and mE Z with Iml ::; k. Then 

(5.3.13) 

FUTtheTmOTe 

S E Ck(A' A"' F' F") ==} S E B(F' F") 
, j i t,q' t,q 

fOT each Teal t with It I < k and each q E [1,00]. 

To be more specific, the relation (5.3.13) states the following fact: if S E 
C k (A', A"; F', F"), then S : F' --+ F" is continuous when F' and F" are equipped 
with the topology induced by F'-k and F'-'-k respectively. The extension by 
continuity of S to an operator from F'-k to F'-'-k maps F"n boundedly into F~, 

and is ofelass ck~lml(A',A";F~"F"~). 

PROOF. (i) We first show that, if m E Z and S E C1ml(F',F"), then S E 

B(F~"F~,). In fact, the assumption S E C1ml(F',F") implies that ad~(S) E 
B(F',F") if 1(31::; Iml (see Proposition 5.1.2 (b)). So, ifm > 0, one obtains from 
(5.3.12) and (3.3.6) that for some finite constants c and c': 
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If m < 0, let f E F' be of the form f = Llal<;lml A'a fa (fa E F lal ); then by 
(5.3.11) : 

Sf = """' AI/f3 """' a! (1)1<>-f31 da- f3 (S)f ~ ~ jJ!(a _ jJ)! - a A a· 
1f31<;lml lal<;lml 

a?:.f3 

Since ad~-6(S) E B(F',FI/), this implies (see (3.3.20)) that 

for some constant C. Hence IISfIIF" ::; CllflIF' . 
-Iml -Iml 

(ii) Now assume that Iml ::; k and T E Ck(F',FI/). Then, if a is a multi-index 
with lal ::; k -Iml, we have ad~(T) E C1ml(F',FI/) by Proposition 5.1.2 (c). 
Hence ad~(T) E B(F~n,F~) by the result of (i). So T E ck-Iml(F~n,F;;') by 
Proposition 5.1.2 (b) (applied for the pair of Banach spaces (F~, F;;')). 

(iii) The last assertion of the proposition can be obtained by interpolation 
(Theorem 2.6.1). D 

We shall now prove a relation similar to (5.3.13) in the context of regularity 
of fractional order. For a deeper understanding of these results we refer to the 
comments contained in part (iii) of the proof of Theorem 5.3.3. We need the 
following elementary fact. 

LEMMA 5.3.2. Let s > 0, p E [1,::xJ] and let fi > s be an integer. Then there 
is a finite constant c such that for each S E B(F', FI/): 

(5.3.14) 

PROOF. We use the norm given by (3.4.15) on F~,p and on F:,p (e.g. 11·IIF~p = 

II . II ~:1 ). So 

IISfIIF~.p = IISfllF II + 11 II [WI/(x)s- IV Sfll P g~,] lip l Ixl<;l Ixl F" Ixl 

::; IISIIF'~FllllfIIF' + rl II [WI/(x) - IVS - S[W'(x) - I]£ fliP gx] liP. 
s.p l Ix l9 Ixls F" Ixln 

By (5.3.5) the last term here is majorized by 

By Lemma 5.2.1 we may assume without loss of generality that fi > 28. Then for 
each k = 1, ... ,fi, one has either k > s or fi - k > s. So the preceding expression 
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is majorized by 

Cl ~ G) IISII~~21IfIIF' + Cl k~S G) IISIIF'~F""fll.~:;k) S; 

S; c21ISII~R,bllfIIF' + c21ISIIF'~F"lIfIIF~p' 0 

Before stating the next theorem, we recall that the group TV' induces a Co-
group in each space F~,p (p < 00) and in F~~= (see Proposition 3.4.4); the group 
induced in F~.oc is not of class Co in general. The group TV" has analogous 
properties in the scale {F~,p}. So, if S is an operator mapping F~,p into F~~q with 
p, q < 00, the statement S E «p1L,T" (A', A"; F~,p, F~~q) has a well defined meaning. 
If p or q is infinite, the meaning of this statement is a natural extension of the 
preceding one. 

THEOREM 5.3.3. Let s > 0, 1 S; p S; 00 and S E «ps,P(A', A"; F', F"). If t E 

(0, s), then SF~,q C F~q for each q E [1,00] and SF~~oo C F~,~. Furthermore one 
has S E <ps-t'P(A',A";F~,q,F~~q). In other terms, if 0 < t < s andp,q E [1,00]: 

(5.3.15) <PS,P(A' A"' F', F") c <ps-t,P(A' A": F' F"). , , , , ) t,q' t,q 

PROOF. (i) By (5.2.7) we have S E 0?t,q(F', F") if 0 < t < sand q E [1,00]. So 
S maps F~,q boundedly into F~,q by (5.3.14). If f E F~, then Sf E F~',l C F~',~, 
hence S maps F~~oo into F~',~. 

(ii) We find it instructive to prove first a statement weaker than (5.3.15) by 
elementary methods; the more precise assertion (5.3.15) will be proved in step 
(iii) by quite different arguments. Let q E [p, 00 ), 0 < t < sand S E <ps,p (F', F"). 
We are going to show that S E «ps-i''1(F~,q,F~~q). It is enough to prove that for 
some integer € > s: 

(J == [ r II [01f(x) - IVS Il q ~] 1/'1 < 00. 
$ jll I Ixl s - t F' ~F" I·Tln x ::::;1 t,q t.q 

By (5.3.14) we have $ S; C($J. + $2) with 

Clearly $I < 00 because S E <ps-t,q (F', F"). To estimate $2 we define $2+ and 
$2- as above but with the integral over dy restricted to the domain {Ixl S; Iyi} 
and {Iyl S; Ixl} respectively. Then $2 S;$2+ +$2-, and it suffices to show that 
$2+ < 00 and $2- < 00. 
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For $2+ we use the fact that 11[q1~(y) -1VIIB(B(Ff,FII)) <:::: C < 00 for alllYI <:::: 1, 
so that 

q q 1 dx II [q}f(x) - 1]£S Il q r dy (Ixl )tq 
($2+) <:::: C Ixl:Sl Ixl" Ixls Ff~F" . J1yl?.lTI IYI" TYT . 

The integral over dy is finite and independent of x, and the integral over dx is 
finite because S E tps,P(F', F") c tps,q(F', F"). The finiteness of$2- is obtained 
by a similar estimate (interchange the roles of x and y and of t and s - t). 

(iii) Proposition 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.3 are formulated in a way which is con
venient for applications but which hides the true nature of their assertions (for ex
ample, it is difficult to decide whether the conclusion of Theorem 5.3.3 is optimal 
or not). We shall present here a more conceptual approach to these matters. We 
prefer now to use notations which are more suggestive, and which are consistent 
with those of Chapter 3. Let gJ be the B-space B(F', F"), equipped with the Cw-
representation 0)1'. Then {gJk} kEN is (half of) the discrete (strong) Sobolev scale 
associated to gJ, namely Pih = Ck(F',F"), and {,%,s,p 10 < s < 00,1 <:::: p <:::: oo} 
is (half of) the Besov scale associated to gJ, more precisely gJs,p = tps,P(F', F"). 
Each of the spaces Plh, {dls,p is equipped with the Cw-representation induced 
by q}f, so we may consider the Sobolev and Besov scales associated to them. 
Hence the spaces ('%'k)m and ('%'s,p)t,q have a well defined meaning (k, mEN; s, 
t E (0,00); p, q E [1,00]). One can easily convince oneself that (gJdm = gJk+m 
(in Section 3.3 we have seen that this is trivial if k, m have the same sign, which 
is the case here). Less trivial is the equality ($s,p)t,q = $sH,q' To prove it, 
let us write the reduction theorem in the form ($s,p)e = $sH,p for R E N (see 
Corollary 3.4.8). Then choosing R > t, we get: 

(P1Js,pkq = ((gJs,p)c, ,'1Js ,ph-tjc,q 

= (,'1JsH,p, gJs,ph-tjc,q = ,'1J(sH)tjC+s(l-tjC),q = gJsH,q, 

so the assertion is proved. 
Now, in order to deduce Proposition 5.3.1 and the optimal form of Theorem 

5.3.3 from the above two identities, let us introduce the following spaces (for 
kEN, 0 < s < 00 and 1 <:::: p <:::: (0): 

gJk = {S E B (F', F") I SFj c F'j if 0 <:::: j <:::: k}, 

gJs,p = {S E B(F' F") I SF' C F" }. , S,p S,p 

These are naturally B-spaces continuously embedded in gJ, and they are invari
ant under q}f which induces in each of them a Cw-representation of]R" (in the 
definition of ,%,k we have taken into account the fact that F j, for 1 <:::: j <:::: k - 1, 
is not in general an interpolation space between F and Fk). gJk and gJs,p 
coincide with the set of all bounded operators S : F' -+ F" that preserve reg
ularity up to order k and (s, p) respectively. Hence the statement "a regular 
operator preserves regularity" may be written as [fJh C gJk and gJs,p C [ijJs,p. 
Now the validity of the first one of these inclusions is obvious from (5.3.12), 
while that of the second case is equivalent to Lemma 5.3.2. Since gJk and ,%,s,p 
are equipped with the groups induced by q}f, we can consider the associated 
Sobolev and Besov scales, e.g. (,%,k)m and ([ijJs,P)t,q make sense for mEN, 
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o < t < 00, 1 s: q s: 00. From the relations f'lh C f'JJk and f'JJ",p C ,CjJs,p one 
obviously gets that (:~h)m C U~k:)m and (f'lJs,p)t,q C UJjJs,P)t,q' By taking into 
aecount the two identities proved further up, we shall have ,CjJk+rn C (,q]k)m and 
f'JJs+t,q C (,q]s,P)t,q' Let us change the notations, in order to make the connec
tion with the results proved before in this section: we have ,q]k C (,q]m h-rn 
if 0 s: m s: k are integers, and f'JJs,p C (f'JJt,q)s_t,p if 0 < t < 8 are real and 
p, q E [1,00]. The first of these embeddings is equivalent to Proposition 5.3.1. 
The second one completes the proof of Theorem 5.3.3, since it is equivalent to 
(5.3.15) (the last assertion of the theorem is ohvious). D 

COROLLARY 5.3.4. Assume that F', FI/ are reflexive spaces. Then one has for 
each real t with 0 < It I < 8 and all p, q E [1,00]: 

(5.3.16) 

PROOF. Let S E «;5s,P(F',FI/) and t E (-8,0). Then hy (5.2.17) and Theorem 
5.3.3 we have 

for each number q' E [1, x]. Furthermore, if q' = x, we also have S* E 
«;5s-ltl,p((FI/*)~t oc' (F'*)~t ocJ. Define q by the relation 11q+1/q' = 1. By using , " 

again (5.2.17) and Theorem 3.4.3 (d), one now obtains S E «;5s-ltl,p(F~,q, F~~q). D 

As a final result of this section we prove a criterion for an operator S to be 
regularity improving in the Besov scales: 

PROPOSITION 5.3.5. Let 8 = t + f.L with t, It > 0 and let 1 s: p s: q s: 00. 
Define r by 11r = lip - 1/q. Assume that S E B(F', FI/) satisfies 

(5.3.17) II [[ [WI/(x) - I]k [[T d:J.; J 1/1 
1.1:19 Ixl ll S F'~F" Ixl" < ex) 

and 

(5.3.18) 

for some integers k,£ with k > It and £ > t. Then S E B(F~.q,F~,p). 

PROOF. In view of Theorem 3.4.6 it suffices to show that for some constant 

c and all f E F~,q: 

(5.3.19) [1. II [WI/(x) -. ~]k+2£SfIIP dX
n

] l/p s: 
Ixl'Sl Ixl F" Ixl 

s: cllfllF' + c[ (' II [W'(:r) t- 1]£ fll q d~,] l/q 

J1xl9 Ixl F,lxl 
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For this we use (5.3.5) to write 

[W"(x) - I]k+2£ [W"(x) - I]k [W' (x) - 1]2£ 
Ixls Sf = Ixli' S Ixl i f + 

2£ (2£) [W" (x) - I]k [q1f( -x) - I]m S I [W' (x) - I]2£-m 
+ ""' . W (Tnx) f, ;;;:1 Tn l:r111 IxlQm Ixl bm 

with am + bm = t. We choose am = 0, bm = t if Tn < £ and am = t, bm = 0 if 
Tn ::.:> £. By the local boundedness of W', W" and q1l one obtains the following 
inequality which holds for all Ixl -S 1 and some constant Cl: 

(5.3.20) 

II [W"(x) ~ I]k+2€ Sfll -S clil [W"(x) L- I]k sil II [WI(:r~ t- I]€ fll 
Ixl F" Ixll F'~F" Ixl F' 

+ clil [W" (Ix ~s- I]k [q1f( -x) - 1]£ sil IlflIF" 
x F'-7F" 

To obtain (5.3.19), one inserts the preceding inequality into the 1.h.s. of (5.3.19); 
the contribution from the first term on the r.h.s. of (5.3.20) is estimated by using 
the Holder inequality and the hypothesis (5.3.17), whereas the contribution from 
the second term on the r.h.s. of (5.3.20)) is treated by using (5.3.18). 0 

5.4. The spaces .;tt;,p (JR") 

In this section we define and study some new spaces of functions on JR" that 
will be useful in Section 5.5. We usc some notations and conventions concerning 
measures that were introduced in Sections l.2 and 3.l. For T ::.:> 0 we have 
defined .ltV (JR") to be the Banach algebra of all bounded continuous functions 
r.p : JRn -+ CC such that rp is a measure on JR" satisfying 

(5.4.1) 

We set 

(5.4.2) ,~tOC(JRn) = n J/t'T(JR"). 
T;O>O 

Clearly i/ItOC(JR") C BCOC(JR"), and r.p E .4tOO (JR") means that rp is a rapidly 
decreasing measure. 

It is useful to know that .~tr(JR") is the adjoint of a Banach space (vli T ) •• 

o 

To sec this, let C ( -T) (JR") be the space of continuous functions r.p : JRn -+ CC 
such that (X)-Tr.p(X) -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00 (sec the beginning of §3.6.2). We define 

o 

(.il T ). = ~. [C( -T) (JRn)] equipped with the norm 

(5.4.3) 111/J1!(..ft'). = sup TT/2(x)-7·1~(x)l· 
xEIRn 

,'l'(JR") is a dense subspace of (,;IV)" so (,itT). is a separable Banach space 
and its adjoint (.;tt T ): if:> identified with a f:>ubf:>pace of ,9''* (JR"). For 9 E ,rp and 
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f E /jJ* we have (g, f) = (9, [), so by taking into account Proposition 3.1.4 (b) 
it is easily shown that (,;(i r ): = ,j{r (with identical norms), i.e. ,,ft r is just the 
adjoint Banach space of (,jV) *. 

The notion of feebly convergent sequences in ,~r(JR.") (see Definition 3.1.6) is 
stronger than that of weakly convergent sequences: a feebly convergent sequence 
in ,,fV (JR.") is also weakly convergent, but the converse need not be true (for 
example we have limx-->oo ex = 0 weakly in ,Jio (JR."), but {ex J.i EN does not 
converge feebly in ,iiO(JR.n) if Xj -+ 00 as j -+(0). 

For each y E JR. rt , the operator eiQ .y, defined by [eiQ,ycp](:r;) = ei(x,y)CP(x) == 
ey(x)cp(x), is bounded as an operator in ,j{r(JR.n ) (we recall that ey, defined as 
ey(x) = exp[i(x,y)], is an element of uitr(JR.") and that ,~r(JR.n) is an algebra). 
Thus the collection {eiQ'YhERn defines a representation of JR.n in ,it'r(JR.n). 

Let us now consider the operators eiQ·y in (,il'·)*. Since eiQ'Y:J* = :J*e-iP ,y 

and because the translation group {e- iP .y }YERn is obviously a Co-group in 
o 

CC-r) (lRn) , the collection {eiQ'YhERn is a Co-group in (,/ft r )*. It follows that 
the representation {eiQ .y hER" of JR.n in ,A'V (JR.n) is a Cw-representation (see the 
end of §3.2.1). 

One may apply the theory developed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 to the following 
objects: F' = (,lIP') * , W'(x) = e-iQ .x , FI/ = C, WI/(x) = 1. Then B(F',FI/) = 

,Iftr (JR.n) (here we make the harmless abuse of considering anti-linear maps as 
elements of B(F', FI/) .- recall that we have made the convention that the adjoint 
space consists of antilinear forms) and O}{(x) = eiQ .x . In the remainder of this 
section we shall describe the Sobolev and Besov scales associated to the couple 
(,~r, {eiQ.x}) according to the general theory of Sections 5.1, 5.2 and Chapter 3. 

We first introduce the following closed sub algebra .. rgr (JR.n) of ,.fiT (JR.") in which 
the family {eiQY}YER" induces a Co-representation of JR.n: 

(5.4.4) 

PROPOSITION 5.4.1. (a) Let cp E ,jtr (JR.n) be such that 

lim II[eiQ .y - I]Rcpll.(/'" = 0 
y-->O 

for some integer £ 2: 1. Then cp E ,rgr (JR.n ). 
(b) An element cp of ,,ftr (JR.n ) belongs to 5t'r (JR.n ) if and only if the measure 

rp is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure). In particular, 
.. rgO (JR.n ) = :J U (JR."), and for integer r 2: 1: cp E (P if and only if cp is of class 
cr and cp(a) E :JL1(JR.n ) for allial :::; r. 

PROOF. (a) This has been shown in a more general setting in Lemma 5.2.1 
(b) (for an elementary proof, see the remark following the proof of this lemma). 

(b) It is easy to show that the absolute continuity of rp implies that cp E fP. 
Reciprocally, let ~V be the Co-group in the Banach space F =rgr (JR.") defined 
by W(;r) = eiQT (x E JR.n ). If cp E Fl == (.rgrh, then QjCp E F =rgT C .~r, i.e. 
Gjrp are measures for j = 1, ... ,n. Thus, by Proposition 1.3.9, rp is absolutely 
continuous. So (.rgrh consists of functions the Fourier transforms of which are 
absolutely continuous measures. Since (.rgrh is dense in g}r and the limit (in the 
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norm given by the variation) of a sequence of absolutely continuous measures is 
absolutely continuous, the same is true forq;r. D 

Another characterization of _2?r(l~n) is as follows (see Definition 3.5.9): t.p E 

$T(JR.n) if and only if t.p E ,/W(JR.n ) and limll~(cQ)fll.,/r = 0 as c ----> 0 for some 
(and hence each) function ~ E C=(X) with ~(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of 
x = 0 and ~ (x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of infinity. We note that the results of 
Proposition 5.4.1 remain true if r is allowed to assume negative values. 

The space that will play the most important role further on is ,~41.::p, defined 
for r ::;, 0, s > 0 and 1 ~ p ~ 00 as the space of those t.p E JtT for which there is 
an integer f! > s such that: 

(5.4.5) 
dy ] lip 

- <00 
Iyln . 

For each integer f! > s, the expression (5.4.5) defines a gauge on ,;ttr (JR.n ), and 
all these gauges are equivalent (by Lemma 5.2.1 (a)). Notice that ,;ft;'p(JR.n) c 
,q;T(JR.n) (by Lemma 5.2.1 (b)); in particular, the norm (.5.4.5) or the Littlewood
Paley type version given below shows that ,/I{:,~p(JR.n) = :fB;'P (JR.n), where the 
space B;·P(JR.TI ) is the standard Besov space introduced in Section 4.l. For defi
niteness, let 11t.pII.!p be the gauge associated to the least integer f! strictly larger 

s.p 

than s. Observe that the upper index r characterizes the local regularity of the 
(continuous) functions t.p in ,/It;'p(JR.n ), while the lower indices s, p characterize 
their decay at infinity (i.e. ,/It'.::p (JR.") is a sort of weighted Sobolev space or the 
Fourier transform of a weighted Besov space). Since ,;It T (JR.") is a Banach algebra, 
it follows from (5.4.5) that ';/';'p (JR.") is a s71balgebra of vii T (JR."). 

We now give a description of the spaces ,Jt::p(JR.") based on the Littlewood
Paley theory. This description is sometimes more convenient than (5.4.5) (e.g. 
the fact that the indices s, p describe the decay at infinity of t.p becomes obvious). 

Let Band e be functions in Co(JR.") such that B(x) > 0 if 2- 1 < Ixl < 2 and 
B(x) = 0 otherwise, and e(x) = 1 if Ixl < 2. Then a continuous function 
t.p : JR." ----> <C belongt; to ,/It::p (JR.") if and only if 

where, as usual, BT is the function defined by W(x) = B(TX). The necessity of 
this condition is obtained by applying Theorem 3.6.2 to the Co-group {e iQ'x } in 
q;r (JR.n ) (recall that ,//t;,p cstT'). For the sufficiency, it is enough to show that 
the preceding inequality implies t.p E !J}T (then we may use Theorem 3.6.2 again). 
Let ~ E C=(JR.") with ~(J;) = 0 near the origin and ~(1:) = 1 near infinity. Then 
T/(X) = 1:' V'~(x) defines a function 77 E Co(JR." \ {O}), and it is straightforward 
to prove (by ut;ing the hypothesis on t.p) that for any such function one has 

[j~11IT-877Tt.ple/,T-ldTPlp < 00. Clearly ~(cx)t.p(x) = J; T/(TX)t.p(X)T-ldT for 

x E JR." (see (3.5.10)). Since the integral J; T(t.pT-ldT exists in ,ItT', we see that 

e:t.p E ,.4'tT and IWt.pII.IP ~ fc~ Ilr(t.pII./{,T-ldT ----> 0 as c --7 O. To conclude that 
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<P E g;T, it now suffices to observe that <p E ,All' (write <p = 8<p + (1 - 8)<p; we 

have 8<p E ,;tlT" by hypothesis and (1 - 8)<p E ,lIP by setting ~E = 1 - 8 above). 
The following inclusion relations hold: 

(5.4.6) 

(5.4.7) 

(5.4.8) 

(5.4.9) 

,;ft::p(JRn) C ,;tl{q(JRn ) 

,~t;p(JRn) C ,~I;q(JRn) 

,At;~(JRn) C 'Itt;~(JRn) 

,11i::p(JRn) c g;T"(JRn). 

if 0 < t < 5 and p, q E [1,00]' 

if 1 :s; p :s; q :s; 00 

if 0 :s; '2 :s; '1 < 00, 

One may also define 

(5.4.10) ,ltt8~(JRn) = n '111;p(JRn ). 

1'2"0 

Clearly (5.4.6) and (5.4.7) hold for I =00 too. 
A multiplicative property that has no analogue in the abstract formalism is 

given in the next proposition: 

PROPOSITION 5.4.2. Let I E [1,00]' 5, t > 0 and 1 :s; p, q, 1L :s; 00 slLch that 
lip + 11q = 1/1L. Then 

.~tr (JR.n ). JtT" (JRn) c ,~V (l9;.n) s ,p t,q S+t,11 , 

whe,e the dot means mlLltiplication of functions defined on JR". 

PROOF. Choose k, In E N with k > .5 and Tn > t, and set f! = k + In. Since 
.;ttl"(JRn ) is an algebra, we have for any <p,t/J E .;1P·(rr~n): 

The assertion of the proposition follows upon applying the Holder inequality. 0 

A more detailed description of ,fl;'p (JRII), in terms of the spaces ,;Ii;;' (JRn) 
(k E N) belonging to the Sobolcv scale, can be obtained by using the reduction 
theorem (Theorem 3.4.7). Since {e iQ .. r is not. a Co-group but only a C w -

group in JIT (JR"), there are two natural possibilities for ,lit;; (JRTI), as explained 
at the beginning of this chapter. Our main emphasis will be on the spaces 
Ck(-Q,O;(,~/r)*,q, which we shall introduce below and denote by ,IIt;; (JR"). 
The description of Cl~(-Q,O; (,;ltr)*,CC) is quite simple by Proposition 5.4.1 and 

the fact that .q;r (JR") is identical with the set of 1jJ in ,llil' (JR") such that ;;; is a 
function: a function <p in ,At' (JR") is such that :1: f---+ eiQ " <p E ,At' (JR") is of class 
C k in norm if and only if ourp is a function for each multi-index 0' with 10'1 :s; k 

and Llal<::k JRn loctrp(x)l(x)'dx < 00. 
In order to avoid the explicit use of the weak topology on ,Ail' (JRrI ) (as adjoint 

of (JiT")*), we define .11i{(JR") by taking into account the criterion of Theorem 
5.1.3 (b): if kEN, then ,11i{ (JRn) is the set of all <p in ,IttI' (JRn) for which the 
following expression is finite: 

(5.4.11) 11<p1 == 11<p11.t/r + sup Ixl-kll[eiQr - I]k<pII.lt" 
Ixl9 
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Clearly At{('M,.n) . ,/tt;, ('M,.n) c ,;tt;+m('M,.n) for k, Tn E N, and the general theory 
(Section 5.1) gives ,Ai;('M,.n) c ,At'r~;('M,.n) if 0 ::; Tn ::; k. These two inclusions 
imply in particular that ,At; ('M,.r7) is a sub algebra of ,.;{IP ('M,.n). We also have 
vtt;' ('M,.n) C ,/1t'{2 ('M,.n) if 0 ::; r2 ::; rl; this suggests the definition 

,lf0e 00 ('M,.r1) = n ~1t'k ('M,.r1). 
r~O 

The general theory (see (5.2.10)) also implies the rather deep relation (both 
inclusions below are strict): 

(5.4.12) 

We can now present a rather explicit description of these spaces: 

THEOREM 5.4.3. (a) Let kEN. Then y belongs to ,.;{I/{('M,.n) if and only if 
Qa y E ,Air ('M,.n) for each multi-index a with lal ::; k. 

(b) Let s = k + (J" with kEN and 0 < (J" ::; 1. Then y belongs to ,.;{It;,p ('M,.n) if 
and only QU y E vtP('M,.r1) for each lal < k and Qa y E ,/ft;,p('M,.r1) for each lal = k. 

These results are straightforward consequences of Proposition 5.1.2 (b) (see 
also Proposition 3.3.14) and of the reduction theorem (Proposition 5.2.2 (b)). 
Their non-triviality will be illustrated by a comment at the end of this section. 
We now consider the special case where r = 00 and p = 00: 

COROLLARY 5.4.4. Let kEN, 0 < (J" ::; 1 and s = k + (J". Let y E ,9"'* ('M,.r1). 
(a) y belongs to ,/ftACXl ('M,.n) if and only if all derivatives of order::; k of cp are 

rapidly decreasing measures. 
(b) y belongs to '~8~=(I~n) if and only if cp(a) is a rapidly decreasing function 

for each multi-index a with lal ::; k and the following estimate holds for each 
r E 'M,., some constant Cr and all Iyl ::; 1: 

(i) if (J" < 1: 

(5.4.1:3) 

(ii) if (J" = 1: 

(5.4.14) I~k~" ICP(a) (x + y) + cp(a) (x - y) - 2cp(n)(x)l(x;rdx::; crlYI· 

PROOF. This is a particular case of Theorem 5.4.3 except for the fact that 
cp(n)(x) is a function if y E Ats:::O=('M,.") and lal ::; k with s > k. This fact follows 
from Proposition 5.4.1. D 

We next give a result for the case where y is a symbol in S-Il ('M,.n) for some 
f.1 > O. Some comments on the optimality of this statement will be made after 
the proof. 

PROPOSITION 5.4.5. Let tL > 0 be a real number. Then 

(5.4.15) 
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PROOF. Assume that 'P E S~ll (JR.n). Then ij5 is a function in L1 (JR.n) of rapid 
decay at infinity (see Proposition 1.:~.6). Thus 'P E ./It>r(JR.n) for each r ?:: 0 and 
ij5 is a function, in other terms 'P E $r (JR.n). So, by applying Theorem 3.6.2 to 
the Co-group {eiQ'x } in c2?r (JR.n), one sees that 

(5.4.16) 'P E .4i;,oo(JR.n) <==? 118(Q)'PII . .fp + sup IIT~"O(TQ)'PII.{{r < 00, 
O<T<l 

where 0 E Co (JR.n) is such that O(x) > 0 if 2~ 1 < Ixl < 2 and O(x) = 0 otherwise, 

and 0 E co(JR.n) is such that O(x) = 1 for Ixl ::; 2. Since O'P E Co (JR.n) , the 

finiteness of IIO(Q)'PII.llc is obvious. To estimate IIO(TQ)'P11.4P, we usc Lemma 
3.6.7 with k = ~{l to obtain that I{T[O(TQ)'P]}(y)1 ::; CT,,~n(T~ly)-K. for some 
constant C < 00 and r; > n + r. Hence (see (5.4.1)) 

::; 2r / 2CT1L r (y)r(T~ly)~K.d(T~ly)::; CrT1L 
lEn 'lIT E (0,1), 

where Cr' is some finite constant. SO'P E ,/It;,(x,(JR.n) for each r ?:: 0 by (5.4.16). 0 

The result of Proposition 5.4.5 suggests the notation ~~Il (JR.n ) = ,/ti,,":"oo (JR.n ). 
So {~~"(JR.n)} ,,>0 is a family of algebras of continuous functions on JR." explicitly 
characteri2ed in Corollary 5.4.4. One has ~~"(JR.")' ~~I/ (JR.n) C ~~(/l+I/) (JR.") for 
any {l, v> O. ~Ioreover, if 0 < 11 ::; v, then ~~I/(JR.n) C ~~f1(JR.n) C Bcoo(JR.n). 

The result of Proposition 5.4.5 is optimal in the sense that S~" ct. ,/Il~:p if 
S > {l or if s = 11 and p < 00 (we assume J1 > 0; if Ii ::; 0, then the Fourier 
transform of an element 'P of S~ll need not be a measure, hence need not belong 
to ,jio, cf. the discussion that follows Proposition 1.3.6; notice that only the 
behaviour of ij5 at the origin matters, since ij5 is of class .'7' outside zero). Indeed, 
on page 50 of [PI] it is shown that a function 'P of class Coo OIl JR." and equal to 

Ixl~IL in a neighbourhood of infinity has the property that ij5 E B~~,,/q"=(JR.n) 
for each q E [1,00] (where q' = q/(q ~ 1)) and that this is optimal on the Besov 
scale; in particular ij5 E Bi'oo and ij5 ¢:. B;'P if s > 11 or S = It and p < 00. But 
we know that 'P E ,/1t8~P (8) 0) is equivalent to ij5 E B;'p. 

We end this section with some comments which make the connection between 
Proposition 5.4.1, Theorem 5.4.3 and some classical results of real analysis due to 
Hardy, Littlewood and Plessner (see Sections 1.4.2, 2.1.2 and 2.2.3 in [BB]). The 
connection is obtained by rewriting our results in terms of the Fourier transform 
of 'P. First, consider an integrable measure 9 on JR." such that flR.n Ig(J: + y) ~ 
g(x)14x --> 0 as y --> ° (we denote by g(- + y) the measure obtained from 9 by 
a translation through y, and Ig(x + y) ~ g(x)14x is the variation of the measure 
g(- + y) ~ g(-)). By applying Proposition 5.4.1 with r = 0, e = 1 and 'P = g, 
one finds that 9 is absolutely continuous, which for n = 1 is Plessner's theorem. 
Next, by taking r = ° and k = 1 in Theorem 5.4.3 (a), one sees that an integrable 
measure 9 tiatisfies J~n Ig(x + y) ~ g(x)14x::; clyl if and only if its distributional 
derivatives fhg, ... ,ong are integrable measures; if n = 1, this means that 9 is a 
function of bounded variation, and this is a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood. 

We shall now state more general results that follow by the methods of this 
section. In fact, if r ?:: 0, then the next theorem is a corollary of Proposition 
5.4.1 and Theorem 5.4.3 (see also formula (3.3.18) and Proposition 1.3.9). On 
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the other hand, it is clear that the positivity of r was irrelevant for the proof 
of these assertions (only the multiplicative properties ,/I'l;'p . ,/I'l{q c ,j{.{+t,u and 
,/I'l{ . ,/It:;, C ,j{.k~m required r :;:, 0). Hence we have proved indeed the theorem 
stated below (we mention that one can easily prove it by using only the identities 
(3.3.18) and (3.3.38) for the translation group acting on Coo functions and simple 
approximation arguments based on regularization by convolution). 

THEOREM 5.4.6. Let f E ,1'* (lRn) , k :;:, 1 an integer, and r E R 
(a) If f(O:) is a measure for each multi-index a with lal = k, then f(o) E 

LLc(IR") for allial < k, and for each y E IR" one has 

(b) Assume that f is a meaSllre such that 

for some constant M < 00 and all Iyl ::.; 1. Then f(o) is a measure if lal = k. 

(c) Assume that f is a meaS1lre such that fIR" If(x)l(xrdx < 00 and 

k 

lim r 12.: (k) (-lP f(x + jy) I (xr dx = o. 
Y~()Jw'. J 

J=O 

Then f is absolutely continuous with r-espect to Lebesgue measure, i.e. f E 

Lloc(IR"). 

5.5. Commutator Expansions 

5.5.1. In order to explain the meaning ofthe term "commutator expansion", 
let rp : IRn -t C be a complex polynomial in IR". Then we have a Taylor expansion 

with a finite number of terms. This identity is, obviously, a purely algebraic 
fact (it follows by linearity from the binomial theorem), hence we can replace 
:r = (Xl, ... ,:1:,,) and y = (Yl,'" ,Yn) by elements of an arbitrary commutative 
algebra with unit. By setting :r = ,d" and y =.d (in the notations introduced 
at the beginning of Section 5.3) and by taking into account the relation .4' = 

,4 + ,d", we get 

(5.5.1) ( -//') _ 2.: 1 (a)( ./111 ) .dO rp .YcI" - - rp ,Y!L..Y!L. 

a! 
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This is an identity between operators acting on the vector space B(F~, Flloo). 
Hence, for any 5 E B(F~, Flloo): 

(5.5.2) 

We call this a left commutator expansion because it expresses the generalized 
commutator 5ip(A') - ip(A")5 as a sum of terms of the form 

(-1) lal (a!) -1 ip(a) (A") ad~ (5) 

(with I a I 2': 1) in which all the functions of A" stand on the left of the opera
tors ad~(5) (in the most usual case where A' = A", (5.5.2) does represent an 
expression of the commutator [5, ip(A)]). 

By starting with ,yt" = ,~.z' - ".z, one similarly obtains that 

(5.5.3) 

or equivalently that 

(5.5.4) ip(A")5 = L ~ ad~ (5)ip(a) (A') 
a. 

for all 5 E B(F~, Flloo). Naturally, we call this a right commutator expansion. 
Observe that (5.3.11) and (5.3.12) are the simplest examples of left and right 
commutator expansions respectively. 

The functions ip which are interesting for us are not polynomials but rather 
symbols of class 5 rn (JRn ) with mER Then any finite Taylor expansion of ip 
contains a remainder, so the formulas cannot be as Dimple as above. By arguing 
formally, one gets from (1.1.8): 

(5.5.5) 

ip(, . .z') = ip(,yt" +,~) = L ~ip(Q)(,.z"),ytQ + L ~ipa('yt';'.z")..Yi(", 
a. a. 

lal<m lal=m 

where (see (l.l.7) and observe the slight change of notation): 

(5.5.6) 

ipa('9'i';,;/;;") == ipa('yt",..Yi) = la1l1 ip(a) (,yt" + T..Yi)(1 - T)la l- 1dT 

= la1l1 ip(a)((I_ T),yt' + T,.z")T lal - 1 dT. 

Hence, for any 5 E B(F~, Flloo): 

(5.5.7) 

5ip(A') = L (-ltl ip(a)(A")ad~(5) + L (-ltl ipa(,~';.9'i")[ad~(5)l· 
a. a. 

lal<m lal=m 
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This is a left commutator expansion of order Tn, and the last sum is called the 
remainder of the expansion. 

Similarly, by developing rp(,:4//) = rp(,.ret' - ,.ret) in powers of ,d, we get a right 
commutator expansion of order Tn: 

(5.5.8) rp(,.ret//) = rp(,d' -,:4) 

( 1)1('1 ( 1)1"1 
= '" - rp(a.) (,d'),yta + '" - rpex(,d//;,:4'),:4a. 

L..- a! L..- a! 
[al<rn lexl=rn 

Here rp",(,d";,d') == rpex(,ret', -,:4) is given by the last member of (5.5.6), but with 
the roles of,:4' and ,d// interchanged. More explicitly, for S E B(F'ex" F'~oc): 

(5.5.9) 

rp(A//)S = L ~ ad:4(S)rp(a) (A') + L ~rpa(,d//;,yt')[ad:4(S)]. 
a. a. 

lal<rn lal=m 

The formulas (5.5.5), (5.5.8) are easy to justify for arbitrary commuting Cw -

groups O)f' ,0)('// and 0)1 such that O/.f(x) = O)(//(-J;) 0)("(x). However, in our 
case it is easier to obtain (5.5.7) and (5.5.9) by starting from (5.1.8). For ex
ample, let us multiply (5.1.8) (withe = In) on the left by W//(x) and apply the 
distribution ;:p to both sides of the resulting equation (if ~V', vV// are arbitrary, 
we assume that ;:P has compact support; if rv', TV// are polynomially bounded, 
we assume that ;:P is a rapidly decreasing distribution). Clearly we obtain (5.5.7). 

The main purpose of this section is to show that, for certain rp and Tn, the re
mainder of a commutator expansion transforms a regular operator (with respect 
to TV', TV//) into a regularity improving operator (with respect to the Besov 
scale). In order to express the remainder in a convenient form, we introduce for 
each T E IR a Cw-group O/.f~ acting in B(F', F//) by setting 

(5.5.10) 
O/fT(X) = 0/1'((1- T)X)O)(//(TX) = O/f'(:r)O/f(-T.1;) = O)f//(J;)O)(((l- T)J;). 

As usual, we extend O)(T to an operator in $_= == B(F'ex" F~oo)' The generator 
,retT of O/fT is given by 

(5.5.11) 

If 1/) is a function from IR" to C, we set 'l/J(,ytT) = J~nO)fT (x ).(j;(x )4x whenever this 
makes sense. More explicitly, for S E B(F'ex" F~oo): 

(5.5.12) 

'Ij)(,ytT)[S] = f W ,.(x)[S].(j;(x)4x = f W//(Tx)SW'((l - T)x).(j;(x)4x. 
J'Rn iTR.n 

Then we have 

rpa(,d';,.ret//) = [a[ 101 rp(a)(,dT)Tlal-1dT, 

rpa(,yt//;,ret') = [a[ 101 rp(a)(,retT)(l- T)la l- 1dT. 
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In conclusion, we have to study properties of operators (acting in ,'iJ_=) of the 

form J; ?jJ(,.4T )X(T)dT, where X(T)dT could be any integrable measure. 
The fact that, under certain conditions, 7f!(,eiT ) transforms regular operators 

into regularity improving operators may be illustrated as follows: from the rela
tion A" = ,eiT + (T - 1),~ (see (5.5.11)) one obtains that 

(5.5.13) 
, 

A"U ?jJ(,.4T ) = L (~~', (T - 1) IpIA(J,4;i ?jJ(,.4T ) 

p+,=a p.,. 
= L n~!' (T -1)1i11~)er)(AT),~(3, 

.6+,=(> p.,. 

where ?jJer)(x) = x'?jJ(x). So if for example S E Ck(F', F") for some kEN 
(so that ,yt'P[S] E B(F',F") if 1/31:::: k) and if 1/\,) (,4T ) E B(B(F',F")) for all 
1,1 :::: k, the preceding identity implies that lj)(,.eiT )[S] E B(F', F~). 

In what follows we shall develop the preceding obsCfvation. \iVe shall restrict 
ourselves to the case where TV' and TV" are polynomially bounded Co-groups; 
the general case could be dealt with in a similar way by considering a more 
restricted class of functions 7/). 

5.5.2. For the remainder of this section we assume the representations TV', 
W" to be polynomially bounded. We fix a measure X of compact support on lR 
and set, for ?jJ E C~l (l~n) 

(5.5.14) 

Clearly If..;) : B(F~, F'~=) --+ B(F~, F"oo) is a well defined linear map (we refer 
to §3.6.2 for the meaning of (5.5.14) for ?jJ E C~l (JRn ); we do not insist on this 
point because this generality will be irrelevant). 

N ow let us assume that ljJ E dPi CXJ (JRn ), so that .J; is a rapidly decreasing 

measure. We shall use the notation IISII'r"'v for IISII~:f) (cf. (5.2.1)), where e is 
the smallest integer strictly larger than s. Since ,4T commutes with "ei, there is a 
constant C < 00 such that for all S E B(F'exc, F"ocJ, all s > () and all 1 :::: p :::: 00: 

(5.5.15) 

In other words for each s > 0 and p E [1,00]' the operator 1f1jJ leaves ~S'P(F', F") 
invariant. In particular, if S E I{B's,P(F', F") then '~1jJ[S] E B(F~,q, F~~q) for 
() < t < sand q E [1,00] (see Theorem 5.3.3) . 

We shall now give conditions under which If</; transforms an operator S E 
0?s,P(F', F") into a regularity improving operator. 

PROPOSITION 5.5.1. Assume that TV' and W" are polynomially bounded Co-
groups. Let 0 < t < s < 00, 1 :::: p :::: q :::: 00 and set It = s - t. Let r be defined 
by l/r = l/p - l/q. Then '~1jJ[S] E B(F~,q,F~,p) whenever?jJ E Al!'L~(JRn) and 
S E ~S'P(A',A";F',F"). 
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PROOF. We denote the norm in B(F', F") by II . II. Let 'I/J E vftM~(~n) be 
fixed. In (i) we shall show that there are constants c, U < (Xl such that for all k, 
fEN and all Ixl :s; 1: 

(5.5.16) 

II [W" (x) - I]k ['W(x) - I]l ,9:~) [5]11 :s; 
k 

:s; C 2]1 [eiQx - lji'I/JII . .tlu 11[[q)f((1 - T)X) - I]k-j[q)f(x) - I]f511Ix(T)ldT. 
j=O R 

In (ii) we shall use this inequality to show that the hypotheses of the criterion for 
regularity improvement of Proposition 5.3.5 are satisfied for the operator .9:,p [5] 
if 5 E ~S,P(F', F"). 

(i) By taking into account (5.5.10), one obtains that 

[q)4""(x) - I]k = ['W((T -l)x)'Wr (x) - I]k 

It follows that 

= q)f(k(T - l)x){ ['W:;.(x) - I] + [I - 'W((1 - T)X)]} x-

X-

= 0/4 (k(T -l)x) 2::=. (k) [O/fT(X) - IF [I - 0/4((1- T)X)]X-- j . 
j=O J 

where we have used the relation [e i4r 'x - IP'I/J('~T) = [(e iQx - I)'I/J](,$r) which fol
lows directly from the definitions or from the fact that cp f-7 cp(,.4r ) is a homomor
phism. Since the representations W' and TV" are polynomially bounded, there 
are a finite number u and a constant Co such that for T E supp x: II CP('~r )[ 5]11 :s; 
collcpll.JluI1511, and (5.5.16) is an easy consequence of (5.5.17). 

(ii) We now check the hypotheses of Proposition 5.3.5 for .9:1{>[5]. For (5.3.17) 
we take k > f.1 and f = 0 in (5.5.16). By using the integral Minkowski inequality, 
we get that 

The term with j = k in the sum on the r.h.s. is finite because 'I/J E ,/ft;, r (~n) and 
5 E B(F', F"). For the remaining terms we majorize the first norm under the 
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integral by a constant (observe that 1/J E ,~tl~j/k,(xJITf,.") if 0 < j < k by (5.4.6) 
and since {l > ~tj / k); so it suffices to show that, for 0 :S j < k: 

This is easily obtained by the change of variables x f--> y = (1- T)X and by using 
the fact that S E !fi'll(k-j)/k,T(F', F") by (5.2.7), because {l < s. 

To check (5.3.18), we take k > {l and £. > t in (5.5.16) and observe that, for 
some constant Cl < 00: 

The term with j = 0 is finite because S E ,(;?s,P(F', F"). For the other terms we 
use the Holder inequality and obtain a bound of the form 

The first integral is finite because ~ E ..4-t~', T (T??,n) and {l 2: ILj / k, and the second 
one is finite because S E ,(;?s,P(F',F") C ~t+ll(k-j)/k,q(F',F") if j cJ O. 0 

In the next theorem wc isolate a consequence of Proposition 5.5.1 which is 
especially interesting when F' and F" are Hilbert spaces. If F is a Hilbert space, 
then F s,2 = F s for s E Z (see Theorem 3.7.8), and if one defines Fs = F s,2 

for s E JR., then the continuous Sobolev scale {F s} sEIR may also by obtained by 
complex (or quadratic) interpolation (sec Section 2.8). 

From Section 5.4 we recall the notation '2.,;-/1 (JR.") = ,/f~C::= (JR.") for It > 0 and 
the embedding S-ll(JR.") c '2.,;-/1 (JR."). For uniformity of notation we also set 
'2.,;0 (JR.") = ,jt (Xl (JR.") but observe that SO (JR.n) ct. '2.,;0 (JR."). The following theorem 
implies that, if '1/) E S-/1(JR.n ) with It > 0, then ~1j)[Sl is regularity improving 
exactly of order ~l. However, if IL = 0 and S E B(F',F"), then in general ,~..p[Sl 
is not a bounded operator from F' to F" (even in the case where F' and F" are 
Hilbert spaces and W', tv" are unitary groups; see the Appendix to Chapter 6). 

\Ve mention that the most difficult situation covered by the following theorem 
is that where {l is an integer 2: 1; this case requires real interpolation, Littlewood
Paley theory and Zygmund type conditions of the form (5.4.14). 

THEOREM 5.5.2. Let (F', W') and (F", tV") be two Teflexive Banach spaces 
equipped with polynomially bounded Co-TepTesentutions ofJRn. Let X be a meaSUTe 
of compact SUppOTt on JR., '1/1 E '2.,;-I'(JR.") for' some {l 2: 0 and s > {l. Then 
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(a) For each S E ~S,2(A', A"; F', F"), the operator J1,p[S] is a continuous map 
from F~,q to F~'+fL,q for any real t E (-8,8 - p,) and any q E [1,00], and also 
for t E [-8,8 - p,] if q = 2. In particular, if F' and F" are Hilbert spaces, then 
.7,p[S] E B(F~,F~'t-IJ for all real t E [-S,8 - p,]. 

(b) For each t and q as in ( a), there is a constant c such that 

(5.5.18) 11J1,p[S]IIF' ~F" <::: c11S110'8.2 \IS E ~S,2(A', A"; F', F"). 
f,q t+JL.(J 

PROOF. (i) Assume that p, > O. If S E ~S,2(F', F"), then S* E ~S,2(F"*, F'*), 
and Proposition 5.5.1 (with p = q = 2, r = 00) implies that 

From the last relation we get that ,7,p[S] E B(F'-s,2,F~s+fL,2)' The assertions of 
(a) follow by interpolating between the preceding two inclusions for J1,p[S] (use 
(2.6.1) and tak(~ into account Theorem 3.4.3 (b)). For (b) observe that J1,p is 
a continuous map of the Banach space B(F', F") into itself which maps the B
subspace ~S,2(F' F") into the B-subspace B(F' F") n B(F' F" ) Hence , . , ,t,q' t+fL,q' 
.7,p : ~S,2(F', F") --+ B(F', F") n B(F~,q, F~'+fL,q) is continuous by the closed 
graph theorem. 

(ii) If p, = 0, the results of the theorem are obtained by using (5.5.15) and by 
(5.3.14). 0 

The following result is an immediate consequence of the above theorem; it 
describes commutator expansions with rather precise estimates on the remainder. 

THEOREM 5.5.3. Let (F', W') and (F", W") be two reflexive Banach spaces 
equipped with polynomially bounded Co-representations of JR.". Then for each 
cp E C~l (JR."), each S E B (F:x" F~CXl) and each integer m :::: 1 there are left and 
right commutator expansion of order- m: 

(5.5.19) 
( 1)'al 

Scp(A') = L -al' cp(a) (A") ad~(S) + ~:n,'I'[S], 
lal<m 

(5.5.20) cp(A")S = L ~! ad~(S)cp(a)(A') + ~;;''I'[S]. 
lal<m 

The remainders '~~''I'[S], mn~,'I'[S] are given by: 

(5.5.21) O/)L [S] - " (_l)la l rfL[ da (S)] O//m,'I' - ~ a! d' a a A , 

Inl=m 

(5.5.22) ~;;''I'[S] = L ~!'7aR[ad~(S)], 
lal=m 
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where the operators ~f and ,~~ act in B(F~, FII,xJ according to the formv,las 

(5.5.23) 

(5.5.24) 

In particular, assume that cp(a) E ~-/L(JR;.n) for some It 2: 0 and all multi-indices 
a with lal = Tn (Jor example let cp E sm-/L(JR;.n) JOT some It > 0). Then, if s > IL 
and S E <pTn+s,2(A', A"; F',F"), the operators ~~.'P[S] and U~''P[S] belong to 
B(F~,q, F~'t-Il,q) for any real t E (-8,8 - It) and any q E [1,00] and also for 
t = -8 and t = s - IL if q = 2. If F' and F" are Hilbert spaces, then m,~,'P[S] 

and ~;:''P[S] belong to B(F~,F~'+/L) for any rml t E [-8,S -ILL with norms 
bounded by ClISllwm+82 for some constant C independent of S. 

The next result is an example concerning the way in which commutator ex
pansions may be used. We restrict ourselves to the Hilbert space situation only 
for simplicity of the statement. 

PROPOSITION 5.5.4. Let (F', WI) and (F", W") be two Hilbert spaces equipped 
with polynomially bounded Co-representations of &"Y'. ConsideT an operator S E 

!(?m+s.oc(A',A";F',F"), where Tn 2: 1 is an integer and s > 0 is real, and a 
function cp E C~l(JR;.n) such that cp(n) E ~-/L(JR;.n) for some reallL E [0,8) and all 
m7Llti-indices a with lal = Tn. 

(a) Let E be a Banach space and T : E ---+ F'-/L a bounded operator such that 

cp(a) (A')T E B(E, F') if Inl < Tn. Then cp(A")ST is a well defined bounded 
operator from E into F". 

(b) Let E be a Banach space and T : F~ ---+ E a bounded operator s'uch that 
Tcp(n)(A") E B(F",E) if lal < Tn. Then TScp(A') is a well defined bounded 
operator from F' into E. 

PROOF. We indicate the proof of (a) which is based on the commutator ex
pansion (5.5.20). Choose s' such that IL < s' < s. Then S E !(?m+s',2(F', F") 
by (5.2.7). We have ,9l,~''P[S] E B(F'-/L' F") by Theorem 5.5.3 and cp(a)(A') E 
B(F'-/L,F~/L_m+lnl) by Proposition 3.6.5 (b). Finally we observe that ad~(S) E 

B(F~/L-m+lal' F~/L-m+lal) if lal ::; Tn by Proposition 5.2.2 (a) and by (5.3.16). 
So (5.5.20) holds as an identity in B(F'-/L' FII/L-n,)' Upon multiplying it on the 
right by T and taking into account the hypotheses made on T, one finds that 
cp(A")ST E B(E,F"). D 

As an example (in the situation (a)), let us take IL > 0, cp E sm-/L(JR;.n) and 
T = 7P(A') with 7P a symbol. We have 7P(A') E B(F', F'-/J if 7P E S/L(JR;.n) and 
cp(a)(A')7P(A') E B(F') if cp(ct)7P E Bcoo(JR;.n) (see Theorems 3.6.9 and 3.7.10). 
So, if cp and 7P satisfy these conditions, we have cp(A")S7P(A') E B(F',F") if S 
belongs to 'Pm+s,OO(F', F") for some 8 > IL. 
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Now observe that, if S E 'l6'm+s,2(F', F"), then S E «;?m+8-ltl,2(F~, F~') for 
each real t with It I < m + S (Dee Corollary 5.3.4). So, if ° < f.t < S - Itl, we ob
tain from the preceding reDult (under the same conditions) that 'P(A")S?,0(A') E 
B(F~, F~'). Vve state this result in a somewhat more Dymmetric form: 

COROLLARY 5.5.5. Let m 2': 1 be an integer, a, band s real numbers such 
that a 2': 0, b 2': 0, a + b S; m and s > max(a, b). Assume that 'P E sa(lR.n) and 
?,0 E sb(lR.n) are such that 'P(a.)?,0((i) is a bounded function for all multi-indices ex 
and (3. Then 'P(A")S?,0(A') E B(F~, F't') for each S E <pm+s,=(A', A"; F', F") 
and each real t satisfying It I < s - max( a, b). 

PROOF. Let s' be such that max(a,b) < s' < s. Then S E «;?m+s',2(F',F"). 
If b > 0, take f.t = b (then 'P E sm-Il (JR.n)) and apply the remarks made before 
the statement of the corollary. If b = ° and a > 0, the argument is similar (use 
Proposition 5.5.4 (b) instead of Proposition 5.4.4 (a)). If a = b = 0, observe that 
?,0(A') E B(F~), S E B(F~, F~') and 'P(A") E B(F't') if It I < s' by Theorems 3.6.9 
and 5.3.3. D 

If S E C= (A' , A" ; F' , F"), then one may take 'P,?,0 E S= (JR. n) and the con
clusion in Corollary 5.5.5 holds for each real t. The hypothesis that 'P(a.)?,0({3) be 
hounded for all multi-indices ex and {3 holds for example if sUPP'P n supp?,0 is a 
compact subset of JR.n. 

In Section 6.4 we shall use a generalized version of the preceding corollary 
involving four Hilbert spaces equipped with Co-groups. We denote these spaces 
by E, F, G and H, the aDsociated Co-groups by WE, W F, WG and W H and 
their generators by A E , A F, AG and A H: 

PROPOSITION 5.5.6. Let (E, WE), (F, W F ), (G, W G ) and (H, W H ) be four 
Hilbert spaces equipped with polynomially bounded Co-representations of JR.n. 
Consider the following objects: 

(1) Two symbols 'P,?,0 E SOC (R") and a bounded operator T : E -+ F such that 
'P(a) (AF )T?,0({3) (AE) E B(K F) for all multi-indices ex and 6, 

(2) Two operators Sl : F -+ Hand S2 : G -+ E of class «;?m+s,oo for some 
integer m 2': 1 and some real s > 0. 

Furthermore, assume that there are strictly positive real numbers a, b with 
a + b S; m and max(a, b) < 8 such that 'P E sa (JR.n) , 7/) E sb(JR.n) and T E 
B(Et,Ft ) for all t E [-b,a]. Then 'P(AH)SlTS2?,0(AG) E B(G,H). 

PROOF. By using the expresDions (5.5.19), (5.5.20) and the abbreviations 
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,~ = &l~.'P[Sl], fJh = &l';;,-.p[S2], we obtain 

(5.5.25) 
( -l)lm 

rp(AH )SlT S2'lj;(Ac ) = L ~ ad~(Sdrp(n)(AF )T1/P:i) (AE) adr~ (S2) + 
Inl<m 
l!:il<rn 

where ad~ (Sd is given by (5.3.10) with AI = AF, A" = AH and ad~ (S2) by 
(5.3.10) with AI = Ac , A" = A E. We shall show that each term on the r.h.s. of 
(5.5.25) belongs to B(G, H). For the terms in the first sum this is a consequence 
of the hypotheses (1) and (2); for the remaining terms we have to know the 
boundedness properties of ,~ and ,0/"0., 

If lal = m, we have rp(a) E sa-m(JR?n) c S-b(JR?") c ~-b(JR?n) (see Proposition 
5.4.5), so Theorem 5.5.3 gives,~ E B(Ft, Ht+r) for t E (-s,s - b) and T:S b. 
In particular ~ E B(F, H) n B(F -b, H). Similarly one obtains from Theorem 
5.5.3 that ,0/"0. E B(G, E) n B(G, Ea). 

The preceding relations imply that ,~T,~ E B(G, H). The terms in the sec
ond sum in (5.5.25) belong to B(G,H) because ad~(S2) E B(G,E), 1/;U:i) (AE) E 
B(E, E_b) by Theorem 3.6.9, T E B(E_b, F -b) by hypothesis and because 
.en1 E B(F -b, H). The terms in the third sum are treated similarly by us
ing the relations fYh E B(G,Ea), T E B(Ea,Fa), rp(a)(AF) E B(Fa,F) and 
ad~(SdEB(F,H). 0 

5.A. Appendix: Differentiability Properties of Operator-Valued 
Functions 

Let UU be an open subset of JR?n, let E and F be two Banach spaces, and let 
\)! be a function defined on UU with values in B(E, F). \)! is said to be weakly 
differentiable at a point :r if there are n bounded linear operators L j == Lj(:r) : 
E --T F (j = 1, ... ,n) such that 

w - I :t~o Ie 1- 1 [ \)! (:r + c) - \)! ( :r) - i:Cj L1] = O. 
EERn ]=1 

(5.A.1) 

Equivalently, for each fEE and each 9 E F*, the function (\)!Of, g) : UU --T CC 
has to be differentiable at x. 

If the weak limit in (5.A.1) is replaced by strong limit or uniform limit, we 
get the notion of strong differentiability or norm differentiability respectively. 

\)! is weakly Cion UU if it is weakly differentiable at each point of UU and if 
the associated operator-valued functions L j : UU --T B(E, F) (j = 1, ... ,n) are 
weakly continuous. More generally, if k 2: 0 is an integer, \)! is weakly (or strongly, 
or in norm) of class C k if all it" partial derivatives of order less than or equal 
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to k exist at each x E Ult (in the weak or strong or norm topology on B(E, F) 
respectively) and are continuous functions of x in the respective topology. These 
three notions are distinct, as is easily shown by examples; however, if k 2: 1, 
Newton's formula holds in each case, viz. 

(5.A.2) 

if x, y E Ult and the segment {(I - e)x + ey I 0 < e < I} lies entirely in Ult. The 
integral in (5.A.2) exists in the Riemann sense in any of the topologies in which 
\}! is of class C 1 . 

Assume now that F is a reflexive and separable Banach space. If \}! is weakly 
Cl, then the operator-valued functions OJ\}! (j = 1, ... ,71) are weakly continuous, 
hence locally bounded and strongly measurable; hence the integral in (5.A.2) ex
ists in the Bochner sense in the strong topology. In particular, by using the 
Lebesgue differentiation theorem, one may then show that \}! has partial deriva
tives in the strong topology almost everywhere (Lebesgue's theorem is valid for 
reflexive Banach space-valued functions). The same conclusion is true if \}! is a 
Lipschitz function (Rademacher's theorem), see Lemma 5.A.1 below. 

Let e be a real number such that 0 <-::= e <-::= l. We say that \}! is Holder 
continuous of order e if there is a real constant c such that 

(5.A.3) 11\}!(x) - \}!(y)IIB(E.F) <-::= clx - ylli 'ix, y E 6(1. 

If e = 1, we shall say that \}! is Lipschitz, in agreement with the usual terminology. 
Let us observe that the notion of Holder continuity could also be considered 
in the weak or strong topology. For example, we could say that \}! is weakly 
Holder continuous of order e if for each fEE and each 9 E F*, there is a real 
constant Cf,g such that I(w(x)f,g) - (\}!(y)f,g)1 <-::= cf,glx - ylB for all x, y E Ult. 
But then the uniform boundedness principle applied to the family of operators 
{Ix - yl-!i[\}!(x) - \}!(y)ll :r, y E Ult,:1: ic y} implies that (5.A.3) holds for some 
finite constant c. Thus there is no difference between weak, strong and norm 
Holder continuity of order e. 

';Ye mention the following rather deep property of Lipschitz functions: 

LEMMA 5.A.1. Let E and F be reflexive separable Banach spaces and let \}! : 

Ult --> B(E, F) be Lipschitz. Then \}! is strongly difJerentiable at almost all points 
of Ult. 

The following example shows that strong differentiability cannot be replaced 
by norm differentiability. Let 6(1 = JR:, E = F an infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space, H a self-adjoint operator in F and \}!(t) = .J~ eiHr dT. Clearly the function 
\}! is Lipschitz and 

\}!(t) - \}!(s) _ iHs_1_1t - s i.l!r -'--'---'-'- - e edT. 
t-s t-8 0 

Thus \}! is norm differentiable at some point if and only if it is norm differentiable 
at t = 0, which is the case if and only if it is norm differentiable at all points. 
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Now the strong derivative of \[I at t = 0 is I. So \[I is norm differentiable if and 
only if the funct.ion 

cp(t) := // ~ \[I(t) - 1// 
t B(F) 

sup - e'Ar dT - 1 = sup - 1 /
1 it . / / eiAt 

- 1 / 
AEu(H) t () AEa(H) i)..t 

converges to zero as t --> O. This is the case if and only if H is a bounded 
operat.or: cp(t) is O(t) as t --> 0 if a(H) is a bounded set, whereas cp(t) ~ 1 for 
each t =J 0 if a(H) is unbounded. 

LEMMA 5.A.2. Let E and F be Banach spaces and let <]) : 6lt --> B(E, F) be 
weakly of class c k for some integer k ~ 1. Then 

(a) for each multi-index a with lal ::; k -1, the function 8CX<]) : 6lt --> B(E, F) 
is locally Lipschitz, in partic7Llar it is norm continuous, 

(b) if for each a with lal = k, the function 8c><]) is strongly continuous, then 
<]) is strongly of class C k , 

( c) if for each a with I a I = k, the function 8° <]) is Holder continuous of order 
e fOT some 0 < e ::; 1, then <]) is of class C k in norm. 

PROOF. The proof is based on Newton' formula (5.A.2). 
(a) We apply (5.A.2) with \[I = 8°<]). Sinct' lal ::; k - 1, 8°<]) is weakly C 1 ; 

hence, by the uniform boundedness principle, 118 j a n <])IIB(E.F) is locally bounded 
for ] = 1, ... ,n. Thus, for each compact subset K of O/~, there is a constant CK 

such that 

for all x, Y E K. 

(b) Assume in (5.A.2) that 8j \[I are strongly continuous operator-valued func
tions. Then the integral exists as a strong integral, and (5.A.2) implies that. \[I 

is strongly C 1 (take Xj = Yj except for] = ]0, and UHe the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem for the limit Yjo --> Xjo)' If we apply this result to \[I = an <]) 
for lal = k - 1, we find that Ga <]) are strongly CJ; then we use (a). 

(c) In this case the functions aa<]) are continuous in norm for lal = k. One 
may repeat the proof of (b) with strong continuit.y replaced by continuity in 
norm and strong differentiability replaced by different.iability in norm. D 

COROLLARY 5.A.3. Let F be a Banach space and f : 6lt --> F a vector-valued 
function. If, for some integer k ~ 1, f 'is weakly of class C k and aa f are strongly 
continnous functions for each mnlti-index a with lal = k, then f is strongly of 
class C k . 



CHAPTER 6 

Unitary Representations and Regularity 
for Self-adjoint Operators 

In this chapter we specialize some of the considerations of Chapter 5 to the case of 
unitary Co-groups in a Hilbert space ./t. The theory of unitary representations 
W(x) = eiA-x of jRn is a very well understood classical subject and will not 
be presented here. However we mention that a n-dimensional version of Stone's 
theorem states that there is a unique spectral measure E on jRn such that TV (x) = 

JRn e ix .y E( ely), and this allows one to extend the functional calculus which we 
already have for functions in C~l (jRn) to all Borel functions cp : jRn -+ C. The 

natural definition of cp(A) for a Borel function cp is cp(A) = JRn cp(y)E(dy), and 
one may check that for cp E C~l (jRn) the two definitions lead to the same operator 
cp(A). 

The main developments of this chapter are contained in Section 6.2 where we 
present a definition of regularity (of integer or fractional order) with respect to 
W for an arbitrary self-adjoint operator H in ,y{. One of the main points of 
this definition is that there is no assumption concerning the invariance of the 
domain or form domain of H under the group W. Nevertheless, in the case 
n = 1 we are able to describe the class C 1 in terms of the commutator of H with 
the generator A of TV (see Theorem 6.2.10). The principal result of this chapter 
is Theorem 6.2.5 which describes a large class of functions cp : jR -+ CC such 
that cp(H) belongs to the same regularity class as H. The proof is based on an 
integral representation of cp(H) in terms of the resolvent of H which we present in 
Section 6.1. In Section 6.3 we introduce the concept of unitary representations in 
a Friedrichs couplc and study several of its aspects. Finally Section 6.4 contains 
an application of the commutator expansion formalism of Section 5.5 which has 
important implications in scattering theory. In an appendix we collect some 
remarks on the functional calculus associated to the group of automorphisms O)f 

in B(.Y{) induced by W. 

We end this introduction with a collection of notations concerning Hilbert 
spaces and self-adjoint operators that will be used throughout a large part of the 
remainder of the text. In the present and in subsequent chapters we shall deal 
with a distinguished Hilbert space which will be denoted by the symbol ,y{. The 
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scalar product and the norm in this distinguished Hilbert space ,7C will usually 
be denoted simply by (-,.) and II· II respectively, whereas the norm IITIIB(.Yf) of 
an operator in B(,7C) will be written simply IITII. We usually identify:7C* with 
:7C through the Riesz isomorphism. 

Then, if H is a self-adjoint operator in ,7C, we denote by E(·) its spectral mea
sure. We denote by (J(H), (Jp(H) and (Jess(H) the spect7'11m, the point spect7'11m 
and the essential spectrum of H respectively: the point spectrum is the set of all 
eigenvalues of H, whereas the essential spectrum is the complement in (J(H) of 
the set of all isolated points in (J(H) which are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
We recall that the resolvent set of H is the complement of (J(H) in IC and that 
(J(H) c::: R If z is a complex number in the resolvent set of H, we write R(z) for 
the resolvent (H - Z)-l of H at z. We have 

(6.0.1) [ ]
-1 1 

IIR(z)11 = dist(z,(J(H)) -<:: pzl' 

6.1. Remarks on the Functional Calculus for Self-adjoint Operators 

In this section we consider a fixed self-adjoint operator H in a Hilbert space 
,7C and prove an integral representation for functions cp(H) of H in terms of its 
resolvent R(z) = (H - z)-l. A formula of a somewhat similar type has been 
given in [HS]. We shall denote by E(·) the spectral measure of H, so that for 
any Borel function cp : lR -7 IC a normal (in general unbounded) operator is 
associated to H through the formula 

cp(H) = L cp(t)E(dt). 

For a more restricted class of functions cp, it is well known that one may write 
cp( H) explicitly in terms of the resolvent of H; this fact is the content of Lemma 
6.1.1 below. Unfortunately, this representation is not a simple integral represen
tation because of the appearance of a weak limit in (6.1.1). However, we shall 
see that this inconvenience may be easily remedied by an integration by parts. 

In what follows we let 'iRT = 2- 1(T + T*) and SST = (2i)-1(T - T*) be the 
real and imaginary part respectively of an operator T E B(:7C). 

LEMMA 6.1.1. fr cp : lR -7 IC is a bounded continuous fv.nction, then 

(6.1.1) cp(H) = w-lim ~ r cp()")SSR()" + ic:)d).., 
E~+O 'iT jIR 

where the integral exists in the weak sense. 

PROOF. Let f, g E ,7C and let v be the complex measure on lR defined by 
v(dt) = (1, E(dT)g). Furthermore, set P(x) = ['iT(1 + X2)]-1 and, for c: > 0: 
PE(:r) = c 1 P(c1x). Clearly PE(X) = PE ( -x) and 

(6.1.2) k PE(x)dx = 1. 
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Now, for E > 0: 

(6.1.3) 

and 

~ r (1, '2sR(A + iE)g)cp(A)dA = r v(dT)(Fc * cp)(T), 
KJ~ J~ 

since the double integral is absolutely convergent by (6.1.2) and the bounded ness 
of cpo Furthermore 

(6.1.4) 

and 

(6.1.5) 

Since cP is bounded and continuous, the r.h.s. of (6.1.5) converges to zero as E --7 0 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. This fact and (6.1.4) allow 
one to conclude, by another application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem, that 

1(1, cp(H)g) ~ ~(1, l dAcp(A)'2sR(A + iE)g) I = Il [cp(T) ~ (FE * cp)(T)]v(dT)I 
<::: llcp(T) ~ (FE * cp)(T)1 . Ivl(dT) --70 as E --7 +0. D 

The basic observation allowing to transform (6.1.1) into an integral represen
tation is the obvious identity 

(6.1.6) 

This expresses the holomorphy of R( z) in the set '2sz =1= O. It implies that for 
each E > 0: 

(6.1.7) R(A + iE) = R(A + i) ~ i 11 ~R(A + if.1)df.1. 
c dA 

One may insert the last expression into (6.1.1), interchange the order of integra
tion and then integrate by parts. A repetition of this procedure will easily give 
the formula (6.1.18) below. If the function cP is sufficiently smooth and decays 
rapidly enough at infinity, it is easy to make the indicated steps rigorous. Our 
proof of the theorem below is slightly complicated because we wish to get the 
result for a large class of functions cpo 

In order to formulate an essentially optimal result, we usc the following gauge 
on Borel functions 'lj! : IR --7 C: 

(6.1.8) , 1 dOl} 
1111,6111 := s.up 11,6(y)I-/ -'-, ). 

xE~ ]jl( \x ~ y 
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This gauge is translation invariant and 1117jJ III < 00 if 7jJ ELI (~) + LP (~) for 
some p < 00. Furthermore 

(6.1.9) 

In fact the gauge III . III is only slightly stronger than II . II L1 .: the assumption 
Ioc,und 

1117jJ111 < 00 implies some logarithmic decay of J:+ l l7jJ(y)ldy at infinity. 
In a preliminary lemma we use the gauge III . III to estimate certain integrals 

related to that appearing in (6.1.1). 

LEMMA 6.1.2. (a) For each f.L E (0,1] one has 

(6.1.10) Ill7jJ(A)?RR(A + if.L)dAII :s; :21117jJ111, 

(6.1.11) II r 7jJ(A)'2YR(A + if.L)dAII :s; 31f 117jJ11£1 .' J~ f.L Ioe,unIf 

(b) Let kEN. Then 

(6.1.12) 1111 f.Lkdf.L l7jJ(A)?RR(A + if.L)dAII :s; 1f1117jJ111, 

(6.1.13) 1111 f.Lkdf.L l7jJ(A)'2YR(A + if.L)dAII :s; 31f117jJIIL~oc,unif if k 2': 1. 

The integrals appearing in (6.1.10) - (6,1.13) exist weakly in B('yc) provided that 
the norm on the r.h.s. of the respective inequality is finite. 

REMARK 6.1.3. If 7/) E L1(~) and k 2': 1, then the integrals in (6.1.10)-(6.1.13) 
exist in the norm of B(.YC), because IIR(A ± if.L)11 :s; 1f.L1-1. For more general 
functions 7jJ one cannot expect norm convergence of these integrals, because 
II'2YR(A + if.L)11 = 1f.L1- 1 if A belongs to the spectrum of Hand II?RR(A + if.L)11 = 
(21f.L1)-1 if A and A + IL (or A - f.L) belong to the spectrum of H. 

PROOF. Let f, 9 E .7t' and let PE and v be as in the proof of Lemma 6,1.1. 
The following inequalities will be used: 

(6.1.14) 

(6.1.15) 

111 
---,--~-=- < -~-
rP + f.L2 - f.L2 rP + 1 
arctan y-1 :s; 1f(y)-l 

if (! E ~, 0 < f.L :s; 1, 

if y > 0, 

(6,1.15) follows from the fact that O:S; arctan x :s; min(x,1f/2) if x 2': O. 
(i) By using (6,1.3) we get that 

ll7jJ(A)U, '2YR(A + iIL)g) IdA = 1f ll7jJ(A)(Pfl * v)(A)ldA 

:s; 1f r (Pfl * 17jJI)(T)lvl(dT) :s; 1fllfllllgll . SUP(P'L * 17jJ1)(T). 
J~ TE~ 
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Now (use (6.l.14)): 

This implies the estimate (6.l.11) and the existence of the integral in (6.l.11) in 
the weak sense if 1fJ E L~oc unif. Then (6.l.13) follows from (6.l.11). 

(ii) The proof of (6.1.10) is similar. We set 

QIL(X) = P,-lXP1,(x) == X[1T(p,2 + x2)r 1 

and have as in (6.l.3) that 

(6.1.16) 
1 
-(1, SRR().. + ip,)g) = -(QIL * v)()..). 
1T 

Hence 

and (6.l.10) follows after observing that (use again (6.l.14)): 

For k :::: 2, (6.l.12) is an immediate consequence of (6.l.10). A proof of 
(6.l.12) valid for all kEN is as follows: 

11 p,kdp, i l1fJ ()..)(1,SRR()..+iP,)g)ld)" 

::; r Ivl(dT) r d)..I1fJ()..) I r1 dp,1 I).. f TI 2 JR JR Jo )..-T +p, 

= i Ivl(dT) i d)..I1fJ()..) I arctan I).. ~ TI ::; Ilfll·llgll·1TIII1fJIII, 

where the last inequality is obtained by using (6.l.15). 0 

THEOREM 6.l.4. Let H be a selradjoint operator in a Hilbert space :# and 
R(z) = (H - z)-l for z E C \ O"(H). 

(a) If cp : lR --+ C is a bounded, absolutely continuous function the derivative 

of which satisfies Illcp'lll < 00, then 

(6.l.17) 

cp(H) = ~ r cp()")'2sR().. + i)d)" + ~ r1 dl1 r d)..cp'()")SRR()" + ip,), 
1T JR 1T Jo JR 

where the integrals exist in the weak operator topology. 
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(b) More generally, let r .2: 1 be an integer and let cp : lR ---+ cC be a bounded 
function of class C7"-1 such that cp(r·-l) is absolutely continuous and Illcp(k)111 < 
00 for 1 :'S: k :'S: r. Then 

7"-1 

cp(H) = t; 1T~! 1 cp(k) (.\)8'[ik R('\ + i)]d.\ (6.l.18) 

+ 1 r1 fJr-1dfJ r d'\cp(r) (.\)8'[i7"R(.\ + ifJ)], 
1T(r - I)! Jo JJJI!. 

where all the integrals exist in the weak sense. If r .2: 2 and cp(k) E Ll (lR) for 
k = 0,1, ... ,r, then all the integrals exist in the norm of B(,yt:). 

PROOF. (i) For k = 0,1,2, ... and z E cC \lR we set Sk(Z) = 8'(i k R(z)). Then 
Skis a function of class Coo, and (6.l. 7) implies that for c > 0: 

(6.l.19) 

We claim the following: let ?j; E BC(lR) be an absolutely continuous function 
with 111'1//111 < 00 and let kEN; if k is odd, also assume that 111?j;111 < 00. Then 

(6.l.20) 

r ?j;(.\)Sk(.\ + ic)d.\ = r ?j;(.\)Sd.\ + i)d.\ + 11 dfJ r d.\?j;'(.\)Sk+l(.\ + ifJ). 
JJJI!. JJJI!. E JJJI!. 

If ?j; is a function of compact support (which is the most important case for 
applications), (6.l.20) is an immediate consequence of (6.l.19). For the general 
case, we have to check the convergence of the integrals and then to justify the 
integration by parts. 

We observe that ?j; E LLc unif. By taking into account (6.l.9), one sees from 
Lemma 6.l.2 that all integr~ls in (6.l.20) exist weakly. Next, let 0 < N < 00. 

Then (6.l.19) implies that 

(6.l.21) 11: ?j;(.\)Sk(.\ + ic)d.\ = I: ?j;(.\)Sk(.\ + i)d.\ 

-I: d.\ 11 dfJ?j;(.\) d~ Sk+l('\ + ifJ), 

and (6.l.20) will follow if we can show that the second term on the r.h.s. converges 
weakly to the last term in (6.l.20) as N ---+ 00. For this we change the order 
of integration and then integrate by parts in the second term on the r.h.s. of 
(6.l.21). So this term is equal to 

(6.l.22) 11 dfJ [?j;(-N)Sk+l(-N + ifJ) - ?j;(N)Sk+l(N + ifJ) + 

+ I: d.\?j;'(.\)Sk+l (.\ + ifJ)]. 
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But [?j;(±N) [ :::; const., [[Sk+l(±N +iJ.L)[[:::; It-I:::; C 1 and Sk+1(±N +iJ.L) --t 0 
strongly as N --t 00. Moreover, by Lemma 6.1.2 (a): 

\fIt E [10,1]. 

By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the expression (6.1.22) is 
weakly convergent to the last term in (6.1.20) as N --t 00. 

(ii) We now prove (6.1.17). By (6.1.1) and (6.1.20) with k = 0 we have 

7fcp(H) = w-lim r cp(.\)So(.\ + ic)d.\ 
E-->+O JIR 

= r cp(.\)So(.\ + i)d.\ + w-lim 11 dJ.L r d.\cp'(.\)Sl (.\ + iJ.L). JIR 0-->+0 E JIR 
By Lemma 6.1.2, the function (.\,J.L) f--> cp'(.\)S](.\ + iJ.L) E B(dt) is weakly 
integrable on JR x [0,1], hence we may set 10 = 0 in the last term. 

(iii) We finally prove (6.1.18) by induction. We may assume that r .2: 2. 
We first show that the assumptions made on cp imply that cp E BCr - 1 (JR). 

For this we use the identity 

(6.1.23) r+1 
?j;'(x) = ?j;(x + 1) - ?j;(x) + Ir (y - x - l)?j;"(y)dy, 

which shows that 

(6.1.24) 

By taking successively?j; = cp,t/J = cp', ... ,?j; = cp(r-2) , one obtains from (6.1.23), 
(6.1.24) and (6.1.9) that cp E Bcr-l(JR). 

Now assume that the following equation holds for some n E {I, 2, ... ,r - I}: 

n-l 
7fcp(H) = ~ ~! l cp(k) (.\)Sk(.\ + i)d.\ + (6.1.25) 

+ 1 11 J.Ln-1dJ.L r d'\cp(n) (.\)Sn(.\ + iJ.L). 
(n-1)! 0 JIR 

The validity of (6.1.25) for n = 1 has been shown in (ii); we now prove that 
(6.1.25) holds with n replaced by n + 1. For this we rewrite the last term in 
(6.1.25) as follows (use (6.1.20) with ?j; = cp(n) and k = n): 

After interchanging the first two integrals in the last term (which is justified 
because the total integral exists in the weak sense), one obtains the validity of 
(6.1.25) with n replaced by n + 1. 0 
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If cp is a real function, the equation (6.l.18) may be written as 

(6.l.26) 

Jrcp(H) = 'S l dA{ [~ ~~ cp(k) (A)] R(A + i) + ~! cp(T) (A) 11 R(A + iJL)dtI } 

= 'S r dA rI dJLT{~ ik cp(k)(A)R(A + i) + iT cp(r) (A)R(A + i JL )}' 
fIR io ~ k! r! . k=O 

In the square bracket one may recognize a sort of formal Taylor expansion of the 
function cp at the point A (if cp were holomorphic in a disc of center A and radius 
larger than 1, the expression in that bracket would indeed be the beginning of 
the Taylor series for cp(A + i) at the point A). This observation establishes the 
connection with the representation of cp(H) given in Proposition 7.2 of [HS], 
where a quasi-analytic extension of cp into the complex plane is used (for cp in 
Co(JR))· 

6.2. Regularity of Self-adjoint Operators with respect to Unitary 
Co-Groups 

6.2.1. Let ,7t be a Hilbert space equipped with a strongly continuous unitary 
representation W(x) = eiA-x of JR". Here A = (AI, ... , An) is a n-tuple of 
commuting self-adjoint operators in ,7t. The notion of regularity of a self-adjoint 
operator H in dt with respect to W that we shall introduce below is justified by 
the following observation: 

LEMMA 6.2.l. Let kEN, 0 :s; s < 00, 1 :s; P :s; 00 and let H be a self-adjoint 
operator in ,7t. Assume that there is some number Zo in the resolvent set of H 
such that (H - zO)~I belongs to C~(A;,7t) or to Ck(A;dt) or to reS,p(A;.Yt'). 
Then (H - z)~1 belongs to the same class as (H - zO)~I fOT each z E rc \ (7(H). 
If H is bounded, then it also belongs to the same class. 

PROOF. If Iz - zol < dist(zo, (7(H)), then I - (z - zo)(H - zO)~I is a bijection 
of ,7t onto .#, hence its inverse belongs to the same class as (H - zO)~l by 
Proposition 5.l.6 or Proposition 5.2.4. It follows that the operator 

(6.2.1) 

belongs to the same class as (H - ZO)~l for all z E rc \ (7(H) with Iz - zol < 
dist(zo, (7(H)) (use Proposition 5.l.5 or Proposition 5.2.3). By repeating this 
reasoning as in the usual analytic continuation argument, one obtains that (H -
z)~l belongs to the same class as (H _ZO)~l for all z in the connected component 
of the resolvent set of H containing the point Zo. For the remaining points we 
use (H - '~n~l = ((H - Z)~l)*. 0 

DEFINITION 6.2.2. Let dt be a Hilbert space, W(x) = eiA-x a unitary repre
sentation of JRn in ,7t and H a self-adjoint operator in dt. Let kEN, 0 :s; s < 00 

and 1 :s; p :s; 00. We say that H is of class Ck(A) (or of class C~(A) or q;;s,P(A)) 
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if (H - z)-l is of class Ck(A;'yc) (or of class C~(A;'yc) or ~s,P(A;'yc) respec
tively) for some (and hence for all) z E CC \ a(H). If this is tht~ case, we write 
HE Ck(A) (or H E Cl~(A) or H E 'lRs,P(A) respectively). 

If H is of class Ck(A) (or of class C,~(A) or ~S,P(A)), then Propositions 5.1.5 
and 5.2.3 imply that all operators belonging to the algebra generated by the 
resolvent family {(H - z)-l Ljtu(H) are of the same class. The operators of this 
algebra are functions of H. By using the representation theorem from Section 
6.1 we shall now prove that cp(H) is of the same class as H for a considerably 
larger family of functions cpo 

For the proof of the next theorem it is convenient to use a specification of 
the classes Ck(A;.YC) and «?",P(A;.YC) in terms of commutators. For this we 
introduce the following notation: 

(6.2.2) 
eiAx - I 

Ax = '1 I z x 
if x E ]Rn \ {O}. 

If W E ]Rn is a unit vector, then A"w converges strongly to W . A = 'L'.7=1 wjAj on 
the domain of W . A as E -+ O. Let us now consider the following linear operators 
acting in B(.YC) (the notations are consistent with those of Chapter 5, see (5.3.1), 
(5.0.1) and (5.1.10)): 

(6.2.3) 'W"(x)[T] = eiAxT, 'W'(x)[T] = TeiAx , 

(6.2.4) •. <tx[T] = [T, Ax] = TAx - AxT = - adAJT). 

Clearly 'W'(x), 'W"(x) and ,;1:x are pairwise commuting, 'W'(x) and 'W"(x) are 
invertible, and one has 

(6.2.5) 

U)f(x) = 'W'(x)o)f"(X)-l, 

Thus, if mEN, then 

(6.2.6) ['W(x) - I]rn = 'W"(-mx),;1:;'. 
ilxl 

Since 'W" (x) is an isometric operator in B (.YC) , the following results are obvi
ous (take into account Theorem 5.1.3 and the identity (5.1.14) for (a) and the 
definition (5.2.1) for (b)): 

LEMMA 6.2.3. Let k 2: 1 be an integer, 0 :::; S < 00, 1 :::; p :::; 00 and T E 
B(.YC). Then 

(a) T is of class Ck(A;.YC) if and only ijliminfE---++O II ad~cjT)11 < 00 for 

each W E ]Rn with Iwi = 1. If this is the case, then ad~cjT) converges strongly 

in B(.#) to ad~A (T) as E -+ +0, and II ad~x (T) II :::; c for a constant c < 00 and 
all x E ]Rn. 

(b) T is of class «?s,P(A; .#) if and only if for some integer C > s one has 

[ r Illxl£-s ad~x (T) liP Idxln] lip < 00. 

J1xI9 x 
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REMARK 6.2.4. The property that T E C~(A;dt') is not equivalent to the 
existence of limE......,+O ad~sw (T) in the norm of B(,7t'), as can be seen from the 

following example. Let ,7t' = L2 (lR), let A = P = -i d~ be the generator of the 
translation group and T = i.p( Q) the operator of multiplication by a function 
i.p E CJ(lR). Then T E Cl~(P;dt') and i[P,T] = i.p'(Q). Furthermore 

[ 
iPx I ] { ~iPxT iPx T } 

e x - ,T - i[P, T] = _eiPx e : - + [iP, T] - (I - eiPx ) [iP, T]. 

Since the first term on the r.h.s. is norm convergent to zero, the l.h.s. converges 
in norm to zero if and only if II [eiPx - I]i.p' (Q) II --> 0 as x --> O. This cannot 
hold if i.p' of. 0 because it would imply that i.p' (Q) is a compact operator (by the 
Frcchet-Kolmogorov compactness criterion, cf. §X.l in [Y]). 

THEOREM 6.2.5. Let ,7t' be a Hilbert space equipped with a unitary representa
tion {eiA-X}xElfI.n oflRn . Let H be a self-adjoint operator in ,7f/ of class Ck(A) for 
some integer k ~ 1 or of class !(g'8,P(A) for some s E [0,(0) and p E [1,00]. Let 
i.p : lRn --> rc be a function of class C£+l(lR), where £ = k in the first case 
and £ is the smallest integer in (8,00) in the second case, and assume that 
li.p(j) (.,\)I :S c(.,\)~2£ for 0 :S j :S £ + 1. Then i.p(H) is of class Ck(A;dt') in 
the first case and of class !(g's,P(A; dt') in the second case. 

PROOF. (i) We first estimate ad~JR(z)), where £ is the integer mentioned in 
the statement of the theorem and R( z) = (H - z) ~ 1. We fix a number Zo E rc 
with'Szo of. O. The basic identity is as follows (the calculation may be interpreted 
in the form sense): 

(6.2.7) [Ax, R(z)] = R(z)[H - z, Ax]R(z) 

= R(z)(H - zo)R(zo)[H - zo, Ax]R(zo)(H - zo)R(z) 

= {I + (z - zo)R(z)}[Ax, R(zo)]{I + (z - zo)R(z)}. 

It is now easy to show by induction that for each decomposition £ = £1 + £2 + 
... +£m of £ into a sum of integers £j with £j ~ 1, there is an integer C(£l' ... ,£m) 
such that 

(6.2.8) 

ad~JR(z)) = 

. ad~x (R(zo)){I + (z - zo)R(z)} ..... ad~: (R(zo)){I + (z - zo)R(z)}. 

So we have for any f E ,#: 

(6.2.9) 1(f,ad~JR(z))J)1 :S 

m 

·111 + (z - zo)R(z)llm~l ·11[1 + (z - zo)R(z)]fI1 2 . II II ad~t (R(zo))II· 
j=l 
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Only the last factor in (6.2.9) is dependent on x. If £ = 1, this factor is just 
IladAx(R(zo))II. If £ ~ 2 and H E C£(A), then there is a constant c£ such that 

Ilad~L(R(zo))II::; c£ for each x E IRn and £j::; £ (see Lemma 6.2.3 (a)). If £ ~ 2 
and HE «?,s,P(A) for some s E [£-1,£), then HE CR- 2 (A) (in fact H E C£-l(A) 

if.5 Ie £ - 1; see (5.2.7) and (5.2.10)); so II adlx (R(zo))11 ::; CR-2 if £j ::; £ - 2. 
In all cases the last factor in (6.2.9) is bounded by a constant multiple of the 

quantity $.y) defined as 

(6.2.10) $xU) = 1 + II ad~JR(zo))11 + II ad~~l(R(zo))II'11 adAJR(zo))II· 

Thus for each £ ~ 1 there is a constant Cc independent of z, x and f such that 

\Z)2(£-1) 

(6.2.11) IU, ad~JR(z))J)1 ::; C£ lS'zl€-l $x(C)[llfI1 2 + \z)21IR(z)fI12]. 

(ii) We now use (6.2.11) to estimate II ad~J <p(H)) II. Without loss of generality 
we may assume <p to be real. We set 

and 

for f,.l > O. 

Then, by (6.1.18), ad~ (<p(H)) is a finite linear combination (with coefficients 

independent of x) of S!O), ... , siR) and J; Tx(f,.l)f,.lcdiL and of their adjoints. To 
estimate these operators, we use the identity 

(6.2.12) 

and obtain that, for some constant K,£ (independent of x and J): 

and 

Consequently (by the polarization identity) there is a constant dc such that for 
all x E IRn : 

£+1 

(6.2.13) II ad~x (<p(H)) II ::; d£$x(R) SUp\.\)2£ L l<p(j) (.\) I· 
AEiR: j=O 

If HE C£(A), then (as already said) the r.h.s. is bounded by a constant that is 
independent of x, hence <p(H) E CC(A;,1t') by Lemma 6.2.3 (a). If HE «?,8,P(A), 
then <p(A) E «?,s,P(A;,yt) follows if we can show that x f-> Ixlc-sc7r(£) belongs to 
LP on the unit ball of IRn with respect to the measure Ixl-ndx (see Lemma 6.2.3 
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(b)). For the first two terms in $x( £) this is evident (take into account Lemma 
6.2.3 (b)). So it remains to check that 

[1 d 
] 

lip 
. tIP x 

(6.2.14) [l x lt - 5 11 adA--; (R(zo))II·11 adAJR(zo))II] -I In < 00. 
Ixl9 X 

We distinguish three cases. If s < 1, then I! = 1 and ad~--;l(R(zo)) = R(zo); so 
(6.2.14) holds by Lemma 6.2.3 (b). If s = 1, hence I! = 2, we write (6.2.14) as 

this is equivalent to R(zo) E 'M'1/2,2p (A;.7C), and this inclusion holds by (5.2.7). 
Finally, if s > 1, then R(zo) E Cl(A;,yt), so that x f--+ II adAJR(zo))11 is 
bounded; by writing Ixl t - s = Ixlt-l-(s-l) and observing that I! - 1 > s - 1, 
one obtains (6.2.14) from Lemma 6.2.3 (b) because R(zo) E 'M's-l,P(A;,yt'). D 

For later reference we point out the following inequality which follows from 
(5.2.1), (6.2.11) and the last paragraph of the preceding proof: if H E 'M's,P(A) 
and I! = [s] + 1, then there is a constant c < 00 such that for all z E <C \~: 

(6.2.15) 

COROLLARY 6.2.6. (a) Let H be a self-adjo'int operator of class Ck(A) for 
some integer k 2: 1 and let rp E Ck+l(~) be such that L7~~ Irp(j)(>')1 s c(>.)--2k. 

Then rp(H) E C k(A;.7C) and for each multi-index a with 10'1 S k one has 

The integrands satisfy the following bound: there is a constant c < 00 such that 
for all z E <C \~, all f E ,yt' and all 10'1 S k, a # 0: 

(6.2.17) 
(z)2(la l-l) 

IU,ad~(R(z))f)1 S c l'Szllnl-l (11f11 2 + (z)21IR(z)fI1 2). 

(b) If rp E Ck+2(~) with JR(>.) 2k lrp(j)(>')ld>' < 00 for 0 S j S k + 2 and 
H E C~(A), then rp(H) E C~(A;,yt). 

PROOF. (a) We first show that there is a finite set n of unit vectors in ~n 
and, for each multi-index a with 10'1 S k, a set of constants {c(a,w) I wEn} 
such that for all T E Ck(A): 

(6.2.18) ad~(T) = "c(a,w)ad~a~(T) = "c(a,w) lim ad~1 (T), 
~ ~ E-*+O EW 

wEn wEn 
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where the limits are strong limits in B(dt). The second identity follows from 
Lemma 6.2.3 (a). For the first one we observe that for mEN and x E lRn : 

and it then suffices to apply Proposition 1.1.2 and to observe that ady.A = 
Iyl adw.A if w = lyl-1 y. 

Now (6.2.17) follows easily from (6.2.10)-(6.2.11) by using (6.2.18) and Lemma 
6.2.3 (a). Similarly (6.2.16) can be obtained from (6.1.18) and (6.2.18) (apply 

ad~L to both sides of (6.1.18) and then use the dominated convergence theorem 
in the weak integrals by taking into account (6.2.12)). 

(b) Since 'P(H) E ek(A;./'C) by (a), it is enough to verify that the function 
x f---+ e-iA-x ad~('P(H))eiA-x is norm continuous in B(.YC) for Inl = k. This can 
be obtained from the expression (6.2.16) for ad~('P(H)), with k replaced by 
k + 1: the function x f---+ e-iA-x ad~ (R(z) )eiA-x is norm continuous by hypothesis 
and Ile-iA-x ad~(R(z))eiA-xll S; c(z)12a l 'l8'zl-la l-1 by (6.2.17), which allows the 
application of the dominated convergence theorem to the integrals on the r.h.s. 
of (6.2.16) (with k replaced by k + 1). D 

We now comment the regularity assumptions made on 'P in Theorem 6.2.5. 
The decay assumptions on 'P can be relaxed by imposing stronger regularity of H 
with respect to A. If for example the domain D(H) of H is invariant under eiA-x 
and H E ek(A; D(H), dt), where D(H) is equipped with the graph norm, then 
by using [Ay) R(z)] = R(z)[H, Ax]R(z) in place of (6.2.7) and, more generally, 
(5.1.19) in place of (6.2.8), one can show that H is of class ek(A) and 'P(H) E 
e k (A; ./'C) if'P E e k (lR), 'P(k) is absolutely continuous and fIR (A)k 1'P(j) (A) IdA < oc 
for 0 S; j S; k + 1. 

As regards the local smoothness conditions on i.p, let 11S first consider an 
example. "'Te denote by Be,~(lRn) the set of all functions 'P : lRn ----+ C such that 
'P and its derivatives of order S; k are bounded and uniformly continuous. 

EXAMPLE 6.2.7. Let dt = L2(lR), A == P = -i~~ and H == Q (the operator 
of multiplication by the variable x). We have 11'P(Q)IIB(.1f') = II'PIIL=(IR) and 
e-iA"'P(Q)eiA-x = 'P(Q - x). Thus 'P(Q) E rp,".P(P;.7t) if and only if 'P belongs 
to the Besov space B~(lR). Moreover it is easy to show that 'P(Q) E e~(p;.yc) 
means 'P E Be~ (lR), whereas 'P( Q) E e k (P; dC) is equivalent to the conditions 
that 'P E Bek - 1(lR) and that 'P(k-1) is Lipschitz. In particular one has Q E 

e,~(p) for each kEN. 

Let us denote by <{>k the set of functions 'P such that H E ek (A) implies 
'P(H) E e k (A; .7t) for all couples of self-adjoint operators A, H and by <{>~ the 
set of all 'P such that H E e~(A) implies 'P(H) E e,~(A;.yc) for all couples A, H. 
The preceding example shows that <{>~, c Be~(lR). On the other hand Theorem 
6.2.5 implies that eg(lR) c <{>1. It is rather easy to prove that eJ+E(lR) C <{>1 
for any c > O. For c = 0 this inclusion is not true, since McIntosh in [J\Ic] 
constructed self-adjoint operators A, H and a function 'P of class e1 such that 
H and [A, H] are bounded but [A, 'P(H)] is not. 
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An interesting class is the intersection of all <I>k, kEN. A function 'P in this 
set has the property that, for any couple A, H and any kEN, 'P(H) belongs 
to C k (A; dC) if HECk (A). We do not know of an explicit characterization 
of this class; however one has nkEN<I>k C SO (lFt). In fact Example 6.2.7 shows 
that nkEN<I>k C BC= (lit) , and Example 6.2.8 settles the decay properties of 'P. 
We have been unable to prove that a function e E C=(lIt) such that e(x) = 0 
near -00 and e(x) = 1 near +00 belongs to n<I>k. This fact is quite disturbing 
for the theory which we shall develop in Chapter 7 (it will force us in certain 
circumstances to assume that the hamiltonian has a spectral gap). A simple and 
rich class of functions contained in nkEN<I>k is given by the set of all functions on 
lit that have a C= extension to the one-point compactification of lit. A detailed 
study of this class is contained in Section 3.2 of [ABC 1]. 

EXAMPLE 6.2.8. Let dC be a Hilbert space equipped with a unitary one
parameter group {eiAx }xEIR. We say that a self-adjoint operator H in dC is 
A-homogeneous of degree 1 if e-iAx H eiAx = e-X H for all x E lit; this is equiva
lent to riA, H] = H. Explicit examples in ,7C = L2(lIt) are: 

(i) A = -~(PQ + QP) and H = P, 
(ii) A = -i(PQ + QP) and H = p2. 

If H is A-homogeneous of degree 1, then H E C=(A). If 'P : lit -'> C and kEN, 
we set 'PdA) = (Ad/dA)k'P(A). Then the following is true: 

(a) if'P E Ck(lIt) and 'P,'Pl, ... ,'Pk are bounded, then 'P(H) E C k(A;,7C) and 
ik ad~('P(H)) = 'Pk(H), 

(b) if (]"(H) = lit and 'P E c= (lit) , then 'P(H) E C OC (A;,7C) if and only if 
'P E S°(lFt). 

PROOF. We prove the assertion (b). We use the fact that e-iAx'P(H)eiAx = 
'P(e- X H) for any Borel function 'P (which follows from the A-homogeneity of 
H). First assume that 'P belongs to C 1 (lit) and is bounded (which is necessary in 
order to have 'P(H) E B(,Y6')) and that 'P(H) E C1(A;JC). Since d~'P(e-XA) = 

-'Pl(e-XA), we get by using Fatou's lemma (E denotes the spectral measure of 
H): 

r l'Pl (AW IIE( dA)fW ::; lim inf r I 'P( e-x A) - 'P(A) 1211E( dA)f11 2 

IH x-->O JIR X 

= lim inf Ilx- 1 [e-iAx'P(H)eiAx - 'P(H)]J11 2 = II [A, 'P(H)]JW 
x--+O 

for any f E ,7C. Thus 'Pl(H) E B(,7C). Since (]"(H) = lit and 'PI is continuous, 
this means SUP),EIR l'Pl(A)1 < 00, i.e. 'PI E BC(lIt). Now it is easy to show that 
irA, 'P(H)] = 'PI (H). By induction one gets that, if 'P E C=(J!t) and 'P(H) E 
COC(A;,7C), then 'Pk E BC(lIt) for each kEN and 'Pk(H) = ik ad~('P(H)). But 
clearly there are numbers akP with akk = 1 such that 'Pk(A) = (Ad/dA)k'P = 
2:;=1 akPA£'P(C) (A). By recursion this leads to the existence of constants Cf. such 
that IAf.'P(f) (A)I ::; Cf. for all A E lit. So 'P E SO(lIt). D 

6.2.2. We now turn to the characterization of the regularity classes Ck(A) 
in terms of commutators. If H is a bounded operator, then one may use the 
theory of Section 5.1: for an arbitrary multi-index a, one may give a sense to 
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the operator adA (H) in the Sobolev scale associated to the group {eiA-X} and 
one has H E Ck(A) if and only if adA (H) E B(,YC) for all lal :S k (Proposition 
5.1.2 (b)). If one tries to extend this description of Ck-regularity to unbounded 
operators, the first problem that one meets is that the meaning of the symbol 
adA (H) is not at all clear in general. We shall give it a sense, for arbitrary a, 
in Section 6.3, under the assumption that the form domain (or the domain) of 
H is invariant under the operators eiA-x; indeed, this situation will turn out to 
be a particular case of that considered in Section 5.1. If the form domain of 
H is not invariant under the group eiA-x, one could try to give a meaning to 
adA (H) by using a formula like (5.3.10). Since the case k:;;' 2 is rather delicate, 
we shall concentrate here on the situation where k = 1 and n = 1, which is 
especially interesting in view of our treatment of the conjugate operator method 
in Chapter 7. We shall begin by giving a sense to the commutator [A,H] for 
arbitrary self-adjoint operators A and H and then we shall prove a rather simple 
characterization of the property HE C1(A) in terms of [A,H] (Theorem 6.2.10). 
Some results in the case k = 2 may be found in Proposition 6.3.4. 

Let us denote by {'YCrn}rnEZ the Sobolev scale associated to the unitary repre
sentation {eiA-X} of]R;.n in the Hilbert space X. In the remainder of this section 
we shall identify X* with X through the Riesz isomorphism. Then, by The
orem 3.3.28, we have a canonical identification (,Yfm)* = X-m for any m E Z. 
In §5.1.1 we have defined the multiple commutator adA(T) for T E B(X) and 
each multi-index a as a bounded operator from dt!'yl to ,Yf-Ial (see (5.1.10) and 
(5.3.10)). Moreover we saw that for each integer m :;;. 1 the following identity 
strongly in B(,yc'""YC- rn ): 

(6.2.19) 

e-iA-xTeiA-x = '"""' (-ix )a adA (T) + 
L...t a! 

Inl:=;m-1 

+ L m(-ix)n (e-iTA-x adA(T)eiTA-X(l- r)rn- 1dr. 
a! Jo lal=m 

From this it was easy to deduce that T is of class Ck(A;X) if and only if 
adA(T) E B(,Yf) for all lal :S k (Proposition 5.1.2 (b)); if T E Cm(A;,Yf), then 
(6.2.19) holds strongly in B(,YC). 

We now specialize to the case n = 1. If A and T are two unbounded operators 
in X, their commutator is usually defined as a sesquilinear form rather than as 
an operator in X: [A, T] is the sesquilinear form on D(A)nD(A*)nD(T)nD(T*) 
given as follows: 

(6.2.20) (j,[A,T]g;:= (A*j,Tg; - (T*j, Ag;. 

There is a very simple connection between this sesquilinear form and the 
operator adA (T) : ,7ti ---+ ,Yf-1 in the case where A is self-adjoint and T E 

B(,YC). Then dtl is just D(A) equipped with the graph topology (see Remark 
3.3.24) and 'YC- 1 = (dtl)*. Clearly [A, T] is a continuous sesquilinear form on 
,7ti, hence there is a unique continuous linear operator l' : ,.Yti ---+ (,.Yti) * such that 

(Aj,Tg;.Jf - (T*j,Ag;.x' = (j,1'g; for all j, 9 E • .Yti (C·;.x· denotes the scalar 
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product in .Yt', while (-,.) means anti-duality on .7t1 x (.Jt1)*). By taking into 
account the identifications .Yt'* =.7t' and .ye-1 = (.7t;)*, it is straightforward to 

check that T = adA(T). Hence adA(T) : .76] ---> .Yt'-1 == (,7t1)* is the continuous 
operator canonically associated to the continuo1L8 sesquilinear form [A, T] on.7tj' 
(= D(A) with the graph topology). From now on we shall not distinguish between 
[A, T] and adA(T). 

If A and T are closed symmetric operators and D(A) n D(T) is dense in .Yt', 
then D(A) n D(T) is a H-space when equipped with the intersection topology 
(an admissible hilbert ian norm is [llfl12 + IIAfl12 + liT fI12]1/2) and one has dense 
continuous embeddings D(A) n D(T) C .7t' C [D(A) n D(T)]*. Then one can 
interpret the continuous sesquilinear form irA, T] on D(A) n D(T) as a contin
uous symmetric linear operator from D(A) n D(T) into its adjoint space. For 
unbounded T, however, this point of view is rarely useful, because the space 
D(A) n D(T) is too complicated in general. 

The next lemma is a particular case of the statement following Equation 
(6.2.19). We add a simple self-contained proof. Our aim is to express the 
property that T E C 1 (A; .7t') for bounded operators T solely in terms of the 
sesquilinear form [A, T]. 

LEMMA 6.2.9. Let A be a self-adjoint operator and T a bounded operator in 
the Hilbert space ,7t'. Then T is of class C 1 (A; .7t') if and only if the sesquilinear 
form [A, T] on D(A) is continuo1L8 for the topology induced by .7t', i.e. if and 
only if there is a constant c < (Xl such that 

(6.2.21 ) I (Af, T I) - (T* 1, AI) I :s; cll111 2 Vf E D(A). 

PROOF. If f, 9 E D(A), then x ---> (eiAx f, Te iAx g) is a function of class C 1 . 

Hence 

(6.2.22) 
e-iAxTeiAx - T 

(~ . g)= 
-zx 

=.!. r dy[ (AeiAY f, TeiAYg) - (eiAy f, T AeiAy g)] 
:r In 

= .!. j'x dy(eiAy f, [A, T]eiAy g). 
x 0 

(i) Assume that T E C1(A;.Yt'). Then there is a constant c such that 

Since the integrand in (6.2.22) is continuous if f, 9 E D(A), one obtains from 
(6.2.22) by letting:r ---> 0 that IU, [A, T]g)1 :s; cllfll· Ilgll for f, 9 E D(A). 

(ii) Assume that (6.2.21) is satisfied. Then there is a unique continuous linear 
operator adA(T) : ,7t' ---> Jt such that (g,[A,T]h) = (g,adA(T)h) for all g, 
hE D(A). By using (6.2.22) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
one finds that 
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for all f, 9 E ,y{. This implies that the weak derivative of ie-iAxTeiAx at x = 

o exists and is equal to adA (T). By the group property one then gets that 
i ddx e-iAxTeiAx = e-iAx adA (T)eiAx weakly. But a weakly differentiable function 
with strongly continuous derivative is strongly C 1 (by Newton's formula, see 
Lemma 5.A.2 (b)). Hence T E C1(A;,y{). 0 

The next result is an extension of Lemma 6.2.9 to the case of unbounded 
operators T. Although the assumptions below are stronger than those suggested 
by the lemma, the result is much deeper. Observe that there is no assumption of 
domain invariance under the group (under such a hypothesis, the theorem would 
be an easy consequence of Proposition 5.1.2 (b)). 

THEOREM 6.2.10. Let A and H be self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space 
,y{. 

(a) His of class C 1 (A) if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(1) there is a constant c < (X) such that for all f E D(A) n D(H): 

(6.2.23) I(Af,H!) - (Hf, A!) I <::; c(IIHfW + IlfW), 
(2) for some z E CC \ (J(H), the set {J E D(A) I R(z)f E D(A) and R(z)f E 

D(A)} is a core for A. 

(b) If H is of class C1(A), then the following is tme: 

(Q) The space R(z)D(A) is independent of z E CC \ (J(H) and contained 
in D(A), it is a core for H and a dense subspace of D(A) n D(H) 
for the intersection topology (i.e. the topology associated to the norm 

Ilfll + IIAfl1 + IIHfll); 
(6) The space D(A) nD(H) is a core for H and the form [A, H] has a uniq1Le 

extension to a continuous sesquilinear form on D(H) (equipped with 
the graph topology); if this extension is denoted by [A, H], the following 
identity holds on ,yt) (in the form sense): 

(6.2.24) [A, R(z)] = -R(z)[A, H]R(z), z E CC \ (J(H). 

Before turning to the proof, let us briefly discuss ((3). Since R(z) E C1(A;.Y{), 
[A, R( z)] is a bounded operator in ,yt" (given for example as the strong deriva
tive of x f--> ie- iA1 R(z)eiAr at x = 0). (6.2.24) means that (j, [A, R(z)]g) = 

-(R(z)f, [A,H]R(z)g) for all 1,g E .7t, where the r.h.s. is interpreted as the 
evaluation of the form [A, H] (extended to D(H)) at R(z)f, R(z)g E D(H). 

A different way of looking at (6.2.24) is as follows: if A and H are self-adjoint 
operators in ,X, denote by;';' the closure of D(A) n D(H) in D(H) (equipped 
with the graph topology). Assume that (6.2.2:3) is satisfied. Then the form 
t(j, g) = (A1, H g) - (H 1, Ag) on D(A) n D(H) has a bounded extension to <5', 
in other words there is a bounded operator T : ;,; f--> {)* such that (j, Tg) = 

(Af, Hg) - (Hf, Ag) for all f, 9 E D(A) n D(H). If the condition (2) is also 
satisfied, then (by UJ)) ;,; is identical with D(H), so [A, H] can be identified with 
a continuous linear operator D(H) f--> D(H)*. Since D(H) C ,y{ continuously 
and densely and D(H) is reflexive, we get (after identification of ,y{ with ,y{* 
through the Riesz isomorphism) that D(H) C ,y{ c D(H)*, with continuous and 
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dense embeddings. Now R(z) E B(:#, D(H)) and (by a simple duality argument) 
R(z) extends to a continuous linear operator from D(H)* to ,7C. So the r.h.s. of 
(6.2.24) may also be interpreted as the product of three bounded operators, viz. 
R(z) :.7C ---+ D(H), [A, H] : D(H) ---+ D(H)* and R(z) : D(H)* ---+ ,y(!. 

PROOF. (i) For z E C\O"(H), we set @(z) = R(z)D(A). We first observe that 
@(z) is a core for H. Indeed, R(z) is a homeomorphism of:# onto D(H) and 
D(A) is dense in :#; so R(z)D(A) is dense in D(H) (which is always equipped 
with the graph topology defined by H). 

(ii) We now prove the "if" part in (a). We let z be the number occurring in 
(2) and set @o = {f E D(A)IR(z)f E D(A) and R(z)f E D(A)}. Each of the 
operators AR(z), AR(z) and R(z)A is defined on @o, and for f E @a we have 

(f,[A,R(z)]f) = (f,AR(z)f) - (AR(z)f,f) 

= ((H - z)R(z)f, AR(z)f) - (AR(z)f, (H - z)R(z)f) 

= (HR(z)f,AR(z)f) - (AR(z)f,HR(z)f). 

Together with the assumption (1), this implies that 

(6.2.25) 

I (f, [A, R(z)].t/l -s:; c(IIH R(z)fll + IIR(z)fll)(IIH R(z)fll + IIR(z)fll) 
\:If E @a· 

Since r!lJo is a core for A, this inequality extends to all fED (A). So R( z) E 

C 1(A;,7C) by Lemma 6.2.9. 
From now on we assume that HE C1(A) and prove all consequences of this 

assumption stated in the proposition. 
(iii) Let z E C \ O"(H) and f E ,7C. Then 

eiAx _ I eiA:r - I eiAx R(z)e-iAx - R(z) . 
. R(z)f = R(z) . f + . e2Ax f. 
zx zx zx 

If f E D(A), the r.h.s. is strongly convergent to R(z)Af + [A, R(z)].t as x ---+ 0, 
hence R(z)f E D(A) and 

( 6.2.26) AR(z)f = R(z)AJ + [A, R(z)]J 

(remember that [A, R(z)] E B(;#)). This shows that R(z)D(A) c D(A) (in fact 
this is a particular case of (5.3.13)) and proves (2). Together with the first resol
vent equation R(zd = R(Z2)[I +(Zl -z2)R(zd] it also implies that R(Zl)D(A) c 
R(Z2)D(A) for any Zl,Z2 E C\O"(H), so that the set r!lJ:= R(z)D(A) is indepen
dent of z. 

(iv) We next complete the proof of (0). Let f E D(A) n D(H) and define 
fm E (d: by Jm = imR( -im)f (m EN). Since imR( -im) ---+ I strongly in B(:#) 
as m ---+ 00, we have Ilfm - fll + IIH(fm - .f)11 ---+ 0 as m ---+ 00. So the denseness 
of r!lJ in D(A) n D(H) in the intersection topology follows if we can show that 
IIA(fm - .f) II ---+ 0 as m ---+ 00. For this we observe that, by (6.2.26) 

( 6.2.27) A(fm -.f) = [imR( -im) - I]AJ + im[A, R( -im)]f. 
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The first term on the r.h.s. is strongly convergent to zero as m -+ 00. To treat 
the second term on the r.h.s., we fix Zo E C \ (J(H) and set 9 = (H - zo)j E:Yt'. 
By using (6.2.7), we then get that 

im[A, R( -im)lf = im(H - zo)R( -im)[A, R(zo)]R( -im)(H - zo)j 

= (H - zo)R( -im) . [A, R(zo)] . imR( -im)g. 

Now imR( -im) -+ I and (H - zo)R( -im) -+ 0 strongly in B(:Yt'), and [A, R(zo)] 
belongs to B(,yt). So the second term on the r.h.s. of (6.2.27) also converges 
strongly to zero. 

(v) We now prove (1). We have for j,g E D(A) n D(H) and z E C \ (J(H): 

(Aj,Hg) - (Hj,Ag) = (Aj, (H - z)g) - ((H -z)j,Ag). 

Assume that j, 9 E '2lJ. Then j = R(z)jo and 9 = R(z)go for some jo, go E D(A), 
and we get 

(6.2.28) (Aj,Hg) - (Hj,Ag) = (AR(z)jo, go) - (fo,AR(z)go) 

= (R(z)jo, Ago) - (Ajo, R(z)go) = -(fo, [A, R(z)]go), 

where we used the fact that R(z) and R(z) leave D(A) invariant. Hence 

(6.2.29) 

I(Aj,Hg) - (Hj,Ag)1 :S II[A,R(z)]II'lljoll'llgoll 
= II[A, R(z)]11 'II(H - z)jll·II(H - z)gll 

for j, 9 E rzIJ. Since rzIJ is dense in D(A) n D(H) in the intersection topology, 
(6.2.29) remains true for j, 9 E D(A) nD(H). In particular, (6.2.23) is satisfied. 

(vi) Finally we prove (;3). By the result of (i), D(A) n D(H) is a core for H 
(because R(z)D(A) C D(A) n D(H)). Then (1) implies that the form [A, H] has 
a unique continuous extension to D(H). To obtain (6.2.24) we rewrite (6.2.28) 
as 

-(fO, [A, R(z)]go) = (f, [A, H]g) = (R(z)jo, [A, H]R(z)go). 

This establishes (6.2.24) as an identity in the form sense on D(A), and its validity 
on :Yt' follows because D(A) is dense in ;yt and [A, H] extends to a continuous 
sesquilinear form on D (H). D 

6.3. Unitary Groups in Friedrichs Couples 

In many applications it is convenient to use commutator methods in the frame
work consisting of a triplet (~£}, ,Y{;'; W) such that the ordered pair (W, ,yt) is a 
Friedrichs couple (see Section 2.8 for the terminology) and W = {W(x) I x E lR.n} 
is a strongly continuous unitary representation of lR.n in ,Y{;' which leaves ~9 in
variant: 

(6.3.1) W(x)W C ~q 

~v is called a unitaTY TepTesentation (or gTOUp) in the FTiedTichs couple (~I], :Yt'). 
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The purpose of this section is to describe some constructions and objects 
naturally associated to the structure (~(j, dC; W). We mention that, in our ap
plications of the conjugate operator method, ,7/;' is the Hilbert space of physical 
states and Cf.j could be either ,Y(;' (e.g. in the N-body case with highly singu
lar potentials) or the domain of the Hamiltonian H (e.g. in the N-body case if 
D(H) = ,],C2 (X), a Sobolev space), or the form domain of H (e.g. in the two
body case we take Cf.j = ,7/;'1 (X)). In all these caDes W will be the unitary group 
generated by the conjugate operator. 

Throughout this section we assume that the adjoint space ,Y(;'* has been iden
tified with dC through the Riesz isomorphism. As a consequence, we get a 
canonical dense embedding ,Y(;' c ~£}*, hence the Dcale Cf.j C dC c Cf.j* of Hilbert 
spaces canonically associated to the Friedrichs couple ('B, ,7/;'). These objectD 
have been studied in Section 2.8 and we shall freely use the notations and results 
established there; however, we recall the meaning of some symbols: 

o 
~CJe,oc := (Cf.j, ~CJ*)~-e = closure of Cf.j in ~(}e,DO; 

-2- lCC 

Cf.jo = ,7/;', 

The first fact that one has to notice in connection with the triplet (~£}, dC; W) is 
that ~V has a natural extension to a Co-group in ~CJ*: 

PROPOSITION 6.3.1. (a) For each x E ~n, the map W(x) : ,Y(;' --+ dC has a 
unique extension to a continuous linear opemtor W -1 (.1:) : Cf.j* --+ ~'i*. The family 
{W- 1 (X)}xERn is a Co-representation of~n in ~£}*. 

(b) Let W 1 (x) : ~fj --+ ~'i be defined by W 1 (.1:) = W(x)h, == W- 1 (x)I\Q. Then 
W1(x) E B(Cf.j) for each x E ~n, and {VV1 (X)}TER" is a Co-representation of~n 
in 'B. 

(c) For each x: E ~n one has TV1(x)* = TV-l(-X). 

PROOF. We first observe that WI (.1:) == W(x )h} belongs to B( ~CJ) by the closed 
graph theorem. The fact that {WI (x)} is a Co-group in ~(} follows from Propo
sition 3.2.5 (b). Now define W-1(x) E BUCJ*) by W-1(x) := Wl(-X)*. By 
Proposition 3.2.5 (a) the family {W_1(x:)} is a Co-group in ~fj*. For g E Cf.j and 
f E ~fj* we have \g, W-1(x)f) = (Wd-x)g,j) = (W(-:r)g, f). If j E ,7/;', the 
last expression is equal to (g, TV(x)f) because W(;r:) is unitary. Since ,7/;' is dense 
in ~£}*, this proves the first assertion in (a). 0 

COROLLARY 6.3.2. Let Il be an interpolation space between Cf.j and Cf.j* such 
that ~CJ is dense in 1/;. Then W- 1 (x)1/; c 0;' for each x E ]R.n. IfW,r(x) :« --+ 1/;' 

is defined as W,r (x) = TV-dx) It , then {HTt (X;)}~ERn is a Co-representation oj 
]R." in fl. 

PROOF. We have seen at the end of Section 2.1 that there is a constant 

C = C(~f}, Cf.j*, 8) < DC such that IITIIB(t) :::; Cmax(IITIIB((~)' IITIIB(CS*)) for 
each T E B ( ~fj*) satisfying T Cf.j c ~fj. Hence W -1 (x) I (, belongs to B (cf") and 
II W t (x) II :::; r: < DC for some constant c and all Ix I :::; 1. Then the strong 
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continuity of W"" : JR.n ----+ B( &) follows from the strong continuity of x f---+ WI (x)g 
in ~q for each 9 E Cfj and the denseness of Cfj in tfi. D 

By using Proposition 3.2.5 (b) one can prove the conclusion of the above 
corollary under a different assumption on tJ, viz. that tJ is a reflexive Banach 
space, IJ c Cfj* and /l/ is invariant under W -1. 

Corollary 6.3.2 can be applied to & = ~t}(),p with -1 < e < 1 and P < 00 and 
o 

to <2' = ~t}(),=. If there is no risk of confusion, we shall usc the same notation W 
for all representations W"" and write A for the generator of WI,' for any ti. 

Let ti be a Banach space embedded in Cfj*, invariant under Wand such that 
WI is a Co-group in &. Then one can consider the Sobolev scale {&dkEZ and 
the Besov scale {8s ,p 1 s E JR., 1 S; P S; oo} associated to ~V"". It is easily proven 
that, if 87 is a second space with the same properties and such that tfi c .'-7, 
then 8k c 87k and 8,"P C ,~,p; moreover these embeddings are dense if ti c 87 
densely and P < 00 (see Theorem 3.3.4). The largest spaces obtained in this way 
are those associated to Cfj*. By using the Taylor expansion formula (3.3.16) one 
finds that for any kEN: 

(6.3.2) tiic = {f E Cfj'k 1 A"' f E tfi for all 1 Ct 1 S; k}. 

In the case n = 1, it will be convenient to usc the notation 8 1 = D(A; G') (the 
domain of A in 8, i.e. the domain of the generator of the Co-group WI in tfi). 
Thus 

(6.3.3) D(A; 8) = {f E 81 f E D(A; ~£}*) and Af E tJ}. 

We consider now the group of automorphisms induced by W. Let us denote 
by f!); the Banach space B( Cfj, Cfj*) and recall that it has a rather rich structure: 
due to the identification ~£}** = ~£}, it is equipped with an involution T f---+ T* and 
with a notion of positivity (see Section 2.1). For x E JR.n , let O)f(x) : ,0); ----+ PI be 
the linear isomorphism given by: 

(6.3.4) 

Clearly (q)f(x)[T])* = O)f(x) [T*] and T::;' 0 =? O)f(x)[T] ::;, 0, hence {q)f(X)}xElR.n 
is a n-parameter group of automorphisms of f!);; it is not of class Co, but is a 
Cw-group (Definition 3.2.6). 

If G', ,'7' are Banach spaces such that ~t} c 8 densely and 87 c ~q*, then there 
is a canonical embedding B(8, 87) c B(~t}, W*) (sec Section 2.1). For example, 
B U£}), B (dt), B ( Cfj*), B ( Cfj*, Cfj) and the spaces of type B ( ~£}Ih ,Pl , ~qe2 ,P2) (PI < 
00) are subspaces of ,0);. Clearly, all of them are O)f-invariant. More generally, 
if 8, ,'7' are interpolation spaces between Cfj and ~t}* and ~f} is dense in each 
of them, then B( 8, ,'7') is a O}f-invariant subspace of f%'. In such a situation, 
the regularity classes C k (A; 8, 87), Cl~ (A; 8, 87), rps,P(A; 8, i¥) are well defined. 
The next result shows that these classes are related in a natural way. 

PROPOSITION 6.3.3. Let 8, ,'7", 87/1 be interpolation spaces between Cfj and 
~C}* such that Cfj is dense in each of them. Then, for each 0 < e < 1, the real 
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interpolation space (iff', /ff/l)fJ,l is an interpolation space between ~!} and ~!}*, it 
contains ~ densely, and: 

(6.3.5) 

Here 0 ::: s, t < (Xl and 1 ::: p, q ::: (Xl are arbitrary, while u, r are given by 
U = (1 ~ B)s + Bt 1 = 1-fJ + f!.. 

, T P q 

REMARK. Since we did not require that /If' C iff/l or the reverse inclu
sion (this would not be natural in the context of the proposition), the space 
(/If', /If/l)e,l is not defined by the rules of Chapter 2. In the applications in 
which we shall need the preceding result, we shall have ;IF' C /If/l in fact. One 
may observe that in the proof below, the only properties of (,'¥', /¥/I)e,l which 
will be used are: 1) it is an interpolation space between ~q and ~*; 2) it contains 
~f} densely; 3) we have Illflll ::: cllfW:l--;fJllfll~1I for f in ~, where III . III is an 
admifisible norm on UP, /If/l)fJ,l (sec (2.5.4)). 

(6.3.5) has to be used in conjunction with the obvious embedding: 

(6.3.6) 

if &?, /If, ,Y£ are interpolation spaces between ~f) and ~f}* containing ~ densely 
and such that ,,¥ C ,Y£. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.3.3. Let /If = (,'¥', ,'¥/I)e,l. Since ,:Jj: is an inter
polation space between /If', :¥/I, and since iff' and /If/l are interpolation spaces 
between ~ and ~f}*, /If will also be an interpolation space between ~ and ~£}* 

(this is an immediate application of the definition, see Section 2.1). To prove 
that ~f} is dense in /If, we usc the fact that ,'if' n /If/l is a dense subfipace of 
/If (according to the general theory of real interpolation) and that /If' n ,'if /I is 
continuously embedded in /If if we consider on it the intersection topology (for 
which an admissible norm is IIfll.:1' + IIfll.:1I1). So it is enough to show that for 
each f E :¥' n ,,¥/I there is a sequence {fn}nEN in ~f} such that fn --+ f in §' and 
in §/I. We construct {fn} with the help of a mollifying sequence of operators 
fln associated to the Friedrichs couple (~, ,y{!) (see §2.8.2): clearly it is enough 
to take fn = flnf. In conclusion, § is an interpolation space between ~ and ~* 
and ~q C ,:Jj: densely, so the class 0,'U,T (A; 15, ,'if) is well defined. 

N ow let us show that for each operator T E B ( ~q, W*) we have (the norms are 
interpreted as gauges): 

(6.3.7) 

where C is a constant independent of T. If the right hand side is infinite, this 
is trivial, so we may assume T E B( 8, §') n B( 8, ,:Jj:/I). Then the interpolation 
property implies T E B(8, /If), and (6.3.7) is a consequence of (take f = Te, 
e E &?): 

(6.3.8) f E /If' n iff/l. 

But this is just one of the main properties of (,'if', §/I)fJ,l ((2.5.4) states this in 
the case §' C ,:Jj:/I for example). 
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Let m be an integer strictly larger than sand t. By using (6.3.7) we get for 
any 5 E B( ~t}, <&*) and x Ie 0: 

(6.3.9) II (~(x) ~ I)m 511. :s; 
Ixl ~--->.5 

:s; ell (~(x) ~ I)m 5111.-0. II (~(x) ~ I)m 511°. . 
Ixl ~--->.5' Ixl ~--->.JP' 

Denote by L: (8, :17) the space of strongly Borel B( 8', ,~)-valued functions on the 
unit ball Ixl < 1, with norm of power T integrable with respect to the measure 
Ixl-ndx. By using the Holder inequality and (6.3.9) we get: 

(6.3.10) II (~(-) - I)m II II (~(-) - I)m 11

1
-

0 

1.lu 5 L:({".5):S; e I· Is 5 L~(,',.5') 

II (~(·)-I)rn lie D 
. I· It 5 L':({,,/P')' 

We recall (cf. Section 5.2) that !pO ,00 (A; 8, .¥') = B(8, .'il'). Hence a partic
ular case of (6.3.5) is: 

(6.3.11) B(8, :17') n rpt,q(A; 8, ,~/I) c rpllt,q/(!(A; &:', (:17', ,~/I)(!,l)' 

Take .¥' = ~(:p', .¥/1 = Wa ", for some numbers -1 :s; (5', (5/1 :s; + 1, and set 
(5 = (1 - 8)CJ' + 8(5/1. Then 

( 6.3.12) 

In Proposition 6.3.3 and in the preceding remarks, we considered an operator 
T defined on a fixed domain 8 but with values in two different spaces ;1j:', :17/1. 
Sometimes a different situation occurs, namely T is considered with values in a 
fixed space, but with two different domains. However, in such a case one may 
apply Proposition 6.3.3 to the adjoint T* of T and then get the needed result 
with the help of (5.2.17). 

Let us explicitly point out several particular cases of (6.3.12) which will be 
needed later on. First: 

(6.3.13) 

for arbitrary 1 :s; q :s; 00, hence (since e 2 c !P2,oo): 

(6.3.14) 
BUt}"yt!) n e2(A; W, ~t}*) c !P1,OC(A; ~t}, <&-1/2,1) c rp1,CXl(A; Cfj, W- 1/2). 

Then: 

(6.3.15) 

We shall now discuss several criteria for a self-adjoint operator H in ,yt! to 
belong to certain regularity classes with respect to a one-parameter unitary group 
W (x) = eiAx . For this we shall assume that the domain of H is invariant under 
the action of W, but let us first make some remarks in the more general case 
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when only the form domain of H is left invariant by W. Then we may take 
Cfj = D(IHI1/2) (this is the form domain of H, cf. Section 2.8) equipped with the 
natural graph topology. The operator H has a uniqu(~ continuous extension to 
a map H : ~£} --+ ~£}*, and for each z E C \ u (H) the operator H - z : ~fJ --+ ~fJ* 

is a homeomorphism. Then, for each j EN, the operator ad~ (H) is well defined 
as an element of B(~£jj, Cfj*-j) and we have H E Ck(A; ~fJ, ~fJ*) if and only if 

ad'~ (H) E BUfJ, Cfj*) for j = 0,1, ... ,k (all this holds for n-parameter unitary 
groups too). By Proposition 5.1.6 we have H E Ck(A; Cfj, ~q*) if and only if 
R(z) == (H - z)-l E Ck(A; Cfj*, ~fJ) for some (and hence for all) z E C\u(H), but 
clearly this property is much stronger then R(z) E Ck(A;,/t') (i.e. HE Ck(A)). 

If the domain of H is invariant under TV, then its form domain is invariant too 
(because D(IHI1/2) = [D(H),,/t'h/2) so the preceding remarks hold. By taking 

now Cfj = D(H) with its natural graph topology, the operators ad~ (H) are well 
defined clements of B( Wk, ,/t'-d for each kEN. Note that, since H E B( W dt) c 
BW}, ~q*), we also have ad~(H) E B(Cfjk, Cfj*-k)' and H E Ck(A; ~fJ, Cfj*) is equiv-

alent to ad~(H) E B(~fJ, Cfj*) for j = 0,1, ... , k. 
The following theorem is interesting especially because of the assertion (b). 

THEOREM 6.3.4. Let A and H be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space ,/t'. 
Assume that the unitary one-parameter group {exp(iAT)}TEIH: leaves the domain 
D(H) of II invariant. Set ~q = D(H) equipped with the graph topology. Then 

(a) H is of class C1(A) if and only if HE C1(A; ~(), ~q*). 
(b) H is of class tpl,l(A) if and only if HE '(?,l,l(A; ~q, ~fJ*). 
(c) If HE C 2 (A; ~£}, ~£}*), then HE «?l'=(A; ~fJ, ~fJ-l/2,1); if in addition II E 

C1(A; Cfj, i,q-l/2), then H is of class C2 (A). 

PROOF. (a) We set R = (H - i)-l and AT = (iT)-l(e iAT - I). By Lemma 
6.2.3 and Theorem 5.1.3 we have: 

(6.3.16) 

(6.3.17) 

Now observe that R E B(,/t', Cfj) n B(rJ*"yt) and H E B(rJ,,7t) n B(dt, rJ*) 
(see Section 2.8; in fact R is an isomorphism ,yt --+ Cfj and rJ* --+ dt with 
inverse H - i : Cfj --+ ,/t' and dt --+ ~fJ* respectively). Also AT E B(Cfje) for each 
() E [-1,1]. So we have the following identities: 

They imply that 

II [AT) R]IIB(.Yf') :S IIRI hi' ->.)'fll [AT) H]II \~->\~. IIRII.),f-> \5', 

II [AT) H]II1i->\'i* :S IIH - ill.Yf'-> \". II [AT) R]IIB(.Yf') IIH - il hi->.Yf" 

In view of (6.3.16) and (6.3.17), the result of (a) follows. 
(b) We denote the norm in B(Cfje, CfjCY) by II ·lle->cy and, as usual, set 11·11 = 

II . 110->0 == II . IIB(.Yf')' By interpolation one obtains that R E B( Cfje, W8+1) 
and H E BUq8+1, Cfje) for each () E [-1,0]. Next we observe that [A_T,H] = 
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_e-iAT [AT; H]e- iAT . Since Ile-iAT 110"-+0" :s: c for all ITI :s: 1 and lal :s: 1 and since 
H is symmetric, we get that for T :s: 1 

(6.3.19) II[AT, H]lll/2-+-1 = II [AT; Hl*Ill-+-l/2 

= II[A_T' H]lll-+-l/2 :s: c211[AT; H]lll-+-l/2' 

We need the following two identities which can be deduced from (6.3.18) (note 
that AT leaves cg and dt invariant): 

(6.3.20) 

(6.3.21) 

[AT; [AT; Rll = 2R[AT; H]R[AT; H]R - R[AT; [AT; HllR, 

[AT' [AT; Hll = 2(H -i) [AT; R](H - i) [AT; R](H - i) 

-(H - i) [AT; [AT; Rll(H - i). 

(6.3.20) and (6.3.19) imply that 

(6.3.22) 

II[AT' [AT; Rllil :s: 
:s: 21IRII-l-+O II [An H]lll/2-+-11I R II-1/2-+1/211 [AT; H]III-+-1/21I R llo-+1 + 

+ IIRII-I->oll[AT; [AT' H]lIIl-+-lIIRllo-+l 

:s: cI11 [An H]III-+-I/2 + cI11 [An [An HllII I-+-1. 

Xow assume that H E I(?, 1,1 (A; CfJ, CfJ*). Then the second term on the r.h.s. of 
(6.3.22) is integrable on [-1,1] with respect to the measure T- 2 dT. The same 
is true for the first term because H E I(?,1/2,2(A; CfJ, cg-l/2) by (6.3.15). Thus 
R E I(?,1,1(A;,Yf), i.e. H is of class I(?,1,I(A). 

The proof of the reverse implication is similar. From (6.3.21) one finds that 

and it suffices to take into account the fact that Rand R* == (H + i) -1 belong 
to I(?,1/2.2(A;,Yt', ~ql/2) (this follows from (6.3.12) with c9, = ,Yfj, a' = 1, a" = 0, 
() = 1/2, t = q = 1 and the inclusion ~ql/2.1 C ~ql/2). 

(c) The first assertion follows from (6.3.14). If H E I(?, I (A; CfJ, ~q-I/2) n 
C 2 (A; cg, '8*), then R E C 2 (A;dt) by (6.3.22), i.e. H is of class C 2 (A). 0 

In the remainder of this section we stay in the framework of Theorem 6.3.4 
and present some simple results which are helpful in certain applications. Notice 
first that, if T E B(rg, rg*) is of class C1(A; ~Cj, ~fj*), then for any real T =1= 0: 

( 6.3.23) T- 1 [eiATTe-iAT - Tj = ~ IT eiAO" riA, Tje-iAO" da. 
T 0 

Let tH', .1' be Banach spaces such that ~q C 0c C ~q* continuously and densely and 
.cj: C ~fj* continuously; assume moreover that tH, and .'1' are invariant under the 
group {e iAT } (induced by A in ~f}*) and that the groups induced in 0',;¥ are of 
class Co (see e.g. Corollary 6.3.2). Recall the canonical embedding B(a," Jj') c 
B(~(}, ~(}*). It follows immediately from (6.3.23) that [A,Tj E B(a,', ,1') if and 
only if eiATTe-iAT - T E B (&, ;¥) "IT E 1Ft and s-limT-+D T- I (eiATTe-iAT - T) 
exists in B(tH, ;¥). In particular, ifT E B((i" /Ji), then T E CI(A; tH,,;¥) if and 
onlyifT E C1(A; CfJ, ~(}*) and [A,T] E B((i" ;¥). 
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Now let H be as in Theorem 6.3.4 and R = (H - Z)-I for some fixed z E 
C \ u(H). Then H E B(!f}e, ~g!l-I) and R E B(!f}IJ-I, ~f}e) for all e E [0,1]. Part 
(a) of Theorem 6.3.4 states that R E C I (A; de) if and only if H E C I (A; !f), W*). 
In this case we have (cf. (6.3.18)): 

(6.3.24) [A, R] = -R[A, H]R, [A,H] = -(H - z)[A,R](H - z). 

PROPOSITION 6.3.5. Let A, Hand !f} be as in Theorem 6.3.4 and 0 ::; a ::; 1. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) there is e E [a, 1] such that H E CI(A; ~f}IJ, \(jIJ-I-a); 
(b) HE CI(A; !f}, !f}*) and [A, H] E BUt}IJ, !f}e-I-a) for some e E [a, 1]; 
(a' ) one has (a) for all e E [a, 1]; 
(b' ) one has (b) for all e E [a, 1]; 
(c) (H - Z)-I E CI(A; ege-I, ~f}o-C¥) for some z E C \ u(H) and e E [a, 1]; 
(d) (H - Z)-I E CI(A; \t}, ~t}*) and [A, (H - z)-I] E B(egO-I, egO-a) for some 

z E C \ u(H) and e E [a,I]; 
(c' ) one has (c) for all z E C \ u(H) and all e E [a,I]; 
(d' ) one has (d) for all z E C \ u(H) and all e E [a,I]. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then 'P(H) E CI(A; eg--(I-a), \t}I-<» for each 

'P E Co(IR). 

PROOF. The equivalence of the statements (a)-(d' ) is an easy consequence 
of (6.3.24) and of the discussion made above. Alternatively, a more direct 
proof can be based on the identities (6.3.18). If 'P E Co (IR), then Corollary 
6.2.6 implies [A,'P(H)] E B(ega-l,de)nB(.Yt', !f}1-a). Since [A,'PdH)'P2(H)] = 

[A, 'PI (H)]'P2 (H) + 'PI (H)[A, 'P2 (H)] and any Co-function is the product of two 
such functions, the proposition is proved. D 

6.4. Estimates on 'P(Hr) - 'P(H2) 

Let (.Yi', W) be a Hilbert space equipped with a strongly continuous unitary 
representation ofIR", and let HI, H2 be self-adjoint operators in de. The purpose 
of this section is to show that, if HI - H2 decays (in some generalized sense) in 
the spectral representation of the generator A of Hl and if HI, H 2 are regular 
with respect to W, then 'P(Hr) - 'P(H2) decays (at the same rate as HI - H2) for 
a certain class of functions 'P. The main tool will be the commutator expansions 
developed in Section 5.5. 

In order to avoid conditions on the domains or the form domains of HI and 
H 2 , we shall express the decay assumption in terms of the difference of resolvents 
(HJ - z)-J - (H2 - z)-1 rather than in terms of the difference of HI and H2 
which could make no sense at all. It will be clear from our arguments below 
that, if HJ and H2 have the same domain or form domain and if this domain 
(or form domain) is invariant under ~V and the group induced in it by W is of 
polynomial growth, then one can easily transfer estimates from HI - H2 to the 
difference of the resolvents by using the identity : 
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We set Hj(z) = (Hi - z)-1 for j = 1,2. From the first resolvent equation 
Hj (z) = [I + (z - zo)Rj (z)]Ri (zo) it is straightforward to deduee that, for z and 
Zo in the resolvent set of HI and H2: 

(6.4.2) 
R 1 (z) - R 2(z) = {I + (z - zo)R1 (z)}[R1 (zo) - R2(zo)]{1 + (z - ZO)R2(Z)}. 

Now let us assume that HI and H2 are of class 'l!?m+s,CXl(A) for some integer 
m :2:: 1 and some real s > O. Consider two symbols "1/Jl E sa, (l~n), "1/J2 E sa2 (l~n) 1 
where al, a2 are strictly positive real numbers such that m :2:: al + a2 and 
s > max(al, a2). Set Sl = 1+ (z - zo)Rdz), S2 = 1+ (z - zo)R2(z) and T = 
R1 (zo) - R2 (zo). Then, by a direct application of Proposition 5.5.6 (with all four 
occurring Hilbert spaces identified with .YC), one obtains the following result: if 

there is a complex number Zo such that "1/Jin ) (A) [Rl (zo) - R2 (zo) ]4)~!3) (A) E B('yc) 
for all multi-indices 0 and ,6, then this inclusion holds with Zo replaced by any 
complex number z mdside the 8pectrum of HI and H2. Our purpose below is to 
show that one will also have 

for a much more general class of functions 'P than just 'P(>-) = (>- - Z)-l. 
We first observe that the preceding inclusion holds for 'P of the form 'P(>-) = 

(>- - z)-k if k :2:: 1 is an integer and z tf. a(Hd U a(H2); this follows easily from 
the identity 

(6.4.3) 
k-l 

R1 (z)" - R2(z)k = L R 1 (z)j[R 1 (z) - R 2(z)]R 2 (z)k- j -1 
j=O 

and Proposition 5.5.6. Consequently the mentioned inclusion will hold for any <p 

in the complex algebra generated by the 8et of function8 of the form 'Pz (>-) = (>-
Z)-l, where z E CC\[a(HdUa(H2)] (this is exactly the algebra of complex rational 
functions on ffi. that tend to zero at infinity and have no poles in a(Ht) U a(H2))' 

The argument for non-rational 'P is not so easy; it requires an estimate on the 
divergence of "1/Jia )(A)[R1 (z) - R2(Z)]"1/J~!3)(A) as '}z -+ 0 which we describe in 
the next lemma: 

LEMI'vIA 6.4.1. Let HI, H2 be two 8elf-adjoint operator8 of cla88 'l!?m+s.CXl (A) 
in ,Y{!, where m :2:: 1 i8 an integer and s > 0 i8 a real number. Con8ider two 
junctions"1/Jl E sa, (l~n) l"1/J2 E sa2 (l~n), where aI, a2 are .strictly positive real 
numbers such that m :2:: al + 02 and s > max(01102). AS8ume that there is a 
numbcr Zo E CC \ [a(Hd U a(H2)] such that for all multi-indicc8 0, /3 thc operator 

1Jin )(A)[R1 (zo) - R2(ZO)]"1/J~fj)(A) i8 bounded. Then therc i8 a finite con8tant C 
8uch that for 0 < I'}zl :::; 1: 

(6.4.4 ) 

with k = 2m + [s] + 2. 
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PROOF. We shall use the following inequality which holds by (6.2.17) and 
the polarization identity: if H is a self-adjoint operator of class C" (A), and 
R(z) = (H - Z)-I, then there is a finite constant c such that for lal :::; '"" and 
o < l'Szl :::; 1: 

(6.4.5) 

We now repeat the proof of Proposition 5.5.6 (with all four occurring Hilbert 
spaces identified with ,yt' and all for Co-groups identified with exp( iA . x)) by 
taking into account the dependence on z of the operators in the eommutator 
expansion (5.5.25). More precisely, let 

T = R l (zo) - R2(zo), Sj = 1+ (z - zo)Rj(z) with j = 1,2 

and ~ = &t/:;,'Ij}l [SI], ~ = 2Jt;',1/J2 [S2]' Then, by (6.4.2) and (5.5.25): 

(6.4.6) 1j;1 (A) [Rdz) - R2 (z) ]1j;2 (A) = 
( ) 1')1 

= L ~~r); adA (Sd1j;ia ) (A)T1j;~iJ) (A) ad~ (S2) + 
lal<m 
liJI<rn 

+ L ~{(-1)IUI,o/i1T1j;~U)(A)adA(S2)+ 
a. 

l"l<m 

+ adA(Sd1j;iu)(A)T~} + PJtlT~. 

From (6.4.5) we get a bound of the form C(z)4m-21'Szl-2m for the first sum. 
The last term is bounded by IITII . 11.'1i111 . II,~ II and Theorem 5.5.3 implies that 

11EJt:I11:::; L ~lltryR[adA(Sd]11 
a. 

lal=m 

:::; c L IladA(Sdll:::; cdz)2m+ll'Szl-m-l 
lal=m 

(for the second inequality take into account (5.5.12) and the fact that /¥1j;ia ) E 
Ll(JR;.n) if lal = m by Proposition l.3.6). The same estimate holds for 11,9hII. 
Hence the norm of the last term in (6.4.6) is bounded by C2(z)4rn+21'Szl-2m-2. 

By (6.4.5) and the arguments given at the end of the proof of Proposition 
5.5.6, one has the following bound for the second sum in (6.4.6) : 

C3 (z)2rn-l j'Szl-m [II r%lll.Jf'_a2 ~ . .11' + II ~ 11 . .11' -->.Yfa1 ]· 

We show how to obtain a bound for II ~ II.Yf'..a2 ~.J('; a similar argument leads to 
the same bound for 11,9hII . .1I'~ . .1I'-al' We shall apply Theorem 5.3.3 with 

S = SI = 1+ (z - zo)Rl (z) E <pm+s.oc(A;,yt') c <pm+s'.2(A;,yt') 

for any s' < s and with f..L = a2 (so that 1j;1 E sm-!1 (JR;.n)). So Theorem 5.5.3 and 
(6.2.15) lead to 

II~ 11 . .1I'-a2~'.1I' :::; c41IS111'7,m+8'2 :::; C5(Z)2Hl j'Szl-£-I, 
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with f! = m + [s] + 1. In view of the choice of k in the lemma, the preceding 
estimates imply (6.4.4). 0 

THEOREM 6.4.2. Let (dt, {eiA-X}) be a Hilbert space equipped with a unitary 
representation of JR.n. Let HI and H2 be self-adjoint operators in ,7t of class 
«:?m+s,oo(A), where m 2': 1 is an integer and s > 0 is real, and let 1/h,7/J2 be 
functions on JR.n with 7/Jl E sa, (JR.n) , 7/J2 E sa2 (JR.n) , where aI, a2 are strictly 
positive real numbers such that m 2': al + a2 and s > max(al,a2). Assume that 
there is a number Zo E <C \ [a(Hd U a(H2)] such that for all multi-indices (x, (3 

the operator 7/J~"'\A)[(HI - zO)-l - (H2 - zO)-l]7/J~;3)(A) is bounded. 

Set k = 2m + [s] + 2 and let tp : JR. ---> <C be of class CHI (JR.) and such that 
fn~J\)2kltp(j) (>-)Id>- < 00 for 0 ~ j ~ k + 1. Then 7/Jl (A) [tp(Hd - tp(H2)]7/J2(A) is 
a bounded operator in dt. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume tp to be real. Let r = k + 1. 
By using (6.1.26) one gets (e.g. as sesquilinear forms on ,7tCXJ ) 

r-l .£ 

= ~ t; ~ 1 d>-tp(£) (>-)7/JdA) [Rd>- + i) - R2(>- + i)]7/J2 (A) 

+~( ir )' r d>- r1 Mr- 1dM·tp(r)(>-)7/Jl(A)[R1(>-+iM) -R2(>-+iM)]7/J2(A). 
r - 1 . Iff. 10 

By taking into account the estimate (6.4.4), one sees that each term on the r.h.s. 
belongs to B(dt). 0 

Let us assume that HI and H2 have the same domain Cf}, that Cf} is invariant 
under eiA-x for each x E JR.n and that the group W induced in Cf} is polynomially 
bounded (where Cf} is equipped with the unique topology for which it becomes a 
B-subspace of ,7t). Let ~(j* be equipped with the adjoint representation of JR.n. 
Then one can get the stronger result that 

(6.4.8) 

if for example tp E ,9'(JR.n) and if HI and H2 belong to an appropriate regularity 
class. The proof uses arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 6.4.2 
and the identity 

tp(Hd - tp(H2) = R1(i)[tp2(Hd - tp2(H2)]R2(i) + 

+ tpl(Hd[R1(i) - R2(i)] + [Rl(i) - R2 (i)]tpl(H2), 

where tpj(>-) = (>- - i)jtp(>-). Details can be found in Section 3.8 of [ABG1]. 
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6.A. Appendix: Remarks on the Functional Calculus Associated to 
0)1/ in B (.#) 

Let A be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space X and cJ)f the associated 
Cw-group of automorphisms of B(.#), given by cJ)f(x)[5] = e-iAx5eiAx (x E ffi.). 
vVe have cJ)f(x) = ei.4x, where.xt is a closed (but non-densely defined) operator 
acting in B(.YC) as follows: ,xt[5] = [5, A] == 5A - A5. 

H'P E BCCXl(ffi.), then 'P(,...t) [5] has a well defined meaning for each 5 E B(.#) 
as a sesquilinear form on D(A2). Indeed, by adapting Corollary 3.6.4 and the 
argument leading to (3.6.12) to the present situation, one obtains that 

If the Fourier transform of 'P is an integrable measure, this sesquilinear form 
determines a bounded linear operator 'P(.xt) [5] in X, viz. 

In this case 'P( • ...t) is a bounded linear operator acting in B(.#). It is important 
to realize that the set of Fourier transforms of integrable measures is the largest 
class of functions 'P such that 'P(,xt) is bounded as an operator in B(.#) for 
arbitrary X and A (this follows from the example given below). In particular 
'P(,xt) is in general unbounded in B(X) if'P E 5° (ffi.). 

EXAMPLE 6.A.1. Let .# = L2 (ffi.) and A = P = -i l'x' The multiplication 
operators of the form S = TJ(Q), with TJ E LCXl (IR) , form a sub algebra of B(:Yt') 
(with 11511 = IhIILoc(IR))' For fixed y E ffi. one has cJ)f(y) [5] = e-iPY5eiPy = 
r)( Q - y) = (e-iPYr)) (Q) (in the last expression e- iPy denotes the natural action 
of the translation group in LCXl(ffi.)). So 'P(.xt) [5] = ['P(P)T)](Q), and in order for 
'P(A) to be bounded in B(.#) it is necessary that 11'P(P)r)IIL=(IR) S cllr/IIL=(IR) 
for all T) E L 00 (ffi.) and some finite constant c. This inequality is satisfied if 
and only if 'P is the Fourier transform of an integrable measure (see the end of 
Section 3.2). One may treat in a similar way the translation group on the one
dimensional torus to obtain an example in which the spectrum of A is discrete. 

It is also interesting to consider the action of 'P(,.r4) in a certain sub algebras of 
$ == B(,#). We consider in particular the following self-adjoint ideals in .all: the 
set $(0) of finite rank operators, the set $(1) of trace class operators, the set $(2) 

of Hilbert-Schmidt operators and the set P/J(CXl) of compact operators. We cite 
from §1.15 and §1.19 of [Sa] some details on these algebras: i.JjJ(CXl) is naturally 
equipped with the norm induced by 3] for which it is an involutive Banach 
algebra (in fact a C* -algebra), but ,.JjJ(1) and $(2) have other natural norms, 
namely 11511.1J(1) = Tr 151 and 11511.:8(2) = [Tr 5* 5]1/2, where Tr denotes the trace 
function. Equipped with these norms, 3](1) and • .JjJ(2) are also involutive Banach 
algebras, and the ideal • .JjJ(O) is dense in ,.JjJ(1), F13(2) and $(00) but not in $. One 
may introduce a natural antiduality on • .JjJ(1) x ,.JjJ, namely (5, T) = Tr 5*T for 
5 E ,0jJ( 1), T E • .JjJ, and one can then establish the identifications ( • .JjJ(1)) * = . .JjJ 
and ( . .JjJ(oo))* = .0jJ(1). Moreover (5, T) makes sense for 5, T E $(2) and defines 
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a scalar product on 213(2) with associated norm equal to II . 11.%'(2), so that ,'1](2) 

is a Hilbert space. 
Each of the sub algebras fiJ(k) (k = 0,1,2, CXJ) of fiJ is invariant under the 

group CW, and the groups induced by CW in ,0/3(1), 2lJ(2) and fiJ(oo) are Co-groups 
(although CW is only a Cw-group in ,0/3). Let us denote by CWk the group induced 
by CW in [jJ(k). Then the dual group of !J)f1 is the initial CW in fiJ, the dual group 
of CW~ is just CW1 , whereas CW2* = CW2, i.e .. 5Jf2 is a unitary group in ,0/3(2) (cf. 
(3.2.7) ). 

The operator induced by,~ in [jJ(2) (the generator ofCW2 ) is a self-adjoint 
operator in the Hilbert space ,'1](2). For any ip E BCoc (JR.), ip(,;4) leaves fiJ(2) 
invariant and defines a bounded operator in fiJ(2), with 

Ilip(,;4)[Slll.-11(2) ::; sup lip(x)I·IISII.-11(2). 
xEIR 

On the other hand, due to the fact that CWr* = CW, it is clear that ip(A) is 
in general unbounded as an operator in the Banach space fiJ(1) if (j5 is not an 
integrable measure. 

It is interesting to observe that ip(,;4) is bounded in ,'1](1) if and only if ip(,;4) 
maps each operator of rank 1 into fiJ(1). For the proof of the "if" part of this 
statement, let <ll : :YC x :YC --> [jJ(2) be the continuous bilinear mapping <ll(j, g) = 

ip(,~)[J0g], where f0g denotes the rank 1 operator defined by f0g(h) = (g, h)f. 
Assume that <ll(j, g) E ,'1](1) for all f, 9 E ,y{!. Then, by the closed graph theorem 
<ll : ,y{! x ,y{! --> ,0/3(1) will be separately continuous, hence continuous by the 
principle of uniform boundedness (cf. the Corollary to Theorem III.9 in [RS]). 
So there will be a constant c < CXJ such that 114>(j, g) I 1.-11(1) ::; cllfll·llgll for all f, 
9 E ,1t. Since each trace class operator S is of the form S = L~=l Akfk 0 gk with 
Ilfkll = Ilgkll = 1 and L~=l IAkl ::; IISII.%'(1), it follows that Ilip(A)[Slll.%,(l) ::; 
cIISIIM(l) for all S E ,'1](1). 

So, although ip(~4)[f0gl is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for each ip E BCOO(JR.) 
and f, 9 E :YC, if ip is not the Fourier transform of an integrable measure, then 
there is f E :YC such that ip(,~) [f 0 fl is not a trace class operator. Observe also 
that Tr(ip(,;4)[S]) = ip(O)TrS if ip E.;ftO(JR.) and S E fiJ(1). 



CHAPTER 7 

The Conjugate Operator Method 

Let H be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space .#, R(z) = (H - z)-1 its 
resolvent and'\ a real number in the spectrum of H. Since IIR('\+iIL)11 = IfLl- 1 , 

R('\ + ip.) cannot have limits in B(,YC) as fL -+ ±O. However, for certain vectors 
J E ,YC, the function F(z) = (j, R(z)f), which is defined and holomorphic for 
z outside the spectrum of H, could have a limit as z converges to ,\ from the 
upper or lower half-plane (these two limits will be different in general). If this 
happens for sufficiently many J, one can infer results on the spectral properties 
of H which are useful for example in scattering theory. This will be elaborated 
in Section 7.1. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to a detailed description 
of a method, called the "conjugate operator method", for proving the existence 
of such limits. 

In order to motivate the rather technical developments of the following sec
tions, we here explain the basic ideas of the method in some very simple sit
uations. One way of checking that lim/i~+o FC)" + ifL) exists is to prove that 

JaIl d: F('\ + ifL)ldfL < 00. A standard technique in the theory of ordinary dif
ferential equations for obtaining the finiteness of such integrals is to establish 
first an estimate for d: F('\ + ifL) in terms of F('\ + ifL), i.e. to prove a differen-

tial inequality of the form I d: F('\ + ifL) I :::; U\ (fL, F('\ + ill)) for some function 
U\, and then to use some version of the Gronwall lemma (see e.g. Chapter III 
in [Hm]). In the following simple examples it is not necessary to invoke the 
Gronwall lemma, but later on this lemma will be essential. 

As a first example we observe that lzR(z) = R(z)2 and, formally, [A, R(z)] = 
R(z)[H, A]R(z) for an arbitrary operator A. Assume that we may choose a self
adjoint A such that [H,iA] = HI. Then one has zlzR(z) = [iA,R(z)]- R(z); 
hence, if we assume that J E D(A), we obtain z lzF(z) = -F(z)-(iAJ, R(z)f)
(R(z)J,iAf). But, if z = ,\ + ifL and fL > 0, then IIR(z)JII = IIR(z)JII = 

1 Rigorously this means that e- iAT H eiAT = eT H for all T E~. We have chosen this 
special form of the commutation relation because it allows us to do explicitly the calculations 
that follow, and also because it covers some interesting Schrodingcr Hamiltonians, namely 
H = L"> + c1QI- 2 with c > - ~, by taking for A the generator of the dilation group, i.e. 

A = (p. Q + Q . P)/4. 
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p,-1/2I'SF(z)11/2. In conclusion, for A -I- 0 and p, > 0, we get the following 
differential inequality: 

(7.0.1 ) Id:F(A+iP,)I-:; IAI-1(llfll + 21IAfll)/1- 1/21F(A + iI1)11/2. 

Since F(z) -I- 0 if 8'z -I- 0, one may divide both sides by IF(A + ip,)11/2; upon in
tegrating the resulting inequality for 1 d~L F(A + ip,) 1/21, one arrives at the validity 
of the following estimate for 0 < P, < 1: 

(7.0.2) IF(A + ip,)1 1/2 -:; IF(A + i)11/2 + I~I (llfll + 21IAfll)· 

Finally one may estimate the r.h.s. of (7.0.1) by using (7.0.2). One sees that for 
each 15 > 0 there is a constant c such that 

(7.0.3) 

for IAI :2 15 and 0 < P, < 1. This obviously implies the existence of limF(A + ip,) 
as 11 -. +0, uniformly in IAI :2 15. 

As a second example, let us point out an important refinement of the preceding 
arguments. Above, A was considered fixed and p, was a parameter converging 
to zero. Clearly we may also get (7.0.2) (with some different constants on the 
r.h.s.) if we consider z = A + ip, fixed (with p, > 0), introduce a new parameter 
E > 0 and apply the same arguments to the function E f-+ F(A + ip, + iE). Of 
course, at this level, this is a trivial modification, but it allows us to improve 
the final result by the following trick. \Ne no more assume f E D(A) but take a 
family {fJE>O of clements of D(A) depending smoothly on E and converging to 
some f as E -. +0, and we define FE(z) = UE,R(z + iE)fE)' A computation as 
above will give (we set F; = ddEFE, etc:. and assume again that [H, iA] = H): 

(7.0.4) 

F:(z) = __ i -. (FE(z) + (iAfE' R(z + iE)fE) + (R(z + iE)* fp, iAfE)) 
z + ZE 

+ U:, R(z + iE)ffJ + (R(z + iE)* fE' f:)· 

By proceeding as in the derivation of (7.0.2), one finds that 

for all E E (0,1] and all z = A + ip, with A E rn:. and 0 < p, < 1. The integral 
on the r.h.s. of (7.0.5) can be made finite by a suitable choice of the family {fE} 
if and only if f belongs to the (real) interpolation space (D(A),dC)1/2,1 (see 
Proposition 2.3.3). So, as a consequence of (7.0.4) and (7.0.5), for each 15 > 0 
there is a constant c < 00 such that for all E E (0,1], IAI :2 15 and p, E (0,1]: 
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Since (j, R()'" + ilt)!) = (h, R()'" + ilt + i)h) - Jo1 J~FE()... + itt)de, one obtains 
the convergence of (j, R()... + itt)!) as tt ---+ +0 for each f E (D(A),,7th/2.1 by 
applying the dominated convergence theorem. 

One of the ideas in the preceding argument was to consider a modified resol
vent R( z, e) = [( H - ie) - z ]-1 depending on a small parameter e and converging 
to R(z) as e ---+ O. As a last example we now consider another e-dependent mod
ification of the resolvent R( z) suggested by some developments in the spectral 
theory of Schrodinger operators involving the dilation group (more precisely, we 
have in mind the theory of dilation analytic hamiltonians, for which we refer to 
[RS]). Let Gc(z) = (e- iE H _Z)-l = eiE R(zeiE ) be the new modified resolvent and 
define Fc(z) = (j, GE(z)!) for f E D(A) (we do not consider the improvement 
which could be obtained by letting f also be e-dependent). A simple computa
tion based on the relation [H, iA] = H shows that G~ == ddE Gc = [Gc, A]. So, if 
z = )... + itt: 

!F:(z) I ::; IIAfll(IIGc(z)fll + IIGc(z)* fll) 

::; 21IAfll·l)...sine + ttCOSel-1/2IFc(z)11/2. 

The estimate we need on !Fc(z) I has to be independent of IL. If)... > 0, then 
for tt ::::: 0 and e E (0,1) we have )...sine + /J. cos e ::::: )...sine ::::: 21f- 1)...e, hence 
!F:(z) I ::; (21f)...-l C 1)1/21IAfll·!Fc(z)1 1/ 2. By proceeding as before (division by 
!Fc(z)11/2 and integration), one obtains 

!Fc(Z)11/2 ::; !F1(z)1 1/2 + ff:IIAfll ::; ff:(llfll + IIAfll), 

because !Fl(z)1 ::; IIR(e i z)II'llfI1 2 ::; j2)...-11IfI12 if)", > 0 and tt::::: O. Conse
quently, for )..., tt > 0: 

I !iFE()... + itt) I ::; 21f e-1/ 2 1IAfll(llfll + IIAfll). 
de >.. 

The convergence of (j, R(>.. + itt)!) as tt ---+ +0 for f E D(A) can now be obtained 

from the relation (j, R(>.. + itt)!) = F1 ()... + ilL) - Jo1 ddEFC()... + ilL)de by using the 
dominated convergence theorem. Notice also that we obtained the estimate 2 
1(j,R(z)!)1 ::; 41f>..-1(llfI1 2 + IIAfI12). 

Observe that the chosen form of the modified resolvent GE(z) (we always 
take 0 < e ::; 1) works very well if )... > 0, IL > 0 and also if )... < 0, tt < O. 
In order to treat the cases)... < 0, tt > 0 and)", > 0, tt < 0 we have to take 
G E (z) = (eic H - z) -1. The final estimate then has the same form. 

In order to go beyond the special case of A-homogeneous operators H con
sidered so far, we recall that the somewhat formal relation [H, iA] = H should 
be interpreted as e-iAT H eiAT = eT H for all T E R This implies that there is 
a holomorphic map ~ f-+ H(O defined on the entire complex plane such that 
H(iT) = e-iAT HeiAT for T E lR; indeed, we just take H(O = e-i~H. Formally 

2 Remark that the present choice of the modified resolvent gives a somewhat better estimate 
than that obtained from (7.0.5) for the dependence in.\ of the norm of R(.\+ifl) as an operator 
::It- ----),yt-*, where,yt- = D(A); one may get the same result if,)'t- = (D(A),.#h/2,1' This was 

remarked and developed in [Mt]. 
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one then has e-EA H eEA = e- iE H 3. By making a first order expansion of H(c), 
one gets H(c) ~ H ~ icH = H ~ ic[H, iA], hence (if sgn A = sgnf.L) 

(7.0.7) 

It was the insight of E. Mourre [MIl, [M2] that the arguments of the preceding 
examples can be extended to situations where there is no simple expression for 
the commutator [H, iA], provided that this commutator has a definite sign when 
localized in a neighbourhood of A (in the expression (7.0.7), [H, iA] should have 
the same sign as IL). In more precise terms, his condition was as follows: there are 
real numbers a > 0 and 8 > 0 such that E(A; 8)[H, iA]E(A; 8) 2:: aE(A; 8), where 
E(A; 8) is the spectral projection of H associated to the interval (A ~ /5, A + /5). 
Under some regularity assumptions on H with respect to A, Mourre was able to 
carry through the ideas outlined in the above examples by using &'3 a modified 
resolvent the expression on the r.h.s. of (7.0.7) (in fact, in his original papers he 
worked with i.p(H)[H, iA]i.p(H) for some i.p E CO'(JR) instead of [H, iA], in order 
to have a bounded operator; however, this is not necessary under his conditions, 
see [JMP]). 

The abstract Mourre theorem came as a breakthrough in spectral theory be
cause of the ease with which it could be applied in rather complicated situations, 
for example to N-body Schrodinger hamiltonians. In fact, this application was 
the principal motivation of Mourre, who treated the case N = 3. Soon afterwards 
Perry, Sigal and Simon [PSS] extended his analysis to an arbitrary N. Moreover, 
their paper contains an extension of the abstract Mourre theorem which allowed 
them to eliminate some slightly unnatural conditions that Mourre had to impose 
on the potentials. More precisely, if H = ,6. + V(x) in ,yt = L2(JRn) and A = D 
is the generator of the dilation group (cf. (l.2.19)), then Mourre had to require 
that V E B(dC2 ,dC), [D, V] E B(dC2 "YC) and [D, [D, V]] E B(dC2,dC-2 ), where 
dCs == dCs (JRn) are Sobolev spaces (see Section 4.1). The second condition im
plies that the radial derivative of V has to be square-integrable away from the 
origin. In [PSS] this hypothesis is replaced by [D, V] E B('yC2 ,dC-1 ), which 
locally follows from V E B(dC2 , ,YC). On the other hand, the assumption on the 
second commutator, although harmless locally, restricts the admissible decay of 
V (x) at infinity; namely there are classes of short range potentials such that 
fV(x)1 s:: C(X)-l-v, with 0 < v < 1, for which this assumption is not satisfied 
(e.g. V(x) = sin Ixl . (x)-3/2). This problem was remarked by several people 
working on the subject and, as far as we know, the first published solution is 
due to Yafaev [Ya]. 

Independently, one of us (W.A.) had the idea of considering a modified re
solvent involving an approximate hamiltonian HE depending in a new way on 
the parameter c, viz. HE: = ,6. + B(cx)V(x), where B E CO'(JRn) and B(x) = 1 
if Ixl s:: l. Then the arguments of Mourre were easily extended to the modified 
resolvent GE = (H ~ iME ~ z)-1, where ME = ci.p(H) [HE , iA]i.p(H) for suitable 
'P E CO' (JR). An abstract version of these result and applications to N -body 

3It is interesting to observe that, for t, = s E Ill:. \ {O}, the spectrum of the operator H(s) is 
non-real, contained in e-iEIIl:.. On the other hand, if we set !vI = ecA , then we could think of 
H(s) as being equal to !v[-l H !vI; if !vI is bounded, such an operator has the same spectrum 
as H. This shows that A has to be unbounded if H # O. 
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hamiltonians appeared in [ABG2] and, in a more detailed form, in the first part 
of the unpublished notes [ABG 1]. Similar results based on the use of the above 
operators HE were obtained independently by Tamura [Tm1]. The connection 
between the conditions imposed on the approximating family {HE} and real in
terpolation theory has been observed in [BGl\I1], [BGM2]; this allowed them to 
extend the preceding theory to the optimal (in the Besov scale) class of short 
range potentials (the so-called Enss class). As a by-product of the method, they 
also got the limiting absorption principle in the optimal Besov space introduced 
by Agmon and Hormander [AH] in their analysis of the simply characteristic 
operators. The fact that this Besov space appears quite naturally in Mourre's 
original theory was pointed out before by Jensen and Perry [JP] who used es
timates proved by Mourre in [M2] (and which show, in fact, that the limiting 
absorption principle holds in a better space, but not of Besov type; see [BGM2]). 

A natural question then was the extension of the theory to the case where the 
potential V is only form-bounded relative to b.. A modification of the abstract 
results of [ABG 1] which allows one to cover such a situation appeared in [BMP 1]. 
Unfortunately their results, although quite good in two-body situations, are 
not very interesting in the N-body case. Finally, the regularity condition H E 
t(?l,l (A), which is the best possible in the Besov scale, was discovered in [BG5] 
and shown to give optimal results for large classes of pseudo-differential operators 
in [BG6]. 

In the preceding description of some developments of the Mourre theory we 
concentrated mainly on the abstract aspects of the theory and on the efforts 
made in order to eliminate the hypothesis on the second commutator [A, [A, H]]. 
Various authors developed the theory and the applications in other directions, 
but it is not our purpose here to present a review of this work. 

The main result of this chapter is Theorem 7.5.4 which gives a version of the 
conjugate operator method valid in the framework determined by a Friedrichs 
couple; this theorem is an improvement of that stated without proof in [BG5]. 
The version of the theory presented in Section 7.3 is an easy consequence of 
Theorem 7.5.4. vVe preferred however to give a separate proof of Theorem 7.3.1 
because this theorem is sufficient in the case of N-body hamiltonians and its proof 
is less technical than that of Theorem 7.5.4. We mention that Lemma 7.3.2 is 
due to M. Mantoiu: he observed that in the context of Section 7.3 it is easy to 
estimate the modified resolvent Go in which the full approximate commutator 
BE = [HE) iA] appears (so it is not necessary to consider the more complicated 
object <p(H)BE<P(H), as in the proof of Theorem 7.5.4; see also [.IMP]). 

The fact that Theorem 7.3.1 allows one to treat very singular hamiltonians 
with a spectral gap (e.g. hard-core N-body hamiltonians) has been observed 
in [EG7] and is developed here in Section 7.4. Neither the domain nor the 
form domain of the hamiltonian is assumed to be invariant under the group 
generated by A, and the hypothesis [A,H] E B(,yt2"yt-l) made in [PSS] is 
replaced by [A,H] E B(dt2"yt-2). But the main point here is the replacement 
of the condition on the second commutator by the regularity assumption H E 

t(?1,l (A), which is optimal in the Besov scale as explained further on in this 
chapter. 

Let us briefly describe the organization of the chapter. Section 7.1 is de-
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voted to a description of the limiting absorption principle and its consequences 
in spectral and scattering theory. In Section 7.2 we consider two self-adjoint op
erators A, H such that H is of class C 1 (A) and associate to them two functions 
(2, (f : IE. ---> (-00, +00] allowing us to express J\!Iourre's operator inequalities in 
a way that is convenient for our later developments. Sections 7.3-7.5 contain 
several versions of the conjugate operator method, and in the final Section 7.6 
we treat the first applications of the method in two-body like situations. There 
are three appendices; Appendix 7.B, devoted to the i:itudy of the optimality of 
our results, is particularly important. 

7.1. Locally Smooth Operators and Boundary Values of the 
Resolvent 

7.1.1. If H is a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space ,yc and A a real num
ber in its spectrum, then the limits liml'~o R(A±ifl) do not exist in B('yc). They 
could exist, however, in a larger space, and this fact has important consequences 
in spectral and scattering theory as we are going to explain in this section. 

We recall some of the standard terminology in the spectral theory of self
adjoint operators ([BW], [K1], [RS] or [W]). To each f E ,Yf/ one may associate 
a positive Borel measure rn on IE. by rn(B) = IIE(B)fI12. The (topological) 
support of this measure will be called the H-support of f and will be denoted by 
sUPPH f. We say that f is H-absolutely continuous on a set B c IE. if rn(N) = 0 
for each Borel set NcB of Lebesgue measure zero. If each f E .Yf/ is H
absolutely continuous on the set B, then H is said to have purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum in B (equivalently, this means that E (N) = 0 for each N 
as above). Let rn = rnac + rnsc + rnp be the Lebesgue decomposition of minto 
an absolutely continuous component mac, a singularly continuous part rnsc and 
an atomic (or pure point) part mp (the decomposition is made with respect to 
Lebesgue measure). We shall say that H has no singularly continuous spectrum 
in a Borel set B c IE. if rnsc(B) = 0 for each f E ./t. 

For real It > 0, let 15(IL) be the function on IE. given by: 

(7.1.1) 15 (x) = ~ fl 1 8' 1 
(1-') ~ x.2 + ,,2 = - --.-. 

" f""' Jr X - Zit 

This is just the Poisson kernel, denoted by PIL in Section 6.1, but it seems more 
natural in the present context to use the notation fj(IL) for it. Clearly 6(1-') 2: 0, 

.J:Ooo 15(IL) (x )d:r = 1 and lim/Ho 15(Jl) (x) = 15(x) (Dirac measure at zero) in the 
sense of distributions. Then, for A E IE.: 

(7.1.2) 6(IL)(H -A) = ~8'R(A+ilt) 
Jr 

= -21 .[R(A+ifl) -R(A-ill)] = !!.R(A±ill)*R(A±i!l). 
Jr'L Jr 

The relation (6.1.1) expresses functions of H in terms of 15(IL)(H - A). One may 
deduce from it a formula giving directly the spectral measure E of H in terms of 
its resolvent R(z). This is called Stone's formula, a proof of which can be found 
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in [RSl (Theorem VII.1:3): 

(7.1.3) 1 1 lb E((a,b)) + -E({a}) + -E({b}) = w-lim D(I")(H - A)dA. 
2 2 I"~+o.a 

This holds for arbitrary real numbers a < b. Hence, for any f E ,X: 

(7.1.4) 
1 2 

-b -IIE((a,b))fll <:: sup U,I5(I")(H - A)f) 
- a a<;>"<b 

1">0 

= sup f:i:IIR(A + irL)fW. 
a<;>"<b 7f 

11 >0 

This gives a criterion of H-absolute continuity: rt.J c JR:. is an open set and 
I U, [S'R( A + ilL) 1 f) I <:: C U) < 00 for all A E .J and /1 > 0, then f is H -absolutely 
continuous on.J and dd;>..IIE;>..fI12 <:: CU)7f- 1 a.e. on.J (we usc the standard 
notation E;>.. = E(( -00, A])); if the preceding condition holds for each f in some 
dense subset of ,X, then the spectrum of H in .J is purely absolutely continuous. 

It is easy to see that the preceding implication can be partially reversed: if f 
is H-absolutely continuous on .J and K is a subset of .J at distance l' > 0 from 
the boundary of .J, then 

(7.1.5) 
d 2 1 2 U, 15(,,) (H - A)f) <:: ess sup -IIExfll + -llfll 

xEJ dx 27fT 

for A E K, It > O. 

We recall now some simple but useful identities of the Fourier transform type. 
For IL > 0: 

(7.1.6) 

Together with (7.1.2) this gives: 

(7.1.7) 15(1")(H - A) = ~ Jco ei;>"te-iJIt-l"ltldt. 
27f _= 

These formulas hold in the strong topology of ,x and also in that of D(H). 
Here and below the domain D(H) of H is equipped with the graph topology 
associated to H (this is the unique B-space topology on the vector space D(H) 
such that D(H) C ,yt' continuously). The fact that Planchercl's theorem is valid 
for Hilbert space valued functions leads to the following result: If Jil'is any 
HilbeTt space and T E B(D(H), ;7), then one has fOT f E D(H) and Ii> 0: 

(7.1.8) roo e-211tIITe'fiHt fl12dt = ~ JOO IITR(A ±iIL)fI12dA, 
.fo 27f -co 

(7.1.9) 

We usc the same notation for the norm in ,y{;' and in Jil'. It is clear (consider 
the left-hand sides of these two relations) that the expressions in (7.1.8) and 
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(7.1.9) are decreasing functions of fL > O. By applying the monotone convergence 
theorem on the 1.h.s. one finds that 

(7.1.10) 

(7.1.11) 

Of course, one may replace limJL-++O by sUPp>o' If T E B(,/t, ,¥), the preceding 
identities are valid for each f E ,/t. 

The integrals on the l.h.s. of (7.1.10) and (7.1.11) will be infinite in general. 
The class of H-smooth operators is defined as the set of those operators T for 
which the l.h.s. of (7.1.11) is finite for all f E ,/t. This is a very strong require
ment on T (whether T is hounded or not; see Remark 14 in §17.1.2 of [BW] for 
a comment on this question). We shall use the following concept of local H
smoothness. Let J c IR. he an open set, .¥ a Hilbert space and T : D(H) --+ ,cj: 
a linear, continuous operator <1. \Ve shall say that T is locally H -smooth on J if 
for each compact K c J there is a constant CK < 00 such that 

(7.1.12) 

In connection with (7.1.10) we mention that the same class of operators T is 
obtained if in the preceding estimate the integral over IR. is replaced by the 
integral over (0, (0) or (-00,0); this follows easily from 

From now on we identify ,/t = ,Y{:'*. Then we have dense continuous em
beddings D(H) C ,/t C D(H)* and a canonical extension of R(z), z ¢:. O'(H), 
to an operator in B(D(H)*, ,Y{:') n B(,Yf, D(H)). In particular, D(p) (H - ,\) E 

B(D(H)*, D(H)) and, if T E B(D(H), .:¥), then TR(z) E B(,/t, .¥), R(z)T* = 
(TR(z))* E B(,cj:*,,/t) and TD(p)(H - '\)T* E B(§*,§). Since 115*511 
115112 = 115*112, we clearly have for JL > 0 and ,\ E IR.: 

(7.1.13) 

We shall now describe the local smoothness property in time independent 
terms. All the ideas of the next proof are due to T. Kato. 

PROPOSITION 7.1.1. T is locally H -smooth on J if and only if for each com
pact K c .J there is a jin'ite constant C~ such that 

(7.1.14) IIT[CSR(z)]T*II'S C~ if'Rz E K andO < CSz < 1. 

4Unlike other texts we do not require T to he closable as an operator from ,/t to :cj:. 
Closability is not necessary in the proofs of the results that we shall need, and the little gain 
of generality will be useful at one point (Theorem 7.l.5). 
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PROOF. If K C IR'. is an arbitrary closed set, we define 

(7.1.15) c7<. = 27fsup IITE(K)8(,cL)(H - A)T*II 
AER 
,cL>0 

= 27fsup ~IITE(K)R(A + ifL)112, 
AER 7f 
,cL>0 

where the last equality follows from (7.1.13) with T replaced by TE(K). 
(i) We first show that cJ,; gives the best possible constant CK in (7.1.12). For 

any 1 E ,YC, we get from (7.1.6): 

Comparison with (7.1.12) shows that CK ::0: CJ,;. To see that (7.1.12) holds with 
CK = C7<., observe that, if E(K)I = I, then 

2 

I ITS(,cL)(H - A)IW :s; fL21ITE(K)R(A + iIL)1121IR(A - ifL)fl12 
7f 

= ~IITE(K)R(A + ifL)112(j, 8(,cL)(H - A)1). 
7f 

Since J~(j,8(,cL)(H - A)1)dA = 11111 2, we get by using (7.1.11) that 

/
00 IITe-iHt 111 2 dt :s; 27f sup ~ liT E(K)R(A + ifL) 112111112. 

-00 AElll. 7f 
II>O 

(ii) \Ve claim that 

(7.1.16) 
IL ,1 fL 

sup -IITE(K)R(A + i1L)11 2 :s; -CJ,; :s; 4 sup -IITE(K)R(A + ifL)W. 
AEK 7f 27f AEK 7f 
,cL>0 ,cL>0 

The first inequality is evident, and for the second one it suffices to consider the 
contributions from the points A t/: K to the supremum in (7.1.15). If A E R\K, 
let AO E K be such that dist(A, K) = IA - Aol. Then 

IITE(K)R(A +ifL)11 :s; IITE(K)R(AO + ifL)II·II[I + (A - Ao)R(A + ifL)]E(K)11 

:s; 21ITE(K)R(AO + iIL)II· 

(iii) Finally, we prove the statement of the proposition. If (7.1.14) holds, 
then cJ,; < 00 by the second inequality in (7.1.16) (take into account (7.1.13) 
and use IITE(K)R(A + ilL)11 :s; IITR(A + ip.)II). Conversely, assume that T is 
locally H-smooth on J. Let Kl be a compact subset of J such that K c 
Kl and set E = dist(K, IR'.\K1 ) > O. We have CJ,;] < 00 by assumption, and 
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IITE(ffi.\KdR('\ + ip,)11 <::: IIT(H ~ ,\)~l E(ffi.\Kdll <::: C(c) if,\ E K. So, for any 
,\ E K and 0 < P, < 1: 

IIT[S'R('\ + ip,)]T* II = p,IIT E(Kl)R('\ + iJL)112 + p,IIT E(ffi.\K1 )R('\ + ip,)112 

< ~Co + C(c)2. 0 
~ 2 K, 

COROLLARY 7.l.2. If T E B(;#, §), then T is locally H -smooth on J if 
and only if its adjoint T* : §* --+ .7t has the following property: for each 
9 E §*, the vector T* 9 is H -absolutely continuous on J and lA IIEAT* gl12 is 
locally (essentially) bounded on J. 

PROOF. By the uniform boundedness principle and the polarization identity, 
(7.l.14) holds if and only if I(T*g, [S'R('\ + ip,)]T*g)1 <::: C(K,g) < 00 for each 
9 E /¥* and all ,\ E K, p, > 0. So the assertion of the corollary is true by (7.l.4) 
and (7.l.5). 0 

7.1.2. The usefulness of the concept of smooth operators will become clear 
from the results given in the next subsection. But now let us take advantage 
of the preceding corollary in order to introduce in a natural way the so-called 
"limiting absorption principle". We begin by expressing the property of local 
H-smoothness of a bounded operator T in a different form. If T E B(;#, §), 
let :'It = T* §* c ;# be the range of T* equipped with the norm Ilfll.7. = 
inf {llg 113* I T* 9 = J}. T* induces an isometric isomorphism from the Hilbert 
space §* / ker T* onto:'lt, so:'lt is a Hilbert space continuously embedded in ;#. 

And the fact that T is locally H-smooth on some open set J c ffi. is equivalent 
to the following assertion: for each compact subset K of J there is a constant 
CK < 00 such that IU, [S'R('\ + ip,)]J) I <::: CKllfl!.;? if ,\ E K, p, > 0, f E .yt. 
Now forget about T; let ,yt be any Hilbert space continuously embedded in 
.7t and such that IU, [S'R('\ + ip,)]J) I <::: CKllfll,;. if K,'\,p"CK and f are as 
above. If:'lt denotes the closure of ."'It in ;#, then there is a unique positive 
operator S E B(;#) with SI.7te:'lt = 0, S;# =.Y? and IIShll,n = Ilhll,J{' for all 
hE:'It (apply Friedrichs theorem for ."'It in ."'It). Clearly, any operator of the form 
T = US, U E B(;#, .'¥), will be locally H-smooth on J. 

The preceding considerations show that the crucial fact is an estimate of the 
form IU, [S'R('\ + ip,)]J) I <::: CKllfll,;., If this holds with S'R('\ + ilL) replaced by 
R('\ + ip,) (we shall see later on that this is a considerably stronger requirement), 
one usually says that the limiting absorption principle holds in ."'It locally on J. 
Of course, this is really useful only if ."'It is large enough, e.g. if it is dense in 
.7t (then H will have purely absolutely continuous spectrum in J). It will be 
quite useful to consider spaces ."'It which are not embedded in ;# (this allows 
the treatment of unbounded locally H-smooth operators T) and which are not 
Hilbert spaces (this will give a very precise criterion for the existence and the 
completeness of local wave operators). 

We pass now to more formal definitions. Let ."'It be a Banach space such that 
."'It c D(H)* continuously and densely, This implies a continuous embedding 
D (H) c ."'It', but this embedding is not dense in general (and this is the most 
interesting situation in our applications). Let :'It*o be the closure of D (H) in ."'It* , 
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equipped with the Banach space structure induced by .Yt*. Then the B-space 
,Yt*o is a closed subspace of ,Y?* and D(H) C .Yt*o continuously and densely. 
In particular we have canonical embeddings B(D(H)*,D(H)) C B(,Yt"Yt*O) c 
B(.Yt"yt*). The second embedding here is isometric, so B(.Yt,.Yt*D) is a norm
closed, weak* dense 5 subspace of B(,yt"yt*). 

Now recall that, for non-real z, we have R(z) E B(D(H)* "yt') nB(.Yt, D(H)) 
and SSR(z) E B(D(H)*,D(H)). So we may consider SSR(z) as an element of 
B(,yt,.Yt*O), which in turn is a subspace of B(.Yt,.Yt*). We shall say that the 
generalized limiting absorption principle(C.L.A.P.) holds for H in .Yt, locally on 
an open set J C ~, if for each compact K C J there is a finite constant C such 
that 1(1, [SSR(A+ip,)]J) I :::; Gllfll.;., for all f E .Yt, A E K, p, > 0; or, equivalently, 
if SUP.\EK,jt>O IISSR(A + ip,) I IB(.Yt/lt*) < 00 for each compact K C J. We say that 
the strong C.L.A.P. holds in ,yt locally on J if limjt--++O SSR(A + ip,) == SSR(A + iO) 
exists in the weak* topology of B(.Yt"yt*), for each A E J, uniformly in A on 
each compact subset of J. Notice that, by virtue of the uniform boundedness 
principle, the C.L.A.P. follows from the strong C.L.A.P. 

PROPOSITION 7.1.3. Let.Yt be a Banach space with.'Yt C D(H)* continuously 
and densely, and J C ~ open. 

(a) If the C.L.A.P. for H holds in.Yt locally on J, then H has purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum in J. If the strong C.L.A.P. holds in.Yt locally on J, then 
for each fixed AO E ~, the function A f---+ E.\ - E.\o E B(,Yt"Yt*) is weak*
continuously differentiable on J, and its derivative is equal to 

(7.1.17) 
d 1 

dA E.\ = ;SSR(A + iO). 

(b) Assume that (,yt*O)* =.'Yt and that the C.L.A.P. holds in.'Yt, locally on J. 
Let .¥ be a Hilbert space, T : D(H) --+ .¥ a linear operator which is continuous 
when D(H) is equipped with the topology induced by .'Yt*; in other terms, let 
T E B(,yt*o, #). Then T is locally H-smooth on J. 

PROOF. (a) Notice that, for any f E D(H)*, IIE(·)fI1 2 is a well defined 
positive Radon measure on ~, unbounded in general. This is due to the fact that 
E(B) E B(D(H)*, D(H)) if B is a bounded Borel set. Clearly (7.1.3) will hold 
in B(D(H)*,D(H)), hence (7.1.4) holds for any f E D(H)*. So for f E,yt, the 
measure IIE(')fI1 2 is absolutely continuous on J with locally bounded derivative 
(and reciprocally, if this holds for all f E .Yt, then the C.L.A.P. holds in.Yt locally 
on J, cf. (7.1.5)). In particular, if N c J is a bounded set of Lebesgue measure 
zero, then IIE(N)fI12 = 0 for f E ,Yt. But E(N) : D(H)* --+ .Yt is continuous 
and ,yt is dense in D(H)*; so E(N) = O. (7.1.17) follows from (7.1.3). 

(b) We have T* E B(.¥*,.Yt). Since SSR(z) maps ,yt into D(H) C ,yt*o, we 
get 

IIT[SSR(z )]T* II :::; IITII.1£*--+.y IISSR(z) 11.1t--+.n* IIT* 11.'7* --+.1£, 
and it suffices to apply Proposition 7.1.1. 0 

5WC recall that, if.¥, Cf} are Banach spaces, then the weak* topology on B(~Cj, .¥*) is the 
topology defined by the family of semi norms S f--+ I (f, S g) I with f E .¥ and 9 E Cf}. If .¥ = Cf}, 
it is enough to consider f = 9 (by the polarization identity). 
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The preceding proof shows that, even if ,yt- does not satisfy the condition 
(.Yt-*O)* = .Yt-, the conclusion of Proposition 7.1.3 (b) remains true for an arbitrary 
T E B (D (H), §) satisfying T* ,q;;* c .Yt-. If T* has this property, then T E 

B(.Yt-*o, §) (indeed, let S be the operator T* considered with values in .Yt; then 
by the closed graph theorem we have S E B ( §* "yt), hence S* E B (.Yt* , §); 
but clearly S*ID(H) = T). On the other hand, from T E B(,yt-*o, §) it follows 
that T* E B( §*, (.%*0)*), and in general we only have.Yt c (.Yt-*O)* C D(H)*. 
This comment explains the exact role of the assumption (.Yt*O)* = .Yt. 

The usual form of the limiting absorption principle is formally obtained by 
replacing ';sR(>..+ip,) by R(>..+ip,) in the definition of the C.L.A.P. Unfortunately, 
one cannot work in the preceding framework (without further conditions on .Yt) 
because R(z) does not belong to B(D(H)*,D(H)) if H is unbounded, hence the 
expression (j, R(z)f) is not a priori well defined for f E .Yt. In order to bypass 
this difficulty without introducing too involved conditions, and also because the 
next condition appears quite naturally in our applications, we shall proceed as 
follows. Observe first that the consideration of the form domain D(IHII/2) == 
(D(H),Xh/2,2 = [D(H),xh/2 of H naturally leads to the following structure: 

(7.1.18) D(H) C D(IHII/2) c ,yc = ,yt:* C D(IHII/2)* c D(H)*. 

All the spaces here are Hilbert spaces and the embeddings are continuous and 
dense. The main point is that R(z) E B(D(IHII/2)*, D(IHll/2)) for z rt-. a(H), 
with norm :s; 1 + Iz + il· [dist(z, a(H))]-l. So from now on we shall assume that 
,yt is a Banach space such that .Yt C D(IHI 1/ 2)* continuously and densely (in 
fact, for the main applications one may assume that ,yt- C X, cf. Sections 7.3 and 
7.4; then it is enough to consider the much simpler structure.Yt C X C ,yt*, and 
so B(,YC) C B(,/t,t/t-*)). This implies that D(IHII/2) C ,yt-* continuously; hence, 
if ,yt*o denotes the closure of D(IHII/2) in .Yt-*, we get canonical embeddings 

(7.1.19) 

Now, the definition of the (strong) limiting absorption principle(L.A.P.) for H 
in ,/t, locally on J, is obtained by replacing ';sR(>" + i/1~) by R(>.. + ip,) in the 
definition of the (strong) C.L.A.P. We shall sec, in the example we shall discuss 
in the last part of this section, that the L.A.P. is a much stronger condition on 
,yt than the C.L.A.P. In other terms, the real part of the resolvent R(>.. + ip,) 
is a much more singular object (in the limit p, = +0) than its imaginary part. 
Observe that the strong L.A.P. holds in ,yt locally on J if and only if the limits 
liml.t-'+D R(.>..±ip,) == R('>"±iO) exist in the weak* topology of B(.Yt,.Yt*) for each 
>.. E J, uniformly in >.. on each compact subset of J. One can reformulate this 
in slightly different terms as follows. Let CC± = {z E CC I ±';sz > O} and observe 
that CC± 3 z f-+ R(z) E B(,yt-"yt*) is a holomorphic function (with values in 
B(D(IHI1/2)*,D(lHll/2)) in fact). The strong L.A.P. is equivalent to the fact 
that this function has a weak*-continuous extension to the set CC± U J. The 
boundary values R('>" ± iO) of the resolvent on the real axis allow us to express 
the derivative of the spectral measure on J (see (7.1.17)): 

(7.1.20) 
d 1 

d'>" E), = 21ri [R(.>.. + iO) - R(>" - iO)]. 
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7.1.3. As we explained before, the C.L.A.P. is helpful in finding classes of 
locally smooth operators. The next theorem is, in fact, an example of what 
such operators are useful for. We shall give simultaneously a criterion for the 
existence and completeness of the so-called local wave operators and an invariance 
principle. The theorem is due to Kato, Lavine and Schechter, and we give a 
rather detailed sketch of the proof because we find it instructive. Observe that 
the class of functions rp allowed by our treatment is considerably larger than 
in most other formulations of the invariance principle (see, however the work 
of M. Wollenberg [Wol] or its presentation in [Ko]). In fact, a result which we 
present in Appendix C to this chapter shows that our functions rp are admissible 
in the sense of Schechter and reciprocally, if rp has a non-zero derivative almost 
everywhere, then the condition of admissibility implies rp'(x) > 0 a.e. 

THEOREM 7.1.4. Let HI and H2 be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space 
,Y{:!, denote by EI and E2 their spectral measures, and assume that there are a 
Hilbert space § and operators T j E B(D(Hj ), :¥) such that HI - H2 = TtT2 as 
forms on D(Hd x D(H2); more explicitly, this means (Hdl,12; - (h,H212; = 

(TIh,T212; for all fj E D(Hj). Assume that J c lR. is an open set and that Tj 
is locally H j -smooth on J (j = 1, 2). Then 

(7.1.21) 

exist, are bijective isometries of E2 (J).YC onto EI (J).YC and satisfy 

W±(HI' H 2; J)* = W±(H2, HI; J), 

W±(HI' H 2; J)8(H2) = 8(HdW±(HI' H 2 ; J) 

for each bounded Borel function () : lR. --+ C Moreover, if rp : lR. --+ lR. is Borel and 
has a strictly positive, finite derivative almost everywhere, then: 

(7.1.22) 

In particular, if J = rp-l(J) for some open set J C lR. and if H j = rp(Hj), then 

W±(HI , H 2; J) exist and are equal to W± (III , H 2 ; J). 

PROOF. (i) The existence of the limits (7.1.21) is a simple consequence of the 
following assertion: for each 12 E .YC such that sUPPlh 12 == K2 is a compact 
subset of J, and for each function 8I E Co (J) with 81 (A) = Ion a neighbourhood 
of K 2 , we have: 

(7.1.23) 

(7.1.24) 

s-lim 8I(Hr)eiHlte-iH2t12 exist, 
t--.±= 

s-lim [I - Ol(Hr)]eiHlte-iH2t12 = o. 
t--.±= 
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(ii) We prove (7.1.23). We set W(t) = (h(HdeiHlte-iH2t and observe that 
for h E .Yt and s < t: 

I(h, [W(t) - W(s)]h)1 = ilt (Tle-iHl~(h(Hdh, T2e-iH2~ h)dai 

:S [I t IITle-iHl~81(HdhI12da lt IIT2e-iH2~ hl1 2da] 1/2 

:S CK,llhll [I t IIT2e-~H2a hl1 2da] 1/2 

Here K1 = supp 81 and CK, is a finite constant furnished by (7.1.12). We obtain 
II[W(t) - W(s)]hll --+ 0 as s --+ +00 or t --+ -00, which proves (7.1.23). 

(iii) Now we prove (7.1.24). Let 82 E Co(J) with 82 (A) = 1 if A E K2 and 
8182 = 82 . Then 12 = 82(H2)h and [I - 81 (Hd]e2(H2) = [I - 81 (HdH82(H2) -
82 (Hd]. Hence (7.1.24) follows from 

(7.1.25) lim 11[82 (H2 ) - 82(Hd]e-iH2thll = o. 
Itl--+oo 

\Ve prove this for any function 82 E Coo (lR). Since the vector space generated 
by the family of functions {rz}zEIC\~, rz(x) = (x - z)-1, is a dense subspace of 
CCX)(lR), it is enough to show (7.1.25) with 82 replaced by rz . Set H j = (Hj -z)-l 
and observe that for any gj E .#: 

l(gI, (R1 - R2)g2)1 = I(R~gl,H2R2g2) - (HIR~gl,R2g2)1 

= 1- (TIR~gl,T2R2g2)1:S IIT1 Rrll·llg111·IIT2 R2g2 11· 

Taking g2 = e-iH2t 12 we see that it is enough to prove that IIT2R2e-iH2t 1211 --+ 0 
as It I --+ 00. But this is an easy consequence of the fact that both the function 
F(t) = T2R2e-iH2t 12 and its derivative are square-integrable on IE.. 

(iv) At this moment, the existence of the limits in (7.1.21) is proved. The same 
arguments show that W±(H2,H1;J) exist too, and this implies the assertions 
made in the sentence following (7.1.21) by standard and easy arguments. It 
remains to prove (7.1.22), and for this we shall usc a method essentially due to 
Schechter [Sche2]. 

(v) We begin with an observation of a general order. Let H be a self-adjoint 
operator in.Yt, j a vector in the domain of H, and T a linear continuous operator 
from D(H) (equipped with the graph topology) into a Hilbert space JF Assume 
that the function F : IE. --+ .:ff defined by F(t) = (27r)-1/2Te- iHt j, is square
integrable. We recall that for Hilbert space-valued functions on IE. the usual L2_ 
version of the Fourier transform theory remains valid. In particular, the inverse 
Fourier transform F(A) = (27r)-1/2 J~ eiAt F(t)dt (which, a priori, is a §-valued 
tempered distribution) is a square-integrable ,¥-valued function on IE.. Moreover, 

Plancherel's theorem gives for any a E .9"(IE.) the identity f~ a(A)F(A)dA = 
flF1. a(t)F(t)dt == Ta(H)j (the last equality is obvious). From this we first deduce 

that the support of the function F is included in sUPPH j (because a(H)j = 0 

if a E Co (IE. \ sUPPH j); in fact one may show by using (7.1.7) that F(A) = 
iA TEAj, but we do not need this). Now assume that sUPPH j is compact. Then, 
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by using a standard limiting procedure, we obtain Ta(H)f = J a()")F(>,)d)" for 
any bounded Borel function a : ~ ----+ cc. In particular, if cp : ~ ----+ ~ is Borel, we 
shall have for all s, t E R 

Te-isH-itcp(H) f = i: e-is)..-itcp()..)F()..)d).. = [e-itcp(-P)P](s). 

The last equality may be interpreted as a definition. Hence: 

1= liTe-isH e-itcp(H) fl12ds = 1= II[e-itcp(-P) P](s)11 2ds. 

Now Corollary 7.C.2 is clearly valid for Hilbert space-valued functions u. In 
conclusion, if cp is as in the statement of the theorem, we shall have 

(7.1.26) 

(vi) We now prove (7.1.22) for t ----+ +00. Let W = W+(Hl' H2; J); we first 
show that: 

(7.1.27) lim (e-itcp(H,J iI, (W - I)e- itcp (H2 ) h) = 0 
t-.--...-tCX) 

for all fj E Ej (J),$. We may suppose that supp H. fJ is a compact subset of J. 
] 

Denoting fj = e-itcp(H]) fj, we have: 

lUi, (W - I)f~)1 = ILX 
(TIe-isH, fi, T2e-isH2 f~)dsl 

~ It [1= IITje-isH,-itCP(H,) fjl12dS] 1/2, 

which tends to zero as t ----+ +00, by (7.1.26). So (7.1.27) is true. Finally, let 12 E 

E (J),$ and iI = W 12, which belongs to El (J),$ because W E2 (J) = El (J) W. 
Then: 

IleitCP(H,Je-itCP(H2) 12 - Whl1 2 = Ilfi - fil1 2 = 2~Ui, (W - I)f~) 

because W : E2 (J),$ ----+ EI (J),yt' is an isometry. (7.1.27) shows that the pre
ceding expression tends to zero as t ----+ 00, which finishes the proof of (7.1.22). 

(vii) For the proof of the last assertion of the theorem, observe that the 

spectral measure Ej of Hj is given by Ej(B) = Ej(cp-l(B)) for any Borel set 
BcR 0 

The factorization assumption HI -H2 = TIT2 made in the preceding theorem 
is inconvenient in applications and, aesthetically speaking, not very satisfactory. 
Fortunately, the spaces in which we shall prove the L.A.P. will not only provide 
us with explicit classes of locally smooth operators, but will also make trivial the 
verification of this factorization property. In the next theorem we use notions 
introduced in Section 2.8 (cotype and approximation property). However, if the 
reader accepts that spaces of the form (&1, &6h/2,1, where (81, e'O) is a Friedrichs 
couple, have cotype 2 and the bounded approximation property, then he will not 
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need to know the precise meaning of these notions, since in our applications only 
such spaces will appear. 

THEOREM 7.1.5. Let HI and H2 be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space 
,7{? For each j = 1, 2 let.Y~ be a Banach space such that ,y~ c D (Hj ) * 
continu07tsly and densely; notice the embedding D(H j ) C .Yt/, denote by'Y0*o the 
closure of D(Hj ) in .Y0* and suppose that (.Ytr)* = ,Y~. Furthermore, assume 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) the C.L.A.P. for H j holds in ,ytj locally on some open set J C IR; 
(ii) HI - H2, considered as a sesquilinear form on D(Hd x D(H2), is contin-

1WUS for the topology induced by,Y4* x ,y~*; in other terms, there is a continuous 
operator V :,Y4*o -+.y~ = (,y~*o)* such that (Hdl,h) - (h,H2h) = (vh,h) 
for all 11 E D(Hj ); 

(iii) the Banach space.Y~ (j = 1,2) is of cotype 2 and has the bounded approx
imation propeTty (these cond-itions aTe fulfilled if .y~ is obtained from a FTiedTichs 
couple by Teal inteTpolation of oTdeT (8,p) with 0 < 8 < 1 and 1 :s; p :s; 2). 

Then the hypotheses of Them'em 7.1.4 aTe fu(filled, hence its conclus'ions aTe 
tTue. 

PROOF. By the theorem of Pisier quoted in §2.S.4, there is a Hilbert space 
,,¥ and there are bounded operators 51 : ,Y4*o -+ .-ff and 52 : .-ff -+ ,y~ such 
that V = 525 1 . Identify §* = .-ff and let Tl = 5 11D(Hd and T2 = 5~ID(H2)' 
By Proposition 7.1.3, Tj is locally Hj-smooth on J, hence the assumptions of 
Theorem 7.1.4 are satisfied. 0 

7.1.4. In this subsection we shall give a rather detailed description of the 
spectral properties of a certain class of multiplication operators. This will allow 
us to consider the notions introduced so far in the simplest non-trivial case, and 
it will provide us with interesting examples for the theory that will be developed 
later on in this chapter. One should notice the fundamental role played by the 
translation group (through the notion of derivative) for obtaining non-trivial 
spectral properties for the operators of multiplication by functions. 

Let n C IR" be an open set and let H be the operator of multiplication by a 
Borcl function h : n -+ IR in the Hilbert space ,7{? = L2(n). Then the spectral 
measure E of H is easily described: for any Borel set B C IR, E(B) is the operator 
of multiplication by the characteristic function of the set h- l (B). Hence one may 
describe several properties of H in terms of h according to the following rulet:l 
(when we speak about the measure of a subset of a space IRk without further 
specification, we always mean Lebesgue measure): 

(a) the spectrum of H is equal to the essential range of h (i.e. the set of A E IR 
such that h-l(U) is of non-zero measure for any neighbourhood U of A); if his 
continuous, this is just the closure of the range h(n) of h; 

(b) A E IR is an eigenvalue of h if and only if h -1 (A) has non-zero measure; 
(c) H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum in a set J C IR if and only 

if for any Borel set N C J of measure zero, h -1 (N) is also of measure zero; 
(d) H has a non-trivial singularly continuous component if and only if there 

is a Borel set N C IR of measure zero, such that h- I (N) has non-zero measure 
but h-1(A) is of zero measure for each A E N. 
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We leave to a later section of this chapter the study of the operators H = h( Q) 
in the case n > 1; we shall see that this is not a trivial matter, even if h is a 
smooth function. Here we specialize to the case n = 1, where more explicit 
results can be obtained by classical methods. We shall consider rather singular 
functions h in order to explain exactly what happens. This will also provide us 
with a framework in which the abstract tools developed in Sections 7.2-7.5 are 
easily tested and shown to give optimal results, in a precise sense. 

We first describe some known facts about the differentiability of increasing 
functions (proofs can be found in [S], especially eh. IV, §9 and eh. VI, §7; the 
theorem of de la Vallee Poussin which we use is Theorem 9.6 in eh. IV). Let 
U c JR:. be an open interval and cp : U ---+ JR:. a continuous increasing function. 
It will be convenient here to make a slight change of notation and to denote its 
distributional derivative by cp(1). It is easily proven (see [Sch]) that cp(1) is just 
the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure defined by cp (so J f(x)cp(1) (x)dx = J fCr)dcp(x) 
for f E Co (U), where the I.h.s. is interpreted in the sense of distributions, 
while the r.h.s. is a Stieltjes integral). Below we shall say £-a.e. or cp-a.e. if 
we mean that a property holds almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue 
measure or cp(1Lmeasure; similarly we shall use the terms "£-measure zero" and 
"cp-measure zero". If the classical derivative of cp at a point x E U exists, it 
will be denoted by cp'(x) (the value +00 for cp'(x) is permitted); so cp'(x) could 
be an arbitrary number in [0, +00]. Then cp'(x) exists and is finite for £-a.e. 
x E U. The points where cp'(x) does not exist are, in fact, rather irrelevant, 
since they are of £-measure zero and of cp-measure zero. So cp' (x) exists £-a.e. 
and cp-a.e. on U. Really important are the two disjoint Borel sets A'P = {x E U I 

cp' (x) exists and 0 < cp' (x) <oo} and S'P = {x E U I cp' (x) exists and cp' (x) = 

+oo}. In fact, A'P and S'P are Borel-supports 6 for the absolutely continuous 
and for the singular part of cp(1) respectively (this result is due to de la Vallee 
Poussin). More precisely, if B c U is a Borel set, then 

(7.l.28) 

cp(1)(B) == l dcp(x) = l cp'(:r)dx + cp(1)(B n Sp) 

= {" cp'(X)d1;+cp(1)(BnS'P). 
lEnA" 

Observe that the set where cp'(:r) = 0 is of cp-measure zero. However, it could be 
of £-measure equal to the length of U; this happens if and only if the measure 
cp(1) is purely singular with respect to Lebesgue measure, and then one usually 
says that the function cp is purely singular. 

6We stress the fact that for a measure f.L on an open subset U C ]Rn one can introduce, 
besides the usual (topological) notion of support, a more subtle one as follows. A Borel set 
Me U is a Borel-support faT f.L if f.L(U \ M) = o. Clearly, there are many such supports. But 
there is only one Borel-support which is closed and is contained in any other closed Borel
support: this is the topological support, denoted supp It. In measure theory one is usually 
interested in finding Borel-supports lH much smaller than supp f.L; notice that if M c supp IL, 
then M = supp f.L. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1.6. Let fl c 1Ft an open interval and h : fl --+ 1Ft a continuous, 
strictly increasing function. Let H be the self-adjoint operator in .Y6' = L2(fl) 
defined as multiplication by the function h. Then H has purely continuous spec
trum equal to the closure of the interval J = h(fl). Let SH be the Borel subset 
of fl consisting of the points x where the (classical) derivative h'(x) exists and 
is equal to zero. Then 

(a) H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum if and only if SH is of 
Lebesgue measure zero. 

(b) h(SH) == K,(h) is a Borel subset of J of Lebesgue measure zero, and outside 
K,(H) the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous. 

PROOF. The function h is a homeomorphism of fl onto the open interval J; we 
shall denote by g == h- 1 : J --+ fl its inverse, so g is also continuous and strictly 
increasing. We shall use below the following fact: let x Efland y = h(x); 
then h is differentiable at :1; (with derivative h' (x) finite or not) if and only if g is 
differentiable at y; and in this case we have g' (y) = [h' (:1;) ]-1. In terms of slightly 
formal notations like {h' = O} == {x E fl I h' (x) exists and is equal to zero}, we 
get {g' = DO} = h{h' = O} and {O < g' < oo} = h{O < h' < oo}. 

Let n be equipped with Lebesgue measure and let the interval J be equipped 
with the measure g(1). In particular,:Yt' = L2(fl) is constructed with the help of 
the Lebesgue measure, while .7ti = L2(J) == L2(J; g(1)) is constructed in terms 
of the measure g(1). Observe that the Borel isomorphism h : fl --+ J is measure 
preserving: in fact, for any interval [a, b] C fl, we have b-a = g(h(b)) - g(h(a)) = 
g(l)([h(a), h(b)]) = g(1)(h([a, b])), which implies the assertion. It follows that the 
map f f--+ fog induces a unitary operator .Y6' --+ ,yt[, which clearly transforms 
H into the operator H1 of multiplication by the free variable y E J in . .Yt1. This 
shows that the spectral properties of H are completely described by the measure 
gCl). For example, H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum if and only if g(1) 

is absolutely continuous. According to the discussion preceding the statement of 
the proposition, this happens if and only if {g' = oo} is of g(1Lmeasure zero (see 
(7.1.28)). Since h : fl --+ J is measure-preserving and h{h' = O} = {g' = oo}, 
the assertion (a) of the proposition is proved. Moreover, h(SH) == {g' = oo} and 
g has a finite derivative L-a.e., so h(SH) has L-measure zero, and outside this 
set g(1) is absolutely continuous, which proves (b). 0 

We consider now some examples in the context of the above proposition. If 
h is a purely singular function (i.e. h'(x) = 0 L-a.e.), then H will have purely 
singularly continuous spectrum, equal to the interval 1. In order to see this, it 
is enough to use the formalism introduced in the preceding proof and to observe 
that h- 1 = g is also purely singular (indeed, h{h' = O} = {g' = oo} and h 
transforms Lebesgue measure into g(1), so g' = 00 g-a.e. and this is equivalent to 
g' (y) = 0 L-a.e. by (7.1.28)). In view of the regularity assumptions which will be 
imposed in the conjugate operator method (cf. Sections 7.3-7.5), it is interesting 
to note that one can construct strictly increasing, purely singular functions h 
having any modulus of continuity that does not imply the Lipschitz property 
(e.g. one may construct such functions h that are Holder continuous of all orders 
e < 1, i.e. such that Ih(xJ) - h(X2)1 -<; C(e)IX1 - x21& for all e < 1; see [HK] for a 
much better result). If h is an absolutely continuous function (e.g. if it is locally 
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Lipschitz), then h- 1 cannot be purely singular (otherwise h = (h- 1 )-1 would 
be purely singular too), so H will have a non-zero absolutely continuous part. 
However, H could have a non-trivial singularly continuous component even if h 
is of class Coo: according to Proposition 7.1.6 (a) this happens if the derivative of 
h is zero on a large set (i.e. a set of non-zero Lebesgue measure). More precisely, 
let h : 0 --+ JR. of class 0 1 and strictly increasing and set F = {x E 0 I hi (x) = O}. 
Then F is a closed subset of 0 with empty interior. Reciprocally, for each such 
F there is a function h as before such that F = {hi = O}; for example take h 
equal to a primitive of the distance function x f---> dist (x, F). If F is also closed 
as a subset of JR., then one may even choose h E 0 00 (for this, let cp E COO (JR.), 
cp 2: 0, with F = {cp = O}, which exists by Lemma 1.4.13 in [N], and take for h 
a primitive of cp; observe that the choice cp(x) = dist(x, F) gives hE 0 1 with hi 
Lipschitz). Since there are plenty of closed sets F with empty interior and non
zero Lebesgue measure, it is easy to construct h E C=(O), strictly increasing 
and such that H has a nontrivial singularly continuous component. This fact 
shows the importance of the requirement of strict positivity imposed on the 
constant a in the Mourre estimate (cf. Section 7.3). By Proposition 7.1.6, the 
spectrum of the singular component of H is always contained in the critical set 
K(h) of h (a closed set of measure zero). It is clear that, if each neighbourhood 
in F of each point of F has non-~ero measure, then the spectrum of the singular 
component of H is equal to K(h) (see the proof of Proposition 7.1.6; such F can 
be constructed). 

Now that we have a rather good understanding of the absolutely continuous 
part of a multiplication operator H, it is instructive to consider the meaning of 
the limiting absorption principle in this context. If z is a complex number away 
from h(O) (assuming h continuous), then the resolvent R(z) is the operator of 
multiplication by the function 0 -3 x f---> (h( x) - z) -1. Hence R( A ± iO) should be 
multiplication by (h(x) - A =+= iO)-l, in some sense. But if A belongs to the range 
of h, it is clear that this is a quite singular object, and we shall see that it is not 
easy to give a meaning to it if h is not smooth enough (h E C 1 is not sufficient i). 
We shall continue to consider the one-dimensional case here, our main purpose 
being to construct a counter-example. Positive, essentially optimal results, will 
be obtained later on in the n-dimensional case (the division theorem). 

Let 0 c JR. be an open interval and h : 0 --+ JR. a Borel function; as usual, H is 
the operator of multiplication by h in ,7't' = L2(0) and R(A+if..i) = (H - A -if..i)-1 
for A, f..i E JR., f..i > O. Then for u, v E L2(0): 

(7.1.29) . ) 1: 11.(x)v(x) (11, R(A + Zf..i)V = () . dx. 
n h x - A - Zf..i 

It is natural to try to get a limiting absorption principle in the framework of 
distribution theory, i.e. to see whether the above quantity is bounded as f..i --+ 0 
for allu, v E 0 0 (0). Since 11.7] is then of class Co(n) and each cp E 0 0 (0) 
is such a product, the question may be stated in purely distributional terms as 
follows. For a fixed A E JR., consider the family {( h(·) - A - if..i) -1 } 1">0 of bounded 
Borel functions on 0 as a subset of the space of distributions ~* (0) on 0; is 
this family bounded in 0'I*(0)'? If it is, then one can find a sequence of positive 
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numbers such that J1.j ---+ 0 and limj--><Xl(h(x) ->.-iJ1.j)-1 exists in @*(O) (by the 
compactness of bounded sets in ~* (0)). So it is natural to inquire whether the 
limit liml"-4+o (h( x) - >. - iJ1.) -1 exists in the sense of distributions, i.e. whether 
limfl-4+o I cp(x)(h(x) - >. - iJ1.)-ldx exists for all cp E cgO(O). If it does, and if 
we denote the limit by (h( x) - >. - iO) -1 (a distribution on 0), then we shall 
have for 7L, v E Co(n): 

(7.1.30) . . 1 u(x)v(x) 
hm (u, R(>' + ZJ1.)v) = h() >. . dx, 

w-'+O S1 X - - zO 

where the integral has to be understood as the action of the distribution (h( x) -
>. -iO)-1 on the test function u(x)v(x). 

In order to be able to do explicit calculations, we shall now study the pre
ceding question under a rather strong assumption on h. We assume that h is 
an increasing homeomorphism of 0 onto an interval J C lR'. and that its inverse 
g == h- 1 : J ---+ lR'. is of class C 1 (recall that H has a purely absolutely contin
uous spectrum if and only if g is an absolutely continuous function). Then h is 
everywhere differentiable on 0 (the value +00 for the derivative being allowed) 
and we have h'(x) = [g'(y)]-l if Y = h(x). 

Under these assumptions it is quite easy to treat the imaginary part of (h(x)
>. - iIL)-l, because we can make the change of variable x = g(y) and get 

(7.1.31) 

1 cp(x)S'[h(x) - >. - iILr ldJ.; = r cp(g(y))g'(y) ( ~2 2 dy. 
n JJ Y - + J1. 

Since 1T-1IL[(y - >.)2 + J1.2]-1 converges to the Dirac distribution with support 
{>'} as J1. ---+ +0, we get for any cp E CO'(O): 

(7.1.32) 

. 1 1 (. )O[ ( .. ) . ]-1 . _ (()) '( ) _ cp(h-1(>.)) Inn - cp x :s h:L - >. - 2J1. dJ.. - cp g >. g >. - h ( -1( )). 
11 -->+0 1T n 'h >. 

It follows (cf. (7.1.17)) that for all >. E J, the operator dE)../d>' is just mul
tiplication by the distribution [h'(h- 1 (>.))]-18(J.; - h-1(>.)) (usually written as 
8(h(x) - >.)). If 0 is bounded, and if we take for ,yt the Banach space of bounded 
continuous functions on IT that are equal to zero at the end points of 0, then 
:Yt C ,yt c ,yt * continuously (the first embedding being dense), and we have 
proved that liml1-4+O S'R(>. + iJ1.) exists in the weak* topology of B(:Yt"yt*) for 
each>' E J. Notice that, if g is only Lipschitz, then we shall have a uniform 
bound IIS'R(>' + iJ1.)II.A:'-4.Yt* ::.:; M < 00 for all >., It -=J 0, but the preceding limit 
will exist only for almost every>. E J. This shows the difference between the 
G.L.A.P. and the strong G.L.A.P. 

We shall now treat the real part of (h (x) - >. - iJ1. t 1, a considerably more 
difficult task. The same change of variable as before gives: 

(7.1.33) 
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We shall assume cp at least continuous with compact support, hence 1/J := cpo g. 9' 
belongs to cg(J). The estimate (7.B.1) from the Appendix B to this chapter 
shows that lim!L~+O J cp(x)~[h(x) -.\ - il1l-Idx exists if and only if the Hilbert 

transform ;J;(.\) := lim!L~+o ~Y-)..I>ll 1/J(y)(y - .\)-Idy of 1/J at.\ exists, and the 
two limits are equal if they exist. So we can use facts from the theory of the 
Hilbert transformation in our context (see [Gal, especially Theorem 5.2 page 252 

and also pages 110, 105, and eh. 8 in [Ba]). For each continuous 1/J, ;J;(.\) exists 

for almost every.\ E lR, but there is a function 1/J E cg(J) such that ;J;(.\) does not 
exist for ~n uncountable set of .\ and such that the (almost everywhere defined) 

function 1/J is essentially unbounded on each subinterval of a given compact subset 
of J (notice, however, that ;J; E Lfoc for all p < (0). In fact, such a function 
is constructed, as a preliminary step, in Appendix 7.B: the function f(x) = 

2:rED ar~(x - r) constructed there is not only continuous, but also absolutely 
continuous. It follows that, even if h is a Coo -diffeomorphism (e.g. h (x) == :r), the 
limiting absorption principle for H cannot hold in a Banach space ,yt consisting 
of functions that are not more than absolutely continuous locally. In particular, 
the real part of the resolvent is effectively more singular than its imaginary part, 
as observed in §7.1.2. 

Now assume that cp E Co(r2). If g is not more than C I , then 1/J will not be 
more than cg in general, so we shall have the same problems again. Appendix B 
of this chapter is devoted to the construction of a CI-diffeomorphism h : lR ---> lR 
such that 0 < c ::; h' (x) ::; C I for some constant c and all x; moreover, h' is 
absolutely continuous and h is locally of Besov class B~q(lR) for all q > 1; but 
for any cp E CJ(lR) with cp(h- I (.\)) i- 0 the quantity (7.1.33) is unbounded as 
11 ---> +0, and this for all rational numbers .\ in a given bounded interval. So the 
L.A.P. for H cannot hold in a space containing Co (lR). It is remarkable that 
the conjugate operator method, as developed in Sections 7.2-7.5, will allow us to 
prove the strong L.A.P. for H in very simple spaces if h E BlxsI (lR) locally. 

One should notice that, if h is a CI-diffeomorphism, then the spectrum of 
H = h( Q) is quite nice, e.g. it is purely absolutely continuous. So the validity of 
the L.A.P. in some space ,Y? is a much stronger assertion than the pure absolute 
continuity of the spectrum: it involves a certain relation between Hand ,Y? 
which implies propagation estimates; these estimates playa fundamental role in 
the proof of asymptotic completeness (see [1\12]). 

On the positive side, let us mention that the explanations given in the first 
part of Appendix 7.B immediately imply that, if h is a CI-diffeomorphism with 
Dini-continuous derivative, then the L.A.P. for H will hold in any space ,Yt 
consisting of functions that are Dini-continuous. We do not insist on this, since 
a far better result will be obtained further on. 

7.2. The Mourre Estimate 

In this section we consider a pair of self-adjoint operators A, H in a Hilbert 
space.Yt. The domain D(H) of H is equipped with the graph topology; hence 
D(H) is a H-space continuously and densely embedded in.Yt. We shall always 
identify.Yt with its adjoint space .Yt*, so that D(H) C iYC C D(H)* with contin
uous and dense embeddings. We define [A, H] = -[H, A] as the sesquilinear form 
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on D(A) nD(H) given by the correspondence (j,g) f--+ (Aj,Hg) - (Hj, Ag). 
We shall assume throughout the remainder of this section that H is of class 

C 1 (A). A characterization of such operators in terms of the commutator [A, H] 
has been specified in Theorem 6.2.10 and explained in the comments following 
that theorem. In particular D(A) n D(H) is dense in the H-space D(H) (i.e. it 
is a core for H) and [A, H] extends in a unique way to a continuous sesquilin
ear form on D(H). We keep the notation [A, H] for this extension and also 
denote by [A,H] the operator in B(D(H),D(H)*) associated to it by the Riesz 
lemma. So [A, H] is a continuous linear operator from D(H) into D(H)* such 
that (1, [A, H]g) = (Aj, H g) - (H j, Ag) if j, g E D(A) n D(H) (the bracket on 
the l.h.s. means anti-duality between D(H) and D(H)*, whereas the brackets on 
the r.h.s. are scalar products in X). Notice that [A, H]* = [H, A] = -[A, H], so 
that [H, iA] == i[H, A] is a symmetric continuous operator from D(H) to D(H)*. 

If z E IC \ CJ(H), then the resolvent R(z) == (H - z)-l extends to a linear 
homeomorphism D(H)* --+ X such that R(z),# = D(H), and one has (cf. 
(6.2.24)): 

(7.2.1) [A, R(z)] = R(z)[H, A]R(z). 

The r.h.s. is the product of three bounded operators R(z) : ,# --+ D(H), [H, A] : 
D(H) --+ D(H)* and R(z) : D(H)* --+ ,# (read from right to left), whereas the 
l.h.s. is independently defined as the following bounded operator in ,#: 

(7.2.2) 

[A, R(z)] = s-lim ~{eiAT R(z)e-iAT - R(z)} 
T-->O 'IT 

= s-lim ~ [eiAT , R(z)]e-iAT = s-lim[AT) R(z)], 
T-->O 'IT T-->O 

where AT = (iT)-l (eiAT - 1) for T i- O. We observe that (7.2.1) may also be 
written as 

(7.2.3) [H, A] = (H - z)[A, R(z)](H - z), 

where the r.h.s. is a product of three bounded operators (H - z) : D(H) --+ ,#, 
[A, R(z)] : ,# --+ X and (H - z) : X --+ D(H)*. 

7.2.1. Let {E (-)} be the spectral measure of H. If J is a bounded in
terval in JR., then E(J) belongs to B(,#, D(H)) and, by duality, extends to a 
bounded operator from D(H)* into X. Hence E( J) [H, iA]E( J) is a bounded 
symmetric operator in ,# which is zero on the orthogonal complement of the 
subspace E(J)X. Hence there are real constants a', a" such that a'E(J) :S 
E(J)[iH, A]E(J) :S a" E(J). For various purposes in spectral and scattering 
theory it is useful to know the optimal values of a' and a" for which these in
equalities hold when J is a small neighbourhood of a point A ERA precise 
expression for these optimal values is given by the quantities QJ} (A) and g~ (A) 
defined as follows: for A E JR. and 10 > 0, set E(A; c) = E( (A - 10, A + c)); then 

(7.2.4)QJ}(A) = sup{a E JR. 1310 > 0 S.t. aE(A;c):S E(A;c)[H,iA]E(A;c)}, 

(7.2.5) g~(A) = inf{a E JR. 1310 > 0 S.t. E(A;c)[H,iA]E(A;c) :S aE(A;c)}. 
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Clearly -00 < e-;}(A) :S: +00 and -00 :S: g~(A) < +00. In what follows we shall 

study properties of the function e-;}; those of g~ then follow by using the obvious 
relation 

(7.2.6) 

When there is no ambiguity concerning the operators A and H, we shall write 
simply eH or e for e-;}. 

The following expression for e-;} is often convenient: 

(7.2.7) e-;}(A) = sup{a E lR I ::J a real ip E Ccf'(lR) S.t. ip(A) -# 0 

and aip(H)2 :S: ip(H)[H, iA]ip(H)}. 

We omit the simple proof of the equivalence of (7.2.4) and (7.2.7) and point 
out yet another possible definition of e-;} which shows in particular that the 
supremum in (7.2.4) is realized when c ---+ 0: 

LEMMA 7.2.1. If A 1. cr(H), then e(A) = +00. If A E cr(H), then e(A) is finite 
and given by 

(7.2.8) e(A) = lim (inf{U, [H,iAlJ) Illfll = 1 and E(A;c)f = n), 
<-->+0 

and there is a sequence {Jd of vectors such that Ilfkll = 1, E(A; l/k)fk = fk 
and limk-->ooUb [H, iAlfk) = e(A). 

The proof is easy. If one adopts the usual convention that inf 0 = +00, 
then there is no need to distinguish between the cases A 1. cr(H) and A E cr(H) 
in the above lemma. We mention the following consequence of (7.2.8): If A 
is a bounded operator, then ejj'(A) = 0 if A E cr(H) (indeed, IU, [H,iA]J)1 = 
IU, [H - A, iAlnl :S: 211(H - A)fll·IIAfll :S: 2cliAII if Ilfll = 1 and E(A; c)f = J). 
By using (7.2.8) one can easily get the function e in the following simple situation 
which will be important further on: 

EXAMPLE 7.2.2. Let ,# = L2(X), where X is an euclidean space of non-zero 
dimension, and let H = 6. be the usual self-adjoint realization of the Laplace
Beltrami operator (see Chapter 1). Let D = ~7=1 (Pj Qj+Q j Pj )/4, so that 2D is 
the generator of the dilation group in ,Yf! (see Section 1.2). Since [i6., Dl = 6., 6. 
is of class C 1 (D) and we have e~ (A) = +00 if A < 0 and e~ (A) = A if A 2: O. More 
generally, let k be any vector in X and Dk = D + (k, Q)/2 = e-i(k,Q) Dei(k,Q). 
Then 6. is of class C1(Dk) and [i6., Dkl = 6. + (k, P), hence e~k (A) = +00 if 

A < 0 and e~k (A) = A1/ 2 (A1/ 2 - Ikl) if A 2: O. 

Part (b) of the next proposition is a technical result that is sometimes useful. 
In order to clarify its meaning, observe that if A E lR and e is a real number such 
that e < e(A), then there is c > 0 such that eE(A; c) :S: E(),; c)[iH, AlE(A; c). 
We shall have to work with such inequalities when A varies over an interval and 
e is a function of A, and we shall need conditions ensuring that one may choose 
a number c that docs not depend on A. 
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PROPOSITION 7.2.3. (a) The function 12 : lR. ....... (~oo, +00] is lower semi con
tinuous, and 12(A) < +00 if and only if A E CJ(H). 

(b) Let A be a compact subset of lR. and 8 : A ....... lR. an upper semi continuous 
function such that 8(A) < 12(A) for all A E A. Then there is c > 0 such that for 
all A E A: 

(7.2.9) 8(A)E(A;C)::; E(A;c)[H,iA]E(A;c). 

PROOF. (a) In view of Lemma 7.2.1 it suffices to prove the lower semicontinu
ity of 12. We set B = [H, iA]. Let AO E lR. and r E lR. be such that 12(AO) > r. We 
must show that there is a neighbourhood of AO on which 12(A) > r. Since 12(AO) > 
r, there exist a > r and co > 0 such that aE(Ao; co) ::; E(AO; co)BE(AO; co). Let 
c = co/2 and A E (AO ~ c, AO + c). Upon pre- and post-multiplying the preceding 
inequality by E(A; c) and by using the fact that E(A; c)E(AO; co) = E(A; c), one 
gets that aE(A; c) ::; E(A; c)BE(A; c). This implies that 12(A) 2: a > r for all 
A E (AO ~ c, AO + c). 

(b) We first show that each point AO E A has a neighbourhood OIt(Ao) in A 
such that there is co > 0 with the property 

(7.2.10) A E OZt(AO) =} 8(A)E(A; co) ::; E(A; co)BE(A; co). 

To sec this, choose r E lR. such that 8(AO) < r < 12(AO), By the upper semiconti
nuity of 8 at AO there is a neighbourhood ~'fI of AO in A such that 8(A) < r for 
all A E'fI. Also, there is c > 0 such that rE(Ao;c) ::; E(Ao;c)BE(Ao;C). Now 
choose a neighbourhood OIL(Ao) of AO in A and co > 0 sufficiently small such that 
6lt(AO) c'fl and (A ~ co, A + co) c (AO ~ c, AO + c) for all A E OIL(Ao) (e.g. take 
co = c/2 and o/L(AO) = JI n (AO ~ co, AO + co))· Then E(A; co) :S E(Jl.o: c), hence 
rE(A;co) ::; E(A;co)BE(A;cO) for all A E OIL(Ao). Since 8P,) < r in OZt(AO), we 
get (7.2.10). 

Now the proof can be completed as follows. Since A is compact, one may 
choose a finite number of neighbourhoods OZt(Ad, ... , OIL(A,J covering A. Let 
CI, ... ,Cn be the corresponding numbers for which (7.2.10) holds, and set c = 
min{cJ, ... ,cn }. Then for each A E A there is k E {l, ... ,n} such that A E 

OZt(Ak)' hence 8(A)E(A; 10k) ::; E(A; ck)BE(A; 10k)' Since E(A; c) ::; E(A; 10k), one 
obtains (7.2.9). 0 

Proposition 7.2.3 has an obvious analogue for the function 12 introduced in 
(7.2.5); g is upper semi continuous by (7.2.6), and the function 8 With 8(A) > g(A) 
will have to be lower semicontinuous. In the following example we show how to 
construct a function 8 that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 7.2.3 (take 
F = 12 below): 

EXAMPLE 7.2.4. Let J be a closed interval in lR. and F : J ....... (~oo, +00] a 
lower semicontinuous function. For v > 0 define 8u : J ....... (~oo, +00] by 

(7.2.11 ) 8u (A) = inf F(M) ~ v. 
111-,\1 <u 

liE.! 

Then 8u is upper semi continuous and satisfies 
(a) limv~o 8u (A) = F(A); 
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(b) 8v (A) < F(A) if 8v (A) -# +00; 

(c) 8v (A) < 8,,(A) if v> fL > 0 and 8v (A) -# +00. 

In particular, if J = ~ and F = (2, then 8v (A) < 00 if dist(A, u(JI)) < v. 

PROOF. Since a lower semicontinuous function on a closed finite interval [a, bl 
is bounded from below, the function 81/ does not assume the value -00. (a) is 
a consequence of the lower semicontinuity of F. (b) and (c) are evident. The 
last statement holds by Proposition 7.2.3 (a). For the upper semicontinuity of 
8v , let AO E J and r > 8v (AO)' We must show that r > 8v (A) for all A in 
some neighbourhood of AO in J. We choose fLo E (AD - v, AO + v) n J such that 
F(flO) - v < rand 8 > 0 such that 8 is smaller than the distance from fLo to the 
set {AO - v, AD + v} consisting of the two end points of the interval (AO - v, AD + v). 
If IA - Aol < 8, then flo E (A - v, A + v), hence (for A E J) 

8v (A) = inf F(fL) - v::.; F(fLO) - v < r. 
1/1-.\I<v 

ILEJ 

We close this subsection by proving a result which relates the Q-function of 
a self-adjoint operator H to that of (AO - H)-1 if AD is a real number in the 
resolvent set of H. This is interesting because (AO - H) -1 is a bounded self
adjoint operator. We may remark that, if~} is defined as 1jJ(A) = (AO - A)-1 for 
A outside a neighbourhood of AO that is contained in the resolvent set of H, then 
we prove that (2~(H)(1j;(A)) = 1j;'(A)(2j} (A); this suggests generalizations which we 
shall not discuss. 

PROPOSITION 7.2.5. Assume that AO is a real number which belongs to the 
Tesolvent sct of H (in paniculaT, H must have a spcctml gap) and let R = 
(AO - H)-I. Then fOT A E ~ \ {Ao}: 

(7.2.12) 

PROOF. Since A E u(H) if and only if (AO - A)-1 E u(R), both sides of 
(7.2.12) are infinite if A rt u(H). So assume that A E u(H). Let {fd be 
a sequence of vectors with II ik II = 1 and such that the support of fk in the 
spectral representation of H shrinks to A as k --+ 00 and (ik, [iH, Alik) --+ (2H(A) 
as k --+ 00 (see Lemma 7.2.1). Then, by using (7.2.1) with Z = AD: 

(AO - A)-2(2H(A) = (AO - A)-2 lim Ukl [iH, Al!k) 
k-,oo 

= lim ((AD - H)-1 fkl [iH, A](AO - H)-1 ik) 
k-,oo 

= lim Ukl [iR,A]ik) ::;,. (2R((AO - A)-I), 
k-,oo 

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 7.2.1 by observing that the support 
of ik in the spectral representation of R shrinks to (AO - A)-1 as k --+ 00. The 
opposite inequality can be obtained similarly from Lemma 7.2.1 and (7.2.3) by 
choosing a sequence {gk} of vectors with Ilgk II = 1 and such that the support of 
gk in the spectral representation of R shrinks to (AO - A)-1 and (gkl [iR, A]gk) --+ 

(2R((AO - A)-I) as k --+ 00. 0 
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7.2.2. We now introduce a modification (j~ of the function f2~ and establish 
its relation to f2~. Although f2~ is the important object, (j~ is a useful quantity 
because it is quite easy to calculate in many practical situations (which is due 
to the fact that it is invariant under the addition of a compact perturbation to 
H, see Theorem 7.2.9 for a precise statement). 

It will be convenient to use the following notations: if Sand T are bounded 
operators in some Hilbert space ,/C, we write 

(7.2.13) 

(7.2.14) 

S :::::; T if S - T is a compact operator, 

S ~ T if there is a compact operator K such that S :S T + K. 

Notice that the compact operators form a closed self-adjoint ideal K(.Yt) in the 
C* -algebra B (,yt) , so the quotient B (,yt) / K (,yt) is a C* -algebra too, usually 

o 

called the Calkin algebra. Hence, if we denote by S the class in the quotient 
o 0 

associated to S E B(,/C), then S :::::; T means that S = T and S ~ T means that 
o 0 

S:S T. 
Now we define (j~ : lit --7 (-00, +00] in one of the following equivalent ways: 

(7.2.15) 

(j~(A) = sup{a E lit 1310 > 0 S.t. aE(A;E) ~ E(A;E)[H,iA]E(A;E)} 

= sup{a E lit 1 3ip E Cgo(lIt) real s.t. ip(A) i 0 

and aip(H)2 ~ ip(H)[H, iA]ip(H)}. 

The proof of the equality is an exercise. One may also define g~ just by changing 

:S into ~ in (7.2.5), but since we clearly will have g~ = _g~A, we may restrict 

our study to (j~. As in the case of f2~, we shall use the simplified notations (j H 

or (j when there is no danger of confusion. 
"Ve shall introduce some more terminology, in order to make the connection 

with several notions which appear in the literature. Let A and H be self-adjoint 
operators in a Hilbert space ,yt such that H is of class C 1 (A). We say that A is 
conjugate to H at the point A E lit if (j~ (A) > 0, and that A is strictly conjugate 
to H at A if f2~(A) > O. If U E lit is open and (j~(A) > 0 for all A E U, we 
say that A is locally conjugate to H on U; if f2~(A) > 0 for all A E U, A is 
locally strictly conjugate to H on U. Note that bounded operators A are not 
useful as locally (strictly) conjugate operators. Indeed, we have seen before that 
f2~(A) = 0 if A E !J(H) and A is bounded; one may similarly show that (j~(A) = 0 
if A E !Jess(H) and A is bounded. 

So A is conjugate to H at A if and only if there are an open interval J 
containing A, a strictly positive number a and a compact operator K in ,/C such 
that 

(7.2.16) E(J)[H, iA]E(J) 2: aE(J) + K. 

If this inequality holds with K = 0 (and a > 0), then A is strictly conjugate to 
H at A. Now, one can consider an arbitrary Borel set J c lit: if (7.2.16) holds, 
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in the sense of quadratic forms on D(H), with a number a > 0 and a compact 
operator K : .# ---+ .#, one says that the MouTTe est'imate holds on J, or that 
A is conjugate to H on J. If, moreover, one has K = 0, we say that a stTict 
M01LTTe estimate holds on J, or that A is stTictly conjugate to H on J. 

Some simple properties of (j are collected in the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 7.2.6. The function (j: IR. ---+ (-00, +ooj is loweT semicontinu
ous and satisfies (j'2 (!. HLTtheTmoTe (j(A) < 00 if and only if A E O"e8s(A). 

PROOF. The lower semicontinuity of (j is obtained similarly to that of (! 

(Proposition 7.2.3 (a)), and the inequality (j '2 (! is immediate from the defi
nitions. For the last statement we use the fact that A t/:. O"ess(H) if and only if 
E(A;c) is compact for some c > 0 (i.e. E(A;c) ~ 0). So At/:. O"css(H) implies that 
(j(A) = 00. Conversely, if (j(A) = 00, let rn = IIE(A; l)[H,iAjE(A; 1)11 and a > rn. 
Then there is c E (0,1) such that aE(A;c):S E(A;c)[H,iAjE(A;c). On the other 
hand, from E(A; l)[H, iAjE(A; 1) -s: rnI we get E(A; c)[H, iAjE(A; c) -s: rnE(A; c). 
This implies that aE(A;c):S rnE(A;c), hence E(A;c) ~ 0 since a > rn. D 

Proposition 7.2.5 has an analogue for the function (j. We state the result with
out giving the proof, which is a straightforward modification of that of Proposi
tion 7.2.5 (see Proposition 8.3.4 for a more general result). 

PROPOSITION 7.2.7. Let AD be a Teal numbeT in the Tesolvent set of H and let 
R = (AD - H)-I. Then (jj}(A) = (Ao - A)2(j~((AO - A)-1) fOT each A E IR. \ {Ao}. 
In paTticulaT A is conjugate to H at some A # AD if and only if it is conjugate 
to R at (AO - A)-I. 

An important property of the function (j which is not shared by (2 is its in
variance under a large class of perturbations of H. In particular, this gives a 
perturbative method for checking the validity of the Mourre estimate (it can be 
applied for example to two-body hamiltonians with locally very singular poten
tials). We first recall an elementary fact: 

LEMMA 7.2.8. Let Hand Ho be self-adjoint opemtoTs in a HilbeTt space .7f/ 
and assume that (H - Z)-1 - (Ho - Z)-l is compact fOT some z E CC \ [O"(H) U 

(T(Ho)j. Then Hand Ho have the same essentialspectmm and cp(H) - cp(Ho) is 
compact fOT each cp E Coc(IR.) (i.e. fOT each continuous cp : IR. ---+ CC conveTging to 
zero at infinity). 

PROOF. \Ve shall use the following three well-known facts: (i) the set of 
compact operators in.# is a norm-closed subspace K(Jt!) of B(.#); (ii) the map 
cp f--+ cp(H) is a linear norm-continuous map from Coo(IR.) into B(.yt); (iii) the 
vector subspace of Coc(IR.) generated by the functions of the form A f--+ (A - 0- 1 , 

with ~ E CC \ IR., is dense in C oc (IR.). 
Hence, in order to show that cp(H) - cp(Ho) E K(Jt!) for all cp E Coc(IR.), it 

is enough to prove that R(O - Ro(O E K(.#) if ~ t/:. R where we have denoted 
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R(~) = (H - 0~1, Ro(O = (Ho - 0- 1 . By hypothesis, R(z) - Ro(z) is compact. 
Then, using the first resolvent equation, we obtain: 

(7.2.17) 
R(O - Ro(~) = [I + (~- z)R(OHR(z) - Ro(z)][I + (~- z)Ro(O]· 

Since K(:#) is a bilateral ideal in B(.Yt), this implies R(O - Ro(O E K(:#). 
If <p E cg(lR. \ O"ess(H)), then <p(H) E K(:#) , hence <p(Ho) E K(:#) by the 

preceding result. If A E JR. \ O"ess(H), we may choose <p E cg(JR. \ O"ess(H)) such 
that <p(x) = 1 in some neighbourhood of A. The compactness of <p(Ho) then 
implies that A tf- O"css(Ho). So O"ess(Ho) C O"ess(H). A similar argument leads to 
the opposite inclusion. 0 

THEOREM 7.2.9. Let A, Hand Ho be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space 
.7t' such that both Hand Ho are of class C~(A). If (H + i)~l - (Ho + i)~l is 
compact, then ?i1r = ?i1ro. In particular, A is conjugate to H at a point A E JR. if 
and only if it is conjugate to Ho at A. 

PROOF. (i) We begin with a general remark concerning expressions of the 
form <p(H)[A, H]<p(H) for H of class C 1 (A) and <p E Co (JR.). For k = 1, 2 we 
define <Pk by <PI (x) = x<p(x) and <P2(X) = X<p2(X). We shall show below that 

(7.2.18) <p(H)[iA, H]<p(H) = riA, <P2(H)] - 2R{[iA, <p(H)]<pl (H)}. 

The r.h.s. is easier to handle than the 1.h.s. because <p(H) and <Pk(H) are bounded 
operators. We recall from Theorem 6.2.5 that each of these operators is of class 
C 1(A;:#) (and of class C~(A;.yt') if H E C1:(A), sec Corollary 6.2.6 (b)). In 
order to prove (7.2.18), we start from (7.2.3) and usc (7.2.2) : 

<p(H)[A,H]<p(H) = s-lim(H - z)<p(H)· [R(z),AT]· (H - z)<p(H) 
T->O 

= s-lim{<p(H)AT . (H - z)<p(H) - (H - z)<p(H)· AT<P(H)} 
T->O 

= s-lim{AT • H<p2(H) + [<p(H),AT]· H<p(H) 
T->O 

- H<p2(H). AT - H<p(H)· [An <p(H)]}. 

(ii) We make a second general remark: if 5 is a compact operator of class 
C,~(A;:#), then [A,5] is also compact. This is obvious, because [A,5] is the 
norm limit as E ----> 0 of the family of compact operators (iE )~1 (e iAE 5e~iAE - 5). 

(iii) By Lemma 7.2.8 we have <P2(H) ;::::: <P2(Ho) for any <p E Co (JR.). Since 
<P2(H) - <P2(Ho) E C~(A;:#), we then get by using (ii) that [A,<P2(H)] ;::::: 
[A, <p2(Ho)]. By treating similarly the second term on the r.h.s. of (7.2.18), one 
obtains that <p(H)[iH,A]<p(H) ;::::: <p(Ho)[iHo,A]<p(Ho). Since <p(H)2 ;::::: <p(Ho?, 
one sees that, if a E JR., then the relation <p(H) [iH, A]<p(H) ;;: a<p(H)2 is satisfied 
if and only if <p(Ho)[iHo,A]<p(Ho) ;;: a<p(Ho)2. So the assertion of the theorem 
is an immediate consequence of the second equality in (7.2.15). 0 

Let us remark that, if the operator Ho (and hence also the operator H) in 
Theorem 7.2.9 has a spectral gap, then the conclusion is an easy consequence of 
Proposition 7.2.7 and of the Remark (ii) of the preceding proof. 
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We now turn to the main point of this section, the description of the relation 
between (! and {f. We begin with a technical result which is useful also in ar
eas of spectral analysis not treated in this text (e.g. in the proof of absence of 
eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum of self-adjoint operators). 

PROPOSITION 7.2.10 (VIRIAL THEOREM). Let A and H be self-adjoint oper
ators such that H is of class C l (A). Then E( {A} )[A, H]E( {A}) = 0 for each 
A E JR. In particular, if f is an eigenvector of H, then U, [A, H]J) = O. 

PROOF. We must show that, if A E JR and h, 12 E D(H) satisfy Hfk = A!k, 
then (h, lA, H]12) = O. Since h = (A - i)(H - i)~l h, 12 = (A + i)(H + i)~l 12, 
we get by using (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) that 

Ul' [A,H]12) = -(A + i)2(h, [A, (H + i)~l]12) 
= -(A + i)2 lim [Ul, AT(H + i)~l h) - ((H - i)~l h, AT12)]. 

T--->O 

For T # 0, the square bracket in the last expression is zero. 0 

COROLLARY 7.2.11. Let A and H be self-adjoint operators such that H E 

Cl(A). If the Mourre estimate holds on some real Borel set .I, then H has at 
most a finite number of eigenvalues in J, and each of these eigenvalues is of 
finite multiplicity. In particular, if {fj} (A) > 0 for some A E JR, then A has a 
neighbourhood in which there is at most a finite number of eigenvalues of H, 
each of .finite multiplicity. 

PROOF. Let a > 0 and K E K(dt') be such that (7.2.16) is true. If g is an 
eigenvector of H associated to an eigenvalue in .I and Ilgll = 1, then (7.2.16) and 
the virial theorem imply that (g, Kg) :::: -a. Now assume that the conclusion of 
the corollary is false. Then there exists an infinite orthonormal sequence {gj} 
of eigenvectors of H in E ( J)dt'. In particular, g j --+ 0 weakly in ;7f/ as j --+ 00. 

Since K is compact, one then has (gj, Kgj) --+ 0 as j --+ 00, which contradicts 
the inequality (gj, Kgj ) :::: -a < O. 0 

The next result is also a consequence of the virial theorem: 

LEMMA 7.2.12. Let .I be an open bounded real set and let a E JR be such that 
aE(J) ;S E(.I)[H, iA]E(J). Then for each A E .I and each 1] > 0 there are a 
number c: > 0 and a finite rank orthogonal projection F with F :::: E( {A}) such 
that 

(7.2.19) (a -1])[E(A;C:) - F]-1]F:::: E(A;c:)[H,iA]E(A;c:). 

In particular, if A is not an eigenvalue of H, then 

(a -1])E(A; c:) :::: E(A; c:)[H, iA]E(A; c:), 

while if A is an eigenvalue of H, one has only 

[min(a -1], -1])]E(A; c:) :::: E(A; c:)[H, iA]E(A; c:). 
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PROOF. (i) We shall use the following fact: let {Td be a decreasing sequence 
of orthogonal projections and T = s-limk---'DQ Tk , let C be a compact self-adjoint 
operator and v > 0; then there is an integer n such that TnCTn ~ TCT - vTn . 
In fact we shall have IITkCTk - TCTII ----> 0 as k ----> 00, so TnCTn - TCT ~ -vI 
holds for some n. The assertion follows upon pre- and post-multiplying this last 
inequality by Tn and observing that TT" = T. 

(ii) To simplify the notations, we set B = [iH, AJ, E = E(J) and P = E( {..\}). 
If G is any orthogonal projection such that G :; E, we denote by G' the pro
jection E - G. The assumption aE :s EBE means that there is a compact 
self-adjoint operator K such that aE + K :; EBE. 

(iii) By using the result of (i) with Tk = FL where {Fd is an increasing 
sequence of finite rank projections such that Fk ----> P strongly as k ----> 00, one 
obtains the existence of a finite rank projection F such that F :; P and F' K F' ~ 
P' KP' -(7]/2)F'. Then, upon pre- and post-multiplying the inequality aE+K :; 
E B E by F' and using the relation F' :; E, one gets that F' B F' ~ P' K P' + 
(a -7]/2)F'. 

(iv) The virial theorem states that PBP = O. Consequently one has FBF = 
(P - F)BF = FB(P - F) = O. Since P - F = F' - P', we now get that 
F'BF = P'BF and FBF' = FBP'. So, by writing E = F + F' and by taking 
into account the result of (iii), one obtains 

(7.2.20) EBE = p' BF + F BP' + F' BF' ~ (a - 7]/2)F' + K o, 

where Ko == P' K P' + P' BF + F BP' is compact and satisfies P KoP = O. 
(v) Let Ek = E(>.; l/k) for k ~ k1, where kl is such that (>.-I/k1,>.+I/kd C 

J. Then Ek :; E and EkF' = Ek - F. So, after left and right multiplication of 
(7.2.20) by E", we get EkBEk ~ (a - 7]/2)(Ek - F) + EkKOEk. Now observe 
that {Ed is a decreasing sequence of projections converging strongly to P, 
and PKoP = O. So (i) implies that one may choose k such that EkKOEk ~ 
-(7]/2)Ek ~ -(TI/2)(Ek - F) - TIF. Hence we get (7.2.19) with c = l/k. 

(vi) For the proof of the last assertion, set b = min(a - TI, -7]). Then (a -
7]) [E(>.; c) - Fj-7]F ~ b[E(>..;c) - F] + bF = bE(>..;c). 0 

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section: 

THEOREM 7.2.13. Let A and H be self-adjoint operators such that H is of 
class C1(A), and let>. E R If>. is an eigenvalue of H and Q'~(>') > 0, then 
e~(>') = O. Otherwise e~(>') = Q'~(>'). 

PROOF. We recall that Q' ~ e. If >. is not an eigenvalue of H, then Lemma 
7.2.12 implies that Q'(>.) :; e(>'), so these two numbers must be equal. Now 
assume that>. is an eigenvalue of H. If Q'(>.) :; 0, then a :; 0 in Lemma 7.2.12, 
hence min(a -7], -7]) = a -7] and we have the same result as before. If Q'(>.) > 0, 
we may take a > 0 in Lemma 7.2.12, which leads to the inequality e(>') ~ 0; the 
opposite inequality e( >.) :; 0 follows by using the virial theorem: if a < e( >'), 
there is c > 0 such that aE(>';c) :; E(>.;c)[iH,AjE(>.;c); hence aE({>'}) < 
E({>'})[iH, AjE({>'}) = O. Since E({>'}) # 0, we must have a:; O. 0 
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It should be clear that the above theorem states that the functions e and (j 
differ only on a very small set. In fact, if A is an eigenvalue of Hand (jJ}(A) > 0, 
then there is a neighbourhood of A which does not contain other eigenvalues of 
H (see Corollary 7.2.11). So the set {.A E lR I e(A) # (j(A)} is a discrete subset 
of lR consisting of eigenvalues of H of finite multiplicity; at these points we have 
e(A) = 0 and (j(A) > O. 

7.2.3. The next proposition contains a result concerning the existence of 
operators A which are locally conjugate to a self-adjoint operator H on some 
open set J c R We shall show that, if the spectrum of H in J is nice, then 
there are (many) such A. The conjugate operator method leads to some kind of 
converse of this result: if there is an operator A that is conjugate to H on J, 
then the operator H has good spectral properties on J. 

PROPOSITION 7.2.14. Let H be a self-adjoint operator and assume that there 
is an open interval J C lR such that the spectrum of H on J is purely absolutely 
continuous and of constant multiplicity. Then there exists a self-adjoint operator 
A such that H is of class COO(A) and which is strictly conjugate to H on each 
compact subset of J. 

PROOF. The assumption made on H means that there is a Hilbert space .yt 
such that H E( J) is unitarily equivalent to the operator Q of multiplication by 
the variable x in the Hilbert space.YtiJ = L2(J;.yt;dx) of square-integrable :Yt
valued functions on J. We denote by U the unitary operator E(J).# -->.7tO which 
realizes the unitary equivalence. Let <p E BCOO(J) be such that <p(x) > 0 for all 

x E J and J:[<p(x)]-ldx = J:[<p(x)]-ldx = 00 (where J = (a, b) and a < c < b). 
Then Ao = -[<p(Q)P + P<p(Q)]/2, with P = -id/dx, is a self-adjoint operator 
in .7tO such that [iQ, Ao] = <p( Q) is strictly positive on each compact subset of 
J. We take A = U- 1 AoU on E(J)'yC and A = 0 on E(lR \ J).#. Observe that, 
if we set <p(x) = 0 for x ¢ J, then [iH, A] = <p(H). 0 

The construction made in the preceding proof explains the terminology "lo
cally conjugate operator". In fact, the operators P and Q satisfy [iP, Q] = I and 
in quantum mechanics they are called (canonically) conjugate operators. 

We end this section with a remark concerning the possibility of localizing in 
some sense a conjugate operator A in a spectral representation of H. One may 
find in [BP2] an example which shows the usefulness of such a procedure; in the 
proof of the essential self-adjointness of S* AS (see Lemma 7.2.15) we use ideas 
from Lemma 3.5 of [BP2]. 

We recall the following simple facts: (a) If A is an arbitrary closed operator 
and T E B(.7t!), then the operator AT (with domain equal to the set of f E .# 
such that T fED (A)) is closed; (b) If A is self-adjoint and T E B (.YC), then the 
adjoint of the operator T* A (the domain of which is D(A)) is equal to AT. 

Now assume that A is self-adjoint and T E C1(A;.#). We have seen that 
this implies TD(A) C D(A), so D(A) c D(AT), and ATg = [A, T]g + TAg 
for all 9 E D(A) (cf. Proposition 5.3.1 for a general assertion; or use ATT = 

[AT) T] + TAT where AT is as in (7.2.2)). Let us prove that D(A) is a core of AT. 
For each e > 0 and 9 E D(A) we have (I + ieA)Tg = leA, T]g + T(I + ieA)g. 
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We take 9 = (I + icA)-l f with f E ,$ and apply the operator A(I + icA)-l to 
the preceding identity: 

(7.2.21 ) AT(I + cA)-l f = icA(I + icA)-l . [A, T]. (I + icA)-l f 

+A(I + icA)-lTj. 

Fix f E D(AT) and set ff': = (I + icA)-l f· Then fE E D(A) and limE~o lifE ~ 
fll = O. Moreover, (7.2.21) may be written as ATfE = icA(I +icA)-l[A,T]fE + 
(I +icA)-lATf, which clearly implies limE>_->o IIATfE ~ATfll = O. This finishes 
the proof. 

LEMMA 7.2.15. Let A be a self-adjoint operator in ,Y{;' and let S : ,$ ---> ,$ be 
of class C 1 (A; dt'). Then S* and S* S belong to C 1 (A; ,$), the operators [A, S] 
and [A,S*] are bounded, and [A,S]* = ~[A,S*], [A,S*S] = [A,S*]S+S*[A,S]. 

Denote by As the clos1£re of the symmetric, densely defined operator S* AS 
(D(S*AS) = D(AS) ::J D(A)). Then As is self-adjoint and As = [S*,A]S + 
AS* S. Moreover, D(A) is a core for As and we have As ID(A) = S* [A, S] + 
S*SA. 

PROOF. The first assertion of the lemma has been proved in a more general 
setting in Section 5.1 (one may easily prove it directly starting with the identities 
[Ar,S]* = [S*,A_.,-] and [Ar,S*S] = [A.,-,S*]S + S*[A.,-,S], where A.,- is as in 
(7.2.2)). By the discussion preceding the lemma (with T = S), the set D(A) is 
a core for AS and ASID(A) = [A, S] + SA. Since S* is bounded, D(A) is also a 
core for S*AS and S*ASID(A) = S*[A,S] + S*SA, hence 

(S* AS)* = (S*[A, S])* + (S* S· A)* = [S*, AlS + AS* S 

(for the second equality use property (b) mentioned before the lemma with T = 
S* S). By using once again the remarks made before the lemma (this time 
with T = S* S), we see that D(A) is a core for AS* S, hence for (S* AS)*. In 
particular, the domain of the symmetric operator S* AS is a core for its adjoint; 
this is equivalent with the self-adjointness of As. 0 

PROPOSITION 7.2.16. Let A, H be self-adjoint operators in dt' such that H E 
C 1 (A) and let S E C 1 (A; dt') with [S, H] = O. Denote by As the self-adjoint 
operator given by the closure of S* AS and define the function s : lR ---> lR by 
S(A) = limE-+o[inf S* E(A; c)S]. Then H is of class C1(As), we have [H, As] = 
S*[H,A]S (the equality holds in B(D(H),D(H)*); note that SD(H) C D(H)) 
and 

(7.2.22) [J~S(A) 2:: S(A)[Jj}(A) if A E O'(H) and [Jj}(A) > O. 

PROOF. Set R = (H +i)-l and observe that [As, R] = S*[A, R]S as sesquilin
car forms on D(A) (recall that SD(A) C D(A)). Since D(A) is a core for As 
and S E B(D(A)), and since [A,R] is a bounded operator in dt, it follows that 
the sesquilinear form [As, R] (with domain D(As)) is in fact a bounded operator 
in ,$. So Lemma 6.2.9 implies that HE C1(As). Moreover, we shall also have 
[As, R] = S*[A, R]S as bounded operators on dt'. Notice that Sand S* belong 
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to B(D(H)) and have extensions to operators in B(D(H)*) that we denote by 
the same symbols S, S*. Then, by taking into account (7.2.3), we get: 

[H, Asl = (H + i)[As, Rl(H + i) = (H + i)S*[A, RlS(H + i) 
= S*(H + i)[A, R](H + i)S = S*[H, AlS. 

In order to prove (7.2.22), let 0 < a < e-;}(>.) and b < s(>.). Then there is E > 0 
such that E(>.; E)[H, iAlE(>.; E) .:::: aE(>'; E) and S* E(>.; E)S .:::: bE(>.; E). Since 

E(>.;E)[H,iAslE(>.;E) = S*E(>';E)[H,iAlE(>';E)S':::: as*E(>';E)S,:::: abE(>';E), 

we shall have e~s (>.) .:::: abo 0 

If the operator S in Proposition 7.2.16 is of the form S = ¢(H) with ¢ : JR ---+ C 
bounded and continuous, then clearly s(>.) = 1¢(>.)j2. One may easily show in 
this case that the inequality (7.2.22) becomes an equality and that it holds for 
all >. E a(H). Recall that ¢(H) is of class C 1(A;dC) if ¢ is a bounded rational 
function without poles in a(H) or if ¢ E C6(JR). 

For some applications it is important to observe that H could be of class 
C 1 (As) for a conveniently chosen S even if H is not of class C 1 (A). For example, 
if [A, Hl is a continuous sesquilinear form on D(Hk) for some kEN, one could 
take S = ¢(H) with a function ¢ decaying rapidly enough at infinity. We shall 
meet such a situation in §7.6.3; see also [BP2l. One can give a meaning to the 
function e-;} even if H is only locally of class C 1 (A), in a sense that will be 
explained (in a more general setting) in Section 8.3; then (7.2.22) will remain 
true. 

7.3. The Method of Differential Inequalities 

Let A and H be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space dC and assume that 
H is of class C 1(A). In the preceding section we associated to such a couple 
a lower semicontinuous function e-;} : JR ---+ (~oo, +00]' defined in (7.2.4). Our 
purpose in this and the next section is to show that H has particularly nice 
spectral properties in the open set 

(7.3.1) ILA(H) = {A E JR I e-;}(>.) > O} 
== {A E JR 13E > O,a > 0 s.t. aE(>';E)::; E(>';E)[iH,A]E(>';E)}. 

This could be called the Mourre set of H with respect to A, because it was 
E. Mourre who understood its relevance for the spectral and propagation prop
erties of H (cf. [M1,2]). It is an easy consequence of the virial theorem that H 
has no eigenvalues in ILA (H). It turns out that it is essential to require some addi
tional regularity of H with respect to A in order get the results stated below and 
in Section 7.4. We shall impose the condition that H E «6'1,1 (A). As explained 
in Appendix 7.B, this assumption is optimal in the Besov scale: even if H is of 
class C~(A) n «6'l,Q(A) for all q > 1, the limiting absorption principle presented 
below can break down in a rather radical way. We recall that «6'l,l(A) C C~(A), 
so that the function e-;} is automatically defined if H is of class «6'l,l(A). 

This section contains the most technical results. We shall consider the situ
ation where H is a bounded self-adjoint operator, which we denote by S, and 
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prove a very precise form of the limiting absorption principle. The case of un
bounded operators having a spectral gap is easily reduced to this situation, as 
explained (together with applications in spectral theory) in Section 7.4. For the 
case of operators without spectral gap, we refer to Section 7.5. 

From now on in this section, we shall consider a fixed Hilbert space .YC 
equipped with a strongly continuous unitary group W(T) = eiAr , where A is 
a self-adjoint operator in X. Then, one can construct the Besov scale {,Yti',p I 
t E JR, p E [1, xl} associated to this structure. In fact, we shall be interested 
only in the space .Yt. == ,YI1/2,1 and its dual ;Yt.* = '#'--1/2,=. Let D(A) be the 
domain of A equipped with the graph topology (this is .YI1 == dtl,2 considered 
as a B-space). We recall that .Yt. is the B-space obtained by real interpolation 
as : ;Yt. = (D(A)"yth/2,1' A more intuitive description of;Yt. is in terms of the 
Littlewood-Paley theory (cf. Sections 2.8 or 3.6), but we shall not need it here. 
We shall always identify .# and ,yt*. Since ,Yt. c .# continuously and densely, 
we get ;Yt. C ,yt C .Yt.* continuously (the second embedding is not dense if A is 
unbounded). This also implies a continuous embedding B(,yt) c B(.Yt.,.Yt.*). 

Now let 3 E B(.#) be a self-adjoint operator. Then for z E C \ 0"(3) we 
have a holomorphic function z f--+ (3 - Z)-1 E B(X). Since 11(3 - z)-111 = 

[dist(z, 0"(3))]-1, there is no chance of extending it to points z of the spectrum 
of 3 without leaving the space B(,yt). But in the preceding framework we can 
look at z f--+ (3 - Z)-1 as a B(.1t.,.Yt.*)-valued function. It turns out that, if 3 
is of class r&1,1(A;.#), this function has natural extensions from the upper and 
lower half-planes to the points of the open subset p, A (3) of the real line (see 
(7.3.1)). We recall that 3 E r&l,l(A;,yt) means 

(7.3.2) 

We denote by 11·11 the norm in,)'C and in B(X) and set C± = {z E C I ±S'z > O}. 
We may now state the main result of this chapter. 

THEOREM 7.3.1. Let 3 be a bounded self-adjoint operator in .YC which is of 
class «ii1, 1 (A). Then the holomorphic function C± 3 z f--+ (3 - z) -1 E B (.Yt., .Yt.*) 
extends to a weak * continuous function on C± U ILA (3). 

In other terms, if f, 9 E ;Yt., then the function z f--+ (j, (3 - z) -1 g), which is 
holomorphic in C±, has a continuous extension to C± U p,A(3). The reader may 
easily convince himself that this is equivalent with the property that the limits 
limfL-dO(j, (3 - A - iIL)-1 g ) exist uniformly in A when A runs over compact 
subsets of p,A(3); in particular, the limit functions (j, (3 - A =t= iO)-1g) are 
continuous in A. Observe that (j, (3 - z)-1 g) ----) (j, (3 - A - iO)-1g) when z 
is in the upper half-plane and tends to A in an arbitrary way (not necessarily 
on the vertical passing through A). This fact will be important for the proof of 
the general limiting absorption principle in Section 7.4. Finally, notice that the 
expressions (3 - A =t= iO) -1 are well defined linear continuous operator .Yt. ----) .Yt.* . 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the Theorem 7.3.1. 
The basic ideas have been explained in the introduction of this chapter. We 
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begin with a series of technical lemmas in which the operator S E B(.#) is 
assumed to be at least of class C l (A; .yt) and self-adjoint. We set B = [is, A]. 

LEMMA 7.3.2. Let {SE}O<E<1, {BE}o<E<l be two families of bounded sym
metric operators such that liSE - SII + EllBel1 s: CE for some constant c and 
IIBe - BII -+ 0 as E -+ O. Let AO and a be real mLmbers such that 0 < a < gt(AO). 
Then there are strictly positive numbers 8, EO, b such that for IA - Aol s: 8, 
o < E s: EO and fJ ::: 0 the following estimate holds for all 9 E .#: 

(7.3.3) 

PROOF. Let E be the spectral measure of S. Choose numbers a < ao < 
a1 < gt(AO) and 8 > 0 such that alE s: EBE for E = E((AO - 28, AO + 28)). 
There is El > 0 such that IIBe - BII s: a1 - ao for 0 < E s: E1; this implies 
EBcE::: EBE-(a1 -ao)E::: aoE. Set E.L = I -E and consider from now on A, 
fJ real with IA - Aol s: 8, IL ::: o. Observe that II (S -A=fiIL)-l E.LII s: (fJ2 +82)-1/2, 
hence: 

IIE.LgI12 = II(S - A =f ifJ)-l E.L[Se - A =f i(EBe + fJ) + S - Se ± iEBE ]gI12 

2 2C2E2 
s: 2 8211[SE - A =f i(EBc + fJ)]gI12 + 2 8211g112. 

fJ + fJ + 

By using the preceding remarks, we get for E s: E1 and for any v > 0: 

aollgl12 = ao(g, Eg; + aollE.LgW s: (g, EBcEg; + aollE.LgW 
= (g, BEg; - 2~(g, BeE.Lg; + (E.Lg, BeE.Lg; + aollE.LgW 

s: (g, BEg; + vllgl12 + v-11IBEI121IE.LgI12 + IIBcll·IIE.LgW + aollE.Lgl12 
2C2 E2 

s: (g,BEg; + vllgl12 + [v-11IBEI12 + IIBEII + ao] 2 8211g112 
IL + 

1 2 2 2 
+ [v- IIBEII + IIBEII + ao] fJ2 + 8211[Sc - A =f i(EBE + fJ)]gll . 

We have IIBel1 < c and we may assume c ::: 1 and v s: l. This implies: 

[ 2c2E2(ao + 2C2 )] II 112 ao - v- v82 9 s: 
2ao + 4c2 . 2 

S:(g,BEg;+ (2 82)II[SE-A=fZ(EBE+fJ)]gll. 
V IL + 

We can choose v > 0 and EO E (0, Ed such that the expression in the bracket on 
the 1.h.s. is ::: a for 0 < E s: EO. We get (7.3.:3) with b = v-l(2aO + 4c2). D 

LEMMA 7.3.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 7.3.2, the operators SE - A =f 

i(EBE + fJ) are invertible in B(.#) whenever IA - Aol s: 8,0 < E s: EO and fJ ::: O. 
For fixed A and fJ satisfying these conditions, set C; = [SE - A =f i(EBE + fJ)]-l. 
Then one has (C;)* = Cd and 

(7.3.4) IIC~II s: _1_ [1 + bE CE + IISII + IA + ifJl]. 
~ aE + IL fJ2 + 82 
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Moreover, for each h E ,7f/: 

(7.3.5) 

PROOF. We use (7.3.3) and denote Te± = So - A =f i(e:Bo + f.l): 

2 be: ± 2 
(ae: + f.l)llgll :S (g, (e:Bo + f.l)g) + f.l2 + [pllTe gil 

_~ ± be: ±2 
- =j='S(g, To g) + f.l2 + 82 liTo gil 

:S Ilgll·IITE±gll{ 1 + f.l2 ~ 821ITe±ll} 

:S Ilg II . II TE± gil [ 1 + be: II S II +JL~e: : j; + if.ll ] . 

This shows that TE± are injective operators with closed ranges. Since (TE±)* = 

TE~' the range of TE± (which is equal to the orthogonal complement of the null 
space of (Tc±)*) must be dt. This proves all assertions of the lemma except 
(7.3.5). To prove it, we take g = G;-h in (7.3.3) to get that 

±2 ± ± be: 2 
ae:IIGE hll :S (Go h, (e:BE + f.l)Gc h) + f.l2 + 8211hll . 

This implies the inequality (7.3.5) by taking into account the following identity: 

(G;-h, (e:Be + f.l)G~h) = ±(2i)-1(h, Gi(TE~ - Tc±)G~h) 

= ±(2i)-1(h, (G~ - Gi)h) = ';:s(h, Gth). 0 

\Ve keep the preceding notations and assumptions and set Go == Gt, To == Tt. 
We shall denote derivatives with respect to e: by a prime, e.g. G~ = to Go. 

LEMMA 7.3.4. Assume that e: f-> SE and e: f-> BE are norm C 1 and that So, 
Bo E C1(A;dt). Then e: f-> G E is norm cl, one has Go; E C1(A;dt) and 

PROOF. The differentiability of Ge is easily obtained from the identity G [J -
Go = G[J(TE - T[J)GE by using the differentiability of TE and the inequality 
IIG[JII :S Cle-1 (see (7.3.4)). We observe that G~ = -GET;GE. The fact 
that Ge E C 1(A;,7f/) follows from Proposition 5.1.6 which also gives [A,GE ] = 

-GE[A, TE]G O ' A short direct proof is obtained by imitating the argument (7.2.2), 
taking into account that the preceding equality is obvious when A is replaced by 
the bounded operator AT (T # 0). 0 

LEMMA 7.3.5. Keep the notations and assumptions of Lemmas 7.3.2-7.3.4, 
and let {fo }o<o<l be a family of vectors in dt such that e: f-> fE Edt is strongly 
C 1 and fe E D(A) for each e:. Set Fo = UE' GefE)' Then e: f-> FE is of class C 1 

and its derivative F; satisfies: 
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Let£(E) = Ilf~II+IIAfEII andq(E) = Ilcl(BE~[iSElA])+iClS~+B~+[A,Bc]ll· 
Then FE satisfies the following differential inequality, where w = a-l/2bl/26-1 
and 0 < E ~ EO: 

PROOF. (7.3.7) is obvious and may be rewritten as follows by using (7.3.6): 

(7.3.9) F: = i(G;fE' {BE ~ liSE, A] + c(iE- 1 S; + B; + [A, BE]) }GEf,,} 

+(G;fEl f: + AfE) + U: ~ AfEl G"fE}' 

Hence 

This implies (7.3.8) after observing that, by (7.3.5): 

IIG; f,,11 ~ (aE~1/21F,,11/2 + wllfEII· 0 

The differential inequality (7.3.8) (from which the method takes its name) 
is quite remarkable in that the spectral variable z = A + ill does not appear 
explicitly in the coefficients. Of course, we have the conditions I A ~ AO I ~ 6 and 
Il ;::: O. Let us write (7.3.8) in the form IF: I ~ 7/(E) + ip(E)lFcJ/2 + 1jJ(E)IFEI and 
then use IFs I ~ IFEo I + LEO IF~ IdT. So, for 0 < E < s < EO we have 

We may apply the modified Gronwall Lemma presented in Appendix A of this 
chapter, with e = 1/2, and get 

(7.3.10) 

IFEI ~ [(IFEol + lEO 7/(T) dT f/ 2 + ~ lEO ip(T)exp ( ~~ lEO 1jJ(S)dS) dTr 
. exp lEO 1jJ(T)dT 

for all 0 < E < EO. This estimate is optimal (in a sense explained by the last 
remark of Appendix A) and we shall use only the obvious consequence: 

Our purpose is to get a bound IFE I < const. < 00, independent of z = A + ill, 
as E ---> O. From the above estimate we see that this is satisfied if J;o [7}( T) + 
ip(T) + 1jJ(T)]dT < 00. Taking into account the explicit form the functions 7}, ip, 
'4) we see that this means 

to £(E) ] Jo [£(E)llf,,11 + Eq(E)llfEI12 + ,Jc + q(E) dE < 00. 
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But from the integrability of C 1/2£(E) follows that of £(10), which in turn im
plies the boundedness of .IE (because 11.11011 :S 11.110 011 + fEED Ilf~lld,), hence the 
integrability of £(10) lifE II. Then clearly the integrability of q(E) will imply that 
of Eq(E)llfEI12. In conclusion, we are left with the condition: 

(7.3.12) 

The condition f01 q(E)dE < 00 will be discussed further on. We shall show 
in Lemma 7.3.6 that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 7.3.1, one may choose 
families {5E } and {BE:} such that the preceding integral is finite. Now let us 

consider the condition f01 E-1/2£(E)dE < 00. Since this implies the boundedness 

of .IE as 10 ----7 0, the condition is equivalent to J~l 10 1/2 [llf~ II + lifE II + IIAfE IIlc1 dE < 
00. But then, Proposition 2.3.3 states that .I = limE->o .IE exists in ,yt: and 
belongs to the interpolation space (D(A)"yt'h/2,1 == ,j{ in our notations; and 
reciprocally, for any .I E .Yt there is a family {.IE} with the preceding properties. 
In fact, Proposition 2.7.2 provides us with an explicit construction, namely: 

(7.:~.13) 10 > 0. 

Then .IE E D(A), f~ = -i(I + iEA)- lA fE' so 11.11011 :S 11.111, lifE - .III ----7 ° as 
10 ----7 0, £(10) :S 211AfEII and f01 £(E)C 1/2dE :S c11Ifll.J{ by Proposition 2.7.2, for 
some constant C1 independent of f. Furthermore, by taking into account the 
explicit form of the functions 71 and cp, one obtains the existence of a constant 

C2 such that .fc~ TJ(,)(1I:S c21Ifll.~t and f01 cp(,)d,:S c21Ifll.J{· 
We summarize the preceding considerations: under the assumptions of Theo

rem 7.3.1, there are two families of operators {5,:}o<E<Eo and {BE }O<E<EO (con-
- -

structed explicitly in Lemma 7.3.6), and for each .I E .Yt there is a family of 
vectors {fE}O<E<::EO (given by (7.3.13) for example), such that IFEI :S cllfll.~t for 
0<10 s: EO, I>' - >'01 s: 6 and It ;:" 0, where the constant c is independent of .1,10, 
>', It. From this it is easy to deduce the result of Theorem 7.3.1: 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.3.l. By (7.3.8), (7.3.12) and the preceding estimate 
on FE, there is an integrable function K : (0, EO) ----7 ffi. such that IF: I s: K(E) for all 
10, >', It as above. Now fix J1 > 0. Since 5 E - >, - i(EBE + Ii) ----75- >, - ilL == 5 - z 
in norm as 10 ----7 0, we shall have G I' ----7 (5 - z) -1 in norm too, and: 

(7.3.14) 

Here we have explicitly indicated the dependence on z = >, + ilL of GEO and 
F:. Let n = {.A + ilt I I>' - >'01 :S 6, It ;:" a}. From (7.3.4) it follows that 
IIGEo(z)11 :S const. < 00 independently of zEn, which clearly implies that 
GEO(z) is continuous (in norm) as a function of zEn. For each 10 > 0, the 
continuity in zEn of F:(z) follows from (7.3.9). By the dominated convergence 
theorem (usc IF: I :S K(E)), (7.3.14) gives the existence of a continuous extension 
of the function (.t, (5 - z)-l.1) from the domain {z E n I 8'z = IL > O} to all 
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Q. The polarization principle shows that this holds for \f, (5 ~ z)~lg) with f, 
g E :'It. D 

We finally discuss the condition fol q(E)dE < 00. It is natural to try the 
choice BE = liSE, A] (since we require that Be --+ B = [is, A]). Then q(E) = 
IliClS~+ tE liSE, A]~i[[SE' A], A]II· Now it is better to think in terms of the group 
of automorphism OJf(T) = eiAT associated to W in B(,y{!) , namely 0)4(T)[T] = 

e~iATTeiAT and ,d[T] = [T, A] (see Chapter 5). So, we require SE to belong 
to the strong domain of ,d2 , i.e. SE E C 2 (A; ,y{!), and the functions E f-+ SE' 
E f-+ ,.4 [SE] should be norm differentiable. If one does not expect compensations 
inside the norm in q( E), we should require that 

(7.3.15) 

If we let ST = S..JT' we get 

and liST - 511 --+ o. The first part of Proposition 2.3.3 assures U8 that the 
existence of such a family {SE} implies 5 E (D(,yP),B(,7t)h/2,1 = 0'l,I(A;,y{!) 
(cf. (5.2.6) and (5.2.22)). But, due to the middle term in (7.3.15), it is not 
so obvious that the reciprocal assertion holds. We now prove this by a direct 
construction, suggested by the functional calculu8 approach that we introduced 
in Chapter 3. 

LEMMA 7.3.6. Let 5 E B(,7t) be a self-adjoint operator of class «:?l,l(A;.7C), 
i.c. sllch that (7.3.2) holds. Then there is a family {S,jO<E<l of bounded, self
adjoint operators, with the following proper-ties : 

(a) The function E f-+ SE E B(,7t) is of class coo, liSE - 511 :::; CE for- some 

constant c < 00, and J~1 IIS~llcldE < 00. 

(b) SE E C=(A,Yf) and folll[A, [A,SElllldE < DC. 

(c) Sis of class C 1 (A;.7C) and, if B = [is, A] and BE = liSE, AJ, then one has 
IIBe - BII --+ 0 as E --+ 0, E f-+ BE E B(,y{!) is of class COG and fol IIB~lldE < 00. 

PROOF. (i) One may exhibit SE quite explicitly, for example: 

(7.:~.16) S = ;.00 e~iAETSeiAETo~T2/4 ___ d--:-Tc:-= 
E • c. -:-( )1/2· 

~= 4K 

It is straightforward, but not very illuminating, to check that (a), (b), (c) arc 
satisfied. In order to explain what we are really doing, we prefer to pre8ent a 
more theoretical approach, based on the functional calculu8 associated to the 
generator ,pi of the Cw-group o)f(T) = e"c/T in the Banach space B(,7t). This 
group has been extensively studied in Chapter 6, but we make an effort to be 
self-contained here. 
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(ii) Let ,AI{ = Jlt(lR) be the algebra of functions on lR which are Fourier trans
forms of integrable measures (see Definition 3.l.11). Then for r.p E .lIt, we de
fine r.p(,~) : B(.7t) ---) B(.7C) by r.p(,~) = J~oc CW(T)ij5(T)d.T or, more explicitly, 

r.p(.~)[T]) = J~oc e-iArTeiATij5(T)d.T. Then utt :3 r.p ---) r.p(.~) E B(B(Jt)) is 

a unital homomorphism, (r.p(,~)[T])* = r.p+(~)[T*] with r.p+(x) = (j5( -x) and 
I Ir.p(,<i) I IB(B(.J'f)) 'S I Ir.pl IdlL. A fundamental observation is that, if r.p is an even 
function (i.e. r.p( -t) = r.p(t)) and r.p(0) = 0, then (observe the connection with 
(7.3.2)) : 

(7.3.17) r.p(,~) = 100 [~~(T) + CW( -T) - 2]ij5(T)d.T. 

For 0 'S e 'S 1, we define rp(e,~) = rpE(,J?t) where r.pE(t) = rp(ct). Then rpE E ,/It, 
IIr.pEII,1t 'S Ilipll,{t, the mapping e f--+ r.p(e,~)[T] E B(,7C) is strongly continuous and 
s-limE~O rp(e.~)[T] = r.p(O)T. The point of the transformations r.p(,~) : B(Jt) ---) 
B(.7t) is that they are regularizing with respect to the group UJf. Notice that 

the operator SE: given in (7.3.16) is just 8(e,a)[S] with 8(x) = e-~2, i.e. SE = 
e _[2,42 [S]. 

(iii) If r.p is differentiable we set if? (A) = Aip' (A). The formal calculation 

(7.3.18) 

can be made rigorous if r.p E ,j!{, ip is C I and if? E ,//It by starting from 

r.p(e,~) = 1: UJf(eT)ij5(T)d.T = 1: CW((J)ij5((J/e)d.: 

and justifying the differentiation under the integral. Since for rp E .9"(lR) this is 
evident, we do not insist. 

(iv) For kEN let r.pdA) = Akr.p(A). Then the formal identity 

(7.3.19) 

can be rigorously proved without much difficulty if r.p and r.pI belong to ,j!{, 

cf. Proposition 3.3.3. The simple case we need here can be treated by using 
the sesquilinear form version of .ar.p( e.J?t) [T] = [ip( e,J?t) [T], A l, by writing for 
i E D(A): 

(1, (,J?tip(e,a) [T])f) = (1, ip(e,J?t) [T]Af) - (Ai, r.p(e~)[T]f) 

= 1: {(e iAET i, Te2AET Af) - (e iAn Ai, TeiAET f) }ij5(T)d.T 

= 100 {~~(eiAETf,TeiAETf)}ij5(T)d.T . 
. -oc le (iT 

If r.p E ,9'(lR), one may integrate by parts and get (7.3.19). 
(v) Fix a real, even function 8 E ,9'(lR) , with 8(0) = 1, and define SE: = 

8(e,.4')[S] for 0 < e < l. Clearly S; = SE: and SE ---) S strongly as e ---) O. 
An iteration of (7.3.18) shows ~that e f--+ SE E B(,yt) is of class Coo, with 

S~ = C 18(e,<i)[S], S~ = c 28(e,J?t)[S], etc. An iteration of (7.3.19) shows 
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that SE E C OC (A; • .1t) and.dk[SEl = ek1h(c.d)[Sl. In particular BE = i.d[SEl = 

ie 1 81 (c.d) [Sl is such that c f---+ BE E B (.YC) is also of class Coc and B~ = 

ie28~(c,xi)[Sl (here 8~()') = ).28'(),)). 
(vi) Assume that the integral estimates in (a), (b), (c) are proven, i.e. that 

(7.3.20) 

11 {c-11IS~11 + 11,"'ll'2[SElll + IIB~II}dc == 

== 11 {lle(c.d)[Slll + 1182(c~)[Slll + lIe;(c,d)[Slll}c-2dc < 00. 

Then we have 

which proves (a) completely. From J~l IIB;lldc < 00 we deduce that Bo 
limE--->o BE exists in norm. But SE --> S in norm, hence for i, g E D(A): 

(1, Bog; = lim (1, BEg; = lim ((SEi, iAg; - (Ai, iSEg;) = i(S i, Ag; - i(Ai, Sg;. 
£-0 £--+0 

So S E C 1(A; • .1t) and [is,Al = Bo; hence IIBE - [is, Alii --> 0, which proves (c) 
completely. 

(vii) It remains to prove (7.3.20). Observe that e and 612 are even functions 
which vanish at zero. Unfortunately e~().) = ).2e'(),) is odd (and the correspond
ing term in (7.3.20), which is IIB~II, is the most important one, cf. the remarks 
preceding the lemma). Now we make a precise choice for 61: we assume that we 
can factorize ).2e'(),) = zp().)?/!().), where zp, ?/! E ,At and zp is even and vanishes 
at zero (this is clearly possible, e.g. if e(>.) = e-),.2, then >.28'(>') = _2>.3 e-),.2 

and we take zp(>.) = ).2e-),.2/2, ?/!(>.) = _2>.e-),.2/2). Then we use: 

(viii) It is now clear that the proof of (7.3.20) (and of the lemma) will be 
finished once we have shown that, for each even zp E .lit with zp(O) = 0 and such 
that ip is rapidly vanishing at infinity, one has 

(7.3.21 ) 

For this, we use (7.3.17) : 

11 Ilzp(c.d)[Slllc- 2 dc::; 11 c-2dc 1°C II[~(CT) + CW( -cT) - 2lSII· lip(T)ldT 

= 1°C a-2dall[~(a) + CW(-a) - 2ls
"
·1= Tlip(T)ldT. D 
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We close this section with some comments concerning the method of proof. 
The main point is the identity (7.3.6) which, when combined with the quadratic 
estimate (7.3.5), shows that the singularity of G~ as e ----t 0 is partly cancelled by 
[A, GE ] (independently of z). 

Consider for example the case 5 E C 2(A;,YC); then one may take 5 E = 5 
and BE = B, so that (7.3.6) is G~ + [A, G E] = ieGE[A, B]GE (this is essen
tially the situation studied in the papers of Mourre [Ml] and Perry-Sigal-Simon 
[PSS]). When e ----t +0, we have GE = 0(c1 ), so one would expect that G~ = 
0(c2). But for f E D(A), we shall have (j, G~t) = -(Af, GEt) + (G;f, At) + 
ie(G;f, [A, B]GEt) = 0(e-1 ). After integration we get that (j, GEt) = O(lne), 
and a repetition of the argument will give (j, GEt) = 0(1). If 5 is of higher 
order regularity with respect to A, the estimates may be very much improved. 
In fact, the formal solution of the equation G~ + [A, GE] = 0, or ddE G E = -[A, GE], 
with Go = (5 - z)-l, is 

G E (z) = e - AE (5 - z) -1 eAE = [e - AE 5 eAE - z ]-1. 

This argument is rigorous if 5 is an analytic element for the group !.W, i.e. if the 
function T f---+ e-iAT 5eiAT has a holomorphic extension to a complex neighbour
hood of T = O. The example considered in the introduction of this chapter is of 
this type. 

7.4. Self-adjoint Operators with a Spectral Gap 

We say that a self-adjoint operator H has a spectral gap if a(H) # R The 
extension of Theorem 7.3.1 to this class of operators is quite simple and will be 
stated as Theorem 7.4.1 below. The framework of this section is the same as 
that of the preceding one: a Hilbert space .7t (identified with its adjoint ,YC*) 
equipped with a continuous unitary group W(T) = eiAT . Then the Banach space 
.Yt = (D(A),.7th/2,1 is densely and continuously embedded in ,7C, so.Yt c.7t c 
.Yt* and B(.YC) C B(.Yt,.Yt*) continuously. We also recall the definition (7.3.1) 
of the open set p,A(H) C lR associated to any self-adjoint operator H in .7t of 
class C 1 (A). We prove now a strong form of the limiting absorption principle 
which, according to the theory presented in Section 7.1, implies local smoothness 
of certain operators. 

THEOREM 7.4.1. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in .YC and assume that H 
has a spectral gap and is of class rpl,l(A). Then, for each A E p,A(H), the 
limits lim/H±o(H - A - ip,)-l == (H - A =f iO)-l exist in the weak* topology of 
B(,1t,.1t*), uniformly in A on each compact subset of p,A(H). In particular, ifT 
is a linear operator from .7t to some Hilbert space, and if T is continuous when 
.YC is equipped with the topology induced by .1t*, then T is locally H -smooth on 
the open set p,A (H) c R 

PROOF. Let AO E lR \ a(H) and R = (AO - H)-I. Then R is a bounded 
self-adjoint operator, and the resolvents of Hand R are related by the following 
identity: 

(7.4.1) 8'z # o. 
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Let J c p,A(H) be a compact set with Ao rt J and J = {(Ao - A)-l I A E J} 
(there is no restriction on the generality if we assume that A does not belong to a 
neighbourhood of AD, since (H - Z)-l is holomorphic in such a neighbourhood). 
Then R E !(!?1.1(A;.7C) and J is a compact subset of p,A(R), by Proposition 
7.2.5. Theorem 7.3.1 says that ( f--+ (R - C)-I E B(.Yt,.Y{*) extends to a weak*

continuous function on C± u J. Since z f--+ ( = (Ao - z) -1 is a homeomorphism of 

C± U J onto C± U J, we see that Z f--+ [R - (Ao - Z)-l]-1 E B(.Yt,.Yt*) extends to 
a weak*-continuous function on C± U J. The result of the theorem now follows 
from (7.4.1) and the fact that RYt c .:tt (a much more general fact is stated 
in Theorem 5.3.3; to avoid this reference, observe that (A + i)R(A + i)-l = 
R + [A,R](A + i)-l E B(.7C), so R E B(D(A)), and then interpolate to get 
R E B(.Yt)). D 

Some consequences concerning the spectral properties of H are summarized 
in the next statement. 

THEOREM 7.4.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in.#, of class ~l,l(A) and 
having a spectral gap. Assume that J c lit is open and A is conjugate to H on 
J, i.e. there are a number a > 0 and a compact operator K : .# --+ .# such that 
E(J)[iH, A]E(J) 2: aE(J) + K (where E is the spectral measure of H). Then 
H has at most a finite number of eigenvalues in J (multiplicities counted), and 
it has no singularly contimwus spectrum in J. 

PROOF. The first assertion is a consequence of Corollary 7.2.11. For the 
second one, observe that J \ O'p(H) c p,A(H), d. Theorem 7.2.13, and then use 
the consequences of the limiting absorption principle described in §7.1.2. D 

Let us make a comment in connection with the optimality of the preceding 
theorems. In the context of Theorem 7.4.1, both the regularity assumption 
H E ~1,1(A) and the Banach space .Yt = (D(A),.7Ch/2,1 are optimal in the 
Besov scales ~8'P(A) and .Ytf,q associated to A (the first fact has already been 
mentioned at the beginning of Section 7.3, while the second one will be clear in 
the simplest examples which will be given later on). But it is quite possible that 
the assumption H E ~l,l(A) is stronger than needed in the context of Theorem 
7.4.2 (see Section 7.1). 

As explained in Section 7.1, one can combine local smoothness techniques with 
the invariance principle in order to get quite precise criteria for the existence and 
completeness of (local) wave operators. As an example, we mention the following 
result. 

THEOREM 7.4.3. Let HI, H2 be two self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space 
.7C, denote by E 1, E2 their spectral measures and assume that they have a 
common spectral gap, i.e. that O'(Hd U 0'(H2) cf. lR. Let AI, A2 be a sec
ond pair of self-adjoint operators in .#, set .Yfy = (D(Aj),.7Ch/2,1, identify 
.Yfy c .7C = .#* c 'Y0*, let .Y0*o be the closure of .7C in .:tty' and notice the 

embedding B('y~*o,.Yft) C B(.#). Finally, assume that H j is of class rpl,l(A j ) 

and that there is Ao E lit \ [O'(Hd U 0'(H2)] such that (HI - Ao)-l - (H2 -
Ao)-l E B(.~*o ,,1ft). Then, if J = p.Al (Hd n p,A2 (H2), the local wave operators 
s-limt-->±oc eiHlte-iH2tE2(J) exist and their ranges are equal to EI(J).Yi!. 
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PROOF. We assume, without loss of generality, that AO = O. Let Hj = ~ H j-
1 ; 

then H j is a bounded self-adjoint operator, and A = 0 is not an eigenvalue of 

iij (j = 1,2). If j ~ fLAl (Hd n fLA2 (H21 then the strong limiting absorption 

principle holds for Hj in :'Itj , locally on ~. ~hen, a~cording to Theorem 7.1.5, 

we can apply Theorem 7.1.4 to the pair Hi, H2 on J (note that the roles of Hj 

and H j in Theorem 7.1.4 are interchanged). We choose r.p : lR --+ lR in Theorem 
7.1.4 such that r.p(O) = 0 and r.p(x) = ~x-l if x i= O. Then r.p is bijective and of 

class G 1 outside zero with r.p'(X) > O. Since j = r.p-l(J) (by Proposition 7.2.5) 

and H j = r.p(Hj ), we get the conclusion of the theorem. D 

The space :'It in which the limiting absorption principle has been proved is 
too small for several applications (e.g. the locally smooth operators furnished by 
Theorem 7.4.1 are bounded operators on ,#). Furthermore:'lt = (D(A),,#h/2,1 
is not a standard space of distributions in general, since A could be a complicated 
operator the domain of which is not easily described in the framework of weighted 
Besov spaces. In order to circumvent these difficulties, one may follow [PSS] and 
use the formula 

(7.4.2) R(z) = R(AO) + (z ~ Ao)R(Ao)2 + (z ~ Ao)2 R(Ao)R(z)R(AO), 

where R(z) = (H ~Z)-l. (7.4.2) is obtained after an iteration of the first resolvent 
formula R(z) = R(AO) + (z ~ Ao)R(Ao)R(z). As an example of this technique, 
we have the following result. We recall that IC± = {z E IC I ±CSz > O}. 

PROPOSITION 7.4.4. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in ,$' of class ipl,l (A) 
and having a spectral gap. Let (~i, ~,) be a Friedrichs couple such that dC c ~' 

continuously and densely, identify 8* C ,$'* = .$' c ~, and assume that, for 
some AO E lR \ O'(H), the operator (H ~ Ao)-l extends to a continuous operator 
from er to e'* which maps G\ into D(A). Then 

(a) For each z E IC \ O'(H), (H ~ z)-l extends to a continuous operator from 
~. into ~'* and the map z f--+ (H ~ Z)-l E B(I;", 1;0*) is holomorphic. 

(b) Set 0\/2,1 = (~1' 8h/2,1 and notice the embeddings 

&1/2,1 C 8, e"* c 8t/2,1 and B(&,8*) C B(~1/2,1,81*/2,1)' 

Then the holomorphic function IC± :1 z f--+ (H ~ z)-l E B(~1/2,1' ~1*/2,1) extends 

to a weak*-continuous function on IC± U ILA(H). 

PROOF. The assertion (a) is an immediate consequence of (7.4.2). To prove 
(b), observe that R(AO) E B( 8, dC) n B( 8 1 , D(A)) by hypothesis, which implies 
R(AO) E B(81/2,1,/Yt) by interpolation. Since R(AO) is symmetric, we shall also 
have R(AO) E B(:'It*, ~1*/2,1)' Theorem 7.4.1 and formula (7.4.2) now imply the 
result of (b). D 

For the next corollary, notice that 8 1/ 2 ,1 c 1;' c D(H)* continuously and 
densely (because IIIIID(H)* ::; GII(H ~ Ao)-lIII.ft' ::; G'IIIII,!' for I E dC) and 
then apply Proposition 7.1.3. 
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COROLLARY 7.4.5. Let T be a Hilbert space-valued linear operator on l3u* 
which is continuous when 8* is equipped with the topology induced by &1*/2,1 = 

(&'*, &th/2,CX). Then T is locally H-smooth on the open real set fJA(H). 

The statement of Proposition 7.4.4 is unfortunately rather heavy; it is, how
ever, convenient for applications. This will become clear in the later sections of 
this chapter, but we shall treat right now one of the most important examples in 
order to clarify the meaning of the various spaces introduced above. We choose 
a formulation adapted to Schrodinger hamiltonians (even very singular and with 
many-body potentials) and leave aside some obvious generalizations to higher 
order elliptic operators. Recall that, if X is an euclidean space, then dt'S(X) 
is the usual Sobolev space of order s E ffi., while ,7t'{'~q(X) is a weighted Sobolev 
space (t E ffi., 1 ::; q ::; (0) and .7t'{'S(X) == 'Y4~2(X), If cp : X --+ ffi., then cp(Q) is 
the operator of multiplication by cpo 

PROPOSITION 7.4.6. Let X be an euclidean space, dt' = L2(X), A = D = 

~ (P . Q + Q . P), so that 2A is the generator of the dilation group, and H a 
self-adjoint operator in ,yt' of class "PI) (D). Assume that there is AO E ffi. \ O"(H) 
such that (H - AO)-1 and [cp(Q), (H - AO)-I] extend to continuous operators 
,yt'-I(X) --+ ,yt'I(X), for each linear function cp: X --+ R Then 

(H - z)-1 E B(,yt'-1,.yt'1) C B(,.Yt:;/L,dt'~1/2,OG) 

for each z t/:. O"(H) and the limitslimll--'>±o(H -A-iJl.)-l exist in the weak* topol
ogy of B(,7ti/L"yt'~1/2,CX)), uniformly in A on each compact subset of 11D(H). 
If (H - Ao)-1 and [cp(Q), (H - Ao)-1] belong to B(,yt',.Yt2) for each cp as be
fore, then the preceding limits will exist in the weak* topology of each space 
B(.7tis/2,1(X),..Ytst/~,cxJ, -2::; s::; 0, uniformly in A on compact sets in 11D(H). 

PROOF. We use Proposition 7.4.4 with 13" = ,yt'-1(X), 8 1 = ,Yt)-1(X). Then 
(/* = .yt'1(X), &1/2,1 = .Y~/i,1 (X) and &t/2,1 = ,yt'~1/2,oc(X). (H - AO)-1 maps 

&1 into D(A) if P·Q(H -AO)-l,Yt)-1 c .yt, and this follows from the assumption 
[Q j, (H - AO) -1],yt'-1 c .yt'1 (here Qi is the operator of multiplication by the 
coordinate J.:j relative to a basis in X). To prove the last part of the proposition 
observe that the operators (H - AO)-1 and i[cp(Q), (H - AO)-1] will belong to 
B (,yt's "yt's+2) if -2 ::; s ::; 0 (because the operators are symmetric, so one can 
use a duality-interpolation argument). This clearly implies that (H - AO)-l E 
B(,7tJ.s,,7tJ.s+2), then, by interpolation, that (H - Ao)-1 E B( • .Yt:;'/2,1".Yt:;s/t~1)' and 

finally, by duality, that (H - Ao)-1 E B(dt'-".1/2,CXJ' ,yt'.".t/2,rxJ. By using (7.4.2) and 

the fact that the strong limiting absorption principle holds in B(,7tJ./2,1, .yt'-1/2,cxJ, 
we get the result. 0 

Notice that the assumption (H - AO) -1 E B (,yt'-1 "yt'I) is fulfilled if the form 
domain of H is included densely in ,yt'l, because then D()H)1/2) c .yt'1 c ./'t C 
,yt'-1 c D()H)1/2)* and (H - AO)-1 E B(D()H)I/2)*,D()H)1/2)). Then the 
hypothesis on [cp(Q), (H - Aot 1] may be checked by justifying its equality with 
(H - Ao)-1[H,cp(Q)](H - AO)-1 and adding some assumptions on [H,cp(Q)]. In 
the simplest Schrodinger type situation we have H = ~ + V( Q), where V : X --+ 
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JR. is Borel. If V = V+ - V_, where V± ;:::: 0, V+ E Lfoc(X) and V_(Q) is 6.
form bounded with relative bound < 1, then the form domain of His .7C1 (X) n 
D(V~/2), so it is densely included in .7C1 (X) (because it contains Co(X)). In 
this case [ip(Q),H] = [ip(Q), 6.] E B(:7Cs ,dts - 1) 'lis E JR., so both conditions we 
put on (H - >'0)-1 in the first part of Proposition 7.4.6 arc fulfilled. Since H is 
bounded from below, the only hypothesis that has to be imposed is HE «?1,I(D). 

A straightforward consequence of Proposition 7.4.6 and of the discussion made 
in §7.1.2 is that any linear operatorT : .7C1 (X) --+ § (§ any Hilbert space) which 
is continuous for the topology induced by .yt! 1/2.cxc,(X) on ,yt1 (X), is locally H-

o 

smooth on the set ltD (H). Let us denote by .7C~1/2.= (X) the closure of dt1 (X) in 

.yt!I/2,=(X) and observe that B('#~1/2'="Yii/i,1) C B(.7Cl"yt-l). Referring 
again to the general theory presented in Section 7.1 we obtain the following 
consequence of Proposition 7.4.6: 

COROLLARY 7.4.7. Let X be an euclidean space, dt = L2(X), D = i(p, Q + 
Q . P) and HI, H2 two self-adjoint operators of class 05'1,1 (D) in .7C. 

Assume that each H j has a spectral gap, that its form domain is ,yt1 (X) 
(i.e. D(IHjll/2) = ,yt1(X), which implies H j E B(dt1(X),dt- 1(X)) and that 
[ip(Q),Hj] E B(.7C1(X),.7C- 1(X)) for each linear function ip on X. 

Finally, assmne that H 1-H2 E B(,Ye~1/2.(X,(X),'Yii/i,1 (X)). Set J = ILD(Hdn 

ILD (H2), so that J c JR. is an open set, and let E j be the spectral measure of H j . 

Then the strong limits 

(7.4.3) 

exist and have ranges equal to E 2(J),7C. 

From the examples treated in Sections 7.6 and 9.4 it will be seen that the 
criterion of existence and completeness of wave operators contained in the pre
ceding statement is very precise, both locally and at infinity. Notice that the 
operators H j could be quite complicated (of the N-body type, for example). 

7.5. Hamiltonians Associated to Symmetric Operators in Friedrichs 
Couples 

The framework of this section coincides with that of Section 6.3, but we make 
the supplementary assumption n = 1. Hence a triplet Uf}, ,yt; A) is given such 
that ~I] and ,7t are Hilbert spaces, ~Cj C ,yt continuously and densely, A is a 
self-adjoint operator in .7C, and ~V(T) = eiAT leaves ~I] invariant. We shall 
freely use the notatiom; and results of Section 6.3; we recall the identification 
~I] c .7C = .yt* c ~f}* and the fact that W naturally induces Co-groups in 
C(j and ~I]*, which are denoted by the same symbol ~V. .Moreover, we keep 
the notation A for the generator of W in each of these spaces and we usc the 
suggestive notations D(A; W), D(A) == D(A:,yt) and D(A; ~f}*) to denote its 
domain in ~Cj, ,yt and ~f}* respectively. Each of these spaces is a H-space for 
its natural graph topology and we have D(A; ~f}) c D(A; ,7C) c D(A; ~Cj*) c ~f}* 

continuously and densely. For example, D(A; ~I]*) is the set of f E ~fj* such 
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that Af := limT-+o(iTf ' [W(T) - Ilf exists in 'lJ* and is equipped with the 
topology given by the norm Ilfll \~* + IIAfl hi*. We have similar definitions for 
D(A; 'lJ) and D(A;dC), but also D(A; 'lJ) = {f E ~f"} I f E D(A; 'lJ*) and Af E 

~f"}}, and analogously for D(A;,YC). Of course, D(A;dC) = D(A) == domain (in 
,#) of the initial self-adjoint operator A. One may also define D(A; 'lJ) and 
D(A; 'lJ*) directly in terms of the initial self-adjoint operator A in ,YC, namely: 
(i) D(A; ~f"}) = {f E 'lJ n D(A) I Af E 'lJ} with norm Ilfll\~ + IIAfll\~; (ii) the 
operator A : D(A) c ~f}* ---+ 'lJ* is closable when considered af:> an operator in ~f]* 
and D(A; ~*) is just the domain of its closure. All thef:>e factf:> have been discussed 
in Section 6.3, see for example the text following Corollary 6.3.2 where we used 
the notations ~1 = D(A; 'lJ), ,7i1 = D(A) = D(A;,#) and ~Ij; = D(A; ~f]*), 
which are consistent with the theory developed in Chapter 3. 

The first result that we point out in this framework is a variant of the virial 
theorem. The proof is a simple adaptation of that of Proposition 7.2.10. 

PROPOSITION 7.5.1. Let H : ~f] ---+ ~Cj* be a symmetric operator of class 
C 1 (A; ~f"}, 'lJ*). Then (1, [A, Hlf) = 0 if f E ~Cj and Hf = Af for some A E lR. 

7.5.1. If H : ~ ---+ ~f}* is a symmetric operator, then one may naturally 
associate to it a symmetric operator H in ,yc by the rule D(H) = {f E 'lJ I 

H f E ,YC} and H = HI Dcii)" If there if:> no risk of ambiguity, we f:>hall keep the 

notation H for H and then write D(H;,YC) for D(H) ("domain of H in ,YC"). i!. 
will be called the operator in ,# associated to H : ~f"} ---+ ~*. In many cases, H 
if:> a (densely defined) self-adjoint operator in ,#, and the purpose of this section 

is to show that the L.A.P. holds for H under simple conditionf:> on H and in 
spaces quite large and easily accessible in applications. We begin with the case 
where D(H) = ~f}. The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of the 
results obtained in Section 7.4. Recall thc following notation, introduced and 
used already in Sections 2.8 and 6.3 : for -1 < e < I, ~lje = [~f], ~f]*](1-e)/2 = 

(~Cj, ~Cj*)(1-(i)/2,2 and ~l]1 = ~f}, ~f}-1 = ~*; note that ~o = ,#. 

THEOREM 7.5.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in ,YC, with domain ~f}, of 
class <p1,1(A; ~Cj, ~l]*) and having a spectral gap. Then H is of class 0?l,l(A), 
hence the open real set /-LA (H) is well-defined, and the strong limiting absorption 
principle holds locally on /-LA (H) in the Banach space (,# n D(A; ~f}*), ~* h/2,1' 
If [A, H] ~f] c ~f]-1/2 (i.e. if H E C 1(A; 'lJ, W- 1/ 2 )), then the strong limiting 
absorption principle holds in the larger space (~-1/2 n D(A; ~Ij*), ~f]-1/2h/2,1' 

Before starting the proof, we make f:>ome comments. vVe recall that, if &, ,cIT is 
a pair of compatible B-spacef:> (i.e. they are continuously embedded in a separated 
topological vector space), then &'n ,'7 has a canonical B-space structure (if 11·11", 
11·11.j: are admif:>sible norms on Ii, ,'7, then Ilf II" + Ilf II ,j: is an admissible norm on 
&n S). Then by using ~f}o,p:= Uf}, ~f}*)(1-e)/2,p (here -1 < e < 1,1 :S p:S (0) 
we get (cf. the reiteration property): 

( YCnD(A- Cf2*) (u*) c (dC (a*) - (0.- 1/2,1 C (0.- 1/2 
, ,d ,''1 1/2,1 ,u 1/2,1 - ,Y U. 
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Notice that, since ~f} is the domain of H, ~f}1/2 is the form domain of H (i.e. 
rg1/2 = D(IHI1/2)) and (rg1/2)* = rg-1/2. Hence it makes sense to speak about 
the L.A.P. for H in the indicated space (sec (7.1.19)). A result of P. Grisvard 
(see Proposition 2.7.4) allows us to give a more explicit description of the main 
interpolation space involved in the theorem: 

(7.5.1) (df n D(A; rg*), rg*h/2,1 = (,yt', ~f}*h/2,1 n (D(A; rJ*), ~9*h/2,1 

= rg-1/2,l n (D(A; ~t}*), ~f}*h/2,l' 

As we explained in Section 7.1, and as we have seen in Section 7.4, Theorem 7.5.2 
implies precise criteria of local H-smoothness and of existence and completeness 
of local wave operators; we shall, however, not state them explicitly here. Now 
we make a comment concerning the assumption that H have a spectral gap: it 
is certainly not needed, but we have not been able to avoid it because of the 
strategy of our proofs (we reduce everything to the case of bounded operators 
treated in Section 7.3). Other proofs avoid the spectral gap hypothesis but 
give results weaker than those of Theorem 7.5.2 (such a proof will be presented 
below, cf. Theorem 7.5.4). The strongest results of this type known to us are 
contained in [BG]'vI2], from which we quote the following particular case: If H 
is self-adjoint on rJ in ,yt' and of class C 1 (A; (f}, ~(j*), and if [A, H] is of class 
'P0,l (A; ~t}, ~t}*) and [A, H] ~t} C rJ- 1/2, then the strong L.A.P. holds on ILA (H) in 
the space (7.5.1). Moreover, the condition [A, H] ~r; C ~(j-l/2 can be replaced by 
[A, H] ~f) C ~f}-l+E for some E > 0 (in fact one can take E = +0 in a precise sense) 
if the triplet (~f}, ,yt'; A) has a certain regularity property (namely: there is a self~ 
adjoint operator S in ,yt' with domain ~(j such that T f--* eiAT Se- iAT E B( ~t), ,yt') 
is norm-continuous; for this, it is enough to have [A, 5] E B( rJ, ,yt')). vVe mention 
another point which has heen discussed in detail in [ABG1]' [BGM2] and [BG10], 
but which is not touched upon here: find natural and optimal spaces ,yt in which 
the strong L.A.P. holds in norm, i.e. such that the limits liml-'---> +0 (H -,\ =f ill)-1 
exist in norm in B(,yt"yt*), locally uniformly in ,\ E flA(H), and, moreover, 
find the precise order of Holder continuity of the boundary value functions ,\ f--* 

(H -,\ =f iO)-1 E B(,yt"yt*). 
Finally, we discuss the hypothesis [A, H] ~(j C ~fj-1/2 which appears in the 

statement of Theorem 7.5.2. In the initial version of the conjugate operator 
method, due to Mourre, the main assumptions were [A, H] E B( ~fj, df) and 
[A, [A,H]] E BUfj, ~fj*). In our terminology this means H E C 1(A; ~r;"yt') rl 
C 2 (A; ~(j, ~(j*). The first condition was especially restrictive in applications and 
Perry, Sigal and Simon in [PSS] succeeded in replacing it by [A, H] E BUfj, ~fj-l/2); 
in our notations, their main assumption was H E C 1 (A; ~fj, ~f}-1/2 )nC2 (A; ~fj, ~f}*). 
Now notice that, under the assumption H E C 2 (A; ~fj, rJ*) (i.e. [A, [A, H]] E 
B (W, ~(j*)), they could not do essentially better, because our Proposition 6.3.4 
(c) shows that this implies H E 'PLOC(A; ~fj, ~fj-l/2). Our main result consists in 
the replacement of the condition HE C2 (A; ~fj, W*) by the much weaker one HE 
'PI, 1 (A; ~fj, ~fj*). Then a supplementary hypothesis of the type [A, H] ~(j C ~fj-l /2 
is rather irrelevant: its only purpose is to replace the space (7.5.1), in which the 
L.A.P. holds, by the slightly larger space (~q-l/2 n D(A; ~(j*), ~(j-l/2h/2,1' In all 
the concrete cases that we shall meet, the difference between these two spaces is 
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not significant; however, the second one is easier to describe (in the N-body case 
it contains the space .7t{iL (X) which already occurred in Proposition 7.4.6). 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.5.2. Proposition 6.3.4 shows that H is of class 
<Pl,l(A), in particular we may apply Theorem 7.4.1 and get the strong L.A.P. in 
the space.yt = (D(A;.7C),.7Ch/2,1' We now show that the strong L.A.P. holds in 

the space ,yt given by (7.5.1). Observe that .yt c .yt c Trl/2 continuously and 

densely, hence ~(P/2 C ,yt* C ,yt* and B(Cf}-1/2, Cf}1/2) C B(.yt"yt*) c B(,yt"yt*) 
continuously. So,-_by taking into account the identity (7.4.2), it is enough to 

prove that R(Ao),yt C .1t (because then, by using tl~ closed graph theorem and 

by taking the adjoint, we shall also get R(AO) E B(.yt,.Yt) n B(.yt*,.yt*)). Since 

,n and ,yt arc interpolation spaces and R(AO) ~t}* = ,ye, it is enough to show that 
R(AO)[,yen D(A; ~t}*)l = D(A;,7C). Let f E ,yt such that f E D(A; ~Ij*) and set 
fT = W(T)f, RT = ~;V(T)R(Ao)W(-T). Then R(AO)f E ,ye and 

W(T) - I 
(7.5.2) R(AO)f = RT · T-1(fT - f) + T-1(RT - Ro)f. 

T 

Since T f--> RT E BUIj*,.7C) is strongly continuous, T f--> fT E ~Ij* is (strongly) 
differentiable and T f--> RT E B(.7C) is strongly differentiable too, we see that 
the strong limit as T -+ 0 of the above expression exists in Jt', hence R(AO)f E 
D (A; ,7C). This finishes the proof of the first part of the theorem. Now let us 
assume that [A, H] ~Ij c ~1j-l/2. Then we want to apply directly Proposition 7.4.4 
with 0' = ~1j-l/2 and 6'1 = ~1j-l/2 n D(A; ~Ij*), and for this we just have to show 
that R(AO)6'l c D(A;.Yt). We argue exactly as above, using the identity (7.5.2). 
The first term in the right-hand side of (7.5.2) is treated in the same way. For 
the second one, notice that R(AO) E C1(A; ~q-l/2,.7C) by Proposition 6.3.5. 0 

7.5.2. If H : ~f} ---> ~IJ* is a symmetric operator, the hypothesis D(ii) = ~q 
of Theorem 7.5.2 is equivalent to the existence of a complex number zo such 
that H - zo is an isomorphism of ~fJ onto ,7C. In the rest of this section, we 
consider another extreme situation, namely that where H - Zo : ~f} ---> ~t}* is 
an isomorphism for some Zo E C. If H is semibounded, then this is equivalent 
with saying that ii is self-adjoint and ~t} = D(liiI 1 / 2 ), i.e. in this case the form 

domain (and not the domain) of the hamiltonian ii is invariant under the group 
{ei~h }TE!R.. We mention that the assumptions imposed on H below are not 
convenient in the N -body case (i.e. the results are essentially weaker than those 
obtained from Theorem 7.5.2). However, this version is quite efficient in two
body type problems. l\Ioreover, Theorem 7.5.4 is in fact a generalization of 
Theorem 7.3.1, hence it implies indirectly all the results we got until now. 

The next lemma describes precisely the class of operators that we have in 
mind. 

LEMMA 7.5.3. Let H : ~f} ---> ~f}* be a symmetric operator such that H - Zo is a 
bijection of ~f} onto ~C;* for some Zo E C. Then H - z : ~t} ---> ~f}* is an isomorphism 
for each z E C \ lR, the function z f--> (H - z)-l E B(~f}*, ~f}) is holomorphic on 
C\lR, and II(H - z)-lIIB(('f*,c'f) s: c(Z?l'Szl-l for some constant c. The operator 

ii associated to H in ,Yf, i.e. the restriction of H to D(ii) = {J E W I H f E ,Yf}, 
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is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in ,/t', one has (ii - z) -1 = (H - z) -II.#' 
for non-real z and cp(ii) E B(~(j*, rJ) ifcp E C§(JR.). Assume, furthermore, that 
HE C 1(A; rJ, ~(j*). Then ii is of class C 1(A) and, ifcp E Cg(lR;), then cp(ii) has 
the stronger regularity property cp(ii) E C 1 (A; \(j*, ~(j). 

PROOF. A symmetric operator from ~(j to rJ* is continuous, and a bijective 
continuous operator ~(j --+ ~* is an isomorphism. Hence H - Zo and H - 20 = (H
zo)* are isomorphisms of ~ onto ~f}*. It is easily seen that D(ii) = (H - zo)-ldC; 

1;..,ence, ,7C being dense in ~*, D(ii) will be dense in rJ a!ld cons~quently in dC. So 
H is a densely defined symmetric operator in ,yc and H - zo, H - 20 have range 
,YC. A well-known criterion for sclf-adjointness implies then the self-adjoint ness 
of ii. Now let us write (7.4.2) with Ao = Zo and with H replaced by ii. We 
get that (ii - Z)-1 extends to an operator T E B(~*, rJ) with IITIIB((<)*,(l)) :::; 

c(z)21'Szl-1 for a constant c. For f E ,yc we have f = (ii - z)Tf = (H - z)Tf; 
since ,yc is dense in ~(j* and since T : W* --+ ~(j and H - z : ~(j --+ rJ* are 
continuous, we obtain f = (H - z)Tf for all f E ~f}*. Similarly, for f E D(H) 
we have f = T(ii - z)f = T(H - z)f and so, since D(ii) is dense in rJ, we 
get f = T(H - z)f for all f E ~f}. In conclusion, H - z : ~(j --+ ~f}* is an 
isomorphism with inverse equal to T if 'Sz -I 0 (in fact, if z t/:. !J(H)). The 
holomorphy of z f--7 (H - Z)-l E B(~fj*, ~fj) follows from (7.4.2) or from the first 
resolvent identity which is clearly satisfied in B( ~q*, ~q). Formula (6.1.18) clearly 
implies that cp(ii) E B(rJ*, CfJ) if cp E C§(JR.). If H E C 1(A; ~(j, ~g*), then the 
results of Section 5.1 imply that (H - z)-1 E C 1(A; ~g*, rJ) for non-real z and 
[A, (H - Z)-I] = (H - Z)-1 [H, A](H - Z)-I. Of course these facts are stronger 
than the relation (ii - z) -1 E C 1 (A; ,/t'), so we have ii E C 1 (A). Finally, 
cp(ii) E C 1(A; rJ*, ~g) by virtue of formula of (6.2.16). D 

The fo!!owing comments arc meant to clarify the statement of the lemma. 
First, if H is an arbitrary self-adjoint operator in ,/t', and if one takes ~f} = 

D(I!l11/2) (equipped with the graph topology), then there is a unique extension 
of H to a continuous operator H : ~(j --+ W*, and this operator fUlfills all the 
conditions of the lemma (the operat;>r associated to H being the initial ii). On 

the other hand, if H is given and H is constructed as in the lemma, then the 
equality ~f} = D(liiI1/2) does not hold in general, as we explained in Section 2.8. 
There is, however, a very important case when this equality is true, namely, if H 
is a semibounded operator (this assertion is the content of the Friedrichs theorem, 
sec Section 2.8). We could have taken just ~f} = D(liiI1/2) in the theorem which 
follows, and this would cover most of the two-body problems that appear in 
the applications. But there arc cases in which the conditions of Lemma 7.5.3 
arc satisfied but there docs not seem to be any control on the form domain 
D(IHI1/2). Most notably, this happens for the Dirac operator with Coulomb 
singularities and with physically natural coupling constants, see [Ne], [TE], [Vo], 
[l\IS]. Finally, we mention that the critical assumption of Lemma 7.5.3 is an 
estimate of the form II(H -2o)fll(~· 2: cllfll(~ for a constant c > 0 and all f E ~(j. 
In fact, this implies that H - 20 : ~£} --+ ~fj* is injective with closed range, hence 
its adjoint H - Zo : ~f} --+ ~* is surjective. The injectivity of H - Zo follows for 
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example from 

ICSzol·llfll;' = Ics(f, (H - zo)f)l s; Ilfll,s ·II(H - zo)fll,r;*· 

Let us return to the context of Lemma 7.5.:1 and assume that HE C1(A; ~fj, '&*). 
Then ii is of class C 1 (A), so the function (}~ and the set J.[A (ii) are well defined 

and depend only on H, so we may denote them by (}~ and /LA(H) respectively. 
However, a direct definition in terms of H is possible. In fact, the commuta
tor [H, iA] is a well defined continuous symmetric operator ~fj -+ rJ* (it is just 
the strong derivative of e- iAT HeiAT E BUfj, W*) at T = 0). Furthermore 'P(H) 

(= 'P(ii)) can be defined directly by formula (6.1.18) if'P E C5(JR) (due to the 
estimate II(H - z)-lIIB((t;*,(fj) S; c\z)2ICSzl- 1 ). Hence the definition (7.2.7) makes 

sense without reference to the self-adjoint operator ii induced by H in ,yt. 
H we have the stronger property H E «?1,l(A; ~fj, W*), then (H - z)-l E 

«?l,l(A; ~fj*, W) (cf. Section 5.2), which is considerably more than (ii - z)-l E 

«p1,1(A;,yt), so ii is of class «?l,l(A). If ii has a spectral gap, then one may 
apply Theorem 7.4.1 and Proposition 7.4.4 in order to get the next theorem (take 
& = ~<]*, &] = D(A; ~q*) and observe that (H - AO)-l D(A; ~<]*) c D(A; W) c 
D(A), because (H - Ao)-l E C1(A; ~fj*, rJ)). But the result holds without the 
spectral gap hypothesis. 

THEOREM 7.5.4. Let H : ~<] -+ ~fj* be a symmetric operator of class 
«P1,1(A; ~fj, '&*) and such that H -Zo : rJ -+ ~<]* is bijective for some Zo E cc. Then 
H - z : ~<] -+ ~fj* is an isomorphism for each non-real z and the function z f--+ 

(H _Z)-l E B(~fj*, ~fj) is holomorphic on <C\lR. LeLYt = (D(A; ~<]*), ~<]*h/2,1' so 
that ,yt c ~<]* continuously and densely, and identify ~fj C ,;It* and B( ~<]*, rJ) C 

B(,X"yt*). Then the limits lim/L-do(H - A - iIL)-l := (H - A =t= iO)-l exist in 
the weak* topology in B(,yt,.Yt*), locally uniformly in ), E fLA(H). Let ,yt*o be 
the closure of ~fj in ,;It * and let ii be the self-adjoint operator associated to H in 
,yt, so that D(ii) c '& c .Yt*o. Then each bounded linear operator fmm ,yt*o to 

some Hilbert space is locally ii-smooth on the open set fLA(II). 

PROOF. The constructions that we shall make below are more general than 
needed for the proof of the preceding theorem: we shall, in fact, implicitly prove 
the main results of [ABG1] and [BGM2]. For example, the reader can easily 
deduce from the following arguments the proof of the various assertion" quoted 
after the statement of Theorem 7.5.2. 

(i) Let A E JR. Let H be an arbitrary self-adjoint operator in ,yt and 'P a 
function of class C5(JR) with 0 S; 'P S; 1 and 'P(A) = 1. We set ¢ = 'P(H) 
and ¢.l = 1 - 'P(H). Then, let NI be a symmetric operator in ,yt with domain 
including D(H) and such that AI :2: rn¢2 for some number rn :2: O. Finally, let 
J.l be a po"itive number and H± = H - A =t= i(M + p.) : D(JI) c ,yt -+ ,yt. Our 
purpose at this stage i" to prove the following estimate: 

(7.5.3) IIH± fll :2: [~ -11¢.l R(A)MII] . [1 + rnll¢.l R(A)llr 1 . (rn + fL)llfll 
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for all 1 E D(H). As usual R(z) = (H - z)-\ observe that ¢~ R(>-') is the 
bounded operator .# -+ D(H) associated to the continuous function x f--+ (1 -
<p(x))(x - >-.)-1 by the functional calculus. To prove (7.5.3), remark first that 

Then: 

which implies 

II¢~ 111 = II¢~ R(>-' ± if.L)[H± ± iM]111 

:s; II¢~R(>-')II'IIH± 111 + 11¢~R(>-')MII·IIfII· 

(; +f.L)11111 2 :s; rnll¢IW +f.L11111 2 +rnll¢~IW 
:s; 11111·IIH± 111 + rnlllll'II¢~ 111· 

Upon inserting the estimate obtained above for II¢~ 111, we get (7.5.3). 
(ii) Assume that [~-II¢~R(>-')MII]' [1 + rnll¢~R(>-')llr1 == ~ > 0 and that 

one of the numbers rn or f.L is strictly positive. Then (7.5.3) implies that H± : 
D(H) -+ .# are injective operators with closed ranges. If we also assume M 
bounded (in fact, H-bounded with relative bound < 1 would be enough), then 
(H±)* = HCf, hence H± : D(H) -+.# are (bijective) isomorphisms. ~loreover, 
ifG± E B(.#) is the inverse of H±, then (G±)* = GCf and IIG±II:S; K:(rn+f.L)-l. 
Observe that H± = (H - >-. =f if.L) =f iM, hence G± = R(>-. ± ill) [I ± iMG±]. Let 
us equip D(H) with the norm II(H + i)111 == II(H)III. Since 

II(H - >-')G±II :s; II(H - >-.)R(>-. ±if.L)II· [1 + IIMII·IIG±II] :s; 1 + IIMII·IIG±II, 

we obtain 

(7.5.4) ± IIMII + (>-.) 
IIG 11 . .1i'~D([{):S; 1 + K: . 

rn + 11 

Similarly, we shall have 

(7.5.5) ~ ± ~ [ K:IIMII] II¢ G II.Jt--+D(H):S; II(H)R(>-.)¢ II· 1 + -- . 
rn+ f.L 

(iii) From H± = (H =f i) - (>-. ± i(IL + M - 1)) we get the identities: 

(7.5.6) G± = R(±i) + R(±i)[>-. ± i(f.L + M - l)]G± 

= R(±i) + G±[>-' ± i(ll + M - l)]R(±i) 

= R(±i) + R(±i)[>-. ± i(f.L + M - l)]R(±i) 

+R(±i)[>-. ± i(IL + M - l)]G±[>-' ± i(Ji. + M - l)]R(±i). 

Now assume that we are under the conditions of the theorem and that H is the 
self-adjoint operator in .# associated to the operator H : ~fj -+ ~C}* (denoted 

fj in the statement of the theorem). Since D(H) == D(H, .#) C ~fj, we have 
IIG:!::II.Ji'--+\'> :s; ClIG±llx--,D(H) with a constant C depending only on Hand Cf}. 
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So the second equality in (7.5.6) shows that C± extend to continuous operators 
rJ* --+ rJ; then (7.5.4) implies 

(7.5.7) IIC±II,s*--->(Ij':S: IIR(±i)II(9*--->(~ 

+C[l + f' II~I: ~Al] [1 + IAI + 1111 + IIMII]·IIR(±i)II(t)*--->.Yf. 

Similarly, (7.5.5) gives 

(7.5.8) II¢-LC±II(~*--->(~:S: II¢-L R(±i)II(~*--->(~ + 

+ClI(H1R(A)¢-LII' [1 + :~I:~] . [1 + IAI + 1111 + IIMII]·IIR(±i)II(~*--->.Yf" 
(iv) Consider now a new symmetric operator HE : ~fj --+ ~fj* such that IIH ~ 

HEII(~--->(~* is small enough; more precisely, we require IIC±(H ~ HE)IIB((t)) < l. 
Then H; := HE ~ A =f i(M + IL) : rJ --+ Cfj* is an isomorphism with inverse C; 
explicitly given by: 

This leads to the next estimates, which have to be used in tandem with (7.5.7), 
(7.5.8) : 

(7.5.9) IIC;II(5*--->(t):S: IIC±II(t)*--->(~· [1 ~ IIC±(H ~ HE)IIB((~)rl, 

(7.5.10) 11¢-LC;II(5*--->(1:S: 11¢-LC±llw*--->(l)' [1 ~ II(H ~ HE)C±IIB(\IJ*)r 1 . 

(v) Now we derive the so-called quadratic estimate, namely: 

(7.5.11) 

From this, using Lemma 7.5.3, we also get for some c = c(cp, H, ~fj) < =: 

(7.5.12) 

For the proof of (7.5.11), one may argue as follows: 

mll¢C;fI1 2 = (C;f,m¢2C;f1:S: (C;f,(M +11)C;f1 

= (f,C':(M +11)C;f1 = =f;i(f,(C; ~C:)f1 = ±CS(f,C;f1. 

(vi) We shall now make a more specific choice for M. Fix Ao E lR such 
that Q~(Ao) > O. Denote by B the symmetric operator [iH, A] E B(~(j, <;q*). 
According to (7.2.7), there are 15 > 0, al > 0 and ipl E CO'(lR), 0 :s: ipI :s: 1, such 
that ipdx) = 1 if Ix~ Ao I :s: 215 and ipI (H)Bipl (H) :;" al ipi (H). Then, let {BE }E>O 
be a family of symmetric operators rJ --+ rJ* such that IIBE ~ BI hJ--->(t)* --+ 0 as 
c --+ O. Fix some ip E CO'(lR) , 0 :s: ip :s: I, with ip(x) = 1 if Ix ~ Aol :s: 15 and 
ip(x) = 0 if Ix ~ Aol :;" 215, and let 0 < a < al. Then there is co > 0 such 
that ip(H)BEip(H) :;" aip2(H) for 0 < c < co. We shall take M = C¢BE¢ and 
m = ac. Moreover, for each c E (0, co) we assume given a symmetric operator 
HE : <;q --+ <;q* such that limE-->oc-11IH ~ HEllw--->\l)* = O. From now on A is 
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an arbitrary real number with IA - Ao 1 :s; O. Then we may assume that the 
number K introduced at Step (ii) is finite, strictly positive and independent of 
e and A. Notice that with the preceding choices H; = He - A =f i(e¢BE¢ + fL). 
Since IIG±II(9*--->(9 :s; const.(e + fL)-1 (see (7.5.7)) and 11¢~G±II'9*--->(9 :s; const. 
(see (7.5.8)), it follows that IIG±(H - H E )IIB((9) -+ 0 as e -+ 0, so G; are well 
defined (eo being assumed small enough) and satisfy the following estimates, cf. 
(7.5.9), (7.5.10), (7.5.12) : 

(7.5.13) 

(7.5.14) 

IIG:=II(9*--->(9 :s; ~+c, 11¢~G;II(9*--->(9 :s; C 
- e fL 

II¢G; !II(~ :s; ce-1/218'(f,G; f)11/2, ! E ~g*. 

Here c < 00 is independent of e E (0, eo), fL E (0,1), A E (Ao - 0, Ao + 0) and 
f. Notice that 18'(f, Gtf)1 = 18'(f,G;f)1 because (G;)* = G;. Furthermore, 
since ¢ + ¢~ = I, we also get: 

(7.5.15) 

(vii) From now on we assume that the B(r&, r&*)-valued mappings e f-+ HE and 
e f-+ BE are norm-C1 on (0, eo). We choose to work with Gt only and denote it 
simply by GE. It is trivial to prove that (O,eo) 3 e f-+ GE E B(r&*, r&) is norm-C1 

and that its derivative is 

(7.5.16) 

(viii) So far the operator A has not played any role. Now let us suppose 
that the operators H, HE' BE are of class C 1 (A; r&, r&*). By using Lemma 7.5.3 
we see that ¢ E C 1 (A; W*, ~fj), hence ¢BE¢ E C 1 (A; r&*, r&) and riA, ¢BE¢] = 
2~(¢BE[iA, ¢]) + ¢[iA, BE]¢ (see Proposition 5.1.5). From Proposition 5.1.6 we 
obtain GE E C 1 (A; Cf}*, r&) and 

(7.5.17) 
[A, GE] = GE[HE - ie¢BE¢, A]GE = GE{[HE, A] + e[iA, ¢BE¢]}GE. 

By adding (7.5.16) and (7.5.17) we obtain the fundamental formula: 

(7.5.18) 

G~ + [A, GE] = ieGcKcGc; - iGE{ ¢BE¢~ + ¢~ BE¢ + ¢~ BE¢~ }GE, 

where 

(7.5.19) 

(ix) The last object we have to introduce is a family of vectors {f,jO<E<EQ 
such that !E E D(A; ~g*) and the function e f-+ !E E r&* is strongly C J • Then 
(fE' [A,GE]!E) = (A!E,GE!E) - (G;JE,A!E) (notice that here the brackets denote 
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the anti-duality between r; and r;*). To prove this it is enough to observe that 
we have strongly in B( r;*, <&): 

[A,CE] = lim W(T)CEW(-T) - CE 
T~O ZT 

= lim W(T)CE W( -T) - CE W(T) 
T~O ZT 

where at the second step we used the fact that W is a Co-group in r;*. In 
conclusion, if FE = UE' CEfE)' then E f-4 FE is a C 1 function satisfying the 
identity (7.3.7). By using (7.5.18) we get: 

(7.5.20) F: = U: - AfE' CEfE) + (C;fE' f: + AfE) 

+iE(C;fc, KECsfs) - i(¢.LC;fE' Bs¢.LCEfE) 

-i(¢C;fE' BE¢.LCEfE) -i(¢.LC;fE' BE¢CcfE). 

(x) We shall estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (7.5.20) by using 
(7.5.13)-(7.5.15). So, there is a constant C > 0, independent of E E (0, EO), 

f.1. E (0,1) and A E (AO - 8, AO + 8) such that: 

C-llP: I ::; liKE IIB«(fI, (f)*) IPE I 

1
1 11/2 + {IIBsIIVUf)"f)*)llfEII('i* + Ilf~II,f)* + IIAfEII,,,*} ~FE 

+ Ilfsll(9* {EllfEI"';* IIKEIIB«(f),(f)*) + IlfEII,9* IIBEIIB(\5,(f}*) 

+ Ilf:II,<;* + IIAfEII'f)*}· 

Since BE f-4 B in B(<&, <&*) as E f-4 0, we have IIBEIIB«(,},(,,*) ::; const. Moreover, 
we shall choose {fE}E>O such that fE ---> f in <&* as E ---> 0, hence IlfElhi* ::; canst. 
So, by modifying slightly the constant C, we have a simpler estimate: 

(7.5.21 ) C- 1 1P:1 ::; IIKEIIB«(G,\iJ*)iFEI 

1
1 11/2 +{llf:II(5* + IlfEIID(A;W*)} ~FE 

+{ EIIKEIIB«(rJ,\fI*) + Ilf;ll\fI* + IlfEIID(A;(9*)}. 
This inequality is of the same nature as (7.3.8). 

Now we may finish the proof of the theorem exactly as in Section 7.3. Since 
A is the generator of a Co-group in r;*) the operator 1 + iEA : D(A; <&*) ---> r;* 
is bijective for E > 0 small enough, and if we define fE = (1 + iEA)-l f for some 
f E;Yt = (D(A; r;*), <&*h/2,1) we shall have: fE E D(A; r;*), E f-4 fE E r;* is of 
class C 1 ) fE ---> f in <&* as E ---> 0, and finally 

(see Proposition 2.7.2). It remains to choose operators Hs, Bs in such a way 
that J;o IIKEIIB«(f},w*)dE < 00. The method is identical to that used in the proof 
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of Lemma 7.3.6, just replace B(.7C) by B(rJ, rJ*). For example, let HE be defined 
by (7.3.16), where of course S = H, and let BE = i[HE' A]. Then 

Since ¢ and [A, ¢] belong to B( ~IJ*, ~IJ), we shall have: 

IIKcIIB((/},(tj*) :<; ~IIH;IIB((S,(IJ*) + CIIB~IIB(\IJ,(IJ*) 
+ CIIBcIIB(('i,(IJ*) + CII[A, BclIIB((IJ,('!*) 

and the right-hand side is an integrable function. We do not give details, since 
there is nothing really new with respect to Lemma 7.3.6. The only fact one 
has to notice is that the function~ e from part (v) of the proof of Lemma 7.3.6 

has to have a Fourier transform e decaying at infinity more rapidly than some 
exponential, since the group {eiAT } is of exponential growth (in general) in ~IJ 
and in ~£}*. Clearly, the choice (7.3.16) is more than sufficient. D 

If we combine Theorems 7.5.4 and 7.l.5 we get the following criterion for the 
existence and completeness of wave operators (this is the analogue of Theorem 
7.4.3 in the present context): 

THEOREM 7.5.5. Let:YC be a Hilbert space and assume that the following ob
jects are given : 

a) two Hilbert spaces rJI and ~(j2 such that ~fJj c:YC continuously and densely 
(hence rJi C .YC = :YC* C Wj); 

b) two symmetric operators H j : ~gj -+ ~f}j, j = 1, 2, such that Hi - Zj : 

~lJj -+ rJj are isomorphisms for some Zj E C; denote by the same symbol H j the 
self-adjoint operator in .7t' associated to Hi; 

c) two self-adjoint operators AI, A2 in:YC such that eiAJT~lJj C ~lJj (j = 
1,2; T E lit) and H j E ~1,1(Aj; rJj , rJ;); let D(Aj; rJ;) be the domain of the 
closure of the operator Aj in rJ; (equipped with the graph topology), define.Y~ = 

(D(Aj; rJj), ~;h/2,1 (hence rJj C .Y~* continuously but not densely in general) 
and denote by .Y~*o the closure of ~£}i in .Y~* . 

Finally, assume that there is a continuous operator V : .Y4*0 -+ .Y~ such that 

H2 = HI+V as forms onD(Hd xD (H2)' i.e. (h,H2h) = (Hdl,h)+(Vh,h) 
if fj E D(Hj ). 

Let J = flAt (HI) n tlA2 (H2 ), which is an open real set, and let Ej be the 
spectral measure of H j . Then the local wave operators 

We stress once again that in most cases the natural choice is ~(jj = D(IHj ll / 2 ), 

i.e. rJj is just the form domain of Hj; but this is a wrong choice in some singular 
situations, e.g. in the case of a Dirac operator if one wants to cover Coulomb 
singularities with optimal (from the point of view of physics) coupling constants. 
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7.5.3. In the rest of this section we shall describe a perturbative method of 
verifying the hypothesis of Theorem 7.5.4 (so, implicitly, those of Theorem 7.5.5 
too). This method is quite efficient in two-body type problems, as will be seen 
later on. 

Let H be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space ,yc and J c lR an open real 
set; our purpose is to study spectral (and scattering) properties of H in J. The 
perturbative method consists in assuming that one can decompose H into a sum 
H = Ho + V, where Ho is a "simple" operator which can be "explicitly" treated, 
while V is "small" in some sense. The sum above cannot be interpreted as an 
operator sum in ,yc in general. For convenience in applications, we state a version 
of such a perturbative scheme as a proposition. The result is a straightforward 
consequence of Theorems 7.5.4 and 7.5.5 combined with Theorems 7.2.9, 7.2.13 
and Corollary 7.2.11. 

PROPOSITION 7.5.6. Let (~fj, ,YC) be a Friedrichs couple and Ho a self-adjoint 
operator in .Yt such that D(Ho) C rJ and such that, after the identification 
~f] C .Yt = ,YC* c ~f]*, Ho extends to a symmetric operator Ho : ~fj ----> rJ* with 
(Ho+i) ~fj = ~Cj*. Let J be an open real set and assume that a self-adjoint operator 
A in .Yt has been constructed such that: 

(i) eiAT ~Cj C \fj "IT E lR; 
(ii) Ho E «P 1 , 1 ( A; rJ, rJ*); 

(iii) A is locally conjugate to Ho on J (i.e. for each .\ E J there are a real 
function r.p E Co(lR) with r.p(.\) # 0, a number a> 0 and a compact operator K 
in.Yf such that r.p(Ho) [iHo, A]r.p(Ho) 2: ar.p2(Ho) + K). 

Let V : ~fj ----> ~fj* be a symmetric operatoT of class <pl,l(A; ~fj, ~f]*) and s1Lch 
that the operator H = Ho + V E B(~fj, ~fj*) has the following properties: H+i is 
an isomorphism of ~Cj onto ~f]* and (H + i)-l - (Ho + i)-l is a compact operator 
in .Yf, Denote again by H the self-adjoint operator in.Yf associated to H. 

Then H is of class 0;1,1 (A; ~Cj, \<}*) and A is locally conjugate to H on J, in 
particular: 

1) H has no singulaTly continuous spectrum in J. 
2) The eigenvalues of Hin J are of finite multiplicity and have no accumu

lation points in J. 
3) J \ O"p(H) c p,A(H), hence the strong limiting absorption pTinciple fOT H 

holds on J \ O"p(H) in the space ,X = (D(A; \fj*), ~fj*h/2,1' 
4) Observe that ~fj C .yt* and let .yt*O be the closure of ~fj in ,yt*; then any 

continuous Hilbert space-valued operator on .Yt*o is locally H -smooth on J \ 
(Jp(H). 

Assume fUTthermoTe that V E B(,yt*o,.yt). Then the local wave operators 
s-limt~±cx; eiHte-iHot Eo(J) exist and have range equal to EC(J) (where Eo and 
E C aTe the cont'inuous components of the spectral measures of Ho and H Tespec
tively). 

In many concrete situations the most convenient choice for ~fj is 

~f] = D(IHoll/2) = form domain of Ho. 
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Then the simplest way of eheeking that H - z is an isomorphism of Cfi onto ~g* for 
some z E <C (or equivalently that (H + i) ~() = W*) is to verify an estimate of the 
form I(g, V g;1 <::: a(g, IHolg; + bllgll.~ for some a < 1, bE lR'. and all 9 E Cfi (one 
may write this simply as ±V <::: alHol + b). In this case ~g will also be the form 
domain of the self-adjoint operator associated to H (i.e. W = D(IHII/2)). A more 
general procedure is to show that there is z such that II(Ho - z)-IVIIB((f;) < 1; 
see for example [Ne] for the verification of such an estimate in the case of a Dirac 
operator with Coulomb type singularities. 

It is clear that the efficiency of the method described in Proposition 7.5.6 
depends on the possibility of verifying the ~1,1 property for large classes of 
operators Ho and V. We shall describe below criteria which turn out to give 
quite good results in the situations we met in the applications of the theory. 

Let us first recall that an operator S E B(rJ, Cfi*) is of class ~1,l(A; ~f}, ~(}*) if 

(7.5.22) 

This implies the existence of the derivative d~ e-iAr SeiAr Ir=o == irS, A] in norm 
in B( rJ, rJ*). The justification of the notation [S, A] will be recalled below; then 
we shall present methods of verifying (7.5.22). 

Let S : Cfi ----+ Cfi* be any symmetric operator. Then i (S A - AS) is a well defined 
symmetric sesquilinear form on D(A; ~f}), its value at (f,g) E D(A; ~(}) x D(A; ~g) 
being (Sf,iAg; + (iAf, Sg;. Recall that D(A; ~(}) is dense in ~(). We know that 
S is of class C 1 (A; ~g, rJ*) if and only if the preceding form is continuous for 
the topology induced by ~f} on D(A; ~(}). This is equivalent to the existence of an 
operator T E B(W, ~g*) such that (g, Tg; = 2R(iAg, Sg; for 9 E D(A; ~(}). Then 
T is uniquely defined; it is symmetric, and we denote it by irS, A]. 

The most rudimentary way of proving that S E 'f5'1,l(A; ~f}, rJ*) is by showing 
the much stronger property S E C 2(A; W, ~f}*). Notice that [A, [A, S]] can always 
be defined as a symmetric sesquilinear form on the domain D(A2; ~(}) (which is 
dense in ~g) by the formula (g, [A, [A, S]]g; = 2R(A2g, Sg; - 2(Ag, SAg;. It is 
easy to prove that S E C 2 (A; ~(}, ~(}*) if and only if this form is continuous for the 
topology induced by rJ on D(A2; Cfi); then the continuous (symmetric) operator 
[A [A S]] . ((2 ((2*,,' t·d t 't' . t d 2 -iArs iArl I . , , .,y ----+ ,y aSSOCla e OIlS JUs - dr2 e e r=O. n practIce 
it is better to proceed in two steps: one first shows that S E C1(A; ~f), ~g*) and 
then that [is, A] E C 1 (A; ~f), W*). The second step means that the symmetric 
sesquilinear form (Af, [A, S]g; + ([A, S]j, Ag; on D(A; ~f}) is continuous for the 
topology of W. 

In applications one often has Ho E C 2 (A; ~f}, ~f}*), but the condition V E 

C 2 (A, ~q, ~f}*) gives results which are usually considered too rough. Considerably 
more general situations are covered by the following criterion : S is of class 
'f5'1,l (A; ~(}, ~f}*) if the function T ----+ e-iAr SeiAr E B( W, W*) is differentiable 
and has a Dini-continuous derivative. Explicitly, one has to check that S E 
C1(A; ~f}, ~(}*) and T == irS, A] E 'f5'o,l(A; ~g, ~g*), which means: 

(7.5.23) 11 
iAr -iAr dT lie Te' - TIIB((~,(~*) - < 00. 

o T 
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But even this condition on S is strictly stronger than S E 'PI,I(A; ~f}, ~tj*), as 
we explained in Section 5.2. In order to appreciate the quality of this last as
sumption, we recall that S E CI(A; CfJ, CfJ*) or S E C,~(A; ~Cj, ~f}*) if and only 
if 

exists strongly or in norm respectively, whereas (7.5.22) is equivalent to the 
absolute convergence of the preceding integral on [0, 1]. 

We shall now describe methods of a different nature for verifying (7.5.22) and 
(7.5.23). As explained in Chapter 5, (7.5.22) and (7.5.23) describe certain types 
of regularity of the operators S, T with respect to the group of automorphisms 
of B(~Cj, ~Cj*) induced by the group {eiAT }. We also saw that an operator having 
a certain degree of regularity preserves regularity of the vectors in ~Cj if this 
regularity is defined in terms of the Besov scales {~Cjs,p}, P3;,p} associated to 
A in CfJ and \tj*. For example, if S E CI(A; ~Cj, ~f}*), then S E BUfJ±l, ~Cj±l)' If 
S preserves regularity, then S is not regular in general, e.g. in order to have 
S E BU.f}l, ~.f}{) it suffices to know that [A, S] E BWh, ~tj*). But if S improves 
regularity, then one may deduce that S is regular, as illustrated by the fact 
that the bouncleclness of [A, S] trivially follows from the bouncledness of AS 
and SA, i.e. from the property S E B(~Cj, ~Cjn n B(~Cj-l' ~Cj*); moreover, if S is 
symmetric, then S \.f} c '{jl is sufficient (then take the adjoint). We shall develop 
this observation for the regularity classes 'P0,l and 'PI,I. 

We begin with the simplest case, which is 'P0,l (see (7.5.23)). For any T E 

B (~Cj, ~Cj*) we have: 

eiATTe-iAT -T= [eiAT _I,T]e- iAT = [-2(sin ~Tf +isinAT,T]e-iAT . 

Hence, if T : \'3 ---> ~g* is symmetric, then (7.5.23), i.c. the property T E 

'P0,I(A; ~f}, ~Cj*), is a consequence of: 

(7.5.24) 

Heuristically, this means that T improves the decay at infinity in the spectral 
representation of A. It is clear that (7.5.24) holds if T~f} c ~f}; for some 8 > O. 
But the next result is more precise and easy to usc in the examples we have in 
mind. 

PROPOSITION 7.5.7. Let A be a closed densely defined ope'mtor in ~Cj* with 
domain included in D(A; ~tj*) and such that -ir belongs to the resolvent set of A 
andrll(A+ir)-IIIB(;Q*) S;const.forallr>O. 1fT: ~.f}---> ~(j* is symmetric and 

(7.5.25) 

then T is of class 'P0,l (Aj ~.f}, ~g*). Assume furthermore that A is the generator 
of a Co-group {eiAT}TER of polynomial growth in ~.f}*! or more generally that A 
admits a (LP)-functional calculus (of finite order) in ~g* (see Section 3.5). Let 
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~ E C=(lR) such that ~(t) = 0 near zero and ~(t) = 1 near infinity. Then (7.5.25) 
is a consequence of the inequality 

(7.5.26) 

PROOF. (i) There are finite cont;tants M, W such that IleiArIIB((r,*) :S Mewjrj 

for T E R Hence any z E CC with l8'zl > w belongs to the resolvent set of A 
(considered as an operator in ~()* or ~l]) and (A + z)-l = ~iIo= eiAr+izrdT if 
8'z > w. In particular, if r > w then II(A + ir)-lIIB((I}*) :S M(r ~ W)-l. Since 
A(A + ir)-l = I ~ ir(A + ir)-l, if we fix ro > wand consider r ~ ro, we 
shall have rll(A + ir)-lIIB((<j*) + IIA(A + ir)-lIIB((r,*) :S const. < 00. We recall 
from Chapter 3 that we have a well defined bounded functional calculus for A 
in r&*: 4?(A) is defined as an clement of B(r&*) for 4? E ,~tW(lR). Moreover, we 
have 114?(c:A)IIB((tj*) :S const. < 00 for such a 4? and all c: E (0,1]. The function 
4?( x) = sin x + i si~ x is admissible, since itt; Fourier transform it; a measure of 
compact support. If 0 < c::S r(ll, we shall have sinAc: = c:A(c:A+i)-l4?(c:A), so 

Hence, if (7.5.25) is fulfilled with A replaced by A and 11= replaced by Ire;:, then 
(7.5.24) is satisfied, so T E i(?o,l(A; ~g, ~g*). 

(ii) Now let A be as in the statement of the proposition. We take r ~ ro > w 
and use the identity I = A(A + ir)-l + ir(A + ir)-l and the property D(A) c 
D(A; r&*) in order to obtain the next identity on ~l]*: 

A(A + ir)-l = A(A + ir)-l A(A + ir)-l 

+ ir(A + ir)-l A(A + irO)-l(A + iro)(A + ir)-l. 

We have IIA(A+iro)-lIIB(('J*) < 00 by the closed graph theorem. In view of the 
estimates obtained before for the resolvent of A, there is C < 00 such that: 

From the assumption II(A + ir)-lIIB((~*) :S cr- 1 , we see that (7.5.25) implies a 
similar estimate with A replaced by A, hence T E rp°,1(A; r&, r&*). 

(iii) The last part of the proposition is a consequence of the inequality (3.5.25) 
(with s = 0 and A replaced by ~A) and of Lemma 3.5.12 (which allows us to 
reduce € to 1). D 

We shall deduce now a criterion of a similar nature for an operator S E 

B(r&, r&*) to be of class i(?l,l(A; ~g, ~g*). We start with an easily verified identity: 

eiAr Se-iAr + e-iAr SeiAr ~ 2S = 

= [e iAr ~ 2 + e-iAr]SeiAr + eiAr S[eiAr ~ 2 + e- iAr ] ~ 2(eiAr ~ I)S(eiAr ~ I) 

= ~4(sin ~TfSeiAr ~4eiArS(sin ~Tf +8eiAr/ 2 (sin ~T)S(sin ~T)eiAr/2. 
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Thus the following inequality is a sufficient condition for a symmetric operator 
S: CfJ -+ ~f]* to be of class «6'1,1 (A; CfJ, I[}*): 

11 d 
(7.5.27) [II (sin AT)2 SIIB( ;~, 'D*) + II (sin AT )S(sin AT) IIB(;l], ;9*)1 ~ < 00. 

o T 

The argument of part (i) of the proof of Proposition 7.5.7 shows that this is a 
consequence of: 

100 [II(A(A + ir)-1 )2SIIB(;r;,;,,*) 
ro 

(7.5.28) 

+IIA(A + ir)-1SA(A + ir)-11IB(;",;g*)]dr < 00. 

Here ro is any sufficiently large positive number. Let 'P( x) = (eix - 1 )x-1 (x + i); 
then 'P is the Fourier transform of a measure of compact support and (eiAt: - Ij2 = 
'P(cA)2[cA(cA+i)-1j2. Hence the finiteness of the first integral in (7.5.28) implies 
S E B(I[}, I[}i 1)' So S improves decay at infinity in the spectral representation 
of A by one' power at least. On the other hand, if S E B(~f], CfJ.;) for some 
s > 1, it is easily seen that both integrals in (7.5.28) are finite (this is done by 
a duality-interpolation argument). The next theorem is a refined version of this 
observation. 

THEOREM 7.5.8. Let A be a self-adjoint operator in:#, bounded from below 
by a strictly positive constant and such that: 

(1) eiAr I[} c CfJ for all T E lR and IleiArIIB(\<J) :::; C(T)m for some finite constants 
c, m; 

(2) the operator A -2 A2 : D(A2; CfJ) -+ ~IJ extends to a continuous operator in 
CfJ. 

If S : ~f] -+ ~f]* is a symmetric operator such that there is e E Crr ( (0, 00 )) not 
identically zero with 

(7.5.29) JCXJ A 
e - S dr < 00, 

1 II (r) IIB(W,;"*) 
then S E «6'1,1 (A; ~f], ~f]*). 

PROOF. (i) We first discuss some consequences of the hypothesis (1). As we 
know from the general theory presented in Section 3.2, the group induced by 
{eiAr}rER in CfJ is of class Co, and by our hypothesis it is polynomially bounded. 
We shall use the notation D(A k; \1]) for the spaces of the discrete Sobolev scale 
associated to this group (only k = 1,2,00 will be used). So D(Ak; CfJ) is the set of 
gEl[} such that T f-+ eiAr gEl[} is of class C k . We also have D(A; I[}) = {g E CfJn 
D(A) lAg E CfJ} and the generator of the group eiArl;~ is just AID(A;(f;)' For the 
clarity of the next argument (and also later on when needed), we denote by A1 the 
operator AID(A;;t;), considered as an operator in ~f]; hence A1 is just the generator 
(in I[}) of the Co-group {eiArldrEIR. We know that D(Aoo; ~f]) == nk=1D(A~) is 
a dense subspace of \1] (hence of:# too) and that for each 'P E C~l (lR) we may 
naturally associate to A1 an operator 'P(Ad : D(ACXJ; ~f]) -+ CfJ (see §3.6.2). On 
the other hand, A being a self-adjoint operator in :#, we can also construct 
the (unbounded) operator 'P(A) in:# (by using the spectral measure of A, for 
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example). By using for example (3.6.15), it i;:; easily shown that cp(Adg = cp(A)g 
if 9 E D (A ex;; ~). If cp is a bounded function, cp( A) is a bounded operator 
in ,#. Now, from Theorem 3.7.10 and the above remarks it follows that, if 
cp E BCCXJ(lE.), then cp(A)~ C ~q and there are numbers C < 00, kEN such that 
Ilcp(A)IIB(\9) :s:: CllcplIBCk. From now on we shall not distinguish between the 
operators cp(Ad and cp(A). 

The preceding assertion allows u;:; to prove some fact;:; which are important 
for the re;:;t of the proof of the theorem. First, we ;:;how that the operators Al 
(in ~f}) and A (in ,7t) have the same spectrum. Since {eiA1T } is of polynomial 
growth, we have dAd C lE.. Indeed, if '}Z < 0 for example, we may take 
(AI - z)~l = -i Jooo ei(AI-Z)T dT. Since A is self-adjoint, we also have u(A) C R 
Hence it is enough to prove that a real number z belongs to the resolvent set of 
Al if and only if it belongs to the resolvent ;:;et of A. Clearly we may a;:;sume 
z = O. We have 0 ¢:. u(Ad if and only if Al : D(Ad ---> ~(j is bijective; then 
All E B( ~). Let A~l = Ai, this is a elosed densely defined operator in ~f}* and 
zero is outside its ;:;pectrum, because (Al l )* = A=i E B(~*). It is trivial to 
prove that Al cAe A~l; in fact, it is clear that A~l is the generator of the 
Co-group induced in ~* by {eiAT}TEIR. The injectivity of A : D(A) ---> ,/t is now 
obvious, but not its surjectivity. Observe that Al C A~l implies that All C A=i 
hence, if S = All, then S : ~q ---> ~f}* is a symmetric operator which belongs to 
B ( ~) n B ( \q*). By interpolation one gets S E B (,7t'). Now let h E .YC; then there 
is f E D(A~d ;:;uch that h = A~d. Then f = A=ih = Sh E ,#. Finally, making 
a first order Taylor expansion of eiAT I in ~(j*, one see;:; that ddT eiAT I exists in .YC 
and is equal to ih, so I E D(A) and AI = h. In conclusion, A : D(A) ---> .YC is 
bijective, i.e. zero does not belong to the spectrum of A. Reciprocally, assume 
that zero is not in u (A). Let cp E Coo (lE.) such that cp (x) = x ~ 1 out;:;ide a 
neighbourhood of zero contained in the resolvent set of A. Then the restriction 
of A ~l = cp(A) to ~f} belongs to B( ~q) and obviou;:;ly coincides with All. 

Notice that a little variation of the preceding argument shows not only that 
the spectrum of A is the same in each of the ;:;paces ~, ,7t, ~f}* but also that 
II(A - z)-lIIB((S) :s:: cmax{ 6~1, 6-l~k}, where b = dist(z, u(A)) (take cp(x) = 
(x - z)~l in a neighbourhood of u(A) and use Ilcp(A)IIB((tJ) :s:: CllcpIIBCk). 

By one of the assumptions of the theorem, there is a constant a > 0 such that 
A 2: a as an operator in ,7t'. By what we have just proven, u(Ad C [a, (0). Let 
T be a real positive number and M = A(A + r)~l = 1- r(A + r)-l E B(~). 
By an elementary version of the spectral mapping theorem, we have u(.M) C 

[a(a+r)~l, 1] (independently of the space ~,.YC or ~* in which M is considered). 
So one may define an operator log !v! E B( ~f}) by Cauchy's integral formula such 
that M = e10g M = ~:=o ,h (log M)n (an absolutely convergent series in B ( ~(j)). 
One can also proceed in the following way. Let 0 < ao < a and 71 E Coo (lE.) 
with 71 2: ao, 7](x) = ao if x :s:: ao/2 and 7](x) = x if x 2: a. Then 7](A) = A as 
operators in ,#. Let cp(x) = 10g[7](x)(7](x) + r)~l] = log71(X) -log(7](x) + r); 
then cp(A) = 10g[A(A + r)~l] as operators in ,yt. Clearly cp E BC=(lE.) and 
Icp(j)(x)1 :s:: Cj (with constants independent of r), so cp(A) E B(~(j). Since A(A + 
r )-1 = exp cp(A) in ,#, if we define log M = cp(A), we shall have M = exp cp(A) 
in B(~) too. Then we may define !vJZ = exp[z log M] for all z E rc. We get a 
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holomorphic function z c---+ M Z E B(W) on CC and IIA:fZIIB((~) :::; exp(cT'lzl), with 
CT' = II log MIIB((9) < 00. 

The last fact we shall need is an estimate on 11M Z II B ((lj) independent of r for 
purely imaginary z. If -1:::; y:::; 1, we have Miy = cp(A)iy = T)(A)iY(T)(A)+r)-iY. 
Let 7/)(J:) = (T)(x) + r)iy; clearly 11,6(j)(x)1 :::; Cj for all j E N, with constants 
independent of r :;:> 0 and Y E [-1,+1]. Hence (A + r)iy = (T)(A) + r)iy = 

1,6(A) E B( W) with norm bounded by a constant independent of rand y. This 
implies IIMiYIIB((~) :::; C < 00, independently of r :;:> 0 and -1 :::; Y :::; l. Since 
fv[iny = (fv[iy)n, it is clear that we can find another constant c, independent of 
r :;:> 0, such that IIMiYIIB((~) :::; cec1yl for y E R 

(ii) Let us present now several consequences of the assumption (2) of the 
theorem. Notice that in part (i) of the proof we have shown that A -1 E B( W) n 
B ( W*) (from now on we do not distinguish between the operators A 1, A and 
A-d. By using the techniques of the proof of Theorem 3.3.23, it is easy to 
show that A-jW = D(Ai; W), A-jW* = D(Aj; ~~*) for each j E N. By the 
hypothesis (2), there is C < 00 such that IIA -2 A2glh; :::; cllglhj for 9 E D(A2; ~q). 
Moreover, IIA-2glhi :::; cllgll(t) for all 9 E ~~. By making a second order Taylor 
expansion, we obtain iA = eiA - 1+ A2cp(A), with cp(A) = Jo1 eiAT (l - T)dT E 

B(W). This implies that IIA-2Aglh,:::; cllgll(9 for 9 E D(A2;W). Recall that 
D(Ak; W) = W-k for kEN. From Remark 3.3.11, we then see that IIA-2!11(t):::; 
cll!11 (L 2 for a constant c and all ! E W, i.e. A -2 E B( rrJ-2, ~f}). Since A-2 

is symmetric and Uf}-2)* = rrJ2 (Theorem 3.3.28), this is equivalent to A -2 E 

B(rrJ*, ~f}2)' But rrJ2 = D(A2; W*), hence we may write this as D(A2; rrJ*) c 
D(A2; rrJ*). By interpolating and using Proposition 3.7.7, we get D(A; ~~*) C 

D(A; ~q*), i.e. A -1 E Buq*, ~qi). By taking again the adjoints, we obtain A -1 E 

B( ~q-1' ~q). In conclusion, the operators AA -1 and A2 A -2 are bounded in W* 
(we have A- 1 W* c D(A; ~q*) and A-2W* c D(A2; W*)), while the operators 
A -1 A, A -2 A2 are bounded in ~q (a priori, they are defined only on D(A; rrJ) and 
D(A2; rrJ) respectively). 

(iii) In this step of the proof we show that (7.5.28) is a consequence of 

l °O{II( A )2 II II A A II } (7.5.30) -- S + --S-- dr < 00. 
o A+r B((G,\t)*) A+r A+r B(W,(f>*) 

We use the notations AT' = A(A + ir)-l and AT' = A(A + r)-l, where r :;:> ro 
always. From the identity I = AT + r(A + r)-l we get I = A; + 2r(A + r)-l AT' + 
r2(A+r)-2. This is valid on ~~, ,yt: and W*, and it implies 

A; = A;A; + 2r(A + ir)-l AT'A(A + r)-l AT' + [r(A + ir)-1]2 A2(A + r)-2 

= {A;' + 2r(A + ir)-l ArAA -1 + [r(A + ir)-1]2 A2 A -2}A;. 

The norm in B ( ~f}*) of the operator { ... } is bounded by a constant independent 
of r :;:> ro. Hence the finiteness of the first integral in (7.5.30) implies that of the 
first integral in (7.5.28). In order to treat the second integral, we start from the 
following identity valid on ~q*: 
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We have (on ~Ij*) a similar identity: A-T = B_TAT. By taking adjoints and 
observing that (A-T)* = AT (as operators in ~g), we get Ar = ArB~r in ~. 

Since IIB±rIIB(\9*) :::; C for r ;::: ro, we get also IIB~TIIB((<') :::; c and so: 

IIArSAr 1113(\5, \S*) :::; c211Ar SAr IIB( (5, \9*)· 

In conclusion, (7.5.30) implies that S E 't'?l,l (A; ~t}, ~t}*). 

(iv) Our purpose now is to prove that the second term in (7.5.30) is dominated 
by the first one. In part (i) of the proof we have introduced a holomorphic family 
M Z = [A(A + r)-l]z of operators in B(~) such that IIMzIIB((<,) :::; exp[crlzll and 

IINJiY IIBUS) :::; ceclyl for y E IR, with a constant c independent of r ;::: O. Let 9 E ~(j 
and let F be the holomorphic function defined on CC by: 

F(z) = (M z* g, SM2 - zg)e(z-1)2. 

We consider only z = x + iy with 0 :::; x :::; 2. Then F is a continuous function 
on the closed strip 0 :::; 3'Cz :::; 2, it is holomorphic in its interior, and it satisfies 
a bound of the form IF(x + iy)1 :::; const.e-y2 / 2. By the maximum modulus 
principle: 

1F(1)1 = I(Mg, SMg)1 :::; max { sup IF(iy)l, sup 1F(2 + iy)l} 
yEIft yEIft 

:::; [sup e1- y2 1lMi y IIB(\'i)] . 11M2 SIIB((r;;, \IJ*) . Ilgll~'i' 
yEIft 

The bracket here is bounded by a constant independent of r. In conclusion, there 
is c < (Xl such that for r ;::: 0 and S : ~ --+ ~fj* symmetric: 

(7.5.31) IIA(A + r)-lSA(A + r)-11IB((5,(5*) :::; cll[A(A + r)-lj 2 SIIB(\5,\S*). 

(v) It remains to show that (7.5.29) implies the finiteness of the first integral 
in (7.5.30). For this use (3.5.26) with s = 1 and f! large enough (and with 
A replaced by A), and then apply Lemma 3.5.12 to get to f! = 2 (note that 
II(A + r)(A - ir)-lIIB(\I)) :::; const. for r;::: 0). D 

7.6. The Limiting Absorption Principle for Some Classes of 
Pseudodifferential operators 

7.6.1. The main example that one should have in mind when thinking about 
the conjugate operator method is extremely simple: H is the operator Q of 
multiplication by the independent variable x in the Hilbert space .# = L2(IR), 
while the conjugate operator is A = -P = id~' Since (e iAr j)(x) = f(x - T), 
i.e. {e- iAr } is just the translation group acting in L2(IR), we have e-iArQeiAr = 
Q + T, or [Q, iAl = I. In particular, Q is of class COO(A) and /-lA(Q) = R Since 
Q does not have a spectral gap, we apply Theorem 7.5.4 with ~ = dtl/2(IR) 
(the form domain of Q). Then ~g* = dt- 1/ 2(IR), D(A; ~1J*) = '#!1/2(IR) (a 

weighted Sobolev space) and (D(A; ~g*), ~1j*h/2,1 = dt~{g(IR) is a weighted 

Besov space. It follows that, for each A E IR, the operators (Q - A =t= iO)-l: 

dt~{:;/(IR) --+ dti/~/2'OO(IR) are well defined as weak* limits of (Q - A =t= i/-l)-l as 

IL --+ +0. In particular, the distributions (x - A =t= iO)-l belong to dtj(~cl/2,oo(IR), 
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and this fact is optimal in the Besov scale (even if one considers only its imaginary 
part, which is 7r8(x - A); see page 50 in [PI]), and is not quite easy to prove by 
direct methods. 

One may consider natural generalizations of this example by extending the 
framework in several steps. First, one may replace ~ by an open subset n c ~, 
but keep the same operator H = Q in L2(n). Then the preceding choice for 
A will not work, since n is not invariant under translations. We have already 
explained during the proof of Proposition 7.2.14 how to overcome this problem: 
it is enough to take A = -~[F(Q)P + PF(Q)], where F: n ---+ ~ is of class C1, 
F(x) > 0 if x E nand F(x) ---+ 0 rapidly enough when x tends to the boundary of 
n. A second and much less trivial extension is obtained by considering in L2(n) 
the operator H = h( Q) with h : n ---+ R This situation has been discussed in 
some detail in §7.1.4: we saw that H can have quite bad spectral properties if 
h is not locally Lipschitz and that, even if h is of class C 1 with a derivative 
satisfying c :; h' (x) :; C 1 for some strictly positive constant c, the strong 
limiting absorption principle may break down in a very drastic way. In the 
example constructed in Appendix 7.B, the function h has, moreover, the following 
supplementary regularity properties: h is locally of Besov class B~q (~) for each 
q > 1 and h' is absolutely continuous. Now, if A is as above, then [h( Q), iA] = 
F(Q)h'(Q) :::>- cF(Q). By choosing F conveniently, we get an operator h(Q) of 
class Cl~(A) n i(61,q(A) for all q > 1 and with f-LA(h(Q)) = R However, we can 
arrange things such that limfL->+o(u, (h(Q) - A ~ if-L)-lV) does not exist for each 
rational number A in a given interval included in the spectrum of h( Q) and for 
all u, v E Co(n) with u(h-1(A)) '" 0 '" V(h- 1(A)). We may assume F E COO(n), 
hence Co(n) c nk=lD(Ak). In conclusion, we see that we need more regularity 
from h in order to get the strong limiting absorption principle in Co (n). We 
shall prove below that, even if n is an open subset of ~n, we can get the best 
limiting absorption principle (suggested by the case n = 1, h( Q) = Q treated 
above) if h is locally of Besov class B~l(n). 

7.6.2. Let n be an open subset of a n-dimensional euclidean space X and 
let H be the operator in the Hilbert space .# = L2(n) of multiplication by a 
real Borel function h on n . We have presented at the beginning of §7.1.4 some 
elementary facts concerning the spectral properties of H. In order to describe 
some deeper facts we shall impose stronger regularity conditions on h, namely we 
assume from now on that h is at least a locally Lipschitz function (note that this 
is a regularity property of H with respect to the translation group, which acts 
in L2(X)!). Then h is differentiable at (Lebesgue-) almost all points of n (this 
is Rademacher's Theorem, cf. [Sm]), and we shall denote by h'(x) its differential 
(a vector in X) at x E X, when it exists. We shall use in our arguments below 
a beautiful formula known in geometric measure theory as the co-area forrmtla: 
for any Borel sets NI c nand B c ~ we have 

(7.6.1) j. Ih'(x)ldx = r '](n-1(lvJ n h- 1(y))dy. 
Mnh-1(n) .JB 
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Here J(n-1 denotes (n - 1 )-dimensional Hausdorff measure 7 in X. We point out 
the following easy consequence of (7.6.1) (see Theorems 3.2.3 (2) and 3.2.12 in 
[FeD: for each Borel function f : !1 --> [0, (Xl] and each Borel set B C lR one has 

(7.6.2) 1 f(x)lh'(x)ldx = r dyl f(x)dJ(n-1(x). 
h- 1 (B) JB h-l(y) 

If we take in (7.6.1) a set B of (Lebesgue) measure zero, the right-hand side of 
the identity is equal to zero. This implies the assertions (i) and (iii) of the next 
proposition. To prove (ii) write, for any N C I of measure zero, {h E N} = {h E 

N,h' = O} U {h E N,h' -I=- O} (in slightly formal notations); then the first term 
on the r.h.s. has measure zero by hypothesis, while the second one has measure 
zero by the first assertion of the proposition. So we have: 

PROPOSITION 7.6.l. Let !1 C X be an open set and h : !1 --> lR a locally 
Lipschitz function. Then, for any set N C lR of Lebesgue measure zero, we have 
h' (x) = 0 (Lebesg11e-) almost everywhere on the set h -1 (N). In particular, if H 
is the operator of multiplication by h in L2(!1), then the following assertions are 
true: 

(i) if h' (x) -I=- 0 a.e. on!1, then H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum; 
(ii) more generally, if J c lR is a set such that h'(x) -I=- 0 for almost every x 

with h( x) E J, then the spectrum of H in J is purely absolutely continuous; 
(iii) assume h E e1(!1) and define the set of critical values of h by: 

(7.6.3) ",(h) = {..\ E lR I ::Ix E !1 such that h(x) = ,\ and h'(x) = O}. 

Then H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum in lR \ ",(h). 

In conclusion, if hEel (!1), the singular spectrum of H is contained in the 
set "'(h) C lR, the critical set of h. This set is quite small in general: it has 
measure zero if h E en (!1) and is finite if h is a polynomial (the first assertion 
is the Morse-Sard theorem, cf. l.4.6 in [N] or Ch.13 in [Sm], while the second 
assertion is proved in Section l.4.3 of [HD. Notice, however, that if h is only of 
class ek with 1 <:::: k < n, then ",(h) could contain an open non-void interval 
(cf. [N], loco cit.). ",(h) is also closed under fairly general conditions on h, e.g. if 
Ih(x)1 + Ih'(x)1 --> (Xl when x --> o!1. 

7For n = 1, this is just the number of points in the set, with the value +00 admitted. If 
n> 1, the only things one has to know about ::rcn- 1 is that it is a Borel measure on X, which 
when restricted to a C 1-submanifold Y of X of dimension n - 1, coincides with the riemannian 
measure on Y induced by the euclidean measure on X (cf. 3.2.3 in [Fe]). The version (7.6.1) 
of the co-area formula can be deduced from Theorems 3.2.3 (1) (for n = 1) and 3.2.11 (for 
n> 1) of [Fe], by observing first that it is enough to prove it for M with compact closure Ai 
included in n, then taking the function f from [Fe] equal to h on a neighbourhood of Ai, and 
finally replacing M by M n f-1(B) = M n h- 1(B) in the formulas proved by Federer. One 
may also apply directly the remark at the end of 3.2.1 of [Fe]. Since the treatment of Federer 
is extremely technical, the reader should consult Section 2.7 of [Zi] for a somewhat simpler 
discussion of the co-area formula (and also the first chapter of the book for an elementary 
description of Hausdorff measures). We mention only that the result is non-trivial even if 
hE Coo and becomes highly non-trivial if hECk with k < n (this is because the Morse-Sard 
theorem breaks down for such functions h). 
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The eo-area formula allowti Uti to give an explicit description of dE>. / d>" (see 
(7.l.17)) for>.. outside the critical tiet. For simplicity, let h be of class CIon n 
and let B be a Borel subset of JR;., disjoint from to,(h); then h'(x) cI 0 on h-1(B), 
so we may replace f(x) in (7.6.2) by Ig(xWlh'(x)I-1, where g : n ---7 C is a 
square-integrable function. Clearly, we get 

1 1 2d:J-Cn-l(x) 
(g, E(B)g) = d>" Ig(x)1 Ih'( )1 . 

B h-1(>.) x 
(7.6.4) 

Notice that h-1(>..) is a (71 - I)-dimensional submanifold of class C 1 of n (since 
h' (x) cI 0 if h( x) = >"), in particular d:J-Cn - 1 (x) is the usual "surface" measure 
induced by JR;.n on this submanifold. Formally, we shall have: 

(7.6.5) 
d r 2d:J-Cn - 1(J;) 

d>" (g, E>.g) = Jh- 1 (>.) Ig(x)1 Ih'(x)1 ' >.. ~ to,(h). 

We shall not give a detailed justification of this formula, although this is not 
difficult. We mentioned it only because it plays a role in some treatments of scat
tering theory (see Ch. XIV in [H], for example formulas (14.3.4) and (14.6.1)"; 
cf. also Theorem 6.l.6 in [H]). 

In view of the preceding results, it is reasonable to expect that the strong lim
iting absorption principle for H holds outside to,(h) in spaces containing Co(O) == 
Qi(n). In particular this would imply, for >.. ~ to, (h) , the existence of the limits 
limw·..,+o(h(x) - >.. =t=if.L)-l in the sense of distributions on 0, i.e. (weakly) in 
Qi*(O); see the detailed discussion in §7.l.4. But, as explained before, for this 
we have to require h to be more regular than just of class C l . We shall prove 
below that the regularity assumption h E B~\oc(O) is sufficient; and the exam
ple mentioned in §.7.6.1 shows that this condition is optimal in the Besov scale 
associated to LCXJ. We have denoted by B l .ll (0) the space of functions on 0 

CXJ 1 OC 

whieh are locally of Besov class B~l on 0, i.e. this is the space of distributions 
h E Qi*(O) such that eh E B~l(X) for each e E Co(O). We also recall that 
B'!;}' (X) (s E JR;., 1 <:::: P <:::: (0) are the spaces of the Besov scale associated to the 
translation group acting in LCXJ(X). So, f E LOC(X) belongs to B~l(X) if 

1 IleiP'Yf-2f+e-iPYfIIL00(X) d::+ l <00. 

yEX,iyi<l Iyl 

It is not difficult to show (using the techniques of our Section 3.4, or those of Sec

tion 5.4 in [BS]) that the preceding condition is equivalent to fol W2(f; c)c2 dc < 
00, where w2(f; c) = sup{lf(x + y) - 2f(x) + f(x - y)1 1 x E X,lyl <:::: c} is the 
second order modulus of continuity of f. This allows one to give a more intrinsic 
definition of B~\oc(O): it is the set of continuous functions h on 0 such that, for 
each open subset U c 0 with compact closure included in 0, the second-order 
modulus of continuity of h on U, i.e. 

w2(h, U; c) = sup{lh(x + y) - 2h(x) + h(x - y)11 x E U,lyl <:::: c, x ± yEO}, 

satisfies J~l w2(h, U; c)c-2 dc < 00. It is an easy consequence of the general theory 
that such a function h is necessarily of class Cl(O). 
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The limiting absorption principle for H = h( Q) is an easy corollary of our next 
result, which is a sharp form of a division theorem due to Agmon and Hormander 
(see Section 14.2 in [HJ, where h is assumed to be of class C 2 ; notice that under 
this assumption the proof given below becomes quite easy and elementary, since 
one can take hE = hand gE: = oFh independent of c). Our purpose is to define the 
distributions [h(x) ~ A =t= iOj-l , but we also wish to describe their local properties 
(this is essential for the limiting absorption principle). For this, we introduce 
the local Besov spaces .7tf~t(D) == B~'foc(D) (s E JR:, 1 :::: p :::: (0) as the set of 
distributions f on D such that ()f E .7t's,P(X) == B~'P(X) for all () E Co(D). 
We equip ,Ytf~t(D) with the Frechet space topology defined by the family of 
semi norms f f-+ II()fll.Jts.p(X), () E Co(D). 

THEOREM 7.6.2. Let D be an open subset of an euclidean space and h E 
B;;~loc(D) a real function such that 'Vh(x) # ° for all xED. Then, for each 
A E JR:, the limits [hex) ~ A =t= iOj-1 == lim!L~+o[h(x) ~ A =t= il1j-1 exist (weakly) 
in @*(D), uniformly in A. The operators of multiplication by the distributions 

[hex) ~ A =t= iOj-1 extend to continuous operators ,:rtf~~2,1(D) -t .:rtf:c1/2 '00(D). 

PROOF. This theorem is not a consequence of any of the previously proved 
results, although Theorem 7.3.1 essentially implies it. We prefer to give an 
independent proof by taking into account the various simplifications that are 
possible in the present special context. 

Let U be an open subset of D such that its closure U is compact and included 
in D. We fix some numbers A E JR: and 11 > 0, and for each e E (O,lj we assume 
that three functions hE, gE' 'Pc E COO(U) are given such that: 

1) hE and gE are real; 

2) 'PE: E Co(U); 
3) the function (e,x) f-+ hc(x) is of class Coo, and similarly for gE and 'Pc' 

Further on more precise choices will be made. Finally, let F : U -t X be a C= 
vector field which, together with its first order derivativc, is bounded on U. An 
explicit construction of F in terms of the given function h will be specified in 
part (iv) of the proof. 

In order to keep the contact with Section 7.3, one should think that the role 
of the operator A of Theorem 7.3.1 is played by A = ~~ [F(Q) . P + p. F(Q)j = 
~F(Q) . p + ~(div F)(Q). In particular, if T is the operator of multiplication 
by a function t(x), then [A, Tj is the operator of multiplication by the function 
ioFt(x) = iF (x) . 'Vt(x). So OF is the operator of differentiation in the direction 
of the vector field F. 

We shall systematically denote derivatives with respect to e by a prime and 
derivatives with respect to x by the symbol 'V (so, if SE (x) is a function of e and 
x, then s~(x) = ddESE(X) and 'VsE(x) E X is its derivative with respect to x). 

(i) We set Go(x) = [hE(X)~A~iegE(x)~il1j-1; so GE E COO(U), IGE:(x)1 :::: 11- 1 

and (e,x) f-+ GE(x) is C=. The following identity is easily checked on U: 

(7.6.6) 
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We now make the first choice, namely gE = oFhE. Hence C~+i8FCe = (ieOFh~
eO~hE - h~)C~. We set Ec = ('Pc, Cc) = Iu 'Pc(x)Cc(x)dx and obtain: 

(7.6.7) 

Observe that o;c = -OF - div F. What is missing now in order to continue the 
arguments of Section 7.3 is a "quadratic estimate" of the form (7.3.5). To deduce 
it, we have to assume that 'Pc = IfEI2, where fE E C{)(U) and (e, x) f--* fE(X) is 
of class Coo. Then we shall have: 

(7.6.8) E~ = (CdE' f~ + iOF fE) + (j~ - iOF fE' CdE) 

-i(jE, (div F)CEfE) + (CEfE' [ieOFh~ - eO~,hE - h~lCEfEJ. 

By using the notation 11·11 = 11·IIL2(x) and by setting fJ(e) = 11f:11 + IloFfE11 + 
II div FIILoo(u) IlfE11 and q(e) = IlioFh~ -O~1hE -c1h~llux(u), we get from (7.6.8) 
that 

(7.6.9) 

Now we assume that ge(x) == OFhe(X) :::,. a > 0 for x E U and all e and observe 
that the following "quadratic estimate" holds: 

(7.6.10) IICe fEI1 2 = (If,,1 2 , ICe I2 ) 

< ~ (If 12 egE + II ) 
- ae E '(he - '\')2 + (ege + fl)2 

_ 1 (If 12 (XC ) _ 1 (~ 1 I I 
- - E ,:;S E - -:;sEc :S - EE . 

ae ae ae 

Using this inequality in (7.6.9) we obtain: 

(7.6.11) 

By applying the modified Gronwalllcmma with e = 1/2 (see Appendix 7.A) we 
get: 

(7.6.12) 

Since F and its first order derivative are bounded on U, the two integrals in 
(7.6.12) remain finite as e f--* +0 if 

(7.6.13) 11 {e-1/ 2 1If:11 + e-1/ 2 11V'fEII + e-1/ 2 1IfEII + IIV'h~IILoc(u) 
+11V'hEIIL=(u) + 11V'2hE IILoc(u) + e-11Ih~liLoo(u) }de < 00. 

(ii) Let K be a fixed compact subset of U and f E X 1/ 2 ,1(X) with suppf C 

K. We shall see that it is possible to choose the families {iE} and {hE} such that 
lifE - fll f--* 0 and he (x) f--* h(x) uniformly in :r E U as e f--* +0, and such that the 
Lh.s. of (7.6.12) is bounded by Cllfll'~"/21 for some constant C depending only 
on K and U (i.e. independent of f, e,'\', fl). One can then complete the proof by 
an easy argument, cf. the end of the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 (page 304). 
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(iii) We shall now completely specify the families {hE} and {IE}' Let K and 
I be as in (ii). Choose a real function ho E CJ(X) such that ho E B~l(X) 
and hO(.T) = h(x) on a neighbourhood of the closure of U. More precisely, 
let 8 > 0 such that 8 < dist(K, aU) and 8 < dist(U, on), and set Ub = {x I 
dist(x, U) s.; 8} (so that Ub is a compact neighbourhood of U in n), and assume 
that hol uo = hl u8 . Let ~ E ,i/'(X) real, with ~(O) = 1, ~(~x) = ~(x) and 
supp[ C {x 1 1:1:1 < 8}. For any 4J E 9'*(X) and 0 < E s.; 1, we shall have 

~(EP)4J = & * 4J with &(x) = cn[(c1x); in particular, [~(EP)4J](X) depends 
only on the restriction of 4J to the ball of radius 8 and center .T. Let IE = ~(EP)I 

and hE = ~(EP)ho for 0 < E s.; 1. Clearly IE E C[)(U), hE E C[)(X) is real, 
and IE (x), hE (x) are Coo functions of (E, x). We shall now check the validity of 
(7.6.13) . 

Let [(x) = 'L.;'=l Xjaj~(x) (coordinates in an orthonormal basis of X), ~j(x) = 

Xj~(x), ~jdx) = XjXk~(X) and ~(x) = .Ti(x). Then ddE~(EP)4J = P'('VO(EP)4J= 
E~l[(EP)4J and Pj~(EP)'P = Cl~j(EP)'P for any 4J E ,9'* (X). Hence we have the 
following relations: 

We shall apply the abstract theory of Chapter 3 in two different Banach spaces, 
namely F' = L2(X) and F" = Coo(X), but with the same Co-group, namely the 
group of translations {eiP'X}xEX, which act as isometries in both spaces. Then 
I E ,yt'1/2, 1 (X) means I E F~/2,1' and ho E B~l (X) means ho E FY,l' According 
to Theorem 3.6.2 we shall have 

where e E C[)(X \ {O}) is any tauberian function. Consider the framework of 
Section 3.5 with vfi(X) as LP-algebra (of order T = 0, see Definition 3.1.11). If 
7] E ,i/'(X) satisfies 71(0) = 0 or 7](0) = 7]'(0) = 0, then 7] has a zero of order 1 or 
2 respectively at the origin, in the ,/It(X)-sense (Example 3.5.7). By using the 
estimate (3.5.19) with s = 1/2, € = 1 in the first case and s = 1, € = 2 in the 
second case, and by taking into account Theorem 3.6.2 (a), we get: 

11 E~3/21171(EP)IlldE s.; cIIIII.Yf'1/21 if 71 E ,9'(X) and 7](0) = 0; 

t E~21Irl(EP)hoIILOG(x)dE < 00 if 7] E ,9'(X) and 7](0) = 7]'(0) = 0; 
./0 

here c is a constan~ depending only on 71-.--We have to take 71 = ~ or rl = ~j in the 

case of I and rl = ~j, 0:: 7] = ~j k, or 71 = ~ in the case of ho. The only fact which 

is not obvious is that ~ has a zero of second order at the origin (this is needed 
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for the last choice of T/). But 

n 

OX(x) = 2..)5jkOk~(X) + XkOjOk~(:r)l 
k=l 

and Ok~(O) = 0 because ~(-x) = ~(x). This finishes the proof of the validity of 
(7.6.13) for the choices we have made for fE, hs. 

(iv) Let us construct a vector field F of class CDC, bounded with bounded 
derivatives on U, such that oFhE(X) 2: a > 0 for x E U and 10 :S co. Since 
ho E C6(X), we have hc(x) -+ ho(x) and ojhE(:r) -+ ojho(x) as 10 -+ 0, uniformly 
in x E X. So, for any v> 0, there is co > 0 such that lV'hE(X) - V'hEO (x)1 :S v for 
x E X and 0 :S 10 :S co. By hypothesis, V'h(x) -=f. 0 for all xED, and h(x) = ho(x) 
if x E U8 . Since U is compact, we shall have lV'h(x)1 2: const. > 0 on V. By 
choosing v small enough, we may find a > 0 such that (V' hE (x), V' hEll (x)) 2: a 

for all x E U and all O:S c:S co. So it suffices to take F = V'hco ' 0 

We end this subsection by explicitly pointing out the simplifications which 
can be made in the preceding proof if h E C 2 (D). If we take hE = h, F = V'h 
and gE = oFh = lV'hI 2 , then (7.6.6) becomes G~ + iOFGc = -c(o}h)G;. In 
order to get the limiting absorption principle in the Besov space .Yf1j2,1, one 
has however to usc an c-dependent family {fE}, constructed as in the preceding 
proof. 

7.6.3. Our next purpose is to study operators of the form H = h(P) + V in 
the Hilbert space ,yc = .Yf(X) = L2 (X) by the perturbative technique described 
for example in Proposition 7.5.6. Here h : X -+ IR is a Borel function, Ho == 
h(P) = §*h(Q)§ is a self-adjoint operator and V is, in some sense, a small 
symmetric perturbation of Ho. The phYDical picture behind this formalism is 
the following: the variable k E X is interpreted as the momentum of a pseudo
particle, h(k) is the kinetic energy of the particle when its momentum iD k, 
and V is an exterior potential. The free motion of the particle is described 
by the hamiltonian Ho. From the classical Hamilton equations we see that 
h'(k) = V'h(k) is the free velocity of the system, when the momentum is k. The 
same interpretation is obtained by considering the quantum mechanical equation 
of motion: 

(7.6.14) 

because Q is interpreted as the position observable. It is possible now to un
derstand in physical terms the special role played by the critical values of the 
function h. These are numbers A E IR such that A = h(k) for some k E X with 
hi (k) = O. In other terms, if the particle has (kinetic) energy A, it could have a 
momentum k with corresponding velocity zero. So at these energies the particle 
has bad propagation properties. The phenomenology and terminology developed 
around the N-body problem then suggest the use of term threshold energies for 
the critical values of the function h. We shall see that we shall have troubles in 
constructing conjugate operators at threshold energies. This is not surprising, 
because the existence of a conjugate operator A is related to the fact that the 
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system has good propagation properties in the spectral representation of A (cf. 
[M2]). 

The choice of the locally conjugate operator will be motivated by the following 
heuristic discussion (in which all operations are assumed to be meaningful; the 
precise assumptions on h will be stated later on). We fix an orthonormal basis 
in the euclidean space X and identify X = ]Rn. Then [h(P), iQj] = (ojh)(P) for 
1 s:: j s:: n (this is equivalent to (7.6.14)). Let F : X ---+ X be a vector field and 

(7.6.15) 
lIn 

A = 2"[F(P) . Q + Q. F(P)] = 2" :L[Fj(P)Qj + QjFj(P)] 
j=l 

i i 
= F(P) . Q + 2"f(P) = Q. F(p) ~ 2"f(P), 

where f = div F = 2:.7=10jFj. Then [h(P),iA] = (Fh')(P), where h' = Vh 

and Fh' = 2:.;'=1 F/}jh. Moreover, [[h(P), iA], iA] = ((FV)2h)(P). In order to 
get local positivity of the first order commutator, the simplest choice is F = (h', 
where ( is a positive scalar function. Then [h(P), iA] = ((P)lh'(PW 2: O. The 
necessity of the factor ( comes from the fact that A could have no self-adjoint 
realizations if the vector field F grows more rapidly than Ixl at infinity. If J c ]R 

is a Borel set, then the spectral projection Eo (J) of the self-adjoint operator Ho 
associated to J is the operator X.J(h(P)) = Xn(P), where n = h~l(J) and Xn is 
the characteristic function of n. So Eo(J)[Ho,iA]Eo(J) = Xn(P)((P)lh'(PW, 
and this is 2: mEo(J) for some m E ]R if and only if ((k)lh'(k)12 2: m for all 
k E X such that h(k) E J. Since we are interested in having m > 0, we see that 
J must not contain any threshold energies. 

To conclude, we see that (7.6.15) is a natural candidate for a locally conjugate 
operator to Ho outside the threshold energies (i.e. critical values of h). Suitable 
conditions on V will make this operator A conjugate to H too. However, in 
order to be able to treat perturbations V that are very singular (on a compact 
set), it is convenient to modify the factor Q in A and to consider operators of 
the form F(P) . G(Q) + G(Q) . F(P), with F and G vector fields on X. The 
next proposition gives a meaning to a class of such expressions as self-adjoint 
operators in ,yt(X). 

PROPOSITION 7.6.3. (a) If F : X ---+ X is a Lipschitz function, i.e. W(x) ~ 
F(y) I s:: clx ~ yl for some constant c and all x, y EX, then the operator A 
defined by (7.6.15) is essentially se(f-adjoint in ,yt(X) on the domain ,g'(X). 

(b) Let F, G : X ---+ X be two functions of class C2 having bounded derivatives 
of first and second order. Then the operator A = F(P) . G( Q) + G( Q) . F(P) 
is essentially self-adjoint in dC(X) on ,g'(X), the domain of its closure contains 
d'{'2(X) n ,Yt2(X) = D(P2 + Q2) and there is a constant c such that IIAul1 s:: 
cll(P2 + Q2)ull for all u E ,yt2(X) n,7t2(X). 

PROOF. (a) It is easy to describe the unitary group generated by the op

erator A = ,17 A§* = ~~[F(Q) . P + P . F(Q)] = ~F(Q) . P + ~f(Q). Let 
~ : ]R x X ---+ X be the flow associated to the vector field ~ F, i.e. for each 
:r EX, Q f--+ ~(Q,:[) == ~,,(:r) is the unique global solution of the differential 
equation d:~Ci(J:) = ~F(~,,(J;)) with initial condition ~o(:r) = J:. If we denote 
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by TJoJx) = det V~a(x) the jacobian at x of the mapping ~a : X --+ X, then 
(Wau)(x) = jTJ",(x)u(~",(x)) defines a unitary operator W", in X(X). It is 

straightforward to show that {W"'}"'EIR is a Co-group in X(X) which leaves 
invariant the dense subspace D consisting of Lipschitz functions of compact sup
port, and that d~ W", = iAwa on this subspace. Nelson's Lemma (or the more 

general Theorem 3.3.4) will imply the essential self-adjointness of A on D; then 
an easy argument shows that 9'(X) is a core for the closure of A in X(X). 
Clearly this proves assertion (a). 

(b) We shall deduce the second part of the proposition from Theorem X.37 
in [RSj in which we take N = p 2 + Q2 + a2 with a E lR large enough, and 
D = ,9'(X). We have to show that A : ,9'(X) C X(X) --+ X(X) is a symmetric 
operator such that IIAul1 :::; bllNul1 and I(Au,Nu; - (Nu,Au;1 :::; b(u,Nu; for 
some constant b and all u E 9'. Note that IF(x)1 + IG(x)1 :::; e(x;, so we have 
D(F(P)) =:J Xl and D(G(Q)) =:J dti. If u E 9', then G(Q)u is of class C 1 

and is rapidly decaying at infinity, and so are its first order derivatives; hence 
G(Q)u E Xl. By making a Fourier transformation, one sees that F(P)u E dti. 
So A is well defined and symmetric on ,9' in X. 

Before proving the needed estimates, we observe that 

N 2 = (P2 + Q2 + a2)2 = p4 + 2a2 p2 + Q4 + 2a2Q2 + 2QP2Q + a4 - 2n 

2' (p;4 + (Q;4 + 2QP2Q + a4 - 2n - 2, 

where we have assumed a 2' 1. Hence: 

(7.6.16) 
n 

11(P;2UI12 + II(Q;2uI1 2 + 2 L IIPjQkUl1 2 + (a4 - 2n - 2)llu11 2 :::; IINul1 2 

j,k=l 

for all u E ,9'. Then, using IIF(P)vll :::; const.llvll.Y(", we obtain: 

n 

IIF(P)G(Q)ull :::; eIIG(Q)ull + e L IlPjG(Q)ull 
j=l 

n 

:::; e'II(Q;ull + e" L IIQkPjul1 :::; e"'IINull· 
j,k=l 

Together with a similar estimate for IIG(Q)F(P)ull, one gets that IIAul1 < 
bllNul1 for some constant b and all u E ,9'. It remains to estimate the com
mutator [A, N]. This is based on the identity 

[A, N] = F(P)[G(Q), p2] + [G(Q), p 2]F(P) 

+ [F(P), Q2]G(Q) + G(Q)[F(P), Q2]. 

Since [G(Q),p2 ] E B(,ytl"yt) and [F(P),Q 2 ] E B(dti, X), one can easily get 
the estimate I(u, [A,N]u; :::; b(u,Nu; by using (7.6.16) once again. D 

The next lemma describes in precise terms one of the simplest non-trivial 
choices of local conjugate operators. 
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LEMMA 7.6.4. Let h : X ---> lR be a Borel function and J c lR an open set 
such that: 

(i) h-1(J) == n is an open subset of X and h is of class C2 on a neighbourhood 
of the closure of n; 

(ii) there is a constant m > 0 such that 

(7.6.17) Ih'(x)l2': m and Ihl/(x)1 ~ m- 1 Ih'(x)1 2 if x E n. 

Let BE Co(J) be real and F(x) = B(h(x))lh'(x)I- 2 h'(x) if x E n, F(x) = 0 if 
x</:. n. Then F E BC1(X), and the operator A defined in (7.6.15) is essentially 
self-adjoint on 9'(X). The group {eiAr}rEIR generated by A leaves invariant 
the domain of Ho = h(P), and [Ho, iA] = B(Ho), [[Ho, iA], iA] = B(Ho)B'(Ho), 
... , ad~iA(Ho) = Bk(Ho) are bounded operators in .7t'(X) for all k 2': 1; here 

Bd)..) = [B()") d~]kB()"). In particular, Ho is of class COO(A). Finally, if Je = 
{A I B()") = I}, then Eo(Je)[Ho,iA]Eo(Je) = Eo(Je). 

The proof is a straightforward exercise. Notice that, with the notations of the 
proof of Proposition 7.6.3 (a), we have eiAa h(P)e-iAa = h(~a (P)) and ~a (x) = x 
if x </:. supp F c fl. We had to require h to be of class C 2 in order to assure 
the Lipschitz continuity of F, which is needed for the application of Proposition 
7.6.3 (a). In fact, if n is a bounded set (e.g. if h : X ---> lR is continuous and 
tends to infinity when Ixl ---> 00), one can cover the case of h E B;;\oc(X) by 
using a vector field F of class C= and such that F (x) h' (x) 2': const. > 0 on n 
(see the last part of the proof of Theorem 7.6.2). We leave away such possible 
generalizations, since they are irrelevant in the present context. 

In the preceding lemma the fact that the domain of Ho is invariant under eiAr 

is obvious because of the explicit form of eiAa h(P)e-iAa . vVe mention now an 
abstract result which can be used in less explicit situations. 

LEMMA 7.6.5. Let A and Ho be self-adjoint operators in:7t', and ass'ume that 
there is a core D of Ho with the following properties: 

(i) for u E D and T E lR, one has eiAr u E D and sUPlrl9 IIHoeiAr ull < 00; 

(ii) the derivative d~e-iAr HoeiArulr=o == [Ho, iA]u exists weakly in:7t' for 

each u E D, and II[Ho,iA]ull ~ a(llull + IIHoull) for some finite number a 
independent of u. 

Then the unitary group {eiAr } leaves invariant the domain of Ho (hence its 
form domain). If there is 0 ~ B < 1 such that [A, Ho] extends to a bounded 
operator D(lHol e ) ---> .7t', then IleiArIIB(D(Ho)) ~ C(T)m for all T E lR, where 
cElR andm=(l-B)-l. 

PROOF. Let u E D and U r = eiAru. Then, by using the group property 
of eiAr , one sees that the function gr = e-iAr Hour is weakly differentiable 
on lR, with derivative g~ = e-iAr[Ho,iA]ur . By writing (v,gr) = (v, Hou) + 
J;(v,g~)da, replacing v by e-iArv and using the notation IlfllHo = Ilfll + 
IIHofll, we easily obtain for all T 2': 0: IlurllHo ~ IlullHo + aJ; IluallHoda. Now 
the Gronwall Lemma implies that IlurllHo ~ eairlllullHo ' This estimate and 
the density of D in D(Ho) for the norm II· IIHo will clearly give eiAr D(Ho) C 

D(Ho) and IleiArIIB(D(Ho)) ~ ea1rl . To prove the last estimate, observe that 
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II [Ho, iA]uT II ~ c111 (Ho)IJ UT II ~ C211uT II~o IluW- IJ , hence IluT IIHo ~ IlullHo + 
c211uW- IJ J; Iluall~odo. Now, instead of the usual Gronwall Lemma, we use the 
modified version presented in Appendix 7.A. 0 

An easy consequence of Lemma 7.6.4 is stated below. For the proof, use 
Theorem 7.5.4 with rt} = D(lHoI1/2) and observe the following embeddings: 
(D(A; rt}*), ~g*h/2,1 ~ (D(A;dt'),.7Ch/2,1 ~ (dtl,dt'h/2,1 = dtl/2,1. Here A is as 
in Lemma 7.6.4 with B()') = 1 on a given compact subset of J. 

PROPOSITION 7.6.6. Let hand J be as in Lemma 7.6.4. Denote by Ho the 
self-adjoint operator h( P) in ,yt'( X). Then the holomorphic function 

C± '3 Z f--+ (Ho - Z)-l E B(dt'(X)) c B(dtl/2,1(X),dt'-1/2,oo(X)) 

extends to a weak*-continuous function C± U J ---+ B(dtl/2,1(X),dt'-1/2,=(X)). 
In particular, if T is an operator from dt'(X) to some Hilbert space, and if T 
is continuous when .:1t(X) is equipped with the topology induced by dt'-1/2,=(X), 
then T is locally Ho-smooth on J. 

Let h : X ---+ JR;. be a function of class C1 such that Ih(x)1 + Ih'(x)1 ---+ 00 as 
Ixl ---+ 00. This condition can be stated, in physical terms, as follows: if the 
kinetic energy and the velocity are bounded by a constant, then the momentum 
is bounded by some other constant (note that the set of vectors u E dt' such 
that Ilh(P)ull + Ilh' (P)ull ~ const. will satisfy one of the two assumptions of 
the Riesz-Kolmogorov compacity criterion). Then, if J c JR;. is open, bounded 
and with closure disjoint from the set of critical values of h, the first estimate in 
(7.6.17) is valid (i.e. if the kinetic energy belongs to a compact set disjoint from 
thresholds, then the velocity is bounded below by a strictly positive constant). 
Otherwise, we could find a sequence {Xj}jEN in n == h-1(J) with Ih'(xj)1 ---+ o. 
This sequence cannot have an accumulation point x in X, because then we would 
have Xj, ---+ x for a subsequence, so h(Xjk) ---+ h(x) E J as k ---+ 00 and h'(x) = 0, 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence IXjl ---+ 00, which implies Ih(xj)1 + 
I h' (x j ) I ---+ 00, which is again a contradiction. In order to satisfy the second 
estimate in (7.6.17), it is enough to require h to be of class C2 and, for example, 
1h"(X) I ~ c(l + Ih(x)12 + Ih'(x)1 2) on X. The simply characteristic polynomials 
introduced by Agmon and H6rmander (see Section 14.3 in [H]) satisfy a stronger 
condition, namely Ih(a)(x)1 ~ ca (l + Ih(x)1 + Ih'(x)l) for any o. Notice also that 
the hypothesis A(Po) = {o} made in [H] is equivalent, in our notations, with 
Ih(x)1 + Ih'(x)1 ---+ 00 as x ---+ 00; cf. Theorem 10.2.9 in [H]. In conclusion, if 
the function h in Proposition 7.6.6 is a simply characteristic polynomial which 
effectively depends on all variables (i.e. we have h(x + ty) = h(x) Vt E JR;. only if 
y = 0; this means A(h) = {O}), then the proposition holds for any open bounded 
J, with closure disjoint from the set of critical values of h (which is finite, because 
h is a polynomial). 

Now we study perturbations H = Ho + V of Ho. The next lemma allows us 
to isolate a class of functions h for which the perturbative method described in 
Proposition 7.5.6 and the criteria contained in Proposition 7.5.7 and Theorem 
7.5.8 can be used easily and efficiently. 
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LEMMA 7.6.7. Let h : X -+ ~ be a function of class Cm , m = 1,2,3, ... , such 
that IMa) (x) I ::; const. for lal = m (e.g. assume that h is a polynomial of degree 
m). Let rt} = D(lh(P)1 1/2) be the form domain of the operator Ho = h(P). Then 
rt} is invariant under the group {eiQ.X}xEX if and only if 

L Ih(a)(x)l::; c(l + Ih(x)l) 
lal<:,:m 

for some constant c. If this condition is satisfied, then the domain of Ho ~s 

also invariant under the group {eiQ.x} and the Co-groups induced in D(Ho) and 
D(IHoI1/2) are of polynomial growth: 

(7.6.18) 

PROOF. Taylor's formula implies the existence of bounded continuous func
tions ha : X x X -+ ~ such that for all x, y E X (in this proof we identify 
X = ~n with the help of an orthonormal basis in X) 

h(x+y) = 

Notice that e-iQ.xcp(P)eiQ.x = cp(P+x) for each x E X and each Borel function 
cp on X. For u E 9'(X) we shall have: 

Illh(P)11/2eiQ.xuI12 = Illh(P + xW/2u11 2 = (u, Ih(P + x)lu) 

< L Ix~1 (u, Ih(a)(p)lu) + clxl m llul1 2. 
a. 

1<:<1'S771-1 

If the condition Llal<:,:m IMa) I ::; c(h) is fulfilled, we clearly get the second 
estimate in (7.6.18); the first one is obtained similarly. Reciprocally, assume 
eiQ.x D(IHoI1/2) C D(IHoI1/ 2) for all x. From the general theory (Section 3.2) 

we get Illh(P + x)I ' /2 ull = Illh(P)ll/2eiQxull ::; c(x)llullc'i with c(x) a locally 
bounded function of x. So 

III L :~ h(a)(p)1 1/2ull::; Illh(P+xW/2ull + III L :~ ha (p,x)1 1
/

2ull 
lal<:,:m-1 lal=m 

::; c(x)ll(l + Ih(P)I)1/2 u ll + clxl m / 21Iull· 

By Proposition 1.1.2 there is a finite set B c X and there are functions Xa 
on B such that for any polynomial L of degree::; m and any a: L(a)(x) = 
LbEB Xa(b)L(x + b). If L(x) = Llal<:,:m-1 ~~ ~a, then L(a)(o) = ~a. By taking 

~a = h(a)(p)u we obtain from the preceding estimate that Illh(a)(p)1 1/2ull ::; 
const.ll(l + Ih(P)I)1/2ull for u E 9'(X). This easily implies that Ih(a) I ::; 
const. (1 + Ihi). 0 

If h is a hypoelliptic polynomial of degree m, the conditions of the preceding 
proposition are satisfied. In fact, in this case we have much more: there is 
8> 0 such that IMa)(x)1 ::; c(x)-la 1b(1 + Ih(x)l) (Theorem 11.1.3 in [H]), hence 
Ih(x)1 -+ 00 too. 
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We have seen after Proposition 7.6.6 that the condition limx~CXJ(lh(x)1 + 
Ih'(x)l) = 00 is quite natural in our context. Under the assumptions of Lemma 
7.6.7, this will imply limx~oo Ih(x)1 = 00 (in physical terms, this means: if the 
kinetic energy is bounded, then the momentum is bounded too). But, if h is a 
continuous real function on a neighbourhood of infinity in X and dim X > 1, 
then either h(x) --+ +00 or h(x) --+ -00 (because the region Ixl > R in X is 
connected, so its image through h is a connected subset of ffi.). Hence, when we 
study such functions, we may assume without loss of generality that h(x) --+ +00 
when Ixl --+ 00. 

Let us fix a function h : X --+ ffi. of class cm, m = 2,3, .... , such that: 

(a) limlxl~oc h(x) = +00; 
(b) the derivatives of order m of h are bounded; 

(c) Llal<::m Ih(a)(x)1 :::; c(l + Ih(x)I)· 
We denote by Ho the self-adjoint operator h(P) in the Hilbert space ,y{:! = L2(X) 
and by rrJ its form domain ~t] = D(IHoll/2) equipped with the graph topology. 
Since h is bounded from below, JIo is bounded from below too and we may 
consider on ~t] the admissible norm Ilnll\,; = (n, [c + h(P)]n)I/2, where c is a 
constant such that c + h(x) ;::: 1. We identify as usual 

.9'(X) c D(JIo) c ~f} c X = .yt* c rrJ* c D(JIo)* c ,9"* (X). 

Notice that the norm in ~t]* is Ilull\~* = (1l, [c + h(p)]-1 1l )1/2. The group 
{ eiQ'x } xEX acting in .9'* (X) leaves invariant each of the spaces of the preceding 
scale and induces in each of them a Co-group of polynomial growth. Denote by 
~f}o9,p and rrJ.:,p the spaces of the Besov scales associated to this group in rrJ and ~f}* 

respectively; here 8 E ffi. and 1 :::; P :::; 00. Notice that (rrJs.p)* = rrJ*...o9,p' if 1 :::; p < 
1 + 1 - 1 d'f ((/.0 •• tl 1 f lP(X)' ((/. th ( ((10 ) * - ((1* 00, P J7 - an, I "'09,00 IS 18 C osure 0 ,7 In .'is,CXJ' en ·':Is,CXJ - ·':I- s ,l· 

Similarly (~.fJ;,p)* = rrJ-s,p' for 1 :::; p < 00 and (~Ij:,ox,)* = ~t]-s,I' The spaces 
W, == ~.fJ8.2' ~.fJ; == ~(j;.2 (for S E JR.) constitute the (continuous) Sobolev scales 
and can be obtained by complex interpolation U.fJo = ~C), ~c)o = rrJ*). The most 
intuitive description of these spaces is offered by the Littlewood-Paley theory 
(Section 3.6). More precisely, let () E C(j(X) such that ()(x) > 0 if a < Ixl < b 

and ()(x) = 0 otherwise, and 8 E C(j(X) with 8(x) = 1 if Ixl < b; here 0 < a < b 
are fixed numbers. Then the following expression is an admissible norm on ~f}s,p: 

(with the standard modification if p = 00); similarly for C(}*. Finally, we recall 
that, since ~!} and rrJ* are Hilbert spaces, we have a rich functional calculus for 
Q in all the spaces of these scales: if cp E BC=(X), then cp(Q) : ~Cjs,p --+ C(}s,p 

and Ilcp(Q)IIB('.t;sp) :::; cs,pllcpllBCN for a finite, explicit N; similarly for ~!}* (see 
Section 3.7). This estimate will be freely used in the proof of the theorem below. 

In the statement of the next theorem we keep the assumptions on h and the 
notations of the preceding paragraph. Note that the critical set ,,(h) = {h(x) I 
x E X, h'(x) = O} is a closed subset of R Recall that C± = {z E C I ±~z > O} 
and that C± denotes the closure of C± in IC. 
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THEOREM 7.6.8. Let Ho be as above, ~t} = D(IHoI1/2) and let V : ~q --+ CfJ* be 
a symmetric operator such that Ho + V + i is an isomorphism of ~t} onto Cfj* (e.g. 
assume ± V ::; ah(P) + (3 for some a < 1 and (3 E JR). Denote by H the self
adjoint operator in Jt! induced by H 0 + V and assume that (H + i) ~ 1 - (H 0 + i) ~ 1 

is compact in Jt!. Assume furthermore that V can be decomposed into a sum 
V = Vs + VL, where Vs : ~q --+ CfJ* (the short-range component) and VL : CfJ --+ ~q* 

(the long-range component) are symmetric operators satisfying: 
(8) there is B E Co(X) with B(x) > 0 in an annulus 0 < a < Ixl < b < 00 

and B( x) = 0 otherwise, such that: 

(7.6.19) 100 IIB(r~lQ)VsIIB('S,\~*)dr < 00, 

(L) there is ~ E Coo (X) with ~ (x) = 0 near zero and ~ (x) = 1 near infinity 
such that: 

(7.6.20) 

t 100 {11~(r~lQ)[Qj, VL]IIB(\I),\I)*) + 11~(r~lQ)IQI[Pj, VLlIIB(\<;,\r,*)} dr < 00. 

j=l 1 r 

Then 
1) H has no singularly continuous spectrum outside K,(h); 
2) the eigenvalues of H in JR \ K,(h) are of finite multiplicity and they do not 

have accumulation points outside K(h); 
3) the holomorphic mapC± :1 z f-t (H-z)~l E B(~q*, CfJ) C B(~q{/2,1' CfJ~1/2,(0)' 

when considered with values in B ( CfJ{ /2,1' CfJ~ 1/2,(0)' extends to a weak *-continuous 

function on C± \ [K,(h) U (Jp(H)]; 
4) if § is a Hilbert space and T E B(~q~1/2,oo' g), then T is locally H-smooth 

on JR \ [K(h) U (Jp(H)]. 

PROOF. Let J be a bounded open real set with ]nK,(h) = 0. Then h~l(J) is a 
compact subset of X on which Ih'(x)1 2" const. > O. It is easy to construct a vec
tor field F of class Co(X) such that F(x)h'(x) 2" const. > 0 on h~l(J). Let A be 
given by (7.6.15); then [Ho, iA] = (Fh')(P), hence Eo (J)[Ho , iA]Eo(J) 2" cEo(J) 
for some constant c > O. Moreover [[Ho, iA], iA] = ((Y'i7)2h)(P) is a bounded 
operator in ,yt (because h is at least of class C 2), so Ho E ~l,l(A; CfJ, CfJ*). By 
Lemma 7.6.5, the group {e iAT } induces a (bounded) Co-group in ~t}. Clearly the 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Proposition 7.5.6 are satisfied. We shall prove below 
that V E «R1,1(A; CfJ, Cfj*). Let us check that CfJ{/2,1 c:'It = (D(A; CfJ*), Cfj*h/2,1' 
For this, it is enough to have D(A; Cfj*) :J ~t}'[. But this is easy to prove, because 
A = '£]=1 Fj(P)Qj + ~f(P), the functions Fj and f are of class Co (hence 
Fj(P), f(P) E B(Cfj*)) and CfJi = {u E CfJ* I QjU E ~q*, 1::; j ::; n}. 

In conclusion, everything is a consequence of Proposition 7.5.6 once we have 
proven that Vs, VL E «R1,l(A; CfJ, W*). For this, we shall use Proposition 7.5.7 and 
Theorem 7.5.8 with A = (Q). Let CPT(X) = ei(X)T for T ERA straightforward 
calculation shows that CPT E BCoo(X) and IlcpTllBGN ::; CN(T)N for each N E N. 
According to the remarks preceding the theorem, the group {eiAT}TEIR leaves 
e.q invariant and induces Co-groups of polynomial growth in Cfj and ~q*. The 
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properties D(A;~g*) C D(A;~(j*) and A-2 A 2 E B(Cfj) required in Proposition 
7.5.7 and Theorem 7.5.8 are trivial to verify. It is also easy to see that (7.6.19) 
implies (7.5.29). So, we have Vs E 1j61,1(A; CfJ, CfJ*). 

Finally, let us consider VL . Note that eiAr leaves fP(X) invariant (see Section 
4.2) and that we have, in B(.'f?, .'f?*): 

n 1 
(7.6.21) irA, Vd = 2) [iQj , VLlFj(P) + Qj [iFj (P), VL]} + 2[f(P), VL]. 

j=l 

It is enough to show that, if T is any of the terms in the right-hand side of this 
expression, then T belongs to B( CfJ, CfJ*) and satisfies (7.5.26) (assuming (7.6.20)). 
For [Qj, VL]Fj(P) this is obvious, because Fj(P) E BU(j). For the other two 
types of terms, we need an expression for [g(P), VL] in terms of [Pj , VL], when 
g E Co(X). This is easy by elementary commutator calculus (Chapter 5 gives 
much better estimates, but they are not useful here): 

Here gj == '..fojg E fP(X). 
We treat the worst term in (7.6.21), namely Qj[Fj(P), Vd. Since Qj(Q)-l E 

B ( Cfj*), we see that it is enough to prove that 

Clearly: 

(7.6.22) 11~(,-lQ)(Q)[g(P), VL]IIB((t},((}*) ::; 

:S t 101 dr j 111;"(,-l(Q - xr))(Q - xr)[Pj , VL]I IB((I],(I]*) Igj(x)14x 
j=l' 0 x 

::; c~ 11 dr 111~(,-1(Q - xr))(Q)[Pj , VL]IIB(('i,(r;*) (rx)Nlgj(x)14xdr. 

In fact, if cp(y) = (y + z)(y;-l, then cp E BCOO(X) and IlcpllBCN ::; CN(z)N. 
Now observe that for, ~ Iyl + 1, assuming ~(x) = 0 for Ixl < 1 and ~(x) = 1 for 
Ixl > 2, we have ~(,-l(Q - y)) = ~(,-l(Q - y))~(2(, -lyl)-lQ), hence: 

Hence, upon integrating (7.6.22) on (I, (0) with respect to the measure ,-ld" 
we get a finite quantity. 0 
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REMARK 7.6.9. We remind the reader that the hypotheses (S) and (L) of the 
last theorem are independent of the choice of e and ~ (see Section 3.5). Moreover, 
if we replace e by ~ in (7.6.19), we get an equivalent condition. In fact, assume 
(7.6.19) holds for some e and let ~ be a radial function with the properties stated 
in (L). We identify ~(x) = ~(Ixl), so we consider ~ as a function on (0, (0), equal 
to zero near zero and to 1 near infinity. Since ~(r-1Q) ---+ 0 strongly in B(re*) 
as l' ---+ 00, we get: 

] 00 ]00 100 d 11~(r-1Q)VsIIB((~,(f,,)dr ::; dr II-d ~(t-1Q)VS II (," (t", dt 
1 1 r t B(.'l,.'l) 

]
00 100 dt 

= 1 dr r 116(r1Q)VsIIB((~,(tj')t 

]

CXJ t - 1 
= 1 116(t-1Q)vsIIDe~,(Ij*)-t-dt < 00 

because 6 (s) = se (s) has compact support in (0,00). It is unfortunate that we 
are not able to deduce condition (L) from a similar condition with ~ replaced by 
e. This would give very satisfactory conditions (aesthetically speaking) on the 
long-range part VL . 

We continue with a comment concerning the short-range assumption. In many 
cases Vs is a local operator, i.e. supp Vs f C supp f for any f E re (e.g. let 1(" be 
a differential operator). Then hypothesis (S) can be expressed in a form similar 
to that put forward by Hormander in Chapter XIV of [H]. 

THEOREM 7.6.10. Let Vs : re ---+ re* be a symmetric, local operator. Then 
Vs is short-range, in the sense of condition (S) of Theorem 7.6.8, if and only if 

Vs E B(re~1/2,CXJ' re;/2,1)' 

PROOF. 1) Assume first that Vs satisfies (7.6.19). Let a1, b1 be numbers 
such that 0 < a1 < a < b < b1 < 00 and let e1 E C;)(X) such that e1(x) = 1 if 
Ixl E [a,b], e1(x) > 0 if a1 < Ixl < b1, and e1(.T) = 0 otherwise. Vs being local, 
we shall have e(r- 1Q)Vs = e(r- 1Q)Vse1(r- 1Q). So, for f E ~(j: 

]
CXJ 1/2 1 dr]= 1 111' e(r- Q)Vsfll(tj* - ::; Ile(r- Q)Vs I IB(,.s, (tj')dr . 

1 r 1 

. sup Ilr- 1/ 2e1 (r- 1Q)fll (lj. 
r:;o,l 

This easily allows one to show that Vs E B(re"-1/2,=, re~/2,1)' 
2) Reciprocally, assume that this last property holds. Now it is more conve

nient to use a dyadic version of (7.6.19). Let eo E C;)(X) with eo(x) > 0 if 
2- 1 < Ixl < 2 and eo(x) = 0 otherwise, and such that L;:-= eo(2- j x) = 1 if 

x f: 0 (see the proof of Theorem 3.6.2 (b)). We set e_ 1 (x) = Lj:<:-l eo(2- j x) 
for x f: 0 and e_ 1(0) = 1, and ej(J:) = eo(Tjx) if j EN. Then e_ 1 E C;)(X), 
e_ 1 (x) = 1 for Ixl ::; 2- 1 , e_ 1 (x) > 0 if Ixl < 1 and e_ 1 (x) = 0 if Ixl 2: 1. For 
j 2: 0, we have ej(x) > 0 if x E Xj = {x E X I 2j - 1 < Ixl < 2j } and ej(x) = 0 
otherwise. Finally L;:-l eJ(x) = 1 on X, and in this sum only successive 
functions have supports with non-disjoint interiors. In particular, we shall have 
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ej(X) = Bj-1(x) + Bj(x) + Bj+1(x) = 1 on Xj, so Bjej = 1. Vs being local, it is 
clear that Bj (Q)VSej (Q) = Bj(Q)Vs . It is not difficult to see that Vs satisfies con
dition (S) of Theorem 7.6.8 if and only if L~o 2j IIBj (Q)Vs IIB(\lj, 'li*) < 00 (cf. the 
proof of Theorem 3.6.2 (b)). To estimate the preceding sum, we use an idea from 
the proof of Theorem 14.2.2 of [H]. Observe first that there are a constant C < 00 

and a sequence fj E Cgo(Xj ), where Xj = X j - 1 U Xj U Xj+l, with Ilfjll\s = 1 

and IIBj(Q)VsIIB((f),'/;*) ::; ClIBj(Q)Vsfjll\s*. In fact, we can find a sequence 

gk E Cgo(X) with IIBj(Q)VsIID((~,(tj*) = limk--->oo IIBj(Q)VSgkll\f)* . Ilgkll~l. On 

the other hand Bj(Q)VSgk = Bj(Q)Vsej(Q)9k and Ilej(Q)9klh, ::; C2- 1 1Igk ll(lj 

with a constant independent of j, k. Then we take fj = ej(Q)9k '1Iej(Q)9kll~1 
for some large enough k (depending on j). For the next step of the proof, notice 
the following property: Bj (Q)Vsfx 1= 0 only if Ik- jl ::; 1. Now, let 9 = L 2"/2 fA, 
where the sum is over the even integers k 2: 0, and let h = L 2k/2 fk with sum 
over odd integers k 2: 1. For any j 2: 0, Bj(Q)g and Bj(Q)h will be sums of 
at most two terms, hence we trivially get 2-j/21IBj(Q)gll'/j ::; const. < 00 and 
similarly for h. So g, h E ~(j-l/2,oo (see Theorem 3.6.2 (b)). By hypothesis 
we shall get IlVsglI'f)* < 00 and similarly for h. By using Theorem 3.6.2 

• 1(2.1 

(b) again, we obtain for example Lj2'o 2j/21IBj(Q)V:"gll\Q* < 00. But, from a 

remark we made above, it follows for even j that Bj(Q)Vsg = Bj (Q)2 j /2Vsfj' 
Hence L2jIIBj(Q)Vsfjlh,* < 00, where the sum is over even j. Upon replacing 
9 by h we get a similar estimate, but the sum will be over odd j. In conclusion: 
L~o 2jIIBj(Q)V:"IID(C,>,(tj*) ::; L~o 2j CIIB j (Q)Vsfj Ih;* <00. D 

We state now a result concerning the existence and completeness of relative 
wave operators. This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 7.5.5 and of the 
preceding results. 

THEORE1,1 7.6.11. Let H be the operator of Theorem 7.6.8 and U : ~t:; ---> ~(j* 

a symmetric operator having the following properties: ~ 

(a) H + U + i is an isomorphism of ~(j onto ~£j* and, if H is the self-adjoint 
operator in ,yt? associated to H + U, then the difference (H + i)-l - (H + i)-l zs 
compact in ,yt?; 

(b) U c:rtends to a continuous operator ~"-1/2,oo ---> ~9;/2,1; 

(c) Uis short-range, i.e. there is 8 E qj(X) with 8(x) > 0 in a domain 
0< a < Ixl < b < 00 and 8(x) = 0 otherwise, such that 

(7.6.23) 

(We recall that conditions (b) an~ (c) are equivalent if U is local). Let J = 

JR:. \ K,(h) and denof:! by Ec and Ec the continuous component of the spectral 

measure of Hand H respectively. Then the wave operators 

(7.6.24) 

exist and are complete, i.e. their ranges are equal to Er (J). 
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The simplest version of the situation considered above is that in which h is an 
elliptic symbol of degree 2s > 0, i.e. hE COO(X), Ih(a)(x)1 :s; Ca \x)2s- l a l for each 
multi-index ex, and we have Ih(x)1 ::::: clxl 2s , for some c > 0, outside a compact 
set. Then Cf} = dts (X) and rJ* = .#-8 (X) are usual Sobolev spaces, and we get 
the limiting absorption principle in B(.7ti/~,1"#~1/2,(xJ; here ,Yii~q are standard 
weighted (in the Besov sense) Sobolev spaces. In this context, U : .Yt's --+ dt- s 

is short-range if 

(7.6.25) 

for a function e E Ci)(X \ {O}) such that e(x) > 0 in a domain 0 < a < Ixl < b; 
o 0 

and, for local U, this is equivalent to U E B(dt~1/2,=,.7ti/~,(xJ (dtf,oo is the 
closure of .9'(X) in .7t1:soo)' In the Schrodinger case, s = 1, we get sharp results in 
the spectral analysis a:nd scattering theory of operators of the form ~ + Vs + VL , 

with both the short-range part Vs and long-range part VL non-local. Notice that 
both Vs and VL could contain second order terms with respect to the derivatives. 

There is one implicit condition in Theorem 7.6.8, namely the operator (H + 
itl - (Ho + i)-l has to be compact in .#. Let us describe a general method 
of checking it. Consider a self-adjoint operator Ho with form domain ~<J in 
a Hilbert space ,ye and let V : ~f) --+ ~f}* be a symmetric operator such that 
Ho + V + i : \(j --+ ~f}* is an isomorphism. Denote by H both the operator 
Ho + V : rJ --+ rJ* and the self-adjoint operator in dt associated to it, and set 
R = (H + i)-l,Ro = (Ho + i)-I. Then the identity R - Ro = -RVRo holds 
in B(~(j*, ~f}). The domains D(Ho) and D(H) of Ho and H are equipped with 
the graph topology and are dense B-subspaces of ~f}, so that we have continuous 
dense embeddings D(Ho) C Cf} C ,ye C rJ* C D(H)*. Since Ro is an isomorphism 
of D(Ho) onto.# and R extends to an isomorphism of D(H)* onto dt, it follows 
that R - Ro is a compact operator in ,Yt' if and only if V is a compact operator 
from D(Ho) to D(H)*. In the "ituation" where the domain of H is not explicitly 
known one should rather use the following fact: if V is a compact operator from 
D(Ho) to rJ*, then R - Ro is a compact operator from dt to rJ (hence in .Yf/). 

If we apply the last criterion in the context of Theorem 7.6.8 with h an 
elliptic symbol of degree 2s > 0, and if we take into account that in this case 
D(Ho) = ,ye2s(X), we see that the compactness assumption of the theorem is 
fulfilled provided that the operator V : dts --+ dt- s induce" a compact operator 
from .#2s to .#-s (then by interpolation we get that V : dtt --+ dt- s is compact 
for all t > s). Now it is not difficult to show that this is equivalent with the 
condition that the symmetric operator V : .#s (X) --+ dt- s (X) be small at 
infinity in the following sense: there is a function ~ E C=(X) with ~(x) = 0 
if Ixl < 1 and ~(x) = 1 if Ixl > 2, and there is a real number t > s, such 
that limr--->oo 11~(Q/r)VII.x's--->J{'-t = 0 (see the proof of Lemma 9.4.6). Moreover, 
one may easily prove that the short-range condition (7.6.25) implies that U : 
.#S(X) --+ dt-S(X) is small at infinity (see Remark 9.4.14). 

It is interesting to apply the preceding consideration" to generalized second 
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order elliptic operators of the form 

n n 

(7.6.26) 
j,k=l j=l 

where Pj = -i8j (derivatives with respect to an orthonormal basis in X), A.ik E 

B(;YC(X)), B j E B(;YC1(X),dC(X)) and C E B(.Yt'l(X),.Yt'-l(X)). We assume 
that the following uniform ellipticity condition is satisfied: there is 1'1, > 0 such 
that ",£7,k=1(fj,Ajk ik) :::: K,"'£';'=1111jI12 for all h, ... ,1n E .Yt'(X). In order 
to be able to choose Ho = fl = "'£7=1 p} (hence s = 1), we have to assume 
that Ajk = 8jk I + A~k where A~k : dC(X) ---+ .Yt'(X) is small at infinity. For 

example, if floc 118(Qr-1)A~kIIB(,#,)dr < 00 for some function 8 as in (7.6.25), 
then "'£j',k=l PjA~kPk is a short-range perturbation of fl. (7.6.26) includes more 
exotic perturbations of the laplacian like highly oscillating potentials. Indeed, 
if Bj = iWj with Wj : .Yt'1 (X) ---+ .Yt'(X) symmetric and short-range, then the 
second term in (7.6.26) is of the form S = "'£';'=1 [iPj , Wj ] and, as an operator from 
dC1(X) to dC-I (X), it is symmetric and short-range (hence small at infinity). 

If Wj = Wj(Q), then S = (divw)(Q), hence operators of the form H = -l:2 + 
eX (x)-l- E sinex in L2(JR;,) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7.6.8. 

7.A. Appendix: The Gronwall Lemma 

We prove a result that is related to the usual Gronwall lemma. For more 
general results of this type, see Chapter III in [Hm]. 

LEMMA 7.A.1. Let J = (a, b) C JR;, be an open interval and let 1, cp and 1/J 
be non-negative real f7Lnctions on (a,b) with 1 bounded and cp, 1/J E L1((a,b)). 
Assume that, for some constants w :::: 0 and 8 E [0,1) and for all >. E (a, b): 

(7.A.1) 

Then one has for each>' E (a, b): 

(7.A.2) 

[ 
b b] 1j(1-fJ) 

f(>.):::; w1- fJ + (1 - 8) 1 cp(p,) exp { (8 - 1) l1/J(T)dT }dp, 

. exp{lb 
1/J(T)dT }. 
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PROOF. We may assume that w > O. We set, for p. E (a, b): 

¢(p.) = ip(p.) exp { (8 - 1) i
b 

?/J(T)dT} 

g(JL) = W + ib[ip(T)f(T)& + ?/J(T)f(T)]dT 

h(p.) = g(p.) exp { - i
b 
?/J(T)dT}. 

By (7.A.1) we then have for each p. E (a, b): 

(7.A.3) f(p.) .:; g(p.) = h(p.) exp{i
b 

?/J(T)dT}. 

We use this inequality to deduce that 

.!!:.-h(p.) = ['!!:'-g(p.) + g(p.)7/)(p.)] exp {- rb 
?/J(T)dT} 

dp. dJL J I" 

= [-ip(p.)f(p.)& + {g(p.) - f(JL)}?/J(P.)] exp { - i
b 

?/J(T)dT} 

~ -ip(p. )g(p.)11 exp{ - i b ?/J( T )dT} = -¢(p. )h(p.)II. 

We observe that h(p.) ~ wexp[-II?/JII£1(a,b)] > 0, so that 

d d 
- [h(JL)l~lI] = (1 - 8)h(p.)~11 -h(JL) ~ -(1 - e)¢(p.). 
dp. dJL 

Since h(p.) ---+ w as p. ---+ b, we get upon integrating the preceding inequality on 
the interval (A,b) that 

[h(A)]l~1I .:; wl~e + (1 - 8) lb ¢(P.)dJL. 

By inserting the definitions of hand ¢ and by using (7.A.3), one gets (7.A.2). 0 

The estimate (7.A.2) is optimal: one has equality in (7.A.2) (for all A) if and 
only if equality holds in (7.A.1) (for all A). In other terms, any solution of the 
inequation (7.A.1) is dominated by the solution of the corresponding equation. 

7.B. Appendix: A Counterexample. Optimality of the Results on 
the Limiting Absorption Principle 

This appendix is a natural continuation of §7.1.4; we shall deal with rather 
subtle local properties of continuous functions of a real variable. Let A E ]]{ and 
let f be a continuous function defined in a neighbourhood Ix - AI < 2a of A. We 
shall say that A is a nasty point for f if the quantity 

I f(A + t) dt == fa f(A + t) - f(A - t) dt 
. c<ltl<a t E t 
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is not bounded when c --+ +0. This property depends only on the behaviour of 
f near A, in particular the choice of the number a is irrelevant. Observe that 

(7.B.I) 

11 tdt 1 dt I J), == f(A + t)-2--2 - f(A + t)-
Itl<a t + c E<ltl<a t 

11 tdt 1 c2dt I = [f(A + t) - f(A)] t2 + 2 - [f(A + t) - f(A)] t(t2 + 2) 
Itl<c c E<ltl<a C 

J dt 
~ In2· sup If(A + t) - f(A)1 + If(A + ct) - f(A)11 I( 2)' 

Itl<E 1<ltl<ac ' t 1 + t 
By using the dominated convergence theorem we see that an equivalent expres
sion for the property of being nasty is as follows: the quantity ~tl<a f(A + 
t) (t2 + c2 ) -1 tdt is unbounded as c --+ +0. The weaker estimate J), ~ In 2 . 
esssuPltl<a If(A+t)1 (which is obtained as above, but without subtracting f(A)), 
which is valid for an arbitrary bounded Borel function f, is enough for the proof 
of the equivalence. But the preceding argument gives more: if we replace "un
bounded" by "does not have a limit" in the definition of a nasty point (this would 
give a larger class of nasty points), then we still have two equivalent definitions 
(for continuous 1). 

If h is another function defined on a neighbourhood of A which touches f at 
A, i.e. f (A) = h (A), and if A is a nasty point for f, then it could also be a nasty 
point for h, or it could not. However, if the contact of f and h is of order slightly 
higher than zero, then we are in the first situation. More precisely, let us say that 
f and h have a contact of Dini order alA if ~tl<a If(A+t)- h (A+t) 1·ltl-1 dt < 00 

for some a > O. Then clearly A is nasty for f if and only if it is nasty for h. 
In particular, if 8 is defined on a neighbourhood of A and is Dini-continuous at 
A, i.e. ~tl<a 18(A + t) - 8(A)1 . Itl- 1dt < 00, then a point A is nasty or non-nasty 
simultaneously for 8f and 8(A)f; if furthermore 8(A) f 0, then A is nasty or 
non-nasty simultaneously for 8 f and f. For example, if A is a nasty point for 
f and 8 is a C 1 function in a neighbourhood of A with 8(A) f 0, then A is a 
nasty point for 8f. Finally, since IE<ltl<a cC 1dt = 0 for any constant c, if f is a 
Dini-continuous function, then all the points of its domain are non-nasty. 

In order to see the interest of the notion introduced above, let us go back 
to the context of §7.1.4. We have an increasing homeomorphism h of an open 
interval 0 C lR onto another interval J C lR, with g = h-1 : J --+ lR of class C 1 . 

Then for any rp E c8 (J) and f.1 i- 0: 

(7.B.2) r rp(x)~[h(x)-A-if.1rldx= r rp(g(y))g'(y) ( \j/ 2 dy . In JJ Y - + f.1 

Set 'Ij; = rp 0 g . g' E C8 (J) (if g is not more than C 1 , even if rp is Coo, 'Ij; will not 
be more than continuous). As a consequence of the preceding discussion we see 
that lim/L->+o 71'-1 In rp(x)~[h(x) - A - if.1]-ldx exists if and only if the Hilbert 

transform ;j;(A) == lime->+O 71'-1 ~Y-),I>E 'Ij;(y)(y - A)-ldy of'lj; at A exists; in this 

case the two limits are equal. Moreover, if rp E C6(0) (so rpog E C6(J)), then we 
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can localize the bad points A in a ip-independent way. More precisely: if A E J 
is a nasty point for the function g' and if ip E CJ(O) is such that ip(g(A)) i- 0, 
then 

(7.B.3) limsupil <p(x)!R[h(x) - A - iJ.Lr1dXi = 00. 
J.t---++O 0 

In particular, the limiting absorption principle breaks down in a very drastic way 
at nasty points A of g', namely the family of distributions {!R[h(x)-A-iJ.L]-1 }J.t>o 
is not bounded in ~*(O), so the formal symbol !R[h(x)-A-iO]-1 has no meaning 
as a distribution. 

We shall construct now absolutely continuous functions with many nasty 
points; our procedure can be traced back to an example due to Lusin in the 
theory of conjugate trigonometric series (see Section 13, Chapter 8 in [Ba]). Let 
f be an absolutely continuous function defined in the neighbourhood of a point 
A. Then 

f a 2tdt 
f(A + t)~ = [f(A + a) - f(A - a)]ln(a2 + E2) 

-a t + E 

- [aafl(A + t) In(t2 + E2)dt. 

Hence A is nasty for f if and only if f~a 1'(A + t) In(t2 + E2)dt is unbounded as 
E -+ o. Assume, furthermore, that l' is positive in a neighbourhood of A; then, 
by using the monotone convergence theorem (observe that In( t 2 + E2) decreases 
to 2ln It I as E -+ 0), we obtain the following fact: if f is an absolutely continuous 
increasing function on a neighbourhood of A, then A is a nasty point for f if and 
only if f~a 1'(A + t)lln Itlldt = 00 for some a E (0,1). 

We start now an explicit construction. Let a > 0 be a positive real number 
(only a::; 1 will be of interest). Consider a function 7] : (0,00) -+ lR with the 
following properties: (1)T)(x) = ax-1Ilogxl- 1- n if 0 < x < e-1- a ; (2) 7] is 
of class Coo; (3) 7] is decreasing; (4) 7](x) > 0 if 0 < x < 1; (5) 7](x) = 0 if 
x :::0- l. Then let 7](0) > 0 be arbitrary and 7](x) = 7]( -x) if x < o. We get an 
integrable, positive function 71: lR -+ lR with support equal to [-1,+1]. Observe 
thatT)(.r) I log Ixll is not integrable if a ::; 1. We define ~(x) = f~oo 7](t)dt, so 
~ : lR -+ lR is a positive, increasing, absolutely continuous function such that: (1) 
~(:r) = 0 if x::; -1; (2) ~(x) > 0 if x> -1; (3) ~(x) = 2 f01 71(t)dt if x :::0- +1; (4) 
~(x) = sgnxllog lxii-a + C if Ixl < e- 1- a , where C is a constant. Finally, set 
((T) = f~oo ~(t)dt = f~oo(x - t)7](t)dt. Then ( : lR -+ lR is a positive, increasing, 

convex function of class Cl, with ((x) = 0 if x ::; -1, ((x) > 0 if x > -1 and ((x) 
is linear for x :::0- + l. So ( is a convex function of class C 1 which interpolates 
between the zero function (for :r ::; -1) and a linear, increasing function (for 
x:::O- +1). 

Now let D be a countable subset of lR and for each rED let aT be a strictly 
positive number such that LTED aT < 00. Define f(x) = LrED aT~(T - r). 
Then f : lR -+ lR is a positive, increasing, absolutely continuous function with 
f'(T) = LrED aT71(x - r). l\loreover, f is bounded, and f(x) = 0 if and only if 
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x:::; (inf D) - 1, f(x) = const. > 0 if x ~ (sup D) + l. Clearly f is of class COO 
outside the closure of the set D. For A E D and 0 < a < 1 we have: 

The last integral is infinite if and only if a :::; l. In conclusion, if 0 < a :::; 1, we 
get an absolutely continuous, increasing, bounded function f : lR -+ lR such that 
each A E D is a nasty point for f. 

We shall now use f in order to construct a C 1-diffeomorphism h such that 
(7.B.3) holds for many A. We shall say that h is of class HB);}(lR) (homogeneous 
Besov class) if its second modulus of continuity 

w2(h; c) = sup Ih(x + c) - 2h(x) + h(x - c)1 
xER 

PROPOSITION 7.B.l. Let D C lR be a countable bounded set. There is an in
creasing concave C 1 -diffeomorphism h : lR -+ lR which is linear outside a compact 
set and such that: 

(1) hi is an absolutely contin7LOus function and there is a constant c > 0 such 
that c:::; h'(x) :::; c- 1 Vx E lR; 

(2) h is of class HB~?(lR) for all q > 1; 
(3) for each A E D and for each 'P E CJ(lR) with 'P(h- 1 (A)) f. 0, (7.B.3) holds. 

PROOF. We shall explicitly define the inverse 9 of h. Let f be as above and 
set F(y) = J!!.oo f(t)dt = LrED ar((y - r). Then F is positive, increasing, 

convex, of class C 1 (lR) and of class Coo outside the closure D of D. Since 
F'(y) = f(y) ~ const. > 0 for y :::> (inf D) - 1/2, we can construct g(y) such 
as to be linear and strictly increasing for y < (inf D) - 1, g(y) = F(y) for 
y :::> (inf D) - 1/2, and such that 9 : lR -+ lR is a C 1-diffeomorphism of class Coo 
outside D. Then g' is absolutely continuous while 9 is increasing and convex 
on lR and linear outside a compact set. In particular, there is a finite constant 
c with 0 < c :::; g'(y) :::; c 1 for all y E R We let h = g-l. So h : lR -+ lR is 
an increasing concave C 1-diffeomorphism, linear outside a compact set. From 
h'(x) = [gl(h(x))]-l, we get c :::; h'(x) :::; c- 1 . Then, using the absolute continuity 
of g', it is straightforward to prove that hi is absolutely continuous and that 
h"(x) = -gll(h(x))[g'(h(x))]-3. The property (3) is clear by the construction of 
f (with any a :::; 1), by the fact that g' = f on a neighbourhood of D, and by 
the statement (7.B.3). It remains to be shown that (2) holds, which is not so 
obvious. Observe that, until now, we could have taken any a E (0,1]. We shall 
see that, in order to get h E HB~q for all q > 1, we must choose a = l. We 
proceed in two steps. First we show that F E HB~q if q > a-\ clearly g will 
have the same property. Then we prove that the inverse h of 9 is of the same 
class. 

Observe that F(x) = LrED ar((y - r) implies w2(F; c) :::; LrED arw2((; c), 
so, in order to prove the first assertion, it suffices to show that ( E HB~?(lR) for 
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q > a-I. For this, we start from the identity: 

((x + c) - 2((x) + ((x - c) = 1 ("(x + s)(e -\sl)ds. 
181<E 

Obviously this implies W2(e)e- 1 S; SUPxEIR J;'C~: \(I/(t)\dt, where W2(e) = W2((; c). 
In our case (1/ = T). We estimate the integral for x 2:: 2e by taking into account 
that T)(t) S; T)(e) for t 2:: e. This will give J:~: T)(t)dt S; 2T)(e)e for x 2:: 2e; clearly 

this holds for x S; -2e too. Now assume that \x\ < 2e; then J:~: T)(t)dt S; 

J~~E T)(t)dt = ~(3e) - ~(-3e). For small e, we may then use the explicit form of 
T) and ~ near zero and we get: 

W2(e) 
-- S; max{2T)(c)e,~(3e) - ~(-3e)} 

e 
= max{2a\log e\-I-a, 2\ log 3a\-a} S; G\log e\-a. 

Since J01/ 2 \log e\-aq dEE < 00 if aq > 1, the assertion concerning 9 is proved. 
In order to estimate the second modulus of continuity of h we use hl/ S; 0 and 

the explicit expression of hl/ in terms of g: 

\h(x + c) + h(x - c) - 2h(x)\ = -l~:E hl/(t)(e -It - x])dt 

l x + E gl/(h(t))h'(t) l h (x+E) gl/(s) 
=. '( ())2 (e - \t - x\)dt = ,-( )2 (e - \g(s) - x\)ds. 

X-E 9 h t h(X-E) 9 s 

Let m be a constant such that 0 < h'(x) :s; m. Then g'(s)-l :s; m and h(x+e) :s; 
h(x) + me, h(x - c) 2:: h(x) - me. Moreover, if we set h(x) = y, then 

\g(8) - x\ = \g(8) - g(y)\ 2:: min \g'(T)\ . \8 - y\ 2:: m- 1 \s - y\. 
rEIR 

In conclusion: 

(Y+Em 
\h(x + c) + h(x - c) - 2h(x)\ S; m21y_crn gl/(s)(e - m- 1 \8 - y\)ds 

(Y+Em 

= m lY-Em gl/(s)(em - \s - y\)ds = m\g(y + em) + g(y - em) - 2g(y)\. 

This implies that W2 (h; c) S; mW2 (g; em), hence h is of the same homogeneous 
Besov class as g. 0 

Let J{;' = L2(JR) and let H be the self-adjoint operator of multiplication by 
the function h constructed above. Let A = - P = i d~' so that {e- iAr }rEIR is the 
translation group in J{;'. We have [iH, A] = h' (Q) 2:: el, where c > 0 is a number. 
It is clear that H is of class ~l,q(A) for all q > 1. We may take D dense in a given 
open bounded interval J c R If u, v E GO'(JR) and u(h-1(A))v(h-1(A)) #- 0 for 
some A E D C J, then we have 

(7.B.4) lim sup \(u, (H - A - ilL)-l v )\ = 00. 
J.t--++O 
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Observe that n~lD(Ak) = .7t'OO(lR) =:J Co (lR). So, although A is conjugate 
to H on J, the limiting absorption principle breaks down in any Banach "pace 
containing D(A). This "haws that the conjugate operator method does not 
work if H is only assumed to be of cla"s C~(A) n nq>l 'P1,q(A). The regularity 
assumption HE Wl,l(A) is optimal. 

Finally, remark that the unboundne"" of H plays no role. We could take for 
II a bounded function and u"e a local di"tortion of A of the form - ~ [F( Q)P + 
PF(Q)L see the proof of Proposition 7.2.14. 

7.C. Appendix: Asymptotic Velocity for H = h(P) 

Let X be an euclidean space and h : X ~ lR a Borel function. We recall that, 
if h is differentiable at some point x E X, then its derivative h'(x) is identified 
with an clement of X (d. Chapter 1). It is not difficult to prove that the set of 
points where h is differentiable is a Borel set. The purpose of this appendix is 
to prove the following: 

THEOREM 7.C.1. Let X be an euclidean space, h : X ~ lR an almost every
where differentiable Borel function and f : X ~ C bounded and Borel. Assume 
that the set of all x E X where h is differentiable and h' (x) is a point of discon
tinuity of f, is a set of meaS'UTe zeTO. Then one has on L2(X): 

(7.C.1) s-lim eith(P)f(Q/t)e-ith(P) = f(h'(P)). 
Itl---7 oc 

If h i" a Cl-function, f is continuous and the strong limit is replaced by a 
weak limit, then the preceding result is just the Fourier transformed version 
of Theorem 7.1.29 in [Hl. Results of the form (7.C.1) are important in several 
directions. Firstly, see the way (7.C.1) is used in Ch.14 of [H]. Secondly, see the 
algebraic approach to scattering theory put forward by Derezinski in [Del]; the 
title of this appendix is in fact suggested and explained by this paper. Thirdly, 
there is an obvious connection with the "scattering into cones" theory, d. [.JLNl. 
It is here that the necessity of considering discontinuous functions f appears, 
namely f is the characteristic function Xc of a cone C C X with vertex at zero; 
observe that XC(:1:/t) = Xc(:1:) if t > O. We shall need Theorem 7.C.1 later on 
in this text, but already in Section 7.1 the following corollary i" used (now the 
fact that both hand f are allowed to be discontinuous becomes important). 

COROLLARY 7.C.2. Let cp : lR ~ lR be a Borel function having a finite, stTictly 
positive derivative almost everywhere. Then for any 11. E L2(JR.) one has: 

(7.C.2) 

PROOF. Let X = lR, h = cp and f = x_the characteristic function of the set 
(-oo,Ol. Assuming cp differentiable almost everywhere and {x I cp'(x) = O} of 
measure zero (observe that 0 is the only point of discontinuity of J), we get 
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for all u E L2(JR) (because X-(x/t) = X-(.-r) if t > 0). If tp'(x) > 0 almost 
everywhere, then X-(tp'(P)) = O. D 

As a final comment, notice that we have the somewhat formal identity: 

(7.C.3) 

which clarifies (7.C.1). 

~ PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We first consider f such that its Fourier transform 
f is an integrable measure. Since 

(7.C.4) eith(P) f(Q/t)e-i1h(P) = Ix eith(P)eiQ.x/te-ith(P) j(x)elx, 

it is enough to consider the case f(y) = ei(x,y) for some x E X. But then: 

eith(P) eiQ,x/1 e-ith(P) = eiQ.x/t eit[h(P+xC' )-h(P)] --+ eixh' (P) 

strongly on L2(X), by the dominated convergence theorem, as It I --+ 00. 

So (7.C.1) holds for f E Y(X). Since Y(X) is dense in CDO(X), we easily get 
that (7.C.1) holds for all f E CDO(X). Now let u E L2(X) with Ilull = 1 and set 
Ut = e-ith(P)u. From (7.C.1) we obtain for f E Ccxo(X) (n = dim X): 

(7.C.5) 

Let f.Lt denote the probability measure It n / 2ut(txji2elx on X. Then the inte
gral on the left-hand side above is Ix f(X)ILt(dx). By the Riesz Theorem, 
there is a unique Borel probability measure f.L on X such that the integral 
on the right-hand side in (7.C.4) is Ix f(x)f.L(dx); in fact, f.L is just the im
age of the measure I u( x ) 12 elx under the almost everywhere defined Borel map
ping h' : X --+ X. Then the fact that (7.C.4) holds for all f E Coo (X) 
means that f.Lt --+ f.L in the weak* topology of the dual of CDO (X) (which is 
the space of integrable Radon measures on X). Since f.Lt(X) = IL(X) = 1, we 
can then apply Proposition 22 from §5, no. 12 of Chapter VII in [B03] and get 
Ix f(x)f.Lt(dx) --+ Ix f(x)f.L(dx) = Ix f(h'(:c))lu(xji2elx, for each f : X --+ C 
which is bounded, Borel and continuous f.L-almost everywhere. This continuity 
requirement means that, if N is the set of points of discontinuity of f, then 
f.L(N) = O. But IL(N) = I{xjh'(x)EN} lU(xji2elx; hence if {x I h'(x) EN} is of zero 

Lebesgue measure, then we shall have IL(N) = 0 for all u E L2(X). 
So we have shown that (7.C.1) holds in the weak topology. Now we observe 

that, if f satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then so does If12. Hence 

Ileith(P) f(Q/t)e-ith(P)u ~ f(h'(P))uI1 2 = (u, eith(P)lfI2(Q/t)e-ith(P)u) ~ 

~ 2?R(eith(P) f(Q/t)e-ith(P)u,f(h'(P))u) + Ilf(h'(P))uI1 2 

--+ (u, IfI2(h'(P))u) ~ 2~R(f(h'(P))u, f(h'(P))u) + Ilf(h'(P))uW = O. D 



CHAPTER 8 

An Algebraic Framework for the Many-Body Problem 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a framework for the description and 
study of hamiltonians having a many-channel structure. The term "many
channel" is used here in a rather vague sense: we are thinking of systems con
sisting of a (large, but finite) number of components which could interact in a 
complicated way but could also behave independently (i.e. the interaction be
tween some components could be turned off). So, to the "total hamiltonian" 
H one should be able to associate a collection of "sub-hamiltonians" Ha which, 
in some sense, should be simpler than H, and then one should construct the 
spectral and scattering theory of H in terms of the family {H a}. 

Of course, this is very vague, but our aim is precisely to give a mathemat
ical meaning to the expre88ion8 under quotation marks appearing above. For 
example, we shall define a many-channel hamiltonian as a self-adjoint operator 
H affiliated to a graded C*-algebra, where the grading i8 given by a finite semi
lattice. Then to each such hamiltonian we 8hall be able to associate a family of 
many-channel hamiltonians Ha which are affiliated to smaller C*-algebras, and 
in this sense they are simpler. We show that some spectral characteristics of 
H can easily be determined in terms of those of the Ha (the essential spectrum 
and the i.J-function of H are explicitly expressed in terms of the spectra and the 
Q-functions of the Ha). 

Our definition of sub-hamiltonians involves an operation which does not have 
a Hilbert space meaning. Again vaguely speaking, Ha i8 jU8t the projection of 
H onto a C*-8ubalgebra of the initial graded C*-algebm. It is rather remarkable 
that, in the standard non-relativistic N-body problem, the operators we get in 
this way coincide with the usual ones (i.e. Ha can also be obtained by replacing 
by zero the intercluster potentials corresponding to the cluster decomposition 
a). This fact explains why complicated combinatorial arguments (involving dia
grammatic expansions or truncated functions for example) become quite simple 
or disappear completely in the algebraic approach. 

The fact that the general definition of Ha makes sense only at a C*-algebraic 
level already suggests that the theory should be developed in purely abstract 
terms. The following phenomena support this point of view. Assume that the 
graded C*-algebra 'P, which is the main object of the theory, is naturally re-
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alized on a Hilbert space .78 (as it happens in the usual N-body case, where 
X is the Hilbert space of the "free" system; cf. Chapter 9). Then, even if the 
total hamiltonian H, affiliated to r&, is a densely defined self-adjoint operator 
in ,Y{;!, its sub-hamiltonians might not be realizable as densely defined opera
tors in X, but only in closed subspaces of ,y{;!. So the initial Hilbert space ,Yf;' 

looses its apparently special position. In other situations one may want to define 
the hamiltonian by starting from a family of self-adjoint operators defined in 
a Hilbert space .78, by using rather simple and physically natural limiting pro
cedures; in this way one may get many-channd hamiltonians (affiliated to the 
same algebra 'P) which do not have an operatorial meaning in ,Yf;' (so already 
H could be defined only in a closed subspace of ,Yf;'; this is the case of hard-core 
hamiltonians). Finally, one obtains important new hamiltonians (the internal 
hamiltonians Ha, see Section 9.4) by realizing the Ha in new representations 
of the C*-subalgebra r&a to which Ha is affiliated (this amounts to fixing the 
intercluster momentum in the N-body case). 

These remarks explain why we present the theory at a Hilbert space indepen
dent, purely algebraic level. We believe that this point of view is quite fruitful 
even for simple many-body systems, i.e. non-relativistic N-body hamiltonians. 
The formalism allows one to treat very singular hamiltonians (e.g. perturbations 
of the free hamiltonian which require a change of Hilbert space in order to give 
an operatorial meaning to the total hamiltonian, as in the hard-core situation). 
The partition of unity in configuration space introduced by Simon and tradi
tionally used for the decoupling of channels (see [Sim2], [PSS], [ABGl]) is not 
needed any more, since the relation between the total hamiltonian and the set 
of sub-hamiltonians is very simpl(~ and precise at an algebraic level (although 
this relation may not have a Hilbert space meaning). Note, however, that one 
can adopt a mixed (C*-algebraic and hilbertian) point of view which clarifies the 
role of the partitions of unity (see [BG3,4]). 

Two papers played an important role in our early work on this algebraic 
framework. Our starting point was Polyzou's idea of defining the notion of 
"a-connected operators" in the standard N-body problem without reference to 
diagrams [Po]. It seemed to us that, more important than the definition he 
proposed, was a certain grading of the algebra generated by the a-connected 
operators. However, we use neither his definition of connectedness nor the as
sociated algebra, which is not a C*-algebra. The grading, at a purely algebraic 
level, simplifies indeed the combinatorial aspects of the theory, but no deep re
sults can be obtained without a graded C*-algebra structure. The main point is 
the interplay between the rich functional calculus permitted by the C*-algebra 
structure and the supplementary operations brought in by the grading. The sec
ond work which was crucial for our understanding of the subject was the paper 
[PSS] of Perry, Sigal and Simon. The C*-algebras ,Y(Y) which we shall con
struct in Chapter 9 are modeled after their algebras Com(a). Also Lemma 9.3.1 
(see the next chapter) is clearly suggested by the techniques of the Appendix of 
[PSSj. Hence the N-body algebra that we shall introduce in Section 9.3 implic
itly appears in their paper (it is just La Com(a)). However, the usefulness and 
richness of the graded C* -algebra structure seems to have remained unnoticed. 
For example, the fact that the projections ,:Jj>u (see Section 8.4) are C*-morphisms 
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implies that .o/'a[cp(H)] = cp(Ha) if cp : ~ ---+ C is continuous and tends to zero 
at infinity, which renders unnecessary the use of the truncated function CPT(Ha) 
introduced in [PSS] (one has CPT(Ha) = g>(a)[cp(H)] in the notations of Section 
8.4); more importantly, it allows one to eliminate the partition of unity and so 
to simplify considerably the arguments of [PSS]. 

Several of the ideas that will be presented below have been introduced in 
[BGl-4]. Some explanations concerning the connection between this formalism 
and the more conventional one may found in §10.2.2 or in [BG1,2]. Theorem 8.3.6 
in a hilbertian setting (which is much simpler) has been proved in [BG3], where 
one may also find a detailed presentation of the role that the Simon partition of 
unity could play in a more hilbertian version the algebraic formalism. Theorem 
8.4.1 and its consequences (Proposition 8.4.2 and Theorem 8.4.3) have been 
proved in [BG4]. Besides this, the point of view and results of this chapter are 
new. Of course, we do here considerably more than what is necessary for the 
non-relativistic N-body problem, and this makes the treatment quite technical; 
however, we find that the ideas arc thus developed in their natural setting and 
generality. The reader will not find examples of graded C* -algebras in this 
chapter. Those needed in the usual N-body case are constructed in Chapter 9. 
More interesting examples of graded C*-algebras can be constructed by using 
the Weyl calculus associated to a symplectic space, see [BG4]. Other classes of 
such algebras (more in the spirit of Polyzou) are described in [BG2]. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.1 we introduce and study 
the concept of an observable affiliated to a C* -algebra: this is a purely alge
braic version of the notion of a self-adjoint operator. Section 8.2 is devoted to 
a discussion of tensor products of C*-algebras and observables. In Section 8.3 
we show that that the e--functions used in our version of the Mourre theory (cf. 
Section 7.2) have natural extensions to the C*-algebraic setting, and we describe 
how they behave under the operations of direct sums and tensor products. Fi
nally, Section 8.4 is the most important one: here we introduce the notion of 
$-graded C* -algebras and prove the main theorems of this chapter. The first 
one (Theorem 8.4.2) describes the essential spectrum of a total hamiltonian in 
terms of the spectra of its sub-hamiltonians. The second one gives an explicit 
formula for the function (j of the total hamiltonian in terms of the (}-functions of 
the sub-hamiltonians. When combined with Theorem 8.3.6, this gives easily the 
so-called Mourre estimate for N-body hamiltonians (cf. Theorem 9.4.4). 

8.1. Self-adjoint Operators Affiliated to C*-Algebras 

8.1.1. A C*-algebm is a Banach *-algebra 'Po (cf. Section 3.1) in which the 
relation IIT*TII = IITI12 holds for all clements T of 'Po. In general, 'Po need not 
have a unit element. If it does, then the norm of the unit element will be one. In 
statements which hold only for algebras with unit, we shall use the term unital 
C*-algebm. If 'Pol, 'Po2 arc C*-algebras, a <I> : 'Pol ---+ 'Po2 is a linear map such that 
<I>(ST) = <I>(S)<I>(T) and <I>(S*) = <I>(S)*. Such a map <I> is necessarily continuous 
andll<I>11 <::: 1. l\Ioreover, its range is a C*-subalgebra of 'Po2 and, if <I> is injective, 
then <I> is an isometry. If 'Pol, 'Po2 are unital C* -algebras, <I> does not necessarily 
send unit to unit; if it docs, we call it a unital morphism. All these facts and 
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most of the results we shall use further on can be found in Chapter 1 of [Di2]. 
A deeper result needed below is the following: for each C*-algebra re, there are 
a Hilbert space ,7t and an isometric morphism of re into B(,7t) (Theorem 2.6.1 
[Di2]); in such a situation we say that re is realized on .YC. Since we shall often 
work with such realizations, we denote the elements of C* -algebras by the same 
symbols as those used for linear operators. 

We collect now some facts concerning measures on locally compact second 
countable (LCSC) topological spaces. To any set Z we associate the unital 
C*-algebra M(Z) consisting of bounded functions 'P : Z -+ C with II'PII = 
SUPzEZ 1'P(z)l· If Z is a LCSC space, we denote by BO(Z) the unital C*
subalgebra of M(Z) consisting of Borel functions (the Borel sets of Z are the 
elements of the CT-algebra generated by the open sets) and by Coo(Z) the C*
subalgebra of BO(Z) consisting of all continuous functions that converge to zero 
at infinity. If Z is not a finite set, Coo(Z) is not dense in BO(Z); however, it 
generates BO(Z) in a rather simple way. Let us say that a sequence {'PdkEN 
of functions from M(Z) is boundedly convergent if limk-->= 'Pk(Z) == 'P(z) exists 
for each z E Z and I 'P k (z) I ::; C for some constant C < 00 independent of k and 
z. Then BO(Z) is the smallest vector subspace of M(Z) which contains Coo(Z) 
and is stable under conjugation and under bounded convergence of sequences 
(i.e. it contains the limit of each boundedly convergent sequence of its elements). 
This statement is a functional version of the monotone class theorem (see [DM]) , 
and its importance lies in the fact that it defines BO( Z) in linear terms starting 
from Coo(Z). As a consequence, each continuous anti-linear form Ii on Coo(Z) 
has a canonical extension to BO(Z); this is the content of the Riesz represen
tation theorem. .More precisely, each {l E Coo(Z)* has a unique extension to 
a normal form ji E BO(Z)*, i.e. a functional having the following property: if 
'Pk -+ 'P boundedly, then ji( 'Pk) -> ji( 'P). It is clear that ji can be identified with 
a complex Borel measure on Z (in the set theoretical sense). Moreover, the norm 
of ji in BO(Z)* is equal to the norm of {l in Coo(Z)*, and if {l 2: 0, then ji 2: O. 
Note that if {l is a positive anti-linear form on Coc(Z), then it is automatically 
continuous. More generally, if reI, re2 are C*-algebras and <I.> : 'PI -+ re2 is linear 
and positive (i.e. 5 2: 0 =? <1.>(5) 2: 0), then <I.> is continuous. (Proof: By the 
uniform boundedness principle, it is enough to show that (! 0 <I.> is continuous if 
(! is a state on %; this follows from 2.1.8 in [Di2]). 

We mention one more general fact which will be needed later on. The map 
p f-+ ji identifies C=(Z)* with the closed subspace of BO(Z)* consisting of 
normal functionals. On the other hand, such a functional can be identified 
with a complex Borel measure on Z (countably additive; the other elements of 
BO(Z)* are identified with finitely additive maps from Borel sets to C). It is 
then an easy consequence of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem that the subspace 
of normal fUllctionals is weakly sequentially complete (cf. Corollary 1, §II.2 of 
[Y]). More precisely, if {VdkEN is a sequence of normal forms on BO(Z) and 
limk-->oo Vk ('P) == v( 'P) exists for all 'P E BO( Z), then v is normal (it is obvious 
that v E BO(Z)*, by the uniform boundedness principle; it is also clear that 
l/k = jik for some Pk E Coo(Z)* and {Lk -> {l weakly in C=(Z)*, for some 
P E Coc (Z) *; the non-trivial point is that v = ji, and this is a consequence of 
the countable additivity of v). 
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Consider now a Hilbert space:Yt and a linear continuous map <1> : Coc(Z) -+ 

B(,Yf). Then <1> has a unique extension to a linear normal continuous map 
if; : BO(Z) -+ B(,yt), i.e. a map such that if;(SOk) -+ if;(so) weakly on:Yt if SOk -+ 

SO boundedly (for the proof, apply the preceding considerations to p, f.g (SO) = 
(j, <1> (SO)g) , with f, 9 E ,yt, and then apply the Riesz lemma to (j,g) f-7 Jlf,g(SO)). 
Clearly 11if;11 = 11<1>11· If <1> is positive, then if; is positive too and E(,6.) == <1>(X6.) 
is the so-called positive operator-valued measure associated to <1> (X6. bei~ the 
characteristic function of the Borel set ,6.). Finally, if <1> is a morphism, <1> is a 

morphism too, E is a projection-valued measure on Z and we have if; ( SOk) -+ if; ( ip) 
strongly in ,yt if ipk -+ ip boundedly. (Proof: One shows that (j, if; (ip'ljJ) g) = 
(j, if; (ip)if; ('ljJ)g) for all ip, 'ljJ E BO(Z) by first fixing ip E G=(Z) and applying 
the monotone class theorem in 'ljJ, then fixing 'ljJ E BO(Z) and applying the 
monotone class theorem in ip. For the last assertion, we may assume ip = 0; then 
11if;(sodfI12 = (j, if;(lipkI 2)1) -+ 0). 

We now prove a result which plays an important role in the construction of 
a functional calculus for commuting observables. We consider two LCSC spaces 
Z 1, Z2 and denote by Z = Z 1 X Z2 their topological product. If ip j E C ex; (Zj ), 
let ipI ® ip2 E Cex;(Z) be defined by (ipI ® ip2)(ZI,Z2) = ipI(ZJ)ip2(Z2). We 
recall that the linear subspace Coc(Zd 8 Cex;(Z2) spanned by functions of the 
form ipI ® ip2 is dense in CCXJ (Z) and is canonically identified with the algebraic 
tensor product of Coc(Zd and Coo (Z2). In particular, if V is a vector space 
and <1>0 : CCXJ(Zd x C=(Z2) -+ V is bilinear, then there is a unique linear map 
<1>1 : CCXJ(Zd 8 Coo (Z2) -+ V such that <1>O(ipI, ip2) = <1>I(ipI ® ip2). In connection 
with the statement of the next theorem, it is interesting to observe that one 
cannot replace "positive" by "continuous" (because the largest cross-norm on 
CCXJ(ZJ) 8 Coo (Z2) is strictly greater then the unique C*-norm on it, cf. [Tal). 

THEOREM 8.l.l. If re is a C*-algebra and <1>0 : CCXl(Zd x Coc (Z2) -+ re is 
bilinear and positive (i. e. <1>0 (ipI, ip2) 2: 0 if ipI ,ip2 2: 0), then there is a unique 
positive linear mapping <1> : CCXl (ZI x Z2) -+ r:5 such that <1>( ipI ®ip2) = <1>0 (ipI, ip2). 

PROOF. It is enough to show that the map <1>1 introduced above (with V == r:5) 
is continuous and positive. We may assume that re c B(,yt) for some Hilbert 
space ,yt. Let f E ,Yf and g( ipI , ip2) = (j, 1>0 (ipI, ip2) 1). Then (} is a positive 
bilinear form on Coc(Zd X Coo (Z2) (positivity means (}(ipI, ip2) 2: 0 if ipI, ip2 2: 0) . 
. Moreover, (} is continuous. Indeed, by the uniform bounded ness principle, it is 
enough to see that it is separately continuous, hence to show for example that 
ipI f-7 (}( ipI, ip2) is continuous if ip2 2' O. But this is a consequence of the fact that 
(} is positive, as seen before. So there is C = C (j) < 00 such that I (}( ipI, ip2) I S; 

CllipIII· Ilip211· It follows easily from the explanations given above that (! has a 
unique positive bilinear extension ?f: BO(Zd x BO(Z2) -+ C with the following 
properties: for each ipI E BO(Zd, ?f(ipI,·) : BO(Z2) -+ C is normal, and for 
each ip2 E Coo (Z2), ?f(·,ip2) : BO(Zd -+ C is normal (fix ip2 E CCXJ(Zd and 
extend (!(-,ip2) to e'(-,ip2) : BO(Zd -+ C; then fix ipI E BO(Zd and extend 
(!'(ipI,·) to ?f(ipI,·) : BO(Z2) -+ C). Clearly 1?f(ipI, ip2)1 S; CllipIl1 . IIip211 for all 
ipj E BO(Zj). Let us prove that in fact ?f(-, ip2) is normal for each ip2 E BO(Z2). 
By the monotone class theorem, it is enough to show that ?f(., ip2) is normal if 
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'P2,k ---> 'P2 boundedly and Q(-, 'P2,k) is normal for all k. But then Q('PI, 'P2) 
limk-+CXl Q('PI, 'P2,d for all 'PI E BO(ZI), so we may apply the Vitali-Hahn-Saks 
theorem as explained before. 

In conclusion, we got a positive bilinear form (j : BO(Zd x BO(Z2) ---> C 
which extends (} and is separately normal. Clearly V(D'1,L:l2) == Q(Xll., , Xll.2)' 
where L:lj is a Borel set in Zj, is a positive bi-measure on ZI x Z2 (i.e. it is a 
measure in each factor when the other one is fh::ed) and 0 :s; v( L:lI , L:l2) :s; C. 
Since any integrable Borel measure on a LCSC space is regular, we may use a 
result of Ph.Morando (see page 129 in [Dl\I]) and get a positive Borel measure 
Ii on Z such that Il(L:lI x L:l2) == V(L:lI' L:l2) for all L:lI, L:l2. This is equivalent 
to Q(Xll." Xll.2) = Iz Xll., (>9 Xll.2dfl, from which it follows by bilinearity that 
Q( 'PI, 'P2) = Iz 'PI (>9 'P2 dfl if 'Pj are Borel and finitely valued. Since Q is normal 
in each factor, we see that this formula remains valid for all 'Pj E BO(Zj). 

To conclude, we found a positive integrable Borel measure /1 on Z such that 
U'~l('P)j) = Iz'Pdli for 'P E CCX)(Zd 8 CCX)(Z2). So ~I('P) 2: 0 if 'P 2: 0 
and IU,~d'P)j)1 :s; C(f)II'P11 for 'P E CCXl(Zd 8 Coo (Z2) and some constant 
C(f) < <Xl. By polarization and the uniform boundedness principle, there is 
C < CXJ such that II~I('P)II :s; C11'P11. Since Cx;(Zd 8Coc (Z2) is dense in CCX)(Z) 
and re is norm-closed in B(,yt) , the theorem is completely proved. 0 

8.1.2. 'lVe shall introduce now a notion inspired by quantum mechanics and 
the theory of von Neumann algebras [Dill. Let Z be a LCSC space and rp a C*
algebra. A Z-valued observable affiliated to rp is a morphism ~ : Coo (Z) ---> '«'. 
Our main interest is in lR-valued observables: we call them just observables (or 
self-adjoint operators) affiliated to '«'. If Z = C, we shall speak of normal oper
ators affiliated to '«'. The case Z = lR" will also appear below in some technical 
arguments (e.g. in the construction of functions of commuting observables). 

Let T be a normal element of '«', let reI be the unital C*-algebra generated by 
,«,land a(T) the spectrum of T when T is considered as an element of %. Then 
a(T) is a compact subset of C and T is a symmetric (also called self-adjoint) 
element of rp if and only if a(T) C R We shall now canonically associate to T 
a C-valued observable affiliated to %. We recall (cf. l.5.1 in [Di2]) that there is 
a unique unital morphism ~o : C(a(T)) ---> rpI which sends the identity function 
('P(z) == z) into T; the standard notation is ~o(ip) = ip(T). If rp has no unit, 
then 0 E a(T); furthermore ip(T) E '«' if and only if ip(O) = O. Now, for each 
ip E CCXl(C) we define ipT = ipIO"(T) and set ~T(ip) = ipr(T) = ~O(ipT). Clearly, 
~T is a C-valued observable affiliated to rpJ. If a(T) c lR, i.e. if T is a symmetric 
element of '«', we similarly get a (lR-valued) observable affiliated to reI. 

'lVe shall describe the observables and the C-valued observables affiliated to 
B(.7t') for any Hilbert space ,yt. Several times below and later on, when we refer 
to an operator in .7t which is self-adjoint in the usual sense, we shall say "densely 
defined sdf-adjoint operator in ,7t'''. This convention will be justified by a result 

1 If '«' is a unital algebra, then '«'I = '«'. If not, t.hen there is a unique C*-norm on the 
algebra obtained from rp by adjoining a unit clement (see 1:3.8 in [Di2]), and we denote by 
'«'I the C* -algebra defined in this way. Then rpI is unital and rp C rpI is a closed self-adjoint 
ideal. 
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that we shall prove in a moment and allows us to distinguish the self-adjoint op
erators in ,Yt' from the self-adjoint operators (or observables) affiliated to B (,yt). 
We shall see that each densely defined self-adjoint operator in J8 determines 
an observable affiliated to B(,yt), but there are observables which can not be 
constructed in such a way. We recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between densely defined self-adjoint operators H in ,yt and B(,1t')-valued spectral 
measures E on JR;, (i.e. projection-valued measures such that E(JR;,) is the identity 
operator in ,yt) defined by the relation H = fIR )"E(d)"). Then for cp E Coc(JR;,) we 
take if>H(cp) == cp(H) = fIR cp()")E(d)"). The morphism if>H : Ccx;(JR;,) ----+ B(,yt) is 
the observable associated to H and the correspondence H ----+ if> H is easily seen to 
be injective. From now on we identify the densely defined self-adjoint operator 
H in ,yt with the observable if> If. 

Consider now an arbitrary morphism if> : C oc (JR;,) ----+ B (,yt). As we explained 

in §8.1.1, if> has a canonical extension ij; : BO(JR;,) ----+ B(,yt), which in turn 
determines a projection-valued Borel measure E on R Let ,18' be the closed 
subspace of ,yt given by ,78' = E(JR;,),yt, E' the B(,1t")-valued spectral measure 
given by E'(tJ.) = E(tJ.)I.ttf and H' the densely defined self-adjoint operator in 
,yt' determined by E', i.e. H' = fIR )"E'(d)"). Clearly, for cp E BO(JR;,) , we shall 

have ij;(cp)l.ttf = cp(H') = fIR cp()..)E'(d)") and ij;(CP)I.j('f~ = O. Reciprocally, if 
,1(' is a closed subspace of dt' and H' a densely defined self-adjoint operator in 
,yt', we define a morphism if> : C=(JR;,) ----+ B(,yt) as follows: if>(CP)I.Yl'f := cp(H') 
and if>(CP)I.Yl'f~ = O. To summarize, one may identify the observables affi:liated to 
B(dt') with couples (,18', H'), where ,yt' is a closed subspace of ,yt and H' is a 
densely defined self-adjoint operator in ,yt'. Clearly, if 1(5 is a C* -subalgebra of 
B(,yt) , if> will be affiliated to 1(5 if and only if the operator H' has the following 
property: for each cp E C=(JR;,), the operator on ,yt equal to cp(H') on ,yt' and 
equal to zero on ,yt' ~, belongs to 1(5. Obviously, the case of ([-valued observables 
is completely similar, except that H' will be a densely defined normal operator 
in JC'. 

It will be convenient to use the following notational convention: in the situa
tion just described, we use a symbol H and set cp(H) = if>(cp) if cp E CX)(JR;,). In 
other terms, cp(H)I.ttf = cp(H') (where cp(H') is defined by the usual functional 
calculus for the self-adjoint operator H' in J8') and cp(H)I.ttf~ = O. Formally, 
one should think of H as a "self~adjoint operator" in ,yt for which 00 is an eigen
value and ,yt' ~ is the associated eigenspace (since cp( (0) = 0 for cp E C x (JR;,), 
this is consistent with the preceding convention). 

We shall keep the above notational convention even when we work with a 
C*-algebra !(l which is not realized on a Hilbert space. vVe shall often denote Z
valued observables by the letter H instead of if> and we shall write cp(H) instead 
of H(cp) if cp E C=(Z); we stress that this is justified only if cp tends to zero at 
infinity. As we explained above, if 1(5 is realized on a Hilbert space, then H gets 
an operatorialmeaning. Let us introduce one more notation which is sometimes 
convenient. For any Z one may consider the Z-valued observable affiliated to q::; 
defined by the trivial morphism if> ( cp) = 0 for each cp E Cx; (Z); when we use the 
notation cp(H), it is natural to denote this observable by H = 00. Note that, in 
a Hilbert space realization, H = 00 corresponds to the couple J(' = {O}, H' = O. 
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An element 5 of a C*-algebra rp is called strictly positive (written 5 > 0) if 
w(S) > 0 for each state w of rp (see 3.10.5 in [Pd] or Exercise 1.7.3 in [Tal). 
A realization of rp on a Hilbert space .YC is called non-degenerate if {Sf J 5 E 

'P, f E ,YC} spans a dense subspace of .YC. The following fact can be proved 
without difficulty (see part (c) of the quoted exercise from [Tal): Let H be an 
observable affiliated to 'P such that cp(H) > 0 for some cp E Coc(lR:); assume that 
'P is realized on a Hilbert space ,yc and the realization is non-degenerate. Then 
the operator in X associated to the observable H is densely defined (i.e., with 
the notations used before, X' = X). 

The observables (i.e. the real-valued observables) can be considered from an
other point of view which is very convenient in many respects. We shall say 
that {R( z) J z E CC \ lR:} is a self-adjoint resolvent family in 'P (or simply 
a rp-valued resolvent) if R(z) E 'P are elements satisfying R(z)* = R(z) and 
R(zI) - R(Z2) = (Zl - z2)R(zdR(Z2)' If <I> : Coo(lR:) -+ 'P is a morphism and 
if we define for each non-real z the function r z : lR: -+ CC by r z (A) = (A - z) -1 , 

then obviously we get a !(f-valued resolvent by letting R(z) = <I>(rz ). In this 
way we associate to each (lR:-valued) observable a self-adjoint resolvent family in 
'P. When we use the notation <I>(cp) = cp(H), we write R(z) = (H - z)-\ but 
one has to be careful because even if 'P is realized on a Hilbert space .YC, the 
operator (H - z)-l is not the inverse of an operator in X (if .YC' I- ,YC, with a 
notation used above). 

Since the subalgebra (and even the vector subspace) generated by the func
tions {rz J z E CC \ lR:} is dense in C=(lR:), the morphism <I> is uniquely de
termined by the resolvent associated to it. We prove now that any !(f -valued 
resolvent is associated to a morphism. We may assume that 'P is realized on a 
Hilbert space ,YC, so that {R( z)} is a family of bounded operators in .YC satisfying 
R(z)* = R(z) and R(zd - R(Z2) = (Zl - z2)R(zdR(Z2) for all non-real z, Zl 
and Z2. We shall associate to this family an operator H' in X (non-densely de
fined in general) by the following well-known argument (sec [HPJ). Observe that 
R(zdR(Z2) = R(Z2)R(zd and R(zd,ye = R(Z2)'YC' so that D(H') == R(z)X is 
a subspace of .YC independent of z. Denote by X' the closure of D(H') in .YC 
and notice that R(z)* = R(z) implies ker R(z) = ,ye'.1.. So R'(z) = R(Z)J.Yf' is a 
family of bounded operators on ,ye', which satisfies the same identities as R( z), 
but in addition R'(z) : ,YC' -+ D(H') is bijective. By simple, purely algebraic cal
culations one may show that the operator H' = R'(z)-l +z : D(H') c .YC' -+ .YC' 
is independent of z, densely defined and symmetric; in fact it is self-adjoint (in 
.ye') because H' - z = R'(z)-l : D(H') -+ .YC' is surjective for non-real z. For 
cp E CCXJ(lR:) we define <I>(cp) E B(.YC) as before: <I>(CP)J.1t' = cp(H'), <I>(cp)J.)'f"~ = O. 
Then <I> : CCXJ(lR:) -+ B(.YC) is a morphism and <I>(rz ) = R(z). Since <I> is contin
uous and 'P is a norm-closed subalgebra of B(.YC) , we see that <I> is 'P-valued. 

To summarize, we have shown that there is a bijective correspondence between 
(lR:-valued) observables affiliated to !(f and selradjoint resolvent families in !(f. 

It is very easy to define R(z) == (H - Z)-l in terms of <I>(cp) = cp(H), but the 
reverse construction that we gave above is not so straightforward. However, for 
a restricted class of cp, we may use Theorem 6.1.4 in order to get an explicit 
description of cp( H) in terms of R( z). More precisely, if cp E cr (lR:) for some 
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(8.1.1) 

The integrals here exist in the norm topology in r&, as follows from the fact that 
RU : CC \ IR -+ r& is holomorphic and satisfies the estimate IIR(z)11 s: I8'zl-l. 
Indeed, we have R(z) - R(z) = 2iCSzR(z)* R(z) and IIR(z)112 = IIR(z)* R(z)ll; 
then the holomorphy follows from R(z) - R(zo) = (z - zo)R(z)R(zo), more 
precisely this identity implies that 

(8.1.2) 
= 

R(z) = R(zo)[f + (zo - z)R(zo)r1 = 2:)z - zo)k R(zO)k+1 
k=O 

if Iz - Zo I < II R( zo) 11- 1 . Note that, if r& is not unital, the inverse is taken in the 
unital algebra tp! generated by tp, in which tp is an ideal. For later purposes, 
let us observe that the first equality in (8.1.2) holds in r&! for any non-real z and 
Zo. In slightly different terms, f + (zo - z) R( zo) is always invertible in "PI and 
its inverse is equal to f + (z - zo)R(z) (check that their product is f). 

As a first example of the utility of the notion of resolvent family, we shall com
pletely describe the (real) observablcs affiliated to an abelian C*-algebra. Recall 
that there is a bijective correspondence between locally compact (LC) spaces 
and abelian C* -algebras: if X is a LC space, we associate to it the C* -algebra 
C=(X) and reciprocally, if 'P is an abelian C*-algebra, then its spectrum (or 
space of characters) is a LC space X and there is a canonical identification of tp 

with CCXJ (X) (Gelfand representation). Then, there is a. bijective correspondence 
between (r-eal) observables H a.ffiliated to an abelian C*-algebra rp and couples 
(U, h) consisting of open subsets U of the spectrum X of tp and continuous 
proper 2 functions h : U -+ IR (to H = 00 corresponds U = 0). Indeed, let us 
work in the Gelfand representation: if (U, h) is given we take ip(H)(x) = ip(h(x)) 
if x E U and ip(h(;z:)) = 0 if x E X \ U (here ip E Coc(IR)); reciprocally, if His 
given and {R(z) I CSz -I O} is its resolvent, then U = {:r E X I R(z)(x) -I O} is 
an open set independent of z and the function h(x) = [R(Z)(X)]-l + z defined 
for x E U is independent of z, continuous, proper and real. 

We shall explain now a method of defining the sum of an observable H af
filiated to a C* -algebra r& and of a symmetric clement 5 E tp[; the result of 
this operation will be an observable, denoted H + 5, affiliated to r&. We shall 
define the resolvent family Rs (z) = (H + 5 - z) -1 of H + 5 in terms of the 
resolvent family R(z) = (H - z)-l of H. If 11511 < ICSz], then 115R(z)11 < 1 and 

2If XI, X2 are locally compact spaces, a map f: XI ---+ X2 is called proper if f-I(K) is 
compact for any compact subset K of X2. In other terms, f(Xl) must tend to infinity in X2 
if Xl tends to infinity in X I. Note that an open or closed subspace of a locally compact space 
is locally compact for the induced topology. 
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IIR(z)SII < 1, hence 1+ SR(z) and 1+ R(z)S are invertible in %; for such z 
we define 

Rs(z) := R(z)[I + SR(z)r 1 = [I + R(z)Sr1 R(z). 

Then {Rs(z) I l8'zl > IISII} is a family of elements of rp with the properties 
Rs(z)* = Rs(z) (obvious) and Rs(zd - R S (Z2) = (Z1 - z2)Rs(zdRs(Z2) (a 
straightforward calculation). As a consequence, we get IIRs(z)11 -<::: l8'zl-1. Since 
Rs(zo) = [I - (z - zo)Rs(zo)]Rs(z), we have Rs(z) = L~=o(Z - zo)n Rs(zo)n+1 
if Iz - zol < pzol and l8'zl > IISII, l8'zol > IISII. This clearly implies that 
{Rs(z) I pzl > IISII} has a holomorphic extension to the set {z E <C I 8'z # O}. 
This extension is a self-adjoint resolvent family in rp and H + S is, by definition, 
the observable associated to it. 

The one-to-one correspondence between observables and resolvent families 
allows one to construct quite easily observables affiliated to a C* -algebra rp 
realized on a Hilbert space -Yf. We give below several criteria of a perturbative 
nature; they will be useful in our applications to the N-body problem. If H 
is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in /Yf, then H is identified with the 
observable :.p I-t :.p(H) affiliated to B(,Yf). If :.p(H) E rp for all :.p E Coo(lR;), then 
H naturally defines an observable affiliated to rp; we shall then say that H itself 
is affiliated to rp. Let us observe that a densely defined self-adjoint operator H 
in ,Yf is affiliated to the C*-subalgebra rp of B(.Yf) if and only if there is some 
Zo E <C \ (J(H) such that (H - ZO)-1 E rp. Indeed, if the last relation holds, 
one easily obtains from (8.1.2) that (H - Z)-1 E rp for all z E <C \ (J(H); then 
the denseness in Coo(lR'.) of the algebra generated by {rz } in C=(lR'.) and the 
continuity of the morphism :.p!---+ :.p(H) imply that :.p(H) E rp for all :.p E CCX)(lR'.). 

PROPOSITION 8.1.2. Let Ho be a densely defined self-adjoint operator in a 
Hilbert space .Yf affiliated to a C*-s7Lbalgebra rp of B(.Yf). 

(a) If V is a Ho-bounded symmetric operator in dt' with Ho-b07md strictly less 
than 1 and if V(Ho - ZO)-1 E !f? for some Zo E <C \ (J(Ho), then H = Ho + V is 
a densely defined self-adjoint operator in ,yt affiliated to !f? 

(b) Assume that Ho is bounded from below and let V be a symmetric sesquilin
ear form on ,yt which is relatively form-bounded with respect to Ho with Tela
tive bound strictly less than 1. If (AD + H O)-1/2V(AO + H O)-1/2 E 'P for some 

Ao > - inf H o, then the opemtor associated to the form sum H = Ho + V is a 
densely defined self-adjoint operator in dt' affiliated to 'P. 

PROOF. (a) From the identity 

V(Ho - Z)-1 = V(Ho - zO)-l + (z - zo)V(Ho - ZO)-1 . (Ho - z)-1 

we sec that V(Ho - Z)-l E rp for all z E <C \ (J(Ho). Since the Ho-bound of V 
is less than I, there is z E <C \ (J(Ho) such that IIV(Ho - z)-111 < 1 (see e.g. 
Theorem X.12 of [RS]); so, for such z: 

(8.1.3) 

= 
== L(Ho - Z)-1 [V(z - HO)-1]k. 

k=O 
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Hence (a) is proved. 
(b) Let m = inf Ho E Jl{ and A, AO > -m. If 5 = (AO - A)(Ho + A)-I, 

then 5 E re and 1 + 5 ::.,. min{l, (AD + m)(A + m)-I}. So (I + 5)1/2 exists 
in B(,yC) and is of the form 1 + T for some T E ~. From (Ho + A)-1 = 

(Ho + Ao)-1 (I + 5) we get (Ho + A)-1/2 = R~/2(I +T), where Ro = (Ho + AO)-I, 
hence (Ho + A)-1/2V(Ho + A)-1/2 = (I + T)R6/2V R6/2(I + T). This shows that 
(HO+A)-1/2V(Ho+A)-1/2 belongs to ~ for all A> - inf Ho. Since this operator 
has norm < 1 if A is large enough, we have 

(8.1.4) (H + A)-1 = 

= (Ho + A)-1/2[1 + (Ho + A)-1/2V(Ho + Arl/2rl(Ho + A)-1/2. 0 

Norm resolvent limits of densely defined self-adjoint operators provide us with 
interesting examples of highly singular hamiltonians (non-densely defined) affil
iated to quite simple C* -algebras. More precisely, let {H,JnEN be a sequence of 
densely defined self-adjoint operators in ,yt such that limn-+oo(Hn - z) -1 := R(z) 
exists in norm in B(,yC) for some fixed z with the property infndist(z,o-(Hn)) > 
O. From (8.1.2) and the equality II (Hn - z) -111 = [dist (z, 0-(1[,,)) ]-1 it follows 
that the preceding limit exists for all non-real z. The family {R( z) I z E rc \ Jl{} 
will be a self-adjoint resolvent family in B(,yC) and, if each Hn is affiliated to 
a given C*-algebra rp c B(,yt), {R(z)} will be a 'l:5-valued resolvent, hence 
it defines an observable affiliated to rp. N-body hamiltonians with hard-core 
interactions are obtained by such a procedure (see [DGS]). 

This method of defining new observables can also be used in the following 
abstract setting. Let Ho be an observable affiliated to a C* -algebra rp and 
{5" }nEN a sequence of symmetric elements of WI. We explained before how to 
define Hn := Ho + 5 n as an observable affiliated to ~. If limn-+oc(H" - Z)-1 
exists in rp for some z E rc \ Jl{, then it exists for all such z. \Ve thus get a 
self-adjoint resolvent family in rp which defines an observable If affiliated to rp. 

vVe make one more remark in connection with the preceding limiting proce
dure. Let us denote by H the observable affiliated to rp defined by {R( z)}, so 
that (formally) we have R(z) = (H - Z)-I. Then 11<p(Hn) - <p(H)11 --> 0 as 
n --> CXJ for each <p E Coc(Jl{). Indeed, the set of functions <p for which this holds 
is a C*-subalgebra of C:xl(Jl{) which eontains each of the functions r z (CSz i' 0), 
hence it is equal to Coc(Jl{). This suggests the following natural generalization 
of the notion of convergence for sequences {Hn}nEN of Z-valued observables af
filiated to a C*-algebra rp (where Z may be an arbitrary LCSC space). We 
shall say that the sequence {Hn} is norm-convergent to a Z-valued observable 
H affiliated to 'l:5 if limn~oc 11<p(Hn) - ip(H)11 = 0 for all ip E C=(Z); then we 
write H = limn-+:xl H". 

8.1.3. After this detailed presentation of the notion of observables affiliated 
to a C*-algebra rp, we next describe a rather large bounded and unbounded 
functional calculus for finite families of commuting obscrvables affiliated to W. 
The bounded functional calculus will produce elements of 'Po; the unbounded 
one will produce observables affiliated to 'Po. Hence, for non-unital algebras, the 
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distinction between the two kinds of calculi is rather important. vVe shall begin 
with the preliminary notions of spectrum and joint spectrum. 

Let Z be a LCSC space, re a C*-algebra and H a Z-valued observable affiliated 
to reo Then the spectrum O"(H) of H is the closed subset of Z consisting of the 
points Z with the property: !.p E C=(Z) and !.p(z) "I- 0 =? !.p(H) "I- O. Clearly, the 
observable H = 00 is characterized by O"(H) = 0. Let us prove that z rt. O"(H) if 
and only if there is a neighbourhood V of z such that !.p(H) = 0 for all!.p E Co(V) 
(which is the set of continuous complex functions with compact support included 
in V). Indeed, if z rt. O"(H), then there is !.po E C=(X) with !.po(z) "I- 0 and 
!.po(H) = O. Then we shall have !.p(H) = 0 if!.p = !.po1/; for some 7/) E C=(Z); but 
if l-T is a neighbourhood of z in which !.po does not vanish, then any !.p E Co(V) 
can be written as such a product; this finishes the proof. We mention that at 
a C*-algebm level it is impossible to distinguish between point and cont'lnuous 
spectrum 3. R.emark that the property z E O"(H) is a local one, in the following 
precise sense. Let us say that two Z-valued observables HI, H2 are equal on an 
open set U C Z if !.p(Hd = !.p(H2) for !.p E Co(U); then, if HI is t;qual to H2 on 
a neighbourhood of z E Z, we have z E O"(Hd ¢} z E 0"(H2)' 

An important property of the spectrum of H is the following one: if!.p E 

Coc(Z) and !.plu(H) = 0, then !.p(H) = 0 (and it is clear that O"(H) is the small
est closed set having this property; we may say that O"(H) is the support of 
the morphism !.p f--+ !.p(H)). Indeed, Y = Z \ O"(H) is an open subset of Z, 
so it is a LCSC space for the induced topology, and !.ply E Coo (Y) if !.p is as 
indicated (because for each c > () the set where 1!.p(z)1 2:: c is compact and 
included in Y); hence there is a sequence of functions !.pn E Co (Y) such that 
SUpzEZ li.p(z) - !.pn(z) I = SUPzEY l!.p(z) - !.pn(z)1 --+ O. So we may assume !.p to 
have compact support disjoint from O"(H). On the other hand, each z rt. O"(H) 
has a neighbourhood Vz such that e(H) = 0 if e E Co(Vz). We can cover the 
support of !.p by a finite number of such neighbourhoods, and then we can con
struct a partition of unity {e z } on sUpP!.p subordinated to the given covering. 
Since !.p = Lz !.pez and ez(H) = 0, the assertion is proved. 

From the preceding property it follows that, if O"(H) "I- Z, then there is a 
natural extension of the morphism !.p f--+ !.p( H) to a class of functions larger 
than Coo(Z). Observe that O"(H) is a LCSC space (for the induced topology), 
hence Coo(O"(H)) is a well defined space. Moreover, !.p f--+ !.plu(H) is a surjective 
morphism of C=(Z) onto Coo(O"(H)) (the easiest way to see this is by working 
with the Alexandroff compactification of Z) and !.p(H) = 0 if and only if !.p is in 
the kernel of this morphism. So, if 7/) E C=(O"(H)) and !.p is any extension of 1/; 
to a function in Coc(Z), we lllay define without. ambiguitylj;(H) == !.p(H) , To 
summarize, we got an injective morphism Coc(O"(H)) 3 !.p f--+ !.p(H) E rr!; since 

3See 2.12.12 in [Di2] or consider the following simple situation. Let;Yt' = L2([0, 1]) and 
re = C([O, 1]) C B(;Yt'). There is a real hEre such that F = h-I(O) is a closed set of non-zero 
measure but with empty interior; so zero is an eigenvalue of the operator of multiplication by 
h in ,ye. On the other hand, there is a homeomorphism f) : [0, 1] -.c, [0, 1] such that f)-I (F) 
has zero measure. Since f f---> f 0 f) is an automorphism of re, hand hoe have the same 
spectrum; but clearly zero is not an eigenvalue of the operator hoe E B(Je). One has to take 
this phenomenon into account when looking for a natural formulation of the virial theorem in 
a C*-algebra setting, cf. Proposition 7.2.10 and Section 8.3. 
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an injective morphism is isometric, we have II'P(H)II = sup{I'P(z)1 I z E CJ(H)} 
for each 'P E Coo (CJ(H)). 

We give now several examples showing the importance of the notion of spec
trum and of the extended functional calculus introduced above. First, observe 
that one can identify the notion of (real-valued) observable with that of complex
valued observable with purely real spectrum. Now let us consider a lower semi
bounded observable H, i.e. an observable the spectrum of which is a real set that 
is bounded from below. Then for any complex A such that 3tA > 0, e~)"H is 
a well defined element of !(r! and the family {e ~)"H I 3tA > O} is a holomorphic 
semigroup in reo Finally, let H be a complex observable such that CJ(H) is a 
compact set. Then 'P(H) is a well defined element of !(r! for any continuous func
tion 'P : ce --+ ce. In particular, if Id is the identity function (Id(z) == z), then 
T := Id(H) is a normal element of !(r! and one has 'P(T) = 'P(H) for any continu
ous function on ce such that 'P(O) = 0 [if'P is a polynomial without constant tcrm, 
this is obvious; then the equality remains true for continuous 'P with 'P(O) = 0 
because the restrictions of the polynomials in z and z to the compact set CJ(H) 
form a dense subspace of C (CJ (H))]. If e( z) = 1 for all z E ce, then e( H) is a unit 
element for the C*-subalgebra generated by T and e(Jl) (this C*-subalgebra is 
just the set of elements of the form 'P(H) with 'P E CCX)(CC)). In particular, if 
re = CCX) (X) with X a locally compact, non-compact, connected space, the only 
complex observable with compact spectrum affiliated to it is H = 00. 

Lower semi bounded observables can be defined by using semi-groups in place 
of resolvents. More precisely, there is a bijective correspondence between lower 
sernibounded observables H affiliated to re and families {T).. I A E (0, ex:::)} of 
elements of!(r! having the following pmperties: (i) T).. :::" 0: (ii) 1\+/1 = T)..TJl; (iii) 
A f--+ T).. is (norm)-continuous. The correspondence is specified by the condition 
T).. = exp( -AH). In order to prove the preceding assertion, note first that II 
is uniquely defined by this condition (because the linear space generated by the 
functions of the form e~)..x, ,\ > 0, is demic in e= ([m, (0)) for any Tn E 1R). Then 
let T := T1 and observe that T).. = T).. for all A > 0 (if ,\ is rational, this follows 
from a simple, purely algebraic argument; by continuity, the equality remains 
true for all ,\ > 0). Now assume that rp is realized on a Hilbert space ,YC, let 
;#' be the closure of the range of T and T' = TIJt'" Then T' is an injective, 
bounded and positive operator in ,7(', hence H' := - In T' is a lower semibounded 
densely defined self-adjoint operator in ,YC' such that T' = exp( - H'). Clearly 
T)..I.1t', = exp( -AH') and T)..I,X', 1 = 0 if A > O. So the observable H == (,YC', H') 
affiliated to B(,YC) has the property exp( -AH) = T).. E rp for all A > 0, hence 
'P(H) E 'P for all 'P E Cex; (JR) [by the denseness of the space of exponentials e~)..x 
in Cx([m, (0))], i.e. H is affiliated to 'P. 

The semigroup point of view allows one to define, uncleI' certain conditions, the 
sum H := HI + H2 of two lower semibounded observables HI, H2 affiliated to reo 
If !(r! is realized on a Hilbert space, a result of Kato [K2] states that one may define 
H by the Trotter formula: exp(-AH) = s-lim"~+Dc [exp( -AHI In) exp( -AH2In)]n. 
If the limit exists in norm (see [RoJ for sufficient conditions), then the observable 
H defined in this way is affiliated to rp. There arc modifications of the preceding 
formula whose norm-convergence is easier to control. The results of [Ro] imply 
the following fact: if HI, H2 are lower semiboundecl self-adjoint operators in 
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,y{;' affiliated to 'e and if H = HI + H2 is densely defined and self-adjoint on 
D(Hd n D(H2), then H is affiliated to 'fl. 

vVe make one more remark concerning the spectrum of a (real) observable H. 
If R(z) = (H - Z)-l is its resolvent family, then IIR(z)11 = [dist(z, (T(H))]-l as 
we have seen before in a more general setting. Hence a real number ,\ docs not 
belong to (T(H) if and only if liminffl ---++o IIR('\ +ilL)11 < ex:: and also if and only 
if the map R(·) : C \ rn:. ---) 'fl has a holomorphic extension to a neighbourhood of 
,\. 

\Ve now introduce the notion of commuting observables and of joint spectrum 
of a finite family of such ohservables. Let Zl, Z2 be two LCSC spaces, rp a 
C*-algebra, HI a Zl-valued observable and H2 a Z2-valued observable affiliated 
to reo We say that HI and H2 commute if ipl(Hdip2(H2) = ip2(H2 )ipl(Hd for 
all ipj E Coc(Zj). More generally, if we have 71 LCSC spaces Zl, ... ,Zn and for 
each j a Zj-valued observable H j affiliated to re, we say that (HI' ... ' fIn) is a 
commut·ing family of observables if H j commutes with Jh for all j, k. vVe may 
now state a result which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1.1 (it could 
also be deduced from Proposition 4.7, Chapter 4 in [Ta]). 

THEOREI\T 8.1.3. Let Zl, ... , Z" be LCSC space8, Z = Zl X ... X Z" their 
topological pTOduct and rp a C*-algebm. Assume that, for each j = 1, ... ,71, 

a Zj-valued observable H j affiliated to rp is given and that (HI, ... ,Hn) is a 
commuting family. Then there i8 a unique Z -valued obseTvable !HI affiliated to rp 
such that ip(!HI) = ipl (Hd ... ipn (fIn) if r.p = r.pl @ ... @ r.p" and r.pj E Cee (Zj). 

\Ve may write !HI = HI X ... x Hn and call it the caTte8ian pTOduct of the 
obseT'vables HI, ... ,fIn. The spectrum of !HI will be called joint spectmTn of the 
commuting family (HI, ... , Hn) and will be denoted by (T (H I, ... , Hn); note that 
it is a closed subset of Zl x ... X Zn. The preceding theorem gives a meaning 
to r.p(HI , ... ,Hn) == ip(!HI) for any r.p E C=(ZI X ... X Zn). But, since r.p(!HI) is 
well defined for any ip E C=((T(!HI)), we see that we have obtained a morphism 
r.p H ip(HI , ... , Hn) from Ccx;((T(HI, ... , fIn)) into 'fl. 

This construction is only a preliminary step toward the definition of new 
observables that can be interpreted as "unbounded functions" of a set of com
muting observables (note that r.p( HI, ... , Hn) is a normal element of rp if ip E 
Cx,((T(H], ... , Hn )), hence it is not a complex observable affiliated to rp if rp is 
not unital). 

Let us first consider the case of an arbitrary LCSC space Z and of a Z-valued 
observable H affiliated to rp. Let Y be a LCSC space and f : (T(H) ---) Y a proper 
continuous function. Then f induces a morphism 1* : CCX)(Y) ---) C=((T(H)) by 
the relation 1* (r.p) = ip 0 f, hence we get a new morphism ip H (1* (r.p)) (H) of 
Ccx,(Y) into rp. To summarize, for each proper continuous map f : (T(H) ---) Y 
there is a unique Y -valued observable H' which i8 affiliated to rp and 8uch that 
ip(H') = (r.p 0 f)(H); we shall write H' == f(H), hence r.p(J(H)) = (r.p 0 f)(H) 
fOT all ip E OX) (Y) 4. Let us notice that the spectTum of f (H) is equal to the 

.j A more natural notation (from the point of view of our presentation) would be 1* (H) in 
place of f(H). However, the last notation has the advantage that it preserves its usual meaning 
in a Hilbert space setting, i.e. if H is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in ,y{;' and if Y = IC, 
then f(H) can be obtained by standard functional calculus (the proof of this fact is easy and 
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image through f of the spectrum of H, i.e. rJ(f(H)) = f(dH)); in our context 
this spectral mapping theorem is obvious. 

Consider for example a real observable H. Since any polynomial function 
P : IR --> IR is a proper map, the preceding construction gives a meaning to P(H) 
as a real observable affiliated to 'l;'. The simplest case is P(;r) = x + A for some 
A E IR; observe that the resolvent family of H + A is related to that of H in a 
very simple manner. 

If we go back to the setting of Theorem 8.1.3, we see that for each proper con
tinuous map f : rJ(HI' ... ,Hn) --> Y, we get a Y-valued observable f(HI , ... ,Hn) 
== f(lHl) affiliated to 'l;' and with spectrum equal to f(rJ(HI , ... , Hn)). The sim
plest example of this general construction is the following. Let (HI,'" ,Hn) be 
a commuting family of (real) observables affiliated to 'l;' and let P : IRn --> C 
be a polynomial whose restriction to the joint spectrum rJ(HI' ... ,Hn) c IRn is 
a proper map. Then P(HI , ... , Hn) is a complex (real if P is real-valued) ob
servable affiliated to 'l;' with P(rJ(HI , ... , Hn)) as spectrum. The following very 
special case is particularly interesting: if HI, ... ,Hn are lower semibounded, 
then HI + ... + Hn is a well defined, lower semibounded observable affiliated 
to 'l;' and rJ(HI + ... + Hn) = {2=~=1 Ai I (AI"'" An) E rJ(HI , ... , Hn)}. Ex-
plicitly, we have by definition 'P(HI + ... + Hn) = ('P 0 "2:,)(Hl' ... ,Hn ), where 
"2:, (AI , ... ,An) = Al + ... + An. 

8.1.4. In this subsection we shall describe two new types of operations which 
may be defined in the set of Z-valued observables for some fixed Z, namely the 
image of an observable through a morphism and the direct sum of observables. 
We shall leave to Section 8.2 the definition of tensor products, which is not so 
straightforward. In contradistinction to the operations considered so far, if one 
starts with one or several observables affiliated to a C* -algebra 'l;', then the result 
of the new operations is an observable affiliated to a C*-algebra different from 
f{6. 

Let H be a Z-valued observable affiliated to a C*-algebra f{6, and let Bf> : 
'l;' --> 'l;" be a morphism of 'l;' into a C*-algebra f{6'. Then 'P --> Bf>['P(H)] is 
a morphism of Coc(Z) into 'l;", hence it is a Z-valued observable H' affiliated 
to f{6' with the property 'P(H') = 9"['P(H)] for each 'P E CXJ(Z). We shall use 
the notation Bf>[H] = H' and call this new observable the image through ,0/> of 
H. So 'P(Bf>[H]) := Bf>['P(H)] for each 'P E Coo(Z) gives a natural extension 
of the action of .Of' from clements of the C* -algebra to observables affiliated to 
the C*-algebra. Clearly .o/>[H] is a Z-valued observable affiliated to 165' with 
spectrum rJ(.o/>[H]) C rJ(H), and for each proper continuous map f : rJ(H) --> Y 
we have .Of'[f (H)] = f ( 9"[ H]). The operation .0/> does not have a meaning in 
pur-ely Hilber-t space terms, and the possibility of using it is the main advantage 
of the C*-algebra setting. An example (important in our applications to the 
N-body problem) is the following one. Let H be a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator in a Hilbert space :Ye, so that H is an observable affiliated to B(.#). 
Let K(:Ye) be the self-adjoint closed ideal in B(:Ye) consisting of all compact 

is left as an exercise). Later on we shall define the image of a Z-valued observable H affiliated 
to f{6 through a morphism 9" : 165 ---> [iJJ; this will be a Z-valued observable affiliated to ,ufJ, 
and we shall denote it by .o/>[H] (rather than by Bf>(H)) in order to avoid any confusion. 
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operators. Denote by g> the natural morphism of B(dC) onto the quotient C*
algebra B(,YC)/K(,YC) (named Calkin algebra). Then ,o/>[H] is an observable 
affiliated to the Calkin algebra which has no simple (or natural) Hilbert space 
interpretation. It is easily seen that its spectrum 0"( g>[H]) coincides with the 
essential spectrum O"css(H) of H (in the Hilbert space sense; we shall consider 
this question in §8.1.5 in a more general setting). 

We pass to direct sums. Let HI' ... ' Hn be Z-valued observables affiliated 
to C*-algebras ~i, ... , 'Pn. Recall that the C*-direct sum 'P = 'PI EEl ... EEl 
ren is defined as follows (1.3.3 in [Di2]): in the usual linear direct sum, the 
multiplication and the involution are defined componentwise and the norm of 
3 = (31 , ... , 3n ) == EEli=13i is sUPl<i<n 113i ll. We shall define the direct surn 
H == EEli=1 Hi of the Z-valued observabies HI, ... ,Hn as the Z-valued observable 
affiliated to re given by the formula: cp(H) := EEli=ICP(Hi ). The spectrum of H 
is given by O"(H) = U'/=lO"(Hi ). In fact, Z tJ. O"(H) means: there is cp E Coo(Z) 
with cp(z) i- 0 and cp(H) = 0, i.e. CP(Hi) = 0 for 1 ::; i::; n; hence z tJ. Ui=IO"(Hi ). 
Reciprocally, for such a z and for each i we can find a neighbourhood Vi of z such 
that cp E Co(Vi) =? cp(Hi) = 0; then V = ni=1 Vi is a neighbourhood of z and 
cp(H) = 0 if cp E Co(V), so z tJ. O"(H). It is easily shown that f(H) = EEli=lf(Hi ) 
if f : O"(H) ----> Y is a proper continuous function. 

8.1.5. We now develop a remark made in §8.1.4 in connection with the 
essential spectrum (in the Hilbert space sense) of a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator H in a Hilbert space dC and then extend this notion to a C* -algebra 
setting. We recall that a real number .\ belongs to O"ess(H) if and only if the 
projection E(('\ - c,.\ + c)) is infinite dimensional for each c > 0; here E is the 
spectral measure of H. This is clearly equivalent to: cp E Coo(lR) and cp(.\) i
o =? cp(H) is not a compact operator in ,YC, i.e. cp(H) does not belong to the 
closed bilateral ideal K(dC) of B(,YC). This suggests the following general notion. 

Let 'P be a C* -algebra and J a closed bilateral ideal in 'P. We recall (cf. l.8.2 
in [Di2]) that a closed ideal J of 'P is bilateral if and only if it is self-adjoint, and 
in this case the quotient *-algebra 'P /J is a C*-algebra for the quotient norm. 
We denote by Jr the canonical morphism of 'P onto re /J. Let Z be a LCSC space 

and H a Z-valued obs~vablc affiliated to reo Then H := Jr[H] is a Z-valued 

observable affiliated to 'P:= re/J. We define the J-essential spectrurnJ-O"ess(H) 
of H as the set of points z E Z such that: cp E Coo(Z) and cp(z) i- 0 =? cp(H) tJ. J. 
Obviously we have J-O"css(H) = O"(H). In particular, z tJ. J-O"ess(H) if and only if 
there is a neighbourhood V of z such that cp(H) E J for all cp E Co(V). 

It is clear that, if 'P c B(dC) for some Hilbert space ,YC, J = K(dC) c re and 
Z = JR, then we shall have K(dC)-O"ess(H) = O"ess(H'); here H' is the densely 
defined self-adjoint operator in the closed subspace dC' of dC that is canonically 
associated to the observable H. In Section 8.2 we shall present more interesting 
examples (relevant in the N-body case). 

8.2. Tensor products 

8.2.1. If F, G are vector spaces, we shall use the notation F 8 G for their 
algebraic tensor product and (j, g) f--+ f t6I 9 for the canonical bilinear map 
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F X G -+ F 8 G. If F', G' is a second pair of vector spaces and 5 : F -+ F', 
T : G -+ G' are linear, we denote by 58 T their algebraic tensor product; 
hence 5 8 T is a linear map F 8 G -+ F' 8 G'. Assume now that F, G are 
Hilbert spaces. Then there is a unique hilbert ian norm on F 8 G such that 
Ilf 0 gil = Ilfll . Ilgll for all f E F, g E G; the completion of F 8 G under this 
norm will be denoted by F 0 G and will be called the Hilbert tensor product of F 
and G. If F', G' are also Hilbert spaces and 5, T are continuous, then 58 T has 
a unique extension to a linear continuous operator from F 0 G into F' 0 G'. We 
denote this extension by 50 T. Moreover, if 5 and T are continuous, we shall 
not distinguish between 58 T and 50 T. If $, re are *-subalgebras of B(F), 
B(G) (here F, G are Hilbert spaces), we write .oj] 8 !If for the linear subspace 
of B(F 0 G) generated by operators of the form B 0 C, with B E $, CEre. 
Clearly ,qj 8 !If is a *-subalgebra of B(F 0 G). If $, re are C*-subalgebras of 
B(F), B(G), we denote by ,qj0 re the clo:mre [j38 re in B(F0G). Then ,qj0 re 
is a C*-algebra and the notation is consistent with that used below. 

The definition of tensor products of C*-algebras and of observables affiliated 
to them is more delicate, and we treat only the case which will be of interest to us. 
We begin with some remarks concerning the tensor product of two C* -algebras 
!lfl , % (see Ch.4 in [Tal, where the case of algebras without unit is explicitly 
treated, or Ch.11 in [KR]). We denote by reI 8 % the algebraic tensor product 
of the vector spaces reI, re2 , equipped with the structure of *-algebra defined 
by the rules (51 0 52 )(T] 0 T2 ) = (51Td 0 (52T2 ) and (50 T)* = 5* 0 T*. A 
C*-norm on re1 8 % is a norm satisfying IIABII ::; IIAII·IIBII and IIA* All = IIAI12 
for all A, B E reI 8 !lf2. The following facts are true: 

(1) any C*-norm is a cross-norm, i.e. satisfies 1151 052 11 = 1151 11.115211; 
(2) there are a smallest C*-norm II· Ilmin and a greatest C*-norm II· Ilmax, 

hence any C*-norm satisfies IIAIlmin ::; IIAII ::; IIAlirnax for all A E re1 8 %; 
(3) in general there are many C*-norms, but there are some important cases 

in which IIAlirnin = IIAllrnax, for example if one of the algebras reI, re2 is abelian 
(or, more generally, of type I), and this will be the case in all our applications. 

For reasons of simplicity we shall work from now on with only one C*-norm on 
!lf18 %, namely with 11·llmin, and we shall denote it simply by 11·11; moreover, 
we denote by !lfl 0 re2 the C* -algebra obtained by completing !lfl 8 % with 
respect to this norm (the usual notation is !If] 0 min r(2 ). reI 0 re2 is sometimes 
called the spatial tensor product (e.g. in [KR]) , and it can be explicitly defined 
as follows. Assume that rej is realized on a Hilbert space dtj (i.e. an injective 
morphism Trj : !flj -+ B(.Ytj) is given and we identify !flj == Trj(!flj) c B(dtj)); 
form the Hilbert tensor product dti 0 dt2 and realize !fll 8 % C B('yt;. 0.Yt2) 
in the standard way; then IIAII == IIAIlmin is just the norm of the operator 
A E B(dti 0,Yt2) for any A E !fll 8 % (the main point is that the norm defined in 
this way is independent of the chosen representations Trl, Tr2). This construction 
shows that the tensor products which will be used in Chapter 9 coincide with 
those used here. We shall now explicitly describe the tensor product algebra in 
two situations which will often appear in the next chapter. 

Recall that K(,Yf;!) is the C*-algebra of compact operators in the Hilbert space 
$. We shall prove now that for any two Hilbert spaces ,7tj, dt2, if dti 0dt2 denotes 
their Hilbert tensor product, then K(,Yii)0K(dt2) = K(dti 0,Yt2). Since we have a 
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natural embedding K(dtl) 8K(di2) C K(dtl ®di2), it is enough to show that this 
embedding is dense. For this, it suffices to prove that for each u E ,yt:, Ilull = 1, 
the rank one orthogonal projection Pu with range Cu can be approximated in 
norm by linear combinations of operators of the form Tl ® T2, with Tj E K(di)). 
Remark that if u = Ul (>9 U2 for some Uj E ,7t5, then Pu = PU1 (>9 PU2 (indeed, 
Puv = (u, v)u). Hence, if u is a linear combination of decomposable vectors, 
then Pu E K(dtl) 8 K(di2). If u is arbitrary, we may find a sequence {un} of 
linear combinations of decomposable vectors such that Ilun - ull ---> 0. But then 
I !PUn - Pu II ---> 0, which finishes the proof. 

For the second example, we need a preliminary observation. Let E be a 
Banach space, X a locally compact space and Coo (X; E) the Banach space of 
all functions f : X ---> E that are continuous and converge to zero at infinity 
(11fll = SUPxEX Ilf(x)IIE)' Then the linear subspace of functions of the form 
'L?=l 'Pjej, with 'Pj E Coo(X) and ej E E, is dense in Coo (X; E). Indeed, if 
f E Coo (X; E) and c > 0, then there is a finite open covering (00 ,01 , ... ,On) of 
X and there are vectors eo = 0, el, ... ,en E E, such that 0 0 is a neighbourhood 
of infinity, 0 1 , ... ,On are relatively compact, and Ilf(x) - ej liE < c if x E OJ, 
j = 0,1, ... ,n. Let 'Po, 'PI, ... , 'Pn be positive continuous functions on X, with 
supp 'Pj C OJ and 'Po + 'PI + ... + 'Pn = 1. Then clearly Ilf(x) - 'L 'Pj (x )ej liE < c 
for all x E X. 

Consider now an arbitrary locally compact space X and a C*-algebra ~. 
Then Coo (X; ~) has an obvious C*-algebm structure and there is a canonical 
identification Coo (X) (>9 ~ == Coo(X; ~), determined by the requirement that the 
function x f-> 'P(x)5 corresponds to the element 'P (>9 5. For the proof, observe 
that to an element 'L?=l 'Pj (>9 5 j of Coo(X) 8 ~ will correspond the function 
f(x) = 'L7=1 'Pj(x)5j hence, by what we just proved, it is enough to show that 

II 'Lj'=l 'Pj (>9 5 j ll = Ilfll (== SUPxEX IIf(x)II)· As explained above, in order to 
calculate the norm on the left-hand side of this formula, we have to consider 
some Hilbert space realizations of Coo(X) and ~. Choose any Hilbert space 
realization ~ C B(,yt) of ~ and let 'P E Coo (X) be realized as a multiplication 
operator on the space £2(X) = {u: X ---> C I 'LxExlu(xW < oo}, so that 
Coo(X) C B(£2(X)) (in place of the counting measure one may consider any 
positive Borel measure on X which gives non-zero mass to each open, non-empty 
set). Then £2(X) (>9;Y{;' ~ P(X;,yt:) = {u: X --->;Y{;' I 'LxEX Ilu(x)112 < oo}, and 
in this representation 'L?=l 'Pj (>9 5 j becomes the operator of multiplication by 
f: X ---> ~ C B(,yt), which is easily seen to have norm equal to SUPxEX IIf(x)ll. 
This finishes the proof. 

There is an obvious generalization of the preceding theory from the case of two 
algebras to the case of n C* -algebras ~l"'" ~n; for example, one may define 
~l (>9 ... (>9 ~n == ((~l (>9 ~2) (>9 ~3) (>9 .... However, one gets a more symmetrical 
treatment by working from the beginning with all the algebras, see [KR]. We do 
not insist on this point since in our applications only the case n = 2 will appear. 

8.2.2. Let us fix n C* -algebras ~l' ... , ~n and denote by ~ = ~l (>9 .•. (>9 ~n 

their (spatial) tensor product. We assume that n LCSC spaces Zl,'" ,Zn are 
given, and for each j = 1, ... ,n we consider a Zj-valued observable H j affiliated 
to ~j. Let Z = Zl X ... X Zn be the topological product of Zl,"" Zn. 
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THEOREM 8.2.1. There is a unique Z -valued observable 1HI affiliated to re such 
that <p(1HI) = <Pl(Hd ® .... ® <Pn(Hn) if <P = <PI ® ... ® <Pn and <PJ E Coo(Zj). 
One has 0'(1HI) = O'(Hd x ... x O'(Hn). 

PROOF. vVe assume n = 2; the general case is similar. Then the existence 
and uniqueness of 1HI follow immediately from Theorem 8.1.1 applied to the map 
1>0 (<PI , <P2) := <Pl(Hd ®<P2(H2); the map 1> : Coo(Z) --+ re obtained by extension 
is obviously a morphism (by continuity and linearity it is enough to check that 
1>( (<PI ®<P2)' (1f!1 ®1f!2)) = 1>( <PI ®<p2) .1>( 1f!1 ®1f!2) , which is trivial), hence it is a Z
valued observable affiliated to re, and we use the notation 1>(<p) = <p(1HI). Now we 
prove that 0'(1HI) C O'(Hd x 0'(H2)' Since the right-hand side is a closed subset of 
Z, if Z = (Zl' Z2) does not belong to it we can find neighbourhoods VI and V2 of ZI 
and Z2 respectively such that Vj nO'(Hj) = 0. Let <pj E Co(Vj) with <pj(Zj) i= 0; 
then <P = <PI ® <P2 has the property <p(z) i= 0 and 1>(<p) = <Pl(Hd ® <P2(H2) = 0, 
so Z rf' 0'(1)). Reciprocally let Z E O'(Hd x 0'(H2) and <P E CCXJ(Z) with <p(z) i= O. 
Then there are functions <Pj E Co(Zj) with <Pj(Zj) i= 0, <Pj ;::: 0 and \<p\2 ;::: <Pl®<P2, 
from which we get: 

1>(<p)*1>(<p) = 1>(\<p\2) ;::: 1>(<pl ® <P2) = <pl(Hd ® <P2(H2) i= 0 

because <Pj (Hj ) i= 0; so 1>( <p) i= O. This proves that Z E 0'(1HI); hence the equality 
0'(1HI) = O'(Hd x O'(H2 ) is established. D 

Now we can proceed exactly 5 as in §8.1.3 and define for each proper continu
ous function f : O'(Hd x ... x O'(Hn) --+ YaY-valued observable f(lHI) affiliated 
to re as the morphism <P f--7 (<p 0 J) (1HI) of CCXJ (Y) into re. The spectrum of f(lHI) 
is clearly equal to f(O'(Hd x ... x O'(Hn)). 

8.2.3. We shall need only a very special case of the preceding construction, 
namely that where n = 2, Zl = Z2 = Y = lR and f(ZI' Z2) = Zl + Z2. Observe 
that this function f is proper when considered as defined on a set of the form 
J1 X J2 where Ji C lR are bounded from below. Hence, if HI and H2 are real, 
lower semibounded observables affiliated to C*-algebras reI and re2 respectively, 
then there is a unique observable H affiliated to reI ® % such that <p(H) = 

1>(<p 0 ~) for <P E Coo (lR). Here ~ : lR2 --+ lR is the map (>'1, )..2) f--7 )..1 + )..2 

and 1> : CCXJ (lR2) --+ reI ® re2 is the morphism determined by the condition 
1>(<Pl ® <P2) = <p(Hd ® <P2(H2). We have O'(H) = O'(Hd + 0'(H2)' We shall 

5We mention that if reI, ... , ren are unital algebras, then what we do now is in fact a 
particular case of the situation considered in §8.1.3. Indeed, assuming n = 2 for simplicity 
of notations, let H 1 (9 I be the Zl-valued observable affiliated to re = «P1 (9 re2 given by 
r.p(H1 (9 I) := r.p(H1) (9 I; define similarly 1(9 H2. Clearly H1 (9 I commutes with 1(9 H2, so 
we may apply Theorem 8.1.3 in order to construct lHI. The only new fact here is that the joint 
spectrum of H1 (9 I and 1(9 H2 is just equal to U(H1) X U(H2). If H1, H2 are real-valued and 
bounded from below, then the mapping I: U(H1) (9 U(H2) ~ lllI. given by fC)\1, >"2) = >"1 + >"2 
is proper and we may consider the observable f(lHI); according to the notation introduced at 
the end of §8.1.3 we denote it by H 1 (9 I + 1(9 H2. Below we shall keep this notation even if the 
algebras C j do not have a unit, but we insist that in such a case the objects H1 (9 I and 1(9 H2 
are not defined. However, we could define them as observables affiliated to (re1 1I (9 (i(i"21I, 
which contains «:51 (9 re2 (here (rej 1I is the unital algebra generated by «:5j). We avoid this 
procedure because it is rather unnatural in our applications. 
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keep for H the standard notation H = HI ® I + I ® H2 (sec the note (5)). 
Let us mention now a criterion which can be used in order to decide that a 
given lower semibounded real observable H affiliated to 1(6'1 ® 1(6'2 is in fact equal 
to HI ® I + I ® H2: it is enough to check that for any real T > 0 one has 
e-rH = e- rH, ® e-rH2 . Indeed, if rn E JR, then the linear subspace generated 
by the functions {Er IT> O}, with Er(x) = e- rx , is dense in Ccx,([rn,oo)), and 
Er 0 I: = Er ® Er . 

Assume now that 1(6'1 and 'P2 are realized on Hilbert spaces Ji1 and .Y{2 and 
that HI, H2 are densely defined self-adjoint operators in ,yt[ and dt2 respectively. 
Since 1(6' == 'PI ® % is a C*-subalgebra of B(,#), where .# == Ji1 ® ,7t2 (recall 
that we have chosen the spatial tensor product), Theorem 8.2.1 assures the 
existence of a unique morphism <I> : C(x,(JR2) -> B(,7t) such that <I>(ipI ® ip2) = 
ip 1 (H r) ® ip2 (H 2) if ip j E C oc (JR). Let ~ be the canonical extension of <I> to a 

normal morphism ~ : BO(JR2 ) -> B(dC) (cf. §8.1.1). Then we have ~(ipI ®ip2) = 

ipI(Hr) ®ip2(H2) for ipj E BO(JR) (to prove this, one applies twice the monotone 
class theorem mentioned in §8.1.1, first with a fixed ip] E Coc(JR) and then 
with a fixed ip2 E BO(JR)). In particular, by setting es(:r) = exp(isx), we get 
~(es®et) = exp(isHr)®exp(itH2) for all s, t E R If I:: JR2 -> JR is the function 
"sum" introduced above, we have a unital morphism ip -> ip 0 I: of BO(JR) into 
BO(JR2 ), hence we may consider the unital morphism ip -> ~(ipoI:) of BO(JR) into 

B(,#). This last morphism is clearly normal (i.e. ~(ipkoI:) -> ~(ipoI:) strongly 
if iph -> ip boundedly, cf. §8.1.1), hence E(6.) := ~(X6 0 I:) is a B(,#)-valued 

spectral measure on JR such that ~(ip 0 I:) = fiR ip(A)E(dA) for all ip E BO(JR). 
In other terms, if H = flR AE(dA) is the densely defined self-adjoint operator in 

,7t determined by E, we have ~(ip 0 I:) = ip(H). Let t E JR and observe that 
et 0 I: = et ® et. It follows that exp(iHt) = exp(iHIt) ® exp(iH2t) for all t E R 
By applying both sides of this equality to some vector h ® 12 with fj E D(Hj ) 

and taking derivatives, one sees that h ® 12 E D(H) and H(h ® h) = (Hdd I6l 
12 + h ® (H2h)· It follows that the algebraic tensor product D(Hr) 8 D(H2) 
(identified with a dense subspace of .# = .7t1 ® ,Y(2) is included in D(H) and 
that HI[D(H')8D(H2 )] = HI 8 I + I 8 H2, where the right-hand side has to be 
interpreted in the algebraic sense. Finally, since D(Hr) 8 D(H2) is invariant 
under exp(iHt) = exp(iHIt) ® exp(iH2t), Nelson's lemma (see Theorem 3.3.4) 
implies the essential self-adjointness of H on D(Hr) 8 D(H2), which justifies the 
notation H = HI ® I + I ® H2 for the closure of HI 8 I + I 8 H2. Observe 
that the operators H j need not be lower semi bounded in this construction; but 
if HI and H2 are bounded from below, then clearly the operator H constructed 
here coincides with that constructed above in an abstract setting, in particular 
it is affiliated to 1(6'1 ® % (it is clear from the following example that this fact 
docs not hold in general: the operator Q of multiplication by the independent 
variable in L2(JR) is affiliated to Coc(JR); but Q ® I + I ® Q is not affiliated to 
C()()(JR) ® C()() (JR) = Coc (JR2 ), because the function (x, y) -> x + y is not divergent 
at infinity on JR2). It is easy to see that in general (J(H) is equal to the closure 
of CJ(Hr) + CJ(H2)' 

Let us remain in the preceding Hilbert space setting and make some remarks 
concerning the spectral properties of H in dC. It will be useful to know that, 
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if one of the operators H 1, H2 has purely absolutely continuous spectrum, then 
H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum too. For this it is sufficient to find 
a set of vectors f E dt which span a dense linear subspace of .7f:! and such 
that the function F(t) == (j,exp(iHt)J) is square-integrable on JR. (because then 
the Fourier transform F of F belongs to L2(JR.), so the measure (j, E(·)J) is 
absolutely continuous). So assume that H1 is purely absolutely continuous and 
take f = h Q9 h then !F(t) 1 :::; I(h, exp(iH1t).MI . 111211 2, and there is a dense 
subset of vectors hE dti such that the function t f-+ (h,exp(iH1t)h) is square
integrable on IR.. 

We make one more remark, in the same context, concerning the eigenvalues of 
H. The number A E JR. is an eigenvalue of H if and only if E( P}) = c.f>(X{..\} o~) i= 
0, and then E( {A} ),y{! is the corresponding eigenspace. Let 6...\ = {(fL, A - fL) 1 fL E 

JR.} C JR.2, so E(P}) = c.f>(XLl.J == P(6...\), where P is the B(.7f:!)-valued spectral 
measure on JR.2 associated to c.f>. Clearly P(A1 x A2) = E 1(A 1) Q9 E 2(A2), where 
Ej is the spectral measure of H j and A 1 , A2 C JR. are Borel sets (the equality 

is equivalent to c.f>(XA[ Q9 XA 2 ) = XA, (Hd Q9 XA 2 (H2 ), and we know that this is 
true). Let f = h Q9 h then the measure IIPC)fI1 2 on JR.2 is just the product (in 
the sense of measure theory) of the measures IIE1(')hI1 2 and IIE2C)hI1 2 on JR.. 
By Fubini's theorem we get 

IIP(6...\)fI1 2 = k IIE1(P - fL})hI1 2 . IIE2 (dfL)hW· 

Since E1 (P - fL}) is a projection orthogonal to E1 (P - fL'}) if fL i= fL', the 
function tL f-+ IIE1 (P - fL})h 112 is non-zero at most for a countable number of 
values of fl. Hence the integral above is in fact a sum and we have: 

(j,P(6...\)J) = L IIE1 ({A - fL})hI1 2 1IE2 ({fL})hI1 2 

/LEIFt 

= L (h Q9 12, E1 (P - fL}) Q9 E 2 ( {fL}) . h Q9 h)· 
1" E 1Ft 

In other terms: 

(8.2.1) E(P}) = L E 1(Pd) Q9 E2({A2})' 
..\, +..\2=..\ 

Hence A is an eigenvalue of H if and only if it is of the form A = A1 + A2 with 
Aj an eigenvalue of H j , and we have an explicit description of the eigenspace 
E( {A} ).7f:! as an orthogonal direct sum of tensor products 

We shall end this subsection with a more explicit description (on an abstract 
level) of the operator H := H1 Q9 I + I Q9 H2 under the assumption that one of 
the C* -algebras, for example i(qi, is abelian. Remember that, in order for H to 
be well defined, one has to assume that H1 and H2 are bounded from below. 
Working in the Gelfand representation, we may assumc that «6'1 = G=(Xd 
for some locally compact space Xl (the character space of 1(q'1) and we may 
identify H1 with a couple (U1, hd, where U1 C Xl is open and h1 : U1 -+ JR. 
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is continuous and proper (see §8.l.2). Note that h1 (U1) is a closed subset of 
JR;. and is equal to C5(HI); hence the lower semiboundedness of H1 is equivalent 
to that of h 1 . Then, as we explained in §8.2.1, we may identify «61 ® «62 = 

C=(X1; %). If Xl E U1, then hdxd is a real number, so h1(XI) + H2 is a 
well defined real observable affiliated to % (cf. §8.l.3). Now for cp E C=(JR;.) 
define cp(H) E C=(X1; «62) as follows: cp(H)(xd = CP(h1 (xd + H2) if x E U1 
and cp(H)(xd = 0 otherwise (note that, if m2 is the lower bound of H2, we 
have Ilcp(hdxI) + H 2 )11 <::: sUp{lcp(A)1 I A 2': h(xI) + m2}, which tends to zero 
when Xl tends to the boundary of U1 or to infinity (in Xd; moreover, the set 
of cp E CCXJ(JR;.) for which Xl f--+ cp(h1(xd + H2 ) E % is continuous is a closed 
*-subalgebra of CCXJ(JR;.) which contains the functions cp(A) = (A - Z)-l, Z tj. JR;., 
hence it is equal to C=(JR;.); these facts prove that cp(H) E C=(X1; %)). It is 
straightforward to check that e- rH = e- rH, ® e- rHz if T > 0, so the observable 
H defined above is just H1 ® I + I ® H2. 

8.2.4. In the rest of this section we shall discuss several questions concerning 
arbitrary observables affiliated to C* -algebras of the form PIJ® «6 with ,0/3 abelian. 
This is a natural extension of the point of view presented at the end of §8.2.3, 
and its main purpose is to allow one to study many-body hamiltonians whose 
kinetic energy is not a quadratic function of momentum. We shall work in 
the Gelfand representation of PiJ, hence we take iJjJ = Coo(X) for some locally 
compact space X. Then PiJ® «6 == CCXJ(X; «6) and our first step will be to give a 
more explicit representation of the observables affiliated to such an algebra. For 
this it is necessary to define what is meant by a family of observables depending 
continuously on a parameter. 

Let Z be a LCSC space, «6 a C*-algebra, X a topological space and {Hx}xE:x 
a family of Z-valued observables affiliated to «6. We say that the map X f--+ 

Hx is continuous if, for each cp E C=(Z), the function x f--+ cp(Hx) E «6 is 
(norm)-continuous. Observe that, in any case, the set of cp E Ccx,(Z) for which 
J; f--+ cp(Hx) is continuous is a C*-subalgebra of C=(Z). Hence, in order to 
establish the continuity of the map x f--+ H x , it is sufficient to show that x f--+ 

cp(Hx) is continuous for a set of cp E C=(Z) which generates Cc>o(Z) (as a 
C*-algebra). Assume now Z = JR.; then {HX}XEX is a continuous family of 
observables affiliated to «6 if and only if there is a non-real number z such that 
:r f--+ (Hx -z)-l E q;? is continuous (if the preceding continuity property is true for 
some z E CC\JR;., then it will hold for each non-real z, by (8.l.2) and the continuity 
of the involution in q;?). By taking X = N U {oo}, we thus give a meaning to the 
notion of a convergent sequence of Z-valued observables affiliated to q;? (note that 
limn-+= Hn = H corresponds to the so-called norm resolvent convergence in the 
Hilbert space setting). More generally, if X is a locally compact space, we can 
give a meaning to limy-+= Hx = H by considering the one-point compactification 
X U { oo} of X. We shall be interested especially in the case H = 00, which is 
the Z-valued observable defined by the morphism <I>(cp) = 0 for all cp E Cc>o(Z). 
It will be convenient (and natural) to say that a family {HX}XEX of Z-valued 
observables affiliated to q;? is proper if limx-+oo Hx = 00; this means Ilcp(Hx) II -+ 0 
as x -+ 00 (in X) and, if Z = JR;., this is equivalent to the existence of a non-real 
number z such that II(Hx - z)-lll -+ 0 as x -+ 00. 
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Let {Hx }xEX be a proper family of Z -valued observables affiliated to re, where 
X is a locally compact space. Then the spectrum cr(Hx) of Hx is localized near 
infinity for large x in the following sense: for any compact K C Z, there is 
a compact LeX such that x rt L =? (J(Hx) n K = 0. (For the proof, let 
cp E Coo(Z) with cp(z) = 1 on K; since Ilcp(Hx)11 -+ 0 as x -+ 00, we can 
find a compact set LeX such that Ilcp(Hx)11 < 1 if x rt L; but Ilcp(Hx)11 = 

sup{lcp(z)1 I z E (J(Hx)}, hence Icp(z)1 < 1 if z E (J(Hx) and x rt L). Now let us 
assume fnrthermore that the map x f---+ Hx is continnous; then UxEx(J(Hx) is a 
closed snbset of Z. 

PROOF. If z belongs to the closure of U(J(Hx ), then there are sequences {xn} 
in X and {zn} in Z such that Zn E (J(HxJ and Zn ---> z. Let K be a compact 
set such that Zn E K for each n and let L be as above. Then Xn E L for 
all n hence, after replacing {xn } by a subsequence, we may assume that {x n } 

converges to some x E L. Let cp E Coc(Z), cp(z) =I=- 0; then cp(zn) -+ cp(z), hence 
Icp(zn)1 ;::: Icp(z)I/2 > 0 for all sufficiently large n. So Ilcp(HxJII = sup{lcp(()1 I 
( E (J(H2J} ;::: Icp(zn)1 ;::: Icp(z)I/2 > 0 for n large. But Ilcp(HxJII -+ Ilcp(Hx)ll, 
hence cp(Hx) =I=- O. This proves that Z E (J(Hx). 0 

Consider now a locally compact space X, a C* -algebra re, and set rex = 
Coo(X) Q9 re == Coo (X; re). Note that for each x E X there is a canonical 
surjective morphism ex : rex -+ re defined by ex[B] = Bx; here B E rex is 
the function x f---+ Bx E reo This allows us to define a bijective correspondence 
between Z -valued observables H affiliated to rex and proper continuous families 
{Hx }xEU of Z -valned observables Hx affiliated to re, indexed by open snbsets U 
of X (to U = 0 corresponds H = 00). Indeed, if H is given, we let Hx = ex[H] 
(i.e. cp(Hx) = ex[cp(H)] for each cp E Coo(Z)) and U = {x E X I H" =I=- oo} = 
{x E X I 3cp E Coo(Z) such that ex [cp(H)] =I=- O}. Clearly U is an open subset of 
X, and the map x f---+ H x is continuous and proper on U (for the last property, 
note that for each 10 > 0 and cp E Coo(Z), the set of x E X with Ilcp(Hx)11 ;::: 10 is 
compact and contained in U). Reciprocally, if {Hx}XEU is given, we define H as 
the morphism Coo(Z) -+ rex which associates to cp the function X -+ re equal 
to :r f---+ cp(Hx) on U and equal to zero on X \ U. 

With the preceding notations, let us prove that (J(H) = UxEx(J(Hx )' If 
Z E (J(Hx) for some :r, then: cp E Coo(Z), cp(z) =I=- 0 =? cp(Hx) =I=- 0; hence 
ex[cp(H)] =I=- 0, in particular cp(H) =I=- O. So U(J(Hr) C (J(H). Reciprocally, assume 
that z rt U(J(Hx). We have seen above that this union is a closed set, hence there 
is a neighbourhood V of z such that V n (J(Hx) = 0 for each x E U. Then for 
each cp E Co(V) we have -p(Hx) = 0 for each x E U, hence cp(H) = O. This 
implies that z rt (J(H), and the proof of the assertion is finished. In particular, 
we have Ilcp(H)11 = sUPx Ilcp(Hx)11 = sup{lcp(z)11 z E cr(Hx) , x E U}. 

The reader may have noticed that the constructions made here are natural 
generalizations of the direct sum constructions of §8.1.4: there X was the finite 
set {I, 2, ... ,n} equipped with the discrete topology. 

Let J' be a closed self-adjoint ideal in re and J'x = Coo(X) Q9 J' == Coo(X;J'). 
Clearly J'x is a closed self-adjoint ideal in rp,x. We observe that there is a 
canonical isomorphism between the quotient C*-algebra i(;5x /Jx and the C*
algebra Coo(X) Q9 (re/J') == Coo(X; re/J) == (re/J')x. Indeed, if 'if : re -+ I{?,/J' 
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is the canonical surjection, two functions S, T E i(gx are equal modulo JX if 
and only if the functions x f--+ 7r[Sxl E r& /J and x f--+ 7r[Txl E r& /J are identical. 
Hence we have a natural injective morphism of i(gx /Jx into (i(g /J)X, and this 
morphism is surjective because it has closed range (which is true for any mor
phism between C* -algebras) and its range obviously contains the algebraic tensor 
product Coo(X) 8 (I(g/J). From now on we identify I(gx /J x == (i(g/J)X; then 
the canonical surjection 7rx : i(5x -> i(5x /J x acts as follows: 7rX[Slx = 7r[Sxl for 
all x E X. 

Now let us consider a Z-valued observable H affiliated to I(gx and the family 
{Hx}xEU of Z-valued observables affiliated to I(g which corresponds to H. Then 
7rX[Hl is affiliated to !(gx /J x = (r&IJ)X, and it is clear that {7r[HxlLEU is the 
corresponding family of Z-valued observables affiliated to !(g /J. Then 

(8.2.2) 

Finally, we give an explicit example in which this identity gives a result of 
interest in the N-body problem. Let df;' be a Hilbert space, I(g = B(df;') and 
J = K(.7C) the ideal of compact operators on df;'. Then K(,YC)-CTess(T) is the 
usual essential spectrum CT ess (T) (see §8.1.5). Assume that the locally com
pact space X is equipped with a pm;itive Radon measure with support equal 
to X and let L2(X) be the corresponding Hilbert space of complex-valued, 
square-integrable functions on X. Then Coo(X) c B(L2(X)) canonically and 
L2(X) 0df;' == L2(X;.7C). If {Hr}xEX is a proper continuous family of densely 
defined self-adjoint operators in .7C (in particular each Hx is an observable affil
iated to B(df;')), then the observable H affiliated to Coo(X) 0 B(.7C) = B(,YC)X 
associated to it can obviously be realized as a densely defined self-adjoint oper
ator in L2(X;.7C). We shall then have: 

(8.2.3) K(.7C)X-CTess (H) = U CTcss(Hx). 
:rEX 

For an even more explicit example, assume (as at the end of §8.2.3) that Hx = 
hI (x) + H2, where H2 is a lower semibounded, densely defined self-adjoint op
erator in ,YC, hI : X -> IR is continuous and limhl(x) = +00 as x -> 00. In 
other terms, H = HI 0 I + I 0 H2 with HI the operator of multiplication by 
hI in L2(X). Then CTcss(Hx) = hl(x) + CTess (H2), hence K(df;')X-CTess(H) = 
UrEx[hl(x) + CTess (H2)l. If X is a connected set, then the result is particularly 
simple, because then hI maps X onto [min hI, +(0), hence 

(8.2.4) 

8.3. Q-Functions in a C*-Algebra Setting 

8.3.1. Let!(g be a C*-algebra and {O)fT }rEIR a one-parameter group of auto
morphisms of !(g. So for each T E IR a bijective morphism ~4'r : i(g -> !(g is given 
and O)fr O)('a = O)fr+a holds for all real T and CT. We shall not make any continuity 
assumption, although in our applications {O)fr} is in fact a Co-group. Our rules 
from Sections 3.3 and 3.4 allow us to define the Sobolev (half) scale {i(gk I k ::;:, 0 
integer} and the Besov (half) scale {I(gs,p I 0 < S < 00,1 :::; p :::; oo}. It is casily 
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seen (observe that an automorphism of rp is automatically an isometry) that rpo, 
which is the space of T E rp such that T f--+ q}fT [T] E rp is (norm)-continuous, is 
a C*-subalgebra of rp, invariant under the morphisms q}fT) and that the group of 
automorphisms induced by {q}fT} in ~) is of class Co. Moreover, all the spaces 
rpk, rps,p are *-subalgebras of rpo, invariant under the automorphism group (cf. 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2). However, the only space which will be of interest for us 
in this chapter is %, the domain of the generator of {q}fT }. In order to avoid 
ambiguities later on, we shall adopt a special notation for rpl (suggested by the 
developments of Chapter 5). Moreover, we shall define below the generator of 
{ Ci)f",-} in a way which is better suited to our present context; more precisely we 
normalize the generator ,yt such that q}fT = exp(,ytT) (and not Ci)fT = exp( iytT) 
as was the rule in Chapter 5). 

Let k 2" 0 be an integer and 5 E rp. We shall say that 5 is of class C~(,~) if 
the function T f--+ q}fT[5] E rp is of class Ck (in the norm topology of re; since this 
is the natural topology on a C*-algebra, the subscript u in the notation C~ may 
seem redundant; however, we prefer to keep it in order to stress the similarity 
with the classes considered in Chapter 5). We denote by C~(,~) the set of 5 E rp 
that are of class C~ (u4) (hence C~ (,yt) = rpk in the notation used above). It is 
trivial to see that C~(,yt) is a *-subalgebra of rp, that Cl~(,4) c C;;'(,yt) if 0 ::.; 
m::'; k, and that C~(,~) is a C*-subalgebra of rp (i.e. it is norm-closed). C~(u4) 
is just the domain of the generator u4 of q}fT' where ,yt is the linear operator in 
rp defined by,yt[5] = limHoc 1 (Ci)fo[5]- 5) (observe that if this limit exists, 
then 5 necessarily belongs to C~ (,yt); indeed, limE-->o c 1 ( q}fT+E [5] - q}fT [5]) will 
exist uniformly in T E JR). Then C~ (.4) is the domain of the operator .~k. We 
know from Section 3.3 that C;: (,~) = nk=OC~ (,yt) is a dense subspace of C~ (,yt). 
It is easy to sec that for 5, T E Cl~ (,yt) one has ,yt[5T] = u4[5]T + 5u4[T] and 
,yt[5] * = ,4[5*]. Since ,yt : C~ (,yt) c rp ---; rp is a closed operator in rp, it is clear 
that C~(,4) equipped with the new norm 11511.4 := 11511 + Ikyt[5]11 is a Banach 
*-algebra. 

As an example, assume that rp is realized on a Hilbert space .Yt and {Ci)fT} is 
induced by a unitary group {e iAT } in ,ye, i.e. q}fT[5] = e-iAT5eiAT. Then, with 
the notations of Section 6.2, 5 is of class C~(,yt) if and only if 5 E C~(A;.Yt). 
Moreover, if k = 1, we shall have ,~[5] = [5, iA]. 

Now let H be a (real) observable affiliated to rp. We shall say that H is 
locally of class C~(u4) if 'P(H) E Cl~('yt) for all 'P E Co (JR). This definition 
can be stated in slightly different terms as follows. Denote by HT = q}fT[H] the 
image of H through the morphism q}fT (see §8.1.4). Then H is locally of class 
Cl~ (,~) if and only if the map T f--+ 'P( H T) E rp is differentiable (hence of class 
C1 ) for each 'P E Co(JR). We could similarly introduce more general notions like 
"locally of class C~ (,yt) on an open set J c JR" by requiring that 'P( H) E Cl~ (u4) 
if 'P E Co (J), but we do not need such generalizations. It turns out that it is 
difficult to verify directly that H is locally of class Cl~ (.~), so we shall introduce 
a more restricted 6 class of regularity as follows: we say that H is of class Cl~ (.~) 

6The difference between the two notions, more precisely the fact that the second one has 
a global character, is clarified by the following example. Let ,y{;' = L2(!PI.), H the operator 
of multiplication by a function h : !PI. --+ !PI. and let q}fT be induced by the translation group, 
i.e. A = P = -i :1x and u4[S] = [S, iP]. If h is a homeomorphism of class CIon !Pl., then 
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if there is z E C \ CJ (H) such that (H - z t 1 E C~ (ui). Then this property will 
hold for all z E C \ CJ(H) (Proof: Apply !J)fT to (8.1.2) and observe that the 
right-hand side is of class C 1 as function of T if R(zo) E C~ (ui)). Now let us 
prove that, if H is of class C~(,fi), then cp(H) E C~(,fi) for all cp E C3(JR), hence 
H will be locally of class C\~ (ui). We shall need the formula (R( z) = (H - z) -1 ) 

(8.3.1) ui[R(z)] = {I + (z - zo)R(z)}.fi[R(zo)]{I + (z - zo)R(z)} 

which holds for all non-real z and Zo; as usual, I denotes the identity of the 
unital algebra if,jI generated by if,j. To prove (8.3.1), we apply !J)fT to the relation 
R(z) = R(zo) + (z - zo)R(z)R(zo) and then we take derivatives with respect to 
T at T = O. This gives: 

ui[R(z)]{I + (zo - z)R(zo)} = {I + (z - zo)R(z)}.fi[R(zo)]. 

This implies (8.3.1), according to a remark made after (8.1.2). We shall only 
need the following immediate consequence of (8.3.1): 

(8.3.2) 

Let us apply !J)fT to (8.1.1) in which we take r = 3. The preceding esti
mate shows that we may take derivatives under the integral (by the dominated 
convergence theorem), hence cp(H) E Cl~(,fi). 

We have proved more, in fact. It is clear that for any H of class C~ (ui) we 
shall have cp(H) E C~(,fi) if cp E Coo(JR) and flR L;~=o Icp(k)(A)I(1 + A2)dA < 00. 

Moreover, an easy computation gives the following estimate: 

(8.3.3) 
3 

II,fi[cp(H)]11 :s; II,fi[R(i)lIIL ~ Icp(k)(A)I(1 + A2 )dA. 

If the observable H has a spectral gap, i.e. if there is a number AD E JR \ CJ(H), 
then one can improve this by the following procedure. For each cp E C(XJ(JR) 
such that cp (x) = 0 in a neighbour hood of AO, let us define (j5 : JR -+ C by 
(j5(y) = cp(AO _y-1) ify i= 0 and (j5(O) = O. Then (j5 E Co(JR) and (j5(R) = cp(H) if 
R = (AO - H)-l E if,j. We shall use Corollary 3.2.33 from [BR] with 8 = ,fi (in 
the C*-algebra with unit generated by if,j), A = Rand f = (j5. It follows that 
cp(H) is of class C~(ui) if cp E Coo(JR) n C2 (JR) and if the integral below is finite; 
furthermore, the next estimate holds: 

For example, if cp E C~(lR) and there is DE JR such that cp"(A) = DA- 3 +O(A-4 ) 

as IAI -+ 00, then the preceding integral is finite; we have (j5 E cg(JR) if and only 
if cp" (A) = DA -3 + (3A -4 + O(A -4) for some D, (3 E R 

H is locally of class G1(ui). But since ,fi[(H - z)-l] is the operator of multiplication by 
h'(h - z)-2, If is of class G~(,fi) only if Ih/(x)l-:=:; G(l + h(x)2). See also Proposition 6.2.10. 
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8.3.2. If IHI is a JRn-valued observable affiliated to rri, one may extend to 
it the notion introduced above in a straightforward way: IHI is locally of class 
C~(.yt) if cp(IHI) E C~(~) for any cp E Coo (JRn). Clearly, if f : a(IHI) ----> JRID is 
such that there is an open neighbourhood V in JRn of a(IHI) and a proper Coo 
extension h : V --7 JRID of f, then the JRID-valued observable f(IHI) will also be 
locally of class C\~ (~). We shall prove now a rather important technical fact: 

THEOREM 8.3.1. Let IHI be a JRn -valued observable affiliated to rri such that 
cp(IHI) E C; (~) if cp = CPl ® ... ® CPn and CPj E COO (JR) for all j. Then IHI is locally 
of class C,~(.J<t). 

We first mention an obvious corollary (see Theorem 8.1.3): 

COROLLARY 8.3.2. Let (HI,'" ,Hn) be a commuting family of real observ
abies affiliated to rri, IHI = HI x· .. xHn their cartesian product, and a(Hl' ... 1 Hn) 
their joint spectrum. If each H j is locally of class C;(~), then IHI is locally of 
class C;(~). If the function f : a(H11 ••• 1 Hn) --7 JR1Tt has a proper Coo exten
sion to a neighbourhood of a(H1 , ... ,Hn) in JRn , then f(H1 , ... ,Hn) is locally 
of class C; (~). 

In order to simplify the notations we shall prove Theorem 8.3.1 in the case 
n = 2. To make our presentation self-contained, we first give a simple proof of 
the so-called kernel theorem. 

LEMMA 8.3.3. Let E be a Banach space and <Po : Ca(JR) x Ca(JR) --7 E a 
bilinear, separately continuous map. Then there is a unique continuous linear 
map <P : Ca (JR2 ) --7 E such that <P(cpl ® CP2) = <PO(cpl, CP2). 

PROOF. (i) The algebraic tensor product Ca (JR)8Ca (JR) is naturally realized 
as a dense subspace of COO (JR2 ) and <Po has a unique extension to a linear map 
<P 1 : COO (JR) 8 COO (lR) --7 E such that <PI (CPl ® CP2) = <Po (CPl 1 CP2). Hence the 
uniqueness of <I> is immediate and, for its existence, it is sufficient to prove that 
<PI is continuous when Ca (JR)8Ca (JR) is equipped with the topology induced by 
Coo (JR2). Let a> 0 real, J = [-a, a] and Ca(J) = {cp E Ca(JR) I sUPPcP C J}. 
It is clearly enough to consider the restriction of <Po to Cc'j (J) x COO (J). 

(ii) For k E l'J let .7tOk(J) = {j E .yt'k(JR) I supp f C J}; this is a closed 
subspace of the usual Sobolev space .ytk (JR), with norm denoted by Ilfllk == 
II(P)k fll (see Section 4.1). It is easily shown that Ca(J) is a dense subspace 
of .7tOk (J) and that nk=o.7tOk (J) = COO ( J). Hence the natural (Frcchet space) 
topology of COO (J) is defined by the increasing family of norms {II' II d kEN. We 
shall need below the following fact: the canonical inclusion .ytOk+l(J) --7.7tOk (J) 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (for the proof, observe that it is enough that 
p j X(Q)(p)-k-l be of Hilbert-Schmidt class in L2(JR) for some X E Ca(JR) with 
X(x) = 1 on J and each j = 0, ... ,k; commuting pj with X(Q), this last fact 
is an immediate consequence of the results of Section 4.1). More precisely, we 
shall use this Hilbert-Schmidt property in the form: there is Mk < CXJ such 
that for any orthonormal family {~n} in .7t6k + 1 (J) the following estimate holds: 

Ln II~all% -S Mk. 
(iii) Since COO (J) is a Frechet space, the separate continuity of the map <Po : 

Ca(J) x Ca(J) --7 E implies its continuity (uniform boundedness principle). 
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So there is a neighbourhood U of zero in Co (J) such that II <Po (CPl, CP2) II :::; 1 if 
CPj E U. Then there are kEN and C > 0 such that cP E U if Ilcpllk :::; C- 1/ 2. 
Hence II<po(CPl,CP2)11:::; Cllcpl11kllcp211k for all CPl,CP2 E Co(J)· 

(iv) Let cP E Co (J) 8 Co (J). Then one can find a finite family {~aJ of 
elements of Co(J) such that cP = ~a,p aap~a ® ~p with anp E rc. By virtue of 
the Gram-Schmidt method, we may assume that {~(}J is an orthonormal family 
in .'1tbk + 1 (J). Then: 

II<pl(cp)11 :::; l: lanpl'll<po(~n,~p)11 :::; Cl: laarJI'II~allkll~pllk 

:::; C[l: laapl2 f/2 [l: II~Qllkll~rJllkr/2 

:::; CMk [l: laapl2] 1/2 = CMkllcpll.Xak+l®.~k+1. 
Here .Yt6k+I(J) ® .Yt6k+I(J) is the Hilbert tensor product. Since .Yt6k +1(J) is 
a closed subspace of dCk + 1 (~), ,YCbk + 1 (J) ® .Yt6k+ 1 (J) is a closed subspace of 
.Yt'k+l(~) ® dCk+l(~) (equipped with the induced norm). By using a Fourier 
transformation, it is easily seen that dCk+1(~) ® dCk+l(~) :J dCm(~2) (as B
spaces) if m = 2(k + 1). Finally, since supp cP C J x J, which is compact, 
there is a finite constant C1 such that II<pl(CP)11 :::; C11IcpIIBC=(JXJ) for all cP E 
Co (J) 8 Co (J). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 

PROOF OF THEOREM 8.3.1. Let us denote by F the Banach space ~ and by 
E the Banach space obtained by providing C~ (,Jt) with the norm IISII.4 = IISII + 
II,~[S]II. Observe that E C F continuously. Then IHI is in fact a linear continuous 
map 'P f--+ 'P(1HI) of C ao (lR2 ) into F. By hypothesis, this map sends an element 
cP = CPl ® CP2 with CPj E Co(J) (we use the notations of the preceding lemma) 
into E. Let <Po : Co(~) x Co(~) ---> E be given by <PO(CPl, 'P2) = (CPl ® CP2)(IHI). 
Then <Po is separately continuous: CPl f--+ <Po (CPI, CP2) is a continuous map of the 
Frechet space Co (J) into the Banach space F and its range is contained in E; 
since E is a Banach space continuously embedded in F, the closed graph theorem 
implies the continuity of CPl f--+ <Po (CPl, CP2) as a map Co (J) ---> E. Then let <P 
be as in Lemma 8.3.3. If cP E CO(~2), then we can find a sequence {cpdkEN 
in Co(J) 8 Co(J) (for some fixed J) such that CPk ---> cP in CO(~2). This 
will imply <P(CPk) ---> <p(cp) in E and also <P(CPk) == CPk(lHI) ---> cp(lHI) in F. So 
cp(lHI) = <P (cp) E E. 0 

8.3.3. Our next purpose is to give a meaning to the symbol.Jt[H] for an ar
bitrary observable H affiliated to ~ and locally of class C~ (.Jt). For this we take 
up on an abstract level an idea already used in the proof of Theorem 7.2.9. Ob
serve that S,Jt[T]S = ,XIi[STS]- 2~(.Jt[S]TS) if S, T are symmetric elements of 
r& of class C\~ (.Jt). Let us take S = cp(H) and T = 1jJ(H) with real cP, 1jJ E Co (~). 
Then we get an identity the right-hand side of which depends on 1jJ only through 
the product cP1jJ (in particular, it makes sense for any 1jJ E COO(~)). Hence, we 
can define cp(H),Jt[H]cp(H) for any real cP E Co(~) by the following procedure: 
we choose an arbitrary real 1jJ E Co(~) such that cp(x)1jJ(x) = cp(x)x for all 
x E ~ and take cp(H).Jt[H]cp(H) := cp(H).XIi[1jJ(H)]cp(H). So cp(H).Jt[H]cp(H) is 
a well defined symmetric element of rp for any real cP E Co (~). As explained 
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during the proof of Theorem 7.2.9, if we are in the setting of Section 7.2, the 
two possible definitions of c.p(H)u:t[H]c.p(H) == c.p(H)[H, iAlc.p(JI) give the same 
object. 

We can now associate to H a function QH == r!'k : lR --t (-00, +00] by a natural 
extension to a C*-algebra level of the relation (7.2.7). Namely, QH(A) is the least 
upper bound of the numbers a E lR such that ac.p(Hj2 ::; c.p(H),~[H]c.p(H) for 
some real c.p E Coo(lR) with c.p(A) cJ O. It is easy to prove that QH is a lower 
semicontinuous function and QH(A) < 00 if and only if A E O'(H) (for the proof 
of the second assertion, observe that c.p(H),~[Hlc.p(H) ::; Cc.p(H)2 for some fixed 
constant c E lR if supp c.p is included in a fixed compact set). 

If re is a unital algebra, each symmetric clement S of re is canonically identified 
with an observable affiliated to re, hence Qs is well defined if S E Cl~ (u:t). If !fl 
is not unital, the observable defined by S is affiliated only to the unital algebra 
reI generated by !fl. However, the group {CiJfT } has a canonical extension to 
a group of (unital) automorphisms of !flI , and this clearly allows us to define 
the function Qs even if re is not unital. Notice that, for A cJ 0, QS(A) may be 
defined very simply without leaving the algebra reo Indeed, we have u:t[Sl E re 
(here ,~[S] = limc->oCl(CiJfc[S] - S)) and c.p(S) is a well defined element of 
re for any c.p E C(lR) with c.p(0) = 0 by standard functional calculus in C*
algebras. Hence QS(A) is the least upper bound of the numbers a E lR such that 
ac.p(S)2 ::; c.p(S),XlZ'[S]c.p(S) for some real c.p E Coo(lR) with c.p(A) cJ 0 and c.p(0) = 0 
(note that the supremum is realized as the support of c.p shrinks to A). 

It is possible now to extend Proposition 7.2.5 to an algebraic level and so to 
express the Q-function of an observable H having a spectral gap in terms of the 
Q-function of its resolvent. 

PROPOSITION 8.3.4. Let H be an observable affiliated to re, of class C~(,~) 
and such that O'(H) cJ lR. Let AO E lR \ O'(H) and R = (AO - H)-I, so that 
R E re is symmetric and of class C7~ (,.4). Then for each A E lR \ {AD} we have 
QH(A) = (AO - A)2QR((AO - A)-I). 

PROOF. Vve assume AO = 0 and define c.p1 (x) = xc.p(x) for each real 'P E 
COO (lR). Then we remark that c.p(H),XlZ'[Hlc.p(H) = c.pJ(H),.4[Rlc.p1 (H). Indeed, if 
1jJ E Coo(lR) is real and 1jJ(x) = x on sUPP'P, we have: 

c.p(H),yt[H]c.p(H) = c.p(H),XlZ'[1jJ(H)]c.p(H) 

= u:t[c.p(H)21jJ(H)] - 2~(,Ri[c.p(H)]c.p(H)1jJ(H)) 

= -,~[c.pl (H)2 R] + 2~(,~[c.pl (H)Rlc.pl (H)) 

= c.pl (H),~[R]c.pl (H). 

It follows that for any A E lR: 

c.p(H),~[Hlc.p(H) = A2c.p(H),4[R]c.p(H) + 2~{ Ac.p(H),~[R] (c.pl (H) - Ac.p(H))} 

+ (c.pJ(H) - Ac.p(H)),XlZ'[R](c.pl (H) - Ac.p(H)). 

Let c.p E Coo(lR) real such that Ic.p(x) I ::; 1, c.p(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of 
zero, and c.p(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of A (which is assumed cJ 0). We set 
if?(x) = c.p(_x- 1 ), so that if? E COO (lR), Iif?(x) I ::; 1, if?(x) = 1 near.7: = -A- 1 , 
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ip(x) = 0 near x = 0 and 'P(H) = ip(R). If 6 is the diameter of sUPP'P, then 
II'PdH) - A'P(H)II ::; 6, hence: 

II'P(H)~[H]'P(H) - A2ip(R)~[R]ip(R)11 ::; Ik<t[R]II(2IAI + 6)6. 

The assertion of the proposition follows easily from this estimate. D 

8.3.4. We may define an abstract version of the function fi of §7.2.2 if a 
closed bilateral ideal .J of rp is giv~ such that U)fT.J c .J for all T ERIn 
this case2. {U)fT} induces a group {U)fT} of automorphisn:..s of the quotient_ C*

algebra rp := ~j.J whose generator will be denoted by,Yi, so U)fT = exp(,A'T). 
Let 7r : rp -> rp be the canonical morphism. It is obvious that for each S E 
C,~(,Yi) we have 7r[S] E C~(~) and ~[7r[S]] = 7r['Yi[S]]. In particular, if H is 
an observable affiliated to rp, locally of class C~ (~), then its image H = 7r[H] 
through 7r is locally of class C~ (~). Moreover, for each 'P E Co (~) we shall have 

,:4['P(H)] = ~[7r['P(H)]] = 7r[,Yi['P(H)]]. Let us define fiH := e}j- The preceding 
remarks clearly imply the following alternative definition of the function fiH: for 
each A E ~, fi H (A) is the least upper bound of the numbers a E ~ such that there 
are a real function 'P E Co (~) with 'P( A) i- 0 and an clement K E .J such that 
'P(H),Yi[H]'P(H) :::: a'P(H)2 + K. The function fiH : ~ -> (-00, +00] is lower 

semicontinuous and we have fi H (A) < 00 if and only if A E .J-a ess (H) == a( H). 
The function fiH plays an important but auxiliary role in the theory developed 
here (cf. Sections 8.4 and 7.2). 

8.3.5. In the rest of this section we shall show how one may calculate the 
Q-function of a direct sum or a tensor product of observables. We begin with the 
case of direct sums, which is rather trivial. Let 'PI, ... , Wn be C* -algebras and rp 
their C*-direct sum (see §8.1.4). We assume that rpk is equipped with a group 
{U)fk,T }TER of automorphisms and denote by U)fT = EBk=1 'Wk,T the automor
phism of rp defined by 'WT [EBk=1 Sk] = EBk=1 U)fk,T [Sk]' Then {U)fT }TER is a one
parameter group of automorphisms of rp and its generator ,Yi is the direct sum 
,Yi = EBk=l~k of the generators uir, ... ,~n of the groups {U)fI,T}' ... ,{ U)fn,T} in 
the following sense: an element S = EBk=1 Sk E rp is of class C~ (,Yi) if and only if 
Sk E C~(,Jtj,,) for k = 1, ... , n, and then ,Yi[S] = EBk=l,~[Sk]. The proof of this 
assertion is straightforward. 

PROPOSITION 8.3.5. Assume that the observable H affiliated to rp is the direct 
.sum of the ob.servables Hk affiliated to rpk (k = 1, ... ,n). 

(a) H i.s locally of cla.s.s C;JYi) if and only if each Hk i.s locally of cla.ss 
C~(~1<;). 

(b) A.s.sume that H i.s locally of cla.s.s C~(~) and let eH = {ft, eHk = rit: 
(k = 1, ... ,n). Then eH = min eHk • 

l:'Ok:'On 

PROOF. (a) This is obvious by what we said above. 
(b) Let a E ~ and recall that a < e H (A) means: there is 'P E Co (~) real, 

with 'P(A) i- 0, such that 'P(H)~[H]'P(H) :::: a'P(H)2. It is clear, according 
to the preceding remarks, that 'P(H)~[H]'P(H) = EBk=1 ('P(Hk),~[Hk]'P(Hk)) 
and 'P(H)2 = EBk=1 'P(Hk)2. Moreover, for S = EBk=l Sk E rp we have S :::: 0 if 
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and only if Sk 2:: 0 for each k = 1, ... ,n. Hence 'P(H),yt[H]'P(H) 2:: a'P(H? is 
equivalent to 'P(Hk),.<'td1h]'P(ih) 2:: a'P(Hk)2 for each k. This clearly shows that 
a < I2H(A) ==? a::; I2Hk(A) for each k, i.e. I2H ::; minl2Hk' 

Reciprocally, assume that a < I2lh (A) for k = 1, ... , n. Then for each k 
there is 'Pk E Co(lR) real, with 'Pk(A) Ie 0, such that 'Pk(Hk)~.:i1c[Hk]'Pk(Hk) 2:: 
a'Pk(Hk? Let 1jJk E Co(lR) be real with 'Pk(x)1jJk(:r) = 1 in a neighbourhood VA: 
of A. Then 'Pk (Hk)1jJk(Hk),4dHk]'Pk (Hk)1jJk(Hk) 2:: a('Pk(Hk)1jJk(Hk))2 for all k. 
Finally, let 'P E Co(lR) real, with 'P(A) Ie 0 and sUPP'P C nk Vk. Multiplying 
(left and right) the preceding inequality by 'P(Hk) we get 'P(Hd,.4dIIk]'P(Hk) 2:: 
a'P(Hk)2 for each k, which implies that a ::; I2H(A). 0 

8.3.6. We now consider tensor products of observables and assume, for sim
plicity of notations, that n = 2. If 1(:51, 1(:52 are C* -algebras equipped with 
one-parameter groups of automorphisms {6)ll.T }TER and {~f2,T }TER respectively, 
then the (spatial) tensor product 'P = 'P1 @ 'P2 is naturally equipped with the 
one-parameter group of automorphisms 6)fT = 6)fl ,T @ 6)12,T whose action is de
termined by the condition ~f",[SI @S2] = 6)4"1,T[SI]@6)12,7[S2]. For the generator 
,40j{ 6)1.,.} we may usc the natural notation ,xi = ,5Zl @ I + I @,9:/-2" where.Y4 is 
the generator of {~fk,T}' It is clear that S = SI @ S2 is of class C~(,.d) if Sk is 
of class C~(,4k) (k = 1,2), and then A[S] = ,J?tl [Sl] @ I + I @,~[S2]' 

THEOREM 8.3.6. Let HI, H2 be observables affiliated to the algebras 1(:51, 1(:52 

and assume that they are bounded from below and locally of class C,: (.J?tl), C~ (~) 
respectively; set 12k == (/~~ fOT k = 1, 2. If H = HI @ I + I @ H2, then H is a 
lower sernibounded observable affiliated to 'P, H is locally of class C,: (,4) and, 
with the notation 12 == (Ji~, one has for all A E lR: 

(8.3.5) 

PROOF. (i) If 1HI is the lR2-valued observable affiliated to 'P defined in Theorem 
8.2.1, then 1HI is locally of class C\~(A) (cf. Theorem 8.3.1 and the remark we 
made before Theorem 8.3.6). Since (/(1HI) = (/(Hd x (/(H2 ), the restriction of the 
map ~(Al' A2) = Al + A2 to some open neighbourhood of (/(1HI) is proper and of 
class Coo; hence II, the image of 1HI through ~, is locally of class C\~ (ut) (see the 
beginning of §8.3.2). 

The rest of the proof will be devoted to the proof of the formula (8.3.5). We 
recall that (/(H) = (/(H1 )+tJ(H2), so (8.3.5) is clearly true for A ~ (/(H), for then 
both sides of the equation are equal to 00. Hence it will be enough to assume 
A E (/(H) from now on. Moreover, since I2H(A) = I2H+e,(A + It), we may assume 
that Hk 2:: 0 (i.e. (/(Hk) C [0,(0)), hence H 2:: 0 too. From now on we consider 
a fixed A E (/(H), so A 2:: 0, and observe that in (8.3.5) it suffices to consider 
decompositions A = A1 + A2 with Ak E (/(Hk), so Ak 2:: O. We set A = [0, A + 1]. 

(ii) We make some preliminary remarks concerning expressions of the form 
'P(H) •. 4[H]'P(H) with 'P E Co(lR) real and such that sUPP'P C (A - 1,A + 1) 
(note that, for A < 1, the behaviour of 'P(x) for x ::; 0 is of no importance). Let 
us choose two real functions 1jJ, ~ E Co (lR) with 1jJ (x) = x and ~ (x) = 1 on a 
neighbourhood of A. Then for any Xl, X2 2:: 0 we shall have 1jJ(Xl +X2)'P(X1 +X2) = 

[1jJ(Xd~(X2) + ~(xd1j)(:r2)l 'P(X1 + X2), because Xl, :r2 E A if 'P(XI + X2) Ie o. In 
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other terms, the restrictions of the functions 1jJol:..<pol:. and 1jJ®(<pol:.+~®1jJ.<pol:. 
to a(lHI) are equal. Since for example (1jJ 0 l:.)(1HI) = 1jJ(H), we get 1jJ(H)<p(H) = 

1}J(Hd ® ~(H2) . <p(H) + ~(Hd ® 1jJ(H2) . <p(H). Then we have: 

<p(H),yt[H]<p(H) = <p(H),yt[1jJ(H)]<p(H) 

= ,.~[1jJ(H)<p(H)2] - 2~{,.~[<p(H)]1jJ(H)<p(H)} 

= ,yt[1jJ(H d ® ~(H2)<P(H)2] - 2~{,~[<p(H)]1jJ(Hd ® ~(H2)<p(H)) 

+ ,yt[~(Hd (>91jJ(H2)<p(H)2] - 2~{,~[<p(H)]~(Hd (>91jJ(H2)<p(H)) 

= <p(H).J:t[1jJ(Hd ® ~(H2)]<p(H) + <p(H),~[~(Hd ®l/J(H2)]<p(H). 

On the other hand, since ~(x) = 1 on a neighbourhood of A, there is TJ E Cc'f'(lR) 
real with TJ(x) = 1 on A and ~(x) = 1 on sUPPTJ, in particular ~TJ =1]. Moreover, 
<P(XI + X2) = r)(xdTJ(X2)<p(XI + X2) if Xl, X2 2:: 0, so that <p(H) = TJ(Hd ® 
TJ(H2)<p(H). Hence: 

<p(H),~[1jJ(HI) ® ~(H2)]<p(H) = 
= <p(H),.~ [1jJ(Hd] Q9 ~(H2)<p(H) + <p(H)1jJ(Hd ®,~[~(H2)]<p(H) 

= <p(H),~ [1jJ(Hd] ® ~(H2)<P(H) 

+ <p(H){1jJ(HdTJ(Hd2} ® {TJ(H2).J:t:d~(H2)11](H2)}<p(H). 

Observe that: 

In conclusion, we shall have: 

(8.3.6) <p(H),~[H]<p(H) = <p(H) ·,~[1jJ(Hd] ® ~(H2)' <p(H) 

+<p(H) . ~(Hd Q9,42[1jJ(H2)] . <p(H). 

From now on we use the abbreviations Bk = ,ytk[1jJ(Hk)] and BI = BI ® ~(H2)' 
B2 = ~(Hd ® B2. 

(iii) We fix a number 0 < v < 1 and we define (j~ : lR ---) (-00, +00] by 
the procedure indicated in Example 7.2.4, namely (j~(x) = inf{edy) - v I Iy -
:r: I < v}. Then (j~ is upper semicontinuous and (j~ (x) < 00 if (and only if) 
dist(x, a(Hd) < v. The set of X E A such that dist(x, a(Hk)) :::; v /2 is compact 
and (j~ is bounded from above on it. Let C be a real constant such that C is 
strictly larger than the supremum of (j~ on {x E A I dist(:r:,a(Hk)) :::; v/2} for 
k = 1,2. Now we define (jk : A ---) lR as follows: (jdx) = (j~(:c) if :1: E A and 
dist(x,a(Hd) < v/2, and (jdx) = C if:c E A and dist(x,a(Hk)) 2:: v/2. Clearly 
(jk is upper semicontinuous and (jd x) < ek (x) for all x E A. \\Te assert that there 
is a real function <p E CO'((A - v, A + v)), with <p(x) = 1 near x = A, Duch that 
for all AI, A2 2:: 0: 

(8.3.7) 

(8.3.8) 

<P(HI + A2)BI<P(HI + A2) 2:: (jdA - A2)<p(HI + A2)2, 

<p(AI + H 2 )B2<P(AI + H2) 2:: (j2(A - Ad<p(AI + H2)2. 

Observe that we have to consider only A2 E A in (8.3.7) and Al E A in (8.3.8) 
(if A2 > A + I, then HI + A2 2:: A + I, so <p(HI + A2) = 0 because supp <p C 
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(A - 1, A + 1)). The proof of (8.3.7) and (8.3.8) is a slight modification of the 
proof of Proposition 7.2.3 (b) and is left as an exercise. 

(iv) For x :2: 0, A2 :2: 0 we have ip(x + A2)2 = ip(x + A2)2~(x), hence ip(Hl + 
A2)2 = ~(Hdip(Hl + A2)2, and also ip(HI + A2) = ~(A2)ip(Hl + A2)' By using 
(8.3.7) we obtain ip(Hl +A2)Bl~(A2)ip(Hl +A2) :2: ~(Hd81(A-A2)ip(HI +A2)2 for 
all A2 :2: 0, and we next show that this inequality implies ip(H)Blip(H) :2: ~(Hd0 
81(A-H2)ip(Hj2. For this, let ,o/h be the C*-subalgebra of % generated by H2; 
then iYh is abelian, and it is enough to establish the preceding inequality in the 
C*-subalgebra 0"1021h of 0"10 ~2' We shall work in the Gelfand representation 
of i-~h, so we identify 2Jh == Coo (X2 ) for some locally compact space X 2 , and 
«P10/dh == Coo (X2; «Pd. TheIl, as explained in §8.1.2, we may identify H2 with a 
couple (U2, h2), where U2 C X 2 is open and h2 : U2 -+ lE. is proper and continuous 
(notice that U2 = X 2, because H2 generates ,o/h; however, this fact is irrelevant 
here). Moreover, as we saw at the end of §8.2.3, the element ip(H) of Coo (X2; 0"d 
is given by ip(H)(X2) = ip(Hl + h2 (X2)). So the inequality y(H)Blip(H) :2: 
~(Hd 0 8l (A - H2)ip(H)2 is equivalent to ip(HI + h2(;J.:2))Bl~(h2(;J.:2))· ip(HI + 
h2(X2)) :2: ~(Hd8l(A - h2(X2))ip(Hl + h2(X2))2 for all X2 E U2 . But the last 
inequality is certainly true, because we may take above A2 = h2(X2) :2: o. An 
identical argument gives y(H)B2 y (H) :2: 82(A - Hd 0 ~(H2)ip(H? 

(v) If we use (8.3.6) and the preceding consequences of (8.3.7) and (8.3.8), we 
obtain: 

(8.3.9) 

y(H),.d[H]ip(H) :2: {~(Hd 081 (A - H2) + 82(A - Hd 0 ~(H2)}ip(H)2. 

By working as above in the Gelfand representations of the C* -algebras iY,h, i~h 
generated by HI, H2, it is easily seen that the right-hand side of (8.3.9) is 
bounded below by 

inf{~(hl(xd)eJ(A - h2(X2)) + 

+ 82(A - hl(:r;d)~(h2(x2))lip(hl(:r;d + h2 (:r:2)) cI O} . ip(H)2. 

Since ip(71 + 72) = 0 if 171 + 72 - AI :2: v, we clearly obtain: 

In terms of the new variables Al = A - 72 and A2 = A - 71 we see that we must 
estimate inf{8J (Ad+82 (A2)} over AI, A2 --s: A under the restriction IA1 +A2-AI < 
v. By taking into account the definition of the functions 81,82 we shall have: 

Q(A) :2: in±'{ 81(Ad + 82(A2) I AI, A2 --s: A, IA1 + A2 - AI < v} 

= inf{ 81(AJ) + 82(A2) I AI, A2 --s: A, IA1 + A2 - AI < v 

and dist(Ak,CJ(Hk)) < v/2} 
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(to obtain the equality notice that A E CJ(H) = CJ(Hr) + CJ(H2), so there is a 
decomposition A = Al + A2 with Ak E CJ(Hk))' Then 

Q(A) :::: inf{QI(ttr) + Q2(tt2) - 2v 1/1I,tt2 :.:; A + V, Ittl + tt2 - AI < 3v} 

:::: inf{QI(ttr) + Q2(tt2) - 2v 11/11 + tt2 - AI < 3v} 

= inf inf {QI(11I)+Q2(112)}-2v. 
Ill-AI <3v III +1l2=1l 

(vi) Since the number v E (0,1) is arbitrary, the inequality Q(A) :::: f(A) := 

inf{QI(Ar) + Q2(A2) I Al + A2 = A} will be obvious once we have shown that the 
function f : lR ----+ (-00, +00] is lower semicontinuous. Since f(A) = 00 if A < 0, 
we have to consider only the restriction of f to lR+ = [0, 00 ). Moreover, since 
Qk (Ax,) = 00 if Ak < 0, it is enough to consider decompositions A = Al + A2 
with Ak :::: ° in the definition of f. Let fj = QjIIR+ and F(AI,A2) = h(Ar) + 
h(A2). Then F : lR~ ----+ (-00,00] is lower semicontinuous. For A :::: ° set 
fA = {(AI, A2) I Aj :::: ° and Al + A2 = A}. fA is a compact subset of lR~ and 
f(A) = inJ{F(AI' A2) I (AI, A2) E l.\}. Assume f(A) > a; we have to show that 
f(tt) > a for tt in some neighbourhood of A. We have F(Al' A2) > a for all 
(AI, A2) E fA, hence each (AI, A2) E fA has a neighbourhood U(Al' A2) in lR~ on 
which F is strictly greater than a. Since l.\ is compact, it can be covered by a 
finite set U1 , ... ,Un of such neighbourhoods. Then U = U1 U U2 U ... U Un is 
a neighbourhood of fA' Since fA is compact, U will contain a set of the form 
fA(E) = {(Al,A2) E lR~ I A - E:':; Al + A2:':; A + E} with E > 0. So F(AI,A2) > a 
on fA (E). Since F is lower semicontinuous, it attains its lower bound on compact 
sets, so we have f(tt) > a for A - E :.:; tt :.:; A + E. 

(vii) It remains to show the opposite inequality Q(A) :.:; f(>.) for A :::: 0, A E 

CJ(H). It is enough to prove that Q(A) :.:; Ql(Ar) + Q2(A2) if Ak E CJ(Hk) and 
A = Al + A2. Let a < Q(A). Then there are E E (0,1) and cP E Co(lR) real, 
with sUPPcP C (A -l,A + 1) and cp(x) = 1 if Ix - AI < E, such that acp(H)2 :.:; 
cp(H)Bcp(H), where B = ,yt[1/J(H)] and 'l/J is the same as before. If CPk E CO((Ak
E /2, Ak + E /2)) is real, we get by using cp(:rI + X2)CPI (Xr)CP2 (X2) = CPl (Xr)CP2 (X2) 
and (8.3.6) that 

(8.3.10) 
2 2 2 acpdHr) @CP2(H2 ) :.:; [CPl(Hd B ICPl(Hr)] @CP2(H2) 

+ CPl (Hd 2 @ [CP2(H2)B2CP2(H2)]. 

We can assume that 'f:k is realized on a Hilbert space ,74. Then we have the 
preceding inequality in B(,YC) with;yt = dt[ @/Yi?,. It is easily shown (see Lemma 
7.2.1) that there is a sequence of vectors {Jkj}jEN in.Ytk such that Ilfkjll = 1, 
CPk(Hk)fkj = fkj and (Aj, B,Jkj) ----+ Qk(Ak) as j ----+ 00. Let fj = hj @ hj; then 
(8.3.10) implies: 

for any j E N. Hence a :.:; Ql(Ar) + Q2(A2), which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
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8.4. Graded C*-Algebras 

8.4.1. In this section we shall consider an arbitrary finite semilattice $, i.e. 
a finite partially ordered set in which the upper bound of each non-empty subset 
exists. We usc symbols a, b, c, ... to denote the elements of $, -<::: is the order 
relation, < means strict inequality and we write a <:: b if b covers a, i.e. if a < b 
and there is no clement of $ between a and b. Since $ is finite, it has a largest 
element, which we denote by max ,rg. If ,rg has a least clement, we denote it by 
min $; this happens if and only if ,rg is a lattice, i.e. if and only if the upper and 
the lower bound of each non-empty subset of erg exist. For a, b E ,rg we denote 
by a V b their upper bound (which exists by hypothesis) and by a 1\ b their lower 
bound (when it exists). 

An alternative point of view is sometimes more convenient. If $ is a finite 
lattice, then the couple ($, V) is a finite abelian monoid, i.e. V is a binary 
operation in ,rg which is commutative, associative (i.e. (a V b) V c = a V (b V c)) 
and has a unit element (namely min $); moreover, we have a V a = a for all 
a E $. Reciprocally, if ($, V) is a finite abelian monoid such that a V a = a for 
all a, then we may define an order in $ by saying that a -<::: b if a V b = b; this 
provides $ with a lattice structure for which a V b is just the upper bound of a 
and b. 

One should think of .!8 as being related to some sort of "generalized N-body 
problem". In order to explain the meaning of N in terms of $, it is convenient to 
introduce the co rank function of $. This is a map a 1--+ lal of $ into {1, 2, 3, ... } 
defined inductively as follows: (1) I max $1 = 1; (2) if a is a maximal element 
of the set $ \ {max $}, then lal = 2, ... , (k) if a is a maximal element of the 
set $ \ {b E $ Ilbl -<::: k - 1}, then lal = k; etc. Then N := sup{lal I a E ,rg} is 
the corank of $. Note that for a < b we have Ibl < lal, but if a <:: b we do not 
have lal = Ibl + 1 in general. One may also define lal as one plus the maximal 
length of all chains (totally ordered subsets) connecting a with max $. We set 
2k = [a E $ I lal ;::: k}, ,rg(k) = {a Erg I lal = k} and say that $(k) is 
the k-level of ,g;. Most important for what follows is $(2), the set of maximal 
elements of $ \ {maLrg} = ~. More generally, .rg( k) is the set of maximal 
elements of Slk. Observe that Slk is not a semilattice in general. But if, for any 
a E ,rg, we define !l& = {b E ,rg I b -<::: a}, then ,~ is a semilattice for the order 
relation induced by ,g;. 

Many arguments involving an induction over the semilattice $ can be avoided 
by using the so-called Mobius function associated to $. This is a map f.L : 
$ x $ ---+ Z uniquely characterized by the following two properties: 

(i) f.L(a, b) = 0 if a l. b; 
(ii) if E is a vector space and f, 9 are functions $ ---+ E, then the next two 

relations are equivalent: 

(8.4.1) 

(8.4.2) 

g(a) = L f(b) 
bE'li 
b~a 

f(a) = L g(b){i(b, a) 
bE'li 
b~a 

for all a E $; 

for all a E ,rg. 
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These are called Mobius inversion formulas. We refer to books on combinatorics 
(like [Ai], [Be]) for the theory and the applications of the Mobius function, but 
we present here a simple proof of the existence and uniqueness of ~l. 

PROOF. Let $ be an arbitrary finite partially ordered set (the semilattice 
property is irrelevant here) and assume E = lR. (which can be done without loss 
of generality). Let M == M ($) be the finite-dimensional real vector space of 
all functions u : $ ---+ lR. and {Ea}aEZ' its natural basis (Ea(b) = I if b = a and 
Ea(b) = 0 otherwise). We shall identify a linear operator ~ : M ---+ M with its 
kernel (or matrix) ~: $ x erg ---+ lR. through the formula ~Ea = ~bEZ'~(a,b)Eb, or 
(~u)(a) = ~bE7,u(b)~(b,a). Let ,g;a = {b E $ I b:::O- a} and Ma == M(!lJa) the 
subspace generated by {Ebhel!a; so M a = {u E M I u(b) = 0 if a 1: b}. Then 
{Ma} aEZ' is a decreasing family of subspaces of !vI and we have ~ Ma c Ma for 
each a if and only if ~(a, b) = 0 if a 1: b (if $ = {I, 2, ... , n} this means that ~ 
is a lower triangular matrix). Clearly the set of these ~ is a unital subalgebra of 
B(Jv1), usually called the incidence algebra of /fj. One can show quite easily that 
a kernel ~ in the incidence algebra with the property ~(a, a) = 0 for all a E ,Cf} 
is a nilpotent operator in !vI. Let {j be the kernel of the identity operator and 
((a, b) = I if a ::::; band = 0 otherwise. Then {j and ( belong to the incidence 
algebra and T) := ( - {j is nilpotent, so ( is invertible in the incidence algebra. 
The Mobius function f1 is just the inverse of (, hence f1 = (~l = ~k>O(_T))k, 
where the sum is finite; in particular f1 is LZ-valued. D ~ 

8.4.2. We shall say that a C*-algebra 0? is ,Cf}-graded if a family {0?(a)}aE:f! 
of C* -subalgebras of 'iZ is given such that 'iZ = ~aE'lJ 'iZ( a), where the sum is 
direct (in the vector space sense) and such that rp(a) . 0?(b) c 0?(a V b) for 
all a, b E ,rg. At a purely algebraic level, this notion is a particular case of 
that introduced by Bourbaki in Chapter 3, §3 of [Bol]. The first condition we 
put on rp means that each S E rp can be written in a unique way as a sum 
S = ~aE'lJS(a) with S(a) E !(;?(a); we shall say that S(a) is the a-homogeneous, 
or a-connected, component of S (the terminology "a-connected" will be justified 
in §1O.2.2). We denote by ,o/'(a) : !(;? ---+ 0i'(a) the linear projection determined 
by this decomposition, i.e . .o/'(a)[S] = S(a). Then ,~(a) is a continuous linear 
operator in 0? such that ,~(a)[S]* = ,9>(a) [S*] and ,9>(a)2 == .o/'(a)o,'J)'J(a) = ,o/'(a) 
(in order to prove the continuity of these projections, consider the Banach space 
ffiaEZ'0i'(a) and observe that the map which sends an element (S(a))aE$ into 
~a S(a) is a bijective continuous map from ffirp(a) onto 'iZ, hence its inverse is 
continuous too). Note that ,o/'(a) is not a morphism. 

We set 'iZa = ~b<a 'iZ(b). It is clear that 0?a is a C*-subalgebra of rp which is 
fl'a-graded in a natural way. The family {rpa}aEZ' is a filtration of 0i', i.e. we have 
0i'a c 'iZb if a ::::; b; moreover 0i'rnax 'lJ = 0i'. We have a natural linear continu011s 
projection '~a of 'iZ onto '(g,LJ namely ,o/'a = ~b<a ,o/'(b). If S E 'iZ we shall often 
write Sa = ,9>a[S] == ~b<a S(b). It is quite remarkable that ~, is also a morphism 
of'iZ onto 'iZa, i.e. we have ,000a[ST] = ,~[Sl'~a[T] and g:l[S]* = ,000a[S*]. The 
second equality is obvious, while for the first one we notice that 

ST = L S(x)T(y) = L L S(x)T(y), 
x,yE 9} aEZ' xVy=a 
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hence the component of ST in !(g(a) is equal to 2.::xvy=a S(:J;)T(y); now observe 
that {(x, y) E g; x $ I x V y ::; a} = $a x e~, so 

.o/1a[ST] = 2: .o/'(b)[ST] = 2: S(x)T(y) 

= 2: S(x)T(y) = [2: S(x)] . [2:T(Y)]. 
x,yE-~J, x:S;a y'5:a 

The fact that the projections g'a are morphisms is the fundamental property 
of 2-graded C*-algebras and is extremely useful in applications (note that it 
is a consequence of the property a V a = a for all a in the monoid (.$, V)). 
For example, it implies .o/'a [ip( S)] = ip( .o/'a [S]) for each normal S E '& and each 
complex continuous functions ip on the spectrum of S (if rp has no unit, then 
o E o-(S) and we have to assume ip(O) = 0). We mention that .o/1a3t = .n.~ = 
~ if a ::; b (because then !(ga C rpb). On may express the projections g'(a) in 
terms of the morphisms .o/1a by using the Mobius function of .$: 

(8.4.3) g'(a) = 2: 2Ib/L(b, a). 
b~a 

The second important observation is that !(g(max erg) is a closed bilateral ideal 
in rp. In fact, rp has many natural (i.e. related to the ,$-graded structure) closed 
bilateral ideals, for example ker.o/1a == 2.::bia !(g(b), 2.::b2:a !(g(b), or 2.::b>a 0i'(b) for 
any a E 2, but 0i'(max /13) is the smallest non-trivial one. If H is an observable 
affiliated to 0i', then we may speak of the essential spectrum of H relative to the 
ideal rp(max 2); see §8.1.5. Since we view rp(max .21) as the ideal canonically 
associated to '&, we shall use in the context of 2-graded C*-algebras the notation 
!(g-O'ess(H) in place of !(g(max /.lJ)-O'ess(H). 

We shall now associate to each .9?-graded C*-algebras !(g two (non-graded) 
C*-algebras, namely 

(8.4.4) 0i' := '& / 0i'(max 2), 

So rp is the quotient algebra of 0i' with respect to the natural "minimal" ideal 
0i'(max,$) and rp is the C*-direct sum (cf. §8.1.4) of the natural "maximal" 
C*-subalgebras '&a of !(g (note that for each b E 2, b # max $, there is a E ,rg 
with lal = 2 and b ::; a, hence 0i'b C !(ga).~ The th1rd (and last) important fact 

is that there is a canonical embedding of rp into 0i'. Before explaining t~is, let 
us observe that we have a canonical identification of the vector space rp with 
the vector space 2.::

1
al2:2 rp(a); indeed rp(max /13) is just one term of the linear 

direct sum decomposition '& = 2.::aE 9? 0i'(a). But 2.::
1
al2: 2 !(g0:) is not an algebra; 

~nsequently, in order to understand the multiplication in !(g, we have to realize 
rp in a different way (in our applications the algebras !(ga are explicitly realized on 

Hilbert spaces, so the emhedding !(g C !(g ~ill provide us with a natural Hilbert 
space realization of the abstract algebra rp). Below we shall use the notation 

EBlal=2Sa for an element (Sa)aE 9:(2) of rp. 
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THEOREM 8.4.1. The map S f---> EBlal=23'a[S] is a morphism of 'P into 'P 
with kernel equal to 'P( max 2). !,he map ((g ---> Ii? induced by ~this morphism 
is an isometric isomorphism of 'P onto the C*-subalgebm of 'P consisting of 
all the elements EEllal=2Sa E q;; having the property: lal = Ibl = 2 and c :s; a, 
c:S; b =} ,~[Sa] = ~[Sb]. 

From no~ on, we shall identify 'P with its image in ~; in pa0icular, if we 
denote by S the image of S E 'P in the quotient algebra 'P, then S == EEllal=2Sa, 
where Sa = ~[S]. 

PROOF. Since each 3'a is a morphism and Ii? is defined as a C* -direct sum, the 
map S f---> EBl a l=23'a[S] is clearly a morphism. If 3'a[S] = 0 for all a E 2(2), then 
g'j,[S] = 0 for all b i= max.q: (because for each such b there is a E 2(2) with b :s; a, 
and then ,n = ,nifJa ). Then (8.4.3) implies ifJ(a)[S] = 0 for all a i= max 2, 
i.e. S E 'P(max $). In order to prove the assertion concerning the range of the 
morphism S f---> EEllal=2~[S], observe first that 3'c[,'f>a[S]] = ~[S] = ~[g'j,[Sll if 
c:S; a, c:S; b. Reciprocally, assume that {SaLE2?(2), with Sa E 'Pa , is such that 
~[Sa] = ,~[Sb] if lal = Ibl = 2 and c :s; a, c :s; b; from (8.4.3) we then get that 
&'(c)[Sa] = 3'(c) [Sb]. Since each c i= max9? is less than some a E 2(2), we can 
define S(c) = &'(c)[Sa] without ambiguity and the element S = Llcl;o.2 S(c) E 'P 
will have the property ~[S] = Sa for all a E _2'3'(2). D 

8.4.3. Let 'P be a 2-graded C*-algebra and H an observable affiliated to 'P. 
Since &'a : 'P ---> 'Pa are morphisms, we may define for each a E $ an observable 
Ha affiliated to «6a by the relation Ha = ,'f>a[H]. We recall that this means 
tp(Ha) = ,'f>a[tp(H)] for tp E Coo (lR). If H is interpreted as the hamiltonian of a 
physical system, then Ha is called a sub-hamiltonian; if ,q: has a least clement, 
Hmin '/' is said to be the free hamiltonian and H = Hmax q; the total hamiltonian. 
Our aim is to describe some spectral properties of the total hamiltonian H in 
terms of sub-hamiltonians Ha with a i= max 2. 

There is another interesting observable which may be associated to the~ini
tial H, namely the image of H th!ough the canonical surjectio~ 'P ---> 'P = 

'P / 'P( max $); we shall denc:.te by H the observable affiliated to 'P obt~ned i;t 
this way. We can express H in other terms by using the embedding 'P C 'P 
described in Theorem 8.4.1: by t~king into account~the considerations of §8.1.4, 
we have H = EEllal=2Ha. Since H is affiliated to 'P, it is also affiliated to the 

larger algebra !f;;. Note that the spectrum of an observable affiliated to a C*
subalgebra of a given C*-algebra does not depend on the algebra with respect to 
which it is calculated. By taking into account the remarks made in §8.1.5 and 
§8.1.4 we clearly have: 

'P-aess(H) = a(H) = a(EEllal=2 Ha) = U a(Ha). 
lal=2 

Observe, furthermore, that ,'f>a[Hb ] = Ha if a :s; b (Hb is affiliated to 'Pb , so to 
'P too). Hence a(Ha) C a(Hb) for a :s; b, in particular we have a(Ha) C a(H) 
for any a Eg;. 'INe shall summarize all these remarks in the next proposition, 
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which is the first interesting result of the theory (HVZ stands for Hunziker, Van 
Winter, Weinberg, Zhislin, cf. [RS]). 

PROPOSITION 8.4.2 (ABSTRACT HVZ THEOREM). Let rp be a $-graded C*
algebra, H an observable affiliated to it and Ha = 3"a[H] for each a E.g}. Then 
eJ(Ha) C eJ(Hb) C eJ(H) if a 2= b. The essential spectrum of H with respect to 
the ideal 0:(max .P) is given by the formula: 

(8.4.5) re-eJess(H) = U eJ(Ha). 
aE 1?(2) 

The last assertion of the proposition is obvious and shows that re-eJess(Ha) 
is not an interesting object if lal 2': 2. On the other hand, Ha is also affiliated 
to rea, which is a $a-graded C*-algebra with "minimal" ideal 0?(a) (because 
a = max $a). So we may also consider the essential spectrum of Ha with respect 
to the ideal 0?(a), i.e. the set 'Pa-eJess(Ha). It turns out that this is a non-trivial 
subset of eJ(Ha) 7. 

The next result will play an important role in the calculation of the e-function 
for a N-body hamiltonian. It is an obvious co~sequence of the considerations of 
§8.3.4 and §8.3.5 together with the fact that H = EBlal=2Ha. 

THEOREM 8.4.3. Let 0: be an $-graded C*-algebra equipped with a one-para
meter group {(j){T} of automorphisms which are compatible with the grading, i.e. 
O)fT re(a) C re(a) for all T E JR. and a E _Po Assume that H is an obser·vable affil
iated to re, locally of class C~(,A). Then each Ha is locally of class C~(Ji). Set 
Qa = !!;t and let {f = (f H be defined as in §8.3.4 relative to the ideal 0?( max .P). 
Then (f = minaE 1?(2) Qa· 

Note that the assumption of compatibility of the group { O)fT} with the grading 
is equivalent to each of the next two conditions: 

(i) O)fT2P(a) = Pj>(a)O)fT for all T E JR., a E $; 
(ii) u)fT~l. = 3"a UJrT for all T E JR., a E _P (use (8.4.3)). 

Consequently, an element S E 'P is of class C~(,yt) (for some kEN) if and only 
if its components S(a) E rp(a) are of class C~(Ji), and also if and only if Sa is 
of class C~(,yt) for each a E.g;. If k 2': 1 we shall have 3"(a)[Ji[S]] = ,yt[S(a)], 
<¥a['yt[S]] = ,yt[Sa]. Formally this means B/(a),yt = ,yt,o/>(a) and 'o/>a'yt = JiB/a. 
Similar assertions hold for observables affiliated to 0:. 

8.4.4. In our applications, the .P-graded C*-algebra rp is realized in a 
Hilbert space ,# and we would like to have more effective criteria for a self
adjoint operator H in J't'to be affiliated to re and, moreover, to have a more 
explicit description of the operators Ha. Results of this type are contained in 
the next proposition. 

7If we are in the N-body non-relativistic case, and if we use the operator IIn which can 
be introduced in this situation, then for a ~ max.P we have rea-aess(IIa) = [inf acss(IIa ), (0) 
and 0?-aess(IIa) = [infa(IIU ), (0). Sec §8.2.4 and the next chapter. 
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PROPOSITION 8.4.4. Let /f} be a finite semilattice having a least element 
min.$ == 0, and let q/f be a 2?-graded C*-algebra realized on a Hilbert space 
;Yt. Assume that a densely defined self-adjoint operator Ho == H(O) is given on 
:# such that Ho is affiliated to !(i?o == !(i?(0). Furthermore, suppose that one is in 
one of the following two situations: 

(i) For each a Eqj\ {O}, a symmetric operator H(a) in.7t' is given such that 
D(H(a)) ~ D(Ho) and H(a)(Ho - Aa)~l E q/f(a) for some Aa E rc \ cr(Ho). 

(ii) Ho is bounded from below and, for each a E $ \ {O}, a continuous sym
metric sesquilinear form H(a) is given on D(IHoI1/2) such that 

(Ho + Aa)~1/2 H(a)(Ho + Aa f·1/2 E !(i?(a) 

for some Aa E lR with -Aa < inf Ho· 
Let M(a) be the operator bound (in situation (i)) or form bound (in situation 

(ii)) of H(a) relative to Ho, and assume that I:a#D M(a) < 1. Then for each 
a E $, the densely defined self-adjoint operator Ha = I:b<a H(b) in.7t' (operator 
sum in case (i), form sum in case (ii)) is affiliated to the C*-subalgebra q/fu of 
B(.YC). If H == Hmax C/!, then .o/'a[H] = Ha for each a E .qj; in other terms: 
"~[y(H)l = y(Ha) for all y E CCX)(lR). 

PROOF. We remark first that we shall have H(a)(Ho - Z)~l E q/f(a) for all 
z E rc \ cr(Ho) in case (i) and (Ho + A)~1/2 H(a)(Ho + A)~1/2 E !(i?(a) for all A > 
- inf Ho in case (ii). This is shown exactly as in the proof of Proposition 8.1.2 by 
taking into account the property !(i?(O) . !(i?(a) C q/f(a) (note that 0 = min 2? ::; a, 
so that 0 V a = a). Since we may now take Aa independent of a, we may clearly 
apply Proposition 8.1.2 and obtain that Ha is affiliated to !(i?a (this also follows 
directly from the next arguments). It remains to prove that .o/'a[H] = Ha, and 
for this we first consider the case (i). We fix a number z = iA with A E lR 
so large that I:a#o IIH(a)(Ho - z)~lll < 1 and set T(a) = H(a)(Ho - z)~l, 
Ta = I:O#b<::a T(b), T = Trnax'l!. Then we have 

(8.4.6) (Ha - z)~l = (Ho - z)-l(I + Ta)-l 

= (Ho - z)~l - (Ho - Z)-lT,,(I + Ta)-l. 

Clearly ,.1>a[T] = Ta and .'J?a[T(I + T)~l] = Ta(I + Ta)-l because 8>a is a mor
phism. Let us write (8.4.6) for a = max $; if we apply 8>a to both sides and use 
,9'a[(Ho - Z)~l] = (Ho - z)~l and the fact that ,9'a is a morphism, we get: 

,:i>a[(H - z)~l] = .:i>a[(Ho - Z)~l] + ,9'a[(Ho - z)~l]~[T(I + T)-l] 

= (Ha - Z)~l. 

This finishes the proof of the proposition in the situation (i). The proof in 
case (ii) runs along the same lines. We first choose A E lR so large that the 
operators T(a) == (Ho + A)~1/2 H(a)(Ho + A)~1/2 E I{?(a) have the property 
I:a#o IIT(a)11 < 1. Then we use in place of (8.4.6) the identity: 

(Ha + A)~l = (Ho + A)~1/2(I + Ta)~l(Ho + A)-1/2 

= (Ho + A)-l - (Ho + A)-1/2Ta(I + Ta)~l(Ho + A)~1/2. 0 
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In some applications, one may improve the results of Proposition 8.4.4 by 
using approximation procedures, as explained at the end of §8.1.2. For example, 
assume that Ho 2: 0 and that, for each a i- 0, a continuous symmetric sesquilinear 
form H(a) is given on D(Ho) such that (Ho + I)-I H(a)(Ho + I)-I E 'P(a). 
For each E > 0 let HE(a) = (I + EHo)-1 H(a)(I + EHo)-l, which clearly is an 
element of 'P(a). Then H~ = Ho+ LO#b:Sa HE(b) is a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator in ,yt' affiliated to 'Po.. If HE == HI~,ax'.l!' then clearly '-¥a[HE] = H~. If 
limE~+o H~ == Ha. exists in the norm resolvent sense, then Ha is affiliated to 'Po. 
and g>o.[H] = Ha. This technique will be used in the proof of Proposition 9.4.9. 
One may find other versions and applications of this method in [BGS]. 

8.4.5. We end this chapter with some considerations concerning the meaning 
of the so-called Weinberg-Van Winter (WVW) equation in our formalism. This 
is interesting for historical reasons but will not be needed in the rest of this text. 

Let ,cj} be a finite lattice with least element, which we denote by O. We assume 
that a .P-graded C*-algebra 'P = LaE'.l! 'P(a) is given and that Ho = H(O) is a 
free hamiltonian, i.e. an observable affiliated to 'Po = 0"(0). Our purpose is to 
study total hamiltonians H affiliated to 'P that are, in some sense, perturbations 
of Ho. We begin with the simplest case where H = Ho + La#o H(a) for some 
H(a) = H(a)* E 0"(a) (the sum is then well defined, cf. §8.1.2). The two-body 
problem corresponds to the case where2? contains just two elements, and in 
this situation the so-called second resolvent equation plays an important role 
in the spectral analysis of H. More precisely, if $ = {O, max .P} and in the 
notation H(max .2?) = V, the second resolvent equation is as follows (we assume 
z E C \ O"(H) and recall that O"(Ho) C O"(H)): 

(8.4.7) 

In order to understand what is the natural generalization of this equation to 
the N-body case (i.e. corank .P = N 2: 3), observe that the decomposition 
given by the right-hand tiide of (8.4.7) is just the decomposition of the element 
(z - H)-1 E 'P = 'P(O) + 0"(max $) into homogeneous components: 

(8.4.8) g>(O)[(z - H)-I] = (z - Ho)-l, 

,~)(max2?)[(z - H)-I] = (z - HO)-IV(z - H)-I. 

This is obvious because (z - H O)-1 E 'P(O) and V E «;?(maxP) which is an ideal 
in 'P. 

Now consider an arbitrary .:l}. Since (z - H)-1 E 'P for z E C \ O"(H), we may 
write it as a sum of homogeneous (or "connected") components: 

(8.4.9) 
aEf}! 

Let us recall that O"(Ha) C O"(H) for any a E .:l}, where Ha = Ho + LO#b:Sa H(b). 
Below we shall explicitly calculate the terms of the decomposition (8.4.9) in 
terms of the family {( z - H a) -1 }. As a result we shall obtain a generalization of 
the formulas (8.4.8), and then a comparison with the expressions appearing in 
the usual treatment of the N-body problem (see [RS], [ABGI] or §10.2.2 here) 
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will show that (8.4.9) is just the generalization to our context of the standard 
vVVWequation. Note that no perturbative expansion is needed in our argument. 

The component of (z-H)-1 in 0'(0) is trivial to compute because g>(0) = go 
and ,'11[H] = Ho; so we have ,:J>(O)[(z - H)-I] = (z - HO)-l. The case a -=I- 0 
is more complicated and is treated in the next proposition. Recall that a chain 
in ,93 is any totally ordered subset ufl of $; the number cardufl - 1 is called the 
length of the chain ,~l. For arbitrary a, b E $ we shall write Hab = L H(c) 
where we sum over all c E cq} such that c 1. a and a V c = b; by convention, the 
sum over an empty set is equal to zero. So Hab -=I- 0 only if a < b, and in this 
case the sum is over all c E $ such that a V c = b. 

PROPOSITION 8.4.5. Let $ be a finite lattice with least element denoted by 
0, and let rp = L r&(a) be a $-graded C*-algebra. Assume that Ho == H(O) 
is an observable affiliated to r&o == r&(0) and that for each a -=I- 0 a symmetric 
element H(a) E r&(a) is given. Set Ha = Lb<a H(b), which is an observable 
affiliated to r&a, and H = Hmax:C' For a fixed z-E C \ (J(H) = C \ Ua(J(Ha), let 
Ra = (z - H a)-1 E r&a and R = Rmax'l! E rp. For each chain At c $ of length 
::>: 1, written ,it = {al,'" , am} with uniquely determined a1 < a2 < ... < am 
and m ::>: 2, define: 

(8.4.10) 

here H ak ak+l = L H(c), where the sum is over all c E $ such that cVak = ak+1' 
Then .J>(O)[R] = Ro and, if a -=I- 0, then ,o/'(a)[R] = L R(At) , where the sum is 
over all chains ufl c$ such that minAt = 0 and maxAt = a. 

PROOF. If a < b we have 

etc a 
c:Sb 

c:Sb dia 
dVa=c 

This clearly implies Rb = Ra + LC<b RaHacRb' Upon iterating this identity one 
obtains: -

Since Hcd -=I- 0 =? c < d, a term on the right-hand side can be non-zero only if 
the corresponding sequence aI, ... ,an is strictly increasing. So we may rewrite 
the preceding formula as Rb - Ra = L R(,At) , where sum is over all chains At 
with min,At = a and max,/Il :::; b. In particular: 

(8.4.11) R = Ro + L R(,/tt) 

where the sum is over all chains uft c $ of length::>: 1 and such that min,At = O. 
It is clear that (8.4.11) is just the WVW equation (see [ABG1] for a more classical 
treatment) . 

In order to prove the proposition, it is enough to show that R(,ii) E 0?(max,4t) 
if ,Itt is a chain of length::>: 1 and such that min,At = O. We do this by induction 
over the length of ,Ill. Let R(,;tt) be given by (8.4.10), but with 121 = O. If 
m = 2, then HOn2 = H(a2), hence R(vlt) = RoH(a2)Ra2; since H(a2) E r&(a2), 
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which is an ideal in ~a2' and since R o, R02 E ~a2' we get R (,/Ii) E <f6 (max ,,f? ) 
in this case. Now assume that this holds for all chains of length :::; m - l. 
Then we may write R(,~t) = SHam_lam Ram with S E ~(am-l)' Ham_lam 
is a sum of terms H(c) with c V am-l = am. For each such term we have 
SH(c) E ~(am-d . ~(c) C ~(am-l V c) = <f6(am} Hence SHam_lam E ~(am). 
But <f6(arr,) is an ideal in ~am and Ram E ~am' so R(,A[) E <f6(arr,). D 

If we are in a Hilbert space setting, as in Proposition 8.4.4, then it is quite 
easy to extend the assertion of Proposition 8.4.5 to the case where H(a) are 
unbounded operators. For example, one may check by going through the pre
ceding proof that the result of Proposition 8.4.5 remains valid under either one 
of the hypotheses of Proposition 8.4.4. Or ehie, one may use an approximation 
procedure, as explained at the end of §8.4.4. 



CHAPTER 9 

Spectral Theory of N-Body Hamiltonians 

In this chapter we shall apply the techniques developed so far in this text to the 
spectral theory of N-body Hamiltonians. The principal results are contained in 
Section 9.4. In particular we prove the Mourre estimate for a very large class 
of short range and long range (local or non-local) many-body interactions; our 
method of proof is based on the algebraic approach described in Chapter 8 and is 
quite different from the methods of Perry, Sigal, Simon [PSS] and Froese, Herbst 
[FHl]. 

The first three sections are of a preparatory nature. After collecting some 
conventions in Section 9.1, we define and study in Section 9.2 the concept of 
semicompact operators. The main conclusions are given in Theorem 9.2.4 which 
embraces various results that had played a role in the development of the N
body problem (cf. [Cbl], [Cb2], [PSS]). In Section 9.3 we define a class of graded 
C*-algebras which characterize in some sense the N-body hamiltonians, and we 
describe a large class of (not necessarily non-relativistic) hamiltonians affiliated 
to them. 

In a preliminary version of this text [ABC 1] we adopted a more geometric 
point of view that originated in the papers [A] and [FHl] of Agmon and Froese, 
Herbst. Here we have abandoned it in favor of an algebraic approach which 
seems more powerful to us. A detailed description of the geometric methods can 
be found in Part I of [ABCl]. The geometric language has been much used in the 
recent literature on the N-body problem, see e.g. [Del] and references therein. 

9.1. Tensorial Factorizations of ,Y6'(X) 

In Sections 1.1 and 1.2 we described several spaces, groups and operators that 
one can associate in a canonical way to an arbitrary euclidean space X. We shall 
recall here some of these objects, and then we shall make some supplementary 
remarks concerning them. Let ,Y6'(X) = L2(X) be the Hilbert space of square
integrable functions f : X -> rc with respect to the Fourier measure dx. We write 
JBl(X) for the C*-algebra B(.7t'(X)) of all bounded linear operators in ,Y6'(X) and 
JK(X) for the C*-subalgebra K(,Y6'(X)) consisting of all compact operators. The 
translation group {T(X)}xEX and the dilation group {HIT }TE~ act according to 
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the rules [T(x )f](y) = f(y - x) and [W( T)f](x) = exp( T dim X/2)f(e T X). Then 
{T(x)} is a continuous unitary representation of the additive group X in .Yt'(X) 
whose generator is -P, where P is the momentum observable. And {W(T} is a 
continuous unitary one-parameter group in ,7C(X) whose generator is 2D, with 
D defined in (1.2.19). Another operator which will play an important role in this 
chapter is the Laplace-Beltrami operator ~. Since J"* ~J" = Q2, ~ is essentially 
selfadjoint on ,9"(X) in ,yt(X) , and the domain of its closure is the Sobolcv space 
.Yt'2(X). 

In the above we have implicitly assumed that X i- 0, where 0 = {O} is the 
vector space consisting only of the zero vector. By convention, if X = 0 we 
take: .76'(0) = C, Jffi(O) = JK(O) = C, ,9'(0) = 9'*(0) = C, J" = J"* = I, 
~ =D =P=Q =0. 

Now let Y be a subspace of X, considered with the induced euclidean struc
tUrE~. Then one can associate to it objects like LP(Y), ,7C(Y) , ~, '" as above. 
Below we shall point out the relations between these objects and the corre
sponding objects associated to X. Before doing this, it is necessary to specify 
by suitable notations what subspace objects like ~, J", ... refer to. We shall do 
this by adding the symbol Y of the subspace as superscript. More precisely, ~ Y 

for example denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to Y, considered 
as a self-adjoint operator in ,yt(Y) or as an operator in ,9'* (Y). Similarly J"Y, 
T Y and TVY will be the Fourier transformation, the translation group and the 
dilation group respectively in ,7C(Y) or in ,9"* (Y). 

We shall always consider X to be a given fixed space, and hence, if Y = X, 
we shall omit these superscripts (which is consistent with the definitions given 
before). The reason for choosing superscripts rather than subscripts is twofold: 

(i) we shall have to associate to objects like ~, J" certain operators in ,7C(X) 
or in 9'*(X) depending on a subspace Y; in that case we shall use subscripts 
(examples can be found in Table 1.1 in Section 1.2); 

(ii) the above conventions concerning superscripts and subscripts are con
sistent with the notations used in the literature on the quantum-mechanical 
many-body problem (cf. Chapter 10). 

If Y is a subspace of X, then the factorization property (1.2.1) of the Fourier 
measure allows us to identify .Yt'(Y) (>9,7C(YJ..) with ,7C(X) = .Yt'(Y EEl yJ..). More 
precisely, we identify a function f : Y x Y J.. ---> C with the function fo : X ---> C 
defined by fo (x) = f (7fY (x), 7fy J. (x)), and this identification defines a Hilbert 
space isomorphism between ,yt(Y) (>9,7C(Y J..) and ,7C(X). If 5 is a linear operator 
in .Yt'(Y) and T a linear operator in ,7C(Y J..), we shall write 5 (>9y T for their 
tensor product (viewed as an operator in .Yt'(X), by making the identification 
of ,7C(Y) (>9 ,7C(Y J..) and ,yt(X)). The subscript Y on the symbol for the tensor 
product is introduced to specify the spaces in which 5 and T act; in fact in most 
situations we shall not work with a fixed subspace Y of X but with an entire 
semilattice of subspaces of X, and we shall need to consider products of the 
form 5 (>9y 5'· T (>9z T', where 5 E B(,7C(Y)), 5' E B(.Yt'(YJ..)), T E B(,Y6'(Z)) , 
T' E B (,yt (Z J.. )) and Y and Z are two different su bspaces of X. It is seen from 
this example that the subscripts on the symbol for the tensor product are useful 
to avoid ambiguities. We remark that 5 (>9y T = T (>9y J. 5. 

By using the preceding conventions, it is clear that we shall have J" = J"Y (>9y 
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3'"y .l., and also T(x) = T Y (7fy(x))@yTyJ (7fYJ (x)) (x EX), W(7) = W y (7)@y 
Wy.l. (7) (7 E lR). The operator ,6. has an extremely important factorization 
property, namely ,6. = ,6.y @y I + I @y ,6.y.l. for any subspace Y c X. This 
relation may be interpreted in two different ways: 

(i) if we consider ,6. as differential operators acting on functions or distribu
tions, then it is an immediate consequence of (1.1.3) (take for {UI,'" ,urn} a 
basis of Y and for {Urn+ 1 , ... , Un} a basis of y.1. ); 

(ii) if we consider ,6. as self-adjoint operators in the corresponding L2-spaces, 
then the preceding identity is true in the sense of the definition given in §8.2.3 
(usc the fact that ,91 ( X) is a core for ,6.). 

Similarly, if we define DY to be the self-adjoint operator in ,Y6'(Y) such that 
H1Y (7) = exp(2i7DY), then we have as a consequence of the factorization prop

erty of W(7) that D = DY @Y I + I @Y DY.l.. 
We now make some further notational conventions. If Y is a subspace and if 

an operator bears the symbol Y as a subscript, we mean that this operator acts 
in ,7t(X) but it is related in some way to the subspace Y. Examples of such 
operators are given in Table 1.1. Or let D y be the operator defined in (1.2.22) 
viewed as an operator in ,7t(X) , in which case we have Dy = DY @y I. Further 
operators of this type will be introduced throughout the remainder of this text. 
In particular we set (as operators in ,Y6'(X)) : ,6.y = ,6.y @Y I, 3'"y = 3'"y @y I. 
With these notations we have: ,6. = ,6. y + ,6. y.l., 3'" = 3'"y 3'"Y.l. . 

The tensor products of various operators introduced so far referred to a factor
ization of ,7t(X) into ,Yt'(Y)@,Yt'(Y.1.) for some subspace Y of X. Later we shall 
usc tensor productfl of a similar type for the case where the role played above by 
X is aSflumed by flO me subspace Z containing Y. If Y c Z and Z 8 Y == y.1. n Z, 
one can write Z = Y ED (Z 8 Y), so that ,Yt'(Z) can be canonically identified 
with X(Y) @,7t(Z 8 Y). Now if S is an operator in ,Yt'(Y) and T an operator 
in .Y6'( Z 8 Y), we denote by S @~ T the operator in ,76'( Z) associated by this 
canonical identification to the operator S @ T in X(Y) @ .Y6'(Z 8 Y). As an 
example, we shall have W Z (7) = W y (7) ®~ wy.l.nz (7). 

9.2. Semicompact Operators 

In this section we consider a fixed euclidean space X. For each subspace Y 
of X we write JB(Y) for B(.Yt'(Y)) and JK(Y) for K(.7t(Y)) (according to the 
conventions made in the preceding section). If EiJ and re are *-subalgebras of 
JB(Y) and JB(Y.1.) respectively, we write .0/3 8y 1(5 for the linear subspace of JB(X) 
generated by operators of the form B @Y C, with B E fXJ and C E 1(5; clearly 
EiJ C:)y rp is a *-subalgebra of JB(X). If.0/3 and re are norm-closed (hence are 
C*-algebras), then we denote by di@y re the norm-closure of ,0/38y rp in JB(X). 
According to the explanations we gave in §8.2.1, the C*-subalgebra EiJ @y rp 
of JB(X) is canonically identified with the spatial tensor product of .0/3 and reo 
Observe that we have (sec §8.2.1): 

(9.2.1) JK(Y) @y JK(Y.1.) = JK(X). 
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We now define: 

(9.2.2) 

The elements of this C*-subalgebra of Iffi(X) will be called Y-semicompact op
erators. The main purpose of this section is to study properties of products 
of Y-semicompact and Z-semicompact operators when Y and Z are different 
subspaces of X. 

The main technical point for the proof of the principal results of this section is 
presented in the next lemma. We denote by Iffi2 (Y) the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators in ,#(Y) and by II . 112 the Hilbert-Schmidt norm in Iffi2 (Y). 

LEMMA 9.2.1. Let Y and Z be subspaces of X such that Y n Z = 0 and 
Y+Z=X. Then, if5EIffi2 (Y) andTEIffi2 (Z), onehas5I;>9y I·Tl;>9 z IEIffi 2 (X). 
Moreover, there is a finite constant "', depending only on Y and Z, such that: 

(9.2.3) 

PROOF. (i) We first introduce some notations. If x is a point in X, we can 
write x = (y,y') E Y x Y~ and x = (z,z') E Z X Z-L, with Y = 1fY(x), 
y' = 1fy~(x), etc. The correspondence (y,y') f---> (z,z') may be interpreted 
as a change of coordinate system in X and can be written as z = 8y + Ay', 
z' = ~y + [2y' , where 8 : Y --7 Z, A : Y -L --7 Z, ~ : Y --7 Z -L and [2 : Y -L --7 Z-L 
are defined as follows: 

8 = 1fzly, A = 1fzIY~, ~ = 1fz~IY, [2 = 1fz~lyL 

The hypotheses made on Y and Z imply that dim Z = dim Y -L , dim Z -L = dim Y 
and that A and ~ are bijections. 

We also recall that, by the conventions made in Section 9.1, we have identified 
'#(Y) 1;>9.#(y-L) and '#(Z) 1;>9,#(Z-L) with '#(X). In the present context it is 
useful to take the identification maps explicitly into account; we shall denote 
them by U(Y) and U(Z) respectively and recall that for example [U(Y)fl(:r:) = 
f(1fy(x), 1fyl (x)) = f(y, y') for f E ,yt'(Y) 1;>9 .#(y-L). In these notations, we 
must show that 

5 l;>9y I . T I;>9z I == U(Y)[5 1;>9 I]U(y)~l . U(Z)[T 1;>9 I]U(Z)~l E Iffi 2 (X) 

or equivalently (since U(Y) and U(Z)~l are unitary, and with the definition 
U(Z; Y) := U(y)~lU(Z)) that 5 1;>9 I . U(Z; Y) . T 1;>9 I is an integral operator 
from ,#(Z) 1;>9,#(Z-L) to ,#(Y) 1;>9,#(Y -L) with square-integrable kernel. For later 
reference we observe that, for f E '#(Z) 1;>9 ,#(Z-L): 

(9.2.4) [U(Z; Y)fl (y, y') = f( 8y + Ay', ~y + [2y'). 

(ii) By assumption, the operators 5 and T are Hilbert-Schmidt operators in 
'#(Y) and .#( Z) respectively. In other words one has: 

(5g)(y,y') = [dy10"(y,ydg(Y1,y') for 9 E '#(Y) 1;>9,yt'(y-L), 

(TJ)(z,z') = fz dZ]T(z,zdf(z1,z') for f E ,yt'(Z) 1;>9,#(Z-L), 
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with 

Thus, by using (9.2.4), one finds that for f E ,YC(Z) (>9dt'(Z..L): 

[5 (>9 I· U(Z; Y) . T (>9 I f](y, y') = i dYl a-(y, Yl) . 
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·l dZ1T(8Yl + Ay',zdf(ZI'~Yl + fly'). 

Now, for each fixed y', the correspondence Yl f--+ zi == ~Yl +fly' defines a bijection 
from Y onto Z..L. Thus, by making in the first integral the change of variables 
Yl = ~-1 (zi - fly'), one sees that 5 (>9 I . U (Z; Y) . T (>9 I is indeed an integral oper
ator from dt'( Z) (>9,yt( Z..L) to dt'(Y) (>9,yt(Y..L) with kernel ,(y, y'; ZI, zi) given by 
,(y, y'; ZI, zD = I det ~1-IO"(y, ~-1 zi - ~-lflY')T(8~-1 zi + {A - 8~-lfl}y', zd. 
Then 

In this multiple integral we shall make the change of variables (y', zi) f--+ (Y2, Z2) E 
Y x Z, where 

(9.2.5) 

(9.2.6) 

--In' --1' Y2 = --=:, ~ Ly + -=:, Zl , 

Z2 = (A - 8~-lfl)y' + 8~-1 z~. 
This change of variables is a linear map V : y..L x Z..L ---> Y X Z. We have 
dim(Y..L x Z..L) = dim(Y x Z) = dim X, and V is injective: if V (y', zi) = 0, then 
zi = fly' by (9.2.5) (because ~ is a bijection), so that Ay' = ° by (9.2.6); since A 
is also a bijection, this implies that y' = 0, hence zi == fly' = 0, which proves the 
injcctivity of V. Thus the above change of variables is justified, and we obtain 
that 

115 (>9y I . T (>9z III~ = I det ~1-21 det VI- 1 r dydY210"(Y, Y2)1 2 . 
}YXY 

. r dz 1dz2IT(Z2, zdl 2 

}zxz 

= I det ~1-21 det VI-111511~IITII~· 0 

Observe that the preceding proof shows more than we stated. It is clear that, 
if 5 E JBl(Y) and T E JBl(Z) are both non-zero, and if Y and Z are as in Lemma 
9.2.1, then the product 5(>9y I·T(>9z1 is Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if 5 and Tare 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Moreover, if Y and Z are not mutually orthogonal, 
this proof shows that, even if 5 and T are rank 1 orthogonal projections, then 
the product 5 (>9y I· T (>9z I is not a finite rank operator in ,yt (in general not 
even of trace class). 

Part (c) of the next proposition contains the principal assertion on products 
of semicompact operators, namely: if 5 is Y-semicompact, Tis Z-semicompact 
and X = Y + Z, then 5T is a compact operator in dt'(X). 
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PROPOSITION 9.2.2. Let Y and Z be subspaces of X. One has: 
(a) .%(0) = Jffi(X) and J't(X) = JK:(X), 
(b) if Y c Z, then '%(Z) c.yt(Y), 
(c) if X = Y + Z, then ,yt(Y) . .Yt(Z) c JK:(X) and .Yt(Y) n.%(Z) = JK:(X). 

PROOF. (b) It suffices to show that 5 0 z T E ,yt (Y) if 5 E JK:( Z) and T E 

Jffi(Z-.l). For this, we write Z = YEElW and observe that, by (9.2.1), it suffices to 
consider the case where 5 is of the form A 0~ B with A E JK:(Y) and B E JK:(W). 
But 

z y~ 
(A 0 y B) 0z T = A 0y (B 0 w T) 

(because Y -.l = W EEl Z -.l ), and the operator on the right-hand side is in :It (Y). 
(c) For the first assertion in (c) it suffices to verify that 5T is a compact 

operator in dt'(X) if 5 = A 0y A' with A E JK:(Y), A' E Jffi(Y -.l) and T = B 0 z B' 
with B E JK:(Z) and B' E Jffi(Z-.l). We observe that 

5T = I 0y A'[A 0y I· B 0z 1]1 0z B'. 

Hence it suffices to show that 

(9.2.7) 5 E JK:(Y) and T E JK:(Z) ===} 5 0y I . T 0z IE JK:(X). 

(i) If Y n Z = 0, the validity of (9.2.7) follows from Lemma 9.2.1 by using 
the fact that Jffi 2 (W) is dense in JK:(W) with respect to the operator norm. 

(ii) In the general case, we set W = Y n Z and define Yo, Zo to be such that 
Y = Yo EEl W, Z = Zo EEl W. By virtue of (9.2.1), it suffices to consider the 
case where 5 = 50 0~o 51, T = To 0~o T1 with 50 E JK:(Yo) , To E JK:(Zo) and 
51, T1 E JK:(W). Now, by using the fact that, if E, F are mutually orthogonal 
subspaces of X, then U 0E I . V 0p I = V 0p I . U 0E I, we get: 

5 0y I· T 0z I = 50 0yo 1.51 0w I· To 0zo I· T1 0w I 

= 50 0Y(J I· Yr.) 0zo 1.51 0w I· T1 0w I 

== {50 0~~ I· To 0lfo~ I} 0w~ I· (51Td 0w I 

= {50 0~~ I· To 0~~ I} 0w~ (51Td· 

Since W -.l = Yo + Zo and Zo n Yo = 0, the operator in the curly bracket belongs 
to JK:(W-.l) by the result of (i). Since 51, T1 E JK:(W), (9.2.7) follows by using 
again (9.2.1). 

To prove the second assertion in (c), assume that 5 E ,:Yt(Y)n,~(Z). Then 5* 
is also inJ't(Y)n,yt(Z). Thus, since 5* E .Yt(Y) and 5 E :It(Z), the result of the 
first part of (c) shows that 5* 5 E JK:(X) which in turn implies that 5 E JK:(X). 0 

Before turning to some particular classes of semicompact operators, we point 
out a useful property of such operators in relation to the translation group 
{T(x)}. 

PROPOSITION 9.2.3. Let Y be a subspace of X and R, 5 E ,yt(Y). Then 

(9.2.8) s-lim RT(x) =0 and lim IIRT(x)511 =0. 
l1fy(x)l~oo l1fy(x)I~= 
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PROOF. It suffices to consider the case where R = Ro I'59Y R 1 , 5 = 50 l'59y 51 
with R o,50 E lK.(Y) and R 1,51 E lffi(Y.l..). For x E X, set Yo = 7l"Y(x) and 
Yl = 7l"y.l (x). Then 

(9.2.8) now follows by using the compactness of Ro and 50 and the fact that 
TY(yo) converges weakly to zero when Iyol -t 00. D 

In Proposition 9.2.2 we saw that ,Y?(Y) . ,%(Z) c lK.(Y + Z) if Y + Z = X. 
We shall now show that for certain C*-subalgebras of ,Y?(Y), such an inclusion 
remains true even if Y + Z i= X. 

THEOREM 9.2.4. Assume that to each subspace Y of X there is associated a 
C*-algebra IF(Y) C lffi(Y) such that, if Y ..1 Z and W = Y E8 Z, then IF(W) = 

IF(Y) I'59lF(Z) (more precisely, IF(W) is the norm closure in lffi(W) of the subspace 
generated by operators of the form 5 I'59V T with 5 E IF(Y), T E IF( Z)). Define a 
C*-algebra .Y4(Y) by 

(9.2.9) ,Y4(Y) = lK.(Y) I'59Y IF(Y.l..). 

Then one has for all subspaces Y, Z of x: 

(9.2.10) ,Y4(Y) . .Y4(Z) c ,Y4(Y + Z). 

PROOF. Let Y, Z be two subspaces of X. Set Xo = Y + Z and VV = Xd-. 
Let U and V be such that X 0 = Y E8 U = Z E8 V. Then y.l.. = U E8 Wand 
Z.l.. = V ED W. It suffices to show that RJR2 E ,Y~(Xo) if R1 and R2 are 
operators of the form R1 = 5 I'59Y 5', R2 = T I'59z T' with 5 E lK.(Y), T E lK.(Z), 
5' E IF(Y.l..) and T' E IF(Z.l..). By the hypothesis made on the algebras {IF(Y)}, 
we may assume without loss of generality that 5' and T' are of the following form: 
5' = 511'59~.l 52, T' = T11'59f T2 with 51 E IF(U), T1 E IF(V) and 52, T2 E IF(W). 
Under these assumptions we have: 

RJR2 = [5 l'59~o 51JI'59 X o 52 . [T l'59~u T1JI'59 X o T2 

= [5 l'59~o 51 . T l'59~o T1JI'59 x o (S2T2). 

By Proposition 9.2.2 (c), the operator in the square brackets on the r.h.s. belongs 
to lK.(Xo). Hence RIR2 E .Y4(Xo). D 

COROLLARY 9.2.5. IfY1, Y2, ... , Y" are subspaces of X, then 

(9.2.11) 

In particular, ifY1+···+Y" = X and5 j E,Y4(Yj) (j = I, ... ,n), then51·· .. ·5n 

is a compact operator in J't'(X). 
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We now give some examples of algebras IF(Y) that appear in our applications. 
The simplest choice is IF(Y) = C . I.X(Y)' This gives the following results: 

(a) ifY, Z are subspaces of X, 5 E JK(Y), T E JK(Z), then there is an operator 
R E JK(Y + Z) such that 5 ®Y I· T ®z I = R Q9(y+Z) I; 

(b) if Y1 , ... ,Yn are subspaces of X such that Y1 + ... + Yn = X and if 
5 j E JK(lj) (j = 1, ... ,n), then 51 Q9Y1 I· '" . 5n Q9y" I E JK(X). 

In our next example we use the C*-algebra Coo(X) of continuous functions 
f : X ---+ C that converge to zero at infinity. We consider it embedded in JB(X) 
by interpreting its clements as multiplication operators. One easily sees that, if 
we set IF(Y) = Coo (Y), then the hypotheses imposed on the family {IF(Y)} in 
Theorem 9.2.4 are satisfied. Hence, if we define ,)'4::?(Y) = JK(Y) Q9y Coo(Y..L), we 
have the following results: 

(a) if Y, Z are subspaces of X, then,)'4::? (Y) . ,Yto (Z) c.Y4::? (Y + Z); 
(b) If Y1 , . .. ,Yn are subspaces of X such that Y1 + ... + Yn = X, then 

,Y4::?(Yd ..... • Y4::?(Yn ) C JK(X). 

REMARK 9.2.6. In the applications we shall often work in a representation in 
which the elements of the algebra .Y.Q (Y) have a simple explicit form. Namely, 
we notice that ,YC(X) is canonically isomorphic to L2(y..L;,yc(y)) (the Hilbert 
space of square-integrable ,YC(Y)-valued functions defined on y..L). Under this 
isomorphism the C*-algebra .Y4::?(Y) becomes the algebra of multiplication oper
ators by functions <I> : y..L ---+ JK(Y) which are norm continuous and tend to zero 
at infinity: 

(9.2.12) 

This fact has been proved in a more general setting in §8.2.1. 

In order to define our last and most important class of semicompact operators, 
we have to introduce a new C*-algebra Too(X) in JB(X), namely the C*-algebra 
naturally associated to the representation {T(x)} of the translation group intro
duced in (1.2.12). More precisely, Too(X) is the norm closure in JB(X) of the set 
of operators of the form Ix T(x)f(x)dx with f E L1(X). Equivalently, TCXJ(X) 
is given by 

(9.2.13) 

It is now clear that, if we take IF(Y) = T CXJ (Y) in Theorem 9.2.4, then the 
hypotheses of that theorem are satisfied. We define :Y(Y) by 

(9.2.14) 

We clearly have 

(9.2.15) 

In particular it would be more natural to use the notation ,YCp(Y) for 5"(Y). 
But, by taking into account the importance of these algebras for what follows, 
we prefer to have a special notation for them. As a consequence of Theorem 
9.2.4 we get iY(Y) . iY(Z) c ,Y(Y + Z) for any subspaces Y, Z of X. 
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9.3. The N-Body Algebra 

Let X be an euclidean space and let II(X) be the set of all linear subspaces 
of X equipped with the partial order relation given by inclusion. We shall some
times write Y :::; Z in place of Y C Z. Then II(X) is a complete lattice, i.e. 
the lower bound !\iE.9" Yi and the upper bound V iE.9" Yi of an arbitrary family of 
subs paces {Yi}iE.9" exists in II(X). More precisely, we have !\iE.9" Yi = niE.<7 Yi, 
and ViE.<7Yi = L:iE8' Yi is the linear subspace generated by UiE.9"Yi. II(X) has a 
least element, namely 0 = {O}, and a greatest element, namely X. 

In the preceding section we have associated to each subspace Y of X a C*
sub algebra 3'(Y) of E(X) (see (9.2.14)). We shall now describe several interest
ing properties of the family of C*-algebras {.'?T(Y) lYE II(X)}. The following 
facts are either obvious or have already been proved in Section 9.2: 

(i) 3'(0) = TCXJ(X) and 3'(X) = JK(X); 
(ii) for any Y, Z E II(X) we have 3'(Y) . 3'(Z) c 3'(Y + Z) == .'1(Y V Z); 
(iii) 3'(Y) is a separable C*-algebra without unit (if X -I 0) and i?T(Y) is 

abelian if and only if Y = 0; 
(iv) the groups of automorphisms of E(X) induced by the unitary groups 

{W(T)}TEIR (dilations), {T(X)}xEX (translations) and {expi(Q,x)}xEx leave 
each algebra .'?T(Y) invariant, and the groups of automorphisms of .'1(Y) in
duced by them are of class Co. 

The last assertion is an immediate consequence of the factorization property 
of the indicated groups. For example, since W(T) = W Y (T) Q9y wyJ. (T), if 

S = K Q9y <p(PyJ.) for some K E JK(Y) and <p E C=(Y J..), we have: 

Note that W y (T) ----> 0 weakly as ITI ----> 00 if Y -I 0; since K is compact, we 
shall then have W Y (-T)KWY (T) ----> 0 strongly if ITI ----> 00. On the other hand, 
<p(eTP) ----> 0 strongly if T -> +00 and <p(eTP) ---7 <p(0) strongly if T ----> -00 (here 
<p E C=(X) and X -I 0). This proves the next property: 

(v) For each Y E II(X) with Y -I 0 and each S E i?T(Y), we have 

s-lim W(T)* SW(T) = 0; 
ITI-->= 

if Y = 0 and S = <p(P) E 3'(0), then s-limT-->+= W(T)*<p(P)W(T) = 0, while 
s-limT-->_CXJ W(T)*<p(P)W(T) = <p(0). 

For an arbitrary subset }l} c II(X) we denote by .'1(!.8) the linear subspace 
of E(X) generated by UYEX'.'1(Y). In other terms, 3'(!.8) = L:YEX' 3'(Y). It 
is clear that the property (ii) implies: if!.8 is such that Y, Z E !.8 =} Y + 
Z E !.8, then 3'(!.8) is a *-subalgebra of E(X). In particular, i?T(II(X)) is a 
*-subalgebra of E(X) and its closure l!T is a C*-subalgebra, which is non-trivial 
in the following sense: for each S E ,'if, we have s-limT-->+= W(T)*SW(T) = 0, 
and e (S) : = s-limT--> _ = W ( T) * SW ( T) exists and defines a non-zero character of 
the C*-algebra 3' (i.e. e is a non-zero morphism 3' ---7 q. The next result is 
important for what follows. 
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LEMMA 9.3.1. Let,c./} be a finite subset of II(X). If Y E $ and Y -=I- X, let 
y+ be the set of x E Y -L such that x tI- W -Lif W E ,c./} and W ct Y. Then y+ is 
a dense cone in Y -L and for each w E Y+, Z E ,.q; and S E 5 (Z) we have: 

(9.3.1) s-lim T (Aw) ST (AW) = * {S if Z C Y 
,\~= 0 if Z ct y. 

PROOF. If W ct Y, then y-L ct W-L, hence y-L n W-L is a subspace of y-L of 
dimension strictly smaller than dim Y -L (observe that Y -L -=I- 0). So y+ is equal 
to the complement in Y -L of the union of a finite number of strict subspaces; 
in particular y+ is dense in Y -L and is a cone. It suffices to prove (9.3.1) for 
S = S10zS2 with Sl E lK(Z) and S2 E TCXJ(Z-L). If Z c Y, thenw E y-L C Z-L, 

hence T(AW) = I 0z T zJ (Aw). Therefore T(Aw)* ST(Aw) = S. If Z ct Y, then 
the orthogonal projection Wi of w onto Z is different from zero. By (9.2.8) we 
have SlTz (AWl) ----t 0 strongly as A ----t 00, which proves (9.3.1) completely. D 

The main property of the family of C* -algebras {,O/(Y)} is described in the 
following theorem: 

THEOREM 9.3.2. The sum LYETI(X) ,O/(Y) is direct, i.e. each element S in 

the linear subspace of JBl(X) generated by UYETI(X) 5(Y) can be expressed in a 
unique way as a sum S = Ly S(Y), with S(Y) E ,O/(Y) for each Y E II(X) 
and S (Y) -=I- 0 only for a finite number of subspaces Y . Moreover, for each 
finite subset $ c II(X), the subspace ,O/(,c./}) = LYE P ,O/(Y) is norm-closed in 
JBl(X) and the sum is direct in the topological sense (i.e. the component S(Y) of 
S E /Y($) in ,O/(Y) is a norm-continuous function of S). 

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the second part of the theorem. For each 
Y E _!lJ with Y -=I- X, let us choose some Wy E y+ (we usc the notations of 
Lemma 9.3.1) and let us define ,o/i' [S] = s-lim,\~oo T(Awy)* ST(Awy) for each 
S E ,o/UIJ). From (9.3.1) it follows that this limit exists and defines a map 
;:1>y : £7(,$) ----t 5(.c./}). Indeed, if S = LZEP S(Z) with S(Z) E 5(Z), then we 
shall have ,o/'y[S] == Sy = Lzel',ZCY S(Z). In order to prove the uniqueness of 
the decomposition of S into components S(Z) E 5(Z), it suffices to show that 
S = 0 =? S(Z) = 0 for all Z. If S = 0, we shall clearly have Sy = 0 for all 
Y Ec./} (with the convention that Sx = S). Let tL be the Mobius function of 
the finite partially ordered set .c./}; then (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) imply that S(Y) = 

Lzee SztL(Z, Y) = 0, so the assertion concerning the uniqueness is proved. 
But the same formulas give more, namely the projection ,o/'(Y) : .'1($) ----t 5(Y) 
determined by the linear direct sum decomposition ,O/(.c./}) = LYee ,Y(Y) (i.e. 
,9-'(Y)[S] = S(Y)) will be given by ,O/>(Y) = LzEP ;¥)ztL(Z, Y). Here ,9-'x[S] = 

S. Since each ,O/Y is norm-continuous by the explicit formula we gave at the 
beginning of the proof, each .'1'(Y) will be continuous too. D 

vVe add some immediate consequences of the theorem and of its proof: 

COROLLARY 9.3.3. Let $ be a finite semilattice of subspaces of X, i.e. $ C 

II(X) is finite and Y, Z E ,c./} =? Y V Z == Y + Z Ec./}. Then ,Y == ,YCc./}) = 
LYE'II§(Y) is a C*-subalgebra of JBl(X) which is ,c./}-graded by the family of 
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C*-algebras {ff(Y)}yel" For each Y Eq}, Y i- X, the canonical morphism 
(and projection) ,9Y of ff onto its C*-subalgebra /Yy := LZE:e.zcY iY(Z) can 
be expressed as follows: for each Wy E y+ (see Lemma 9.3.1) and S E /Y: 

(9.3.2) ,~y[S] = s-lim T(AWy)* ST(AWy), 
.\->CXJ 

If!1- is the Mobius function of 2, then the canonical projection ,},,(Y) of ,Y onto 
,Y(Y) is given by: 

(9.3.3) 9"(Y) = L ;~zlt(Z, Y), 
ZE'7! 
ZcY 

where '}"x is the identity map /Y -+ ,Y. 

We call N-body algebra any C*-subalgebra ff of JBl(X) of the form .of = /Y(2), 
whereq} is a finite semilattice of subspaces of X such that max 2 = X and 
corank 2 = N (see §8.4.1). It is important to notice that in such a case we have 
,OJ(max .$) = ff(X) = JK.(X); i.e. the natural "minimal" ideal of the .q}-graded 
C*-algebra ,OJ is just the ideal of compact operators in Jt(X). In particular, if 
H is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in Jt(X) and if H is affiliated to ,OJ, 
then the usual (in the Hilbert space sense) essential spectrum O"ess(H) coincides 
with iY-O"ess(H) (d. §8.4.2). 

Let ,OJ = LYE 'II ,'Y"(Y) be a N-body algebra and H a (real) observable af
filiated to it. We shall then use the notations ,OJy , ,o/)(Y) and ,9Y with their 
natural meaning, d. Corollary 9.3.3. Furthermore, let Hy = .o/Y[H], which is 
an observable affiliated to ,OJY (note that the expression H(Y) = ,},,(Y) [H] does 
not make sense in general). Since all the C*-algebras By are realized on the 
Hilbert space Jt(X), each H y has an operatorial meaning (cf. §8.1.2), i.e. there 
are a closed subspace ,yty c Jt(X) and a densely defined self-adjoint operator 
H~. in the Hilbert space ,xy such that Hy can be identified with the couple 
(,Y{'y, H'y) in the sense of §8.1.2. The fact that in general H == Hx and H y 

are realized as non-densely defined operators is a real advantage in applications, 
because this allows one to treat N-body systems with very singular interactions 
(for the hard-core case, see [BGS]). However, in the rest of this text we shall 
restrict ourselves to the case of densely defined operators, mainly for the sake of 
simplicity of exposition. 

vVe make one more remark concerning the essential spectrum (in the Hilbert 
space sense) of the operators Hy (if Hy is not densely defined, when we refer 
to a spectral property of Hy of a Hilbert space character, we mean the corre
sponding property of the densely defined self-adjoint operator H'y in ,Y{'y; recall 
that ,Yf(X) 8:xy should be interpreted as the eigenspace of H y associated to 
the eigenvalue (0). If we apply the abstract HVZ theorem (Proposition 8.4.2), 
we get that O"(Hz) C O"(Hy) C O"css(H) if Z, Y E 2, Z c Y i- X, and 

(9.3.4) O"ess(H) = U O"(Hy). 
YE'l'(2) 

Moreover, O"css(Hy) = O"(Hy) if Y i- x. But now we can prove more, namely 
Hy has no eigenvalues of finite multiplicity ifY i- X. Indeed, since the operator 
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(Hy ~ z)-l belongs to :Yy, we have (Hy ~ z)-lT(y') = T(y')(Hy ~ Z)-l for all 
y' E Y ~ and z E C \ (J (H y ). Thus, the eigenspace of H y corresponding to some 
eigenvalue A E lR is invariant under the unitary group {T(y') I y' E Y~}. But 
Y ~ =I 0, hence the generators of this group have purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum, in particular the group cannot have a finite dimensional non-zero 
invariant subspace. 

We shall now explicitly describe a large class of observables (to be interpreted 
as hamiltonians) affiliated to a N-body algebra. If $ = {O} (so we are talking 
about free hamiltonians), then this is very easy because ,'1(0) = Too(X) is an 
abelian C*-algebra with X as spectrum, and we have described all observables 
affiliated to such algebras in §8.1.2. But one may check without any difficulty 
that a densely defined, lower semibounded self-adjoint operator Ho in .YC(X) 
is affiliated to ,'1(0) if and only if there is a continuous function h : X --+ lR, 
with limlxl->CXJ h(x) = +00, such that Ho = h(P) (choose a E lR such that 
Ho + a 2: const. > 0 and note that (Ho + a)-l E T(X)(X)). In particular, 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator 6. is affiliated to .'1(0). In order to cover more 
general $, we shall use the perturbative criterion given in Proposition 8.4.4 (ii). 

In the next proposition we shall use spaces which will now be introduced. 
Assume that a continuous function h : X --+ lR is given, with the property 
h(x) --+ +00 as Ixl --+ 00. If Y c X is a subspace, define hY : Y --+ lR by 
h y (y) = inf {h(y + y') I y' E Y ~ }. Observe that h y is continuous and divergent 
at infinity. Then let .J'Ch(y) be the domain in .J'C(Y) of the operator IhY (pY)11/2 
equipped with the graph norm (I, (1 + IhY (pY)I)f)l/2. After identifying .YC(Y) 
and .YC(Y)*, we get embeddings .ych(y) C .YC(Y) C .J'Ch(y)*. Obviously, if 
h(x) = Ix1 2 , hence h(P) = 6., we shall have ,ych(y) = .J'C1(y), .J'Ch(y)* = 
.J'C-1(y), which are usual Sobolev spaces. Recall that K(dtl,.Yt2) is the Banach 
space of all compact operators dtl --+ .Yt2. 

PROPOSITION 9.3.4. Let .'71 be a semilattice of subspaces of X with 0, X E 

,rg and h : X --+ lR a continuous function such that h(x) --+ +00 as Ixl --+ 

00. Define Ho = H(O) = h(P). Assume that for each Y E'7I, Y =I 0, 
a norm-continuous function V Y : Y~ --+ K(.ych(y),.ych(y)*) is given, that 
V Y (y') is symmetric for each y' E Y ~, and that for each c > 0 there is a locally 
bounded function DE: : Y ~ --+ lR such that DE:(Y')[hY~ (y')]-l --+ 0 as Iy'l --+ 00 and 
±VY(y'):::; chY(pY)+DE:(y') for ally' E Y~. Let H(Y) be the sesquilinear form 
in d't'(X) defined as follows: in the representation ,yt'(X) "" L2(y~;.yc(y)) (cf. 
Remark 9.2.6), :ry~H(Y):r~~ is multiplication by the operator-valued function 
V Y . Then H(Y) is a symmetric form on ,yt'(X), form-bounded with respect to 
Ho with relative bound zero. For each Y E $, let Hy = L.::ZeE,ZCY H(Z). 
Then Hy is a densely defined self-adjoint operator in .YC(X) affiliated to :Yy = 
L.::zEZ',ZCy,'1(Z), and .o/Y[H] = Hy if H == Hx. 

PROOF. We assume, without loss of generality, that h(x) 2: const. > O. 
We wish to apply Proposition 8.4.4, and for this we first prove that we have 
H~1/2 H(Y)H~1/2 E .'1(Y) for all Y =I O. Since the case Y = X is triv
ial, we may assume that Y =I X. We work in the representation .J'C(X) = 
L2 (Y ~; .J'C(Y)) and make a Fourier transformation in the variable y' E Y ~, 
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see (9.2.15) and Remark 9.2.6. Then H~I/2 becomes the operator of multi
plication by the operator-valued function F : Y ~ -+ lB\(Y) given by F(y') = 
[h(PY + y')]-1/2. This function is norm-continuous because IIF(yi) - F(Y~)II = 

sUPYEY Ih(y+yi)-1/2_h(y+y~)-1/21 and h-1/2 is uniformly continuous, and it is 

norm-convergent to zero at infinity because IIF(y')11 = SUPyEY Ih(y + y')1- 1/2 = 
hY~(y')-1/2. The operator '.Jy~H~I/2H(Y)H~I/2'.J~~ belongs to .1tQ(Y) (see 
(9.2.15)) if and only if it is the operator of multiplication by a function G E 

C= (Y~; lK.(Y)). But clearly 

G(y') = F(y')VY (y')F(y') 

[ hY(PY) ] 1/2 [ hY(PY) ] 1/2 
= . hY (pY )-1/2VY (y')hY (pY)-1/2 . 

h(PY + y') h(PY + y') 

== f(y')v(y')f(y')· 

Here v(y') = hY (PY )-1/2VY (y')hY (pY)-1/2 is a compact operator in .YC(Y) 
by hypothesis and f(y') = [hY(PY){h(PY + y')}-1]1/2 is bounded because 
o -S f(y') -S I. Hence G is compact-operator valued. We assumed v norm
continuous, and f is easily seen to be strongly continuous. By writing G(y') = 

f(y')[v(y') - v(yb)lf(y') + f(y')v(yb)f(y') and by taking into account the com
pactness of v(yb), we see that G : Y ~ -+ lK.(Y) is norm-continuous. Since 
h(PY + y,)-l -S SUPyEY h(y + y,)-1 = hY~ (y')-I, we have for each E > 0: 

from which we easily get IIG(y')11 -+ 0 as Iy'l -+ 00. 

In order to apply Proposition 8.4.4, it remains to show that the form bound 
of H(Y) with respect to Ho is equal to zero. This is equivalent to the property 
that limA---+CX) II (Ho + )..)-1/2 H(Y)(Ho + )..)-1/211 = o. A computation similar to 
the preceding one gives: 

For large y', say Iy'l ?:: T, the right-hand side above is -S 2E. For Iy'l -S T, it will 
be -S E + CA -1 for a finite constant C = C( T). This finishes the proof. D 

Let us see what class of hamiltonians we obtain if we take h(x) = Ixl 2 in 
the preceding proposition. Clearly hY (y) = lyl2 for each subspace Y c X, 
hence .ych (Y) = .#1 (Y), .#h (Y) * = .#-1 (Y). Then H 0 = H (0) = ~ and the 
"potentials" V Y for Y i= 0 are as follows: 

(1) If Y = X, then V X is just a symmetric, compact operator ,ytl(X) -+ 

.yc- I (X); 
(2) If Y i= 0, X, then V Y is a norm-continuous function defined on Y ~ 

with values in K (.#1 (Y), .#-1 (Y)) whose growth at infinity is restricted by the 
following condition: for each E > 0 there is a function I5E : Y ~ -+ lR such that 
I5E (y') ly'l-2 -+ 0 as Iy'l -+ 00 and ± V Y (y') -S E~ Y + I5E (y') as forms on .#1 (Y), 
for each y' E Y~. 
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We see that, in the standard non-relativistic N-body problem, the poten
tials are allowed to depend on the inter-cluster momentum (formally, H(Y) is a 

function of the observables QY, pY and pY~). 
It is not our purpose here to study finer spectral properties of the hamiltonians 

introduced in Proposition 9.3.4. Instead, we shall concentrate on non-relativistic 
N-body hamiltonians for which the analysis can be continued in a very simple 
way, due to some special factorization properties. 

9.4. Non-Relativistic N-Body Hamiltonians 

In this section we consider a fixed euclidean space X and a finite family !.f} of 
subspace!:) of X such that 0, X E f1} and Y, Z E f1} =} Y V Z == Y + Z E _C]}. We 
denote by /Y = Lye?: .Y(Y) the N-body algebra determined by $, and we keep 
the notations introduced in Corollary 9.3.3 and in the comments which follow it. 

9.4.1. An important role will be played by a factorization property of the 
algebras iYy which we shall now describe. Let Z E $y (i.e. Z E $ and Z c Y); 
then Y -L C Z -L and we have an orthogonal decomposition Z -L = (Y 8 Z) EEl Y -L 

which induces a tensorial factorization T ()Co( Z -L) = Too (Y 8 Z) ®~~z T DC (Y -L) 

(see Section 9.2). Then, from Definition (9.2.14) we obtain: 

(9.4.1 ) 

Observe that, for each Y E $, $y is a family of subspaces of Y which has 
exactly the same properties with respect to Y as $ with respect to X; let Ny 
be the cor'ank of the lattice 2Y" So, we may define the Ny-body algebra ,6jy 
associated to 9'-y : 5 Y is a C*-subalgebra of ~(Y), which is $y-graded by 
iYY = LZE;/'Y .yY (Z), where the C*-subalgebra .yY (Z) of ~(Y) is given by: 

(9.4.2) 

Note that iYx (Z) = .Y(Z), 5 x = 5, so our notations are consistent with the 
conventions made in Section 9.1. We clearly have 

(9.4.3) 

which is the factorization property of .Yy mentioned above. Let us stress the 
fact that the C*-algebra /yY is naturally realized on the Hilbert space .7t'(Y), 
while the C*-algebra /Yy is realized on .7t'(X); the preceding tensor factorization 
of /'Jy refers to the factorization .Yf(X) ~ .Yf(Y) ® '#(Y -L) of ,7t'(X). 

We can now define in precise terms what we mean by a non-relativistic N
body hamiltonian. 

DEFINITION 9.4.1. A densely defined self-adjoint lower semibounded operator 
H in ,Jt'(X) is called a non-relativistic N -body hamiltonian (with respect to the 
family ,Cf} of subspaces of X) if H is affiliated to .Y and if, for each Y E $, 
there is a densely defined self-adjoint operator H Y in .7t'(Y) such that Hy = 
H Y ®y I + I Q9y .6 y~. Furthermore, we assume HO = O. 
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We shall use the abbreviation (NR)-hamiltonian or N-body (NR)-hamiltoTL"ian 
in place of "non-relativistic N-body hamiltonian". The operators H Y will be 
called intemal hamiltonians, while H y are the sub-hamiltonians; clearly H X = 

Hx = H. Examples of such operators are obtained by taking Ho = D. == D. x 
(i.e. h(x) = Ix1 2) and V y a constant function in Proposition 9.3.4. So V y is just 
a symmetric compact operator ,/t1 (Y) -+ ;/t-l (Y), and H(Y) == Vy = V Y Q9y I: 
Xl(X) -+ X-l(X) is a symmetric sesquilinear form on X(X), D.-form bounded 
with relative bound zero 1. But the preceding definition covers much more 
general classes of potentials. We have assumed all H Y to be densely defined 
only in order to somewhat simplify the presentation. In fact, most of what 
follows remains valid for non-densely defined operators, and this is important in 
applications to highly singular interactions (see [BGS]). Note that ,/t(O) = C, 
,,)-0 = C, so HO could, in general, be a real constant. The hypothesis HO = 0, 
which is equivalent to H o = D.x , is in fact a normalization condition which fixes 
the lower bound of the free hamiltonian H 0. 

It is an easy consequence of Definition 9.4.1 that each H Y will be a Ny-body 
(NR)-hamiltonian with respect to the lattice gy, of corank Ny 2; more precisely, 
H Y is a densely defined self-adjoint lower semi bounded operator in X(Y) which 
is affiliated to :yY and has factorization properties similar to those of H with 
respect to subspaces Z E ,~. This explains the simplicity of the results we 
obtain below and allows one to prove many important facts by a simple induction 
procedure. As a first example, we have the following rather explicit description 
of the essential spectrum of H (this is the classical HVZ theorem): 

THEOREM 9.4.2. Let H be a non-relativistic N -body hamiltonian and let 
{HY}yezi be the family of intemal hamiltonians associated to it. For each 
Y E .q}, let Ty = inf u(HY) and TY = inf uess(HY ). Then: 

(i) uess(H) = [TX, (0) and T X = minYE'l!(2) Ty. 

(ii) If Z c Y and Z # Y, then -00 < Ty ::; TY ::; TZ ::; O. 

(iii) If Y # X, then the spectrum of H y is purely absolutely continuous and 
u(Hy ) = [Ty,oo). 

IThe tensor product V Y @Y [ may be interpreted as follows: first take the Hilbert tensor 
product of the bounded operator V Y : Xl (Y) -+ X-I (Y) with the identity map ,yt'(y 1-) -+ 

X(y1-), then observe that X = Y EEl y1- provides us with canonical embeddings XI(X) C 

XI(Y)@X(y1-) c ,/t(X) c ,/t-l(y) @,yt'(y1-) c X-I(X), and finally define VY @Y I 
as the restriction of V Y @ I to ,yt'I(X), considered with values in X-I(X). Of course, this 
definition of H(Y) is equivalent to that of Proposition 9.3.4. 

2Indeed, H Y will be bounded from below because dHy) C a(H) and a(Hy) = a(H}') + 
Ift+, d. §8.2.3. Moreover, Hy = ,q:>y[H] is affiliated to :Yy which is the tensor product of /JjY 
with the abelian C* -algebra Too (Y 1-). By taking into account the description of the observables 
affiliated to such C*-algebras given in §8.2.4 and by noticing that to work in the Gelfand 
representation of Too (Y 1-) is equivalent with making a Fourier transformation in the variable 
of Y 1-, one sees that there is a proper, continuous family {Hyl I y' E U C Y 1-} of observables 
Hyl affiliated to :yy such that :ry~ (Hy - z)-l:r;.~ is the operator of multiplication by the 

operator-valued function y' f-> (Hyl _z)-l (see Remark 9.2.6). But Hy = H)' @y[+I@y 6 y~ 
implies Hyl = H Y +lyI12, hence H Y is affiliated to /JjY If Z c Y, we have [1>z[Hy ] = g>z[H], 
so H Y has factorization properties similar to those of H = HX. 
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PROOF. The abstract HVZ theorem (Proposition 8.4.2) and the relation i5f"(X) 
= lK(X) imply that iJess(H) = i1-iJess (H) = Un 9'(2)iJ(Hy). If Y i- X, then 

~ y..l. has a purely absolutely continuous spectrum, equal to lR.+ = [0, CXl). Since 

H y = H Y Q9y I + I Q9y ~y..l., the results of §8.2.3 imply the absolute continuity 
of the spectrum of Hy and iJ(Hy) = iJ(HY) + lR.+ = [Ty, CXl). Hence (i) and (iii) 
are proved. If Z c Y, we have iJ(Hz) C iJ(Hy), so we shall have TX ::; TZ for 
all Z i- X. Then (ii) follows by replacing H by H Y and by taking into account 
that TO = TO = O. D 

We use the notation iJp(H) for the set of eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator 
H. If H is a non-relativistic N-body hamiltonian, one associates to it two new 
remarkable sets: the set of thresholds of H, defined as T(H) := UY-lXiJp(HY ), 
and the critical set of H, defined as ",(H) := UYE'.I;!Jp(HY ). Observe that these 
are countable subsets of R The main point of the spectral analysis of (NR)
hamiltonians is that H has rather simple spectral properties outside T(H). Hence 
it is important to be able to prove that T(H) is a closed set (one may think of a 
countable closed set as being a small set). The closedness of T(H) will be shown 
to be a consequence of the Mourre estimate. We should like to add several 
comments concerning the set of thresholds of H: 

(1) It is easy to show that TX E T(H), so TX if:> simultaneouf:>ly the bottom 
of the spectrum of some H Y with Y i- X and an eigenvalue of H Y ; clearly 
TX = min T(H). 

(2) By induction one sees that Ty, TY E T(H) for all Y i- X, in particular 
o E T(H). 

(3) For a large class of non-relativistic N-body hamiltonians of the form 
H = ~ + ~Y-IO V Y Q9y I, with V Y multiplication operators, it has been shown 

that T(H) C [T X , 0]' sec [FH2]; this is equivalent with the non-existence of 
strictly positive eigenvalues for all H Y ; note, however, that H could have nega
tive eigenvalues embedded in its continuouf:> f:>pectrum. 

(4) If Y i- X, then Hy if:> a (NR)-hamiltonian with purely continuous spec
trum; however, its set of thresholds could be very rich, becauf:>e T(Hy) = "'(Hy) = 

",(HY ) ::J T(HY) (the proof of these relations is a straightforward exercise). 
In the spectral analYf:>is of (NR)-hamiltonians the role of the conjugate opera

tor will be played by the generator of the dilation group in X, denoted D == D X 

and explicitly defined in (1.2.19). One should always have in mind the relation 

D X = DY Q9y I + I Q9y DY..l. between the generators of the dilation groups in 
X, Y and Y~. 

LEl\IMA 9.4.3. If the (NR}-hamiltonian H is of class C~(D), then each Hy is 
of class C,~(D) and each internal hamiltonian H Y is of class C~(DY). 

PROOF. The hypothesis mcanf:> that the function T f---> W(T)* (H +i)-l W(T) E 

Jffi(X) is of class C 1 in norm, where W == W X is the dilation group in ,yt(X). 
We know (cf. the beginning of Section 9.3) that the group of automorphismf:> 
q}fT[S] = W(T)*SW(T) induced by W leaves /5f" invariant, its restriction to ,OJ is 
of class Co and is compatible with the grading 5 = ~ Y E q: ,'1 (Y) (i.e. gy q}fT = 

OJ1:"o/>y on ,'1). Since (H +i)-l E ,OJ and ,~[(H +i)-l] = (Hy +i)-l, it follows 
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immediately that H y is of class C,~(D). In view of the factorization property of 
W ( T), we clearly have: 

W(T)* H y W(T) = [WY (T)* HYWY (T)] Q9y I + I Q9y [e2r 6Y~]. 

If we make a Fourier transformation in the variable of Y ~ and work in the 
representation '#(X) ~ L2(y~;,yc(y)), then W(T)*(Hy + i)-lW(T) becomes 
the operator of multiplication by the operator-valued function Fr : Y ~ --) JBl(Y) 
defined by Fr(Y') = [WY (T)* HYWY (T) + e2r ly'I2 + i]-l. So the function T f---+ 

Fr E Coo(Y~; JBl(Y)) is norm C 1 . But S f---+ S(O) is a morphism of Coc (y ~; JBl(Y)) 
onto JBl(Y). Hence T f---+ Fr(O) = W Y (T)*(HY + i)-l W Y (T) is norm C1. D 

Assume that H is a (NR)-hamiltonian of class C,~(D). Then we may consider 
the functions (! = (!f: and (j = (jf: defined according to the rules of Section 
7.2. We stress the fact that (j is defined with respect to the ideal lK(X) of all 
compact operators in ,YC(X) , and that lK(X) = iJ(max $), so that we may 
apply Theorem 8.4.3 (see also §8.3.4). When we want to insist on the fact that 
we consider the (NR)-hamiltonian H = H X on the euclidean space X, we write 

(! == (!x, (j == (jx. This implicitly defines (!Y = (!f:~ and (jY = (jf:~ for all Y E $; 

note that H Y is an operator in the Hilbert space '#(Y) and (jY is defined in 
terms of the ideal lK(Y) of compact operators in '#(Y). On the other hand, we 
may also consider the (NR)-hamiltonians H y in '#(X), and so we may define 
(!y = (!f:y and (jy = (jf:y. But if Y # X, we have (!y = (jy by Theorem 7.2.13. 
Now observe that (jx = minYEq;(2) (!y, as a consequence of Theorem 8.4.3. But 
we may compute (!y in terms of (!Y if Y # X (if Y = X, we have (!X = (!X) by 
using the Theorem 8.3.6 and Example 7.2.2. Obviously, if Y # X and A E lR: 

(9.4.4) 

Finally, one may express (!Y in terms of (jY by using again Theorem 7.2.13. The 
result will be an explicit expression of (jx in terms of the functions (jY with 
Y E .Q?(2). So a question concerning a N-body hamiltonian (the calculation of 
(jX) has been reduced to a similar question concerning (N -I)-body hamiltonians 
(calculation of (jY with Y E .Q?(2)). By induction, we can now compute eX 
explicitly. We state the precise result in the next theorem. 

THEOREM 9.4.4. Let H be a non-relativistic N -body hamiltonian and let D 
be the generator of the dilation group, normalized as in (1.2.19). Assume that 
H is of class C~ (D) and let (j = (jf:. Then T(H) and K(H) are closed countable 
sets, K(H) \ T(H) is a discrete subset oflR consisting of eigenvalues of H of finite 
multiplicity, and I1P(H) = lR \ K(H) (see (7.3.1)). Moreover, for each A E lR we 
have 

(9.4.5) (j(A) = inf{A - fL I fL E T(H) and fL S A}, 

with the convention that the infimum over an empty set is +00. 

PROOF. The main ideas of the proof have been presented above, we now give 
the details. We first consider two very simple cases, which correspond to N = 1 
and N = 2. If Y = 0, then obviously (j°(A) = +00 for all A, while (!O(O) = 0 
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and fP(A) = +00 if A =I O. Now let Y E $ be an element which covers 0, 
i.e .. gy = {O, Y}. Then H Y is a 2-body hamiltonian and we may use Example 
7.2.2 and Theorem 7.2.13 in order to compute (fY. We obtain (fY (A) = +00 if 
A < 0 and (fY (A) = A if A 2: O. Now Theorem 7.2.13 will give (!Y (A) = 0 if 
A E (Jp(HY) U (Jp(HO) = K,(HY) and (!Y (A) = (fY (A) if A t/:. K,(HY) (note that 
O"p(HO) = {O} = T(HY) in the case under consideration). In view of the last 
mi::;ertion of Corollary 7.2.11, the theorem is proved if N <::: 2. 

We now prove the theorem by induction over the lattice $. vYe assume that 
the assertions of the theorem are proved for all H Y with Y < Z, for some 
fixed Z, and we prove them for HZ. There is no loss of generality and it is 
notationally convenient to assume Z = X. Observe first that, for each Y =I X, 
K,(HY) = T(HY ) U [K,(HY) \ T(HY )] is a closed set (since T(HY ) is closed and the 
points of K,(HY ) \ T(HY ) may accumulate only at points of T(HY) or at ±oo). 
On the other hand, T(H) is clearly equal to UYcj.XK,(HY ), so it is closed too. 
If we succeed in proving (9.4.5), the other assertions of the theorem will follow 
from Corollary 7.2.11. We know that (f = minYE'l'(2) (!y. We shall prove below 
that for Y =I X: 

(9.4.6) 

This allows us to conclude as follows: 

(f(A) = min (!Y(A) = inf{A - J1111 E K,(HY ),J1 <::: A, Y E $(2)) 
YE.T(2) 

= inf{A - J1 I J1 E Un 'l'(2)K,(HY ), J1 <::: A} = inf{A - J1 I J1 E T(H), 11 <::: A}. 

It remains to determine /2y for Y =I X. From the induction hypothesis and 
Theorem 7.2.13 we obtain that (!Y (11) = 0 if J1 E K,(HY) and (!Y (J1) = (fY (J1) = 

inf{11 - v I v E T(HY), v <::: II} if 11 t/:. K,(HY). Note that K,(HY) is closed, so 
(!Y (J1) > 0 if (and only if) 11 t/:. K,(HY). We first check (9.4.6) for A E K,(HY). 
Then the r.h.s. of (9.4.6) is zero; by (9.4.4) its 1.h.s. is zero too, because (!Y (J1) 2: 0 
for alllL E IR. and (!Y (A) = O. Now assume that A t/:. K,(HY ). Then A belongs to 
a unique connected component of the open set IR. \ K,(HY ), so there are uniquely 
determined numbers a < b with a = -00 or a E K,(HY) and b = +00 or 
b E K,(HY ), such that A E (a, b) and (a, b) n K,(HY ) = 0. If a = -00, then 
A < inf K,(HY ), ::;0 (!Y(A) = +00 and (9.4.6) is true. If a is finite, then the r.h.s. 
of (9.4.6) is A-a. To determine its 1.h.s., we use again (9.4.4). The infimum 
over IL <::: a in (9.4.4) is attained for 11 = a and is equal to A - a; for a < IL <::: A 
one has 

(!Y (J1) + A - J1 = (fY (J1) + A - IL 

= inf{11 - v + A - IL I v E T(HY ), v <::: J1} 2: A - a, 

because T(HY) C K,(HY). So (!Y(A) = A-a. 0 

If H is a hamiltonian as in Theorem 9.4.4 and A is an eigenvalue of H, then 
the following three situations for the value of (f = (f~ at A may be considered: 

(1) (f(A) = +00; this happens precisely when A is an eigenvalue of finite 
multiplicity which is isolated from the remainder of the spectrum of H; 
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(2) 0 < a(A) < +00; this occurs when A is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, 
belongs to the essential spectrum of H but is isolated from the other eigenvalues 
of H (i.e. A is an isolated point of CJ"p(H)); 

(3) a(A) = 0; this occurs when A is of infinite multiplicity or an accumulation 
point of eigenvalues of H. 

The following example illustrates the situation (2). It corresponds in some 
sense to a system of two electrons interacting with a nucleus but not between 
themselves. Let X be two-dimensional and denote the coordinates of a point 
x by :r = (:r l, X2) (with respect to some orthonormal basis of X). We take 

H = Hl +H2' with Hk = -~ + Vk(.Tk), where Vk satisfy Vds) --+ 0 as lsi --+ (X) 
k 

(k = 1,2). vVe assume that VI, V2 are such that Hl has exactly one eigenvalue 
Al < 0, whereas H2 has exactly two negative eigenvalues which we denote by A2 
and A:l; furthermore we assume the following relations between these eigenvalues: 
A2 < Al + A3 < Al < A:l. Then TX = Al + A2 is an isolated eigenvalue of H, 
the bottom of its essential spectrum is T X = A2, the threshold set of H is 
T(H) = {Al, A2, A3. O} and Al + A:J is an eigenvalue of H that is embedded in its 
essential spectrum. We have 0 < Al + A3 - A2 = a(AI + A3) < +00. 

Let H be a hamiltonian of class C 1 (D). Then, besides the functions f2 == f2Jj 

and a == aPr, one may associate to it two other functions g == g~ and g == g~, 
defined in (7.2.5) and in the comments after (7.2.15) respectively. vVe have seen 
in Section 7.2 that one has f2 = - f2 H D and (5 = - a II D. Thi" allows us to calculate 
explicitly these new functions for (NR)-hamiltonians. Note that it is sufficient 
to compute (5; then f2 is given by Theorem 7.2.13. 

- -

PROPOSITION 9.4.5. Let the as.mmptions of Theorem 9.4.4 be satisfied and 
set g = g~. Then one has for each A E ~ : 

(9.4.7) (5(A) = sup{A -IL I fL E T(H) and fI ~ A} = {-(X) X -' A-T 
if A < T X , 

ilA2::r"K, 

We recall the convention that the supremum over an empty set is -(X). 
PROOF. The proof of (9.4.7) is somewhat simpler than that of (9.4.5), but 

nllls along the same lines. If X = 0, then T X = +00 and the result is obvious. 
By u"ing Example 7.2.2, Theorem 7.2.13 and the equality g~ = -f2-;;.D, we obtain 

for X #- 0: g~(A) = -(X) if A < 0 and g~(A) = A if A 2:: O. Hence (9.4.7) is true 
if H is the free hamiltonian. We adopt notations similar to those of the proof of 

.• • Y _ oy ~Y _ ~DY _ 0 _ ~LJ f .../.. 
Theorem 9.4.4, namel} g - gllY' g - glfY' gy - g/iy' gy - gf{,.' I Y I X, 
we have by Theorems 7.2.1~) and 8.~3.6: 

(9.4.8) 

Assume that (9.4.7) is true for all internal hamiltonians H Y with Y #- X (thi" 
is the induction hypothesis). In other terms, if Y #- X, then gY (A) = -(X) if 

,\ < TY and (5Y (A) = A - TY if,\ 2:: TY . Then Theorem 7.2.13 gives the following 

expression fc-;;:' the function gY: (1) gY (,\) = 0 if ,\ < TY and ,\ E CJ"p(HY); (2) 
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(!Y (,\) = -00 if ,\ < TY and ,\ tJ. ap(HY); (3) (!Y (,\) = ,\ - TY if ,\ :::: TY . By 
using (9.4.8) it is quite easy now to prove that -

Finally, we use Theorem 8.4.3 and get 

-x 
!l. = sup !l.y. 

YEY!(2) 

if,\ < Ty, 

if,\ :::: Ty. 

Since T X = minYeZ'(2) Ty (cf. Theorem 9.4.2), the relation (9.4.7) is proved. D 

Let us state more explicitly the content of relations (9.4.5) and (9.4.7). As
sume that H is a non-relativistic N-body hamiltonian of class C~(D), where D 
is given by (1.2.19). Let'\ E aess(H) = [TX,oo) and 

a1 = inf{A -It III E T(H),IL:S: ,\}, a2 =,\ - TX. 

Then for each couple of numbers 81,82 > 0 there is a number c > 0 and there 
are compact operators K 1, K2 in de(X) such that 

(a1 - 8dE('\;c) + K1 :s: E('\;c)[H,iD]E('\; c) :s: (a2 + 82 )E('\;c) + K 2 . 

Here E is the spectral measure of Hand E('\; c) = E(('\ - c,'\ + c)). Moreover, 
a1 and a2 are the best possible constants such that the preceding statement is 
true. 

We add a remark concerning the regularity condition we put on H in Theorem 
9.4.4. Let H be a non-relativistic N -body hamiltonian; then H is of class C7~ (D) 
if and only if there is z E !C \ a( H) such that the sesquilinear form [D, (H - z) -1 L 
with domain equal to the domain of D in de(X), extends to a bounded operator 
belonging to /Y (sec also Theorem 6.2.10). Indeed, if H is of class C~(D), then 
the derivative at T = 0 of FT == W(T)*(H - Z)-lW(T) exists in norm and is 
equal to [(H - Z)-l, iD]. Since FT E :Y which is norm-closed, we see that 
[(H _z)-l, D] E ,OJ. Reciprocally, if this holds, then FT is a strongly differentiable 
function of T (see Section 6.2) and F; = W(T)* F~W(T). Since F6 E :Y and the 
group ~T restricted to ,OJ is of class Co, we see that F; is a norm-continuous 
function of T, so FT is in fact norm-C1 , i.e. H is of class C~ (D). 

9.4.2. We finally present some general but easily verifiable conditions for a 
(NR)-hamiltonian to be of class C~ (D) or ~1,1 (D). We shall restrict ourselves 
to hamiltonians of the form H = ~ + LYEP Vy with Vy = V y Q9y I and V y a 
symmetric ~y-bounded operator in ,7t'(Y). However, we shall not require that 
V y be relatively compact with respect to ~ y (nor that the operator del (Y) ----> 

,#-1 (Y) induced by V y be compact) because this condition is locally too strong, 
e.g. it eliminates second order differential operators (even with coefficients of class 
Co(Y)). 

We shall replace the compactness assumptions made before (e.g. in Proposi
tion 9.3.4) by a condition of smallness at infinity which will be introduced below 
(this is partly inspired by developments in [JW]). Then we make some comments 
concerning the definition of H and give a new criterion for an operator to be 
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affiliated to i5f (Proposition 9.3.4 will not apply any more). It is only after these 
preliminary considerations that we shall turn to the question of the regularity 
class of H with respect to D. 

LEMMA 9.4.6. If 5 : .7f2(X) ---> .7t'(X) is a linear continuous operator, then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) There are a number s > 0 and a function ~ E C=(X), with ~(x) = 0 near 
the origin and ~(x) = lin a neighbourhood of infinity such that 

lim 11~(Qlr)511 . .1f2....., . .#,-s = O. 
T-----+CX:; 

(a') For each function ~ E BCOO(X) with ~(;r) = 0 near the origin and for 
each number s > 0 one has lim7 .....,oo 11~(Qlr)511 . .1(2.....,.1(-S = O. 

(b) There is s > 0 such that 5 is a compact operator from .Yt'2(X) to .Yt'-S(X). 
(b') For each s > 0, the operator 5 : .7t2 (X) ---> .Yt'- s (X) is compact. 

PROOF. We shall show that (a)=?(a')=?(b')=?(b)=?(a) and immediately ob
serve that the third implication is obvious. 

(i) (a)=?(a'): We assume that (a) holds for some function ~ and some number 
s. Let TI E BCOC(X) be such that 1/(:r:) = 0 near the origin, and let t > O. 
Then clearly there are a number A > 0 and a function cp E BCoc (X) such that 
TJ(x) = cp(X)~(AX) \Ix E X. Hence 

I irJ( Q I l' )511 . .#'2....., . .#' t :s: II cp( Q I 1') 11 . .1t'-t ....., . .#'-t II~ (AQ I 1')5 II.1f2 .....,.1f-t 

:s: Cj I~(AQ I1')511..1(2....., . .1I'-t 

for i:iome constant C independent of l' ::,. 1. So it is sufficient to show that 

lim 11~(Qlr)511 . .1(2.....,.J{'-t = 0 for all t > O. 
T---+CXJ 

If t::,. s, this is obvious. If 0 < t < 8, then (.Yt',.7t'-S)e,2 = .7t-t if e = tis, and 
we can use Corollary 2.6.2. 

(ii)(a')=?(b'): The function 1 - ~ is of class CiJ(X), hence I - ~(QI1') is a 
compact operator .7t(X) ---> .Yt'-S(X) for each .5 > 0 (cf. Proposition 4.1.3); so 
57 == [I - ~(QIT)l5 : .Yt'2(X) ---> .7t'-S(X) is also a compact operator for each 
T > O. Since Sr ---> 5 in llorm in B(.Yt'2,.Yt'-s) as T ---> 00, we obtain (b'). 

(iii)(b)=?(a): Let s be as in (b) and let ~ be an arbitrary function of class 
BCOO(X) with ~(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of the origin. Then the operator 
~(QIT) converges strongly to zero in .7t- S (X) as T ---> 00. Hence for any compact 
operator 5 : .Yt'2(X) ---> .yt'-S(X) we shall have 11~(QIT)511..#'2....., . .1f'-S ---> 0 as 
T ---> 00. 0 

DEFINITION 9.4.7. A linear continuous operator 5 : .Yt'2(X) ---> .Yt'(X) satis
fying the conditions of the preceding lemma is called small at infinity. 

Each compact operator from .7t2(X) to Jt'(X) is small at infinity. But, al
though a second order differential operator is never compact as an operator from 
.7t2(X) to .Yt'(X) (unless it is of lower order), it could be small at infinity. For 
example, if 5 = 2:,ajdQ)Pj Pk (derivatives with respect to a basis of X) with 
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ajk E Coo(X), then S satisfies (a) with s = 0, so is small at infinity when consid
ered as an operator from dt'2(X) to dt'(X). We mention that the condition (b') of 
the lemma does not imply that limr->oo 11~(Q/r)SII,1t'2->,Yf = 0 (indeed, let X = ~ 
and S = a( Q)(p2 + 1) with a E LOO(~) n L2(~); then S : ,yt'2 (~) -+ ,yc-2(~) is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator and 11~(Q/r)SII,1t'2->,.1t' = esssuPxElFt 1~(x/r)a(x)1 does 
not tend to zero in general as r -+ (0), 

Let Y be a subspace of X and V y : dt'2(y) -+ ,YC(Y) a linear continuous 
operator. Then the operator Vy = V y ®I : ,yt'2 (Y) ®,YC(Y 1-) -+ dt'(Y) ®dt'(Y 1-) 
will be interpreted as a densely defined operator in ,yt(X) , which is possible due 
to the natural dense embedding ,yc2(y) ®,yt'(Y 1-) c ,YC(X) and to the canonical 
identification of dt'(Y) ® dt'(Y 1-) with dt'(X) (see Section 9,1). According to 
the rules of Section 9.1, we have to set Vy = V y ®y I when Vy is considered 
as operator in dt'(X) , One gets a very convenient expression for the operator 
Vy when working in the representation ,YC(X) = L2(y-'-;dt'(Y)). Then the 
domain of Vy is L2(y\,yc2 (y)) and we have (Vyf)(y') = VYf(y') for f E 
L2(y1-;,yc2(y)) and y' E y1-. 

LEMMA 9.4.8. With the preceding hypotheses and notations, one has D(Vy ) ~ 
,YC2(X). Furthermore, if a and b are positive numbers such that 1 IVY gll,~t'(y) ::; 

al16 ygll;t(y) + bllgll,~(y) for all 9 E ,yc2(y) , then 1 IVy fll,~t'(x) ::; aI16fll~(x) + 
bllfll,~t'(x) fOT all f E dt'2(X). 

PROOF. As in the proof of Proposition 9.:1.4, it is useful to work in the repre
sentation ,YC(X) = L2(y1-;,7t(Y)) and to make a Fourier transformation in the 
variable y' E Y 1-. Then the operator Vy will have the same expression as above, 
while the operator .6., with domain ,YC2 (X), becomes the operator of multipli
cation by the operator valued-function y' f---+ 6 Y + ly'I2 with domain equal to 
the set of f E L2(y1-;,yc(y)) such that J~~ IIIy'I 2 f(y')II,~(y)dy' < 00. Now it 
is easy to check the assertions of the lemma, D 

We now choose, once and for all, a family of operators {V Y }YE9'! with the 
following properties: 

(i) V y is a symmetric operator in ,7t(Y) with domain equal to ,7t2 (Y); 
(ii) if n(Y) denotes the operator bound of V y with respect to 6 y, then 

~YE'1' o:(Y) < 1; 
(iii) VO = O. 

Further conditions will be impot;ed on V y later on. If we set V}7 = V y ®y I, 
then by Lemma 9.4.8 each Vy is a symmetric operator in dt'(X) with domain 
containing ,yt'2(X), and the operator bound of Vy with respect to 6 is n(Y). 
Hence the operator H = 6 + ~YEq: Vy is self-adjoint on ,YC2(X) in ,yt'(X) 
(by the Kato-Rellich theorem, since ~YE ~ n(Y) < 1). This is the operator 
that will be studied in the remainder of this section. For each Y E .93 we set 
Hy = 6 + ~ZE'T z<y Vz ; then Hy is also a self-adjoint operator in ,yt'(X) with 
domain ,YC2 (X). ' -

PROPOSITION 9.4.9. Assume that for each Y Eq} the operator V y : ,yc2 (y) -+ 

,YC(Y) is small at infinity. Then the selradjoint operator H is affiliated to ,Of 
and .'1Y[H] = Hy for all Y Eq}. 
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PROOF. (i) For each E > 0 we set V EY = (I +E~Y)~lVY(I +E~Y)~l. Since 
V Y : X2(y) --+ ,yt'~2(y) is compact, VEY is a compact symmetric operator in 
,yt'(Y) and we have limE-+o V EY = V Y in norm in B(X2(Y),X~2(y)) (note 
that (I + E~Y)~l converges strongly to 1 in B(,yt'±2(y)) as E --+ 0). We set 
V~ = V EY 0y 1, V E = LYEP V~ and HE = ~ + V E, so that HE is a self-adjoint 
operator in X(X) with domain X2(X). 

Observe that for each .\ > 0 we have 

(9.4.9) 

Since IIVY(.\ + ~Y)~llllffi(Y) --+ a(Y) as.\ --+ 00, one sees that for each v > 0 
there is .\U > 0 such that, if .\ :::- .\u, then 

YEP YEP 

By choosing v small enough it follows that there are numbers a < 1 and .\ > 0 
such that 11(.\+~)~lVElllffi(X) ~ a for all E > O. Since.\ can be choosen as large 
as we wish we may assume that -.\ belongs to the resolvent set of H and of each 
HE. So, if we set V = LYEP Vy , we obtain: 

(.\ + HE)~l _ (.\ + H)~l = (.\ + HE)~l(V _ VE)(.\ + H)~l 

= [1 + (.\ + ~)~lVEr1. (.\ + ~)~1(V _ VE)(.\ + ~)~1. (.\ + ~)(.\ + H)~l. 

Now it is easy to prove that ('\+HE)~l --+ ('\+H)~l in norm in JE(X) as E --+ O. 
Indeed, by using (9.4.9) again we have for some finite constants C 1 , C2 : 

11(.\ + HE)~l - (.\ + H)~llllffi(X) ~ 

~ (1- a)~lll(.\ + ~)~l(V - VE)(.\ + ~)~llllffi(X) ·11(.\ + ~)(.\ + H)~llllffi(X) 

:S C1 L 11(.\ + ~Y)~l(VY - VEY)(.\ + ~Y)~llllffi(Y) 

~ C2 L 1 IVY - VEYII.7t'2(Y)-+.Y{'~2(Y) --+ 0 as E --+ O. 
YE11 

(ii) By an elementary particular case of Proposition 9.3.4, the operator HE 
is affiliated to ;Y and ~[HE] = Hy == ~ + LZCl?,z<Y Vz. By the result 
established in step (i) we have limE-+o Hfy = Hy in the norm resolvent sense (cf. 
the end of §8.1.2) for each Y E $. This implies that H is affiliated to ,0; and 
that ~[H] = Hy for Y E $. 0 

By taking ino account the factorization property of the dilation group {W (T)} 
and the fact that W(T) leaves X2(X) invariant, one sees that the operators 
W(T)VyW(-T) and [WY(T)VYWY(-T)] 0y 1 have the same restriction to 
,yt'2(X). It follows that Vy is of class C1(D;,7t'2(X),,7t'~2(X)) if V Y is of class 
C1(DY;X2(Y),X~2(y)), and then [D, Vy ] = [DY , V Y ]0y 1. On the other 
hand, if V Y is an arbitrary symmetric operator in B(X2(y),X(Y)), the com
mutator [DY , V Y ] is a well defined element of B(.Yt?(Y),.Yt'~ll(y)), and V Y is of 
class C1(DY;X2(Y),X~2(y)) if and only if [DY , V Y ] E B(,7t'2(Y),X~2(y)) 
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(this is a straightforward consequence of (6.3.23); the details of the proof are left 
to the reader). 

THEOREM 9.4.10. Assume that for each Y E !JJ the operator V Y : ,yt'2(y) --+ 

,yt'(Y) is small at infinity and that [DY , V Y ] is a compact operator ,yt'2(y) --+ 

Jt'~2(y). Then H is a (NR)-hamiltonian of class C~(D). In particulaT T(E) is 
a closed countable set, the eigenvalues of H outside T(H) aTe of finite multiplicity 
and do not have accumulation points outside T( H), and D is locally conjugate 
toHon~\T(H). 

PROOF. The fact that H is a (NR)-hamiltonian is a straightforward conse
quence of Proposition 9.4.9. It remains to be shown that H is of class C~(D), 
since the other assertions of the theorem will then follow from Theorem 9.4.4. Ac
cording to the comments made before the statement of the theorem, and by tak
ing into accountthe equality [.6, iD] = .6, we have HE C l (D; Jt'2(X),d't~2(X)). 
Then it follows from Theorem 6.3.4 (a) that H is of class C l (D) and that for 
R = (H - z)~l, Z ~ a(H), we have 

[iD,R] = R[H,iD]R = R+ ZR2 + L R([Vy,iD]- Vy)R. 
YEP 

The property R E C~ (D; ,yt) is equivalent to liD, R] E :Y (cf. the remarks that 
follow Proposition 9.4.5). Since R E i1f", it suffices to show that RUy R E ,Of 
for each Y, where Uy = Uy Q9y I and Uy = [VY , iDYl - V Y . The op
erator UY : Jt'2(y) --+ Jt'-2(y) is compact, so UY = limE~o UEY in norm 
in B(,yt'2(Y)"yt'~2(y)), with W Y = (I + c.6Y)~lUY (I + c.6Y)~l a compact 
symmetric operator in d't'(Y). If we set U~ = U EY Q9y I, thcn wc shall have 
limE~() Uy = Uy in norm in B(,yt2(X)"yt~2(X)), hence limE~o IIRUyR -
RUyRIIJrn(x) = 0 (because R is a continuous operator d't(X) --+ ,yt2(X) and 
,yt'~2(X) --+ ,yt(X)). Since :Y is a norm closed subalgebra of Jlll(X) , the proof of 
the theorem will be finished once we have shown that UyR E /1f". 

We prove more generally that K Q9y I . T E /1(Y + Z) if K E OC(Y) and 
T E /1J(Z). Now .Of(Y + Z) is a closed subspace of Jlll(X). So, by the definition 
(9.2.14), it suffices to consider T = L Q9z S with L E OC(Z) and S E T=(Z..l). 
Then, if we set E = Y + Z, we have 

K Q9y I· L Q9z S = [K Q9y I· L Q9z I]· I Q9z S = M Q9E I· I Q9z S 

for some M E OC(E) (see the example (a) after Corollary 9.2.5). Since Z c E 
we may write Z..l = E..l EEl F with F a subspace of E. So S is a norm limit of 

linear combinations of operators of the form Sl Q9j,.L S2 with Sl E T = (F) and 
S2 E TXl(E..l). But 

M Q9~ I· I Q9~ (Sl Q9r S2) = M Q9~ I· [(Sl Q9~ 1) Q9~ S2] 

= [M· (Sl Q9~ I)]Q9~ S2 E :Y(E). 0 

We shall now point out several sufficient conditions on the potentials V y 

implying that the hamiltonian H is of class 'PI) (D). Since the domain of H is 
invariant under the dilation group, we see from Theorem 6.3.4 (b) that H is of 
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class re1,1(D) if and only if HE re1,1(D;.76'2(X),.ye-2(X)). The operator 6 is 
of class C=(D;.76'2(X),.76'(X)), so H is of class re1,1(D) if for each Y E $ one 
has Vy E re1,1(D;.76'2(X),.76'-2(X)). On the other hand we clearly have 

IIW(T)VY W( -T) + W( -T)Vy W(T) - 2Vy I 1..ff2 (X)-+ . .ff-2 (X) ::; 

::; IIWY (T)VYWY (-T) + W Y (-T)VYWY (T) - 2VYII,.ff2(y)-+.7t'-2(Y). 

In conclusion, if V Y belongs to re1,1(DY;.76'2(Y),.76'-2(y)) for each Y E ,$, 

then H is of class !(gl,l(D). So it is sufficient to find some simple but ef
ficient criteria for a symmetric operator in B(.yt'2(y),.yt'(Y)) to be of class 
reI, 1 (D Y ; .76'2 (Y), .76'-2 (Y)). Since X is an arbitrary euclidean space it suffices 
to study this question for the case Y = X. In order to simplify the notations, 
we shall not specify explicitly the space X, e.g. we set.76'8 == .yeS(X); moreover, 
we sometimes denote the norm in B(.76'S(X),.76't(X)) by 11·lls,t. The discussion 
that follows is parallel to that of §7.5.3. 

Consider first an arbitrary operator S E B(.76'2,.76'-2). Then the simplest 
way of checking that S E rel,1 (D;.76'2, .76'-2) is by showing that S belongs to 
C2(D;.yt'2,.yt'-2). Note that [D, [D, S]] is always a well defined continuous op
erator .9"(X) ---> 9'* (X) or equivalently a continuous sesquilinear form on .'I'(X). 
It is now a standard matter to show that S is of class C2 (D; .76'2, .76'-2) if and 
only if [D, [D, S]] E B(.yt'2, .yt'-2) (see our notational conventions in Section 2.1) 
or equivalently if and only if the sesquilinear form [D, [D, S]] is continuous for 
the topology induced by .ye2 (X) on .9"(X). 

A more general assumption on S which ensures that S E re1,1 (D; .ye2, .ye-2) 
is S E C1+0(D;.76'2,.yt'-2), i.e. [D,S] E B(.76'2,.76'-2) and 

111IW(T)[D,S]W(-T) - [D,S]112,_2T-ldT < 00. 

As we explained in §7.5.3, the last integrability condition is satisfied if S : .76'2 ---> 

.yt'-2 is a symmetric operator and 

(9.4.10) 1= IID(D + ir )-1 [D, S]112,-2 r- 1dr < 00 

ro 

for some 1'0 < 00 (see part (i) of the proof of Proposition 7.5.7). (9.4.10) is 
clearly satisfied if the range of the operator [D, S] (defined on .yt'2) is included 
in an interpolation space (.Yt,.76'-2)e,p with 0 < () < 1, where.Yt is the domain 
of D in .76'-2. Since .1t => dil.-I, we see that (9.4.10) follows from [D, S].76'2 c 
(.yttI,.76'-2)e,2 for some () < 1. Then, by using the relation (0 < () < 1) 

( .",£,-1 ",,£'- 2) (.",£,-1 ~,£'-1) "",£,-1 .",£,-1 ·.fl1 ,d< e,2 => dr/l ,df/ e,2 = df/1-e,2 = df/1-e 

one finds that (9.4.10) follows from [D, S].ye2 c .~-1 for some E > 0 (in fact a 
more careful interpolation argument shows that [D, S].yt'2 c ,~-2+E would be 
sufficient). The next propm,ition improves this result. 

PROPOSITION 9.4.11. Let S : .ye2(X) ---> .76'-2(X) be a symmetric operator 
such that [D,S] E B(,ye2(X),.76'-1(X)). Assume that there is a function ~ E 
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C=(X) with ~(x) = 0 neaTthe origin and ~(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of infinity, 
such that 

(9.4.11) != 11~(Q/r)[D, Slll.Jt'2(X)~.Jt'-1(X) r- 1dr < 00. 

Then S is of class !p,1,1 (D; dt2 (X), dt- 2 (X)). 

PROOF. The proof is almost identical with parts (ii) and (iii) of the proof of 
Proposition 7.5.7. We take A = (Q) and set Dr = D(D+ir)-l, Ar = A(A+r)-l, 
where r is a large positive number. Then 

(9.4.12) 

Dr = [Dr + r(D + ir)-l . DA -llAr = Ar[Dr + A -1 D· r(D + ir)-ll 

and DA -1 E B(dt-1, dt- 2) (this is the only difference with respect to the con
ditions of Proposition 7.5.7). Hence IIDr[D, SlI12,-2 ~ cIIAr[D, Sll/2,-l for some 
constant c and all sufficiently large r. So (9.4.10) follows from 

!= IIAr[D, SlI12,-1 r-1dr < 00 

which in turn is a consequence of f1= 117](A/r)[D,SlI12,-1 r- 1dr < 00 if 7] is a 
function in C=(JR) such that 7](t) = 0 near the origin and 7](t) = 1 for large It I 
(use (3.4.25) and Lemma 3.5.12 for example). To finish the proof note that we 
may choose 7] such that ~(x) = ~(x )7]((x)) "Ix E X. D 

The last criterion that we shall discuss is the analogue of Theorem 7.5.8. Note 
first that, according to (7.5.28), if S : dt2 --+ ,yt'-2 is a symmetric operator and 
Dr has the same meaning as above and if 

(9.4.13) 

for some finite ro, then S E !p,1,1(D;dt2,dt-2). Now let::lt be the domain of D2 
in dt- 2 . We have .yt :=> .Yt2 and one may show without difficulty that (9.4.13) 
is a consequence of S.76'2 C (.Yt2,.76'-2)e,2 for some e < 1/2. Since ,yt'-2 :=> dt 
and (.Yt2, dt)e,2 = ,Yl2(1-e),2, we see that it is sufficient to have S'yC2 C .Ytl+E for 
some c > 0 (it is more difficult to show that S,yt'2 C ,Yti+~+E for some c > 0 is 
still sufficient). We now improve this. 

PROPOSITION 9.4.12. Let S : dt2(X) --+ dt(X) be a symmetric operator. 
Assume that there is a function e E C[)(X \ {O}) with e(x) oJ 0 for 1 ~ Ixl ~ 2 
and such that 

(9.4.14) != Ile(Q/r)SII.Jt'2(x)~.Jt'(X)dr < 00. 

Then S E !p,1,1(D;,yt'2(X),.76'-2(X)). 
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PROOF. This is essentially a repetition of the proof of Theorem 7.5.8. We use 
the same notations as in the proof of Proposition 9.4.11, the identities (9.4.12) 
and 

D; = {D; + 2r(D + ir)-1 . Dr . DA -1 + [r(D + ir)-1]2 D2 A -2 }A;. 
By taking into account the properties D A-I, A-I DEB (:#s "yt:s-l) and 
D 2 A-2 E B(:#s"yt:s-2) for all real s, we then see that (9.4.13) is a consequence 
of 

The contribution of the first term above is dominated by the integral (9.4.14), 
cf. part (v) of the proof of Theorem 7.5.8. So it is sufficient to show that there 
is a finite constant C such that for all r ;::: 0 

(9.4.15) 

Observe that the norm on the l.h.s. is equal to II(P)-IArSAr(p)-111 while that 
on the r.h.s. is IIA;S(p)-211 == II(P)-2SA;II. SO it is natural to consider the 
family of bounded operators in:# defined by G(z) = (P)-Z A;-ZSA~(P)z-2 for 
O:S; ~z:S; 2. Indeed, we have G(O) = A;S(p)-2, G(l) = (P)-lArSAr(p)-l and 
G(2) = (P)-2SA;. Now (9.4.15) follows by the analytic interpolation argument 
described in part (iv) of the proof of Theorem 7.5.8. In fact the situation here 
is much simpler since the operators Ar = (Q)((Q) + r)-1 are quite explicit and 
easy to manipulate. For example, note that if z = x + iy with 0 :s; x :s; 2: 

IIG(z)11 = II(P)-X A;-zSA:(P)X-2 11 

:s; IIA;-z II-x,-x IISI12-x,-x IIA: 112-x,2-x, 
and for -2 :::; s :::; 2 we have Ilu(Q)lls,s :s; ClluIIBC2(X)' 0 

REMARK 9.4.13. It is unfortunately impossible to replace the function ~ in 
(9.4.11) by a function e with the properties required in Proposition 9.4.12. On 
the other hand, if (9.4.14) holds, then we shall also have the apparently stronger 
property: flOO 11~(Q/r)SII.Yt'2(X)-+.Yf(X)dr < 00 for any bounded Borel function ~ 
such that ~(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of zero. Indeed, it is sufficient to prove 
this under the supplementary assumptions ~ E C=(X) and ~(x) = 1 for large 
lxi, and then we may use the argument of Remark 7.6.9. 

REMARK 9.4.14. If S is as in Proposition 9.4.12, then S : ,yt'2(X) ---+ :#(X) 
is small at infinity. This is an immediate consequence of the preceding remark. 

The classes of potentials isolated by the three criteria studied above are de
scribed in the next definition. 

DEFINITION 9.4.15. Let U : ,YC2 (X) ---+ ,yt'(X) be a linear symmetric operator. 
(i) We say that U is a Mourre potential, and we write U E M(X), if [D, [D, U]] 

belongs to B(,yt:2(X),:#-2(X)) (i.e. the symmetric sesquilinear form [D, [D, U]] 
with domain 9'(X) is continuous for the topology induced by d'C2(X) on ,tJ'(X)). 
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(ii) We say that U is a long-range potential, and we write U E LR(X), if 
[D, Uj E B(dt'2 (X), ,yt'-l (X)) and there is a function ~ E CDO(X) with ~(x) = 0 
if Ixl <::: 1 and ~(x) = 1 if Ixl ;::: 2 such that 

100 11~(Q/r)[D, Ujll . .1t'2(x)-->.J't'-I(X) r-1dr < 00. 

(iii) We say that U is a short-range potential, and we write U E SR(X), if 

[CXJ IIXr (Q)UII . .1t'2(x)-->Jt'(X) dr < 00, 

where Xr is the characteristic function of the annulus r <::: Ixl <::: 2r. 

If U is a differential operator (necessarily of order <::: 2), then explicit con
ditions on the coefficients of U ensuring that U is a long-range or short-range 
potential may be easily deduced from the results presented in the last part of 
Section 1.3. Observe that, if U is the operator of multiplication by a function 
u and U belongs to B(dt'2(X),dt'(X)), then u E Lroc(X) and 2[iD, Uj is the 
operator of multiplication by the distribution raru(x) (here r = Ixl and ar is the 
radial derivative). 

We are now able to describe explicitly a large class of (NR)-hamiltonians 
for which one can make a detailed spectral analysis by the conjugate operator 
method. 

DEFINITION 9.4.16. Let X be an euclidean space and $ a finite family of 
subspaces of X such that 0, X E $ and Y, Z E $ =? Y + Z E $. An operator 
H E • .1t'(X) is called an admissible hamiltonian if H has the form H = 6. + 
LYel? Vy with Vo = 0, Vy = VY lOy I and the operators VY have the following 
properties 

(a) V y : dt'2(y) --t • .1t'(Y) is symmetric and small at infinity; 
(b) the operator bound a(Y) of V y with respect to 6. y is such that 

L a(Y) < 1. 
YE91 

(c) One may write VY = Vir + vI + vI with vir E M(Y), vI E LR(Y) and 
VI E SR(Y). 

Proposition 9.4.9 implies that an admissible hamiltonian is a (NR)-hamilto
nian (with respect to the lattice $) and has domain dt'2(X). 

Moreover, according to the study made before, an admissible hamiltonian is of 
class <p1,1(D; dt'2(X), dt'-2(X)), hence of classes <p1,1(D) and C~(D) (Theorem 
9.4.10 is not needed in the present context). 

So if H is an admissible hamiltonian, we may apply Theorems 9.4.4 and 
7.5.2 with rg = .yt'2(X) and A = D. Since rg* = .7C-2, ~.q-l/2,1 = .7C-1,1 and 

(D(A; ~fj*), rg*h/2,1 ::) (dti.-1,dt'-2h/2,1 ::) (.7tl-I"yt'-1 h/2,1 = .7ti/~,I' it follows 
from (7.5.1) that the strong limiting absorption principle for H holds locally on 
J-lD(H) == lR \ r;(H) in the Banach space .yt'-I,l(X) n ~/~,l (X). This space 

is slightly smaller than '7ti/~,1 (X) but it can be replaced by dt;./~,l (X) without 
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essential loss of generality, as we shall see below. We first state a simple and 
general consequence of the preceding results. 

THEOREM 9.4.17. Let H be an admissible hamiltonian. Then T(H) is a closed 
countable set, the eigenvalues of H outside T(H) are of finite multiplicity and can 
accumulate only at points belonging to T(H), and H has no singularly continuous 
spectrum. The limits limw_->±o(H - ,\ - i/-i)-1 exist in the weak* topology of 
B(dtl/2,1 (X), ,yt'-1/2.00 (X)), uniformly in ,\ on each compact subset of Wl" \ ",(H), 
where ",(H) = T(H) U CTp(H) is a closed countable real set. Finally, if ,YC is a 
Hilbert space and T : ,yt'(X) ---+ .YC is a linear operator which is continuous when 
dt'(X) is equipped with the topology induced by dt'-1/2,00(X), then T is locally 
H -smooth on Wl" \ "'( H). 

COROLLARY 9.4.1S. Let HI, H2 be two admissible hamiltonians (with respect 
to different lattices .21, _% in general) with spectral measures E 1, E 2. Set J = 

o 

Wl,,\ (",(Hdu",(H2)). If HI - H2 E B(dt' -1/2,00 (X), .'Ytl/2,1 (X)), then the operators 
s-limh±oexp(iH2t)exp(-iHlt)El(J) exist and have ranges equal to E 2(J).Yt. 

We now give conditions under which the Banach space in which the strong 
limiting absorption principle holds can be improved. 

THEOREM 9.4.19. Assume that the admissible hamiltonian H has one of the 
following two properties: 

(1) [D Y , V Y ] E B(,yt'2(Y),J't- 1(y)) for each Y E /1;; 
(2) for each Y E$ and each linear function cp : Y ---+ Wl" the operator 

[cp(QY), V Y] belongs to B(,yt'I(Y),.7t-1(y)). 

Then the two limits limw-do(H - ,\ - i/-i)-1 exist in the weak* topology of 
B (,Y/iii, 1 (X); dt'! 1/2,00 (X)), un~formly in )., on each compact subset of Wi. \ "'( H). 

o 

If ,Y{' is a Hilbert space and T : ,yt'~1/2,oo(X) ---+ ,Y{' is a linear continuous oper-

ator, then T is locally H -smooth on Wl" \ ",(H). In particular, the conclusion of 
Corollary 9.4.1S remains true if HI and H2 satisfy one of the conditions (1), (2) 

and if HI - H2 E B(.Yt~1/2,cx:,(X),'-YiiiL(X)). 

PROOF. If (1) holds, then [D,H] E B(,7t2(X),.7t- I (X)), so we may apply 
the last part of Theorem 7.5.2 and the result follows because cg-I/2 = dt'-I, 
D(D;,yt'-2) :J ,Yt'[-I and (.Yt'[-I,.7t- I h/2,1 = .Y/iiL. If (2) is satisfied, we use 
Proposition 7.4.6. D 

We also mention the following consequence of Proposition 7.4.6: 

PROPOSITION 9.4.20. If H is an admissible hamiltonian and [cp( QY), V Y] E 
B(,yt'2(y), J't(Y)) for each Y E ,<Jj and each linear function cp : Y ---+ Wl", then for 
each s E [-2,0] the limits lim/H±o(H -,\ - iIL)-1 e:Eist in the weak* topology of 

B(.Y/i'j2,1 (X), dt'-"iA= (X)), uniformly in ,\ on compact sets in Wl" \ "'(H). 
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9.A. Appendix: Remarks on the «6'1,1 Property 

In §§7.5.3 and 9.4.2 we have described several methods of checking that an 
operator is of class «6'1,1 (A). We shall present here another approach to this 
question, based on the so-called trace method in interpolation theory. In partic
ular this will explain the connection between the theory developed in Chapter 
7 (in which the regularity classes «6's,P playa fundamental role) ad the earlier 
versions of the theory (in which some approximation properties were essential; 
see [ABG2]' [BGMl,2] and [Tmll). 

We shall first place ourselves in the abstract setting of Section 6.3: (W, .76') is a 
Friedrichs couple and A is a self-adjoint operator in X such that eiAr W C W for 
all T E R Then, according to Theorem 6.3.4 (b), if H is a self-adjoint operator in 
X with domain W, then H is of class '161,1 (A) if and only if HE «6'1,1 (A; W, ~q*). 
So it is sufficient to give criteria for an operator S : W -+ W* to be of class 
«6'l,l(A; ~f), ~g*). 

We begin by observing that (5.2.22) has the following consequence: 

(9.A.l) 

We recall that C2 (A; ~f), ~q*) is a Banach space equipped with the norm (cf. 
(5.1.11)) 

(9.A.2) IITllc2 (A;(Q, (~*) = [IITII~s--> (9* + 11.;a[T]II~s-->(j* + II,yt2 [T]II~'i-->('I* P/2, 

where .;a[T] = [T, A]. By using the trace method of interpolation described in 
Proposition 2.3.3, we then obtain the following result: a continuous operator 
S: W -+ ~tj* belongs to '161 ,1 (A; ~q, W*) if and only if there is a family {S,jO<E<l 
of bounded operators SE : W -+ W* such that 

(i) lime-->o SE = S in norm in B(W, W*); 
(ii) SE E C 2 (A; W, W*) for each 10 E (0,1) and the map 10 f-7 SE E C 2 (A; W, W*) 

is of class Coo; 

(iii) Jo1[C11IS~II(IJ-->(Ij* + IISEllc2(A;(IJ,(t;*)]dc < 00. 

We have normalized the family {SE} differently than in Proposition 2.3.3 in 
order to facilitate comparison with the approach in [ABG2] and [BGMl,2]. More 
precisely, if {S(T)}r>O is the family of operators furnished by part (b) of that 
proposition, then we take SE = S(c2). By mimicking the proof of Proposition 
2.3.3 (a) we shall now obtain the following sufficient condition for an operator 
to be of class '161,1 (A; W, W*): 

PROPOSITION 9.A.I. Let {SE}o<E<l be a family of bounded operators SE from 
W to W* such that SE E C2(A;~, ~f}*), E f-7 SE E B(~, ~q*) is weakly of class C 1 

and 

(9.A.3) 

Then limE-->o SE == S exists in norm in BUq, ~*) and S E «6'1,1 (A; ~, ~q*). 
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PROOF. (i) The fact that SE is norm-convergent as c ---+ 0 follows from 

fo1 IIS~ I h)--+(r,* dT < 00 by taking into account the identity SE = SEa - fEE" S~dT. In 
particular we have IISElhi--+(s* :::; C 1 for some finite constant C 1 and all c E (0,1). 
Then note that (5.l.8) gives for each T E C 2 (A; W, ~fj*): 

iJt[T] = e-iA.TeiA. - T + 101 e-iA.T,"~2[T]eiA.T(1 - T)dT. 

Since {e iAT } TEiH: is a Co-group in ~Cj and in ~Cj*, we see that there is a constant 
C2 < 00 such that for all such T: 

By taking T = SE and by using (9.A.3) we then obtain J~ IISEllc2(A.;(t,y)dE < 00. 

(ii) We denote by K(T, T) the K-functional of the pair of Banach "paces 
C 2 (A; ~fj, W*) == C 2 and B(~(j, ~fj*) == B. Then (2.2.1) implies that 

(9.A.4) K(c 2 , S) :::; E211SEllc2 + liS - SElin:::; c211Scllc2 + 10E IIS~IIBdT. 
On the other hand, from (9.A.l) and the Definition 2.3.3, we see that S E 
!P1,1(A; ~C;, ~C;*) if and only if 

t K(T,S)T- 3j2 dT = 2 t K(E 2 ,S)E-2 dE < 00. 
Jo Jo 

This condition is satisfied as a consequence of (9.A.4), (9.A.3) and of the con
clusion of step (i) of the proof. 0 

Another sufficient condition for S E «Pl,l(A; ~C;, W*) is: S E C 1(A; ~(j, W*) and 
T := [S, iA] E ip0,l(A; ~fj, ~fj*). Since «:50,1 is not an interpolation space, the 
property T E !P0,l cannot be deduced from the trace method. However, the 
next result is easy to prove (see Lemma 2.:3 in [BG]'vI2]): 

PROPOSITION 9.A.2. An operator'T E B(W, ~fj*) is of class ipo,l(A; ~fj, ~tj*) if 
and only if theTe is a family of operator's {To }o<E<l such that TE E C 1 (A: ~fj, ~fj*) 
and 

101 
[E- 1 1I T - Ts II (t,--+(t,* + II [A, TE]II (t,--+(t,* ]dE <x. 

If this is satisfied, then the family {TE} may be chosen to be weakly C 1 as function 

ofE and such that fo11IT:lk·.."s*dc <x. 

As an example, we shall explain now how one may deduce a slightly weaker 
form of Proposition 9.4.12 from Proposition 9.A.1 (one may similarly deduce 
Proposition 9.4.11 from Proposition 9.A.2). We shall take ~tj = ,yt2(X), ,7C = 

,.Jt(X) and A = D. Let cP E CiJ(X) real with cp(x) = 1 in a neighbourhood 
of the origin. We set CPo = cp(EQ) and choose SE = cpEScpc (cf. [ABG1,2]). 
Here S i" assumed to be a symmetric operator in B(,yt2, dC) and we abbreviate 
,yt8 = dC8(X), II. Ils,t = II· 11 . .Ji's--+.Yf'" Our purpose is to find conditions on S 
such that the hypothese" of Proposition 9.A.1 arc "atisfied. 
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Set ip(x) = X· Vcp(x). Then d~CP(c;x) = c;-lip(C;X) , hence the map c; f---+ SE E 

B(,ye2,X) is of class Coo on (0,00) and we have c;S~ = ipESCPe; + CPESipE' Since 
Ilcp(c;Q)112,2 ~ C < 00 for 0 < c; < 1, we have 

(1 IIS~112,-2 dc; ~ 2C (1 Ilipe;SI12,-2 d~ = 2C JOC Ilip(Q/r)SI12,-2 dr, Jo C; Jo C;. 1 

and the last integral is finite if (9.4.14) holds. Observe that we have SE --> S 
strongly (hence in norm too, cf. Proposition 9.A.l) in B(:j{;'2,.YC) as c; --> O. 

We have [D, [D, SEll = D2SE + SED2 - 2DSED and each term on the r.h.s. 
belongs to B(,ye2,X-2 ). Hence SE is of class C2(D;X2,X-2) and 

II[D, [D, S£]]112,-2 ~ 21ID2SEI12,-2 + 21IDSe;DI12,-2' 

Now a straightforward computation shows that the contribution of the second 
term in the integral in (9,A.3) will be finite provided that 

11 [IIQjChcp(c;Q)SI12,O + IIQjcp(c;Q)SCP(C;Q)Qklk-l + IIQjcp(c;Q)SI12,-ddc; < 00 

for all j, k = 1, ... , dim X, One may estimate the three terms of the preceding 
integral by using the identity cp(c;x) = cp(:r) - t ip(TX)T- 1dT. For examplc, if 
we setljJj(x) = Xjip(x), we obtain 

IIQjcp(c;Q)SCP(C;Q)Qk 111.-1 ~ IIQjcp( Q)Scp( Q)Qk I It.-I 

+ 11 IIQjcp(Q)SwdTQ)lll,-1 T- 2dT + 11 IIWj(TQ)Scp(Q)Qk 111,-1 T-2dT 

+ 11 u-2 du 11 T- 2 dTIIWj(uQ)SwdTQ)lk_I' 

In order to ensure the integrability (with respect to c; E (0,1)) of each term 

on the r.h.s. of this expression it suffices to assume that J~I(lle(EQ)SI12,O + 
IISe(c;Q)112,O)c 2dc; < 00 for all e E qj(X \ {O}). For the proof note that if 
T E B(,7C2,,7C) n B(,ye,.7C-2) then 

1/2 * 1/2 1 1 * IITIIt,-1 ~ [IITI12,O ·IITllo,-2] = [IITI12,O ·IIT 112,0] ~ :zIITI12,O + :zIIT 112,0, 

hence 

21IQjcp(Q)SWk(TQ)Ih.--l ~ IIQjcp(Q)SwdTQ)112,O + Ilwk(TQ)Scp(Q)QjI12,O. 

Moreover, if we set F(U,T) = IIWj(uQ)SWk(TQ)IIt,-I, then 

We mention that, although the choice SE = cp(EQ)Scp(C;Q) gives (essentially) 
the result of Proposition 9.4.12, it will not allow us to cover operators S with 
the property SX2 C ,.1t[+~+E (see thc comments made before Proposition 9.4.12). 
However, such operators can be treated by using a more complicated regulariza
tion of S (in Q and P simultaneously; see Section 5 in [BGM2]). 



CHAPTER 10 

Quantum-Mechanical N-Body Systems 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how quantum-mechanical N-body sys
tems (N ::;:, 2) fit into the geometric framework presented in this text. Section 
10.1 is concerned with the appropriate semilattice of subspaces and Section 10.2 
with the associated N-body Hamiltonians. 

10.1. Clustering of Particles 

10.1.1. We begin with some purely combinatorial considerations. We con
sider a set ,/V of N ::;:, 2 (distinguishable) particleH which we label by the numbers 
1,2, ... ,N. J~' may then be identified with the set 1,2, ... ,N; so we shall have 
,A' = {I, 2, ... ,N}. A cluster of the sYHtem iH defined as a non-empty subset A 
of ,/V. We denote by e the set of all clusters consisting of at least two particles: 

(10.1.1) e = {C c/v I card C ::;:, 2}, 

where card C is the number of clements of the set C. We observe that e is a 
partially ordered set (the order relation is the usual inclusion of subsets). The 
elements of e will be called composde clusters. 

A cluster decomposition of the system is a partition a of ,11'. More precisely, a 
is a family of subsets of.k such that 

(i) each A E a is a cluster, i.e. a non-empty subset of ,iV, 
(ii) if A, A' E a are distinct, then A n A' = 0, 

(iii) UAEa A = ,k. 
We shall denote by lal == card a the number of clusters in a. If a, b are cluster 
decompositions, we write a :::; b if the partition a is finer than the partition b 
(this convention is that usually adopted in combinatorics, sec e.g. Chapter 1, 
§2.B of [Ai], and moreover has the advantage that the correspondence a f---+ X a 

defined in §1O.1.3 below is an isomorphism). Hence a :::; b means that one of the 
following three equivalent conditions is fulfilled: 

(i) A E a=? 3B E b such that A c B, 

(ii) B E b =? B = UAEU, AcE A, 
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(iii) A E 0, BE b =? A c B or An B = 0. 

Clearly 0:S; b implies that 101 ~ Ibl. We write 0< b if a :s; b and a =f. b (i.e. if 
0:S; band 101 > Ibl)· 

We denote hy 9lJ the set of all cluster decompositions provided with the relation 
:S;, which is ohviously a partial order relation. Then 9lJ is a finite lattice, which 
means that it has the following four properties: 

(1) It has a smallest element, namely the cluster decomposition 

Omin = {{I}, {2}, ... , {N}} 

uniquely characterized hy I Omin I = N. Clearly Omin :s; a for all a E @. 

(2) It has a largest element, namely 

Omax = {,A'}, 

uniquely characterized by 10maxl = 1. One has 0:S; Ornax for all a E @. 

(3) If 0, b E fiJ, then they have a greatest Lower bound (g.1.b.) denoted by 
o!\ b, namely the partition the clusters of which are the sets An B with A E 0, 
BE b and An B =f. 0. Clearly, for C E CiJ, one has c :s; a and c :s; b if and only if 
c :s; o!\ b. 

(4) If 0, b E @, then they have a least upper bound (1. u. b.) denoted by a Vb; 
this follows from the facts that @ is finite, has a largest element and from (3): 
a V b is just the g.1.b. of all c E CiJ such that a :s; c and b :s; c. 

In order to describe more explicitly a V b, and also for later purposes, it is 
useful to introduce the following notation: if i, j EA' and a E CfJ, then 

(lO.1.2) i "'a j {=} 3A E a such that i E A and j E A. 

Then (i r?a j) means that i "'a j is not satisfied. Now it is easily seen that for i, 
j E A' and 0, bE(:/): 

(10.1.3) i "'aV(J j {=} 3-io, iI, ... , -in E u~· such thatio = i, in = j 

and ik~I "'a ik or ik~l "'(J ik for each k = 1, ... ,n. 

For another explicit description of a V b the reader may consult [PSS], p. 524. 
For k = 1, ... ,N we define @k = {a E (:/) I 101 ~ k} and rJ)(k) = {a E 

(j) I 101 = k}. Clearly (j)(k) n fiJ(j) = 0 if j =f. k and (:/)1 = fiJ = U£'=l@(k). 
(:/)( k) is the set of maximal clements of CiJk , and one has Qji2 = (:/) \ {Ornax} and 
C/JN == {Ornin} C CiJN~1 C ... c rfi1 == fiJ. 

We shall embed e in fiJ by identifying a cluster C C ,IV such that card C ~ 2 
with the cluster decomposition consisting of the cluster C and of N - card C 
clusters of the form {i}, with i E ,l \ C. Hence e becomes the set of cluster 
decompositions that contain exactly one composite cluster. If card C = 2, we 
say that C is a pair; it is usual to use the symbol P for denoting a pair. Observe 
that card P = 2 but that, when P is considered as a cluster decomposition, then 
IPI = N -1, i.e. P E (l!(N -1). l\loreover each cluster decomposition in fj)(N -1) 
is of the form P for some pair PEe; Ufi(N - 1) is the set of minimal clements 
of [j) \ {Omin}. vVe also remark that the embedding e c (:/) respects the order 
relation: if A, BEe, then A c B as subsets of ,/1' if and only if A :s; B as cluster 
decompositions. However the least upper hound and the greatest lower bound in 
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flJ do not correspond to those in C in general. Clearly.;t' == amax under the above 
identification of C with a subset of (!J). Furthermore observe that, according to 
our conventions, if C E C and a E flJ, then C :::; a means that there exists A E a 
such that C c A. 

For a E @, define C(a) = {A E a I cardA:::O: 2} C C c ':l!. Then one has 

(10.1.4) a = V AEC(a)A, 

where on the right-hand side the clusters A are considered as clements of idJ. If 
a = amin, then C(a) = 0 and we make the usual convention that ViE0ai = amino 

This shows that C generates idJ, more precisely that each a E idJ is the least upper 
bound of a uniquely defined family in C. 

10.1.2. \Ve now consider the configuration space of a system of N parti
cles. We denote by rn1, ... ,rnN the masses of the particles (rnk > 0) and by 
v (v = 1,2,3 ... ) the dimension of the physical space IRv in which the mo
tion of the system takes place. Let 2); = IRvN and denote the points in ,q); by 
:1: = (:1:1, ... , X N ), with x k E IRV. We provide 2); with the Euclidean structure 
given by the following scalar product: 

N 

(10.1.5) (x, Y).'f = L 2rnk Xk . Yk, 
k=l 

where Xli: . Yk is the usual scalar product in IRv. We set Ixl = [(x, x ).a:.p /2. This 
Euclidean space ;~. is called the configuration space of the system of par-ticZes .JV'. 

REMARK. To justify the definition (10.1.5) of the scalar product in ,~', let us 
calculate the expression of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ,0.", in the canonical 
basis {eka I k = 1, ... , N; a = 1, ... , v} of [i;' coming from the identification 
;0); = IR:,vN. It is an orthogonal but not an orthonormal basis of .:JJ: (since, for 
fixed k, the set {eke> I a = 1, ... ,v} is an orthonormal basis of IR V with respect 
to the usual scalar product in IRV). The dual basis is given by the vectors 

kn (2 )-1 e = rnk eka. 

Hence 

gja,k(3 = (ejcx, Dk(1) , . = (2rn.)-1,,·. " - , ", :'). ] UJkuoI! 

(j, k = 1, ... ,N; a, (3 = 1, ... ,v). Thus, in the usual coordinates of IRvN one has 
(cf. Eq. (1.1.3)): 

(Hl.1.6) (Xk = L xkaeko.). 

a=l 

(Further justifications for (10.1.5) may be found in the nice decomposition prop
erties that arise in relation with the notions of subsystems and of cluster decom
positions; we refer to [AJ, [DHSVJ, [FH2J, [Sim2] for details on this formalism). 
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We are mainly interested in studying N-body systems interacting by transla
tion invariant forces. For this reason we shall restrict ourselves to a subspace of 
st, although the general geometric formalism covers easily the case when there 
arc also external fields. The configuration space of the internal motion of the 
system is defined to be 

(10.1. 7) 

provided with the induced Euclidean structure. A point x E X represents the 
configuration of the system in the center-of-mass frame. One may write 

st = X EEl 2kv, 

where the configuration space ,o1;v for the movement of the center of mass of the 
system is given by .6,{ 1 = {x E ,q); I Xl = X2 = ... = X N }. We denote by Jr. 1 the 
orthogonal projection of [!t. onto .6,{ 1 and by Jr I' = I ~ Jr.A that of st onto X. 
The following are explicit expressions for these two projections: 

(10.1.8) 

(10.1.9) 

where M = L~=l mk is the total mass of the system and where the quantity 

Xj ~ M-I L:=l mkxk represents the position of the particle j relative to the 
center of mass of the system. 

10.1.3. We next introduce the appropriate semilattice !J} for the study of 
N-particle systems. We first define two mappings u f--> Xu and u f--> Xu from (i) 

to the set of subspaces of X, by setting 

(10.1.10) Xu = {x E X I Xi = X j ifi ~ u j}, 

Xu = {X E X I L mkxk = 0 for each A E u}. 
kEA 

Clearly Xu and Xu are mutually orthogonal, and their dimensions arc v(lul ~ 1) 
and v(N ~ lui) respectively, so that one has 

(10.1.11) 

Some additional properties of these subspaces arc collected in the following 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 10.1.1. One has 
(a) u:::; b <=? Xu C Xb <=? Xu ~ X b , 

(b) u f:. b <=? Xu f:. X b, 
(c) XUmin = 0, XU"'in = X, XUmax == X·~I· = X, 
(d) X X n X X uVb = Xu + X b , uVb= u b, 

XI= 0, 
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(e) Xa!\b ::) Xa + X b, xa!\b C xa n X b, with strict inclusions in general. 

PROOF. (a), (b) and (c) are simple consequences of the definitions of the 
occurring notions. For the first identity in (d) we observe that, since a <:::: a V b 
and b <:::: a V b, one has X avb C Xa n Xb by using (a). To obtain the converse 
inclusion, we must show that x E Xa n Xb and i rvaVb j =} Xi = Xj' Now, if 
i rvaVb j, then by (1O.l.3) there is a sequence io = i, iI, i 2, ... ,in = j such that 
ik-l rva ik or i k - l rvb ik for each k; for x E XanXb, this implies that Xik_l = Xik 

for each k, hence Xi = X j. 

The second identity in (d) follows from the first one by using (1O.l.11) and 
the fact that (Y n Z)-L = y-L + Z-L if Y, Z are any subspaces of X. Next we 
combine (a) with the fact that aA b <:::: a and aA b <:::: b to find that X a C Xa!\b and 
Xb C Xa!\b, which implies the first inclusion in (e). The second one then follows 
as above from the first one, (10.l.11) and the relation (Y n Z)-L = y-L + Z-L: 

Xa!\b = (Xa!\b)-L C (Xu + Xb)-L = X; n xt == X a n Xb. 

To show that the inclusions in (e) are strict in general, it suffices to give a 
counterexample for the second inclusion. For this, we let ,IV = {I, 2, 3, 4}, a = 
{A, A'}, b = {B,B'} with A = {1,2}, A' = {3,4}, B = {1,3}, B' = {2,4}. 
Clearly a A b = amin = {{1},{2},{3},{4}}. We take all masses mk equal to 
1 and X = (XI,X2,X3,X4) such that Xl = X4 = -X2 = -X3 = Y # O. Then 
X ~ xa!\b == XU"'in = 0, but X E Xu (since Xl + X2 = :C3 + X4 = 0) and X E X b 

(since Xl + X3 = X2 + X4 = 0), so that X E xa n Xb. D 

For the case of an N -body system with translation 'invariant interaction, the 
euclidean space X 1Lsed in Chapter 9 is the space defined in (10.l. 7) with scalaT 
pmduct (10.l.5), and the semilattice !J/is just!J/ = {xa I a E @}. 

The correspondence r;li 3 a f--+ xa E .$ is an isomorphism of partially ordered 
sets. Remark that, if a, b E (i), then CI AbE r;li but XU n Xb tt (fl in general. 
However, the greatest lower bound xa A X b in ffl exists, since one may define, 
for Y, Z E (fl: 

Y A Z = sup{E E .$ lEe Y and E C Z}. 

Thus, since a f--+ xa is an isomorphism, one will have 

with stTict inclusion in general. 
Let us consider the particular case of a cluster decomposition C E e C r;li 

containing exactly one composite cluster C c,A' (card C 2: 2). Then clearly 

(10.1.12) XC = {x E X I L mkxk = 0 and Xj = 0 't:/j ~ C}. 
kEC 

Thus XC is just the cOT~figumtion space JOT the intemal movement of the clusteT 
C. Also the relation (lO.l.12) implies that 

( 10.1.13) 
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Now let a be an arbitrary cluster decomposition. Then, if A, B E e(a) and 
A =I- B, one has AnB = 0. Hence (10.1.4), Proposition 10.1.1 (d) and (10.1.13) 
imply that 

(10.1.14) 

This justifies the interpretation of xa as the configuration space of the internal 
movements of the clusters belonging to a. Remark that it is also natural to define 
X 0 = 0 and XA = 0 if A c,A' and cardA = 1, so that xa = EBAEaXA. On the 
other hand it is clear from (10.1.10) that one can interpret Xa as the configuration 
space of the relative movement of the (centers of mass of the) clusters belonging 
to a. More precisely, in Xa the clusters of a are considered to be particles and Xa 
describes them in their center-of-mass frame (which coincides with the center
of-mass frame of the total system). 

It is easy to calculate explicitly the orthogonal projections 1f a and 1fa of X 
onto Xa and xa respectively. If .iVl(A) == LjEA mj denotes the total mass of 
the cluster A, then, if i E A E a 

(10.1.15) 
1 

(1fa(X))i = M(A) L mjxj, 
JEA 

(10.1.16) (1fa(X))i = Xi - M~A) L m;xj == M~A) L mj(xi - Xj) . 
.lEA .lEA 

EXAMPLE 10.1.2. Let a = e, where e E e is a pair: e = {i,j} with i, j E A' 
and i < j. Then clearly: 

Xc = {x E X I X =(Xl,'" ,Xi-l,Y,Xi+l, ... ,Xj-l,Y,Xj+l, ... ,x,,) with 

Xb Y E jRV}, 

X£ = {x E X I X =(0, ... ,0, ~y,O, ... ,0, __ 1 y,O, ... ,0) with Y E jRV}, 
mi mj 

where the two non-zero entries are at the i-th and j-th position. Furthermore 
one has 

Let us define Je : jRv ---+ X by 

£ mj mi 
J (q) = (0, ... ,0, q,O, ... ,0,- q,O, ... ,0). 

mi +mj mi +mj 

Je is linear and injective, its range is Xe, and one has IJ£(q)l:k = 21l£lqliv, 
where Ile = mim;/(mi + mj) is the reduced mass of the pair e. Hence we may 
identify functions V£ : X e ---+ CC with functions Ve : jRv ---+ CC by using the formula 
Vt(Je(q)) == ve(q). With this identification, the function Ve == V t 0 1ft : X ---+ CC 
is given by Ve(x) = Ve(Xi - Xj)' This formula identifies functions Ve : X ---+ CC 
satisfying Ve(x) = Ve(1f£(x)) with functions v£ : jRv ---+ cc. 
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10.2. Quantum-Mechanical N-Body Hamiltonians 

10.2.1. Example 10.l.2 illustrates the form of translation invariant two
body interactions in the usual presentation of N-body hamiltonians. One may 
consider the following more general situation. A function V : X -> j[{ is called a 
k-body potential (2 ::::; k ::::; N) if there is a cluster C C ,k with card C = k such 
that V (x) = V (7T C (x)) for all x EX. This is equivalent to the following: there 
is a function V C : XC -> j[{ such that V == Vc = V C 0 7TC; here XC is given 
by (10.l.l2) and (7TC(X))i = 0 if i tf- C, (7T C(X))i = LjECmj(Xi - xj)jAl(C) 
if i E C. Vc depends only on the relative coordinates x.i - Xk of the particles 
in C (j, k E C), as in Example 10.1.2. For instance if C = {i l , ... , in} with 
i l < i2 < ... < in, then there is a unique function Vc : j[{v(n-l) -> j[{ such that 

These considerations justify the following definition: 

DEFINITION 10.2.1. For each C E C, let V C : ,yC2(XC) -> X(XC) be a 
compact operator which is symmetric as an operator in ,yC(XC), and set Vc = 

V C c>9xc IE B(X2(X),,:YC(X)). Then the associated N -body hamiltonian is the 
operator 

H=~x+ L:Vc. 
CEe 

If card C = k, then Vc is called a k-body interaction; it involves only particles 
from the cluster C. If Vc = 0 for all C E C with card C of 2, we say that H 
contains only two-body forces. 

It is clear that a N-hody hamiltonian is a particular case of a non-relativistic 
N-body hamiltonian (see Definition 9.4.1): we just have Vxa = 0 if a E flJ but 
a tf- C (i.e. if a contains more than one composite cluster). In particular, all 
the theory developed in Chapter 9 is applicable to N-body hamiltonians with 
translation invariant forces (to cover interactions including external fields, it 
would suffice to introduce some simple changes). It is clear that one may also 
consider N-body hamiltonians defined in the form-sense by requiring that each 
V C be a symmetric compact operator from ,:ycl(XC) to ,yC-l(XC). 

\¥e next point out some factorization properties of the N-hody hamiltonians 
introduced in Definition 10.2.1 that follow essentially from the decomposition 
(10.1.14) of X a . We first observe that ~x is the free hamiltonian of the internal 
movement of the N particles in ,/1' (d. (10.1.6)). If a is a cluster decomposition, 
then this hamiltonian should be equal to the free hamiltonian of the relative 
movement of the centers of mass of the clusters in a plus the free hamiltonian of 
these clusters. This property can be deduced from (10.1.11) and (10.l.14) which 
imply that 

(10.2.1) 
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This in turn leads to the expected decomposition of the kinetic energy operator 
6. X : 

(10.2.2) 

where T AA' = 6. XA if A' = A and T AA' = I.'If(XA') if A' fc A. The tensor 
product that appears in the second equation in (10.2.2) corresponds to the iden
tification 

,yt(Xa) = 0A'EC(a),yt'(X A') 

which is determined by (1O.l.14). 
It is customary in the N-body literature to use the following notations: 

This also defines ;ytA == ,yt( X A) if A E e (c @). With these notations one has 
the following identifications 

(10.2.3) 

(Of course, if A c ,/". and card A = 1, we take ,ytA == q. 
Now let H be a N-body hamiltonian as in Definition 10.2.1 and a E @. Then 

Hxa and H Xo are defined as in Section 9.4, since X a Efl}. It is usual to denote 
these operators by Ha and Ha respectively. One then has 

Ha = 6.x + L Vc , 
C<:a 

where C :::; a means that there is a cluster A E a such that C C A (cf. the 
conventions made in §1O.l.1). Thus Ha is the hamiltonian in ,yt' which corre
sponds to the situation where all interactions between different clusters in a have 
been replaced by zero. If lIa == LCta Vc denotes the total interaction between 
different clusters of a, then H = Ha + lIa. On the other hand, H a is the total 
hamiltonian (in ,ytU) determining the internal movement of the clusters (when 
there are no interactions between the clusters), and one has 

An explicit expression for HU is 

(10.2.4) H U = 6.xo + L V C 0~~ I. 
CS:;a 

All this is a particularization of the general theory to the present situation and 
there is nothing new. But now H U has a further decomposition property related 
to the fact that in the N-body case V Xb fc 0 only if the cluster decomposition 
b belongs to e (i.e. b contains only one composite cluster). This decomposition 
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expresses the fact that HU describes lal clusters which do not interact between 
themselves; it is easily deduced from (10.2.4) and (10.2.2): 

(10.2.5) H u """' H AA' = L 0A'EC(u) , 

AEC(u) 

where the tensor product is relative to the factorization (10.2.3) of ,ytu and 
H AA' = HA if A = A', H AA' = I.1(,A' if A' -=1= A. Here HA is the internal hamil
tonian of the cluster A (acting in XA); it is well defined as a particular case of 
an operator of the form Hb , since A determines uniquely a cluster decomposition 
by the convention e c q; if card A 2': 2; if card A = 1 it is natural to set H A = 0 
in XA = cc. 

The expression (10.2.5) allows one to describe the spectral properties of H U in 
terms of those of HA, A E e(a), by using the results of Section 8.2. For example 
one will have: 

(a) O"(HU) = LAEC(U) O"(HA), 
(b) A is an eigenvalue of H U if and only if for each A E e(a) there is an 

eigenvalue AA of HA such that A = LAEU AA. Moreover, the eigenvectors as
sociated to the eigenvalues A of H U are just the vectors in the closed subspace 
of H U spanned by the products 0AEUeA, where eA E ,y{;!A is an eigenvector of 
HA associated to the eigenvalue AA (and the eigenvalues {AA} are such that 
LAEU AA = A). In particular, the multiplicity nU(A) of the eigenvalue A of H U 
is given by 

nU(A) = L II nA(AA), 
AEu 

where the sum is over allial-tupies ofreal numbers {AA} AEa such that LAEa AA = 

A. The eigenvectors of H A arc often called bound states of H A . 

The thresholds of a quantum mechanical N-body system are real numbers of 
the form LAEC(a) AA, where a E @, lal 2': 2 and where ,\-'1 denotes an eigenvalue 

of the operator H A. It is clear that the correspondence flJ '3 a f--7 Xu E $ 
determines a bijection between @k and _~ as well as between @(k) and flJ( k). 
The k-body threshold Tk is defined to be the minimal energy at which the break-up 
of the system into k clusters becomes possible; more precisely: 

(10.2.6) Tk = inf O"(Hu) = inf O"(HU). 
lul=k lul=k 

We have T1 :::; T2 :::; T3 :::; ... :::; TN-1 :::; TN = 0, where T1 = inf O"(H). Further
more, Theorem 9.4.2 implies that [T2,OO) = O"ess(H). 

10.2.2. Let us make the connection between our presentation of the Wein
berg-van Winter equation and the diagrammatic technique used in the N-body 
literature (see e.g. [Cbl] or [RS]). Since Vc is 6-bounded with relative bound 
zero, we have IIVc(z ~ 6)-111 < (carde)-l if z E CC is sufficiently far from 
lFt+ = 0"(6). Then the Neumann series for (z ~ H)-l is absolutely convergent in 
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norm and may be written a~ 

(10.2.7) (z - H)-1 = (z - D.)-1 + 
00 

n=1 C l , ... ,C"EC 

A term in the double ~um i~ uniquely specified by a sequence (C 1, C2 , ... , Cn ) 

with n = 1,2, ... and C i E e. Physicists like to represent such sequences in 
terms of graphs. For this one draws N horizontal lines (representing the particles 
1,2, ... , N) and n vertical lines (representing the clusters C1 , ... , Cn) and marks 
with a dot the inter~ection of the j-th horizontal line with the k-th vertical line 
for all values of j (j = 1, ... , N) and k (k = 1, ... , n) for which j E Ck (meaning 
that particle j is contained in the cluster Ck ). As an example, consider the 
following graph: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Here N = 5, n = 4, C1 = {1,3,4}, C2 = {1,5}, Ol = {2,3,4,5} and C4 = {1,3}. 
To each pair of dots on the ~ame horizontal or vertical line of a graph one may 

associate a segment, namely the part of the line between the two dots. Then 
each graph r determines uniquely a cluster decomposition CI(r) as follow~: i and 
j (1 s: i < j s: N) belong to the same cluster in CI(r), i.e. i ~a(l) j, if and only 
if the corresponding horizontal lines can be joined by a (connected) sequence of 
snch segment~. 

A chain starting from Clmin will be a family (CIa, Cl1, ... , Cld of clu~ter decompo
sitions such that Clo = Clmin and Cli-1 s: Cli, Cli-1 i' Cli for each i = 1, ... , k. Each 
graph r determines uniquely ~uch a chain: for j = 1, ... , n -1, let rj be the sub
graph of r to the left of a vertical cut on r between it~ j-th and (j + l)-st vertical 
lines, and let bj = CI(r j) be the clu~ter decomposition associated to the graph 
rj by the prescription given above. Also set bo = Ornin and bn = o(r). Clearly 
bj - 1 s: bj for each j = 1, ... ,n, and the chain (00,01, ... , Ok) is obtained from 
the sequence (bo, b1 , ... , bn ) by leaving out those bj that ~atisfy bj - 1 = bj . 

In the example given above, one has 00 = Omin, 01 = {{1, 3, 4}, {2}, {5}}, 
02 = {{1,3,4,5},{2}} and 03 = o(r) = {{1,2,3,4,5}} = omax; this particu
lar graph is connected, i.e. o(r) = Omax. 

We set ,'1(0) = 'y(xa), with ,'1(xa) defined as in (9.2.14). Then we have 
5(0),'1(b) C ,'1(0 V b). It is clear that Vc(z - D.)-l E ,'1(C). Hence a term 
VCI (z - D.)-1 ... Vc" (z - D.)-l in the expansion (10.2.7) belongs to §(o(r)) (in 
particular, a non-zero term associated to a graph r is a compact operator in ,Yf 

if and only if r is connected). Since ,'1 ( 0) is norm-closed for each 0 and the series 
(10.2.7) is convergent in norm, it follows that the sum of all terms a~sociated to 
graphs r such that o(r) = 0 belongs to ,'1(0). By virtue of Proposition 8.4.5, 
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the a-connected component ,o/>( a) [R] of R == (z - H) -1 is the sum over all a
connected graphs (i.e. those graphs f that satisfy a(f) = a). This establishes 
the connection between the physicists' presentation of the WVW equation and 
that of our §8.4.5. Moreover, it explains the term "a-connected component of 
R" adopted in Section 8.4 for ,o/>(a) [R]. 
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spectrum of, 282-285 
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algebra, 411 
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Newton's formula, 231 
non-degenerate realization, 364 
non-relativistic N-body hamiltonian, 414 
normable space, 31 
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form, 360 
map, 361 

(NR)-hamiltonian, 415, 420-429 

observable(s), 362 
commuting family of, 370 
direct sum of, 371-372 
Z-valued observable, 362 

operator 
A-homogeneous, 248 
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local wave, 279, 309, 314, 322 
momentum, 9 
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positive, 30, 32, 363 
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small at infinity, 348, 421, 427 
symmetric, 30, 32 

point spectrum, 236 
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position operator, 9 
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morphism, 360 
operator, 30, 32, 363 

potential 
long-range, 428 
Mourre, 427 
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projection, linear, 392 
proper map, 365 

quadratic 
estimate, 307, 319 
form, 69 

quasi-linearizable, 54 
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measurc,76 
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real interpolation space, 38, 46-49 
realization of a C* -algebra, 360 
reduction theorem, 130 
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reiteration property, 50 
reiteration theorem, 50 
relatively complete, 35 
resolvent 

~-valued, 364 
Riesz isomorphism, 59 
[,-function, 289-294, 385-387, 417-419 

semicompact operator, 404-408 
semilatticc, 391 
sesquilinear form, 69 
short-range 

componcnt, 344-348 
potential, 428 

small at infinity, operator, 348, 421, 427 
smoothness 

local, 274-276, 308, 317 
H-, 274, 276, 308, 314 

Sobolev 
inequalities, 22 
scale, 73-75, 125, 133, 160, 167 
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adjoint, 29 
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intermediate, 36 
interpolation, 36, 46-49, 254-256 
LCSC, 360 
normable, 31 
real interpolation, 38, 46-49 
reflexive, 30 
Sobolev, 59, 171--175 

spectral 
gap, 308 
radius, 65 

spectrum, 362, 365, 368 
J-essential, 372, 380, 395 
of multiplication operator, 282 
point, 236 

strict Mourre estimate, 293 
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363 
strong limiting absorption principle, 278 
Stummel condition, 23 
submultiplicative, 75 
symmetric operator, 30, 32 
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taubcrian function, 138 
tensor product 

algebraic, 372 
Hilbert, 373 
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spatial, 373 
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set, 416, 429 

topological Friedrichs couple, 62 
total hamiltonian, 394 
trace method, 43 
translation group, 24 
TVS, 31 

unital,78 
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virial theorem, 295, 313 

w-bounded, 25 
weakly bounded at infinity, 24 
w-integrable measure, 77 
w-vanishing, 25 
wave operator, local, 279, 309, 314, 322 
weakly vanishing at infinity, 24 
weighted 

space, 171 
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Z-valued observable, 362 
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